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Abbreviations

ABL ablative INTERJ interjection 
ACC accusative IRLS irrealis
ADP adposition (M/F), 

[M/F]
epicene

BF base-form LOC locative
COMP complementizer M masculine
CONJ conjunctive 

coordinator
MOD modal

COP copula MP masculine plural
DAT dative MS masculine singular
DET determiner NEG negative
DIM diminutive NFUT near future
DISJ disjunctive 

coordinator
NOM nominative

DM discourse marker NP noun phrase
DUR durative NPS non-possessable
ELAT elative P plural 
EMPH emphatic PCL possessive classifier
EPENT epenthesis PE plural exclusive
EPST epistemicity PI plural inclusive
EVID evidential POL polarity
EXIST existential PREP preposition
F feminine PRES present
FF full-form PST past
FFP full-form present QUOT quotative
FFI full-form imperfect RFL reflexive
FP feminine plural RFUT remote future
FS feminine singular RLS realis
FUT future S singular
GEN genitive SN syntactically non-possessable
GF generic form SP syntactically possessable
GP greater plural SUB subordinator
GPI greater plural 

inclusive 
TRANS transitive

IF indeterminate-form INTRANS intransitive
IGNOR ignorative VA valency
IMP imperative VOC vocative
IND indicative VOL volitional
INT interrogative

AY, Ay. Ayoreo CH, Ch. Chamacoco
A.Z Ancient Zamuco 

                 Examples:
                                   1S-person = first person singular
                                   2S-prefix = first person singular prefix
                                   MS-FF = masculine singular full-form
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FIRST PART: INTRODUCTION

§1. The Zamucoan family

According to the traditional classification, the Zamucoan family consists of 
two living languages, Ayoreo and Chamacoco, spoken in the Chaco-Boreal area, 
in  South-East  Bolivia  and  Northern  Paraguay.  The  family  also  includes  an 
extinct language, Ancient Zamuco, spoken during the 18 th century in the Jesuit 
reduction of San Ignacio de Samucos. Ancient Zamuco is closer to Ayoreo than 
to  Chamacoco,  but  Ayoreo  does  not  seem  to  stem  directly  from  Ancient 
Zamuco.  The  previous  tradition,  based  solely  on  lexical  comparison  and 
ethnographic  criteria,  has  always  supported  the  theory  that  Ayoreo  and 
Chamacoco belong to the same linguistic family.

                     Figure 1.1

This work aims at describing the inflectional morphology of the Zamucoan 
languages in order to demonstrate their genetic relationship. The Zamucoan 
languages  are  poorly  described,  although  a  series  of  scientifically  oriented 
studies have appeared very recently as part  of a project at  Scuola Normale 
Superiore di  Pisa,  which began in  2007 and aims at  providing an accurate 
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synchronic  and  diachronic  description  of  the  Zamucoan  languages  and 
investigating the language contact with the surrounding languages (see, among 
others,  Bertinetto  2009;  Bertinetto  &  Ciucci  2012;  Bertinetto,  Ciucci  &  Pia 
2010; Ciucci 2007/08; Ciucci 2009; Ciucci 2010a; Ciucci 2010b). The need for 
a scientific description of Ayoreo and Chamacoco is motivated by the fact that 
both languages are considered endangered by UNESCO (see Crevels & Adelaar 
2000/06).  For  this  reason,  I  hope  that  the  present  investigation  could 
contribute to preserve the languages and the cultural memory of Chamacoco 
and  Ayoreo  speakers  and  to  raise  awareness  about  the  history  of  their 
respective languages.

§1.1 The structure of this study

The  present  study  aims  at  describing  the  inflectional  morphology  of 
Ancient Zamuco, Ayoreo and Chamacoco. The inflectional morphology of the 
Zamucoan languages can be divided into: 

(i) Verb morphology (§4, §5, §6, §7, §8)
(ii) Possessive inflection (§9, §10, §11)
(iii) Nominal suffixation (§12, §13, §14).

The present chapter (§1) introduces the Zamucoan family (§1.2-1.7), the 
previous studies (§1.8) and the sources of data used in this investigation (§1.9). 
Chapter §2 illustrates the phonology of each language and the orthographic 
conventions used in this work. Chapter §3 gives an overview of free pronouns 
in the Zamucoan languages. The verb inflection of the Zamucoan languages is 
discussed in the second part (§4-§8), while the possessive inflection and the 
nominal inflection of the Zamucoan languages are described in the third part 
(§9-§11) and the fourth part (§12-§14), respectively. Further data are provided 
in  the  appendices.  In  each  part,  after  the  description,  the  inflectional 
mechanisms are  compared in  order  to  demonstrate  the  genetic  relationship 
between the Zamucoan languages. 
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§1.2 Ayoreo

Ayoreo is spoken by about 4500 people according to Fabre (2007a) and 
Combès (2009).1 The Ayoreo traditionally lived a nomadic life moving in the 
Northern Chaco area, in today’s Santa Cruz Department (Bolivia), in the Alto 
Paraguay Department (Paraguay) and the Boquerón Department (Paraguay).2 
Although some uncontacted Ayoreo groups still live their traditional nomadic 
life in the Paraguayan Chaco, the vast majority of the Ayoreo have abandoned 
their  nomadic  life  and  live  in  rural  communities  built  around  missions 
established in their traditional territory. The city of Santa Cruz de la Sierra 
(Bolivia) hosts a big Ayoreo community.3

Their endonym  Ayorei /ajorej/ (MS.FF) means ‘real person’. This term is 
often used in opposition to cojñoi /koɲ̥oj/ (MS.FF),4 used as a derogatory term 
to indicate the outsiders. Ayoreo /ajoreo/ is morphologically a MP base-form.5 
There are many other names traditionally used to refer to these people and 
their  language:  Moro,  Morotoco,  Samococio,  Takrat,  Coroino,  Potureros, 
Guarañoca, Yanaigua, Tsirákua, Pyeta Yovai, etc.6

  

§1.3 Chamacoco 

Chamacoco is spoken by about 1600 people according to Fabre (2007a) 
and 1800 people according to ETHNOLOGUE. Chamacoco is an exonym whose 
etymology is uncertain. It is also used by the Chamacoco themselves when they 
speak Spanish.7 Their endonym is Ɨshɨro  /ɨɕɨro/ (often reduced to Ɨshɨr  /ɨɕɨr/), 
MP of Ɨshɨrc /ɨɕɨrʨ/ (MS.FF) ‘person’, and the name of their language is Ɨshɨr(o)  
ahwoso  /ɨɕɨro aw̥oso/ (lit. ‘the words of the  Ɨshɨro people’).  The Chamacoco 

1 The Ayoreo speakers are only 3070 according to ETHNOLOGUE.
2 For more details, see Fabre (2007a). I am grateful to Alain Fabre and Harald Hammarström, for 

providing me with some rare publications on the Zamucoan languages. 
3 About the Ayoreo settlement in Santa Cruz, see Roca Ortiz (2008). 
4 Its A.Z cognate, coyoc /kojok/ (MS.BF), means ‘enemy’, cf. AY cojñoc /koɲok/ (MS.BF).
5 The MP-FF is cojñone /koɲ̥one/.
6 See Combès (2009), ETHNOLOGUE and Fabre (2007a).
7 About the first attestations of the term Chamacoco and the other names referring to these people, see 

Fabre (2007a). According to Boggiani, Chamacoco derives from Zamuco (Boggiani 1894: 17).
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mainly live in the Alto Paraguay Department (Paraguay) on the west bank of 
the River Paraguay, but there are Chamacoco living in the suburbs of Asunción 
and in Brazil.8 The Chamacoco are divided into two groups, each with its own 
dialect: Ebitoso (or Ɨbɨtoso) and Tomarãho. The same division was reported by 
Boggiani (1894: 21-22) at the turn of the 19th century. According to Boggiani, 
there were two groups, living in a state of continuous warfare against each 
other:  Chamacoco  Mansos and  Chamacoco  Bravos  (1894:  21-22),  probably 
corresponding to the nowadays  Ɨbɨtoso and Tomarãho respectively. The vast 
majority of the Chamacoco are Ɨbɨtoso, while the Tumarãho only consist of 103 
people according to Fabre (2007a). The data reported in this work refer to the 
Ɨbɨtoso dialect, spoken by the vast majority of the Chamacoco. The term Ebitoso 
is used in literature, but it is just the Spanish adaptation of the Chamacoco 
word Ɨbɨtoso,9 the proper endonym of this people. It is a compound formed by 
ɨbɨta ‘at corner of; at the bottom of’ (FS.FF) and oso (MP) ‘people’, thus meaning 
‘the people who live at the corner’. According to the informants, it refers to the 
geographical  location  of  their  communities.10 The  Ɨbɨtoso  refer  to  their 
language as Ɨbɨtoso õr ahwoso or Ɨbɨtos(o) ahwoso (lit. ‘the words of the Ɨbɨtoso’) 
in order to distinguish it from the Tomarãho dialect. Note that, according to 
some speakers, the Chamacoco term Ɨshɨro (MP), theoretically may also refer to 
other indigenous people, although it is generally used as an endonym by the 
Chamacoco, especially in opposition to Maro ‘Paraguayan people’ (MP).

§1.4 History and first contacts

Although the first ethnonyms which could refer to Zamucoan populations 
date back to the 16th century,11 the first stable contact with Zamucoan people 
was established by Jesuit missionaries from the Missions of the Chiquitos. In 
1724  they  founded  the  reduction  of  San  Ignacio  de  Samucos in  order  to 
evangelize the Zamucoan tribes. Due to intertribal conflicts, the reduction was 
8 For more information about the Chamacoco communities, see Fabre (2007a).
9 Another correct transcription of this word is Ybytoso, using the Guaraní grapheme <y> to indicate 

/ɨ/.
10 The name Ibitéssa, referring to a group of Chamacoco people, is reported in Boggiani (1894:20).
11 About the ethnonyms which were probably used for Zamucoan people, see the accurate investigation 

by Combès (2010).
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abandoned in 1745 and today nothing remains, so that its exact location is 
unknown. When San Ignacio de Samucos was abandoned, some groups returned 
to their previous way of life in the Northern Chaco, while other groups went to 
live in other Jesuit missions, gradually losing their language and their cultural 
identity.12 Traces of the cultural influence exerted by the Jesuits are still to be 
found in the Ayoreo (Fischermann 1996), but not in the Chamacoco culture. 
This suggests that the Chamacoco have probably never been contacted by the 
Jesuits (Combès 2009). During this period, the presumed dominant language 
among  Zamucoan  people  at  that  time,  Ancient  Zamuco,  was  studied  and 
described by Jesuit missionaries, especially by the Jesuit father Ignace Chomé, 
who wrote a remarkable Arte de la lengua zamuca (Chomé 1958 [ante 1745]), 
only published in 1958 by Lussagnet. The data in Chomé’s grammar represent 
almost all nowadays available documentation on Ancient Zamuco.13 

The ethnonym  Xamicocos is  reported for  the  first  time in  1795 (Baldus 
1927:  18).  The  Chamacoco  had  already  been  contacted  when  the  Italian 
explorer, photographer and painter Guido Boggiani described the Chamacoco 
culture for the first time and began to analyse the language (Boggiani 1894) 
with the intention to continue his linguistic studies (Boggiani 1894: 80). His 
death during an expedition in 1902 made all of this impossible. 

Almost  two hundred years  after  the short  period in the San Ignacio de 
Samuco, the Ayoreo were contacted by Evangelical missionaries from the USA 
at the end of the Fourties and began to abandon their traditional way of live.  
However,  the  Ayoreo’s  level  of  integration  in  the  Bolivian  and  Paraguayan 
society is still low. 

§1.5 Genetic classification

As one can see in the Swadesh list in Appendix A, Ayoreo and Chamacoco 
have  a  low  lexical  similarity.  According  to  a  calculation  by  Pier  Marco 
Bertinetto and the present author, Ayoreo and Chamacoco share about 30% of 
12  For a detailed account on the history of Zamucoan people, see Combès (2009).
13 Two short texts and some words are reported in Hervás y Panduro’s linguistic works (see Hervás y 

Panduro  1784:  31-32;  1786:  91;  1787a:  163-223;  1787b:  101-102,  229-230) and  in  his 
correspondence (see Clark 1937). Unless otherwise indicated, all data used for Ancient Zamuco in 
the course of this investigation come from Chomé’s grammar.
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their lexicon and this is confirmed by an independent calculation by Matthew 
and Rosemary Ulrich (personal communication). As will be shown in the course 
of  this  study,  despite  a low lexical  similarity,  Ayoreo and Chamacoco have 
noteworthy morphological similarities which will be discussed in the present 
work. 

Ancient  Zamuco and Ayoreo,  insofar  there  are  data  available,  are  very 
close to each other and share most of their lexicon. Although Ancient Zamuco 
is very similar in some respects to Ayoreo, Chamacoco and Ancient Zamuco 
share some characteristics not to be observed in Ayoreo, such as the distinction 
between realis vs. irrealis in the 3-person (see §7.1) and the preservation of the 
original singular full-form suffixes (see §14.1). The morphological comparison 
confirms that Ayoreo, Ancient Zamuco and Chamacoco derive from a common 
ancestor, Zamuco or Proto-Zamuco.14 It is difficult to establish whether Ayoreo 
derives from Ancient Zamuco, as suggested by Kelm (1964), or from a cognate 
language spoken by other Zamucoan people who were contacted by the Jesuits. 
This second hypothesis should be preferred. Hervás y Panduro (1784: 31-32) 
names several dialects spoken by Zamucoan population, such as  caipotorade, 
morotoco and  ugaroño.  Note,  however,  that even among Hervás y Panduro’s 
informants  there  is  no  consensus  about  the  number  of  dialects  spoken  by 
Zamucoan tribes (Hervás y Panduro 1784: 31-31). There is no documentation 
for these dialects, with the exceptions of some words collected by d’Orbigny 
(see Lussagnet 1961, 1962) in 1831.15 

The term Zamuco is reported for the first time in a document referring to 
the year 1717-1718 (Combès 2009: 13) and could be connected with the term 
Samacocis, attested in the 16th century (Fabre 2007a), but it is not sure that the 
people referred to as Samacocis spoke a Zamucoan language.16 Zamuco probably 
derives from the Chiquitano word for dog; cf.  the Chiquitano  tamokos  ‘dog’, 
attested  in  the  18th century  (Adams  &  Henry  1880:  120)  and  the  modern 

14 This investigation provides the morphological basis for a possible reconstruction of Proto-Zamuco, 
but it will not be reconstructed in the present study. For the first attempt to reconstruct some aspects  
of Proto-Zamuco, see (Bertinetto 2011).

15 It is also possible that Ayoreo derives from the fusion of some dialects spoken in the reduction, but 
it  is  impossible  to verify this  hypothesis  due to the scarcity  of data  on the dialects  spoken by 
Zamucoan people. 

16 For a detailed discussion of this word, see Combès (2010: 271-278).
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Chiquitano term tamacorr /tamakoʃ/ ‘dog’ (Galeote Tormo 1993: 355).17

Although the Zamucoan languages present loans and areal features shared 
with the surrounding languages (such as the para-hypotaxis, see Bertinetto & 
Ciucci 2012), no linguistic family or single language which could have genetic 
relationships with the Zamucoan family has been identified. According to a 
glottochronological investigation on lexical similarity among more than 4000 
of  the  world’s  languages  (Müller  et  al.  2010),  the  Zamucoan  languages 
separated from the other South-American families in a very remote period, so 
that they are completely isolated from the other South-American languages. 
The investigation by Müller et al. (2010) is based on a list of 40 words referring 
to the core vocabulary items. The data for Ayoreo were provided by Pier Marco 
Bertinetto, while the data for Chamacoco were provided by the present author. 
According to Holman et al. (2011: 35), based on the database of Müller et al. 
(2010), Ayoreo and Chamacoco split 2765 years BP. 

The long isolation of the Zamucoan populations seems to be confirmed by 
biologists who analysed the DNA of South-American populations. According to 
Demarchi & García Ministro (2008), the Gran Chaco population investigated 
can  be  considered  genetically  homogeneous,  but  the  Ayoreo  constitute  “a 
population with unique genetic and morphological patterns, being an outlier 
not only in relation to the rest of the Gran Chaco populations, but also to any 
other  native  group  of  South  America”  (Demarchi  &  García  Ministro  2008: 
131).18 However, this last study does not consider the Chamacoco. A study by 
Rickards  et  al. (1994)  on  red  cell  antigens  of  Native-American  populations 
confirms the genetic  proximity between Ayoreo and Chamacoco,  but  shows 
that  these populations  are genetically  rather  distant  from the other Native-
American populations analysed.

§1.6 Common characteristics of the Zamucoan languages

This  section  briefly  introduces  some  common  linguistic  features  of  the 
Zamucoan  family.  The  Zamucoan  languages  are  characterized  by  vowel 
harmony,  to  be  found  in  particular  in  suffixation.  Vowel  nasality  is 

17 About the etymology of Zamuco, see Combès (2009: 13-15).
18 For other genetic studies on Ayoreo, see Salzano et al. (1978) and Dornelles et al. (2004).
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phonologically distinctive.  The basic word-order is  SVO, but SVO languages 
have genitive-noun order, which in the Zamucoan languages is associated with 
the  presence  of  nominal  elements  working  as  locative  postpositions.  This 
suggests that the prototypical constituent order has probably changed. In the 
Zamucoan languages there are also prepositions. Prepositions and postpositions 
may form adpositional locutions.

The  Zamucoan  languages  are  fusional  languages  surrounded  by  highly 
agglutinating languages.  Traces  of  agglutination in the Zamucoan languages 
seem  to  suggest  that  the  Zamucoan  family  has  been  characterized  by 
agglutinating  morphology  in  the  past  (Bertinetto  2009:  6).  Inflectional 
morphology can be divided into three areas, which will  be discussed in the 
following chapters: (i) Verb morphology, expressing person, number and mood 
(see chapters §4, §5, §6, §7 and §8); (ii) Noun prefixation, which expresses the 
possessor of the noun (see chapters §9, §10, §11); (iii) Nominal prefixation, 
expressing the gender, the number and the form of nouns and adjectives (see 
chapters §12, §13 and §14). The morphological comparison (see chapters §7, 
§11  and  §14)  confirms  the  genetic  relationship  between  the  Zamucoan 
languages.

The verb systems of the Zamucoan languages lack temporal and aspectual 
inflection but may present a realis vs. irrealis distinction. In the terminology 
used by Bhat (1999) all Zamucoan languages are mood-prominent languages.19 
Temporal reference is expressed by adverbial elements. An areal characteristic 
shared by the Zamucoan family is the existence of an inflection for possessable 
nouns (see Fabre 2007b). 

In the Zamucoan languages there is no morphological difference between 
the suffixation of adjectives and nouns (both will be referred to as ‘nominals’). 
In all Zamucoan languages nominals inflect for number (singular and plural), 
gender (masculine and feminine) and form. The “form” is a peculiar feature of 
the Zamucoan languages, which distinguish between “base-form”, “full-form” 
and “indeterminate-form”.20 The base-form is so-called because it  very often 
coincides with the root and, in Ayoreo “is the starting point for any inflectional 
19 About  mood-prominence  in  Ayoreo,  see  Bertinetto  (2009:  50).  About  Chamacoco,  see  Ciucci 

(2010c) and Ciucci (2012).
20 This terminology has been introduced by Bertinetto (2009) for Ayoreo and  will be used for the 

whole linguistic  family  in  this  work.  Moraire  (1980)  and Higham  et  al.  (2000)  use a  different 
terminology.
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or  derivational  operation”  (Bertinetto  2009:  17).  It  is  often  used  as  the 
predicative form of nominals in opposition to the full-form. The indeterminate-
form is generally used for a non-specific referent. The exact use of each form 
depends on the single language and will be discussed in chapters (§12, §13 and 
§14).

Both Ayoreo and Chamacoco are characterized by the presence of para-
hypotactical structures (Bertinetto & Ciucci 2012). Para-hypotaxis “seems to be 
an areal feature fairly wide-spread in the Chaco region” (Bertinetto & Ciucci 
2012: 107). 

§1.7 Sociolinguistic situation

Both Ayoreo and Chamacoco are endangered languages. Theoretically all 
Ayoreo  are  fluent  in  their  language.  Bilingualism  is  increasing,  especially 
among men, but the language shows so far little Spanish influence, although 
some aspects of their cultural identity are gradually disappearing. There is a 
valuable  translation  of  the  New  Testament  in  Ayoreo,  NTM (1982).  Some 
textbooks for the Ayoreo schools are available: Barrios  et al. (1992), Briggs & 
Moraire  (1973),  Bogado  (2001),  Bogado  &  Barrios  (1999),  GUIA (2003), 
Zanardini (1994). There are also bilingual collections of texts: Amarilla-Stanley 
(2001), QQCB (1972), Riester & Zolezzi (1985), Zanardini & Amarilla (2007). 
In particular, QQCB (1972) has been a useful source of examples for this work.  
Other Ayoreo texts are: Chiqueno et al. (2000), Etacore et al. (2000), Picanerai 
et al. (2001), Szabó & Stierlin (2005), Wilke (1995). 

According  to  Fabre  (2007a),  most  Chamacoco  speak  their  language  at 
home. Many elements of  their  traditional culture have disappeared and are 
poorly understood by middle-aged people. The Chamacoco were contacted long 
before than the Ayoreo and are somewhat more integrated in the Paraguayan 
society. This also has an impact on currently spoken Chamacoco, in which a 
process of Hispanization has already begun:21 many words of the traditional 
lexicon can alternate with Spanish loans (which are more frequently used) and 
some syntactic structures have severely been contaminated by Spanish, so that, 

21 At least in the in the Ɨbɨtoso dialect, which is referred to in this investigation. The Tomarãho have 
been contacted far more recently and for this reason their dialect is probably more conservative.
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although the language will probably not disappear with the next generation of 
speakers,  its  degree  of  Hispanization  will  increase  and  many  traditional 
grammatical and lexical elements will disappear. Moreover, the Chamacoco are 
exposed  to  Guaraní,  the  second  national  language  of  Paraguay,  and  to 
Portuguese,  because  they  live  at  the  boundary  with  Brazil,  so  that  not 
infrequently they have an active competence of Guaraní and/or of Portuguese.

Chamacoco  has  a  transcription  system  established  by  Matthew  and 
Rosemary Ulrich and the indigenous community. It is based on Spanish and is 
known by most Chamacoco speakers and used in Chamacoco schools.22 The 
American missionaries Matthew and Rosemary Ulrich spent more than twelve 
years  working  with  Chamacoco,  mainly  in  order  to  translate  the  Bible.  A 
valuable  translation  of  the  New Testament  is  now available  in  Chamacoco 
(Ulrich & Ulrich 2000a), along with some parts of the Old Testament (Ulrich & 
Ulrich 1992a, 1994b). During this period, they translated or edited most 
Chamacoco  texts  available,  such  as  stories  by  indigenous  authors  (Roy 
1990, 1991; Balbuena 1991a, 1991b, 1993; Balbuena & Perez 1993; Barbosa 
1993; Gonzales et al. 1999), school texts (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990a, 1990b, 1994a, 
1995, 1998a, 1999), texts on hygiene (Ulrich & Ulrich 1992b, 1992c, 1992d, 
1996)  and  religious  texts  (Ulrich  & Ulrich  1997,  1998b;  Ulrich,  Ulrich  & 
Pierce 1994; Ulrich & Ulrich 1998b).23 From a merely linguistic point of 
view,  all  these  texts  are  generally  correct  and  are  the  most  accurate 
texts  available  for  Chamacoco.  To  these  texts  one  has  to  add  some 
unpublished materials by Romero de Martínez et al. (n.d.), which proved 
to be of some utility, and by Sequera (n.d.). 24 Some internet resources on 
22 There  is  another  transcription  system  established  by  the  Paraguayan  anthropologist  Guillermo 

Sequera and used in his works.
23 I am grateful to Matthew and Rosemary Ulrich for providing me with a copy of many publications 

by various authors on the Chamacoco language and culture.
24 All previous texts are written in Ɨbɨtoso dialect, which will be referred to in the course of this work. 

Some Tomarãho texts have been published in Sequera (2006) and in Sequera &  Ñuhwŷt Fretes 
(2011a;  2011b).  As  already  mentioned,  Guillermo  Sequera  has  also  collected  many  Ɨbɨtoso 
narratives. I am grateful to him for giving me part of these materials and I hope that these Ɨbɨtoso 
texts (Relatos ybytoso) may be published soon. To these texts one should add Ozuna Ortiz (2009). In 
this work there are interesting materials which absolutely deserve to be published. Unfortunately,  
from a linguistic point  of view this  work would need radical  revision,  because there are many 
grammatical mistakes and orthographic incoherences, so that in many places the Chamacoco text is 
hardly (or not) understandable even by the native speakers themselves. In many places it seems to be 
a bad transcription of spontaneous speech texts. By contrast, the other Ɨbɨtoso texts mentioned above 
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Zamucoan  languages  are  available.  There  are  interesting  videos  of 
Chamacoco  and  Ayoreo  speakers  available  on  Youtube 
<www.youtube.com>  and  on  the  Endangered  Language  Project 
<http://www.endangeredlanguages.com>. 

Recordings  of  religious  content  are  available  in  Ayoreo 
<http://globalrecordings.net/en/langcode/ayo>  and  in Chamacoco 
<http://globalrecordings.net/en/langcode/ceg>. 

§1.8 Previous studies

This  section  mentions  the  most  significant  linguistic  studies  on  the 
Zamucoan languages.  Among the many anthropological  studies  available on 
Zamucoan populations, one has to mention: Fischermann (1988), Pia (2006), 
and Zanardini (2003) for Ayoreo and Cordeu (1989a,b;  1991a,b,c;  1992a,b; 
2008),  Escobar (2007),  and Sušnik (1957b,c;  1969) for  Chamacoco.25 For  a 
complete  linguistic  and  anthropological  bibliography  on  the  Zamucoan 
populations see Fabre (2007a). 

Ancient  Zamuco has  been described by  the  Jesuit  Ignace  Chomé (1958 
[ante 1745]). Chomé’s grammar has been published by Lussagnet, who also 
published a vocabulary with data from Chomé and from the unpublished notes 
by the French naturalist d’Orbingy (Lussagnet 1961; 1962). Data on Ancient 
Zamuco can also be found in the works of Hervás y Panduro (1784: 31-32; 
1786: 91; 1787a: 163-223; 1787b: 101-102, 229-230). 

Kelm  (1964)  is  a  very  detailed  grammatical  and  lexical  comparison 
between Ancient Zamuco and Ayoreo. It is a valuable work which can be used 
as initial reference. On the Zamucoan family see also Loukotka (1931).

For  Ayoreo  some  grammars  are  available:  Johnson  (1955),  COLEGIO 
(1971),  Morarie  (1980).26 As  Morarie  (1980)  says,  her  work  is  based  on 
Johnson (1955), which she has simplified and updated. These grammars are 
useful  and respond to the practical  need of  someone who has to learn the 

are always understood by the native speakers.
25 I am grateful to Edgardo Cordeu for providing me with many of his works. For a complete list of  

Cordeu’s publications on the Chamacoco, see Fabre (2007b).
26 It was not possible to obtain a copy of Johnson (1955) and SIM (1958, 1967).
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language, but are not scientifically oriented grammars. There are also Ayoreo 
dictionaries available: Barrios  et al. (1995), Higham et al. (2001),  SIM (1958; 
1967).  Both  Barrios  et  al.  (1995)  and  Higham  et  al.  (2001)  are  useful 
instruments.  Barrios  et  al.  (1995) is  a valuable Spanish-Ayoreo and Ayoreo-
Spanish. Higham et al. (2001) is an Ayoreo-English dictionary in three volumes. 
The  third  volume  contains  a  shorter  English-Ayoreo  section  and  some 
appendices  with  morphological  data.  The  Ayoreo-English  section  and  the 
appendices are very rich in examples and in morphological information. For 
this reason, it is an indispensable reference and its data have been used for the 
present work. Other studies on Ayoreo are Briggs (1973) and Adelaar (2004) 
(probably inspired by Briggs 1973).

The first linguistic studies on Chamacoco are due to Boggiani, who wrote 
the  Dizionario  dell’idioma  Ciamacoco (1894:  98-123).27 The  last  studies  by 
Boggiani were  published posthumous by  Loukotka (Boggiani 1929,  Loukotka 
1941). Other contributions on Chamacoco are: Baldus (1927, 1932), Belaieff 
(1936, 1937). These studies are marginally useful. 

Branislava  Sušnik  is  an  important  anthropologist  who  also  published 
linguistic investigations on Chamacoco (Sušnik 1957a) and on Ayoreo (Sušnik 
1963). She also published a Chamacoco lexicon (Sušnik 1970), a comparison 
between the Zamucoan languages (Sušnik 1972) and a general study on Chaco 
languages  (Sušnik  1986/87),  which  includes  the  Zamucoan family.  Sušnik’s 
linguistic works are of very limited utility, because the terminology and the 
linguistic  categories  used  are  obscure  and  the  phonetic  transcription  is 
idiosyncratic and possibly incoherent, so that the reader first has to understand 
the  language independently28 and then can try  to  reinterpret  Sušnik’s  data, 
which are sometimes very interesting and especially in the case of Chamacoco 
show some archaic characteristics which are impossible or very hard to observe 
in the currently spoken language. 

The  American  missionaries  Matthew Ulrich  and  Rosemary  Ulrich  made 
interesting studies parallel to their Bible translation: Ulrich & Ulrich (1989a; 
1989b; 1990c; 2000b). Ulrich & Ulrich (1989b) is  a valuable description of 
Chamacoco phonology. They also began to write a Chamacoco grammar, but 
the project was abandoned, so that Ulrich & Ulrich (1990c) is little more than a 

27 On Boggiani and Boggiani’s studies, see Contreras Roqué (2009) and Leigheb (1997).
28 In this sense, see the short review to Sušnik (1963) by Bright (1964: 402).
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collection of useful examples for a grammatical study. Ulrich & Ulrich (2000b) 
is a valuable dictionary of Chamacoco. It offers data which are usually reliable. 
Unfortunately  nominal  paradigms  are  not  always  complete  and  nominal 
lemmatization is not always coherent. 

Sequera (2009) is a mere collection of Chamacoco verb paradigms. These 
data have been collected independently from Ulrich & Ulrich (2000b). The data 
are  generally  correct,29 but  I  have  only  used  this  work  for  some  sporadic 
comparisons, because most of these data were already available in Ulrich & 
Ulrich  (2000b).  A  Chamacoco  online  dictionary  has  recently  appeared 
(Harrison et al. 2012).30 

Some studies on the Zamucoan languages have recently appeared as part of 
a documentation project which started at Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa in 
2007: Bertinetto (2009; 2010; 2011), Bertinetto & Ciucci (2012), Bertinetto, 
Ciucci  &  Pia  (2010),  Bertinetto,  Ricci  &  Na  (2010),  Ciucci  (2007/08a; 
2007/08b; 2009; 2010a; 2010b). This documentation project aims at producing 
a  fully-fledged  grammar  of  Ayoreo  and  Chamacoco.  In  this  sense,  an 
anticipation is represented by Bertinetto (2009), which is a grammatical sketch 
of Ayoreo. Ciucci (2007/08a) and Ciucci (2009) are a description of Ayoreo 
and  Chamacoco  verb  inflection,  respectively.  Ayoreo  and  Chamacoco 
possessive inflection was first described in Ciucci (2010a) and Ciucci (2010b). 
In the present work, the chapters on verb inflection and possessive inflection 

29 The data are generally correct, although the author presents eight tenses for each verb paradigm of a 
tenseless  language,  that  is,  he  repeats  the  same  verb  paradigm  eight  times  adding  a  different 
adverbial particle expressing temporal reference. 

30 The talking dictionary by Harrison et al. (2012) is a mere collection of recorded Chamacoco words 
(or short parts of sentences often regarded as single lexical items) which one can hear on the site. 
Surprisingly,  the  Chamacoco  dictionary  by  Ulrich  &  Ulrich  (2000b),  easily  available  in 
ETHNOLOGUE (<http://www.ethnologue.com>), is not cited. As one can see in some examples 
from the presentation of the dictionary (<http://www.livingtongues.org/hotspots/hotspot.SSA.chama 
cocoYshyr.html>,  last  consulted  on  13/8/2012),  there  are  frequent  mistakes  in  the  phonetic 
transcriptions, which “are to be regarded as tentative” (Harrison, personal communication). Besides,  
the translations are often not very exact and there are no lemmatization criteria. These problems 
could be solved in many cases with Ulrich & Ulrich (2000b) or with Ciucci (2009; 2011b, a.o.), free  
downloadable online, but also not mentioned (see <http://chamacoco.swarthmore.edu/about>, last 
consulted 13/8/2012). In the weeks before the last consultation (13/8/2012) the data of the dictionary 
(<http://chamacoco.swarthmore.edu>) does not seem to be available online, possibly due to some 
changes in the site, or to technical problems.  
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will be largely based on these contributions.31 

§1.9 Data used in this study

The source of the sentences cited in this work will be indicated after every 
single example, while  the sources of the morphological data used in this work 
will only be mentioned in this section and will not be cited any more in the 
course of this work, unless the data used come from a different source. 

The data used for Ancient Zamuco come from Chomé’s grammar Arte de la  
lengua zamuca (Chomé 1958 [ante 1745]). 

The  data  used  for  Ayoreo  mostly  come  from  Higham  et al. (2000), 
integrated with data from Pier Marco Bertinetto’s fieldwork (especially in the 
chapters  on  verb  inflection  and  possessive  inflection)  and  with  some  data 
collected during my fieldwork. Also most lexical translations of Ayoreo verbs 
and nominals, as well as notes on the constructions of Ayoreo verbs, come from 
Higham et al. (2000). 

Most data used in the chapter on Chamacoco verb inflection come from 
Ulrich & Ulrich (2000b). This work provides many complete verb paradigms 
and the data are generally correct. During my fieldwork I checked the data on 
verb inflection collected by Ulrich & Ulrich (2000b) and added new data. The 
data used for Chamacoco possessive and nominal suffixation come from my 
fieldwork. Ulrich & Ulrich (2000b) has represented a useful starting-point for 
the fieldwork, but the nominal paradigms are very often incomplete, so that it 
was necessary to collect new data. New paradigms have so been added to my 
corpus of data and used for my investigation. A part of these data have been 
reported in the Chamacoco examples used in the present work. 

I have carried out two fieldworks. In mid-July 2009 I worked with Ayoreo 
in Bolivia, under the direction of Pier Marco Bertinetto. In that occasion we 
worked at the Ayoreo organization CANOB (Central Ayoreo Nativa del Oriente 
Boliviano) in Santa Cruz de la Sierra. In mid-August 2009 I moved to Paraguay, 
where I worked with Chamacoco until the second half of October 2009. I came 

31 Pier Marco Bertinetto and the present author have also made a web page with basic information on  
the Zamucoan languages for the site Sorosoro <http://www.sorosoro.org/en/Zamucoan-languages> 
(Last updated in 2010). 
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back to Paraguay at the beginning of July 2011 and I worked with Chamacoco 
until the end of August 2011. During my two fieldworks with Chamacoco I had 
the occasion to live in a Chamacoco family in Mariano Roque Alonso. This 
allowed me to observe the language in the everyday context after the daily 
fieldwork.32 My main informants were Francisco García, Laura Báez, Domingo 
Calonga and Roberto García.33

§1.10 Conclusions

This first part has introduced the Zamucoan family. Ayoreo, Chamacoco 
and Ancient Zamuco are traditionally considered part of the same linguistic 
family.  The  genetic  relationship  between  Ayoreo  and  Ancient  Zamuco  was 
demonstrated by Kelm (1964), but despite the attempt by Sušnik (1972), there 
is  no  scientific  demonstration  of  the  genetic  relationship  between  Ayoreo, 
Ancient Zamuco and Chamacoco.

32 About my fieldwork, see Ciucci (2012).
33 Francisco García and Domingo Calonga are respected Chamacoco leaders.  Apart from my main 

informant, I would like to express my gratitude to the other Chamacoco people who helped me 
during my fieldwork, such as Gerson García. I am grateful to María Romero de Martínez, director of 
the Escuela Básica Lorenzo Ferreira Frič (Puerto Esperanza), for providing me with a collection of 
school texts used in Chamacoco schools. I am also grateful to the indigenous leader Bruno Barras  
for encouraging me to continue my investigation on Chamacoco.
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§2 Phonology and orthography in the Zamucoan languages

The  next  sections  briefly  introduce  the  phonology  of  the  Zamucoan 
languages  and  the  most  commonly  used  orthographic  conventions.  The 
transcription systems established by missionaries are the most popular among 
the speakers. The following sections discuss the phonology of Ayoreo (§2.1), 
Ancient  Zamuco  (§2.2)  and  Chamacoco  (§2.3).  Section  (§2.4)  presents  the 
transcription principles used in this work.

§2.1 Ayoreo phonology and orthography

Ayoreo  has  five  vowels  /a  e  i  o  u/,  to  which  the  corresponding  nasal 
vowels have to be added. Vowel nasality is  a suprasegmental  feature.34 The 
consonantal phonemes of Ayoreo are provided in Table 2.1.35 The orthographic 
transcription of each phoneme is indicated between angled brackets.

An interesting characteristic of the AY consonantal system is represented 
by the series of voiceless nasals.36 

The phonematic status of the glottal stop is not completely clear. According 
to Kelm (1964: 467-468), Morarie (1980: 42, 58) and Higham et al. (2000: 2), 
the glottal stop is phonemic word-finally. The glottal stop is only pronounced 
when it occurs in absolute final position.37 According to data from Pier Marco 
Bertinetto’s fieldwork, no such consonant is audible in any possible context. 
Therefore, I shall not indicate it in the transcriptions. 

34 In both Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco the oral vowels are rendered, of course, with <a e i o u>.
35 The present section only aims at introducing the phonology and the orthographic conventions of 

Ayoreo  in  order  to  make  the  description  of  AY  morphology  understandable.  For  a  detailed 
discussion of AY phonology, see Bertinetto (2009: 7-12), on which this section is based. On the 
orthography of Ayoreo, see Bertinetto (2009: 14).

36 For a study on the acoustic properties of AY voiceless nasals, see Bertinetto, Ricci & Na (2010).
37 “Glottals are heard under certain conditions, but when another word follows immediately, though 

inherently here, the glottal is not pronounced” (Higham et al. 2000: 2).
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labial dental alveolo-
palatal

palatal velar glottal

voiceless 
stop

p <p> t <t> k <c> 
<qu>

(ʔ)

voiced stop (m)b <b> ( n)d <d> (ŋ)g <gu> 
<g>

affricate ʨ <ch>
fricative s <s> h <j>
nasal m <m> n <n> ɲ <ñ> ŋ <ng>
voiceless 
nasal

m̥ <jm> n̥ <jn> ɲ̥ <jñ>

approximant w <u> ɹ <r> j <y> 
<i>

Table 2.1. Ayoreo consonant chart (adapted from Bertinetto 2009: 10)
 
One  wonders  whether  the  stress  is  contrastive  in  Ayoreo.  According  to 

Moraire (1980: 1) “the accent falls on the last syllable, except when the word 
ends in e. In this case the accent falls on the next to the last syllable”. In the 
orthographic system used by Moraire (1980) and Higham  et  al.  (2000),  the 
accent is indicated when there are exceptions to this rule. In the course of the 
present  work,  when  possible,  the  accents  will  be  indicated  as  they  are  in 
Higham  et al. (2000). According to Bertinetto (2009: 11), one finds possible 
minimal pairs distinguished by the accent, which generally appears on the last 
syllable, but the exact location of the accent “seems to vary from speaker to 
speaker and possibly  among the different  productions  of  one and the same 
speaker”38 (Bertinetto 2009: 11).

In  all  Zamucoan  languages  the  preferred  syllable  structure  is  CV.  The 
syllable structure CVC is to be observed word-finally when the last consonant is 
/j/, /k/, /p/, /s/ or /t/. In this case, the default vocoid [e] can be added to re-
create the preferred syllable structure. This vowel is obligatorily added when 
the word ends in /ɹ/, which cannot occur word-finally (Bertinetto 2009: 11). /j/ 

38 I also had occasion to note it during my fieldwork with Ayoreo in July-August 2009 (see Ciucci 
2010a, note 3). 
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can correspond to [j] or to [ʥ]. It is the only phoneme which can occur in coda 
position both word-internally and word-finally (Bertinetto 2009: 11). In this 
case it is rendered with <i>. 

As one can see in Table 2.1, the AY orthography is based on the Spanish 
conventions. In particular /g/ and /k/ are rendered with <gu> and <qu> 
before /e/ and /i/. Consequently, /u/ is rendered with <ú> or <ü> when it 
occurs in /gui/ or /kui/. Vowel nasality is only indicated when the vowel is 
stressed in a syllable which has no nasal consonant. Vowel nasality is rendered 
with < ˜ > or with < ˆ >, which is easier to type.

§2.2 Ancient Zamuco phonology and orthography

Ancient  Zamuco  is  an  extinct  language  and  there  are  no  recordings 
available. Most data come from the grammatical description by Chomé (1958 
[ante 1745]),  in  which  little  attention  is  paid  to  phonetics  and phonology. 
Consequently, only little or no information on some aspects of A.Z phonology is 
available.39 This  section  tries  to  reconstruct  the  phonological  system,  only 
concentrating on those features which can be described with some degree of 
certainty.40

The  phonology  of  Ancient  Zamuco is  very  similar  to  the  phonology  of 
Ayoreo. Ancient Zamuco has the same vowels of Ayoreo (/a e i o u/) and, as in 
Ayoreo, vowel nasality is a distinctive feature. The consonantal phonemes of 
Ancient Zamuco are provided in Table 2.2.

The preferred syllabic structure is CV and, as in Ayoreo, the default vowel 
[e] can be added to re-create the preferred syllable structure when the word 
ends in a consonant. 

As one can see in Table 2.2, the orthography of Ancient Zamuco is based 
on Spanish. /k/ and /g/ are rendered with the digraphs <qu> and <gu>, 
respectively, when they are followed by /e/ or /i/. /u/ can be represented as 

39 For instance, nothing is known about the accent and only conjectures about the presence of devoiced 
consonants are possible.

40 The observations  on A.Z phonetics  by  Kelm (1964:  460-465)  have  proved useful  to  write  this 
section.
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<ü> in order to distinguish the vowel /u/ (or the semivowel /w/) from the 
diacritic in the sequences of velar stop and /e/ or /i/. /j/ is often rendered 
with <i> in coda position. Vowel nasality is indicated by < ˆ >.

labial dental alveolo-
palatal

palatal velar glottal

voiceless 
stop

p <p> t <t> k <c> 
<qu>

voiced stop b <b> d <d> g <gu> 
<g>

affricate ʨ <ch>
fricative s <c>    

  <s>   
  <z> 

h <h>

nasal m <m> n <n> ɲ <ñ>
approximant w <u> 

<ü>
ɹ <r> j <y> 

<i>
Table 2.2. Ancient Zamuco consonant chart
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§2.3 Chamacoco phonology and orthography41

Chamacoco has six short vowels /a e i o u ɨ/ and six long vowels /aː eː oː iː  
uː ɨː/ as reported in the Table 2.3. /ɨ/ can be the result of vowel reduction. The 
corresponding  transcription  is  indicated  between  angled  brackets.  Vowel 
nasality is phonemic, but in this case, due to the process of nasal harmony 
documented in all Zamucoan languages, vowel nasality has to be regarded as a 
suprasegmental phoneme.

front centre back
high /i/ <i> 

/iː/ <ii>
/u/ <u> 
/uː/ <uu>

mid /e/ <e> 
/eː/ <ee>

/o/ <o> 
/oː/ <oo>

low /a/<a>
/aː/ <aa>

Table 2.3. Chamacoco vowel chart

The consonantal  phonemes of  Chamacoco are reported in  the following 
Table.

41 The present section on the phonology and orthography of Chamacoco is largely based on the studies 
by Ulrich & Ulrich (1989a,b), who carefully described the phonetics and phonology of Chamacoco, 
in order to establish −in agreement with the indigenous community− a transcription system for the 
language. Their conclusive study on this issue, Ulrich & Ulrich (1989b), could be considered the 
only scientifically oriented study existing on Chamacoco before Ciucci (2009, 2010b) even though 
some  symbols  used  in  their  work  are  not  clear,  probably  due  to  the  understandable  keyboard 
limitations in 1989. In this short phonological description of the language, I will accept most results 
of Ulrich & Ulrich (1989b), although my conclusions differ in some points, in particular with regard 
to the phonological role of the glottal stop, the postalveolar consonants and the voiceless dental  
approximant. I greatly acknowledge the help of Emanuele Saiu for his many useful hints during the 
analysis of my recordings.
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labial dental retroflex alveolo-
palatal

palatal velar glottal

voiceless 
stop

p <p> t <t> k <k> ʔ

voiced stop b <b> d <d>

affricate ts <ts>
<s>  

ʨ <ch> 
<c> 

fricative s <s>  ʐ <z>   ɕ 
<sh>

h <h>

nasal m 
<m>

n <n>

voiceless 
nasal

m̥ 
<hm>

n̥ 
<hn>

approximant w <w>   ɹ <r> ɻ <r>42 
<rz> 

    j <y> x <j>

voiceless
approximant

w̥ 
<hw>

ɹ ̥<rh> j ̥
<hy>

lateral 
approximant

l <l>  
l ̥<hl>

Table 2.4. Chamacoco consonant chart

Chamacoco presents no phonological distinction between long and short 
consonants. There are, however, phonetically long consonants which are not 
contrastive,  because  they  are  the  sequence  of  two  identical  abutting 
consonants.

/p/ usually corresponds to [p].  It  can also be realized as [pʰ] in word-
initial or word-internal position, or as [p̚] in word-final position.  

/t/ usually corresponds to [t]. It can also be realized as [tʰ] in word-initial 
or word-internal position, or as [t̚] in word-final position.

42 This sound should not be considered a phoneme, but will be indicated in the transcription used in 
this work.
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/k/ usually corresponds to [k], but is often realized as [g] or [ɣ] in word-
internal position. Its allophone [k̚] can occur in word-final position.43

/b/ and /d/ correspond to [b] and [d], respectively, and cannot occur in 
word-final  position.  The  phonological  opposition  between  /d/  and  /l/  is 
neutralized in word-initial position, where [d] and [l] alternate.

/ʔ/  only  has  a  phonematic  status  in  word-final  position,  where  it 
corresponds to a very short glottal stop [ˀ],  usually associated  with  a rising 
tone.44 In  the  course  of  this  work,  the  glottal  stop,  not  represented  in  the 
orthography, will only  be indicated when it serves to  distinguish a minimal 
pair.

/ts/ usually corresponds to [ts], but is sometimes realized as [z] in word-
internal  position.  It  cannot  occur  word-finally.  In  the  orthography,  it  is 
represented with <s> word-initially and with <ts> word-internally. In this 
case, the orthography may result ambiguous, because the grapheme <s> can 
represent both /ts/ and /s/ word-initially.45 

/ʨ/ usually corresponds to [ʨ]. /ʨ/ is transcribed with the digraph <ch>, 
but  is  transcribed  with  <c>  when  it  follows  /ɹ/  in  word-final  position. 
When /ʨ/ follows /ɹ/ in intervocalic position,  /ʨ/ is  realized as [ɻ] and is 
transcribed with <rz> or <z> (see §13.2.10). 

/h/ and /x/ have the allophones [h̞] and [x]̞,  respectively. They do not 
occur word-finally. The modal marker tyenɨj /'tjenɨx/ is an exception. 

As  in  Ayoreo,  in  Chamacoco  there  are  voiceless  nasals  (/m̥/  and  n̥), 

43 One may wonder whether [k] followed by [w] should be considered a phoneme (Ulrich & Ulrich 
1989b: 5, 21). In fact, according to Ulrich & Ulrich (ibid.), [k] and [w] form a phonological unit 
[kʷ] in many cases. In this work, both [kw] and [kʷ] will be regarded as sequences of [k] and [w].

44 Tones do not seem to have phonematic status in Chamacoco. As Ulrich and Ulrich (1989b: 23) note,  
the glottal stop also occurs before a vowel in word-initial position, but in this context is not a  
phoneme and will not be indicated in the present work.  

45 According to Rosemary Ulrich (personal communication), the speakers decided to transcribe both /s/ 
and  /ts/  with  <s> word-initially  and  the  missionaries  accepted  this  ambiguity  to  respect  the 
decisions of the indigenous community. Note that /s/ is rare word-initially in Chamacoco. In the 
present work, word-initial <s> represents the phoneme /ts/, unless otherwise indicated. This is one 
of the few incoherences of the orthographic system. Also the word for ‘God’ has a transcription, 
Porrosht, which does not correspond to its pronunciation [poːɻ'ɻɔɕt] and would be better transcribed 
as  Poorzosht, but it  is has been transcribed as  Porrosht according to the will  of the indigenous 
community (Rosemary Ulrich,  personal  communication).  It  is possible that the CH people were 
already accustomed to write this word with a transcription used by the first missionaries and that it  
has been preserved.
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corresponding to the nasals /m/ and /n/.
In Chamacoco there are four voiced (/l/, /j/, /ɹ/, /w/) and four voiceless 

approximants (/l/̥, /j/̥, /ɹ/̥, /w̥/).46 
/ɹ/ cannot occur word-initially, while /l/ can only occur word-finally when 

the last vowel drops.
/l/̥,  /j/̥  and /w̥/ can only occur word-internally,  while  /ɹ/̥  occurs  both 

word-internally and word-finally.47

/ɹ/ has two allophones: [ɻ], which occurs before /ʨ/, and [ɹ], which occurs 
elsewhere (see ex. (1)).  

/j/ can be realized as [j] or [ʥ]. It also has an allophone [ɲ] which occurs 
in nasal-harmony contexts.

One may wonder whether [ʐ] can be considered a phoneme, because, at 
least  in some cases,  it  is  an allophone of /ʨ/. When /ʨ/ follows /ɹ/ some 
interactions  take  place.  When  /ʨ/  follows  /ɹ/  word-finally,  /ɹ/  is  usually 
realized  as  [ɻ]  and  /ʨ/  is  usually  realized  as  [ʂ]  (1).  In  this  case  /ʨ/  is 
transcribed with <c>.48 

(1) ɨshɨrc  /ɨ'ɕɨɹʨ/  [ˀɨ'ɕɨɻʂ] ‘Chamacoco’ (MS.FF) 

When /ʨ/ follows /ɹ/ in intervocalic context,49 there is reciprocal assimilation, 
so that the two consonants turn into [ɻɻ] (2-3). In this context the sequence 
/ɹʨ/, phonetically [ɻɻ], is transcribed with <rz> or <rrz>, which sometimes 
alternate in the same word. However, one can identify the criterion used in CH 
texts. <rrza> is used word-finally in feminine nominals with the feminine full-
form morpheme -/ʨa/ (realized as -[ɻa]) after a root ending in /ɹ/, probably in 

46 As in  Ayoreo (Bertinetto  2009:  9),  from a  merely  phonetic  point  of  view one can regard  CH 
voiceless sounds as pre-devoiced sounds. The voiceless approximants have probably been originated 
by the merger of the voiced approximants (/l/, /j/, /ɹ/, /w/) with the glottal approximant [h̞], although 
these consonants are now to regard as a phonological unit. This process is still to be found in the 
paradigm of some verbs (§5.4.16). /j/̥ and /j/ can alternate in some verbal paradigms (§5.4.14).

47 The voiceless approximant /ɹ/̥ is considered a phoneme in Ulrich & Ulrich (1989a: 4), in contrast 
with Ulrich & Ulrich (1989b).  /ɹ/̥  is generally realized as [ɹ]̥,  but sometimes is realized as [ɹʰ].  
However, it should be considered a phonological unit.

48 As will be shown (§13.1.12), this occurs very frequently in the morphology of masculine nominals, 
because there is a group of nominals, such as ɨshɨrc /ɨshɨrʨ/, which end in -/ɹʨ/ <rc>.

49 Excluding the case in which the sequence of /ɹʨ/ is followed by /ɨ/, often inserted in order to avoid  
the sequence of two consonants.
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order to better identify such morpheme in words ending in -[ɻɻa]. <rz> is 
used elsewhere.

(2) tɨmcharrza /tɨm'ʨaɹʨa/ [tɨm'ʨaɻːa] ‘woman’ (FS.FF) 
(3) berzo /'beɹʨo/ ['bɛɻːo] ‘high, long’ (MP)

When the sequence /ɹʨ/ is  followed by a consonant,  /ɹ/  is  realized as  [ɻ] 
and /ʨ/ as [ʐ], as one can see in (4), which has the same root as in (3). In this 
context /ʨ/ is rendered with <z>.  In (5) and (6) /ʨ/ is realized as [ɻ], which 
turns into [ʐ] if followed by another consonant, as in (6-7) and (9), where some 
adverbial clitics indicating temporal reference are added. Note that in (9), even 
though /ɹʨ/ is in intervocalic position, the phonetic realization of /ʨ/ is [ʐ] 
(rather than [ɻ]),  probably because it  is  followed by /ɨ/,  which is  often an 
epenthetic vowel, as in this case, and can drop.

(4) berzta  /'beɹʨta/  ['bɛɻʐta] ‘high, long’ (FS.FF)
(5) puurc /'puːɹʨ/ ['puːɻʂ] ‘shadow’ (MS.FF)
(6) wɨrc /'wɨɹʨ/ ['wɨɻʂ] ‘coast, perimeter’ (MS.FF)
(7) puurz=kɨte /'puːɹʨkɨte/ ['puːɻʐkɨte] ‘shadow’ (shadow.MS.FF=PST)
(8) puurz=hna /'puːɹʨn̥a/ ['puːɻʐn̥a] ‘shadow’ (shadow.MS.FF=PST)
(9) wɨrz-ɨ=ke /'wɨɹʨɨke/ ['wɨɻʐɨke] ‘coast, perimeter’ (coast.MS.FF-EPENT=PST)

These  rules  are  to  be  observed  in  most  words,  but  they  are  not  rigid.  In 
particular, in some words the phonetic realization of /ʨ/ may vary between [ɻ] 
and [ʐ], even among the different productions of the same speaker (10-11).

(10) berzak  /beɹ'ʨak/  [bɛɻ'ːak̚] ∼ [bɛɻ'ʐak̚] ‘high, long’ (FS.FF)
(11) berze /'beɹʨe/ ['bɛɻːe] ∼ ['bɛɻʐe] ‘high, long’ (FP)

In (12) the sequence /ɹʨ/ is in a word-internal position followed by /ɨ/, which 
can drop. The phonetic realization of /ʨ/ is [ʐ]. In the previous examples, it 
has been seen that /ʨ/ has the allophones [ʐ] or [ɻ] in word-internal position, 
but in (12) final /t/ can drop and [ʐ] can occur word-finally. In (12) the origin 
of [ʐ] is clear and, of course, it is not a phoneme.  However, there are other 
words, such as serz  ['tsɛɻʐ] (13), for which there is no evidence to say that the 
presence of [ʐ] is due to the dropping of a final consonant. Therefore, in (13) 
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final [ʐ] is not considered a phonetic realization of /ʨ/.

(12) chii larzɨt [ʨiː'laːrɻʐɨt]  / chii larzt [ʨiː'la:rɻʐt]  ---> chii larz [ʨiː'laːrɻʐ] (3)
                   ‘to lie by/on the side of’
(13) serz  /'tseɹʐ/  ['tsɛɻʐ] (3) ‘to win’

The preferred syllable structure is CV, but also CVC and CVCC are frequent. 
The epenthetic vowel /ɨ/ often shows up in order to avoid a sequence of two or 
more consonants.

The  stress  seems  to  be  phonologically  relevant  and  there  are  possible 
minimal pairs,  such as  kasɨt  /'kasɨt/ ‘old Chamacoco game’ vs.  kasɨt  /ka'sɨt/ 
‘fearful’. According to Ulrich & Ulrich (1989b: 15), the accent tends to fall on 
the last syllable in disyllabic words and on the penultimate syllable in words of 
more  than three  syllables.  However,  this  is  just  a  tendency,  because,  as  in 
Ayoreo, the location of the accent varies not only from speaker to speaker, but 
also in the different productions by one and the same speaker. The accent is 
not  indicated  in  the  orthography.  Vowel  nasality  is  only  indicated  on  the 
stressed  syllable,  but,  when it  occurs  in  a  stressed  syllable  having  a  nasal 
consonant, it can be omitted.50 Vowel nasality is rendered with < ˜ >, which 
sometimes is indicated with < ˆ > for reasons of simplicity. 

In Chamacoco there are some phenomena of syllable reduction, particularly 
in word-final position, which interfere with nominal morphology and which 
are discussed in the chapter on nominal suffixation (§13).

§2.4 Conclusions and transcription principles  

The  previous  sections  has  sketched  the  phonology  of  the  Zamucoan 
languages and summarized the orthographic conventions used in this work. 
Ayoreo and Chamacoco show a series of voiceless nasals and Chamacoco also 
has  a  series  of  voiceless  approximants.  Among  the  phonemes  found  in 
Chamacoco  but  not  in  Ayoreo,  the  phoneme  /l/  is  of  particular  interest, 
because /l/ is missing in many Amazonian languages. By contrast, the central 

50 In a few cases vowel nasality is indicated on non-stressed syllables, in which the vowel is the only  
nasal element.
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high vowel /ɨ/ is present in many languages of the area, but not in Ayoreo and 
Ancient Zamuco. For the purposes of the present work, one has to note that 
Ayoreo  and  Ancient  Zamuco  lack  /ts/,  which  corresponds  to  /ʨ/  in  these 
languages,  while  Chamacoco  lacks  /g/,  so  that  A.Z  and  AY  /g/  often 
corresponds to a CH semivowel.

AY and CH data will be reported in phonological transcription with some 
adaptations. For instance, the AY epenthetic vocoid [e] (henceforth /e/), often 
added  word-finally  to  obtain  the  preferred  syllable  structure  CV,  will  be 
indicated in the transcriptions as if it were a real phoneme. AY postvocalic /i/ 
generally turns into /j/. However, in a number of cases it has been transcribed 
as a vowel rather than a glide, because there are reasons to surmise that this 
sequence  is  pronounced as  a  hiatus  rather  than  as  a  diphthong.  The same 
applies to syllable-initial /u/.

The accent and the final glottal stop will not be indicated unless they help 
to distinguish two forms cited in the present work. Vowel nasality will only be 
indicated  when  no  other  nasal  element  is  present  in  the  word  (excluding 
affixes).  In  this  case,  since  vowel  nasality  tends  to  spread,  it  will  only  be 
indicated on the vowel where nasality is most clearly perceptible. Nasal spread 
can  be  blocked  by  some  consonants  (usually  by  plosive  and  affricate 
consonants, sometimes also by fricatives). For this reason, in order to avoid 
ambiguities, vowel nasality will occasionally be indicated even when another 
nasal element is present in the word. In any case, semivowels, /r/ and /h/ do 
not block nasal spread.

CH [ʐ] will be indicated in the transcriptions as if it were a phoneme, even 
though its phonemic status is doubtful. [ɻ] is not a phoneme, but, for reasons of 
clarity, it  will be treated as if it were a phoneme in the sequence /ɻɻ/. For 
reasons of simplicity, the phoneme /ɹ/ will be indicated with /r/ in the rest of 
this work. Consequently, its CH voiceless counterpart /ɹ/̥ will be indicated with 
/r̥/.

The  AY  and  CH  orthographic  transcriptions  discussed  in  the  previous 
section will only be used when a word is cited in the text or when one or more 
sentences are reported. In both cases the phonological transcription will also be 
provided. However, if the orthographic transcription of an AY or CH word cited 
in the text coincides with the phonological transcription, the latter will not be 
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indicated.51 The same conventions will be applied to A.Z data, reported in the 
orthography adopted by Chomé. The only difference is that, if necessary, the 
probable phonological transcription will be reported among parenthesis. In A.Z 
examples, by contrast, only Chomé’s transcription will be reported.

51 For reasons of simplicity, the same may also apply to words repeated within the same paragraph.
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§3 Word structure and free pronouns

Before describing the verbs and possessable nouns of each language, one 
has to consider the general structure of verb and possessive inflection (§3.1), 
and the system of independent personal pronouns in all Zamucoan languages 
(§3.2).

§3.1 General characteristics of verb and possessive inflection.

The general structure of verb and possessive inflection is represented as in 
(1).

(1)                                                      THEME
                                         --------------------------------------
                        PREFIX + THEMATIC VOWEL + ROOT + (SUFFIX)

The root may be preceded by a thematic vowel. Root plus thematic vowel 
form the theme. The slot of the thematic vowel may also be filled by a vowel 
originally belonging to the prefix which has overwritten the original thematic 
vowel. In the verb and possessive morphology of the Zamucoan languages, the 
morphological  behaviour  of  both  the  thematic  vowel  and the  other  vowels 
which fill the slot of the thematic vowel will be referred to as ‘vocalic pattern’. 
From now onwards, the vowel which fills the slot of the thematic vowel (but 
which is not necessarily the thematic vowel) will be indicated as ‘1-vowel’, ‘2-
vowel’, ‘3-vowel’ and so on. This notwithstanding, for ease of description it will 
be written between hyphens as though it were the thematic vowel.52 Persons 
are marked by a prefix added to the theme. Verbs may add a suffix to form the 

52 From now onwards, when a verb or a possessable noun is reported, the prefix, the thematic vowel 
(or the vowel which fills its slot) and the root will be indicated. The so-called ‘mobile syllable’ of 
AY verbs (see §4.8) will not be indicated, because it is part of the root. In verb morphology, verb  
suffixes  will  also  be  indicated,  while  nominal  suffixation  will  not  be  indicated  in  the  part  on 
possessive inflection (as in the paradigms of chapters §12-§14). When a text or parts of text are 
reported, only the prefix and the theme will be indicated,  except for the 2-person and the forms 
derived from it, where the 2-vowel will be included in the prefix if it was an original prefix vowel.
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plural persons. Suffixation is also present in nouns, but there is no interaction 
between possessive inflection and nominal suffixation, which expresses gender, 
number  and  form (§12,  §13,  §14).  With the  exception  of  the  root,  not  all 
elements  in  (1)  occur  in  each  form  of  each  paradigm.  Depending  on  the 
language, other components can be added to the above represented structure.

From a taxonomic point of view, the 3-person is the base of the paradigm 
and will be discussed in detail below.53 Unlike the other persons, the 3-person 
is  characterized  by  different  morphological  shapes  which determine  the 
inflectional class of verbs and possessable nouns.  The 3-person may present 
some subregularities or irregularities with respect to the rest of the paradigm, 
so that it is easier to predict the morphological behaviour in the rest of the 
paradigm given the 3-person, than vice-versa. For this reason the 3-person form 
will be used as the citation form of verbs and possessable nouns.

Verbs or possessable nouns will be divided into three groups, depending on 
the shape of the 3-person. In order of increasing complexity, the 3-person can 
be formed by:

(a) The pure root (e.g. CH Ø-Ø-nerpta ‘shirt, dress’). Nouns and verbs belonging 
to this  group will  be called ‘radical  nouns’  or  ‘radical  verbs’.  The thematic 
vowel and the prefix are added to the root in order to form the rest of the 
paradigm.

(b) The theme (e.g. CH  Ø-e-chɨt  /eʨɨt/  ‘domestic animal’).  Nouns and verbs 
belonging to this group will be called ‘thematic nouns’ or ‘thematic verbs’. 

(c)  The  theme  and  a  consonantal  prefix  (e.g.  CH  l-a-tahacha /l-a-tahaʨa/ 
‘stepmother’). Nouns and verbs belonging to this group will be called ‘prefixal 
nouns’ or ‘prefixal verbs’.

In all Zamucoan languages these groups correspond  to the three inflectional 
classes of possessable nouns.

In this work, I will follow the merely descriptive approach proposed in (1). 
From a functional perspective, the structure of AY verb inflection could also be 

53 I  refer  to  the  non-reflexive  3-person  of  possessable  nouns  and  to  the  3-person  realis  of  verbs 
presenting the realis vs. irrealis distinction.
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represented in a different way,  because in prefixal  verbs or  nouns it  is  not 
strictly  necessary  to  distinguish  between  theme  and  root,  because  the  root 
vowel can be considered part of the root. However, this distinction is useful at 
the descriptive level. The structure of radical verbs or nouns is the same from 
both a descriptive and a functional point of view.

§3.2 Free personal pronouns in the Zamucoan languages

This section only aims at presenting the system of free personal pronouns, 
so  that  it  can  serve  as  future  reference  in  order  to  understand  verb  and 
possessive inflection.  For a detailed comparison of independent pronouns 
in  the Zamucoan languages,  as  well  as  for  a possible  reconstruction of 
their diachronic evolution, see Bertinetto (2010) and Bertinetto (2011). 
The free personal pronouns of Ayoreo, Ancient Zamuco and Chamacoco are 
shown in the following tables.

Table 3.1. Ayoreo free pronouns

PERSON NUMBER
SINGULAR PLURAL

1 (u)ju (u)jok
2 uwa / wa uwak / wak
3 (first series)
3  
(second series)

- ore
ude  (ʻthis’ masculine)
udak (ʻthis’ feminine)
ute (ʻthat’ masculine)
wate (ʻthat’ feminine)

udoho (ʻthese’ masculine)
udahi (ʻthese’ feminine)
udore (ʻthose’ masculine)
udire (ʻthose’ feminine)

(Data from Kelm 1964: 502-508; Morarie 1980: 96-97)
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Table 3.2. Ancient Zamuco free pronouns

PERSON NUMBER
SINGULAR PLURAL

1 (u)yu (u)yoc
2 (u)gua (u)guac
3 (first series)
3 
(second series)

- ore
güite / udde (masculine)
guate / udda (feminine)

uddao / uddoe (masculine)
uddai / uyie (feminine)

(Data from Chomé 1958: 138-140)

Table 3.3. Chamacoco free pronouns

PERSON
NUMBER

SINGULAR PLURAL GREATER PLURAL
1 jok ejok (inclusive) 

õrjok (exclusive)
ejoklo (inclusive)
-

2 owa olak olaklo
3 (first series)

3 
(second 
series)

ɨr(e) õr -

wɨʨɨ  (masculine)
wate   (feminine)

wɨr -

(Data from Ulrich & Ulrich 2000b: 10; Ciucci, field-notes)

Comparing  the  personal  pronouns,  a  certain  degree  of  similarity 
among the Zamucoan languages emerges. In all Zamucoan languages the 
use  of  free  pronouns  is  usually  not  obligatory  in  verb  or  possessive 
morphology.  There  is  no  phonological  overlapping  between  personal 
pronouns, verb and nominal prefixes, although some similarities can be 
noted.  Indeed,  personal  prefixation  and  personal  pronouns  are 
independent  (Bertinetto  2011:  8).  The  pronouns  of  the  1-  and  the  2-
person  in  Ayoreo  show  both  a  neuter  form,  which  is  phonologically 
lighter, and an emphatic form. The same difference was also to be found 
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in  Ancient  Zamuco  (Bertinetto  2011:  7).  In  the  1-person  and  the  2-
person is also possible to observe that the plural is marked by /k/. 54 This 
mark of  plural  is  never found in  the  nominal  system (Bertinetto  2011: 
8).  The  2-person  is  characterized  by  the  presence  of  /a/  (Bertinetto 
2011: 8). The clusivity split in the 1P-person is present in Chamacoco, in 
contrast with Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco.

In  all  Zamucoan  languages  two  series  of  free  pronouns  can  be 
identified  in  the  3-person.  The  first  series  consists  of  the  “proper” 
personal pronouns: AY  ore  (3P),  A.Z  ore (3P), CH  ɨr(e)  (3S) /  õr  (3P).55 
Note  that  the  pronoun  for  the  3S-person  is  only  found  in  Chamacoco. 
One can say that both Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco lack the 3S-pronoun, 
because the elements  of  the so-called  ʻsecond seriesʼ  are demonstrative 
pronouns in Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco.56 In Chamacoco the elements 
of the ʻsecond seriesʼ  are not completely identifiable as demonstratives, 
although they were originally demonstrative, as the comparison with the 
other Zamucoan languages indicates.  Wɨchɨ  /wɨʨɨ/, wate  and wɨr  do not 
indicate  either  proximity  or  distance,  like  other  Chamacoco  elements 
which  are  undoubtedly  demonstratives.  They  are  not  only  used  as 
personal  pronouns:  when  they  precede  a  noun,  they  function  as 
articles57. In the following paragraphs, some peculiarities of Chamacoco 
will be discussed in detail.58

  

54 One can compare this element with the Chiquitano plural suffix -/ka/ (see Galeote Tormo 1993: 57).  
I am grateful to Swintha Danielsen and Lena Terhart for this suggestion.

55 In the 3S-person, ɨr is far more frequent than ɨre.
56 In  Table  3.1,  only  the  most  frequently  used  demonstratives  are  reported,  for  a  more  detailed 

inventory, see Morarie (1980: 96-97) and Higham et al. (2000).
57 In Chamacoco there is also a series of elements only used as articles: uu /uː/ (MS), waa /waː/ (FS), 

uu /uː/ ([M/F]P).
58 AY reflexive pronouns coincide with the independent pronouns. The only exception is the 3-person 

singular and plural, for which the reflexive pronoun is re. Rac /rak/ can be used for the 3P-person 
(Bertinetto 2009: 44). In Chamacoco too, the reflexive pronouns are identical to the independent 
pronouns, the only exception is the 3-person singular and plural, for which ɨr(e) is used.
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§3.2.1 Clusivity

By clusivity one refers to the inclusive (henceforth: 1PI) vs. exclusive 
(henceforth:  1PE)  distinction in  the 1P-person (Filimonova 2005).  This 
distinction  is  common  in  South  American  languages  and  was  first 
introduced by the missionaries who wrote the grammar of Aymara and 
South Peruvian Quechua in the 16 th century (Crevels  & Muysken 2005: 
314). It has been argued that the inclusive person would be “a person on 
its own, separate from what is traditionally called ‘we’ exclusive in the 
same way  as  ‘you.pl’”  (Daniel  2005:  3).  This  is  confirmed  by  the  fact  
that,  in  most  languages,  inclusives  are  morphologically  independent. 59 
As  one can see,  clusivity  is  not  very  prototypical  in  Chamacoco.  First,  
there is a clear morphological connection between the 1S-pronoun (yok  
/jok/),  the  1PI-pronoun  (eyok  /ejok/)  and  the  1PE-pronoun  (õryok  
/õrjok/) (Table 3). Second, in verb morphology the 1S-person ( t-aak  /t-
aːk/  ‘1S-eat’)  and  the  inclusive  person  (y-aak  /j-aːk/  ‘1PI-eat’)  are 
independent, but the 1PE-person  (oy-aak  /oj-aːk/ ‘1PE-eat’) depends on 
the  1PI-person,  although  the  1PE-person would  be  expected  to  be 
dependent on the 1S-person (being its plural form).60

Bickel & Nichols propose “a three way typology of inclusive systems, 
classifying them by the way in which the inclusive-exclusive opposition 
is  worked  into  person-number  categories”  (2005:  50).  Following  this 
classification,  Chamacoco  would  be  among  the  languages  which 
distinguish  between  minimal  vs.  augmented  number.  This  system, 
although  well  attested,  is  less  common  and  more  complex  than  the 
others  (2005:  51-52).  The  fact  that  the  inclusive  can  be  considered  a 
person  on  its  own  determines  a  distinction  between  inclusive  vs. 
exclusive  person,  which could be reclassified as  in  Table 3.4.  Both the 
inclusive  and  the  exclusive  person  have  a  minimal  and  an  augmented 
form.61

59 Daniel  (2005:  5)  analyses  a  “subset  of  the  200+200-language  sample  of  the  World  Atlas  of 
Linguistic Structure” which “includes not quite one hundred inclusive languages”. His conclusion is  
that “there is no typologically consistent connection between inclusive and the 1-person. Inclusives  
are morphologically independent in more than 80 languages” Daniel (2005: 5).

60 For more details, see the chapter on CH verb morphology (§5.1).
61 About the minimal-augmented systems, see also Cysouw (2003: 85-90).
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Table 3.4

Minimal Augmented
Exclusive jok  (singular)  õrjok (plural)
Inclusive ejok (plural) ejoklo (greater plural)

The 1PE-person lacks the greater plural,  but, in spite of this,  the 2-
person  has  the  singular  (owa),  the  plural  (olak)  and  the  greater  plural 
(olaklo). Generally, the minimal element inclusive is referentially a dual, 
while the augmented is a plural,  as in the examples shown by Bickel & 
Nichols (2005: 51). In Chamacoco the situation is different, because the 
minimal is referentially a plural and the augmented a greater plural.

§3.2.2 The greater plural

The  inclusive  and  the  2-person  present  a  distinction  between  a 
normal  and  a  ‘greater’  plural.  According  to  Corbett  (2000:  30):  “the 
‘greater plural’ typically implies an excessive number, sometimes called 
‘plural  of  abundance’,  or  else  all  possible  instances  of  the  referent,  
sometimes called the ‘global  plural’.”  Cases  of  a  split  in the plural  are 
relatively rare according to Corbett. 

In Chamacoco the meaning of greater plural ranges from abundance 
to globality. The greater plural could be considered a composed number, 
since  a  morpheme (-/lo/)  is  added to  a  plural  form:  eyok  /ejok/  (1PI) 
--->  eyoklo  /ejoklo/  (1PI.GP);  olak (2P)  --->  olaklo (2.GP).  The  suffix 
-/lo/ is  mainly  used  in  verb  morphology  to  distinguish  the  2P-person 
from the 2S-person (§5.8) and can be the plural suffix of some nominals 
(§13.1.1,  ex.  (7)).  This  combination  of  greater  plural  and  clusivity  is 
probably  quite  rare  among  the  world’s  languages  and  would  probably 
deserve  further  typological  studies.  Moreover,  the  fact  that  clusivity  is  
only  present  in  Chamacoco,  where  it  is  not  prototypical,  suggests  that 
the  clusivity  split  was  not  an  original  characteristic  of  the  Zamucoan 
family.
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§3.2.3  Gender  in  the  Chamacoco  third  person  plural:  a  lost 
distinction? 

In currently spoken Chamacoco, there is no gender distinction in 3P-
person.62 However,  Sušnik  (1957a:  107)  reports  the  form  wɨɨra  /wɨːra/ 
for the feminine of the 3P-person. Such a form was  only used in myths 
to refer to the ancient women who lived during a mythological age. 63 In 
all  other  cases  wɨr  (more  exactly,  wɨɨrɨ  /wɨːrɨ/ in  Sušnik  1957a)  was 
used. Final -/a/ could be interpreted as an original feminine morpheme 
(cf.  §13.3)  added  to  masculine  form  wɨr. Following  Sušnik,  one  could 
formulate  the  hypothesis  that  a  gender  distinction  had  also  previously 
existed for the 3P-person and that the feminine form  wɨɨra  /wɨːra/ was 
gradually replaced by the masculine form. In this respect, the dropping 
of final vowels, a phenomenon still to be found in Chamacoco, may have 
had an influence.

62 Also the CH article presents no gender distinction in the plural: uu /uː/ (MS), waa /waː/ (FS), uu /uː/ 
([M/F]P).

63 According to CH mythology, all women had been killed at the beginning of CH civilization and new 
women had grown from pieces of one of them. Thus, CH used to distinguish the ‘old’ women from 
the ‘new’ women. This also had repercussions on religious practices, because the ‘new’ women 
didn’t know the mythical events which had taken place before and were segregated from religious 
knowledge to maintain them in a state of ignorance (Blazer 1997: 28-31). Although not all speakers  
are probably aware of this, the term currently in use for woman, tɨmcharrza /tɨmʨaɻɻa/, refers to a 
‘new’ woman.
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§3.2.4 Conclusions

In  Table  3.5  some features  of  the  system of  personal  pronouns  are 
reported. One can see that Ayoreo and A.Z personal pronouns share the 
same  characteristics,  which  differ  from  those  of  Chamacoco.  This 
confirms that Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco are closer to each other than 
to Chamacoco.

Table 3.5
FEATURE AYOREO ANCIENT ZAMUCO CHAMACOCO

EMPHATIC FORMS YES YES NO

THIRD PERSON SINGULAR NO NO YES

CLUSIVITY NO NO YES

GREATER PLURAL NO NO YES
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SECOND PART: VERB INFLECTION

This second part describes the verb morphology of Ayoreo (§4), Chamacoco 
(§5) and Ancient Zamuco (§6). The Zamucoan languages have a similar verb 
structure, consisting of: prefix, thematic vowel, root and plural suffix. The verb 
expresses person and mood. The Zamucoan languages are tenseless languages. 
Temporal  reference  is  expressed  by  adverbial  particles.  The  Zamucoan 
languages are thus mood-prominent languages. Chapter §7 compares the verb 
morphology  of  the  Zamucoan  languages  and  shows  that  they  have  similar 
morphological  devices  which  confirm  the  genetic  relationship  of  these 
languages.  Mood-prominence  in  Chamacoco  is  related  to  the  presence  of  a 
quotative which expresses the same morphological categories of the verb (§8). 
Although its inflection is similar to verb inflection, it should not be considered 
a verb.

§4 Ayoreo verb inflection64

This chapter describes AY verb morphology. Section §4.1 presents the verb 
structure  and  the  inflectional  classes.  Like  the  other  Zamucoan  languages, 
Ayoreo  is  a  tenseless  language.  Temporal  reference  may  be  expressed  by 
temporal adverbs or by context redundancy. Mood has limited expression in AY 
verb  morphology.  The verb  expresses  the  person  and a  disappearing  mood 
distinction (§4.2). The 1- and 2S-prefix can undergo nasalization (§4.3). In the 
2-person the slot of the thematic vowel can be filled by an original prefix vowel 
(§4.4). The vocalic pattern is usually regular. /t/-verbs are discussed in §4.5. 
Radical verbs may exhibit some consonantal changes in the 3-person (§4.6). 
Although  verb  inflection  is  mostly  regular,  section  §4.7  deals  with  some 
irregular  verbs,  including the  few thematic  verbs  observed in  Ayoreo.  Two 
series of suffixes are used for the 1P-person and the 2P-person (§4.8). Some 
verbs end with a suffix which modifies the lexical meaning of the verb (lexical 
suffix).

64 This chapter is based on Ciucci (2007/08a), which will no longer be mentioned.
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§4.1 Verb structure and verb classes 

The structure of AY verbs is represented as in (1).

(1)                                              THEME
                              -------------------------------------------------
       PREFIX   +    THEMATIC  +   ROOT  +   PLURAL   +   (LEXICAL
                                VOWEL                             SUFFIX            SUFFIX)    

In some cases  an independent  morpheme is  incorporated into the verb, 
modifying the meaning. This element will be called ‘lexical suffix’ (see Ciucci 
2007/08a; Bertinetto 2009: 33). Ayoreo prefixal verbs can be divided into two 
classes: the vast majority of AY verbs present the 3-prefix /ʨ/- (/ʨ/-verbs), 
while a small class of verbs forms the 3-person by adding the prefix /t/- (/t/-
verbs). There are also two small classes of thematic and radical verbs, so that 
one can distinguish four inflectional classes: ‘/ʨ/-verbs’, ‘/t/-verbs’, ‘thematic 
verbs’ and ‘radical verbs’. It is not possible to predict the inflectional class of a 
verb. For this reason, the 3-person will be used as citation form. By contrast, in 
Higham  et  al.  (2000)  the  lemmatized  form  is  the  verb  theme.  From  a 
lexicographical perspective, such a criterion proves useful when one has to look 
up a word in a dictionary and does not know the inflectional class. However, I 
did not  use the theme as  citation form,  because the  theme alone does not 
provide  morphological  information  on  the  inflectional  class,65 which  is  of 
fundamental importance in the present description. Examples of /ʨ/-verbs will 
be shown in the whole chapter, while examples of /t/-, thematic and radical 
verbs will be shown in sections (§4.5), (§4.7) and (§4.6), respectively. 

65 For this reason, the 3-person of many verbs (mainly /t/-verbs, radical verbs and irregular verbs) also 
has a separate entry in Higham et al. (2000).
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§4.2 Personal inflection 

The formation of the persons in Ayoreo is  shown in (2). The 1S-person 
takes the prefix /j/- (cf. the free pronouns yu /ju/ (1S) and yoc /jok/ (1P)). The 
2S-person takes the prefix /b/- and high thematic vowels are overwritten by 
/a/, originally belonging to the prefix (cf. the free pronoun owa (2S)). The 3-
person is used for both the singular and the plural. When the 3P-person subject 
is not phonologically expressed, the 3-person is preceded by the pronoun  ore 
(3P). The 1P-person has the same prefix as the 1S-person and takes a plural 
suffix to distinguish it from the singular. The 2P-person is obtained by adding 
the prefix /wak/- to the theme. This prefix coincides with the free personal 
pronoun uac /wak/ (2P). The thematic vowel can be overwritten, as in the 2S-
person. The 2P-person also takes a plural suffix. There is a functional difference 
between  the  suffixes  of  the  1P-  and  2P-person,  because  the  1P-suffix  is 
necessary to distinguish the 1P-person from the 1S-person, while the 2P-suffix 
has no functional load in the realis (2). The suffixes used to form the plural 
persons will be discussed in §4.8. 

(2) Prefixation and expression of the irrealis in Ayoreo 
                1S  j-i-go,   --->  Ø-i-go in realis contexts
                2S  b-a-go,   --->  Ø-a-go   in irrealis contexts
                3S  ʨ-i-go
                1P  j-i-go-go,  ---> Ø-i-go-go in realis contexts
                2P  wak-a-go-jo  ---> Ø-a-go-jo  in irrealis contexts
                3P  ore ʨ-i-go

As one can see in (2), Ayoreo presents a realis vs. irrealis distinction. In the 
1-person the prefix /j/- is properly the prefix of the 1-irrealis, while the 1-realis 
has no prefix. In the 2-person the prefixes  /b/- and  /wak/- are properly the 
realis prefixes, which drop in irrealis contexts. In the plural persons, suffixation 
is the same for both realis and irrealis. There is no opposition between realis 
and irrealis  in the 3-person. The irrealis  is  always used for the 2-person in 
imperative contexts, but in all other cases the opposition between realis and 
irrealis  is  not  always  to  be  found  in  currently  spoken  Ayoreo  and  is 
disappearing,  while  the  prefixed  forms  seem  to  be  preferred  by  younger 
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speakers (excepted in imperative contexts).66 

It should be observed that the older speakers – especially on the Bolivian side – often drop the first  
person prefix (both singular and plural) in present- and past-referring contexts. Younger speakers do not 
seem to follow this behaviour. By contrast, the second person prefix (both singular and plural) is often  
dropped in future-referring contexts. In all such cases only the thematic vowel is left behind. (Bertinetto  
2009: 34)

Since realis and irrealis tend to merge,67 in the course of this chapter the verb 
paradigm will be analysed with full prefixation.68

§4.3 Nasality in prefixation

The  mechanism  of  nasal  harmony  to  be  found  in  Ayoreo  leads  to  the 
nasalization of verb prefixes. In (3) two variants of the same verb are shown. In 
(3a) nasality does not spread to the left, and the prefixes do not nasalize, while 
in (3b) one can see the nasalization of the 1-person prefix /j/- > /ɲ/- and the 
2S-person prefix /b/- > /m/-. The spread of nasality can also be seen in the 
first  consonant  of  the  root,  which  does  not  nasalize  into  (3a),  while  it 
undergoes nasalization in (3b).

(3) a. j-a-jona (1S), b-a-jona (2S), ʨ-a-jona (3), j-a-jona-ŋo (1P), wak-a-jona-ɲo (2P) 
                    ‘to run after, to chase’
     b. ɲ-a-ɲona (1S), m-a-ɲona (2S), ʨ-a-ɲona (3), ɲ-a-ɲona-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ɲona-ɲo (2P) 
                    ‘to run after, to chase’

In (4)  one finds a list of AY verbs  with  a nasal element in the root. The 
presence of nasalization in the prefix of these verbs is  unpredictable, because 
66 As will be shown, the realis vs. irrealis opposition is also present in the other Zamucoan languages 

and the disappearing contrast in the 1- and 2-person of Ayoreo is what remains of two distinct 
moods.

67 This seems to be a long-term trend in the evolution of AY morphology, because, comparing AY 
verb  morphology  with  the  other  Zamucoan  languages,  it  will  be  demonstrated  that  the  merger 
between the realis and irrealis has already occurred in the Ayoreo 3-person, which does not have any 
more the realis vs. irrealis contrast.

68 From now onwards, the original realis vs. irrealis distinction will not be indicated in AY verbs with  
full prefixation. For reasons of simplicity, the realis of CH and A.Z verbs will not be indicated in the 
glosses.
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both the nasalized and non-nasalized prefixes are generally observed (4). From 
now onwards, when alternative versions of one and the same verb (or nominal) 
exist  (e.g.  with or without nasalization in the root),  the alternative citation 
form is reported between parenthesis at the end of the examples (e.g.  chingo  
/ʨiŋo/ (4d)).

(4)  a. j-/ɲ-i-sõre (1S), m-/b-a-sõre (2S), ʨ-i-sõre (3), j-/ɲ-i-sõ-ko (1P), wak-a-sõ-ʨo (2P) 
                 ‘to take a walk’
      b. j-/ɲ-i-n̥o (1S), m-a-n̥o (2S), ʨ-i-n̥o (3), j-/ɲ-i-n̥o-ŋo (1P), wak-a-n̥o-ɲo (2P) 
                 ‘to chop with an ax’
      c. j-/ɲ-i-kõra (1S), m-a-kõra (2S), Ø-Ø-kõra (3), j-/ɲ-i-kõra-ŋo (1P), wak-a-kõra-ɲo (2P) 
                 ‘to fall down’
      d. j-i-ŋo (1S), ba-ŋo (2S), ʨ-i-ŋo (3), j-i-ŋo-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ŋo-ɲo (2P) ‘to tell, to show’  
                 (also: ʨigo)
      e. j-i-ŋo-me (1S), m-a-ŋo-me (2S), ʨ-i-ŋo-me (3), j-i-ŋo-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ŋo-ɲo (2P) 
                 ‘to tell to, to show to’
      f. j-/ɲ-i-ʨan̥a-j (1S), b-/m-a-ʨan̥a-j (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨan̥a-j (3), j-/ɲ-i-ʨan̥a-ŋo-j (1P), 
                 wak-a-ʨan̥a-ɲo-j (2P) ‘to answer, to reply’
      g. j-/ɲ-i-si-ome (1S), b-/m-a-si-ome (2S), ʨ-i-si-ome (3), j/ɲ-i-si-go-me / 
                 j/ɲ-i-si-ŋo-me (1P), wak-a-si-jo-me / wak-a-si-ŋo-me (2P) ‘to give to’

According to Sušnik (1963: 52), the presence or lack of nasalization would 
depend on diatopical variation. However, the free nasalization of the prefixes 
does not mean that the spread of nasality is free in general. In nominal and 
verb suffixation the rules are more rigid:  nasality always spreads,  but nasal 
spread is blocked by some consonants. The directionality of nasality plays a 
role, because nasal harmony always spreads to the right and can be blocked. By 
contrast,  left-spreading  nasality  is  optional  and  is  not  usually  blocked.  In 
example (5) one finds three verbs with /k/ or /t/ as root-initial consonants. 
These consonants generally block right-spreading nasality,  but this  does not 
occur with left-spreading nasality: in (5) nasalized prefixes are observed.

(5)  a. j-i-katekã-ri (1S), m-/b-a-katekã-ri (2S), Ø-Ø-katekã-ri (3), j-i-katekã-ko-ri ̃(1P), 
                   wak-a-katekã-ʨo-ri ̃(2P) ‘to speak, to talk’
       b. j-/ɲ-i-kõra (1S), m-a-kõra (2S), Ø-Ø-kõra (3), j-/ɲ-i-kõra-ŋo (1P), wak-a-kõra-ɲo (2P) 
                   ‘to fall down’
       c. j-/ɲ-i-teret̃a (1S), m-a-teret̃a (2S), Ø-Ø-teret̃a (3), j-/ɲ-i-teret̃a-go (1P),
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                   wak-a-teret̃a-jo (2P) ‘to lie down’69

§4.4 The thematic vowel 

There  are  five  thematic  vowels,  corresponding  to  the  vowels  of  the 
phonemic inventory of Ayoreo: /a e i o u/. If one considers the behaviour of 
the thematic vowel in the paradigm, one has to distinguish between high and 
non-high vowels. If the thematic vowel is a non-high vowel, such as /a/, /e/ 
and /o/, it is preserved in the whole paradigm (6). 

(6)  a. j-a-ka (1S), b-a-ka (2S), ʨ-a-ka (3), j-a-ka-go (1P), wak-a-ka-jo (2P) ‘to plant’
      b. j-e-do (1S), b-e-do (2S), ʨ-e-do (3), j-e-do-go (1P), wak-e-do-jo (2P) 
                 ‘to talk about someone (good or bad)’
      c. j-o-hare (1S), b-o-hare (2S), ʨ-o-hare (3), j-o-ha-ko (1P), wak-o-ha-ʨo (2P) ‘to smell’

If the thematic vowel is a high-vowel, such as /i/ or /u/, it is overwritten 
by /a/ in the 2-person (5). /a/ is synchronically analysable as a vowel which 
fills  the  slot  of  the  thematic  vowel,  but  diachronically  it  should  rather  be 
considered a prefix vowel.    

(5) a. j-u-ga (1S), b-a-ga (2S), ʨ-u-ga (3), j-u-ga-go (1P), wak-a-ga-jo (2P) ‘to sew, to mend’
     b. j-i-go (1S), b-a-go (2S), ʨ-i-go (3), j-i-go-go (1P), wak-a-go-jo (2P) ‘to tell, 
                 to show’ (also: ʨiŋo)

Although the behaviour of the thematic vowel is very regular, there are 
some exceptions. The verbs chise /ʨise/ (6a), chícãra /ʨikãra/ (6b) and chícãre  
/ʨikãre/ (6c) have /e/ rather than /a/ as 2-vowel. The thematic vowel can be 
crucial in distinguishing a verb from another, as ch-i-se /ʨ-i-se/ ‘to meet’ (6a) 
and  ch-a-se  /ʨ-a-se/ ‘to plunder’ (6d). Note that the 2-persons of these verbs 
would  coincide  if  chise  /ʨise/ had  the  regular  vowel  /a/  in  the  2-person. 
Sometimes two thematic vowels can alternate in the paradigm, as in  chimáta  

69 As to prefix nasalization in the examples of this chapter, I will follow scrupulously the data from the 
respective sources.  Given the amplitude of  the phenomenon,  in  the case of  verbs  with  a nasal 
element in the root, the lack of the nasalized or non-nasalized variant of a prefix in the paradigm 
does not mean that the verb does not have that prefix variant, but only that it is not reported in the 
sources used for this study.
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/ʨimata/  (6e)  or  chamáta  /ʨamata/  (6f).  Such  alternations  can  be  due  to 
diatopical variations, as in (6e-f) (Bertinetto: personal communication). In (6g) 
the alternation between /i/ and /u/ is to be found.70 The verb chiro /ʨiro/ (6h) 
can have both /a/ and its irregular counterpart /e/ in the 2-person.

(6)  a. j-i-se (1S), b-e-se (2S), ʨ-i-se (3), j-i-ko (1P), wak-e-so (2P) ‘to find, to meet, to reach’71

b. ɲ-i-kãra (1S), m-e-kãra (2S), ʨ-i-kãra (3), ɲ-i-kã-ko (1P), wak-e-kã-ʨo (2P) ‘to dream’
c. ɲ-i-kãre (1S), m-e-kãre (2S), ʨ-i-kãre (3), ɲ-i-kã-ko (1P), wake-kã-ʨo (2P)
            ‘to mention’
d. j-a-se (1S), b-a-se (2S), ʨ-a-se (3), j-a-ko (1P), wak-a-so (2P) ‘to plunder’        
e. ɲ-a-mata (1S), b-/m-a-mata (2S), ʨ-a-mata (3), ɲ-a-mata-go (1P), wak-a-mata-jo (2P)  
            ‘to collect’
f. ɲ-i-mata (1S), b-/m-a-mata (2S), ʨ-i-mata (3), ɲ-i-mata-go (1P), wak-a-mata-jo (2P) 
            ‘to collect’
g. j-u-huse / j-i-huse (1S), b-a-huse (2S), ʨ-use / suse / ʨ-uhuse (3), j-u-hu-ko / 
             j-i-hu-ko (1P), wak-ahuàso (2P) ‘to care for’ (used with gio)
h. j-i-ro (1S), b-e-ro / b-a-ro (2S), ʨ-i-ro (3), j-i-ro-go (1P), wak-e-ro-jo / 
            wak-a-ro-jo (2P) ‘to weave’

§4.5 /t/-verbs

Although  most  prefixal  verbs  in  Ayoreo  take  the  prefix  /ʨ/-  in  the  3-
person, there is a little class of verbs characterized by the 3-prefix /t/-. /t/- is 
not an allomorph of /ʨ/- and the alternation between /ʨ/- and /t/-  in the 
same verb is not usually possible. The data in examples (7) and (8) do not 
imply  that  every  verb  with  3-person  beginning  with  /t/  is  a  /t/-verbs.  As 
shown below, also radical verbs may have the 3-person beginning with /t/ (see 
(36-37)).

(7)  a. j-a-gu (1S), b-a-gu (2S), t-a-gu (3), j-a-ho (1P), wak-a-ʨo (2P) ‘to eat, to bite’
b. ɲ-/j-aŋari (1S), m-/b-aŋari (2S), t-a-ŋari (3), ɲ-/j-a-ŋa-ko-j (1P), wak-a-ŋa-ʨo-j (2P) 
                ‘to listen to, to pay attention to, to obey to’

70 This  kind  of  alternation  between  high  thematic  vowels  is  relatively  frequent  in  the  personal 
prefixation of Chamacoco.

71 Also other verbs derived from chise /ʨise/ show an irregular vowel in the 2-person: beságui /besagi/ 
(2S) ---> chiságui /ʨisagi/ (3) ‘to be unable to reach, to fall short of reaching’, besína /besina/ (2S) 
---> chisína /ʨisina/ (3) ‘to find / reach after pursuing’.
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c. ɲ-e-rã (1S), m-e-rã (2S), t-e-rã (3), ɲ-e-̃ko (1P), wakẽ-ʨõ (2P) ‘to sell’
d. ɲ-ẽ-raʨu (1S), m-ẽ-raʨu (2S), t-ẽ-raʨu / ʨ-ẽ-raʨu (3), ɲ-ẽ-raʨu-go (1P), 
                wak-e-̃raʨu-jo (2P) ‘to sing with gourd rattle’         
e. j-e-re (1S), b-e-re (2S), t-e-re (3), j-e-ko (1P), wak-e-ʨo / wak-a-re-ʨo (2P) 
                ‘to urinate’
f. j-i-bidi (1S), b-a-bidi (2S), t-i-bidi (3), j-i-bi-ko-j (1P), wak-a-bi-ʨo-j (2S) ‘to call, 
                to summon’
g. j-i-bi-te (1S), b-a-bi-te (2S), t-i-bi-te (3), j-i-bi-ko (1P), wak-a-bi-ʨo (2S) ‘to yell, 
                to shout’
h. j-i-bagi (1S), b-a-bagi (2S), t-i-bagi (3), j-i-ba-ho-j (1P), wak-a-ba-ʨo-j (2P) 
                ‘to come/go to a person’  
i. ɲ-õ-ra (1S), m-õ-ra (2S), t-õ-ra (3), ɲ-õ-ra-ŋo (1P), wak-õ-ra-ɲo (2P) ‘to throw out’ 
l. j-õ-ra-(h)i (1S), b-õ-ra-(h)i (2S), t-õ-ra-(h)i (3), j-õ-ra-ŋo-(h)i (1P),
                wak-õ-ra-ɲo-(h)i (2P) ‘to come from, to leave from’ 
m. ɲ-u-rãn̥i (1S), m-a-rãni̥ (2S), t-u-rãn̥i (3), ɲ-u-ra-ŋo-ni̥ (1P), wak-a-rã-ɲo-ni̥ (2P) ‘to be
                sure (of what one sees or does)’

In (8) other /t/-verbs are reported.  

(8)  t-a-k / t-a-ke (3), j-a-k / j-a-ke (1S) ‘to eat, to be eating’
t-a-kãre (3), j-a-kãre (1S) ‘to plant’, / t-a-kãrihi (3), j-a-kãrihi (1S) ‘to plant in’   
t-a-guha (3), j-a-guha (1S) ‘to rebel against’ 
t-a-guome (3), j-a-guome (1S) ‘to use, to make use of’
t-a-hirome (3), j-a-hirome (1S) ‘try to get a better look’
t-a-munahi (3), j-a-munahi (1S) ‘tear off bites of food, eat food without cutting it first’
t-a-kiri (3), j-a-kiri (1S) ‘to visit, go to see someone’ / t-a-kirihi (3), j-a-kirihi (1S) 
             ‘to visit at’ 
t-ã-reha (3), j-ã-reha (1S) ‘to use special secret words to produce desired effects’
t-a-ja (ihi) (3), j-a-ja (ihi) (1S) ‘to be strong, to be firm’
t-ẽ-raha (3), j-ẽ-raha (1S) ‘to give a gift to, to sacrifice to’
t-ẽ-rame (3), j-ẽ-rame (1S) ‘to sell to, to exchange for, hand over to’
t-ẽ-rihi (3), j-ẽ-rihi (1S) ‘to give a gift to, to give an offering to’
t-i-bidaha (3), j-i-bidaha (1S) ‘to cry out to’
t-i-miniŋa (3), j-i-miniŋa (1S) ‘to pay attention to, to take note to’ 
t-i-miŋara (3), j-i-miŋara (1S) ‘to abandon, to forsake, to throw out’
t-o-kãra (3), j-o-kãra (1S) ‘to be jealous over, to accuse’
t-õ-raha (3), j-õ-raha (1S) ‘to throw into, to cast into’
t-o-ri (3), j-o-ri ‘to steal, to rob’
t-o-ria (3), j-o-ria (1S) ‘to steal, to rob’ ‘to do something without warning’ 
t-u-hua (3), j-u-hua (1S) ‘to tell about, to spread the news’
t-u-huna (3), j-u-huna (1S) ‘to wear around the neck, to carry from the neck’
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t-u-ŋaraha (3), j-u-ŋaraha (1S) ‘to have sexual intercourse with’

§4.6 Radical verbs

Although the vast majority of AY verbs take a personal prefix in the 3-
person, there is a class of verbs whose 3-person consists of the mere root. These 
verbs will be called ‘radical verbs’. 

Radical  verbs  have  no  thematic  vowel  in  the  3-person.  However,  the 
vocalic pattern is easily predictable and extremely regular. Most radical verbs 
take /i/ in the 1-persons and /a/ in the 2-persons (9a-g). This occurs in most 
verbs, with the exceptions of those having /u/ as first root-vowel (9h-i). In this 
case, the verb takes /u/ in the 1-persons and /a/ in the 2-persons. Thus, these 
verbs stem from verbs with either /i/ or /u/ as thematic vowel. Quejna /ken̥a/ 
(9l) shows an exception in the 1-thematic-vowel, because both /i/ and /a/ are 
observed.    

The 3-person of a radical verb is the most dynamic element of the system 
and is sometimes different from the rest of the paradigm, because the fortition 
of  the  root-initial  consonant  or  another  change may occur  in  the 3-person. 
These  consonantal  changes  will  be  discussed  in  detail  in  the  following 
paragraphs.  However,  most  radical  verbs  are  regular  and  the  root  remains 
unchanged in the 3-person, as in (9a-i). As one can see in (9), there is a rich 
inventory of consonants occurring in root-initial position in the 3-person.72 In 
most radical verbs where the root-initial consonant undergoes no change, given 
the 3-person one can construct the whole paradigm but not vice-versa, because, 
given the rest of the paradigm, it is impossible to predict whether the 3-person 
is  radical  or  takes  a prefix.  In the following sections,  radical  verbs will  be 
ordered according to the root-initial consonant.

(9)    a. j-/ɲ-i-kõra (1S), m-a-kõra (2S), Ø-Ø-kõra (3), j-/ɲ-i-kõra-ŋo (1P), wak-a-kõra-ɲo (2P) 
                   ‘to fall down’

b. j-i-katekãri (1S), m-/b-a-katekãri (2S), Ø-Ø-katekãri (3), j-i-katekã-ko-ri ̃(1P), 
          wak-a-katekã-ʨo-ri ̃(2P) ‘to speak, to talk’
c. ɲ-i-mo (1S), m-a-mo (2S), Ø-Ø-mo (3), ɲ-i-mo-ŋo (1P), wak-a-mo-ɲo (2P) ‘to sleep’

72 The only consonants of Ayoreo which are not to be found word-initially in the 3-person of radical  
verbs are /g/, /ŋ/, /ɹ/ and /w/.
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d. j-/ɲ-i-teret̃a (1S), m-a-teret̃a (2S), Ø-Ø-teret̃a (3), j-/ɲ-i-teret̃a-go (1P),
          wak-a-teret̃a-jo (2P) ‘to lie down’
e. j-i-todo (1S), b-a-todo (2S), Ø-Ø-todo (3), j-i-todo-go (1P), wak-a-todo-jo (2P) 
          ‘to be afraid of’
f. j-i-to-j (1S), b-a-to-j (2S), Ø-Ø-to-j (3), j-i-to-go-j (1P), wak-a-to-jo-j (2P) ‘to die’
g. j-i-tota-ha (1S), b-a-tota-ha (2S), Ø-Ø-tota-ha (3), j-i-tota-go-ha (1P), 
          wak-a-tota-jo-ha (2P) ‘to make efforts’
h. ɲ-u-n̥usi (1S), m-a-n̥usi (2S), Ø-Ø-n̥usi (3), ɲ-u-n̥usi-ŋo/ j-u-n̥u-ko-j (1P), 
          wak-a-n̥usi-ɲo / wak-a-n̥u-so-j (2P) ‘to be sad, to miss someone/something’
i. ɲ-u-n̥usina (1S), m-a-n̥usina (2P), Ø-Ø-n̥usina (3), ɲ-u-n̥usina-go/-ŋo (1P), 
          wak-a-n̥usina-jo/-ɲo (2P) ‘to remember’
l. j-a-ken̥a / j-i-ken̥a (1S), b-a-ken̥a (2S), Ø-Ø-ken̥a (3), j-a-ken̥a-ŋo /
          j-i-ken̥a-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ken̥a-ɲo (2P) ‘to move, to run’

There are a few verbs which will be reported in the following examples, for 
which also a 3-prefixal-form is reported (see §4.6.4).

§4.6.1 Radical verbs in a bilabial consonant

In few verbs with with /b/ as root-initial consonant, /b/ may devoice in 
the 3-person (10).  

(10)  a. j-i-bo (1S), b-a-bo (2S), Ø-Ø-po (3), j-i-bo-go (1P), wak-a-bo-jo (2P) ‘to cry, to sing 
                  (when referring to birds)’
        b. j-i-bo-ha (1S), b-a-bo-ha (2S), Ø-Ø-po-ha (3), j-i-bo-go-ha (1P), wak-a-bo-jo-ha (2P) 
                  ‘to murmur against, to complain about’

However,  in  the  majority  of  verbs  with  /p/  as  3-person  initial 
consonant, /p/ is the regular root-initial consonant. In example (11) root-initial 
/p/ is preserved in the whole paradigm. Example (12) lists other radical verbs 
with root-initial /p/ which present no change in the 3-person.

(11)   a. j-i-pati-ha (1S), b-a-pati-ha (2S), Ø-Ø-pati-ha (3), j-i-pati-go-ha (1P),
                 wak-a-pati-jo-ha (2S) ‘to endure, to remain firm’ 
         b. ɲ-i-pon̥a (1S), m-a-pon̥a (2S), Ø-Ø-pon̥a (3), ɲ-i-pon̥a-ŋo (1P), wak-a-pon̥a-ɲo (2P) 
                 ‘to bawl out, to scold’
         c. j-i-poga-j (1S), b-a-poga-j (2S), Ø-Ø-poga-j (3) j-i-poga-go-j (1P),
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                 wak-a-poga-jo-j (2P) ‘to throw up, to vomit’
         d. j-i-pogu (1S), b-a-pogu (2S), Ø-Ø-pogu (3), j-i-po-ho (1P), wak-a-po-ʨo (2P) 
                 ‘to hide, to conceal’
         e. j-i-pota (1S), b-a-pota (2S), Ø-Ø-pota (3), j-i-pota-go (1S), wak-a-pota-jo (2P) 
                 ‘to want to, to desire’

(12)   Ø-Ø-paɲahi (3), j-i-paɲahi (1S) ‘to understand, to observe first-hand’
Ø-Ø-pan̥ota ome/aha (3), j-i-pan̥ota ome/aha (1S) ‘to be gentle toward, 
          to be humble toward’
Ø-Ø-patiha (3), j-i-patiha (1S) ‘to endure, to remain firm’
Ø-Ø-patĩora (3), j-i-patĩora (1S) ‘to die with another’
Ø-Ø-perohi (3), j-i-perohi (1S) ‘to be like’
Ø-Ø-pesõra (3), j-i-pesõra (1S) ‘to be capable of handling’
Ø-Ø-pesu (3), j-i-pesu (1S) ‘to make, to do, to build’ (see ex. (52a)) 
Ø-Ø-pihoke (3), j-i-pihoke (1S) ‘to be clear, to known’
Ø-Ø-pirake (3), j-i-pirake (1S) ‘to be difficult to understand’

         Ø-Ø-puha (3), j-u-puha (1S) ‘to be determined in’
         Ø-Ø-puruhi (3), j-u-puruhi (1S) ‘to wash a newborn baby’
         Ø-Ø-pusi (3), j-u-pusi (1S) ‘to reside in’ (also: ʨupusi)

Root-initial  /p/  is  preserved  in  the  whole  paradigm,  with  the  only 
exception of the verb in (13), which according to Higham et al. (2000: 360) is 
only used in the plural. 

(13) j-i-pesome (1P), wak-a-pesome (2P), ore Ø-Ø-besome (3P) ‘to do together’ 

In (10) root-initial /b/ turns into /p/ in the 3-person, but this is not always 
the case, because verbs with 3-person in /b/- are also to be observed, although 
they are only a few (14).

(14)  a. j-i-base (1S), b-a-base (2S), Ø-Ø-base (3), j-i-ba-ko (1P), wak-a-ba-so (2P) 
                   ‘to fall down, to be born, to stop when travelling’ (also: bas)
        b. j-i-bake (1S), b-a-bake (2S), Ø-Ø-bake (3), j-i-ba-ho (1P), wak-a-ba-ʨo (2P) 
                   ‘to hunt for honey’
        c. j-i-beta (1S), b-a-beta (2S), Ø-Ø-beta (3), j-i-beta-go (1P), wak-a-beta-jo (2P) 
                   ‘to be half dead, to wither’
        d. ɲ-i-bin̥a (1S), m-a-bin̥a (2S), Ø-Ø-bin̥a (3), ɲ-i-bin̥a-ŋo (1P), wak-a-bin̥a-ɲo (2P) 
                   ‘to vanish, to disappear, to be lost’
        e. j-i-botare (1S), b-a-botare (2S), Ø-Ø-botare (3), j-i-bota-ko (1P), wak-a-bota-ʨo (2P) 
                   ‘to debate, to argue, to dispute’
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§4.6.2 Radical verbs in a velar consonant

In radical  verbs with root-initial  /ŋ/,  this  consonant undergoes fortition 
word-initially, that is in the 3-person, where /ŋ/ turns into /k/. The presence 
of  /ŋ/  in  word-initial  position  is  not  allowed  by  the  phonotactic  rules  of 
Ayoreo.

(15) a. j-/ɲ-i-ŋana (1S), b-/m-a-ŋana (2S), Ø-Ø-kana (3), j-/ɲ-i-ŋana-ŋo (1P),
        wak-a-ŋana-ɲo (2P) ‘to laugh’

b. ɲ-i-ŋãra (1S), m-a-ŋãra (2S), Ø-Ø-kãra (3), ɲ-i-ŋarã-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ŋarã-ɲo (2P) 
        ‘to have something different’
c. ɲ-i-ŋan̥are (1S), m-a-ŋan̥are (2S), Ø-Ø-kan̥are (3), ɲ-a-ŋan̥a-ko (1P),
        wak-a-ŋan̥a-ʨo (2P) ‘to play, to gamble on’ (also: kanare)
d. j-i-gaʨo-ha (1S), b-a-gaʨo-ha (2S), Ø-Ø-kaʨo-ha (3), j-i-gaʨo-go-ha (1P),
        wak-a-gaʨo-jo-ha (2P) ‘to jump on, to die in’
e. j-i-gaʨo-hi (1S), b-a-gaʨo-hi (2S), Ø-Ø-kaʨo-hi (3), j-i-gaʨo-go-hi (1P), 
        wak-a-gaʨo-jo-hi (2P) ‘to jump from’

The 3-person of the verbs in (15) has the same initial  consonant of radical 
verbs with root-initial /k/, which are far more frequent and preserve /k/ in the 
whole paradigm (16).  A list  of  further radical  verbs with root-initial  /k/ is 
provided in (17).

(16) a. j-i-kasi (1S), b-a-kasi (2S), Ø-Ø-kasi (3), j-i-ka-ko-j (1P), wak-a-ka-so-j (2P) 
                  ‘to have courage, to be fearless’

b. j-i-kanirake (1S), b-a-kanirake (2S), Ø-Ø-kanirake (3), j-i-kanira-ho (1P), 
           wak-a-kanira-ʨo (2P)  ‘to have the desire to do’
c. j-i-kosa (1S), b-a-kosa (2S), Ø-Ø-kosa (3), j-i-kosa-go (1P), wak-a-kosa-jo (2P)
           ‘to brag about, to boast about’
d. j-u-kuta (1S), b-a-kuta (2S), Ø-Ø-kuta (3), j-u-kuta-go (1P), wak-a-kuta-jo (2P)
           ‘to be fed up, to be lazy’
e. ɲ-i-ken̥a-me (1S), m-a-ken̥a-me (2S), Ø-Ø-ken̥a-me (3), ɲ-i-ken̥a-ŋo-me (1P), 
           wak-a-ken̥a-ɲo-me (2P) ‘to hurry’
f. ɲ-i-ker̃a (1S), m-a-ker̃a (2S), Ø-Ø-ker̃a (3), ɲ-i-ker̃a-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ker̃a-ɲo (2P) 
           ‘to grow, to increase, to get bigger’

(17)  Ø-Ø-kako (3), j-i-kako (1S) ‘to have a cramp’
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        Ø-Ø-kan̥orihi (3), j-i-kan̥orihi (1S) ‘to be thirsty’ 
        Ø-Ø-kaputahi (3), j-i-kaputahi (1S) ‘to go straight to, to go directly to’
        Ø-Ø-kataha (3), j-i-kataha (1S) ‘to stick, to grab on and hold tightly’
        Ø-Ø-katekãri (3), j-i-katekãri (1S) ‘to speak, to talk’ (see (9b))
        Ø-Ø-kõra (3), j-/ɲ-i-kõra (1S) ‘to fall down’ (see (9a))
        Ø-Ø-kugun̥ahi (3), j-u-kugun̥ahi (1S) ‘to rush toward, to run quickly toward’
        Ø-Ø-kuŋesõri (3), j-u-kuŋesõri (1S) ‘to get near, to be near’
        Ø-Ø-ken̥a (3), j-a-ken̥a / j-i-ken̥a (1S) ‘to move, to run’

§4.6.3 Radical verbs with third person in /d/- and /n/-

There are a few radical verbs with 3-person beginning with /d/ or /n/ (the 
nasalized  counterpart  of  /d/). In  some  cases  this  consonant  does  not 
correspond to  the  root-initial  consonant  of  the  verb,  but  is  the  result  of  a 
consonantal change word-initially. 

In some verbs, root-initial /r/ may turn into /d/ or /n/ in the 3-person: /r/ 
> /d/ (18), /r/ > /n/ (19). Such consonantal changes can also be seen as the 
fortition  of  /r/  in  word-initial  position.  The  fortition  of  /r/  is  necessary, 
because  AY  phonological  words  cannot  begin  with  /r/.  Note  the  that 
intervocalic /r/ tends to fall, and this explains, for instance, the dropping of the 
root-initial  syllable  -/ri/-  in  nire  (19g).  In  (19h)  the  second  /n/ of  nunaji 
/nunahi/  drops.  In (19d-e) one finds  two variants of the same verb. In both 
cases /n/ alternates with /ɲ/ word-initially in the 3-person.  

(18) a. ɲ-i-ri ̃ (1S), m-a-ri ̃ (2S), Ø-Ø-di (3), ɲ-i-ri ̃-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ri ̃-ɲo (2P) ‘to arrive’
       b. j-i-rike (1S), b-a-rike (2S), Ø-Ø-dike (3), j-i-ri-ho (1P), wak-a-ri-ʨo (2P) ‘to walk’
       c. j-i-rosoɲi-me (1S), b-a-rosoɲi-me (2S), Ø-Ø-dosoɲi-me (3), j-i-rosoɲi-ŋo-me (1P), 
                  wak-a-rosoɲi-ɲo-me (2P) ‘to fear, to be afraid of’

(19)  a. ɲ-i-rã (1S), m-a-rã (2S), Ø-Ø-nã (3), ɲ-i-rã-ŋo (1P), wak-a-rã-ɲo (2P)
                  ‘to reap, to harvest’
        b. ɲ-i-ri ̃hi (1S), m-a-ri ̃hi (2S), Ø-Ø-nihi (3), ɲ-i-ri ̃hi-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ri ̃hi-ɲo (2P) 
                  ‘to wake up’ (also: nin̥i)

c. j-i-rã (1S), m-a-rã (2S), Ø-Ø-naha (3), j-i-rã-ŋo-ha (1P), wak-a-rã-ɲo-ha (2P)
         ‘to put into’
d. ɲ-i-rãre (1S), m-a-rãre (2S), Ø-Ø-nare / Ø-Ø-ɲare (3), ɲ-i-rã-ko (1P), wak-a-rã-ʨo 

(2P) ‘to speak’
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e. ɲ-i-rarãre (1S), m-a-rarãre (2S), Ø-Ø-narãre / Ø-Ø-ɲarãre (3), ɲ-i-rarã-ko (1P), 
         waka-a-rarã-ʨo (2P) ‘to speak’ 
f. ɲ-i-rihina (1S), m-a-rihina (2S), Ø-Ø-nihina (3), ɲ-i-rihina-ŋo (1P), 
         wak-a-rihina-ɲo (2P) ‘to alert with intention, purpose’
g. ɲ-i-(ri ̃)re (1S), m-a-(ri ̃)re (2S), Ø-Ø-nire (3), ɲ-i-re-̃ŋo (1P), wak-a-re-̃ɲo (2P) 
         ‘to massage’
h. j-ũ-rua-hi (1P), b-ã-rua-hi (2P), Ø-Ø-nuna-hi (3), j-ũ-rua-ŋo-hi (1P), 
         wak-ã-rua-ɲo-hi (2P) ‘to see clearly, to understand’

When /d/ or /n/ is the root-initial consonant, it is preserved in the whole 
paradigm. In (20a) and (21a) the same verb is reported, the only difference is 
the nasalization of the word-initial consonant.

(20)  a. j-i-dehena (1S), b-a-dehena (2S), Ø-Ø-dehena (3), j-i-dehena-ŋo (1P),
                  wak-a-dehena-ɲo (2P) ‘to invite, to welcome’ (also: nehena (3))
        b. j-i-derogo-me (1S), b-a-derogo-me (2S), Ø-Ø-derogo-me (3), j-i-dero-ho-me (1P), 
                  wak-a-dero-ʨo-me (2P) ‘to be bored with, to be tired of’
        c. j-i-diape (1S), b-a-diape (2S), Ø-Ø-diape (3) ‘to be fatigued, to be tired’73 
        d. j-i-doso-ha (1S), b-a-doso-ha (2S), Ø-Ø-doso-ha (3), j-i-doso-go-ha (1P),
                  wak-a-doso-jo-ha (2P) ‘to scold, to rebuke’ 
        e. j-i-don̥oŋa-ha (1S), b-a-don̥oŋa-ha (2S), Ø-Ø-don̥oŋa-ha (3), j-i-don̥o-ho-ha (1P), 
                  wak-a-don̥o-ʨo-ha (2P) ‘to protest again, to show contempt for’ 

(21)  a. j-i-nehena (1S), b-a-nehena (2S), Ø-Ø-nehena (3), j-i-nehena-ŋo (1P),
                  wak-a-nehena-ɲo (2P) ‘to invite, to welcome’ (also: dehena (3))
        b. j-i-neheru (1S), b-a-neheru (2S), Ø-Ø-neheru (3), j-i-nehe-ko (1P), wak-a-nehe-ʨo (2P) 
                  ‘to encourage, to exhort’ 
        c. ɲ-i-nina (1S), m-a-nina (2S), Ø-Ø-nina (3), ɲ-i-nina-ŋo (1P), wak-a-nina-ɲo (2P) 
                  ‘to rejoice, to welcome’ (followed be the reflexive pronoun: ‘to be happy’)

In (22-23) one finds radical verbs where rare changes occur in the 3-person 
beginning with /n/-. Root-initial  /ɲ/ can turn into  /n/ in the 3-person (22). 
Note  that  /ɲ/  is  observed word-initially  in  the  3-person  (34),  so  that  the 
presence  of  the  word-initial  /n/  in  the  3-person  is  not  due  to  phonotactic 
constraints. In (23a-b) root-initial /hi/ or /n̥i/ turns into /no/ word-initially in 
the 3-person. /n/ depends on the fortition of /h/ or /n̥/ word-initially, while 
/o/ is a sheer irregularity. For the verb in (23a) a ‘regular’ prefixal form is also 

73 This verb is not used in the 1P-person and the 2P-person according to Higham et al. (2000: 390).
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found in the 3-person. In (23c) root-initial /n̥/ turns into /n/ word-initially in 
the 3-person, where the following consonant /h/ turns into /n̥/.

(22) a. j-i-ɲoɲa (1S), b-a-ɲoɲa (2S), Ø-Ø-noɲa (3), j-i-ɲoɲa-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ɲoɲa-ɲo (2P) 
                 ‘to change, to become’ (used with ga)
       b. j-i-ɲoɲa-hi (1S), b-a-ɲoɲa-hi (2S), Ø-Ø-noɲa-hi (3), j-i-ɲoɲa-ŋo-hi (1P), 
                  wak-a-ɲoɲa-ɲo-hi (2P) ‘to continue on to, to continue in’

(23) a. j-i-n̥ina  (1S), b-a-ni̥na (2S), Ø-Ø-nona / ʨ-i-ni̥na (3), j-i-n̥ina-ŋo (1P), 
                  wak-a-n̥ina-ɲo (2P) ‘to accompany, to go with’ (also: ʨihina)
       b. j-i-hiɲo-me (1P), b-a-hiɲo-me (2P), Ø-Ø-noɲo-me (3), j-i-hiɲo-ŋo-me (1P), 
                  wak-a-hiɲo-ɲo-me (2P) ‘to leave’
       c. j-/ɲ-i-n̥ehe (1S), b-/m-a-n̥ehe (2S), Ø-Ø-nen̥e (3), j-/ɲ-i-n̥ehe-ŋo (1P),
                  wak-a-n̥ehe-̃ʨo (2P) ‘to persuade’          
 

§4.6.4 Radical verbs with third person in /s/- and /ʨ/-

Radical verbs with root-initial /s/ preserve it in the whole paradigm (24). 
In (25a) both a prefixal and a radical 3-person beginning with /s/- are reported 
for  the  same  verbs.  As  one  can  see  in  (25b),  where  a  variant  of 
chusurungu /ʨusuruŋu/ is reported,  the word-internal syllable /su/  can  drop 
(25b).74 

(24) a. j-i-serer̃a-ha (1S), b-a-serer̃a-ha (2S), Ø-Ø-serer̃a-ha (3), j-i-serer̃a-ŋo-ha (1P), 
                  wak-a-serer̃a-ɲo-ha (2P) ‘to be soft, to be weak’

b. j-u-sũrun̥a (1S), b-a-sũrun̥a (2S), Ø-Ø-sũrun̥a (3), j-u-sũrun̥a-ŋo (1P), 
           wak-a-sũrun̥a-ɲo  (2P) ‘to be listless, to be depressed’ 
c. j-i-so-go (1P), wak-a-so-jo (2P), ore Ø-Ø-so (3P) ‘to lack a part, to miss a portion’ 
           (only used in the plural)

(25) a. ɲ-u-suruŋu (1S), m-a-suruŋu (2S), ʨ-u-suruŋu / Ø-Ø-suruŋu (3), ɲ-u-suruŋu-ŋo (1P), 
                   wak-a-suruŋu-ɲo (2P) ‘to pout at, to act disgusted’ 
       b. ɲ-u-ruŋu (1S), m-a-ruŋu (2S), ʨ-u-ruŋu / ʨ-u-gu (3), ɲ-u-ruŋu-ŋo (1P), 
                   wak-a-ruŋu-ɲo (2P) ‘to pout at, to act disgusted’  

In  other  radical  verbs  having  the  3-person  beginning  with  /s/,  this 

74 The syllable dropping of -/ru/- is observed in the 3-person chugu /ʨugu/.
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consonant is the result of fortition of the root-initial consonant. Root-initial /h/ 
(26a-b) and /n̥/ (26c) turn into /s/ in the 3-person.75 In (26b-c) a 3-person 
form where /h/ and  /n̥/ are  preserved  is  also found. Note that there is  no 
morphophonological need for /h/ or /n̥/ to turn into /s/ word-initially: radical 
verbs beginning with /h/ and /n̥/ are observed in Ayoreo (see examples (30) 
and (33), respectively).

(26) a. j-i-hõkaro-me (1S), b-a-hõkaro-me (1S), Ø-Ø-sokaro-me (3), j-i-hõka-ko-me (1P), 
                   wak-a-jõka-ʨo-me (2P) ‘to mistreat’
       b. j-i-hu(r)ega (1P), b-a-hu(r)ega (2P), Ø-Ø-su(r)ega / Ø-Ø-hu(r)ega (3), j-u-hu(r)e-ho / 
                   j-u-hurega-go (1P), wak-a-hu(r)e-ʨo / wak-a-hurega-jo (2P) ‘to permit, 
                   to allow’
       c. ɲ-u-n̥ue (1S), m-a-n̥ue (2S), Ø-Ø-sue / Ø-Ø-n̥ue (3), ɲ-u-n̥ue-ŋo (1P),
                   wak-a-n̥ue-ɲo (2P) ‘to be bigger/greater than’ (used with gaj) (also: sure / n̥ure)

In (27) root-initial /h/ can correspond to /s/ in the 3-person, so that /h/ 
turns into /s/. There is also a regular 3-person variant beginning by /ʨ/. This 
should not be interpreted as the result of a consonantal change, but as a 3-
prefixal-form which  alternates  with  the  radical  form and  in  which  syllable 
dropping occurred, as one can see in (27b), where chujuse /ʨuhuse/ turns into 
chuse /ʨuse/.76 

(27) a. j-i-hose (1S), b-a-hose (2S), Ø-Ø-sose / ʨ-ose (3), j-i-ho-ko (1P), wak-a-ho-so (2P) 
                   ‘to push (the enemy) back; to squeeze’ (see also (30b))
       b. j-u-huse  (1S), b-a-huse (2S), Ø-Ø-suse / ʨ-use / ʨ-u-huse (3), j-u-hu-ko (1P), 
                   wak-a-hu-so (2P) ‘to care for’ (used with gio)
       c. j-u-hu(ru) (1S), b-a-hu(ru) (2S), Ø-Ø-su(ru) / ʨ-u-hu(ru) (3), j-u-hu-ko (1P),
                   wak-a-hu-ʨo / wak-a-hu-jo (2P) ‘to close (in), to shut in’ (used with gaj)

There are also some radical verbs in /ʨ/. In a few verbs root-initial /ʨ/ is 
preserved in the whole paradigm (28a-b), while in other verbs /ʨ/ in the 3-
person derives from the fortition of /j/ in word-initial position (29). The verb 
in  (28c)  is  not  a  radical  verb,  but  its  prefixal  3-person coincides  with  the 
radical 3-person of the verb in (28b). One may also surmise that the verbs in 

75  /n̥/ is the nasal counterpart of /h/.
76 The syllable dropping of -/hV/- is a frequent phonetic phenomenon in Chamacoco when /h/ appears 

in intervocalic context and both vowels have the same quality.
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(29)  are  prefixal  verbs  where  the  root-initial  syllable  -/jV/-  has  dropped, 
and /ʨ/ is the 3-prefix, but the comparison with possessive inflection suggests 
that /ʨ/ is the result of fortition (see §9.7).

(28) a. j-i-ʨietaji-me (1S), b-a-ʨietaji-me (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨietaji-me (3), j-i-ʨietaji-ŋo-me (1P), 
                  wak-a-ʨietaji-ɲo-me (2P) ‘to protest against, to show contempt for’
       b. ɲ-i-ʨan̥a-j (1S), m-a-ʨan̥a-j (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨan̥a-j (3), ɲ-i-ʨan̥a-ŋo-j (1P), 
                  wak-a-ʨan̥a-ɲo-j (2P) ‘to answer, to reply, to respond’
       c. ɲ-a-n̥a-j (1S), m-a-n̥a-j (2S), ʨ-a-n̥a-j (3), ɲ-a-n̥a-ŋo-j (1P), wak-a-n̥a-ɲo-j (2P)
                  ‘to go to, to come to’

(29) a. j-i-ja (1S), b-a-ja (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨa (3), j-i-ja-go (1P), wak-a-ja-jo (2P) ‘to stop, to quit’
b. j-i-jage (1S), b-a-jage (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨage (3), j-i-jage-go (1P), wak-a-jage-jo (2P) 
         ‘to stand up’
c. j-i-jagena (1S), b-a-jagena (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨagena (3), j-i-jagena-ŋo (1P),
         wak-a-jagena-ɲo (2P) ‘to stand up with intention’
d. j-i-ja-hi (1S), b-a-ja-hi (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨa-hi (3), j-i-ja-go-hi (1P), wak-a-ja-jo-hi (2P) 
         ‘to stay with, to stay by’
e. j-i-ja-me (1S), b-a-ja-me (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨa-me (3), j-i-ja-go-me (1P), wak-a-ja-ɲo-me (2P) 
         ‘to stand firm against, to retreat from danger’
f. j-i-jo (1S), b-a-jo (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨo (3), j-i-jo-go (1P), wak-a-jo-jo (2P) ‘to jump’
h. j-i-jo-gaj (1S), b-a-jo-gaj (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨo-gaj (3), j-i-jo-go-gaj (1P), wak-a-jo-jo-gaj (2P) 
         ‘to pass over’
g. j-i-jo-ha (1S), b-a-jo-ha (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨo-ha (3), j-i-jo-go-ha (1P), wak-a-jojo-ha (2P) 
         ‘to jump to another side’

§4.6.5 Radical verbs without any consonantal change

This paragraph discusses the radical verbs in which no consonantal change 
occurs.  There  is  an  inventory  of  root-initial  consonants  which  are  always 
present in the whole paradigm when they are to be found word-initially in the 
3-person, so that, given the 3-person, one can construct the other verb forms. 
The  following  examples  list  radical  verbs  beginning  with  /h/  (30),  /m/ 
(31), /m̥/ (32), /n̥/ (33), /ŋ/ (34) and /j/ (35). Note that few radical verbs are 
to be found for each of the above-mentioned consonants. In (30b) one finds 
three  variants  in  the  3-person:  jose  /hose/,  sose  and  chose  /ʨose/.  Root-
initial /h/ undergoes fortition in  sose,  but is preserved in  jose  /hose/. The 3-
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person  chose  /ʨose/  should  probably  be  considered  the  3-prefixal-form  in 
which thematic /u/ and root-initial /h/ have dropped.

(30) a. j-i-hõre (1S), b-a-hõre (2S), Ø-Ø-hõre (3), j-i-hõ-ko (1P), wak-a-hõ-ʨo (2P) 
                   ‘to fear that something will happen again’
       b. j-i-hose, b-a-hose (2S), Ø-Ø-hose / Ø-Ø-sose / ʨ-ose (3), j-i-ho-ko (1P), 
                   wak-a-ho-so (2P) ‘to push (the enemy) back; to squeeze’ 

(31) a.  ɲ-i-mo-jgate (1S), m-a-mo-jgate (2S), Ø-Ø-mo-jgate (3), ɲ-i-mo-ŋo-jgate (1P), 
                   wak-a-mo-ɲo-jgate (2P) ‘to be sleepy’
       b. ɲ-i-min̥a (1S), m-a-min̥a (2S), Ø-Ø-min̥a (3), ɲ-i-min̥a-ŋo (1P), wak-a-min̥a-ɲo (2P) 
                   ‘to get lost’
       c. ɲ-i-mo-jgaj (1S), m-a-mo-jgaj (2S), Ø-Ø-mo-jgaj (3), ɲ-i-mo-ŋo-jgaj (1P),
                   wak-a-mo-ɲo-jgaj (2P) ‘to sleep with’; also ‘to have a relationship with’ 
                   (also: mohigaj) (see also Ø-Ø-mo (9c))

(32) a. j-i-m̥ata (1S), b-a-m̥ata (2S), Ø-Ø-m̥ata (3), j-i-m̥ata-go (1P), wak-a-m̥ata-jo (2P) 
                   ‘to be in want, to be poor, to be lacking’
       b. j-i-m̥oŋara-ha (1S), b-a-m̥oŋara-ha (2S), Ø-Ø-m̥oŋara-ha (3), j-i-m̥oŋa-ko-ha (1P), 
                   wak-a-m̥oŋa-ʨo-ha (2P) ‘to threaten with evil, to harm’

(33) a. ɲ-i-n̥atu (1S), m-a-n̥atu (2S), Ø-Ø-n̥atu (3), ɲ-i-n̥atu-go (1P), wak-a-n̥atu-jo (2P) 
                   ‘to wait impatiently for, to await’
       b. j-i-n̥are (1S), m-a-n̥are (2S), Ø-Ø-n̥are (3), j-i-n̥a-ko (1P), wak-a-n̥a-ʨo (2P) 
                   ‘to moan, to groan’
       c. j-i-n̥ari (1S), b-a-n̥ari (2S), Ø-Ø-n̥ari (3), j-i-n̥a-ko-j (1P), wak-a-n̥a-ʨo-j (2P) 
                   ‘to want very much, to have great desire’ 
                   (see also: Ø-Ø-n̥usi (9h) and Ø-Ø-n̥usina (9i))

(34) a. ɲ-i-ɲoɲa (1S), m-a-ɲoɲa (2S), Ø-Ø-ɲoɲa (3), ɲ-i-ɲoɲa-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ɲoɲa-ɲo (2P) 
                   ‘to have cramps, to be unable to move’

(35) a. j-i-jam̥u (1S), b-a-jam̥u (2S), Ø-Ø-jam̥u (3), j-i-jam̥u-ŋo (1P), wak-a-yam̥u-ɲo (2P) 
                   ‘to be constipated’
       b. j-u-juare (1S), b-a-juare (2S),  Ø-Ø-juare (3), j-u-jua-ko (1P), wak-a-jua-ʨo (2P) 
                   ‘to wail, to grieve with mournful crises, to lament’

Also radical verbs beginning with /t/ do not show any change in the root-
initial consonant. In (36) some paradigms are reported. A list of radical verbs 
in  /t/  is  provided  in  (37).  Note  that,  given  a  3-person  beginning  with  a 
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consonant,  one can establish that it  is  a radical  verb,  but given a 3-person 
beginning with /t/ or /ʨ/ (28-29), one cannot establish  a priori whether the 
verb is prefixal or radical, unless the rest of the paradigm is provided. For the 
verb  toji  /tohi/ (36c) a prefixal  3-person form  chitoji  /ʨitohi/ is  also to be 
found.

(36) a. j-i-tiboha (1S), b-a-tiboha (2S), Ø-Ø-tiboha (3), j-i-tiboha-go (1P), wak-a-tiboha-jo (2P)
                   ‘to yawn’
       b. ɲ-i-ten̥u (1S), m-a-ten̥u (2S), Ø-Ø-ten̥u (3), ɲ-i-ten̥u-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ten̥u-ɲo (2P) 
                   ‘to be numb’ 
       c. j-i-to-hi (1S), b-a-to-hi (2S), ʨ-i-to-hi / Ø-Ø-to-hi  (3), j-i-to-go-hi (1P),
                   wak-a-to-jo-hi (2P) ‘to stare at’ (used with gaj)

(37)  Ø-Ø-tãraɲime (3), j-i-tãraɲime (1S) ‘envy (to); covet (to); greedy for (to be)’
Ø-Ø-tãrara (3), j-i-tãrara (1S) ‘to tremble; shake involuntarily’
Ø-Ø-tarata (3), j-i-tarata (1S) ‘to rot, to decompose, to decay’
Ø-Ø-teku (3), j-i-teku (1S) ‘to go on all fours, to crawl on all fours’
Ø-Ø-tiha (3), j-i-tiha (1S) ‘to be amazed at, to marvel at’
Ø-Ø-tihina (3), j-i-tihina (1S) ‘to be glad, to rejoice, to be happy’
Ø-Ø-tiogara (3), j-i-tiogara (1S) ‘to deserve, to merit’
Ø-Ø-tojna / Ø-Ø-tojɲa (3), j-i-tojna / j-i-tojɲa (1S) ‘to die together with’
Ø-Ø-tõroraha (3), j-i-tõroraha (1S) ‘to fit too loosely’
Ø-Ø-tuãgoa / Ø-Ø-tuaŋoa (3), j-u-tuãgoa / j-u-tuaŋoa (1S) ‘to encounter, to come upon 
to, to meet on the road’
See also: terẽta (ex. (9d)), todo (ex. (9e)), toj (ex. (9f)) and totaha (ex. (9d)). 

§4.7 Radical verbs, thematic verbs and exceptions

In (38) one finds some verbs with 3-person form beginning with a vowel. In 
Chamacoco there is a class of  ‘thematic’ verbs, that is of verbs with 3-person 
consisting of the root and the thematic vowel. (38a-b) are the only thematic 
verbs of Ayoreo. In (38a) the prefixal 3-person chapáji /ʨapahi/ alternates with 
the  thematic  3-person  apáji  /apahi/.  In  (38b)  only  the  thematic  3-person 
ujñapegome /uɲ̥apegome/ is reported. (38c) and (38d) should not be regarded 
as thematic, because they are radical verbs whose root-initial consonant has 
dropped due to phonetic erosion in the 3-person. In (38c) the radical 3-person 
quíjnoque  /kin̥oke/  alternates  with  its  reduced  variant  íjnoque  /in̥oke/.  The 
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latter form also functions as negative existential verb.

(38) a. j-a-pa-hi (1S), b-a-pa-hi (2S), a-pa-hi / ʨ-a-pa-hi (3), j-a-pa-go-hi (1P),
                   wak-a-pa-jo-hi (2P) ‘to stay temporarily in a place’
       b. j-u-ɲ̥apego-me (1S), b-a-ɲ̥apego-me (2S), u-ɲ̥apego-me (3), j-u-ɲ̥ape-ho-me (1P), 
                    wak-a-ɲ̥ape-ʨo-me (2P) ‘to be able to do, to be apt to’
       c. j-i-kin̥oke (1S), m-a-kin̥oke (2S), Ø-Ø-in̥oke / Ø-Ø-kin̥oke (3), j-i-kin̥o-ho (1P),
                     wak-a-kin̥o-ʨo (2P) ‘to be exhausted, to faint’; Ø-Ø-in̥oke (3) ‘there is no’
       d. j-i-keka (1S), b-a-keka (2S), Ø-Ø-eka (3), j-i-keka-go (1P), wak-a-keka-jo (2P)
                     ‘to live, to exist’

A case of suppletion is shown in (39). Déji /dehi/ is the form generally used 
for the 3-person, while a ‘regular’ form chugúsi /ʨugusi/ is also to be observed.

(39) j-u-gusi (1S), b-a-gusi (2S), dehi / ʨ-u-gusi (3), j-u-gu-ko-j (j-u-gu-ko-hi) (1P),
                   wak-a-gu-so-j (wak-a-gu-so-hi) (2P) ‘to be (location)’

The verb  cho  /ʨo/ (40a) only consists of thematic /o/. Its 3-person form 
seems to coincide with the 3-person of  the verb  ‘to jump’  (40b), whose 2-
persons in turn coincide with those of the verb chayo / ʨajo/ (40c).

(40) a. j-o (1S), b-o (2S), ʨ-o (3), j-o-ko (1P), wak-o-jo (2P) ‘to be like, to sound like’  
       b. j-i-jo (1S), b-a-jo (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨo (3), j-i-jo-go (1P), wak-a-jo-jo (2P) 
                   ‘to jump, to leap, to fly’
       c. j-a-jo (1S), b-a-jo (2S), ʨ-a-jo (3), j-a-jo-go (1P), wak-a-jo-jo (2P) ‘to run’

The verbs jno /n̥o/ (41a) and doi /doj/ (41b) are completely irregular. The 
2-persons of the irrealis lose the thematic vowel and the 1S-persons of jno /n̥o/ 
and doi /doj/ coincide.77

(41) a. j-i-hi / ji (1S), b-a-bo (2S) / bo (2S.IRLS), n̥o (3), j-i-ko (1P), wak-a-bo-jo (2P) /
                  bo-jo (2P.IRLS) ‘to go, to leave’78 
       b. j-i-hi / ji (1S), b-a-be (2S) / be (2S.IRLS), do-j (3), j-iko-j (1P), wak-a-be-jo-j (2P) / 
                  be-jo-j (2P.IRLS) ‘to bring, to do, to get’

The  verb  in  (42)  represents  a  very  interesting  exception.  The  vocalic 
77 On these verbs, see also §7.9.
78 The 1P-person yico /jiko/ is homophonous with the 1P-person of chise /ʨise/ (see ex. (6a)).
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pattern is irregular, because it is /i/-/a/-/a/, only found by this verb, and /i/ in 
the 1-person is never related to /a/ in the 3-person. The 3-prefix is /n/-, not to 
be found in other AY verbs, but observed in the other Zamucoan languages (see 
§7.1). A diachronic explanation can thus be found.

(42)   j-i-raɲi-me (1P), b-a-raɲi-me (2P), n-a-raɲi-me (3), j-i-raɲi-ŋo-me (1P),
                    wak-a-raɲi-ɲo-me (2P) ‘to be tired, to be fed up’ (also: narajime) 

Finally, there are some verbs which have no inflection and are only used in 
the 3-person or as impersonal verbs. Some of these elements are reported in 
(43). 

(43) a. beke ‘to rain’
       b. ʨiririta (3) ‘wilt as trees/grass, dry as tree/grass’ 
       c. dahate ‘to boil’
       d. gome / goɲome (3) ‘that is enough’
       e. tokade (3) ‘to come out, to happen’ 

§4.8 Suffixation in Ayoreo verb morphology

AY verbs take a suffix in the 1P- and the 2P-person. AY verb suffixation is 
usually regular.  There are two series of  suffixes:  -/go/ (1P),  -/jo/ (2P) and 
-/ko/ (1P), -/ʨo/ (2P). The first series is used when there is no change in the 
verb root, while the second series is used when the final consonant or syllable 
is  substituted  (§4.8.1).  The  1P-suffix  -/ko/  can  have  the  allomorphs  -/ho/ 
(§4.8.2) or -/so/ (§4.8.3). The suffixes -/go/, -/jo/ can undergo nasalization, 
but nasal spread can be blocked (§4.8.4). Some exceptions to the use of the two 
series of suffixes are discussed in (§4.8.5). The lexical suffix changes the lexical 
meaning of the verb (§4.8.6). The final syllable can undergo reduction (§4.8.7), 
which  is  often to  be  found  in  the  lexical  suffixes  -/ihi/  (§4.8.8)  or  -/aha/ 
(§4.8.9).
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§4.8.1 The suffixes -/go/, -/jo/ and -/ko/, -/ʨo/

This  section  describes  the  general  use  of  the  two  series  of  suffixes 
expressing the plural persons: -/go/ (1P), -/jo/ (2P) and -/ko/ (1P), -/ʨo/ (2P). 
-/go/ and -/jo/ are generally correlated. They are used when no changes occur 
in the verb root (44-45). 

(44) a. j-i-pota (1S), b-a-pota (2S), Ø-Ø-pota (3), j-i-pota-go (1P), wak-a-pota-jo (2P) ‘to want’
       b. j-u-he (1S), b-a-he (2S), ʨ-u-he (3), j-u-he-go (1P), wak-a-he-jo (2P) ‘to kill, to hit’

The suffixes -/go/ and -/jo/ can nasalize into the allomorphs -/ŋo/ and 
-/ɲo/ respectively. The nasalization of verb prefixes is optional, while in verb 
suffixes nasalization is more regular and predictable, as in nominal suffixation. 
The suffix nasalizes  if  a nasal  element is  present  in the verb root.  In some 
phonetic contexts the spread of nasalization to the suffix is blocked. About the 
block of nasalization, see §4.8.4.

(45) a. j-i-ŋo (1S), b-a-ŋo (2S), ʨ-i-ŋo (3), j-i-ŋo-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ŋo-ɲo (2P) ‘to tell, to show’
                  (also: ʨigo) 
       b. ɲ-o-n̥e (1S), m-o-n̥e (2S), ʨ-o-n̥e (3), ɲ-o-n̥e-ŋo (1P), wak-o-n̥e-ɲo (2P)  
                  ‘to pour out, to spill’   

The second series of suffixes consists of the prefix -/ko/ in the 1P-person 
and -/ʨo/ in the 2P-person. As in the first series, there is a general correlation 
between  these  prefixes.  -/ko/  and -/ʨo/  are  usually  used  when  the  final 
syllable  or  the  final  consonant  of  the  root  is  replaced  by  the  suffix.  The 
syllables  replaced  by  -/ko/  and  -/ʨo/  will  be  called  ‘mobile  syllables’.  In 
example (46) the syllables -/ra/ (46a-b), -/re/ (46c-d), -/ru/ (46f), -/ke/ (46g) 
and -/te/ (46h) are substituted by -/ko/ and -/ʨo/. 

(46) a. ɲ-e-̃ra (1S), m-e-̃ra (2S), t-e-̃ra (3), ɲ-e-̃ko (1P), wak-e-̃ʨo (2P) ‘to sell’
       b. ɲ-õ-ra (1S), m-õ-ra (2S), t-õ-ra (3), ɲ-õ-ra-ŋo (1P), wak-õ-ra-ɲo (2P) 
                  ‘to throw out, to cast out’
       c. j-a-hire (1S), b-a-hire (2S), ʨ-a-hire (3), j-a-hi-ko (1P), wak-a-hi-ʨo (2P) 
                  ‘to observe, to look at’
       d. ɲ-e-kãre (1S), m-e-kãre (2S), ʨ-e-kãre (3), ɲ-e-kã-ko (1P), wak-a-kã-ʨo (2P) 
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                  ‘to change, to replace’      
       e. j-o-hare (1S), b-o-hare (2S), ʨ-o-hare (3), j-o-ha-ko (1P), wak-o-ha-ʨo (2P) ‘to smell’ 
       f. j-i-ga-ru (1S), b-a-ga-ru (2), ʨ-i-ga-ru (3), j-i-ga-ko (1P), wak-a-ga-ʨo (2P) 
                  ‘to tie, to fasten’
       g. j-i-roke (1S), b-a-roke (2S), ʨ-i-roke (3), j-i-ro-ho/-ko (1P), wak-a-ro-ʨo (2P) 
                  ‘to send out, to command’
       h. ɲ-i-̃rate (1S), m-ã-rate (2S), ʨ-i-̃rate (3), ɲ-i-̃ra-ko (1P), wak-ã-ra-ʨo (2P) ‘to fill up’

The  two  verbs  in  (47)  end  in  a  different  mobile  syllable  which  is 
substituted in the plural. As a consequence, their 1P- and 2P-person coincide. 
The presence  of  a  nasal  element  in  the  verb  root  has  no  influence on  the 
suffixes -/ko/ and -/ʨo/ which cannot nasalize, because voiceless stops block 
the spread of nasality.

(47) a. ɲ-i-kãra (1S), m-e-kãra (2S), ʨ-i-kãra (3), ɲ-i-kã-ko (1P), wak-e-kã-ʨo (2P)
                 ‘to dream’
       b. ɲ-i-kãre (1S), m-e-kãre (2S), ʨ-i-kãre (3), ɲ-i-kã-ko (1P), wak-e-kã-ʨo (2P) 
                 ‘to mention’

There is an inventory of final syllables which are always replaced by -/ko/ 
and -/ʨo/: -/k/ or -/ke/, -/da/, -/go/, -/gu/, -/ni/, -/s/ or -/se/, -/t/ or -/te/.79 
In word-final position the syllables -/ke/, -/se/ and -/te/ alternate with final 
-/k/, -/s/ and -/t/, which are also replaced by -/ʨo/ and -/ko/ and are the only 
consonants found word-finally in Ayoreo. The syllables -/ke/, -/se/ and -/te/ 
are  produced by adding the  euphonic  vocoid  /e/  to  the  last  consonant,  so 
recreating the preferred syllabic structure CV (see Bertinetto 2009: 11). For this 
reason, the term ‘mobile syllable’ will also be used to refer to final -/k/, -/s/ 
and -/t/.

When the final syllable of the root is not substituted, the suffixes -/go/ and 
-/jo/ are used. (48) lists the inventory of syllables for which no substitution is 
reported.

79 The syllable -/me/ is usually a lexical suffix which does not belong to the root (see §4.8.6). It is only 
to be observed in one verb as final syllable of the root and in this case it is substituted: 

     (i) ɲ-i-n̥i-me (1S), m-a-n̥i-me (2S), ʨ-i-n̥i-me (3), ɲ-i-n̥i-ko (1P), wak-a-n̥i-ʨo (2P) 
              ‘to take out, to take off’.
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(48)
-/bo/, 
-/ka/, -/ko/, -/ku/ 
-/ʨa/, -/ʨi/, -/ʨo/, -/ʨu/ 
-/do/, -/du/
-/ge/
-/ha/, -/he/, -/hi/, -/ho/, -/hu/
-/mo/
-/m̥o/, -/m̥u/
-/nu/,
-/n̥a/, -/n̥ i/, -/n̥e/, -/n̥o/, -/n̥u/
-/ɲ̥a/, -/ɲ̥u/
-/ɲa/, -/ɲi/, -/ɲo/
-/pa/, -/pu/
-/ta/, -/to/, -/ti/, -/tu/
-/ja/, -/ji/, -/jo/

There is also a group of final syllables which, depending on the verb can or 
cannot be substituted (49). Verbs have the series -/ko/, -/ʨo/ in the first case 
and -/go/, -/jo/ in the second case.

(49)
-/di/
-/ga/, -/gi/
-/ŋa/, -/ŋo/, -/ŋu/
-/na/,80 -/no/
-/ra/, -/re/, -/ri/, -/ro/, -/ru/
-/sa/, -/si/, -/su/, -/so/

§4.8.2 The allomorph -/ho/ 

The suffix -/ko/ has an allomorph -/ho/ which occurs when the mobile 
syllable  begins  with  a  velar  consonant.  The  mobile  syllables  in  (50)  are 
replaced by -/ho/ and -/ʨo/. This occurs when the mobile syllable is -/k/ (or 
-/ke/), -/ga/, -/ŋa/, -/go/, -/ŋo/, -/gu/, -/ŋu/, -/gi/ or -/ŋi/. Note that in this 
80 -/na/ occurs very frequently as final syllable. In most cases, it is not substituted. By contrast, -/re/ is 

mostly substituted.
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syllabic inventory, only -/k/ or -/ke/, -/go/ and -/gu/ are always substituted. 
With the other syllables of the previous inventory, the substitution does not 
always occur, but, when it occurs, -/ho/ is generally used. The syllable -/ge/ is 
not included in the list, because it is not substituted. It is only found in iyague  
/ijage/ (51).

(50)  a. j-a-gu (1S), b-a-gu (2S), t-a-gu (3), j-a-ho (1P), wak-a-ʨo (2P) ‘to eat, to bite’
        b. j-a-ke (1S), b-a-ke (2S), t-a-ke (3), j-a-ho (1P), wak-a-ʨo (2P) ‘to eat’
        c. j-i-bagi (1S), b-a-bagi (2S), t-i-bagi (3), j-i-ba-ho-j (1P), wak-a-ba-ʨo-j (2P) 
                    ‘to come to a person’
        d. j-i-rike (1S), b-a-rike (2S), Ø-Ø-dike (3), j-i-ri-ho (1P), wak-a-ri-ʨo (2P) ‘to walk’
        e. ɲ-i-n̥oke (1S), m-a-n̥oke (2S), ʨ-i-n̥oke (3), ɲ-i-n̥o-ho (1P), wak-a-n̥o-ʨo (2P) 
                    ‘to carry a load’
        f. j-i-pedugu (1S), b-a-pedugu (2S), ʨ-i-pedugu (3), j-i-pedu-ho (1P), 
                    wak-a-pedu-ʨo (2P) ‘to crowd, to press against’
        g. j-i-jaroga (1S), b-a-jaroga (2S), ʨ-i-jaroga (3), j-i-jaro-ho (1P), wak-a-jaro-ʨo (2P) 
                    ‘to be unacceptable’

(51) j-i-jage (1S), b-a-jage (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨage (3), j-i-jage-go (1P), wak-a-jage-jo (2P)
                    ‘to stand up’

In  some verbs  both the  suffix -/ko/ and -/ho/ are  observed in  the 1P-
person (52). In (52a), the suffix -/ko/ and -/ho/ alternate in  pesu,  which is 
clearly an exception, since the final syllable is -/su/ (about the 2P-person, see 
§4.8.3).  In  the  1P-person  of  chojninga  /ʨon̥iŋa/,  the  last  syllable  may  be 
preserved and -/ko/, rather than -/ŋo/, is used. In the plural persons of tiogara  
(53) the sequence -gara deletes and the suffixes -/ho/ and -/ʨo/ are used. 

(52) a. j-i-pesu (1S), b-a-pesu (2S), Ø-Ø-pesu (3), j-i-pe-ko / j-i-pe-ho (1P), wak-a-pe-so (2P)
                   ‘to make, to do’
       b. ɲ-o-ni̥ŋa (1S), m-o-n̥iŋa (2S), ʨ-o-n̥iŋa (3), ɲ-o-n̥iŋa-ko / ɲ-o-ni̥-ho / ɲ-o-n̥i-ko (1P),  
                   wak-o-n̥iŋa-ʨo / wak-o-ni̥-ʨo (2P) ‘to say’

(53) j-i-tiogara (1S), b-a-tiogara (2S), Ø-Ø-tiogara (3), j-i-tio-ho (1P), wak-a-tio-ʨo (2P)
                   ‘to deserve, to merit’ 
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§4.8.3 The allomorph -/so/ 

The mobile syllables beginning with /s/ (-/sa/, -/s/ or -/se/, -/si/, -/so/ 
and -/su/) have an influence on the 2P-suffix, which is not -/ʨo/, but -/so/ 
(54).  The verb in (54e) derives  from  chapuse  /ʨapuse/ (54d).  The latter  is 
usually  followed  by  the  lexeme  aja  /aha/,  which  in  (54e)  has  been 
incorporated into the verb as lexical suffix (see §4.8.6). In this case too, the 
syllable is substituted and -/so/ is the 2P-prefix. In (55) one finds two verbs 
with the mobile syllable -/se/. Here one can see that the mobile syllable is  
actually part of the root, because otherwise the verb would consist of the mere 
thematic vowel.

(54) a. j-i-gase (1S), b-a-gase (2S), ʨ-i-gase (3), j-i-ga-ko (1P), wak-a-ga-so (2P)
                   ‘to bite, to sting’
       b. j-i-pese (1S), b-a-pese (2S), ʨ-i-pese (3), j-i-pe-ko (1P), wak-a-pe-so (2P) 
                   ‘to suck, to lick’
       c. j-u-muʨasu (1S), b-a-muʨasu (2S), ʨ-u-muʨasu (3), j-u-muʨa-ko (1P),
                   wak-a-muʨa-so (2P) ‘to overturn, to turn something’       
       d. j-a-puse (1S), b-a-puse (2S), ʨ-a-puse (3), j-a-pu-ko (1P), wak-a-pu-so (2P)
                   ‘to choose at random’ (used with aha)        
       e. j-a-pusa-ha (1S), b-a-pusa-ha (2S), ʨ-a-pusa-ha (2S), j-a-pu-ko-ha (2S), 
                   wak-a-pu-so-ha (2S) ‘to choose at random’

(55) a. j-i-se (1S), b-e-se (2S), ʨ-i-se (3), j-i-ko (1P), wak-e-so (2P) ‘to find, to meet,
                   to reach’
       b. j-a-se (1S), b-a-se (2S), ʨ-a-se (3), j-a-ko (1P), wak-a-so (2P) ‘to plunder’

The final syllables -/sa/, -/si/, -/so/ and -/su/ are not always substituted. 
In this case, -/go/ and -/jo/ are to be observed.

(56) a. j-i-kosa (1S), b-a-kosa (2S), Ø-Ø-kosa (3), j-i-kosa-go (1P), wak-a-kosa-jo (2P) 
                    ‘to brag about, to boast about’
       b. j-i-si (1S), b-a-si (2S), ʨ-i-si (3), j-i-si-go / j-i-si-ŋo (1P), 
                    wak-a-si-jo / wak-a-si-ɲo (2P) ‘to give’
       c. j-i-doso (1S), b-a-doso (2S), doso (3), j-i-doso-go (1P), wak-a-doso-jo (2P) 
                    ‘to scold, to rebuke’ (used with aha)
       d. j-a-kesu (1S), b-a-kesu (2S), ʨ-a-kesu (3), j-a-kesu-go (1P), wak-a-kesu-jo (2P) 
                    ‘to cut, to go across’
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§4.8.4 The block of nasalization

As in the plural of nominals, the spread of nasalization is blocked when a 
plosive consonant is interposed between the nasal element and the suffix. This 
occurs  in  most  cases  in  the  verb,  where  the  consonant  which  blocks 
nasalization is usually /t/ (57). The vast majority of verbs presenting the block 
of nasalization end in -/ta/, because many other syllables (such as -/ke/, -/te/ 
etc.) which could block nasalization are substituted and a different series of 
suffixes  is  used.  For  this  reason,  in  the  following  examples  there  are  no 
examples of /k/ blocking the spread of nasalization. Also /ʨ/ can  block the 
spread of nasalization (58). By contrast, /r/ does not interfere with the spread 
of nasalization (59).    

(57)  a. ɲ-ĩ-reta (1S), m-ã-reta (2S), ʨ-ĩ-reta (3), ɲ-ĩ-reta-go (1P), wak-ã-reta-jo (2P)
                  ‘to fill up’  

b. ɲ-i-mata (1S), m-a-mata (2S), ʨ-i-mata (3), ɲ-i-mata-go (1P), 
         wak-a-mata-jo (2P) ‘to gather, to collect’ 
c. ɲ-i-terẽta (1S), m-a-terẽta (2S), Ø-Ø-terẽta (3), ɲ-i-terẽta-go (1P),
         wak-a-terẽta-jo (2P) ‘to lie down’ 
d. j-a-m̥ita (1S), b-a-m̥ita (2S), ʨ-a-m̥ita (3), j-a-m̥ita-go (1P), wak-a-m̥ita-jo (2P)
           ‘to be concerned about, to get ready for’               
e. j-i-m̥ata (1S), b-a-m̥ata (2S), Ø-Ø-m̥ata (3), j-i-m̥ata-go (1P), wak-a-m̥ata-jo (2P) 
           ‘to be in want, to be poor, to be lacking’
f. j-a-ŋureta (1S), b-a-ŋureta (2S), ʨ-a-ŋureta (3), j-a-ŋureta-go (1P), 
          wak-a-ŋureta-jo (2P) ‘to believe’
g. ɲ-i-n̥atu (1S), m-a-n̥atu (2S), Ø-Ø-n̥atu (3), ɲ-i-n̥atu-go (1P), wak-a-n̥atu-jo (2P) 
           ‘to wait impatiently for, to await’ 
h. j-i-pan̥ota (1S), b-a-pan̥ota (2S), Ø-Ø-pan̥ota (3), j-i-pan̥ota-go (1P), 
          wak-a-pan̥ota-jo (2P) ‘to be gentle/humble toward’ (used with ome/aha )  
i. j-u-ɲi̥eta (1S), b-a-ɲi̥eta (2S), ʨ-u-ɲi̥eta (3), j-u-ɲi̥eta-go (1P), wak-a-ɲi̥eta-jo (2P)
           ‘to make fun of, to joke about’

(58) ɲ-ẽ-raʨhu (1S), m-ẽ-raʨu (2S), t-ẽ-raʨu / ʨ-ẽ-raʨu (3), ɲ-ẽ-raʨu-go (1P),
                  wak-e-̃raʨu-jo (2P) ‘to sing with gourd rattle’
           
(59) j-a-m̥ara (1S), b-a-m̥ara (2S), ʨ-a-m̥ara (3), j-a-m̥ara-ŋo (1P), wak-a-m̥ara-ɲo (2P) 
                   ‘to savour’
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Also  /s/  blocks  the  spread  of  nasalization  in  some  cases,  as  in  (60a). 
However, the verb in (60b) has the nasalized suffixes  -/ŋo/ and -/ɲo/ which 
alternate with the suffixes -/ko/ and -/so/ (about final /i/ or /j/, see §4.8.8).

(60) a. ɲ-i-nasu (1S), m-a-nasu (2S), ʨ-i-nasu (3),  ɲ-i-nasu-go (1P), wak-a-nasu-jo (2P)
                    ‘to thresh’ (also: ʨidasu)
       b. ɲ-u-n̥usi (1S), m-a-n̥usi (2S), Ø-Ø-n̥usi (3), ɲ-u-n̥usi-ŋo / yun̥u-ko-j (1P), 
                    wak-a-n̥usi-ɲo / wak-a-n̥u-so-j (2P) ‘to be sad’

The spread of nasalization to the suffix and its block are generally regular 
processes, which are more systematic than the nasalization of the prefix, as 
noted by Sušnik (1963). There are, however, some exceptions, although they 
are not very frequent. In (61a) one finds a partial exception to the block of 
nasalization. In (61b-d) the suffix is sometimes non-nasalized, while in (61e) 
the suffix can nasalize.

(61) a. j-a-ta (1S), b-a-ta (2S), ʨ-a-ta (3), j-a-ta-go (1P), wak-a-ta-ɲo (2P) ‘to sharpen’
       b. ɲ/j-a-n̥a (1S), m-a-n̥a (2S), ʨ-a-n̥a (3), j-a-n̥a-go / ɲ-a-n̥a-ŋo (1P), wak-a-n̥a-ɲo (2P) 
                 ‘to follow, to pursue’
       c. j-a-jona / ɲ-a-ɲona (1S), b-a-jona / m-a-ɲona (2S), ʨ-a-jona /  ʨ-a-ɲona (3),
                 j-a-jona-ŋo/-go /  ɲ-a-ɲona-ŋo (1P), wak-a-jona-ɲo/-jo / wak-a-ɲona-ɲo (2P) 
                 ‘to run after, to chase’
       d. ɲ-u-n̥usina (1S), m-a-n̥usina (2P), Ø-Ø-n̥usina (3), ɲ-u-n̥usina-go/-ŋo (1P), 
                 wak-a-n̥usina-jo/-ɲo (2P) ‘to remember’
       e. j-i-si (1S), b-a-si (2S), ʨ-i-si (3), j-i-si-go / j-i-si-ŋo (1P), wak-a-si-jo / 
                 wak-a-si-ɲo (2P) ‘to give’

§4.8.5 Exceptions

Although AY verb suffixation is usually regular, there are, however, some 
exceptions which are  discussed in this section. In (62) the suffixes -/ko/ and 
-/ʨo/ do not operate any substitution. The verbs in (62a-e) end in a syllable 
which can be substituted (depending on the verb),  while  no substitution is 
observed  for verbs ending in -/ka/. The fact that some final syllables do not 
always have the same morphological behaviour (see the list in (49)) may have 
an influence on the verbs in (62). In (63) the final syllables -/re/ and -/ŋa/ are 
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not always mobile syllables, because these verbs present both forms with and 
without substitution, but in both cases the suffixes -/ko/ (or -/ho/) and -/ʨo/ 
are used. In (63a) the final syllable -/re/ turns into -/ra/ in the plural when it 
is  not  substituted  (this  is  probably  due  to assimilation  to the  previous 
syllable /ga/).

(62)  a. ɲ-i-rãra (1S), m-a-rãra (2S), Ø-Ø-ɲara (3), ɲ-i-rãra-ko (1P), wak-a-rã-ʨo (2P) ‘to speak’ 
               (also: ɲare)

b. j-i-garu (1S), b-a-garu (2), ʨ-i-garu (3), j-i-garu-ko (1P), wak-a-garu-ʨo (2P) 
        ‘to tie, to fasten’
c. j-i-don̥iŋa (1S), b-a-don̥iŋa (2S), ʨ-i-don̥iŋa (3), j-i-don̥iŋa-ko (1P),
        wak-a-doni̥ŋa-ʨo (2P) (also: ʨinoniŋa / ʨidon̥aŋa) ‘to examine, to look carefully at’
d. j-i-miniŋa (1P), b-a-miniŋa (2P), t-i-miniŋa (3), j-i-miniŋa-ko (1P),
        wak-a-miniŋa-ʨo (2P) ‘to pay attention to, to take note to’
e. j-i-n̥are (1P), b-a-n̥are (2P), ʨ-i-n̥are (3), j-i-n̥are-ko (1P), wak-a-n̥are-ʨo (2P) 
        ‘to go quickly to’ (used with the reflexive pronoun and aha )
f. j-u-ka (1S), b-a-ka (2S), ʨ-u-ka (3), j-u-ka-ko (1P), wak-a-ka-ʨo (2P) 
        ‘to curse verbally’

(63) a. j-a-tiŋare (1S), b-a-tiŋare (2S), ʨ-a-tiŋare (3), j-a-tiŋara-ko / j-a-tiŋa-ko (1P),
               wak-a-tiŋara-ʨo / wak-a-tiŋa-ʨo (2P) ‘to throw at, to cast at’  
       b. ɲ-o-n̥iŋa (1S), m-o-n̥iŋa (2S), ʨ-o-n̥iŋa (3), ɲ-o-n̥iŋa-ko / ɲ-o-ni̥-ho / ɲ-o-n̥i-ko (1P), 
               wak-o-n̥iŋa-ʨo / wak-o-n̥i-ʨo (2P) ‘to say’

In other cases the lack of substitution by -/ko/ and -/ʨo/ is an apparent 
exception,  as  in  nejé  /nehe/ (64a):  in  (64b)  its  variant  nejéru  /neheru/ is 
regular and -/ru/ is replaced by -/ko/ and -/ʨo/. In this verb the apocope of 
the final syllable -/ru/ may occur (64a) and the same suffixes are preserved. 
The same occurs in (65a) and (65b).

(64) a. j-i-nehe (1S), b-a-nehe (2S), nehe (3), j-i-nehe-ko (1P), wak-a-nehe-ʨo (2P)
               ‘to be gentle with’ (used with udode ‘body’) 
       b. j-i-nehe-ru (1S), b-a-nehe-ru (2S), nehe-ru (3), j-i-nehe-ko (1P), wak-a-nehe-ʨo (2P) 
               ‘to be gentle with’ (when used with udode ‘body’)

(65) a. ɲ-aɲu-(ru) (1S), m-aɲu-(ru) (2S), ʨ-aɲu-(ru) (3), ɲ-aɲu-ko (1P), wak-aɲu-ʨo (2P)
               ‘to take care of’ (used with gio) 
       b. j-u-hu(ru) (1S), b-a-hu(ru) (2S), Ø-Ø-su(ru) / ʨ-u-hu(ru) (3), j-u-hu-ko (1P),
               wak-a-hu-ʨo / wak-a-hu-jo (2P) ‘to close (in), to shut in’ (used with gaj)
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In (66a-b) the plural suffixes are -/ko/ and -/jo/. In (66a-b) one finds a 
substitution. In this case, the 2P-suffix -/jo/ is unexpected. As already seen, jno  
/n̥o/ is an irregular verb (see §4.7). In (66c) -/go/ and -/ko/ can alternate in 
the 1P-person. 

(66) a. j-i-gisare (1S), b-a-gisare (2S), ʨ-i-gisare (3), j-i-gisa-ko (1P), wak-a-gisa-jo (2P)
               ‘to drop fuits (with a stick)’
       b. j-i-hi / ji (1S), b-a-bo (2S) / bo (2S.IRLS), n̥o (3), j-i-ko (1P), wak-a-bo-jo (2P) / 
                 bo-jo (2P.IRLS) ‘to go, to leave’
       c. j-i-teku (1S), b-a-teku (2S), Ø-Ø-teku (3), j-i-teku-go / j-i-teku-ko (1P),
                  wak-a-teku-jo (2P) ‘to crawl on all fours’ 

In (67) the nasalized version of -/go/ is used with -/ʨo/ in the 2P-person, 
although no substitution occurs.

(67) j-/ɲ-i-n̥ehe (1S), b-/m-a-n̥ehe (2S), Ø-Ø-nen̥e (3), j-/ɲ-i-n̥ehe-ŋo (1P), wak-a-n̥ehe-ʨo (2P)
                  ‘to persuade’ 

The suffixes -/go/ and -/jo/ do not generally substitute the final syllable, 
while in (68) both suffixes are used with this function.  

(68) a. j-a-ʨia (1S), b-a-ʨia (2S), ʨ-a-ʨia (3), j-a-ʨi-go (1P), wak-a-ʨi-jo (2P) 
                  ‘to play with; to suffer loss of something’81

       b. j-a-kare (1S), b-a-kare (2S), ʨ-a-kare (3), j-a-ka-go (1P), wak-a-ka-jo (2P) 
                  ‘to stay, to sit’

The verb  toria  (69) presents an interesting alternation in suffixation. The 
verb ends in  -/a/,  probably coming from final-syllable reduction.  This  final 
vowel can be substituted in the plural, where the suffixes -/ko/ and -/ʨo/ are 
used. If no substitution occurs, the suffixes -/go/ and -/jo/ are used. In both 
cases, the plural persons of  toria  (69a) differ from the plural persons of  tori 
(69b). 

81 In this verb, /a/ is the result of final-syllable reduction.
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(69) a. j-o-ria (1S), b-o-ria (2S), t-o-ria (3), j-o-ria-go / j-o-ri-ko (1P), wak-o-ria-jo /
                wak-o-ri-ʨo (2P) ‘to steal’ 
       b. j-o-ri (1S), b-o-ri (2S), t-o-ri (3), j-o-ri-go (1P), wak-o-ri-jo (2P) ‘to steal, to rob’   
                (intransitive)82

§4.8.6 Lexical suffixes 

The final element of the verbs in (70) is called lexical suffix. The lexical 
suffix is an independent lexeme which has been incorporated into the verb and 
modifies the meaning of the verb in a way that is not always predictable. The 
lexical suffix does not properly belong to the verb root: this is evident in the 
plural persons, because the plural suffix is interposed between the verb root 
and the lexical suffix. The lexical suffix has no influence on the plural prefix 
and can be used with both the series -/ko/, -/ʨo/ and the series -/go/, -/jo/. 
The most frequent lexical suffixes are -(o)me (70a-c), -(i)hi (70f), -(a)ha (70d) 
and -ga(r)i (70e). These lexical suffixes derive from adpositions, such as ome, iji  
/ihi/, aja /aha/ and ga(r)i.83

(70) a. j-/ɲ-i-si-ome (1S), b-/m-a-si-ome (2S), ʨ-i-si-ome (3), j-isi-go-me / j-i-si-ŋo-me (1P),
                  wak-a-si-jo-me / wak-a-si-ŋo-me (2P) ‘to give to’ 
                  (from: ʨisi ‘to give to’, see ex. (61e))
       b. ɲ-i-ra-me (1S), m-a-ra-me (2S), ʨ-i-ra-me (3), ɲ-i-ra-ŋo-me (1P), 
                  wak-a-ra-ɲo-me (2P)  ‘to turn loose, to set free’
       c. j-u-kan̥iŋaro-me (1S), m-a-kani̥ŋaro-me (2S), ʨ-u-kan̥iŋaro-me (3), 
                  j-u-kani̥ŋa-ko-me (1P), wak-a-kan̥iŋa-ʨo-me (2P) ‘to pursue, to chase’
       d. j-i-go-ha (1S), b-a-go-ha (2S), ʨ-i-go-ha (3), j-i-go-go-ha (1P), wak-a-go-jo-ha (2P) 
                  ‘gathering the embers of the fire’
       e. j-u-ku ga(r)i (1S), b-a-ku ga(r)i (2S), ʨ-u-ku ga(r)i (3), j-u-ku-go ga(r)i (1P), 
                  wak-a-ku-jo ga(r)i (2P) ‘to leave a job unfinished’
       f. j-i-ka-hi (1S), b-a-ka-hi (2S), ʨ-i-ka-hi (3), j-i-ka-go-hi (1P), wak-a-jo-hi (2P) 
                  ‘to go to’
       g. j-u-ta-j (1S), b-a-ta-j (2S), ʨ-u-ta-j (3), j-u-ta-go-j (1P), wak-a-ta-jo-j (2P) ‘to ask’

82 Data on the transitivity or intransitivity of AY verbs come from Higham et al. (2000).
83 As in Bertinetto (2009), here too,  aja  /aha/, iji  /ihi/ and  ome  will be referred to as adpositions, 

although they are mostly used  as prepositions.
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The final syllables -/ha/, -/hi/, -/me/, etc.  are usually lexical suffixes, but 
in some verbs -/ha/, -/hi/, -/me/,  etc. are normal syllables belonging to the 
verb root. When they are not lexical suffixes, -/ha/ and -/hi/ are not substituted (71a-b) and -/me/ is a mobile syllable 
(71c). Note that, owing to the substitution by the suffixes -/ko/ and -/ʨo/, the 
plural persons of chijnime /ʨin̥ime/ (71c) and chijnire /ʨin̥ire/ (71d) coincide.

(71) a. j-i-raha (3), b-a-raha (3), ʨ-i-raha (3), j-i-raha-go (3), wak-a-raha-jo (2P)
                 ‘to know, to understand’ 
       b. j-o-hi (1S), b-o-hi (2S), ʨ-o-hi (3), j-o-hi-go (1P), wak-o-hi-jo (2P) ‘to drink’ 
       c. ɲ-i-n̥i-me (1S), m-a-n̥i-me (2S), ʨ-i-ni̥-me (3), ɲ-i-n̥i-ko (1P), wak-a-n̥i-ʨo (2P)
                 ‘to take out, to take off’84 
       d. ɲ-i-n̥ire (1S), m-a-n̥ire (2S), ʨ-i-ni̥re (3), ɲ-i-n̥i-ko (1P), wak-a-n̥i-ʨo (2P)
                 ‘to drill a hole’

As  noted  above,  the  predictability  of  nasalization  depends  on  the 
directionality of nasal spread. Nasal spread to the left is unpredictable. The 
lexical  suffix  -/me/  possibly yields  the  nasalization  of  the  verb  in  (72a). 
Nasalization is,  however,  not  obligatory.  Chij(n)ócha-me  /ʨin̥oʨa-me/ (72a) 
derives  from  chijócha  /ʨ-i-hoʨa/  (72b), in  which  no  nasalization  is 
observed.

(72) a. j-/ɲ-i-n̥oʨa-me (1S), b-/m-a-n̥oʨa-me (2S), ʨ-i-n̥oʨa-me (3), j-/ɲ-i-n̥oʨa-ŋo-me /
                 j-/ɲ-i-n̥oʨa-go-me  (1P), wak-a-n̥oʨa-ɲo-me / wak-a-n̥oʨa-jo-me (2P) ‘to bury’
               (also: ʨihoʨame)
      b. j-i-hoʨa (1S), b-a-hoʨa (2S), ʨ-i-hoʨa (3), j-i-hoʨa-go (1P), 
               wak-a-hoʨa-jo (2P) ‘to dig, to carve’

The verbs in (73) present an irregularity in the plural. The semivowel -/j/, 
which  emerges  after  the  plural  suffix  but  is  not  observed  in  the  singular,  
derives from a reduced lexical  suffix. Note that both verbs end in a vocalic 
cluster, probably originated by the syncope of an intervocalic consonant. Both 
the reduction of the lexical suffix and the origin of a vocalic cluster at the end 
of the verb will be discussed in the following section.

84 For the time being, this is the only example in which -/me/ at the end of the verb is not a lexical 
suffix.
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(73) a. j-u-kue (1S), b-a-kue (2S), ʨ-u-kue (3), j-u-kue-go-j (1P), wak-a-kue-jo-j (2P) 
                ‘to look for, to search for’
        b. j-u-ʨie (1S), b-a-ʨie (2S), ʨ-u-ʨie (3), j-u-ʨi-go-j (1P), wak-a-ʨi-jo-j (2P) 
                ‘to step upon’

The diminutive suffix  -/ap/ (74a) and the elative suffix  -/pis/ or -/pus/ 
(74b-c) can be attached to a verb and in this case are invariable (74a). The 
diminutive conveys an attenuative nuance (Bertinetto 2009: 22). The elative 
suffix  can  be  followed  by  a  vowel  which  depends  on  vowel  harmony 
(Bertinetto 2009: 21). In (74b) the verb root ends in -/a/ and  -/pis/ is used, 
followed by /a/ which depends on root-final /a/. In (74c) the verb root ends in 
/u/. -/pis/ and the following vowel assimilates to root-final /u/, so that the 
verb takes the elative -/pusu/.85

(74) a. ba-ru (2S.RLS-to_wash) ---> a-ru-ap (2S.IRLS-to_wash-DIM) ‘Please wash’
                  (Bertinetto 2009: 21-22)
       b. j-ipota (1S-to_want) ---> j-ipota-pisa (1S-to_want-ELAT) ‘I strongly desire’ (ibidem)
       c. ʨ-iʨagu (3S-to_pierce) ---> ʨ-iʨagu-pusu (3S-to_pierce-ELAT)
                ‘It pierces strongly’ (QCCB: II, 50)

§4.8.7 Root-final-syllable reductions  

The  vocalic  clusters  in  root-final  position  are  the  result  of  syllable 
reduction  characterized  by  syncope  of  an  intervocalic  consonant.  The 
alternation between -/ie/ (75a) and -/ue/ (75c) depends on /r/ syncope, as in 
(75b) and (75d). The drop of intervocalic /r/ is very frequent in Ayoreo (see 
also  (75e)),  but  not  all  final  vocalic  clusters  derive  from /r/  syncope.  The 
vocalic cluster -/io/ in (76a) derives from the syncope of intervocalic /ɲ/, as 
one can see in (76b). Intervocalic /ɲ/ is still present in the 3-person. In (76c) 
intervocalic /n/, to be found in the 3-person, has dropped in the rest of the 
paradigm.

85 The diminutive and the elative suffixes will not be discussed in detail. On the use of these elements 
in verb morphology, see Bertinetto (2009: 21-22). On AY elatives, see also Morarie (1980: 88).  
Note that in Ayoreo there is also a diminutive verb suffix -/si/ “referring to the physical dimension 
of the referent” (Bertinetto 2009: 22). This element is invariable.
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(75) a. ɲ-i-ri ̃e (1S), m-a-ri ̃e (2S), Ø-Ø-nie (3), ɲ-i-ri ̃e-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ri ̃e-ɲo (2P) ‘to massage’
       b. ɲ-i-ri ̃re (1S), m-a-ri ̃re (2S), Ø-Ø-nire (3), ɲ-i-ri ̃re-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ri ̃re-ɲo (2P) 
                  ‘to massage’ 
       c. ɲ-u-n̥ue (1S), m-a-n̥ue (2S), Ø-Ø-sue / Ø-Ø-n̥ue (3), ɲ-u-n̥ue-ŋo (1P), wak-a-n̥ue-ɲo (2P)
                  ‘to be bigger/greater than’ (used with gaj) 
       d. ɲ-u-n̥ure (1S), m-a-n̥ure (2S), Ø-Ø-sure / Ø-Ø-n̥ure (3), ɲ-u-n̥ure-ŋo (1P),
                  wak-a-n̥ure-ɲo (2P) ‘to be bigger/greater than’ (used with gaj)  
       e. ɲ-i-n̥ire / ɲ-i-ni̥e (1S), m-a-ni̥re / m-a-n̥ie (2S), ʨ-i-n̥ire / ʨ-i-ni̥e (3), ɲ-i-n̥i-ko (1P), 
                  wak-a-n̥i-ʨo (2P) ‘to drill a hole’ 

(76) a. j-i-hio-me (1S), b-a-hio-me (2S), Ø-Ø-noɲo-me (3), j-i-hio-ŋo-me (1P),
                   wak-a-hio-ɲo-me (2P) ‘to leave’
       b. j-i-hiɲo-me (1P), b-a-hiɲo-me (2P), Ø-Ø-noɲo-me (3), j-i-hiɲo-ŋo-me (1P), 
                   wak-a-hiɲo-ɲo-me (2P) ‘to leave’          
       c. j-ũ-rua-hi (1P), b-ã-rua-hi (2P), Ø-Ø-nuna-hi (3), j-ũ-rua-ŋo-hi (1P),
                   wak-ã-rua-ɲo-hi (2P) ‘to see clearly, to understand’

§4.8.8 The reduction of the lexical suffix -/(i)hi/

The presence of -/j/ at the end of the verb may be due to the reduction of 
the lexical suffix -/hi/. When intervocalic /h/ drops, final /i/ turns into a glide 
after a vowel, while it is preserved after a consonant. Consequently, /j/ is what 
remains  of  the  lexical  suffix -/(i)hi/  and preserves  the  same morphological 
behaviour, as in the verbs in (77a) and (78a), which can be compared with the 
respective variants preserving intervocalic /h/ ((77b) and (78b)). In some cases 
the original intervocalic consonant can no longer be observed (79). 

(77) a. j-u-kugun̥a-j (1S), b-a-kugun̥a-j (2S), Ø-Ø-kugun̥a-j (3), j-u-kugun̥a-ŋo-j (1P),
                  wakakugun̥a-ɲo-j (2P) ‘to rush toward, to run quickly toward’
       b. j-u-kugun̥a-hi (1S), b-a-kugun̥a-hi (2S), Ø-Ø-kugun̥a-hi (3), j-u-kugun̥a-ŋo-hi (1P), 
                  wak-a-kugun̥a-ɲo-hi (2P) ‘to rush toward, to run quickly toward’

(78) a. j-u-gusi (1S), b-a-gusi (2S), dehi / ʨ-u-gusi (3), j-u-gu-ko-j (1P),
                  wak-a-gu-so-j (2P) ‘to be (location)’
        b. j-u-gusi-hi (1S), b-a-gusi-hi (2S), dehi / ʨ-u-gusi-hi (3), j-u-gu-ko-hi (1P), 
                  wak-a-gu-so-hi (2P) ‘to be (location)’

(79) j-i-to-j (1S), b-a-to-j (2S), Ø-Ø-to-j (3), j-i-to-go-j (1P), wak-a-to-jo-j (2P) ‘to die’
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Given a singular form or the 3-person form, it is not possible to predict 
with absolute certainty whether final  -/i/ (or /j/)  is part of the root or is a 
lexical  suffix.  One  can,  however,  draw  a  general  trend  depending  on  the 
morphological behaviour of the last syllable. If the final syllable in -/i/ is never 
substituted, such as -/ʨi/, -/hi/, -/n̥i/, -/ɲi/, -/ti/ and -/ji/, final -/i/ is not a 
reduced lexical suffix (80).

(80) a. j-u-ʨi (1S), b-a-ʨi (2S), ʨ-u-ʨi (3), j-u-ʨi-go (1P), wak-a-ʨi-jo (2P)
                   ‘to have bowel movement’
       b. j-o-hi (1S), b-o-hi (2S), ʨ-o-hi (3), j-o-hi-go (1P), wak-o-hi-jo (2P) ‘to drink’  

This is just a general tendency rather than a rigid rule: even if the final 
syllable in -/i/ is not substituted, it can belong to a lexical suffix, as in (81a). In 
(81a) the reduced lexical suffix /j/ merges with the syllable -/n̥i/, so that the 
reduced lexical suffix can only be identified in the plural persons. Note that 
(81a) and (81b) have the same final syllable in the singular persons and the 3-
person, but the verb in (81b) has no lexical suffix, as it is evident in the plural  
persons.86

(81)  a. j-a-ni̥ (1P), b-a-n̥i (2P), ʨ-a-n̥i (3), j-a-n̥i-ŋo-j (1P), wak-a-ni̥-ɲo-j (2P)
                   ‘to touch the inside of something with the hand’
        b. j-a-n̥i (1S), b-a-n̥i (2S), ʨ-a-ni̥ (3), j-a-n̥i-ŋo (1P), wak-a-n̥i-ɲo (2P) 
                   ‘to return, to go back, to come back’ 
       

If the last syllable of the verb ends in -/i/ and can be substituted, such as 
-/di/ (82a), -/ri/ (82b), -/si/ (82c,d) and -/gi/ (82e), it is in most cases related 
to the presence of the reduced lexical suffix -/j/. This suggests that, when the 
syllables -/di/, -/ri/, -/si/ and -/gi/ are substituted and the lexical suffix -/j/ 
emerges in the plural, the original final syllables of the root were -/t/ or -/te/, 
-/re/, -/s/ or -/se/ and -/k/ or -/ke/, respectively. When the lexical suffix -/ihi/ 
(or its reduced form -/j/) is added, /t/ and /k/ voice, while final /e/, generally 
a euphonic vocoid, plays no role in the morphological adjustment when /ihi/ 
or /i/ is added, so that -/t/ or -/te/, -/re/, -/s/ or -/se/ and -/k/ or -/ke/ turn 

86 According to the data of Higham et al. (2000) the verbs chájni /ʨan̥i/ ‘to touch’ and chajni /ʨan̥i/ ‘to 
return’ would differ in the position of the accent.
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into  -/di/,  -/ri/,  -/si/  and  -/gi/,  respectively.  When  the  mobile  syllable  is 
replaced, /i/ turns into a glide which follows the plural suffix. This is evident 
in  tibidi (83b),  which  derives  from  tibite (83a),  and  in  chapídiji  /ʨapidihi/ 
(84b), which derives from chapite /ʨapite/ (84a). 

(82) a. j-i-bidi (1S), b-a-bidi (2S), t-i-bidi (3), j-i-bi-ko-j (1P), wak-a-bi-ʨo-j (2P) 
                  ‘to call, to summon’
       b. ɲ-a-ŋari (1S), m-a-ŋari (2S), t-a-ŋari (3), ɲ-a-ŋa-ko-j (1P), wak-a-ŋa-ʨo-j (2P) 
                  ‘to listen to, to pay attention to, to obey to’
       c. j-i-kasi (1S), b-a-kasi (2S), Ø-Ø-kasi (3), j-i-ka-ko-j (1P), wak-a-ka-so-j (2P) 
                  ‘to have courage, to be fearless’
       d. j-u-pusi (1S), b-a-pusi (2S), Ø-Ø-pusi / ʨ-u-pusi (3), j-u-pu-ko-j (1P),
                  wak-a-pu-so-j (1P) ‘to reside in’      
       e. j-i-kadi-gi (1S), b-a-kadi-gi (2S), ʨ-i-kadi-gi (3), j-i-kadi-jo-j (1P), 
                  wak-a-kadi-ʨo-j (2P) ‘to forget’ 

(83) a. j-i-bite (1S), b-a-bite (2S), t-i-bite (3), j-i-bi-ko (1P), wak-a-bi-ʨo (2S)
                  ‘to yell, to shout’
       b. j-i-bidi (1S), b-a-bidi (2S), t-i-bidi (3), j-i-bi-ko-j (1P), wak-a-bi-ʨo-j (2P) 
                  ‘to call, to summon’

(84) a. j-a-pite (1S), b-a-pite (2S), ʨ-a-pite (3), j-a-pi-ko (1P), wak-a-pi-ʨo (2P) ‘to survive’
       b. j-a-pid-ihi (1S), b-a-pid-ihi (2S), ʨ-a-pid-ihi (3), j-a-pi-ko-hi (1P), 
                  wak-a-pi-ʨo-hi (2P) ‘to be left alive, to survive’ (used with dinike)

Final /t/ voices if a vowel (in this case /i/) is added in a morphological 
process. By contrast, in (85), the presence of /t/ in the root-final syllable -/ti/- 
is due to the fact that it does not derive from a morphological process. In (85), 
there is a lexical suffix which is not -/(i)hi/, but -/(a)ha/. 

(85) j-i-pati-ha (1S), b-a-pati-ha (2S), Ø-Ø-pati-ha (3), j-i-pati-go-ha (1P),
                   wak-a-pati-jo-ha (2S) ‘to endure, to remain firm’ 

Example (86) shows that not all verbs with a root-final syllable which can 
be substituted and ends in -/i/ have the reduced lexical suffix.   
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(86) a. j-o-ri (1S), b-o-ri (2S), t-o-ri (3), j-o-ri-go (1P), wak-o-ri-jo (2P) ‘to steal, to rob’
       b. ɲ-i-ri ̃(1S), m-a-ri ̃ (2S), Ø-Ø-di (3), ɲ-i-ri ̃-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ri ̃-ɲo (2P) ‘to arrive’
       c. j-i-gi (1S), b-a-gi (2S), ʨ-i-gi (3), j-i-gi-go (1P), wak-a-gi-jo (2P)

              ‘to get dressed, to dress’

§4.8.9 The reduction of the lexical suffix -/(a)ha/

The  lexical  suffix  -/(a)ha/ can  reduce  to  -/a/ word-finally.  The  verb 
chugúja /ʨuguha/ (87b) derives from chugu /ʨugu/ (87a). Intervocalic /h/ can 
drop and the result is a vocalic cluster in word-final position (87c). The same 
occurs in (88).   

(87) a. ɲ-u-ruŋu (1S), m-a-ruŋu (2S), ʨ-u-gu (3), ɲ-u-ruŋu-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ruŋu-ɲo (2P)
            ‘to pout, to act disgusted’ (intransitive) (see also ex. (25))
b. ɲ-u-ruŋu-ha (1S), m-a-ruŋu-ha (2S), ʨ-u-gu-ha (3), ɲ-u-ruŋu-ŋo-ha (1P), 
            wak-a-ruŋu-ɲo-ha (2P) ‘to pout, to act disgusted’ (transitive)
c. ɲ-u-ruŋu-a (1S), m-a-ruŋu-a (2S), ʨ-u-gu-a (3), ɲ-u-ruŋu-ŋo-a (1P),
            wak-a-ruŋu-ɲo-a (2P) ‘to pout, to act disgusted’ (transitive)

(88) a. j-a-di-ha (1S), b-a-di-ha (2S), ʨ-adi-ha (3), j-a-di-go-ha (1P), wak-a-di-jo-ha (2P)
                   ‘to put on, to place upon’ 
       b. j-a-di-a (1S), b-a-di-a (2S), ʨ-a-di-a (3), j-a-di-go-a (1P), wak-a-di-jo-a (2P) 
                   ‘to put on, to place upon’ 

The verb pogai /pogaj/ (89a) has the lexical suffix -/j/ (the reduced form of 
-/ihi/). In (89b) the (reduced) lexical suffix -/a/ is added. As a result, the final 
syllable  -/ja/ derives  from  two  reduced  lexical  suffixes,  but  only  -/a/ is 
preserved in the plural person, while /j/ is deleted. In (87b-c) and (89) the 
reduced lexical suffix  -/a/ has the function of a transitivizing suffix. In this 
case, no variants showing the full lexical suffix -/(a)ha/ are reported for this 
verb,  and  this  means  that  -/a/  does  not  necessarily  derive  from  -/(a)ha/ 
(although it is a plausible hypothesis). In the transitive verb toria ‘to steal’ (ex. 
(69)), which derives from the intransitive verb tori ‘to steal’, final -/a/ has the 
same function, but it does not behave as a lexical suffix in the plural persons.87 

87 This could be due to a reinterpretation of final /a/: tori-a (3), yori-a-go /jori-a-go/ (1P), yori-co /jori-
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(89) a. j-i-poga-j (1S), b-a-poga-j (2S), Ø-Ø-poga-j (3), j-i-poga-go-j (1P), wak-a-poga-jo-j (2P)
                    ‘to throw up, to vomit’ (intransitive)
       b. j-i-pogaj-a (1S), b-a-pogaj-a (2S), Ø-Ø-pogaj-a (3), j-i-poga-go-a (1P), 
                    wak-a-poga-jo-a (2P) ‘to throw up, to vomit’ (transitive)

The root-final syllable -/da/ can be substituted and has the same origin of 
the syllable -/di/ in (81-82). Verbs with the mobile syllable -/da/ ((90a), (91a) 
and (92a)) derive from verbs with the mobile syllable -/te/ ((90b), (91b) and 
(92b)) followed by the adposition aja /aha/. The first /a/ of aja /aha/ forms a 
new  syllable  with  /t/.  The  euphonic  vocoid  /e/  plays  no  role  in  the 
morphological adjustment and /t/ voices when /a/ is added. When the final 
syllable of the verb root is -/ta/ (for which no substitution is reported), it does 
not derive from any morphological process (93).

(90) a. j-i-bida-ha (1S), b-a-bida-ha (2S), t-i-bida-ha (3), j-i-bi-ko-ha (1P),
                    wak-a-bi-ʨo-ha (2P) ‘to cry out’
       b. j-i-bi-te (1S), b-a-bi-te (2S), t-i-bi-te (3), j-i-bi-ko (1P), wak-a-bi-ʨo (2P) 
                    ‘to yell, to shout’

(91) a. j-i-rada-ha (1S), b-a-rada-ha (2S), ʨ-i-rada-ha (3), j-i-ra-ko-ha (1P),
                     wak-a-ra-ʨo-ha (2P) ‘to imitate’ 
       b. j-i-ra-te (1S), b-a-rate (2S), ʨ-i-rate (3), j-i-ra-ko (1P), wak-a-ra-ʨo (2P) 
                     ‘to imitate; to sing’ ʨ-i-rate aha (3) is a synonym for ʨ-i-radaha (3)            

(92) a. j-i-sida-ha (1S), b-a-sida-ha (2S), ʨ-i-sida-ha (3), j-i-sida-ha (1P), wak-a-sida-ha (2P) 
                     ‘to scatter powdery substance’ (used with keden̥ane)
       b. j-i-site (1S), b-a-site (3), ʨ-i-site (3), j-i-si-ko (1P), wak-a-si-ʨo (2P) 
                     ‘to sift (as flour)’ cf. ʨisite aha (3) ‘to scatter, to spread about’  

(93) j-i-beta (1S), b-a-beta (2S), Ø-Ø-beta (3), j-i-beta-go (1P), wak-a-beta-jo (2P)
                     ‘to be half dead, to wither’

A  similar  morphological  process  also  occurs  in  (94).  The  verb  chapúsaja 
/ʨapusaha/ is originally  chapúse aja  /ʨapuse aha/. The adposition  aja  /aha/ 
has been incorporated into the verb and the final syllable -/se/ turns into -/sa/. 

ko/ (1P), uacori-a-yo /wakori-a-jo / (2P), uacori-cho /wakori-ʨo/ (2P) ‘to steal’.
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(94) j-a-pusa-ha (1S), b-a-pusa-ha (2S), ʨ-a-pusa-ha (3), j-a-pu-ko-ha (1P),
                  wak-a-pu-so-ha (2P) (also: ʨapuse aha) ‘to choose at random, to include’ 

In other cases the suffix -aja /aha/ reduces to -/a/ and the presence of the 
lexical suffix can only be noted in the plural persons. The presence of a reduced 
lexical suffix -/a/ is frequent when the verb has a mobile syllable in -/a/, such 
as -/sa/ (95a-b) and -/ra/ (95c-d). The verb chajnésara  /ʨan̥esara/ (3) comes 
from chajnésaru aja /ʨan̥esaru aha/. Aja /aha/ has been incorporated into the 
verb and final /u/ is overwritten by /a/. The final syllable -/ru/ turns into 
-/ra/, which continues to be a mobile syllable (-/ha/ re-emerges, however, in 
the plural persons).

(95) a. j-i-mes-a (1S), b-a-mes-a (2S), ʨ-i-mes-a (3), j-i-me-ko-a (1P), wak-a-me-so-a (2P)
                  ‘to mix, to blend’
       b. j-a-ros-a (1S), b-a-ros-a (2S), ʨ-a-ros-a (3), jaro-ko-a (1P), wakaro-so-a (2P) 
                  ‘to slash, to make a gash’
       c. j-i-ramisa-ra (1S), b-a-ramisa-ra (2S), ʨ-i-ramisa-ra (3), j-i-ramisa-ko-(a) (1P),
                  wak-a-ramisa-ʨo-(a) (2P) ‘to join one thing to another’
       d. j-a-n̥esar-a (1S), b-a-n̥esar-a (2S), ʨ-a-n̥esar-a (3), j-a-n̥esa-ko-ha (1P),
                  wak-a-n̥esa-ʨo-ha (2P) ‘to turn back’ (also: ʨ-a-n̥esaru aha)

Not in all verbs with root-final syllable in -/a/ this vowel is the reduced 
form of the lexical suffix -/(a)ha/. When the verb-final syllable in -/a/ cannot 
be substituted, such as -/ta/ (93), -/ha/ (96a) and -/n̥a/ (96b), -/a/ is never a 
reduced lexical suffix.

(96) a. j-i-raha (1S), b-a-raha (2S), ʨ-i-raha (3), j-i-raha-go (3), wak-a-raha-jo (2P)
                 ‘to know, to understand’
       b. j-u-ʨien̥a (1S), b-a-ʨien̥a (2S), ʨ-u-ʨien̥a (3), j-u-ʨien̥a-ŋo (1P), 
                 wak-a-chien̥a-ɲo (2P) ‘to kick, to step upon’
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§4.9 Conclusions

This  chapter  on  AY  verb  morphology  has  analysed  in  detail  the 
morphological  behaviour  of  each  element  of  the  verb  structure  (prefix, 
thematic  vowel,  root,  plural  suffix  and  lexical  suffix).  Ayoreo  shows  a 
disappearing realis vs. irrealis opposition. The verb morphology of Ayoreo (and 
in particular the vocalic pattern) is mostly regular. From a taxonomic point of 
view, one can distinguish prefixal verbs (/ʨ/-verbs and /t/-verbs) and radical 
verbs. While thematic verbs are relatively numerous in Ancient Zamuco and 
Chamacoco, only a few thematic verbs are to be found in Ayoreo. The plural 
suffix used depends on the root-final syllable, which can be replaced by the 
suffixes -/ko/ and -/ʨo/. A lexical suffix may change the lexical meaning of the 
verb. In the next chapter, the verb morphology of Chamacoco is discussed.
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§5 Chamacoco verb inflection88

This chapter describes the verb inflection of Chamacoco. In §5.1 the verb 
structure  of  Chamacoco  is  analysed.  CH  verbs  consist  of:  personal  prefix, 
thematic vowel, root and plural suffix. A further prefix can be added to obtain 
the  3P-person  and  the  1PE-person.  Like  Ayoreo,  Chamacoco  is  a  tenseless 
language.  The verb  expresses  the  person  and can show a realis  vs.  irrealis 
distinction in the 3-person. The irrealis is discussed in §5.2. Depending on the 
morphology of the 3-person (§5.3), verbs can be divided into: prefixal verbs 
(§5.4), thematic verbs (§5.5) and radical verbs (§5.6). Irregular verbs which 
cannot be included in any of these groups are described in §5.7. The 2P-suffix 
-/lo/  (§5.8) coincides with the suffix used for the greater plural of the 1PI-
person (§5.9).  Chamacoco also presents defective  verbs,  which usually  only 
take the suffix -/lo/ and the 1PE- and 3P-prefix /o/- (§5.10). Some defective 
verbs also exhibit the realis vs. irrealis distinction (§5.11, §5.12). Finally, some 
elements generally used with the verb, such as derivational suffixes (§5.13) and 
the enclitic preposition =/ɨhɨ/ (§5.14) are discussed.

§5.1 Verb structure and personal inflection 

The verb inflection of Chamacoco only has one tense and two moods, realis 
and irrealis, although the traces of this opposition only emerge in the 3-person. 
Chamacoco is a tenseless language. Time is marked by temporal particles. The 
verb structure of Chamacoco is represented as in (1).89 

                                                        
(1)                                                                               THEME
                                                              ------------------------------------------
   PREFIX  + PERSONAL  PREFIX +  THEMATIC VOWEL  +  ROOT  +  PLURAL 
                                                                                                                           SUFFIX 

In all Zamucoan languages, the verb theme is preceded by a personal suffix, but 

88 The present chapter is partly based on Ciucci (2009), which will no longer be mentioned.
89 The  2P-suffix  can  be  preceded  by  an  epenthetic  vowel,  which  will  not  be  indicated  in  the 

morphological segmentation (unless told otherwise).
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in Chamacoco a further prefix can be added to form other persons (see below). 
The  1S-person  is  formed  by  the  theme  and  the  personal  prefix  (/t/-, 

/tak/-, /tok/-, /tuk/- or /tɨk/-).

(2) a. t-ɨ-bɨtehe (1S) ‘to sell cheap’
     b. tak-a-tskɨr (1S) ‘to fight’
     c. tok-o-rmɨhɨ (1S) ‘to grease, to smear’
     d. tuk-u-rka (1S) ‘to rock, to swing’
     e. tɨk-ɨ-tɨrãha (1S) ‘to spit’

One has to distinguish between the prefix /t/- and the other prefixes, which 
consist of /t/, a vowel and /k/. This group of allomorphs which only differ in 
the vowel will be referred as /tVk/-. The vowel, which can be /a/, /o/, /u/ 
or /ɨ/, is a copy of the 1-vowel of the verb and is always a short vowel. The use 
of /t/- or /tVk/- does not depend on the phonetic environment. There is only a 
phonetic restriction on the use of /tVk/-, i.e. it never occurs in verbs with /k/ 
as root-initial consonant (3). The use of /t/- or /tVk/- usually depends on the 
inflectional class, but there are many exceptions, so that it is not possible to 
predict which prefix a given verb takes in the 1S-person.

(3) a. t-e-kɕehe (1s ‘to cut, to cut something into pieces’) cf. ʨ-e-kɕehe (3S)
      b. t-u-kwer ̥(1s ‘to twist, to grind, to rub’) cf. ʨ-u-kwer ̥(3S)

The 2S-person generally takes no prefix.90 It consists of the theme and is 
often characterized by a change in the inflectional vowel, because the thematic 
vowel can be overwritten by a vowel originally belonging to the prefix (4). 

(4) a. Ø-e-bɨtehe (2s ‘to sell cheap’)
     b. Ø-a-tskɨr (2s ‘to fight’)
     c. Ø-o-rmɨhɨ (2s ‘to grease, to smear’)
     d. Ø-e-rka (2s ‘to rock, to swing ’)
     e. Ø-e-tɨrãha (2s ‘to spit’)

The  3-person  shows  some  morphological  variability.  The  inflectional 
classes of CH verbs will be discussed in detail below. The 3-person is formed by 
a number of alternative prefixes, depending on the verb. Example (5) features 
90 There are only a few exceptions (see §5.5.4 and §5.7).
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verbs with radical 3-person (5a), thematic 3-person (5b) and prefixal 3-person 
(5c).

(5) a. tɨk-ɨ-n̥ɨr (1S), Ø-a-kan̥ɨr (2S), Ø-Ø-kan̥ɨr (3S), o-kan̥ɨr (3P) ‘to appreciate’
     b. tuk-u-mo (1S), Ø-a-mo (2S), Ø-Ø-u-mo (3S), o-mo (3P) ‘to sleep / to see’
     c. t-e-ɕer (1S), Ø-e-ɕer (2S), ʨ-e-ɕer (3S) ‘to fish’, o-ʨ-eɕer (3P) ‘to fish’

The 3-person is used in both singular and plural when the subject is non-
human. There is also a specific form for the 3P-person, obtained by adding the 
prefix /o/- to the 3-person. The 3P-person is obligatorily used when the plural 
subject is human (6). It can also be used when the subjects are big animals (7-
9), but in the latter case the 3S-person is often preferred.91 When the subjects 
are little animals, such as fish (10) or insects (11), or are inanimate, such as the 
plants in (12), the 3P-person cannot be used.

(6) Boshesh-o   d-ebuhu / * o-d-ebuhu    Baya.
     /boɕeɕ-o      d-ebuhu     o-d-ebuhu    baja/
       child-MP     3-live        P-3-live         Bahía_Negra 
     ‘The children live in Bahía Negra.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(7) Loshɨp-o      de         /    o-de          ormɨ-t           ehe-t. 
    /loɕɨp-o      de          o-de        ormɨ-t         ehe-t/ 
        animal-MP    3.EXIST /   3P-EXIST   wood-MS.FF  3.inside-MS.FF 
      ‘The animals are in the wood.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(8) Oyayuwa              de          /    o-de         onoo-ta       ehe-t.   
    /ojajuwa            de             o-de       ono ː-ta      ehe-t/ 
        giant_anaconda.MP 3.EXIST   /    3P-EXIST   river-FS.FF   3.inside-MS.FF    
     ‘The giant anacondas are in the river.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(9) Hutkeyker̃-o         de         / o-de         onoo-ta      ehe-t.                 
     /hutkejker̃-o          de           o-de         onoː-ta       ehe-t/
      manguruju_fish-MP 3.EXIST / 3P-EXIST   river-FS.FF  3.inside-MS.FF    
    ‘The manguruju fish are in the river.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

91 In the realis, the existential-locative verb de used in the following examples only has the 3-person 
de, also used for the other persons, and the 3P-person  ode. For reasons of simplicity,  the label 
‘realis’ is not indicated in the examples above.
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(10) Loshi-yo  de         / *o-de          onoo-ta       ehe-t.
      /loɕi-jo     de             o-de          onoː-ta        ehe-t/
        fish-MP    3.EXIST /  3P-EXIST  river-FS.FF 3.inside-MS.FF    
       ‘The fish are in the river.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(11)  Kasaa    hnoy  /  *o-hnoy     d-abɨs-o.
       /kasaː      n̥oj         o-n̥oj       d-abɨs-o/
        ant.MP    3.bring     P-3.bring  RFL-food-MP 
       ‘The ants take their food.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(12) Hnɨkaa             de          / *o-de         ormɨt           ehe-t.
      /nɨ̥kaː                de              o-de         ormɨt           ehe-t  
       black_carob.MP   3.EXIST /  3P-EXIST  river-FS.FF 3.inside-MS.FF    
       ‘The black carob trees are in the wood.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

In the 1P-person there is a difference between 1PI-person and 1PE-person. 
The clusivity split is a feature present in many languages of the area, such as 
Guaraní, but not in Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco. The 1PI-person is formed by 
the  theme  and  the  personal  prefix  /j/-  (13).92 The  1PE-person  is 
morphologically dependent on the inclusive person, because it is obtained by 
adding the prefix /o/- to the 1PI-person (13). The 1PI-prefix /j/- is very similar 
to  the  1-person free  pronouns  yok  /jok/ (1S),  eyok /ejok/ (1PI)  and  õryok  
/õrjok/ (1PE). The prefix /o/- of the 1PE-person corresponds to  /õr/-  in the 
free pronoun of the 1PE-person. Note that the morphology of the 1PE-person is 
typologically  unexpected,  because,  assuming that  it  is  the plural  of  the 1S-
person, it should be dependent on the 1S-person (like the corresponding free 
pronoun, see §3.2), rather than on the 1PI-person.

(13) a. ʨ-i-behe (3S), j-i-behe (1PI), o-j-i-behe (1PE) ‘to change’
       b. t-eː-jʨɨ (3S), j-eː-jʨɨ (1PI), o-j-eː-jʨɨ (1PE) ‘to sing’

The 1PI-person has a greater plural expressed by adding the suffix -/lo/ to the 
1PI-person (14).93 The greater plural is not documented in either Ayoreo or 
Ancient Zamuco.

92 This prefix can undergo nasal harmony when nasality is present in the verb root. In this case it  
nasalizes into [ɲ]. There is no phonematic difference between [ɲ] and [j] in Chamacoco. For this 
reason, this change is not indicated in the orthographic system.

93 On the greater plural, see §3.2.2.
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(14) a. j-i-ʨew (1PI) ‘we (few) write’
       b. j-i-ʨew-lo (1PI.GP) ‘we (many) write’
       c. o-j-i-ʨew (1PE) ‘we write’
       d. *o-j-i-ʨew-lo [1PE.GP]

The 2P-person is formed by the 2S-person and the plural suffix -/lo/. The 
2P-person is thus morphologically dependent on the  2S-person. Both persons 
share the same morphological irregularities (15c) present in the 2S-person and 
the same 2-vowel, as one can see when a vowel change occurs (15a,c).

(15) a. ʨ-ɨ-naha (3S) ‘to act strongly’, e-naha (2S), e-naha-lo (2P)
       b. t-a-tskɨr (3S) ‘to fight’, a-tskɨr (2S), a-tskɨr-lo (2P)
       c. ʨ-i-ʨew (3S) ‘to write’, a-tsew (2S), a-tsew-lo (2P)

The suffix -/lo/ is used in free pronouns (see §3.2) and in verbs for the greater 
plural of the 1PI-person and for the 2P-person (§5.1). The suffix -/lo/ is also 
used to form the MP in noun morphology. The suffix -/lo/ always conveys a 
plural meaning, because the 1PI.GP-person can be considered the ‘plural’ of the 
1PI-person, as the 1PE-person can be considered the proper plural of the 1S-
person (see §3.2.1-§3.2.2). In a few cases the suffix -/lo/ can be separated from 
the verb, as in (16), where -/lo/ follows the determiner wɨchɨ /wɨʨɨ /.94

(16) Eyok-lo  y-osɨm    wɨch-lo        ese         boshesh-t       erze        hut-e
       /ejok-lo   j-osɨm     wɨʨ-lo         ese         boɕeɕ-t          er̥ʐe95      hut-e/
         1PI-GP    1PI-give   DET.MS-GP  that.MS     child-MS.FF    these.FP   book-FP
       ‘We (all) give those books to that child’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

The 3P-person is obtained by adding the prefix /o/- to the 3S-person. The 
3P-person is used when the 3P-person subject is not expressed, otherwise the 
3S-person is used. The prefix /o/- probably derives from the 3P-person free 
pronoun  õr.  The 3P-prefix /o/- phonologically coincides with the 1PE-prefix 
/o/- which corresponds to /õr/- in free pronouns: cf. yok /jok/ (1S), õr-yok /õr-
jok/ (1PE). This suggests that the prefix /o/- has the same origin in both the 
1PE-person and the 3P-person. The 3-pronoun  õr  has been reinterpreted as a 
94 This occurs rarely.
95 The demonstrative erze /er̥ʐe/ ['eɻʐ̥e] can also be pronounced ['eɻɻ̥e].
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prefix for the 3P-person and the 1-person exclusive. In the case of the 1PE-
person, this could be due to the influence of the 1PE-pronoun ore in Guaraní. If 
this hypothesis is correct, the clusivity split is not an original characteristic of 
the Zamucoan family. This seems to be confirmed by the fact that the form of 
the  1PE-person  is  not  prototypical,  because  it  depends  on  the  1PE-person, 
rather than on the 1S-person. 

The  3P-person  and  the  1PE-person  are  the  only  examples  of  double 
prefixation.  The  2P-person,  the  3P-person  and  the  1PE-person  are  different 
from  the  other  persons,  because  they  are  morphologically  dependent  on 
another  inflected  form.  The  affixes  /o/-  and  -/lo/ are  only  used  in  verb 
morphology for persons morphologically derived from other inflected forms. 
They are complementary, because /o/- and -/lo/ cannot be used in the same 
form: given  yichew  /jiʨew/ (1PI) ‘to write’, one can form  o-yichew  /o-jiʨew/ 
(1PE) or yichew-lo /jiʨew-lo/ (1PI.GP), but not *o-yichew-lo /o-jiʨew-lo/ (14).

§5.2 The irrealis

Chamacoco presents  an opposition between realis  and irrealis  in  the  3-
person. The 3-irrealis is obtained by adding the prefix /d/- or /l/- to the theme. 
Here /d/- and /l/- are free allomorphs. In the course of this study only the 
form(s) actually observed in the field will be reported. The prefix /d/- or /l/- 
can nasalize into /n/ if the root shows nasality (§5.2.1). The 3-irrealis, like the 
3-realis, is also used for non-human plural subjects. The 3P-irrealis is obligatory 
when  the  plural  subject  is  human  and  can  also  be  used  for  big  animals 
(although in this case the 3-person is preferred). The 3P-irrealis is obtained by 
adding the prefix /o/- to the 3-irrealis.  The 3-irrealis  will  be referred to as 
‘irrealis form’ or ‘irrealis’. 

The realis vs. irrealis contrast is not to be found for the other persons and is 
not to be observed for all verbs, for the morphological expression of the realis 
vs. irrealis opposition depends on the inflectional class (see §5.3). As will be 
shown comparing Chamacoco with the other Zamucoan languages, the realis 
vs. irrealis opposition in the 3-person is what remains of an original distinction 
realis vs. irrealis mood. The realis indicates certainty that the action expressed 
by the verb actually  takes place.  By contrast,  the irrealis  is  used when the 
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action expressed by the verb does not take place (that is in negative (17) or 
counterfactual clauses) or when the speaker is not sure whether the action will 
take place (typically in future clauses, or in expressions of wish or desire (18-
19), possibility (20), etc.).96 

(17) Ɨshɨm  õr  regalo  õr   hnɨm-o,   par           õr    hnɨm-o.   Ye      o-loshɨ=pe.
      /ɨɕɨm    õr  regalo  õr   n̥ɨm-o     par           õr    n̥ɨm-o      je      o-loɕɨ=pe/ 
       3.give   3P  gift       3P   land-MP   in_order_to  3P   land-MP   NEG   P-3.IRLS.pay=neg
      ‘He gives them their land as a gift, so that it [can actually] be their land. They don’t pay.’
      (Ciucci, field-notes)

      o-ɕɨ  ‘to pay’ (3P) ---> realis 
      o-l-o-ɕɨ ‘to pay’ (3P.IRLS) ---> irrealis (prefix /l/- or /d/-)

(18) Seh̃e    d-ɨraha         eyok   ahwos-o      pɨsh-o.
      /tseh̃e   d-ɨraha         ejok    aw̥os-o       pɨɕ-o/       
       VOL    3.IRLS-know  1PI      word-MP     ELAT-MP
      ‘He wants to know our real language.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

      ʨ-ɨ-raha ‘know’ (3)---> realis 
      d-ɨ-raha  ‘know’ (3.IRLS) ---> irrealis (prefix /l/- or /d/-)

(19) Mahn,  je         t-uu_leeych   ɨr,     ich      ye      wɨchɨ      l-erz          yoo=pe. 
      /man̥     xe        t-uː_leːjʨ      ɨr      iʨ        je      wɨʨɨ       l-erʐ          joː=pe/
       but        COMP   1S-fight         3S     CONJ   NEG   DET.MS  3.IRLS-win  1S=NEG 
      ‘But, when I fight against him, he doesn’t defeat me.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

      ts-e-rʐ ‘to win’ (3) ---> realis 
      l-e-rʐ ‘to win’ (3.IRLS) ---> irrealis (prefix /l/- or /d/-)        

(20) Ɨr    seh̃e      l-uhu         ahakõr       ahwos-o.
      /ɨr    tseh̃e     l-uhu         ahakõr       aw̥os-o/
       3S    VOL      3.IRLS-do    2S.teach     2S.word-MP
      ‘He wants you to teach him your language.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

      ɕ-uː ‘to do’ (3) ---> realis
      d-u-hu/l-u-hu ‘to do’ (3.IRLS) ---> irrealis (prefix /l/- or /d/-)

96 According to Ulrich & Ulrich (2000b: 13): “Si no está definitiva o si hay duda de la acción del  
verbo”.
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§5.2.1 The nasalization of irrealis prefixes

The 3-irrealis  prefix /d/- or /l/-  can nasalize into /n/- when nasality is 
present  in  the  root.  In  the  nasalization  of  the  prefix  there  are  general 
tendencies, but no rigid rules. In the following examples, when two forms are 
possible but one is preferred, the preferred form is followed by the gloss “pr.”. 
As one can see in (21) the alternation between the prefix /n/- and /d/- or /l/- 
is  usually  possible.  Sometimes the root-initial  consonant  tends  to block the 
spread  of  nasalization.  This  depends  on  the  consonant.  The  root-initial 
consonants in (21) do not block nasalization, but this tendency emerges when 
there  is  a  plosive  element  at  the  beginning  of  the  root.  The  block  of 
nasalization occurs very frequently when the root-initial consonant is a velar 
plosive (22), although there are exceptions (23). If the root-initial consonant 
is /t/ or an affricate consonant, the block of nasalization is to be observed (24), 
but this does not always occur (25). In (26-27) one finds examples with other 
root-initial consonants. Note that two variants are to be observed when /p/ 
or  /rʐ/  occurs  in  root-initial  position  (however,  the  non-nasalized  prefix  is 
preferred).  The block of  nasalization is  also  to  be found in  Ayoreo,  e.g.  in 
nominal suffixation. The MP full-form suffix -/(o)de/ turns into -/(o)ne/ when 
there is a nasal element in the noun root, as in AY jnum-i /n̥um-i/ ‘land’, which 
has the plural full-form jnum-one /n̥um-one/. By contrast, the AY noun tamoco-i  
/tamoko-j/ ‘dog’ has the plural tamoc-ode /tamok-ode/, rather than *tamoc-one  
/tamok-one/, because the velar plosive /k/, interposed between the centre of 
nasality  and the  suffix,  blocks  the  spread of  nasalization  to  the  suffix (see 
§4.8.4).

(21)  ʨ-i-hit̃ (3) ‘to light up’ ---> n-i-hit̃pe (pr.) / d-i-hit̃pe (3.IRLS) 
ʨ-i-hit̃sɨm (3) ‘to bury’ ---> n-i-hit̃sɨm  (pr.) / d-i-hit̃sɨm (3.IRLS)
ʨ-ɨ-̃ra (3) ‘to use’ ---> n-ɨ -̃ra (pr.) / d-ɨ-̃ra (3.IRLS)
ʨ-u-̃ɕur (3) ‘to paint’ ---> n-ũ-ɕũr (pr.) / d-ũ-ɕur̃ (3.IRLS) 
ʨ-ɨ-rãha (3) ‘to upload’ ---> d-ɨ-rãha (pr.) / n-ɨ-rãha (3.IRLS)
ts-a-ratãk / ts-ã-ratak  (3) ‘to make a mistake, to confuse’ ---> n-a-ratãk (3.IRLS) 
ɕ-i-jokõr / ɕ-i-jõr (3) ‘to build, to make’ ---> n-i-jokõr / n-i-jo̥kõr (3.IRLS) 
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(22)  ʨ-u-kɕãha (3) ‘to fill’ ---> d-u-kɕãha (3.IRLS)
ʨ-u-kutɨreh̃e (3) ‘to take possession of’ (also: ʨukutɨrãha) ---> d-u-kutɨreh̃e (3.IRLS)97

ʨ-u-kutɨm (3) ‘to catch fire; to refuse to work’ ---> d-u-kutɨm (3.IRLS)  
ts-e-kwer̃ (3) ‘to feed (a baby), to breastfeed’---> d-e-kwer̃ (3.IRLS)
ʨ-ɨ-kãha (3) ‘pass through’ ---> d-ɨ-kãha (3.IRLS) 

(23)  ts-ej̃-keh̃e (3) ‘to press, to push down’ ---> n-ej̃-keh̃e (3.IRLS)

(24)  ts-a-tɨm (3) ‘to charge, to entrust’ ---> l-a-tɨm (3.IRLS)
ts-a-tsɨ ̃r (3) ‘to scold, to tell off, to quarrel’ ---> l-a-tsɨ ̃r (3.IRLS)
ts-a-tsɨrãha (3) ‘to knock down, to ride roughshod, to rush’ ---> d-a-tsɨrãha (3.IRLS)  
ts-ɨ-tɨ ̃r (3) ‘to approach’ ---> d-ɨ-tɨ ̃r (3.IRLS)
ts-ɨ-tser̃ (3) ‘to open’ ---> d-ɨ-tser̃ (3.IRLS) 
ʨ-i-ʨjer̃ (3) ‘to graft, to plug’ ---> d-i-ʨjer̃ (3.IRLS)

(25)  ts-ɨ-teet̃a (3) ‘to measure’ ---> d-ɨ-teet̃a / n-ɨ-teet̃a (3.IRLS)
        ts-ɨ-tijer̃ / ʨ-ɨ-tijer̃ (3) ‘to gather, to collect, to pile’ ---> d-ɨ-tijer̃ (pr.) / 

             n-ɨ-tijer̃ (3.IRLS)  
        ʨ-iː-tijer̃ / ʨ-i ̃ː -tjer (3) ‘to rummage’ ---> d-iː-tijer̃ / n-iː-tijer̃ (3.IRLS) 

(26)  ʨ-ɨ-pãːɕo (3) ‘to fold’ ---> d-ɨ-pãːɕo (pr.) / n-ɨ-pãːɕo (3.IRLS) 
ʨ-ɨ-peʨ̃ɨr (3) ‘to knead’ ---> d-ɨ-peʨ̃ɨr (pr.) / n-ɨ-peʨ̃ɨr (3.IRLS)
ʨ-ɨ-pẽːsa (3) ‘to surround’ ---> d-ɨ-pẽːsa (pr.) / n-ɨ-pẽːsa (3.IRLS)
ts-e-pjer̃ / ts-e-pijer̃ (3) ‘to punish’ ---> l-e-pjer̃ /  n-e-pjer̃ (3IRLS) 

(27)  ts-a-rʐɨm (3) ‘to add’ ---> l-a-rʐɨm (pr.) / n-a-rʐɨm (3.IRLS)
ts-e-rʐɨm (3) ‘to shoot’ ---> d-e-rʐɨm (pr.) / n-e-rʐɨm (3.IRLS)  
ts-o-sɨr̃ (3) ‘to favour’ ---> d-o-sɨr̃ / n-o-sɨr̃ (3.IRLS) 

Note that no nasalization has been noted in the suffix -/lo/, and no alternation 
between /d/ and /l/ is observed. In the case of the suffix -/lo/, /l/ and /d/ are 
not allophones.

97 This verb is used with the reflexive pronoun.
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§5.3 Inflectional classes in Chamacoco

The base  of the paradigm is the 3-person, which is  best  considered the 
citation form.  This lemmatization criterion has  been used in Ulrich & Ulrich 
(2000:  12),  who  proposed  a  verb  classification  depending  on  the  3-person 
form.98 In the course of the present analysis, a different verb classification will 
be proposed. One has to distinguish between two macro-classes. The verbs with 
a consonantal prefix in the 3-person (prefixal verbs) form the first macro-class, 
while the verbs without any 3-prefix belong to the second macro-class.
  

First macro-class: verbs with a consonantal prefix in third person 
singular (prefixal verbs)

Second macro-class: verbs 
without any consonantal 
prefix in the third person 
singular 

First class          Second class

First subclass:
 /ʨ/-verbs
(19a)

Second 
subclass:
 /ts/- and /ɕ/-
verbs (19b)

Third subclass: 
/t/-verbs  (19c)

Fourth subclass: 
/d/-, /l/-, /n/- and 
/j/-verbs (19d-g)

Third class: 
thematic 
verbs (20)

Fourth class: 
radical verbs 
(21)

        Table 5.1. Classification of Chamacoco verbs

In  the  first  macro-class  the  3-person  can  take  the  prefix  /ʨ/-,  /ts/-  or 
/ɕ/-, /t/-, /d/- or /l/-, /n/- and /j/-. In the first macro-class one can distinguish 
two classes of verbs:  a first  class composed of  verbs with the 3-prefix /ʨ/- 
(/ʨ/-verbs) or /ts/-99 (/ts/-verbs) and a second class composed of verbs with 
the 3-prefix /t/- (/t/-verbs),  /d/-  or /l/-, /n/- and /j/- (/d/-verbs). There are 
thus four groups of verbs:  /ʨ/-verbs, /ts/-verbs, /t/-verbs and /d/-verbs. This 
partition into two classes is due to the fact that the respective groups of verbs 
share  common  morphological  properties,  except  for  the  prefix  of  the  3-
person. /ʨ/- and /ts/-verbs generally present the prefix /t/- in the 1S-person 
and always show the realis vs. irrealis contrast in the 3-person (28). Both the 
prefixes /ʨ/-  and /ts/-  are  sometimes observed in  the  same verb  as  in  ch-

98 However,  this  is  not  the  only  criterion  used  by  Ulrich  &  Ulrich  (2000:  12)  and  their  verb 
classification shows some incoherencies.

99 In  the  orthographic  transcription  /ts/  corresponds  to  <s> word-initially  and  to  <ts> word-
internally. For this reason, a  change in the transcription of /ts/ is observable  in the 3-person  satɨr  
/tsatɨr/ and in the 3P-person otsatɨr, but no phonetic change occurs.
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owa /ʨ-owa/ or s-owa /ts-owa/ ‘to show’ (see ex. (76c)). The prefix /ts/- turns 
into /ɕ/- when it precedes thematic /i/ or /u/:  shuu  /ɕuː/  ‘to kill, to make’, 
shiyokõr /ɕijokõr/ ‘to do, to make’.

(28) a. t-ɨ-raha (1S), e-raha (2S), ʨ-ɨ-raha (3), j-ɨ-raha (1PI), o-j-ɨ-raha (1PE), e-raha-lo (2P)
                   d-ɨ-raha (3.IRLS) ‘to know, to understand’ 
       b. t-a-tɨr (1S), a-tɨr (2S), ts-a-tɨr (3), j-a-tɨr (1PI), o-j-a-tɨr (1PE), a-tɨr-lo (2P), 
                   o-ts-atɨr (3P), l-a-tɨr (3.IRLS) ‘to return, to give back’

The  verbs  of  the  second  class,  that  is  /t/-verbs  and  /d/-verbs,  share 
features  which  are  opposite  to  the  first  class:  they  usually  have  the  prefix 
/tVk/- in the 1S-person.100 The 3-realis and irrealis coincide. 

(29) a. tak-aː-k (1S), aː-k (2S), t-aː-k (3), j-aː-k (1PI), o-j-aː-k (1PE), aː-kɨ-lo (2P),
                   o-t-ːa-k (3P), t-aː-k (3.IRLS) ‘to eat’

b. tak-a-buhu (1S), e-buhu (2S), d-e-buhu , j-e-buhu (1PI), o-j-e-buhu (1PE), 
            e-buhu-lo (2P), o-d-ebuhu (3P), d-e-buhu (3.IRLS) ‘to live’ (also: lebuhu)
c. tok-o-ta (1S), o-ta (2S), l-ota (3), j-o-ta (1PI), o-j-o-ta (1PE), o-tɨ-lo (2P),
            o-l-ota (3P), l-o-ta (3.IRLS) ‘to play’ (also: dota)
d. tɨk-ɨ-na (1S), e-na (2S), n-ɨ-na (3), j-ɨ-na (1PI), o-j-ɨ-na (1PE), e-nɨ-lo (2P),
            o-n-ɨ-na (3P), n-ɨ-na (3.IRLS) ‘to thank’
e. tɨk-i-na (1S), a-na (2S), j-a-na (3), j-i-na (1PI), o-j-i-na (1PE), a-nɨ-lo (2P), 
            o-j-ana (3P), j-a-na (3.IRLS) ‘to laugh’ 

The vast majority of CH verbs belong to /ʨ/-, /ts/- and /t/-verbs. /ʨ/- 
and /ts/-verbs are the most prototypical ones. The first macro-class includes 
most CH verbs. The verbs of the first macro-class are more regular than the 
verbs belonging to the second macro-class. The first macro-class represents the 
centre  of  the  verb  system  of  Chamacoco,  while  the  second  macro-class 
represents its periphery.
   The second macro-class includes two verb classes: thematic verbs, which 
have the 3-person coinciding with the theme (30a), and radical verbs, whose 3-
person  consists  of  the  mere  root  (30b).  Both thematic  and radical  verbs 
generally  take  the  prefix  /tVk/- in  the  1-person. Thematic  verbs  show the 
opposition between realis and irrealis, which is not morphologically expressed 
in radical verbs.  Both verb classes show many irregularities or subregularities 

100 /d/-verbs, which form a group composed of few verbs, always show the 1S-person prefix /tVk/-.
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which will be analysed in detail in §5.5 and §5.6.

(30) a. tɨk-i-jem / t-i-jem (1S), a-nem (2S), i-jem, j-i-jem (1PI), o-j-i-jem (1PE),
                  a-nem-lo (2P), o-jem (3P), ts-eːm (3.IRLS) ‘to wait for’
       b. t-ɨ-kit̃ker̃ / t-i-kit̃ker̃ (1S), e-ki ̃tker̃ (2S), Ø-Ø-kej̃tker̃ (3), j-i-ki ̃tker̃ (1PI), 
                  o-j-i-ki ̃tker̃ (1PE), e-ki ̃tker̃-lo / e-ki ̃tker̃ɨ-lo (2P), o-kej̃tker̃ (3P), 
                  Ø-Ø-kej̃tker̃ (3.IRLS) ‘to speak, to talk’ (also: kej̃ti ̃ker̃) 

There  are  three  conspicuous  variables  in  verb  inflection:  (1)  the 
morphology of the 3-person; (2) the 1S-prefix; (3) the morphological expression 
of the opposition between realis and irrealis in the 3-person. The classification 
based on the  morphology of  the  3-person allows:  (1)  to  predict  with  good 
approximation whether the 1S-prefix is /t/- or  /tVk/-; (2) to predict whether 
the  realis  vs.  irrealis  contrast  is  morphologically  expressed in  the  3-person. 
Moreover,  between  the  macro-classes  there  are  conspicuous  differences 
concerning:  (1)  The  number  of  elements  belonging  to  each  class;  (2)  The 
frequency of exceptions. 

§5.4 Prefixal verbs

Most CH verbs take a prefix in the 3-person. As already seen, prefixal verbs 
can be divided into  /ʨ/-verbs, /ts/-verbs, /t/-verbs and /d/-verbs. /ʨ/-verbs 
and /ts/-verbs exhibit the realis vs. irrealis distinction, not expressed in /d/- 
and /t/-verbs (§5.4.1). The vocalic patterns of prefixal verbs are analysed in 
§5.4.2, where they are organized according to the 3-vowel, which can be /a/ 
(§5.4.3), /e/ (§5.4.4), /o/ (§5.4.5), /i/ (§5.4.6),  /u/ (§5.4.7) or /ɨ/ (§5.4.8). 
Prefixal  verbs  with  the  3-vowel  /i/  and  the  2-vowel  /a/  present  some 
irregularities in the 2-person (§5.4.9). All vocalic patterns of prefixal verbs are 
summarized in (§5.4.10). /ʨ/- and /ts/-verbs usually take the prefix /t/- in the 
1S-person,  although  there  are  some  exceptions  taking  /tVk/-  (§5.4.11).  By 
contrast, /tVk/- is the 1S-prefix of /t/- and /d/-verbs, although some verbs take 
(§5.4.12). In the 3-person of some prefixal verbs, the prefixes /ʨ/- and /ts/- 
can  alternate  (§5.4.13).  /ts/-verbs  with  thematic  /i/  or  /u/  take  the 
allomorph /ɕ/- in the 3-person (§5.4.14). Although prefixal verbs are mostly 
regular, some irregularities are shown in §5.4.15 and §5.4.16. /d/-verbs form a 
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small subclass which is discussed in §5.4.17.

§5.4.1 Prefixal verbs and the morphological expression of the irrealis

The morphological expression of the opposition between realis and irrealis 
depends on the verb class. Such opposition is morphologically expressed in the 
3-person of prefixal verbs belonging to the first class, that is in /ʨ/-verbs and 
/ts/-verbs.  /t/-verbs  and  /d/-verbs  do  not  present  any  morphological 
expression for the realis vs. irrealis opposition.

(31) a. ts-ɨ-tɨter̃a (3) ‘to measure, to test’ ---> d-ɨ-tɨter̃a /  l-ɨ-tɨter̃a (3.IRLS), 
                 o-ts-ɨ-tɨter̃a (3P) ---> o-d-ɨ-tɨter̃a / o-l-ɨ-tɨter̃a (3P.IRLS)
       b. ʨ-e-kɕehe (3) ‘to cut’ ---> l-e-kɕehe / d-e-kɕehe (3.IRLS) - 
                 o-ʨ-e-kɕehe (3P) ---> o-l-ekɕehe / o-d-ekɕehe (3P.IRLS)
       c. ts-am̥ur (3) ‘to love’ ---> n-a-m̥ur (3.IRLS)
                 o-ts-am̥ur (3P) ---> o-n-am̥ur (3P.IRLS)

The 3-prefix /ʨ/- or /ts/- is replaced by the irrealis prefix /d/- or /l/- (31a-
b). /l/ and /d/ are free allophones in word-initial position (e.g.  data or  lata 
‘mother’,  deych /dejʨ/ or  leych  /lejʨ/ ‘father’).101 The  prefix  may  nasalize 
into /n/- (31c) in nasal-harmony contexts (see §5.2.1). This way to obtain the 
irrealis is not the same for all  prefixal verbs. The 3P-irrealis  is obtained by 
adding the prefix /o/- to the 3-irrealis.

§5.4.2 The thematic vowel

This section discusses the morphological behaviour of the thematic vowel 
in prefixal verbs. The general rules for the thematic vowel are in principle also 
valid  for  radical  and  thematic  verbs  (unless  otherwise  indicated).  The 
morphological behaviour is characterized by the thematic vowel, generally to 
be found in the 3-person. However, the 3-vowel does not always coincide with 
the original thematic vowel, because it has been sometimes overwritten by a 

101 As Ulrich & Ulrich (2000b: 13) say: “Este intercambio libre de d y l es preferencialmente individual 
de estilo y no tiene significación gramatical”.
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prefix vowel or the 3-person has assimilated to another form, losing its original 
thematic vowel.

When the 3-vowel is the original thematic vowel, it is usually preserved in 
the whole paradigm if it is a non-high vowel (32), while it turns into /a/ or /e/ 
in the 2-person if it is a high vowel (33).102 In the following sections, I will 
indicate the vowel which fills the slot of the thematic vowel in the first three 
persons, because the vowel of the 1P-person is generally the same as the 1S-
person, the inflectional vowel of the irrealis is the same as that of the 3-realis 
and the plural of the other persons is derived from its singular counterparts.

(32) a. t-a-pur (1S), a-pur (2S), ts-a-pur (3), j-a-pur (1PI), o-j-a-pur (1PE), a-pur-lo (2P),
                 o-ts-a-pur (3P), l-a-pur (3.IRLS) ‘to ask for’ (also: tsapuru)
       b. t-e-nɕehe (1S), e-nɕehe (2S), ʨ-e-nɕehe (3), j-e-nɕehe (1PI), o-j-e-nɕehe (1PE), 
                 e-nɕehe-lo (2P), o-ʨ-e-nɕehe (3P), n-e-nɕehe (3.IRLS) ‘to remove, to take away’
       c. t-o-ntew (1S), o-ntew (2S), ts-o-ntew (3), j-o-ntew (1PI), o-j-o-ntew (1PE),
                 o-ntew-lo (2P), o-ts-o-ntew (3P), n-o-ntew (3.IRLS)  ‘to hold’

(33) a. t-iː-ta (1S), aː-ta (2S), ʨ-iː-ta (3), j-iː-ta (1PI), o-j-iː-ta (1PE), aː-tɨlo (2P),
                 o-ʨ-iː-ta (3P), d-iː-ta (3.IRLS) ‘to serve something to drink’
       b. tuk-uː-na (1S), eː-na (2S), ʨ-uː-na (3), j-uː-na (1PI), o-j-uː-na (1PE), eː-nɨ-lo (2P), 
                 o-ʨ-uː-na (3P), n-uː-na (3.IRLS) ‘to perceive, to feel’
       c. tɨk-ɨ-biʨ (1S), e-biʨ (2S), t-ɨ-biʨ (3), j-ɨ-biʨ (1PI), o-j-ɨ-biʨ (1PE), e-biʨ-lo (2P),
                 o-t-ɨ-biʨ (3P), t-ɨ-biʨ (3.IRLS) ‘to shout, to yell’

§5.4.3 The third-person vowel /a/ 

The 3-vowel /a/ is preserved in the whole paradigm (32a, 34) when it is 
the thematic vowel. If the verb takes /tVk/- in the 1S-person, V usually is /a/ 
(34), but one also finds irregularities,  which will  be analysed in §5.4.11. In 
(35) one finds two exceptions in which the 3-vowel /a/ is irregular. This is 
probably related to the fact that tata and tatɨm are two /t/-verbs with the prefix 
/t/- in the 1S-person. A change in the 3-vowel is functional to distinguish the 

102 Nasality and vowel length have phonological value in Chamacoco, but these features are not relevant 
in this case, because they do not affect the morphological behaviour of the thematic vowel. If a 
vowel is nasal and/or is long, these features are preserved in the whole paradigm (unless otherwise 
specified), including when the vowel undergoes a change.
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1S-person  from  the  3-person.  Note  that  here  the  1-vowel  is  the  original 
thematic vowel of the verb and is to be found in both the 1-person singular and 
plural.

(34) tak-a-lḁ (1S), a-lḁ (2S), ts-a-lḁ (3), j-a-lḁ (1PI), o-j-alḁ (1PE), a-l ̥ɨ-lo (2P), o-ts-alḁ (3P),
                   d-a-lḁ (3.IRLS) ‘to lend, to rent’

(35) a. t-iː-ta (1S), a-ta (2S), t-a-ta (3), j-iː-ta (1PI), o-j-iː-ta (1PE), a-ta-lo / a-tɨ-lo (2P),
                   o-tata (3P), t-a-ta (3.IRLS) ‘to say, to report’ 
       b. t-i-tɨm (1S), a-tɨm (2S), t-a-tɨm (3), j-i-tɨm (1PI), o-j-i-tɨm (1PE), a-tɨm-lo (2P), 
                   o-t-atɨm (3P), t-a-tɨm (3.IRLS) ‘to tell, to report’  

§5.4.4 The third-person vowel /e/
 

The  3-vowel  /e/  is  preserved  in  the  whole  paradigm  when  it  is  the 
thematic vowel (32b), but, like /a/, the 3-vowel /e/ is not always the thematic 
vowel. The verb tew (36) shows the 1-vowel /a/. /a/ is the original thematic 
vowel  (see  also  §7.4)  and the  presence of  /e/  in  the  3-person  is  probably 
related to the need to distinguish the 3-person from the 1S-person. The vocalic 
pattern of chees /ʨeːs/ (37) is completely irregular: the 3-vowel is /eː/, but the 
1- and the 2-vowel are /iː/ and /aː/ respectively. The thematic vowel of the 
irrealis always corresponds to the 3-vowel in prefixal verbs, but in this case it is 
/iː/. This suggests that the original thematic vowel in the 3-person was /iː/ and 
that a change in the 3-person has probably occurred.

(36) t-a-w (1S), e-w (2S), t-e-w (3), j-a-hu (1PI), o-j-ahu (1PE), e-w-lo / e-lɨ-lo (2P),
                 o-t-e-w (3P), t-e-w (3.IRLS) ‘to eat’

(37) t-iː-s (1S), aː-s (2S), ʨ-eː-s / ts-eː-s (3), j-iː-s (1PI), o-j-iː-s (1PE), aː-s-lo (2P),
                o-ʨ-eː-s / o-ts-eː-s (3P), d-iː-s / l-iː-s (3.IRLS) ‘to bite; to sting; to criticize’ 
                (also: ʨes) 

If the verb takes the prefix /tVk/- in the 1S-person, V is never /e/ and the 
prefix  */tek/- is not observed. If a verb has the 3-vowel /e/ and the prefix 
/tVk/- in  the  1-person,  /tVk/- may  correspond  to  /tak/-  or  /tɨk/-.  The 
prefix /tak/- comes together with the 1-vowel /a/, even if the thematic vowel 
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is /e/ (38a). If the prefix is /tɨk/-, thematic /e/ can be preserved (38b). The 1-
vowel can also reduce to /ɨ/ in the 1-person with both /tɨk/- (38a) and /tak/- 
(38c). As one can see in (38a), the prefixes /tak/- and /tɨk/- can also alternate 
in the same verb. /tak/-  is  probably an innovation of  the 1S-person. If /j/ 
belongs to the same syllable of the thematic vowel, it is overwritten by /a/ 
(38d). Other verbs with the 3-vowel /e/ and the prefix /tVk/- are reported in 
(39).

(38) a. tak-a-jãha / tɨk-ɨ-jãha (1S), e-jãha (2S), t-e-jãha (3), j-e-jãha (1PI), o-j-e-jãha (1PE),
               e-j-ãha-lo (2P), o-t-e-jãha (3P), t-e-jãha (3.IRLS) ‘to hunt, to chase’
       b. tɨk-ej̃-hi (1S), ej̃-hi (2S), t-ej̃-hi (3), j-ej̃-hi (1PI), o-j-ej̃-hi (1PE), ej-hi-̃lo (2P), 
               o-t-ej̃-hi (3P), t-ej̃-hi (3.IRLS) ‘to scratch’ 
       c. tak-ɨ-rɨhɨ (1S), e-rɨhɨ (2S), t-e-rɨhɨ (3), j-e-rɨhɨ (1PI), o-j-erɨhɨ (1PE), e-rɨhɨ-lo (2P),
               o-t-e-rɨhɨ (3P), t-e-rɨhɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to reach’                                                           
       d. tɨk-eː-jʨãha / tak-aː-ʨãha (1S), eː-jʨãha (2S), t-eː-jʨãha (3), j-eː-jʨãha (1PI),
               o-j-eː-jʨãha (1PE), eː-jʨãha-lo (2P), o-t-eː-jʨãha (3P), t-eː-jʨãha (3.IRLS) ‘to praise’

(39) a. tãk-ɨ-̃r (1S), e-̃r (2S), t-e-̃r (3), j-e-̃r (1PI), o-j-e-̃r (1PE), e-̃r-lo (2P), o-t-e-̃r (3P),
                 t-e-̃r (3.IRLS) ‘to listen to’ 

b. tɨk-eː-rʨɨm / tak-aː-rʨɨm (1S), eː-rʨɨm (2S), t-eː-rʨɨm (3), j-eː-rʨɨm (1PI), 
          o-j-eː-rʨɨm (1PE), eː-rʨɨm-lo / eː-rʨɨmɨ-lo (2P), o-t-eː-rʨɨm (3P), 
          t-eː-rʨɨm (3.IRLS) ‘to jump (due to joy or grief)’ (also: terʨɨm)
c. tɨk-ẽː j-ʨa / tak-ãː-ʨa / tɨk-ẽː j-ʨɨ (1S), ẽː j-ʨa (2S), t-ẽː j-ʨa (3), j-ẽː j-ʨa (1PI),
          o-j-ẽː j-ʨa (1PE), ẽː j-ʨɨ-lo (2P), o-t-ẽː j-ʨa (3P), t-ẽː j-ʨa (3.IRLS) 
          ‘to shake, to swing’ (also: tej̃ʨa / tejʨa)
d. tɨk-eː-jʨɨ (1S), eː-jʨɨ (2S), t-eː-jʨɨ (3), j-eː-jʨɨ (1PI), o-j-eː-jʨɨ (1PE), eː-jʨɨ-lo (2P),
          o-t-eː-jʨɨ (3P), t-eː-jʨɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to sing’ (also: tejʨɨ )
e. tɨk-ej-ʨɨm / tak-a-ʨɨm (1S), ej-ʨɨm (2S), t-ej-ʨɨm (3), j-ej-ʨɨm (1PI), 
          o-j-ej-ʨɨm (1PE), ej-ʨɨm-lo (2P), o-t-ej-ʨɨm (3P), t-ej-ʨɨm (3.IRLS) ‘to look at’ 
          (also: teːjʨɨm)

§5.4.5 The third-person vowel /o/ 

The 3-vowel /o/ is generally preserved in the whole paradigm and is  the 
thematic vowel (32c,  40).  The prefix  /tVk/- in the 1S-person of  verbs  with 
thematic  /o/ is realized as /tok/-. If the root-initial consonant is /b/ or /m/, 
the 2-vowel is /a/ rather than /o/ (41). In (42) one finds an exception, because 
the 2-vowel is /e/.
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(40) tok-õ-w̥a (1S), õ-w̥a (2S), t-õ-w̥a (3), j-õ-w̥a (1PI), o-j-õ-w̥a (1PE), o-w̥ũ-lo (2P),
                 o-t-õ-w̥a (3P), t-õ-w̥a (3.IRLS)  ‘to bring, to carry’

(41) a. t-o-bɨroho (1S), a-bɨroho (2S), ʨ-o-bɨroho / ts-o-bɨroho (3), j-o-bɨroho (1PI),
                 o-j-obɨroho (1PE), a-bɨroho-lo / a-bɨhɨr-lo (2P), o-ʨ-o-bɨroho / 
                 o-ts-o-bɨroho (3P), d-o-bɨroho (3.IRLS) ‘to break;  to drive, to pilot; 
                 to have stomach pains’ (also: tsobɨro̥/ ʨobɨro̥) 

b. t-o-bɨta (1S), a-bɨta (2S), ʨ-o-bɨta / ts-o-bɨta (3), j-o-bɨta (1PI), o-j-obɨta (1PE), 
         a-bɨtɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-o-bɨta / o-ts-obɨta (3P), d-o-bɨta (3.IRLS) ‘to cure; to blow’
c. t-o-bɨt (1S), a-bɨt (2S), ts-o-bɨt / ʨ-o-bɨt (3), j-o-bɨt (1PI), o-j-o-bɨt (1PE),
         a-bɨtɨ-lo (2P), o-ts-o-bɨt / o-ʨ-o-bɨt (3P), l-o-bɨt (3.IRLS) ‘to scare away insects’
d. t-o-mtɨs (1S), a-mtɨs (2S), ts-o-mtɨs (3), j-o-mtɨs (1PI), o-j-o-mtɨs (1PE),
         a-mtɨs-lo (2P), o-ts-omtɨs (3P), n-o-mtɨs (3.IRLS) ‘to turn’ 

(42) tok-o-liɕ (1S), e-liɕ (2S), ʨ-o-liɕ (3), j-o-liɕ (1PI), o-j-oliɕ (1PE), e-liɕ-lo (2P),
                 o-ʨ-o-liɕ (3P), d-o-liɕ (3.IRLS) ‘to suck’

§5.4.6 The third-person vowel /i/ 

The 3-vowel /i/ is usually the thematic vowel and turns into /a/, /e/ or 
/ej/ in the 2-person. /i/ turns into /a/ in the 2-person if  associated with a 
phonetic  alternation  in  the  verb  root  (52-59,  61-63).  These  cases  will  be 
discussed in detail  later on (see §5.4.9). By contrast,  /e/ and /ej/ in the 2-
person do not correlate with any alternation in the root. It is not possible to 
predict when a given verb has /e/ and when it has /ej/ in the 2-person. The 2-
vowels  /a/ and /e/  are diachronically  prefixes which have overwritten the 
high-thematic  vowels.  Original  thematic  /i/  has  been  preserved  in  verbs 
with /ej/, where one can observe the early stage of the process that originated 
the current 2-vowel /e/ and /a/ in the other verbs with a high thematic vowel.  
For this reason /ej/ will be considered a subcase of /e/ in the 2-person.

(43) t-i-ʨew (1S), a-tsew (2S), ʨ-i-ʨew (3), j-i-ʨew (1P), o-j-i-ʨew (1PE), a-tsew-lo (2P),
                 o-ʨ-i-ʨew (3P), d-i-ʨew (3.IRLS) ‘to pierce; to dig; to write’

(44) a. t-i-nkija (1S), e-nkija (2S), ʨ-i-nkija (3), j-i-nkija (1PI), o-j-i-nkija (1PE),
                 e-nkija-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-nkija (3P), n-i-nkija (3.IRLS) ‘to look at; to look properly’
       b. t-iː-ɕɨ (1S), eː-ɕɨ (2S), ʨ-iː-ɕɨ (3), j-iː-ɕɨ (1PI); o-j-iː-ɕɨ (1PE), eː-ɕɨ-lo (2P), 
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                  o-ʨ-iː-ɕɨ (3P), d-iː-ɕɨ ‘to open’

(45) a. t-i-behe (1S), ej-behe (2S), ʨ-i-behe (3), j-i-behe (1PI), o-j-i-behe (1PE),
                  ej-behe-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-behe (3P), d-i-behe (3.IRLS) ‘to change’
       b. t-i-hu (1S), ej-hu (2S), ʨ-i-hu (3), j-i-hu (1PI), o-j-i-hu (1PE), ej-hu-lo (2P), 
                 o-ʨ-ihu (3P), d-i-hu (3.IRLS) ‘to untie, to release’

There are few prefixal verbs with the 3-vowel /i/ and /tVk/- in the 1S-
person (46). In this case, V is generally /ɨ/. /i/ rarely emerges in the prefix 
/tVk/- (46b). In the 1S-person /i/ can reduce to /ɨ/ after the prefix /tVk/-. In 
conclusion,  the  CH front  vowels  /e/  and  /i/  are  not  present  in  the  prefix 
/tVk/-, with few exceptions, such as (46b).

(46) a. tɨk-ɨ-ʨɨ (1S), e-ʨɨ (2S), t-i-ʨɨ (3), j-i-ʨɨ (1PI), o-j-i-ʨɨ (1PE), e-ʨɨ-lo (2P),
                   o-t-i-ʨɨ (3P), t-i-ʨɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to defecate’ 

b. tɨk-ɨ-jḁ / tɨk-i-jḁ / tik-i-jḁ (1S), e-jḁ (2S), t-i-jḁ (3), j-i-jḁ (1PI), o-j-i-jḁ (1PE),
           e-j-̥lo (2P), o-t-i-jḁ (3P), t-i-jḁ (3.IRLS) ‘to bark; to be gossipy’
c. tɨk-i-ja (1S), e-ja (2S), t-i-ja (3), j-i-ja (1PI), o-j-i-ja (1PE), e-j-lo (2P), o-t-i-ja (3P),
           t-i-ja (3.IRLS) ‘to buy’ 

§5.4.7 The third-person vowel /u/

Prefixal verbs  with thematic  /u/ in the 3-person always  take  the 2-vowel 
/e/.103 /a/ is not reported in the 2-person for prefixal verbs with thematic /u/, 
but is to be observed in thematic verbs in /u/- (see §5.5.5). 

(47) a. t-uː-s (1S), eː-s (2S), ʨ-uː-s (3), j-uː-s (1PI), o-j-uː-s (1PE), eː-sɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-uː-s (3P),
                  d-uː-s (3.IRLS) ‘to rear (cattle); to wring’
       b. t-uː (1S), tuk (2S), ɕ-uː (3), j-u-hu (1PI), o-j-u-hu (1PE), tuk-lo (2P), o-ɕ-uː (3P), 
                  d-u-hu (3.IRLS) ‘to kill, to hit, to beat; to make, to do’

(48) a. tuk-uː-na (1S), eː-na (2S), ʨ-uː-na (3), j-uː-na (1PI), o-j-uː-na (1PE), eː-nɨ-lo (2P),
                  o-ʨ-uː-na (3P), n-uː-na (3.IRLS) ‘to perceive, to feel’
       b. tuk-u-rka (1S), e-rka (2S), t-u-rka (3), j-u-rka (1PI), o-j-urka (1PE), e-rkɨ-lo (2P), 
                  o-t-u-rka (3P), t-u-rka (3.IRLS) ‘to swing’

103 The only exception is the verb shuu /ɕuː/, which will be discussed in §5.4.14.
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§5.4.8 The third-person vowel /ɨ/. 

Prefixal  verbs  with thematic  /ɨ/  in  the  3-person   usually  have  the 2-
vowel /e/ (49). If the verb takes the prefix /tVk/- in the 1S-person, V is /ɨ/. In 
the 2-person, /a/ is also observed, but it is very rare among prefixal verbs with 
the 3-vowel /ɨ/ (51).

(49) t-ɨ-m̥er (1S), e-m̥er (2S), ʨ-ɨ-m̥er (3), j-ɨ-m̥er (1PI), o-j-ɨ-m̥er (1PE), e-m̥er-lo (2P),
                   o-ʨ-ɨ-m̥er (3P), n-ɨ-m̥er (3.IRLS) ‘to keep’

(50) tɨk-ɨ-biʨ (1S), e-biʨ (2S), t-ɨ-biʨ (3), j-ɨ-biʨ (1PI), o-j-ɨ-biʨ (1PE), e-biʨ-lo (2P),
                   o-t-ɨ-biʨ (3P), t-ɨ-biʨ (3.IRLS) ‘to shout, to yell’

(51) a. tɨk-ɨ-be (1S), a-be (2S), t-ɨ-be (3), j-ɨ-be (1PI), o-j-ɨ-be (1PE), a-be-lo (2P),
                   o-t-ɨ-be (3P), t-ɨ-be (3.IRLS) ‘to look, to watch, to go to look’ 
       b. tɨk-ɨ-bej (1S), a-bej (2S), t.ɨ-bej (3), j-ɨ-bej (1PI), o-j-ɨ-bej (1PE), a-bej-lo (2P), 
                   o-t-ɨ-bej (3P), t-ɨ-bej (3.IRLS) ‘to look after, to take care of’

§5.4.9  Prefixal  verbs  with  the  third-person  vowel  /i/  and  the  second-
person vowel /a/

In the 2-person of prefixal verbs some consonantal or vocalic alternations 
in the root may occur. These morphophonological processes are systematic and 
related  to  the  vocalic  pattern.  In  prefixal  verbs  a  consonantal  or  vocalic 
alternation in the 2-person root only occurs if the 3-vowel is /i/ and the 2-
vowel is /a/.104 This section focuses on /ʨ/-verbs with thematic /i/ and the 2-
vowel /a/. There are few /ts/-verbs which have these characteristics and will 
be  discussed  in  detail  in  §5.4.14.  These  morphological  processes  are  not 
observed in /d/- and /t/-verbs, because in the second class there are only a few 
verbs  with  thematic  /i/,  mainly  having  the  2-vowel  /e/.  Similar 
morphophonological processes occur in thematic verbs and will be discussed in 
§5.5. 3-person root-initial /ʨ/ corresponds to /ts/ in the 2-person (52-54). 

104 This  does  not  necessarily  mean  that  the  change  started  in  the  2-person  (see  also  §5.5.4).  The 
research  of  a  diachronic  explanation  for  such  root  alternation  should  be  the  object  for  further 
investigation.
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(52) t-i-ʨew (1S), a-tsew (2S), ʨ-i-ʨew (3), j-i-ʨew (1P), o-j-i-ʨew (1PE), a-tsew-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-i-ʨew (3P), d-i-ʨew (3.IRLS) ‘to pierce; to dig; to write’

(53) t-i-ʨuwe (1S), a-tsuwe (2S), ʨ-i-ʨuwe (3), j-i-ʨuwe (1PI), o-j-i-ʨuwe (1PE), a-tsuw-lo /  
                  a-tsuwe-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-ʨuwe (3P), d-i-ʨuwe (3.IRLS) ‘to surround’

(54) t-i-ʨjer̃ (1S), a-tsjer̃ (2S), ʨ-i-ʨjer̃ (3), j-i-ʨjer̃ (1PE), o-j-i-ʨjer̃ (1PI), a-tsjer̃-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-i-ʨjer̃ (3P), d-i-ʨjer̃ (3.IRLS) ‘to graft’

So far, no /ʨ/-verb with thematic /i/, root-initial /ʨ/- and the 2-vowel /e/ has 
been found.

Root-initial /j/ corresponds to /l/ in the 2-person (55-59). Root-initial /j/ 
does not alternate with /l/ if the 2-vowel is /e/ (60).

(55) t-i-jehi (1S), a-lehi (2S), ʨ-i-jehi (3), j-i-jehi (1PI), o-j-i-jehi (1PE), a-lehi-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-i-jehi (3P), d-i-jehi (3.IRLS) ‘to go often’

(56) t-i-jew (1S), a-lew (2S), ʨ-i-jew (3), j-i-jew (1PI), o-j-i-jew (1PE), a-lewlo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-i-jew (3P), d-i-jew (3.IRLS) ‘to go across the river’ 

(57) t-i-jej (1S), a-lej (2S), ʨ-i-jej (3), j-i-jej (1PI), o-j-i-jej (1PE), a-lej-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-jej (3P), 
                  d-i-jej (3.IRLS) ‘to know the answer’ 

(58) t-iː-jo (1S), aː-lo (2S), ʨ-iː-jo (3), j-iː-jo (1PI), o-j-iː-jo (1PE), aː-lɨ-lo / aː-lo-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨi-ːjo (3P), l-iː-jo (3.IRLS) ‘to weave’ (also: ʨijo)

(59) t-i-juwa (1S), a-luwa (2S), ʨ-i-juwa (3), j-i-juwa (1PI), o-j-i-juwa (1PE), a-luwa-lo / 
                  a-luwa-lo / a-luː-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-juwa (3P), d-i-juwa (3.IRLS) (also: ʨiwa) ‘to put’

(60) t-i-juhu (1S), e-juhu (2S), ʨ-i-juhu (3), j-i-juhu (1PI), o-j-i-juhu (1PE), e-juhu-lo (2P),
                  o-ʨ-i-juhu (3P), d-i-juhu (3.IRLS) ‘to remove, to extract’  

If the root-initial consonant is /ɕ/, it corresponds to /s/ in the 2-person 
(61-63).  If  the  verb  has  root-initial  /s/,  but  /e/  in  the  2-person,  no  root 
allomorphy is  observed (64-66). In some verbs, the alternation between /a/ 
and /e/ in the 2-person vowel is to be found (67-68). These examples confirm 
that /a/ is actually associated with root allomorphy, because /ɕ/ occurs in the 
whole paradigm if the 2-vowel is /e/ and alternates with /s/ if the 2-vowel 
is /a/.
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(61) t-i-ɕ sak (1S), a-s sak (2S), ʨ-i-ɕ sak (3), j-i-ɕ sak (1PI), o-j-i-ɕ sak (1PE), a-sɨ-lo sak /     
                   a-s-lo sak (2P), o-ʨ-i-ɕ sak (3P), d-i-ɕ sak (3P) ‘to take hold of something firmly, 
                   to grab firmly’

(62) t-i-ɕehe (1S), a-sehe (2S), ʨ-i-ɕehe (3), j-i-ɕehe (1PI), o-j-i-ɕehe (1PE), a-sehe-lo (2P),  
                   o-ʨ-i-ɕehe (3P), d-i-ɕehe (3.IRLS) ‘to catch (an animal); to rape’ 

(63) t-i-ɕew (1S), a-sew (2S), ʨ-i-ɕew (3), j-i-ɕew (1PI), o-j-i-ɕew (1PE), a-sew-lo / 
                   a-sɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-ɕew (3P), d-i-ɕew (3.IRLS) ‘to hold, to take, to grab’ 

(64) t-i-ɕ (1S), e-ɕ (2S), ʨ-i-ɕ (3), j-i-ɕ (1PI), o-j-i-ɕ (1PE), e-ɕ-lo / e-ɕɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-ɕ (3P),   
                   d-i-ɕ (3.IRLS) ‘to meet’

(65) t-iː-ɕɨ (1S), eː-ɕɨ (2S), ʨ-iː-ɕɨ (3), j-iː-ɕɨ (1PI), o-j-iː-ɕɨ (1PE), e-ːɕɨ-lo / e-ːɕ-lo (2P), 
                   o-ʨ-iː-ɕɨ (3P), d-iː-ɕɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to open’

(66) t-i-ɕɨt (1S), e-ɕɨt (2S), ʨ-i-ɕɨt (3), j-i-ɕɨt (1PI), o-j-i-ɕɨt (1PE), e-ɕɨtɨ-lo (2P), 
                   o-ʨ-i-ɕɨt (3P), d-i-ɕɨt (3.IRLS) ‘to shake’ 

(67) t-i-ɕɨr̃ (1S), a-sɨr̃/ e-ɕɨr̃ (2), ʨ-i-ɕɨr̃ (3), j-i-ɕɨr̃ (1PI), o-j-i-ɕɨr̃ (1PE), a-sɨr̃-lo /
                   e-ɕɨr̃-lo (2P), o-ʨ-iɕɨr̃ (3P), d-i-ɕɨr̃ (3.IRLS) ‘to point to, to indicate; to go to grab’

(68) tɨk-ɨ-ɕak / t-i-ɕak (1S), a-sak (2S), ʨ-i-ɕak (3), j-i-ɕak (1PI), o-j-i-ɕak (1PE), e-ɕak-lo / 
                   e-ɕakɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-ɕak (3P), d-i-ɕak (3.IRLS) ‘to break’

In /t/-verbs, thematic /i/ is rare and no root allomorphy is observed. Note that 
chish /ʨiɕ/ has /e/ in the 2-person (64), but it takes /a/ in the compound verb 
chish sak /ʨiɕ sak/ (61), where one can observe root allomorphy.

When the first root-vowel follows /h/, the former can assimilate to the 2-
vowel /a/ (69-71). In the verbs below, the alternation between /a/ and /e/ is 
to be observed in the 2-vowel. The first root-vowel is /i/, which is preserved if 
the 2-vowel is /e/, but it turns into /a/ when it assimilates to the 2-vowel /a/. 

(69) t-i-hit̃ (1S), a-hãt / e-hit̃ (2S), ʨ-i-hit̃ (3), j-i-hit̃ (1PI), o-j-i-hit̃ (1PE),
                   a-hãtɨ-lo / a-hãt-lo / e-hit̃-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-̃hit (3P), n-i-hit̃ / d-i-hit̃ (3.IRLS) 
                   ‘to light, to illuminate’

(70) t-i-hit̃sa (1S), a-hãtsa / e-hit̃sa (2S), ʨ-i-hit̃sa (3), j-i-hit̃sa (1PI), o-j-i-hit̃sa (1PE),        
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                   a-hatsã-lo / a-hãts-lo / a-hatsɨ-̃lo / e-hit̃sɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-hit̃sa (3P), 
                   n-i-hitsã (3.IRLS) ‘to dig, to excavate’

(71) t-i-hitsɨm (1S), a-hatsɨm / e-hitsɨm (2S), ʨ-i-hitsɨm (3), j-i-hitsɨm (1PI),
                   o-j-i-hitsɨm (1PE), a-hatsɨm-lo / e-hitsɨm-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-hitsɨm (3P), 
                   d-i-hitsɨm (3.IRLS) ‘to bury’

In (72) root-initial /j/̥ corresponds to /h/ in the 2-person if the 2-vowel 
is /a/. No root allomorphy is to be observed if the 2-vowel is /e/.  

(72) t-i-jo̥k (1S), e-jo̥k / a-hok (2S), ʨ-i-jo̥k (3), j-i-jo̥k (1PI), o-j-i-jo̥k (1PE), e-jo̥k-lo / 
                  a-hok-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-jo̥k (3P), d-i-jo̥k (3.IRLS) ‘to frighten’

There  are  only  a  few  prefixal  verbs  in  which  there  is  no  correlation 
between the 2-vowel /a/ and root allomorphy in the 2-person, as in (73-74). In 
these verbs the alternation between /a/ and /e/ in the 2-person is also to be 
found. 

(73) t-iː-seh̃e (1S), aː-seh̃e / eːj-seh̃e (2S), ʨ-iː-seh̃e (3), j-iː-seh̃e (1PI), o-j-iː-seh̃e (1PE), 
                  aː-seh̃e-lo / eːj-seh̃e-lo (2P), o-ʨ-iː-seh̃e (3P), n-iː-seh̃e (3.IRLS) 
                  ‘to change, to turn into’ (used with reflexive pronoun)

(74) t-iː-sãha (1S), aː-sãha/ eːj-sãha (2S), ʨ-iː-sãha (3), j-iː-sãha (1PI), o-j-iː-sãha (1PE), 
                  aː-sãhɨ-lo / eːj-sãha-lo (2P), o-ʨ-iː-sãha (3P), n-iː-sãha (3.IRLS) ‘to incite; 
                  to quarrel’ 

§5.4.10 The vocalic patterns of prefixal verbs 

To conclude, Table 5.2 lists all possible vocalic patterns found in prefixal 
verbs. The table does not include all examples shown in the previous pages. 
Vocalic  patterns  marked  with  *  are  very  rare  and  are  observed  in  few 
exceptions. The cases in which the 3-vowel /i/ is preserved in the 2-person, 
where it consonantizes, are included in /i/-/e/-/i/. When the 3-vowel is a high 
vowel, the high thematic vowel generally turns into /e/ in the 2-person. The 2-
vowel /a/ usually correlates with root allomorphy in the 2-person and thematic 
/i/, otherwise it is very rare.
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Table 5.2. Vocalic patterns of Chamacoco prefixal verbs
1 2 3  Examples
a a a (34)
i a a   (35)*
a e e (36)
i a e   (37)*
e e e   (32b)
ɨ e e   (38c)
o o o  (40)
o a o  (41)
o e o   (42)*
i a i (43)
i e i (44-45)
u e u (47-48)
ɨ a ɨ   (51)*
ɨ e ɨ  (49-50)

§5.4.11 /ʨ/- and /ts/-verbs with the first-person prefix /tVk/- 

/ʨ/- and  /ts/-verbs generally take the prefix /t/- in the 1-person, while 
/tVk/- is typical of /t/- and /d/-verbs. The following examples show /ʨ/- and 
/ts/-verbs which  do not  follow the  general  tendency and take the  1-prefix 
/tVk/-. The thematic vowel can be /a/ (75), /o/ (76), /u/ (77) and /ɨ/ (78).

(75) a. tak-a-lḁ (1S), a-lḁ (2S), ts-a-lḁ (3), j-a-lḁ (1PI), o-j-a-lḁ (1PI), a-lɨ̥-lo (2P),
                  o-ts-a-lḁ (3P), d-a-lḁ (3.IRLS) ‘to lend, to rent’ 
       b. tak-a-lo̥k (1S), a-lo̥k (2S), ts-a-lo̥k (3), j-a-lo̥k (1PI), o-j-alo̥k (1PE), a-lo̥k-lo (2P),  
                  o-ts-a-lo̥k (3P), l-a-lo̥k (3.IRLS) ‘to make a mistake, to be wrong’ 
       c. tak-a-tɨm (1S), a-tɨm (2S), ts-a-tɨm (3), j-a-tɨm (1PI), o-j-a-tɨm (1PE), a-tɨm-lo (2P),
                  o-ts-a-tɨm (3P), l-a-tɨm (3.IRLS) ‘to order, to charge’
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(76) a. tok-o-liɕ (1S), e-liɕ (2S), ʨ-o-liɕ (3), j-o-liɕ (1PI), o-j-o-liɕ (1PE), e-liɕ-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-o-liɕ (3P), d-o-liɕ (3.IRLS) ‘to suck’
       b. tok-o-sɨr (1S), o-sɨr (2S), ts-o-sɨr (3), j-o-sɨr (1PI), o-j-o-sɨr (1PE), o-sɨr-lo (2P), 
                  o-ts-o-sɨr (3P), d-o-sɨr (3.IRLS) ‘to favour’  (also: tsosɨr̃) 
       c. tok-o-wa (1S), o-wa (2S), ʨ-o-wa / ts-o-wa (3), j-o-wa (1PI), o-j-o-wa (1PE),
                  o-wɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-o-wa (3P), l-owa (3.IRLS) ‘to show’

(77) a. tuk-uː-na (1S), eː-na (2S), ʨ-uː-na (3), j-uː-na (1PI), o-j-uː-na (1PE), eː-nɨ-lo /
                   eː-na-lo / eː-n-lo (2P), o-ʨ-uː-na (3P), n-uː-na (3.IRLS) ‘to perceive, to feel’
       b. tuk-u-nt (1S), e-nt (2S), ʨ-u-nt (3), j-u-nt (1PI), o-j-u-nt (1PE), e-nt-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-u-nt (3P), n-u-nt (3.IRLS) ‘to hear’

(78) a. tɨk-ɨ-raha (1S), e-raha (2S), ʨ-ɨ-raha (3), j-ɨ-raha (1PI), o-j-ɨ-raha (1PE), e-raha-lo / 
                  e-raː-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-raha (3P), d-ɨ-raha (3.IRLS) ‘to know’ (also: ʨɨrehe)
       b. tɨk-ɨ-rahak (1S), e-rahak (2S), ʨ-ɨ-rahak (3), j-ɨ-rahak (1PI), o-j-ɨ-rahak (1PE), 
                  e-rahak-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-rahak (3P), d-ɨ-rahak (3.IRLS) ‘to ignore’ 
       c. tɨk-ɨ-tak (1S), e-tak (2S), ts-ɨ-tak (3), j-ɨ-tak (1PI), o-j-ɨ-tak (1PE), e-takɨ-lo (2P),
                  o-ts-ɨ-tak (3P), d-ɨ-tak (3.IRLS) ‘not to want, to hate’

In (79-81) the thematic vowels are /e/ and /i/, which are not copied in the 
prefix  /tVk/-. The 1S-person taking the prefix  /tVk/- follows the same rules 
stated above (see §5.4.4 and §5.4.6). (81) shows an exception, because the two 
prefixes /tVk/- and /t/- alternate.

(79) tak-aː-ɕ-po / tɨk-eː-ɕ-po (1S), eː-ɕ-po (2S), ʨ-eː-ɕ-po (3), j-eː-ɕ-po (1PI), 
                   o-j-eː-ɕ-po (1PE), eː-ɕ-lo-po (2P), o-ʨ-eː-ɕ-po (3P), d-eː-ɕ-po (3.IRLS) 
                   ‘to come back’ (also ʨeːɕ / ʨeːɕɨ)

(80) tak-a-hi / tɨk-e-jhi (1S), e-jhi (2S), ts-e-jhi (3), j-e-jhi (1PI), o-j-e-jhi (1PE), e-jhi-lo (2P),  
                   o-ts-e-jhi (3P), d-e-jhi (3.IRLS) ‘to go home’

(81) tɨk-ɨ-ɕak / t-i-ɕak (1S), a-sak (2S), ʨ-i-ɕak (3), j-i-ɕak (1PI), o-j-i-ɕak (1PE), e-ɕak-lo /  
                   e-ɕakɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-iɕak (3P), d-i-ɕak (3.IRLS) ‘to break’

In (82-83) the 1S-thematic-vowel can optionally change into /ɨ/ when the 
prefix is /a/ (which preserves the typical thematic /a/).

(82) tak-ɨ-tso / tak-a-tso (1S), a-tso (2S), ts-a-tso (3), j-a-tso (1PI), o-j-atso (1PE),
                   a-tsɨ-lo (2P), o-ts-atso (3P), l-a-tso (3.IRLS) ‘to be satisfied’
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(83) tak-ɨ-tsok / tak-a-tsok (1S), a-tsok (2S), ts-a-tsok (3), j-a-tsok (1PI), o-j-a-tsok (1PE), 
                   a-tsok-lo (2P), o-ts-atsok (3P), l-a-tsok (3.IRLS) ‘not to be satisfied’

§5.4.12 The first person singular in /t/-verbs

/t/-verbs usually have the prefix /tVk/- in the 1S-person. In (84-86) the 
vowel  of  the  prefix  /tVk/- is  unexpected,  because  it  is  /tok/-,  while  the 
expected form is /tak/-, which is also observed and can alternate with /tok/- 
(84-85).  In  (84-85)  /tok/-  and /tak/-  can alternate,  while  the  1S-thematic-
vowel is preserved. By contrast, tãra (86) takes /tok/- and has /o/ as 1S-vowel, 
although the  1P-vowel  is  /a/.  In  (87-88)  thematic  /ɨ/  can drop in  the  1S-
person.

(84) tok-ãː-ʨa / tak-ãː-ʨa (1S), ãː-ʨa (2S), t-ãː-ʨa (3), j-ãː-ʨa (1PI), o-j-ãː-ʨa (1PE), 
                  aː-ʨɨ-̃lo (2P), o-t-ãː-ʨa (3P), t-ãː-ʨa (3.IRLS) ‘to reach, to arrive’

(85) tak-ãː-ʨ-po / tok-ãː-ʨ-po (1S), ãː-ʨ-po (2S), t-ãː-ʨ-po (3), j-ãː-ʨ-po (1PI), 
                  o-j-ãː-ʨ-po (1PE), aː-ʨɨ-̃l-po (2P), o-t-ãː-ʨ-po (3P), t-ãː-ʨ-po ‘to return’

(86) tok-õ-ra (1S), ã-ra (2S), t-ã-ra (3), j-ã-ra (1PI), o-j-ã-ra (1PE), ã-r-lo (2P), o-t-ã-ra (3P), 
                 t-ã-ra (3.IRLS) ‘to come from; to throw’ 

(87) tɨk-soho / tɨk-ɨ-soho (1S), e-soho (2S), t-ɨ-soho (3), j-ɨ-soho (1PI), o-j-ɨ-soho (1PE),  
                 e-soho-lo (2P), o-t-ɨ-soho (3P), t-ɨ-soho (3.IRLS) ‘to have/take a bath, to bathe’ 
                 (also: tusoho)

(88) tɨk-ɨ-sɨrɨh̃ɨ / tɨk-sɨrɨh̃ɨ (1S), e-sɨrɨh̃ɨ (2S), t-ɨ-sɨrɨh̃ɨ (3), j-ɨ-sɨrɨh̃ɨ (1PI), o-j-ɨ-sɨrɨh̃ɨ (1PE), 
                 e-sɨrɨh̃ɨ-lo (2P), o-t-ɨ-sɨrɨh̃ɨ (3P), t-ɨ-sɨrɨh̃ɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to have/take a bath, to bathe’

It is evident that in the 1S-person the speakers have functional reasons to 
prefer /tVk/- to /t/-: the 1S-person taking the prefix /t/- coincides otherwise 
with 3-person taking the prefix /t/-. There are, however, some /t/-verbs which 
take the prefix /t/- in the 1S-person. In this case, the 1S-person coincides with 
the 3-person (89). As already seen (§5.4.3, §5.4.4), few /t/-verbs with the 1S-
prefix /t/- have an irregular vocalic pattern (90).
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(89) a. t-a-xa (1S), a-xa (2S), t-a-xa (3), j-a-xa (1PI), o-j-a-xa (1PE), a-xɨ-lo (2P),
                   o-t-a-xa (3P), t-a-xa (3.IRLS) ‘to fart’
       b. t-a-kaɕɨm (1S), a-kaɕɨm (2S), t-a-kaɕɨm (3), j-a-kaɕɨm (1PI), o-j-a-kaɕɨm (1PE),  
                   a-kaɕɨm-lo (2P), o-t-a-kaɕɨm (3P), t-a-kaɕɨm (3.IRLS) ‘to help’
       c. t-a-kɨɕ (1S), a-kɨɕ (2S), t-a-kɨɕ (3), j-a-kɨɕ (1PI), o-j-a-kɨɕ (1PE), a-kɨɕ-lo (2P),
                   o-t-a-kɨɕ (3P) ‘to be together’ (also: takɨɕo)105 
       d. t-e-kɨrɨhɨ (1S), e-kɨrɨhɨ (2S), t-e-kɨrɨhɨ (3), j-e-kɨrɨhɨ (1PI), o-j-ekɨrɨhi (1PE),
                   e-kɨrɨhɨ-lo (2P), o-t-e-kɨrɨhɨ (3P), t-e-kɨrɨhɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to visit’
       e. t-e-kɨr (1S), e-kɨr (2S), t-e-kɨr (3), j-e-kɨr (1PI), o-j-ekɨr (1PE), e-kɨr-lo (2P), 
                   o-t-e-kɨr (3P) ‘to go for a walk’ 
       f. t-u-kun̥u (1S), e-kun̥u (2S), t-u-kun̥u (3), j-u-kun̥u (1PI), o-j-u-kun̥u (1PE), 
                   e-kun̥u-lo (2P), o-t-u-kun̥u (3P), t-u-kun̥u (3.IRLS) ‘to spy’ (also: tukun̥e/tukun̥a)

(90) a. t-iː-ta (1S), a-ta (2S), t-a-ta (3), j-iː-ta (1PI), o-j-iː-ta (1PE), a-ta-lo / a-tɨ-lo (2P),
                   o-tata (3P), t-a-ta (3.IRLS) ‘to say, to report’ 
       b. t-i-tɨm (1S), a-tɨm (2S), t-a-tɨm (3), j-i-tɨm (1PI), o-j-i-tɨm (1PE), a-tɨm-lo (2P), 
                   o-t-atɨm (3P), t-a-tɨm (3.IRLS) ‘to tell, to report’  
       c. t-a-w (1S), e-w (2S), t-e-w (3), j-a-hu (1PI), o-j-ahu (1PE), e-w-lo / e-lɨ-lo (2P),
                   o-t-e-w (3P), t-e-w (3.IRLS) ‘to eat’          

Note that, apart from taja /taxa/ and the verbs in (90), the other /t/-verbs with 
the  prefix /t/-  in  the  1S-person could  not  use  the  prefix  /tVk/- because  it 
cannot be added to verbs with root-initial /k/. 

One can suppose that /t/-verbs have added epenthetic -/Vk/- between the 
1S-prefix  /t/-  and  the  root,  originating  the  prefix  /tVk/- in  order  to 
differentiate the 1-person from the 3-person. This innovation has presumably 
spread to other groups of verbs in which there is no need to distinguish the 1S-
person  from  the  3-person,  including  /d/-verbs,  which  also  have  a  dental 
consonant as 3-prefix and no specific form for the irrealis. Bertinetto (2011: 14) 
has hypothesized that  /tVk/- might have been created under the influence of 
the 1S-person independent pronoun yok /jok/.

105 This verb is used with the noun owich /owiʨ/ ‘place’ (see §10.4.3, ex. (13)), which is also inflected: 
      (i) takɨɕ powiʨ (1S), akɨɕ owiʨ (2S), takɨɕ lawiʨ / dowiʨ (3), jakɨɕ õryok owiʨ (1PI), 
                ojakɨɕ ejok owiʨ (1PE), akɨɕlo olak owiʨ (2P), wɨr otakɨɕ lawiʨ / dowiʨ (3P). 
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§5.4.13 Alternation between /ʨ/- and /ts/- in the third person

/ʨ/- and /ts/-verbs exhibit the same morphological properties and in some 
cases the prefixes /ʨ/- and /ts/- may alternate. There is no alternation between 
/ʨ/- and the allomorph of /ts/-, /ɕ/-.106 

(91) a. t-o-bɨroho (1S), a-bɨroho (2S), ʨ-o-bɨroho / ts-o-bɨroho (3), j-o-bɨroho (1PI), 
                 o-j-o-bɨroho (1PE), a-bɨroho-lo / a-bɨhɨr-lo (2P), o-ʨ-obɨroho / 
                 o-ts-obɨroho (3P), d-o-bɨroho (3.IRLS) (also: tsobɨro̥/ ʨobɨro̥) ‘to break;  to drive, 
                 to pilot; to have stomach pains’
       b. t-o-bɨta (1S), a-bɨta (2S), ʨ-o-bɨta / ts-o-bɨta (3), j-o-bɨta (1PI), o-j-obɨta (1PE), 
                 a-bɨtɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-o-bɨta / o-ts-o-bɨta (3P), d-o-bɨta (3.IRLS) ‘to cure; to blow’
       c. t-o-bɨt (1S), a-bɨt (2S), ts-o-bɨt / ʨ-o-bɨt (3), j-o-bɨt (1PI), o-j-o-bɨt (1PE),
                 a-bɨtɨ-lo (2P), o-ts-o-bɨt / o-ʨ-o-bɨt (3P), l-o-bɨt (3.IRLS) ‘to scare away insects’
       d. tok-o-wa (1S), o-wa (2S), ʨ-o-wa / ts-o-wa (3), j-o-wa (1PI), o-j-o-wa (1PE),
                 o-ʨ-o-wa / o-ts-o-wa (3P), l-o-wa (3.IRLS) ‘to show’
       e. t-ɨ-lota (1S), e-lota (2S), ʨ-ɨ-lota / ts-ɨ-lota (3), j-ɨ-lota (1PI), o-j-ɨ-lota (1PE), 
                 e-lotɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-lota / o-ts-ɨ-lota (3P), d-ɨ-lota (3.IRLS) ‘to depend on’
       f. t-ɨ-lɨs (1S), e-lɨs (2S), ʨ-ɨ-lɨs / ts-ɨ-lɨs (3), j-ɨ-lɨs (1PI), o-j-ɨ-lɨs (1PE), e-lɨs-lo (2P), 
                 o-ʨ-ɨ-lɨs / o-ts-ɨ-lɨs (3P), d-ɨ-lɨs (3.IRLS) ‘to blow up, to inflate’     
       g. t-ɨ-n̥a (1S), e-n̥a (2S), ts-ɨ-n̥a / ʨ-ɨ-n̥a (3), j-ɨ-n̥a (1PI), o-j-ɨ-n̥a (1PE), e-n̥ɨ-lo (2P), 
                 o-ts-ɨ-n̥a / o-ʨ-ɨ-n̥a (3P), n-ɨ-n̥a (3.IRLS) ‘to finish, to end; to destroy, to kill’
       h. t-ɨ-tɨr̃ (1S), e-tɨr̃ (2S), ʨ-ɨ-tɨr̃ / ts-ɨ-tɨr̃ (3), j-ɨ-tɨr̃ (1PI), o-j-ɨ-tɨr̃ (1PE), e-tɨr̃-lo (2P), 
                 o-ts-ɨ-tɨr̃ (3P), d-ɨ-tɨr̃ (3.IRLS) ‘to get nearer’ (used with reflexive pronouns) 
                 (also: tsɨter̃ / ʨɨter̃)  
       i. t-ɨ-nɨs (1S), e-nɨs (2S), ʨ-ɨ-nɨs / ts-ɨ-nɨs (3), j-ɨ-nɨs (1PI), o-j-ɨ-nɨs (1PE), e-nɨs-lo (2P),
                 o-ʨ-ɨ-nɨs (3P), n-ɨ-nɨs (3.IRLS) ‘to fry’
       j. t-ɨ-tijer̃ (1S), e-tijer̃ (2S), ʨ-ɨ-tijer̃ / ts-ɨ-tijer̃ (3), j-ɨ-tijer̃ (1PI), o-j-ɨ-tijer̃ (1PE), 
                 e-tijer̃-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-tijer̃ (3P), d-ɨ-tijer̃ (3.IRLS) ‘to gather, to collect, to pile’
       k. t-ɨ-naha (1S), e-naha (2S), ʨ-ɨ-naha / ts-ɨ-naha (3), j-ɨ-naha (1PI), o-j-ɨ-naha (1PE), 
                 e-naha-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-naha (3P), n-ɨ-naha (3.IRLS) ‘to act strongly’107

106 In some cases (as in chees /ʨeːs/ and chɨnaha /ʨɨnaha/) the use of the prefix /ts/- in the 3-person is 
considered a tendency of the younger generations.

107 To these verbs one should also add chees /ʨeːs/ (see §5.4.4, ex. (37)). According to the speakers, in 
the case of  chees  and  chɨnaha  /ʨɨnaha/ (§5.4.13, ex. (91k)), the form in /ʨ/- would be the older 
form, while the younger generation would prefer the form in /ts/-.
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§5.4.14 /ɕ/-verbs

Some /ts/-verbs take the prefix /ɕ/- in the 3S-person. /ɕ/- and /ts/- are in 
complementary distribution, because /ɕ/- occurs before thematic /i/ or /u/, 
where /ts/- is not observed. For this reason also verbs with the prefix /ɕ/- have 
been referred to as  /ts/-verbs. In prefixal verbs with thematic /i/ and the 2-
vowel  /a/,  /a/  comes together with  root  allomorphy.  In  section §5.4.9  the 
situation in  /ʨ/-verbs has been discussed but root allomorphy also occurs in 
/ts/-verbs, although they are less frequent. The morphophonological processes 
involved are not exactly the same. /ts/-verbs with the 3-vowel /i/ also take the 
2-vowel  /a/.  Root-initial  /j/  corresponds  to  /h/  in  the  2-person  (92).  As 
already  seen,  under  the  same  conditions  root-initial  /j/  in  /ʨ/-verbs 
corresponds to /l/ in the 2-person (see §5.4.9). 

In some cases the first root-vowel can assimilate to the 2-vowel /a/, as in 
(92e,f,g). The first root-vowel /a/ is replaced by -/ɨ ̃r/- in the 2-person of shiỹas  
/ɕij̃as/ (92a). Other changes have nothing to do with the vocalic pattern. In 
some  cases  root-initial  /j/  can  devoice  in  the  1-person  and  in  the  irrealis 
(92b,c,d,g).  In  shiyero  /ɕijero/ (92b) the  thematic  vowel  can  delete  and  a 
syllable  haplology  is  possible  in  the  1P-person.  In  shiyokõr  /ɕijokõr/  (92e) 
intervocalic /k/ can delete and -/ko/- syncope occurs.

(92) a. t-i-jãs (1S), a-hɨ ̃rs (2S), ɕ-i-̃jas (3), j-i-̃jḁs (1PI), o-j-i-̃jḁs (1PE), a-hɨrsɨ-̃lo (2P), 
                 o-ɕ-i-̃jas (3P), n-i-jḁs (3.IRLS) ‘to break’
       b. t-(i)-jero (1S), a-hero (2S), ɕ-(i)-jero (3), (j-i)-je̥ro (1PI), o-(j-i)-je̥ro (1PE), 
                 a-her-lo (2P), o-ɕ-(i)-jero (2P), d-i-je̥ro (3.IRLS) ‘to drum, to tap’ 
       c. t-i-jeru (1S), a-heru (2S), ɕ-i-jeru (3), j-i-je̥ru (1PI), o-j-i-je̥ru (1PE), a-heru-lo (2P),
                 o-ɕ-i-jeru (3P), d-i-je̥ru (3.IRLS) ‘to close, to tie’
       d. t-i-jo̥k (1S), a-hok (2S), ɕ-i-jok (3), j-i-jo̥k (1PI), o-j-i-jo̥k (1PE), a-hokɨ-lo (2P),
                 o-ɕ-i-jok (3P), d-i-jo̥k (3.IRLS) ‘to frighten’108

       e. t-i-jokõr (1S), a-hakõr (2S), ɕ-i-jokõr / ɕ-i-jõr (3), j-i-jokõr (1PI), o-j-i-jokõr (1PE),   
                 a-hakõrlo (2P), o-ɕ-i-jokõr (3P), n-i-jokõr / n-i-jo̥kõr (3.IRLS) / o-n̥-ijor (3P.IRLS) 
                 ‘to build, to make’109

       f. t-i-jokorãha (1S), a-hakorãha (2S), ɕ-i-jokorãha (3), j-i-jokorãha / j-i-jorãha (1PI),  
                 o-j-i-jorãha / o-j-i-jokorãha (1PE), a-hakorãha-lo (2S), o-ɕ-i-jokorãha (3P),  

108 Shiyok /ɕijok/ is a variant of chihyok /ʨijo̥k/ (see §5.4.9, ex (26)).
109 Nihyokõr  /nijo̥kõr/ is also used as a variant of  nihyok /nijo̥k/ ‘there is not’ and both forms can 

coincide phonologically.
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                 n-i-jokorãha (3.IRLS) ‘to teach’
       g. t-i-jokos (1S), a-hakos (2S), ɕ-i-jokos (3), j-i-jo̥kos (1PI), o-j-i-jo̥kos (1PE), 
                a-hakos-lo (2P), o-ɕ-i-jokos (3P), d-i-jo̥kos (3.IRLS) ‘to bother’

There is only one verb with the prefix /ɕ/- and thematic /u/: shuu  /ɕuː/ 
(93). This shows the alternation between -/uhu/- and -/uː/-  in the paradigm. 
This  process,  in  which  the  long  vowel  turns  into  two  syllables  with  /h/ 
insertion, is common in Chamacoco, and here takes place in some persons of 
the paradigm (generally in the 1P-person and in the irrealis). The verb  shuu  
/ɕuː/ conveys two meanings: ‘to do, to make’ and ‘to kill’. Each meaning has a 
different form for the 2S-person. Both 2-person forms are irregular. 

When shuu /ɕuː/ means ‘to do, to make’, it is used as a causative verb (see 
§7.3) and can also occur in many verbal periphrases, such as (94), where the 
meaning of the nominal element  ɨbe  is opaque (see also §10.8). The 2-person 
form associated  with  this  meaning  is  uhu,  which is  the  verb  theme  -/uː/, 
-/uhu/.  This  2-person  form  is  clearly  irregular,  because thematic  /u/  is 
preserved.  It  is  the  only  case  in  the  whole  CH  verb  system  where /u/  is 
preserved in the 2-person.110 

The verb shuu /ɕ-uː/ can also mean ‘to kill, to hit, to beat’. When the verb 
conveys this meaning, its 2S-person is  tuk, which is completely irregular and 
should  be considered a suppletion. The verb  shuu  /ɕ-uː/ can also be used in 
verbal periphrases when it means ‘to kill, to hit’, as in (95), but it does not 
occur very frequently. The nominal element of the verbal periphrasis in (95), 
leeych  /leːjʨ/, means ‘sun’ and the meaning of the verbal periphrasis is not 
transparent.

(93) a. t-uː (1S), tuk (2S), ɕ-uː (3), j-u-hu (1PI), o-j-u-hu (1PE), tuk-lo (2P), o-ɕ-uː (3P),
                 d-u-hu (3.IRLS) ‘to kill, to hit, to beat’ 
       b. t-uː (1S), u-hu (2S), ɕ-uː (3), j-u-hu (1PI), o-j-u-hu (1PE), u-hu-lo (2P), o-ɕ-uː (3P), 
                 d-u-hu (3.IRLS) ‘to make, to do’ (used in causative constructions)

(94) a. t-uː ɨbe (1S), u-hu ɨbe (2S), ɕ-uː ɨbe (3), j-u-hu ɨbe (1PI), o-j-u-hu ɨbe (1PE),
                 u-hu-lo ɨbe (2P), o-ɕ-uː ɨbe (3P), d-u-hu ɨbe (3.IRLS) ʻto praise (him/her)’

(95) t-uː leːjʨ (1S), tuk leːjʨ (2S), ɕ-uː leːjʨ (3), j-u-hu leːjʨ (1PI), o-j-u-hu leːjʨ (1PE),
                 tuk-lo leːjʨ (2P), o-ɕ-uː leːjʨ (3P), d-u-hu leːjʨ (3.IRLS) 
110 A similar case is to be observed in the possessive inflection of Chamacoco, see (§10.9).
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                 ‘to fight (against an evil spirit)’ 

After  shuu  /ɕ-uː/, chii  /ʨ-iː/ (96) is  the most frequently  used verb in verbal 
periphrases (97).

(96) t-iː (1S), eːj (2S), ʨ-iː (3), j-iː (1PI), o-j-iː (1PE), eːj-lo (2P), o-ʨ-iː (3P), d-iː (3.IRLS)
                 ‘to do, to make’

(97) t-iː p-abej (1S), eːj a-bej (2S), ʨiː l-a-bey (3), j-iː ejok a-bey (1PI),
                 o-j-iː õrjok a-bej (1PE), eːj-lo olak abej (2P), o-ʨ-iː l-abe-j (3P), d-iː labej (3.IRLS)  
                 ‘to get married’ (with a man) (lit. ‘to let someone be someone else’s husband’)

§5.4.15 Other irregularities

The verbs in (98) and (99) have a peculiarity in the 1-person singular and 
plural, because the prefix is followed by the sequence -/ij/-, not to be found in 
the rest of the paradigm. It could be an insertion, because it looks like the 
epenthetic  -/Vk/- which characterizes the 1S-prefix  /tVk/-, but -/ij/- is  also 
inserted in the 1P-person.  One can also surmise that  -/ij/-  was part  of  the 
original  root  and  is  only  preserved  in  the  1-persons.  Note  that  in  (98-99) 
intervocalic /k/ can drop and the syllables -/ka/- (98) and -/kɨ/- (99) are also 
deleted. In (99), when /k/ drops, /ɨ/ assimilates to /a/, so that a long vowel 
/aː/ is originated.

(98) t-i-jakaha / t-i-jaha (1S), a-kaha (2S), ts-a-kaha (3), o-j-i-jakaha / o-j-i-jakaha / 
                  o-j-i-jaha / o-j-a-kaha (1PE), j-i-jakaha / j-a-kaha / j-i-jaha (1PI), 
                  a-kaha-lo (2P), o-ts-akaha (3P), l-a-kaha (3.IRLS) ‘to sit’

(99) t-i-jakɨr (1S), a-kɨr (2S), ts-a-kɨr (3), o-j-i-jakɨr / o-j-i-jaːr (1PE), j-i-jakɨr / j-i-jaːr (1PI),  
                  a-kɨr-lo / a-kɨrɨhɨ-lo / a-kɨrɨ̥-lo (2P), o-ts-a-kɨr (3P), l-a-kɨhɨr (3.IRLS) 
                  ‘to sit down, to rest’

The verb chiwãha /ʨiwãha/ has an irregular 2-person. The 2-vowel is /a/, 
usually associated with a change in the root, as in this case: in the 2-person 
-/nu/- is added to the root after the inflectional vowel /a/.
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(100) t-i-wãha (1S), a-nuwãha (2S), ʨ-i-wãha (3), j-i-wãha (1PI), o-j-i-wãha (1PE), 
                a-nuwãha-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-wãha (3P), n-i-wãha (3.IRLS) ‘to sell’

The verb seta /tseta/ (101) has regular inflection, but alternating forms are 
reported in the 1- and the 2-persons. The second series has thematic /a/ rather 
than /e/ and its forms are probably archaic, because they preserve /k/, which 
tends to drop in an intervocalic context in currently spoken Chamacoco.111 112 

(101) t-e-ta (1S), e-ta (2S), ts-e-ta (3), j-e-ta (1PI), o-j-e-ta (1PE), e-tɨ-lo (2P), o-ts-eta (3P), 
                  d-e-ta (3.IRLS) ‘to greet, to hug’, t-a-kata (1S), a-kɨta / a-kata (2sg), j-a-kata (1PI), 
                  o-j-a-kata (1PE), a-katɨ-lo / a-kata-lo (2P)113

The verb teychɨm /tejʨɨm/ (102) has regular inflection. In the 2-person the 
verb also has the form hmeychɨm /m̥ejʨɨm/,  only  used in imperative contexts 
(in affirmative clauses). Hmey /m̥ej/, a reduced form of hmeychɨm /m̥ejʨɨm/ is 
also to be observed: hmeychɨm wahachaǃ /m̥ejʨɨm wahaʨa/ or hmey wahachaǃ  
/m̥ej wahaʨa/ ‘look thereǃ’.  The initial  /m̥/-  should  be considered a prefix, 
corresponding to  the  rare  Chamacoco  2-prefix /m/-  or  /b/-,  which will  be 
discussed below. About this form, see also (§7.9).

(102) tɨk-e-jʨɨm / tak-a-ʨɨm (1S), e-jʨɨm (2S), t-e-jʨɨm (3), j-e-jʨɨm (1PI), o-j-e-jʨɨm (1PE), 
                e-jeʨɨm-lo (2P), o-t-e-jʨɨm (3P), t-e-jʨɨm (3P) ‘to look at’ (also teːjʨɨm) 
                m̥-e-jʨɨm / m̥ej (2S.IMP) / m̥-e-jʨɨm-lo (2P.IMP) 

In  (103)  the  2-persons  ekushãha  /ekuɕãha/ and ekushãhalo  /ekuɕãhalo/ 
exhibit /u/ in the root, not present in the other forms of the paradigm. It is 
probably copied from thematic /u/.

(103) t-u-kɕãha (1S), e-kuɕãha (2S), ʨ-u-kɕãha (3), j-u-kɕãha (1PI), o-j-u-kɕãha (1PE),  
                e-kuɕãha-lo (2P), o-ʨ-u-kɕãha (3P), d-u-kɕãha (3.IRLS) ‘to fill’

The  verb  chɨpaãsho  /ʨɨpãːɕo/  (104a)  or  chapaãsho  /ʨapãːɕo/  (104b) is 

111 The difference in the thematic vowel between the different forms of seta is not surprising, because, 
as will be shown comparing Chamacoco with Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco (§7.2.8, §14.3.9), CH /e/ 
and /a/ often have the same origin and generally correspond to AY and A.Z /a/.

112 About the apocope of -/k/, cf. §13.7.3.
113 On this verb, see also Sequera (2009: 1016). 
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characterized by two alternative thematic vowels, /ɨ/ (104a) and /a/ (104b).

(104) a. t-ɨ-pãːɕo (1S), e-pãːɕo (2S), ʨ-ɨ-pãːɕo (3), j-ɨ-pãːɕo (1PI), o-j-ɨ-pãːɕo (1PE), 
                  e-pãːɕɨ-lo / e-pãːɕ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-pãːɕo (3P), d-ɨ-pãːɕo (3.IRLS) 
                  ‘to fold; to make someone sleep’
         b. t-a-pãːɕo (1S), a-pãːɕo (2S), ʨ-a-pãːɕo (3), j-a-pãːɕo (1PI), o-j-a-pãːɕo (1PE), 
                 a-pãːɕɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-a-pãːɕo (3P), d-a-pãːɕo (3.IRLS) 
                  ‘to fold; to make someone sleep’

§5.4.16 Metathesis in prefixal verbs

Metathesis occurs in the 2-person of some verbs. /r/ is moved before /h/ in 
the 2-person and the result  of  /r/ + /h/ is  /r/̥.114 The devoicing of  /r/ if 
followed by /h/ is to be found when an intermediate sound, such as /o/ in 
(105), is deleted. In (105a) and (106) all persons also show a variant with /r/̥.

(105) a.  t-a-hɨrm (1S), a-rɨ̥m (2S), ts-a-hɨrm (3), j-a-hɨrm (1PI), o-j-a-hɨrm (1PE),
                 a-rɨ̥mɨ-lo / a-rɨ̥m-lo (2P), o-ts-a-hɨrm (3P), n-a-hɨrm (3.IRLS) ‘to deny, to prohibit’ 
                 Also the following forms are reported: t-ã-rɨ̥m (1S), ts-ã-rɨ̥m (3), j-ã-rɨ̥m (1PI), 
                 o-j-ã-rɨ̥m (1PE), o-ts-ã-rɨ̥m (3P)
         b. tok-o-hɨrm (1S), o-rɨ̥m (2S), t-o-hɨrm (3), j-o-hɨrm (1PI), o-j-o-hɨrm (1PE), 
                  o-rɨ̥m-lo (2P), o-t-o-hɨrm (3P), t-o-hɨrm (3.IRLS) ‘to submerge; to tame’

(106) t-o-bɨroho / t-o-bɨro̥ (1S), a-bɨroho / a-bɨro̥ (2S), ʨ-o-bɨroho  / ʨ-o-bɨro̥ (3), 
                 j-o-bɨroho / j-o-bɨro̥ (1PI), o-j-o-bɨroho (1PE), a-bɨroho-lo / a-bɨhɨr-lo / 
                 a-bɨro̥-lo (2P), ʨ-o-bɨroho  / ʨ-o-bɨro̥ (3P), d-o-bɨroho / d-o-bɨro̥ (3.IRLS) 
                 ‘to break; to drive, to pilot; to have stomach pains’ (also: tsobɨro̥/ tsobɨroho)

§5.4.17 /d/-verbs

The following subclass includes verbs whose 3-prefix is /d/-, /l/-, /n/- or 
/j/-.  These  prefixal  verbs  will  be  called  /d/-verbs.  /d/-  and  /l/- are  free 
allomorphs  in  word-initial  position  (107-114),  while  /n/- is  the  nasalized 
counterpart of  /d/- or  /l/- and its presence depends on nasal harmony (this 
114 In the orthography <rh> indicates /r̥/, the outcome of /r/ + /h/, but not /rh/, which is not to be 

found in Chamacoco.
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prefix only occurs in (115)). The verb yana /jana/ (116) is the only one to take 
the prefix /j/- in the 3-person. This verb has been placed in the group of /d/-
verbs because it has the same morphological properties of the latter verbs. /d/-
verbs present no morphological opposition between realis and irrealis in the 3-
person. The 3-prefix /d/- is used to form the irrealis of /ʨ/- and /ts/-verbs. It is 
thus plausible to suppose that in these verbs the original form for the 3-realis 
was  replaced  by  the  irrealis.  The  1S-person  takes  the  prefix  /tVk/-.  The 
thematic vowel follows the same rules as in prefixal verbs. Yana /jana/ shows 
an irregularity in the vocalic pattern, because the 3-vowel is /a/, while the 1-
vowel is /i/. The latter is the original thematic vowel (on this verb, see also 
§7.6 and §10.5). The verb debuhu exhibits the 1S-vowel /a/.

(107) tak-a-le (1S), a-le (2S), d-a-le (3), j-a-le (1PI), o-j-ale (1PE), a-lɨ-lo / a-le-lo (2P), 
                o-d-ale (3P), d-a-le (3.IRLS) ‘to go quickly to’ 

(108) tak-a-liː (1S), a-liː (2S), d-a-liː (3), j-a-liː (1PI), o-j-aliː (1PE), a-liː-lo (2P), o-d-aliː (3P), 
                d-a-liː (3.IRLS) ‘to stretch’

(109) tak-a-buhu (1S), e-buhu (2S), d-e-buhu (3), j-e-buhu (1PI), o-j-e-buhu (1PE), 
                e-buhu-lo (2P), o-d-ebuhu (3P) d-e-buhu (3.IRLS) ‘to live’ 115

(110) tok-o-hɨr (1S), o-hɨr (2S), d-o-hɨr (3), j-o-hɨr (1PI), o-j-o-hɨr (1PE), o-hɨr-lo (2P), 
                o-d-ohɨr (3P), d-o-hɨr (3.IRLS) ‘to go up’

(111) tuk-u-ra (1S), e-ra (2S), d-u-ra (3), j-u-ra (1PI), o-j-u-ra (1PE), e-r-lo (2P), o-d-u-ra (3P), 
                d-u-ra (3.IRLS) ‘to feel like (something)/(doing something)’

(112) tɨk-ɨ-rk (1S), e-rk (2S), d-ɨ-rk (3), j-ɨ-rk (1PI), o-j-ɨ-rk (1PE), e-rkɨ-lo (2P), o-d-ɨ-rk (3P), 
                d-ɨ-rk (3.IRLS) ‘to walk’

(113) tok-o-ta (1S), o-ta (2S), l-o-ta (3), j-o-ta (1PI), o-j-o-ta (1PE), o-tɨ-lo / o-ta-lo (2P), 
                o-l-o-ta (3P), l-o-ta (3.IRLS) ‘to play’

(114) tok-o-ter (1S), o-ter (2S), l-o-ter (3), j-o-ter (1PI), o-j-o-ter (1PE), o-ter-lo (2P), 
                o-l-oter (3P), l-o-ter (3.IRLS) ‘to make fun of somebody, something’

(115) tɨk-ɨ-na (1S), e-na (2S), n-ɨ-na (3), j-ɨna (1PI), o-j-ɨ-na (1PE), e-nɨ-lo (2P), 
115 Note that the 1-person  takabuhu  cannot reduce to  tɨkɨbuhu  according to the informants, because 

otherwise it coincides with the 1-person of tɨbuhu ‘to yawn; to lick’.
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                o-n-ɨ-na (3P), n-ɨ-na (3.IRLS) ‘to thank’ (also: n-ɨ-ne (3))

(116) tɨk-i-na (1S), a-na (2S), j-a-na (3), j-i-na (1P), o-j-i-na (1PE), a-nɨ-lo (2P), o-j-ana (3P),
                j-a-na (3.IRLS) ‘to laugh’116

Note that in /d/-verbs the 3-person initial-consonant gives no indication about 
the inflectional class, because the 3-person begins with /n/-, /j/- or /d/- and 
the 3-person of radical verbs can begin with one of these consonants too.

§5.5 Thematic verbs

In §5.5 and §5.6 verbs belonging to the second macro-class,  that is  the 
thematic and radical verbs, are discussed. These verb classes only include a few 
elements,  but  show  many  irregularities.  Section  §5.5.1  briefly  introduces 
thematic  verbs.  According  to  the  3-vowel,  thematic  verbs  are  divided  into: 
thematic verbs in /i/- (§5.5.2), thematic verbs in /u/- (§5.5.5) and thematic 
verbs in /ɨ/- (§5.5.6). Thematic verbs in /i/- are divided into two subgroups 
(§5.5.3,  §5.5.4).  The  vocalic  patterns  of  thematic  verbs  are  summarized  in 
(§5.5.7). Thematic verbs have four ways to form the irrealis (§5.5.8).

§5.5.1 General characteristics of thematic verbs

Thematic  verbs  present  the  3-person  without  any  personal  prefix.  Only 
high vowels are observed in the 3-person: /i/ - /u/ - /ɨ/. Although these verbs 
are called thematic verbs, the vowel which fills the slot of the thematic vowel 
is  not  always the original  thematic  vowel,  which is  often overwritten by a 
prefix vowel or has undergone a change. This is also true of the inflectional 
class  of  thematic  verbs  in  Ancient  Zamuco  and  of  thematic  nouns  in  the 
Zamucoan languages.

Thematic verbs generally take the prefix /tVk/- in the 1S-person and show 
the opposition realis vs. irrealis in the 3-person. They have, however, different 
ways to form the irrealis.  Thematic verbs show a peculiarity in the 3P-person, 

116 According to the informants, among these two verbs there is also a difference concerning the accent 
[tɨkɨ'naˀ] ‘to thank’ (1S) [tɨ'kinaˀ] ‘to laugh’ (1S), [jɨ'naˀ] ‘to thank’ (1P) ['jinaˀ] ‘to laugh’ (1P).
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where  the  prefix  /o/-  usually  overwrites  the  high  3-vowel (with  some 
exceptions in which the vowel is preserved after the prefix). This group exhibits 
many  irregularities  which  will  be  discussed  below in  detail. The  following 
examples list all thematic verbs found in Chamacoco. 

§5.5.2 Thematic verbs in /i/-

The largest group of thematic verbs is represented by verbs with /i/ as 3-
vowel. These can be divided into two subgroups, differing in: (1) The 1-vowel: 
(2) The morphology of the irrealis; (3) The 2-vowel and the alternation of the 
root-initial consonant; (4) The frequency of other irregularities.  

   
§5.5.3 The first subgroup of thematic verbs in /i/-

The first subgroup consists of verbs beginning with /ije/-, /ijo/- or /iju/- in 
the 3-person. These verbs are more regular than those of the second subgroup. 
In the 3P-person, thematic /i/ is always overwritten by the prefix /o/-. The 1-
vowel is always /i/. The 1S-prefix can be /t/- or /tVk/-, where V is /ɨ/ (as in 
prefixal  verbs  with  thematic  /i/)  but  can  also  be  /i/.  These  prefixes  can 
alternate  in  the  same verb.  The 2-vowel  is  always  /a/,  so that  the  vocalic 
pattern of these verbs is /i/-/a/-/i/, which is very regular. As in prefixal verbs 
with thematic /i/, the presence of /a/ in the 2-person is associated with root 
allomorphy.  Root-initial  /j/  corresponds  to  /l/  in  the  2-person,  which  can 
nasalize into /n/ (122). In the irrealis, the thematic vowel drops and this form 
begins with /ts/, which looks like a prefix, but in fact stems from root-initial 
/j/. The irrealis coincides with the root and /j/ turns into /ts/ word-initially. 
The comparison with the other Zamucoan languages will confirm it (see §7.7). 
The  following  vowel  is  the  first  root-vowel  and  can  undergo  some 
adaptations: /e/ of iyem /ijem/ (122) lengthens in seem /tseːm/ (122) and /u/ 
in iyuwe /ijuwe/ turns into /o/ in sowe /tsowe/ (123).

(117) t-i-jeːbe / tɨk-i-jeːbe (1S), a-leːbe (2S), i-jeːbe (3), j-i-jeːbe (1PI), o-j-i-jeːbe (1PE), 
                 a-leːbɨ-lo / a-leːbe-lo (2P), o-jeːbe (3P), tseːbe (3.irsl)  ‘to guide’
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(118) t-i-jehe / tɨk-i-jehe (1S), a-lehe (2S), i-jehe (3), j-i-jehe (1PI), o-j-i-jehe (1PE), 
                 a-lehe-lo (2P), o-j-ehe (3P), tsehe (3.IRLS) ‘to stop’

(119) t-i-jehet / tik-i-jehet / tɨk-i-jehet (1S), a-lehet (2S), i-jehet (3), j-i-jehet (1PI),     
                  o-j-i-jehet (1PE), a-lehetɨ-lo / a-lehet-lo (2P), o-jehet (3P), tsehet  (3.IRLS) 
                  ‘to stand, to stand up’

(120) t-i-jehi ̃(1S), a-lehi ̃(2S), i-jehi ̃(3), j-i-jehi ̃(1PI), o-j-i-jehi ̃(1PE), a-lehi-̃lo (2P), 
                  o-jehi ̃(3P) ‘not to reach’117 

(121) tɨk-i-jo (1S), a-lo (2S), i-jo (3), j-i-jo (1P), o-j-i-jo (1PE), a-lɨ-lo / a-lo-lo (2P), 
                  o-jo (3P), tso (3.IRLS) ‘to jump; to fly’

(122) t-i-jem / tik-i-jem / tɨk-i-jem (1S), a-nem (2S), i-jem (3), j-i-jem (1PI), o-j-i-jem (1PE), 
                  a-nem-lo / a-nemɨ-lo (2P), o-jem (3P), tseːm (3.IRLS) ‘to wait’

(123) tɨk-i-juwe (1S), a-luwe (2S), i-juwe (3), j-i-juwe (1PI), o-j-i-juwe (1PE), a-luwe-lo / 
                  a-luwɨ-lo (2P), o-juwe (3P), tsowe (3.IRLS) ‘to exceed, to overtake’ 
        Reduced forms: tɨk-i-ju (1S), a-lu (2S), i-ju (3), j-i-ju (1PI), o-j-i-ju (1PE), a-lu-lo (2P),118 
                   o-ju (3P), tso (3.IRLS) ‘to exceed, to overtake’

There  is  also  an  irregular  verb  which  should  be  added  to  this  group, 
ihnɨmich /in̥ɨmiʨ/ (124) ‘to go down, to come down’. It is a compound formed 
by a verb  belonging to this group, probably  iyo  /ijo/ ‘to jump’, and  hnɨmich  
/n̥ɨmiʨ/ ‘earth, ground’. If so, the verbs would literally mean ‘to jump to the 
ground’.  The second syllable of  iyo  /ijo/, /jo/ or /lo/,  has been lost in the 
whole paradigm, with the exception of the 3P-person, where only final /o/ has 
been lost, and the irrealis, where so /tso/ is preserved in sohnɨmich /tson̥ɨmiʨ/. 
Note,  however, that the 3-realis of this verb also tends to be used in irrealis 
contexts.

117 I  have  not  been able  to  observe the irrealis  form of  this  verb,  because  in  irrealis  contexts  (in 
particular after negation) the positive form of its antonym, terɨhɨ ‘not to reach’, is used.

118 According  to  the  speakers,  the  form  alɨlo  cannot  be  used  for  the  2P-person,  because  it  would 
coincide with the 2P-person of iyo /ijo/ ‘to jump; to fly’ (121).
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(124) tɨk-i-n̥ɨmiʨ / tik-i-n̥ɨmiʨ (1S), a-n̥ɨmiʨ (2S), i-n̥ɨmiʨ (3), j-i-n̥ɨmiʨ (1PI), 
                  o-j-i-n̥ɨmiʨ (1PE), a-n̥ɨmiʨ-lo (2P), o-j-n̥ɨmiʨ (3P), i-n̥ɨmiʨ / tsonɨ̥miʨ (3.IRLS) 
                  ‘to go down, to come down’ 

§5.5.4 The second subgroup of thematic verbs in /i/-

Most of these verbs have /o/ as 1-vowel. In iim /iːm/ (133) and iỹa /ij̃a/ 
(135), however, the 1P-vowel is /u/. In  iỹa /ij̃a/ (135) the forms yũya /jũja/ 
and  oyũya /ojũja/ in  the  1P-person  alternate  with  the  irregular  1P-persons 
yukwiỹa /jukwij̃a/ and oyukwiỹa /ojukwij̃a/. In iim /iːm/ (133), the 1P-person 
is irregular: yukwim /jukwim/ (1PI), oyukwim /ojukwim/ (1PE).

In (127) /e/ is also observed as 1-vowel. In the 3P-person thematic /i/ can 
be overwritten by the prefix /o/. Nevertheless, in some verbs the 3-vowel /i/ is 
preserved in the 3P-person form (127, 131-134). 

Verbs belonging to this subgroup generally have a 3-person root which is 
different from the rest  of  the paradigm (including the irrealis).  For reasons 
which will become clear comparing thematic verbs with prefixal verbs, such 
root allomorphy is somehow correlated with the presence of the 2-vowel /a/. 

Verbs with 3-person root-initial /ʨ/ have /ts/ in the rest of the paradigm 
(125),  (126),  (128),  including  the  2-person  which  shows  the  inflectional 
vowel /a/. The same alternation between /ʨ/ and /ts/ is also found in prefixal 
verbs with /i/ as 3-vowel and /a/ in the 2-person (§5.4.9), but in such case 
root-initial  /ts/  only  occurs  in  the  2-person.  In  (129-131),  3-person  root-
initial /j/̥ corresponds to /l/̥ in the rest of the paradigm. In (132) and (136) 
there is  nasalization,  so that  /j/̥  and /j/ in the 3-person correspond to /n̥/ 
and /n/ in the rest of the paradigm. Note that in (129), (131-132) and (136) 
the 2-vowel is /a/. A very similar alternation is observed in prefixal verbs with 
the 3-vowel /i/ and the 2-vowel /a/, which present root-initial /l/ in the 2-
person and /j/ in the rest of the paradigm (§5.4.9). Note that there are no 
prefixal  verbs with root-initial  /j/̥  and for  this reason there are no prefixal 
verbs  with  the  3-vowel  /i/  and  the  2-vowel  /a/  where  root-initial  /j/̥ 
corresponds to /l/̥ or /n̥/ in the 2-person.

In conclusion,  the presence of  /a/ in the 2-person correlates with root-
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allomorphy in both prefixal and thematic verbs.  Both groups have different 
root in the 3-person and the 2-person, but in prefixal verbs the rest  of the 
paradigm presents the 3-person root, while in thematic verbs it presents the 2-
person  root.119 Verbs  with  the  2-vowel  /e/  do  not  present  consonantal 
alternation in the root (134, 135). The only exception is represented by  ih̃i  
(127), where root-initial /h/ in the 3-person corresponds to /j/̥ in the rest of 
the paradigm. Iim /iːm/ (133) shows the 2-vowel /o/, also to be found in the 
1S-person and the irrealis, which is the original thematic vowel. In iin /iːn/ and 
iim /iːm/ the 3-vowel /i/ turns into /j/ and occurs after the thematic vowel in 
the whole paradigm (except in the irregular 1P-persons yukwim /jukwim/ and 
oyukwim /ojukwim/ (133)). The verbs iim /iːm/ (133) and iỹa /ij̃a/ (135) have 
irregular forms for the 2-persons:  moym /mojm/ (2S),  moymlo  /mojmlo/ (2P) 
and  meỹa  (2S)  /meja/,  meỹlo  /mejlo/  (2P).  The  initial  /m/-  should  be 
considered a 2-prefix. The verbs iim /iːm/ (133) and iỹa /ij̃a/ (135) share thus 
two irregularities: both verbs have epenthetic -/kw/- in the 1P-person, which is 
the relic of the Proto-Zamuco plural suffix (see §7.9), and the prefix /m/- in the 
2-person.  These  features  are  very  interesting  if  compared  with  the  verb 
morphology of the other Zamucoan languages, as will  be shown in §7.9. In 
particular, the 2-prefix /m/- finds its devoiced counterpart in the prefix /m̥/ of 
hmeychɨm /m̥ejʨɨm/. The difference between /m/- and /m̥/- is that the latter 
prefix is only used in irrealis contexts.

The irrealis  is  obtained by means of  the prefix /d/- or  /l/-,  which can 
nasalize into /n/-, as in prefixal verbs. The thematic vowel is /o/. In the irrealis 
of iim /iːm/ (133) and iin /iːn/ (134) the 3-vowel is preserved, as in the other 
forms of the paradigm, so that the irrealis is not unexpected, while in ih̃i (127) 
the irrealis is noyhi /nojhi/. This could be related to the fact that in ih̃i  (127) 
the 3-vowel /i/ is not overwritten by the prefix /o/- in the 3P-person. Note, 
however, that not all verbs preserving the 3-vowel /i/ in the 3P-person also 
preserve this vowel in the irrealis: ihyo /ijo̥/ (131) and ihyõk /ijõ̥k/ (132), for 
instance, have the irrealis forms dohlo /dolo̥/ (131) and nohnok /non̥ok/ (132).

119 Excluding thematic verbs in /ije/-, /ijo/- or /iju/- (§5.5.3), which in this respect behave like prefixal 
verbs.
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(125) tok-o-tsa (1S), a-tsa (2S), i-ʨa (3), j-o-tsa (1PI), o-j-o-tsa (1PE), a-tsa-lo / a-tsɨ-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨa (3P), l-o-tsa (3.IRLS) ‘to lay’  

(126) tok-o-tsehe (1S), a-tsehe (2S), i-ʨehe (3), j-o-tsehe (1PI), o-j-o-tsehe (1PE), 
                  a-tsehe-lo (2P), o-ʨehe (3P), l-o-tsehe (3.IRLS) ‘not to do something well’

(127) tok-õ-ji̥ / tok-e-̃ji̥ (1S), e-̃ji̥ (2S), i-̃hi (3), j-õ-ji̥ / j-e-̃ji̥ (1PI), o-j-õ-ji̥ / o-j-e-̃ji̥ (1PE), 
                  e-hi-̃lo (2P), õ-j-ji̥ (3P), n-õj-hi (3.IRLS) ‘to get married’ (used with ahɨr)

(128) tok-o-tso (1S), a-tso (2S), i-ʨo (3), j-o-tso (1PI), o-j-otso (1PE), a-tsɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨo (3P),  
                  l-o-tso (3.IRLS) ‘to throw, to shoot’ 

(129) tok-o-lḁ (1S), a-lḁ (2S), i-jḁ (3), j-o-lḁ (1PI), o-j-o-lḁ (1PE), a-lɨ̥-lo / a-lḁ-lo (2P), 
                  o-jḁ (3P), d-o-lḁ (3.IRLS) ‘to kill, to hit the centre of (with a gun)’

(130) tok-o-le̥ (1S), a-le̥ (2S), i-je̥ (3), j-o-le̥ (1PI), o-j-o-le̥ (1PE), a-lɨ̥-lo / a-le̥-lo (2P), 
                  o-je̥ (3P), d-o-le̥ (3.IRLS) ‘to be in mourning’

(131) tok-o-lo̥ (1S), a-lo̥ (2S), i-jo̥ (3), j-o-lo̥ (1PI), o-j-o-lo̥ (1PE), a-lɨ̥-lo / a-lo̥-lo (2P), 
                 o-j-jo̥ (3P), d-o-lo̥ (3.IRLS) ‘to cut’

(132) tok-o-n̥ok (1S), a-n̥ok (2S), i-jõ̥k (3), j-o-n̥ok (1PI), o-j-o-n̥ok (1PE), a-n̥õkɨ-lo / 
                 a-n̥õk-lo (2P), õ-j-jo̥k (3P), n-o-n̥ok (3.IRLS) ‘to carry something on the shoulder’ 

(133) tok-oj-m (1S), m-oj-m (2S), iː-m (3), j-u-kwim (1PI), o-j-u-kwim (1PE), m-oj-m-lo (2P),  
                 oj-m (3P), n-oj-m (3.IRLS) ‘to leave’ 

(134) tok-oj-n (1S), eːj-n (2S), iː-n (3), j-oj-n (1PI), o-j-oj-n (1PE), eːj-nɨ-lo (2P), o-j-n (3P), 
                 n-oj-n (3.IRLS) ‘to swallow’ 

(135) tok-õ-ja (1S), m-e-̃ja (2S), i-̃ja (3), j-u-kwij̃a / j-ũ-ja (1PI), o-j-u-kwij̃a / o-j-ũ-ja (1PE),  
                 j-õ-j-lo [ɲojlo] (1PI.GP), m-e-̃j-lo (2P), õ-ja (3P), n-o-ja (3.IRLS) ‘to accompany’

(136) tok-o-naha (1S), a-naha (2S), i-jãha (3), j-o-naha (1PI), o-j-o-naha (1PE), 
                 a-naha-lo (2P), o-jãha (3P), n-o-naha (3.IRLS) ‘to wear; to travel by; to ride’
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§5.5.5 Thematic verbs in /u/- 

The thematic verbs in (137) and (138) have the 3-vowel /u/.  The vocalic 
pattern is here /u/-/a/-/u/. The 2-vowel is /a/, while it is /e/ in prefixal verbs 
with the 3-vowel /u/. The 1S-prefix is /tVk/-, as expected. Umo also shows the 
alternation between tukumo and tokomo in the 1S-person, where /u/ can turn 
into /o/. The verb umo conveys two meanings, ‘to sleep’ and ‘to see’, each one 
with a different form for the irrealis.  The irrealis  form of ‘to sleep’  is  umo, 
coinciding  with  the  3-realis,  while  the  irrealis  form of  ‘to  see’  takes  the 
prefix /n/- and the  3.IRLS-vowel /o/:  nomo. Also the verb  uushɨ  /uː-ɕɨ/ takes 
the 3.IRLS-vowel /o/ (a short vowel instead of the 3-vowel /uː/) but presents 
the prefix /ʨ/- in the irrealis form choshɨ /ʨoɕɨ/.120 

(137) tok-o-mo / tuk-u-mo (1S), a-mo (2S), u-mo (3), j-u-mo (1PI), o-j-u-mo (1PE), 
                    a-m-lo (2P), o-mo (3P) ‘to sleep; to see’  

           ‘to sleep’ ---> u-mo (3.IRLS), o-mo (3P.IRLS)
           ‘to see’ ---> n-o-mo (3.IRLS), o-n-o-mo (3.IRLS)         

(138) tuk-uː-ɕɨ (1S), aː-ɕi (2S), uː-ɕɨ (3), j-uː-ɕɨ (1PI), o-j-uː-ɕɨ (1PE), aː-ɕɨ-lo (2P), oː-ɕi (3P), 
                    ʨ-o-ɕɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to run’  

§5.5.6 Thematic verbs in /ɨ/- 

There are a few verbs (139-143) with /ɨ/ as 3-vowel. These verbs have /a/ 
(140, 142, 143) or /e/ (139, 141) as 2-vowel. Here root-initial /ɕ/ in the 3-
person corresponds to /s/ in the rest of the paradigm, including the 2-person. 
The consonantal alternation between /ɕ/ and /s/ in root-initial position is also 
to be found in prefixal verbs with the 3-vowel /i/ and the 2-vowel /a/. Such 
verbs present root-initial /s/ in the 2-person and /ɕ/ in the rest of the paradigm 
(§5.4.9). For this reason, also in (142, 143) one may surmise that the presence 
of the 2-vowel /a/ is associated with root-allomorphy. By contrast, if the 2-

120 Probably owing to the fact that the irrealis  choshɨ  /ʨoɕɨ/ cannot be automatically traced back to 
uushɨ /uːɕɨ/, sometimes the 3-realis uushɨ also tends to be used in irrealis contexts, although choshɨ is 
still preferred.
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vowel  is  /e/,  rather  than  /a/,  root-initial  /ɕ/  is  observed  in  the  whole 
paradigm. The verb ɨshɨ /ɨɕɨ/ (141), from which ɨshɨm /ɨɕɨm/ (142) and ɨshɨmɨhɨ  
/ɨɕɨmɨhɨ/ (143) derive, exhibits the 2-vowel /e/. No consonantal alternation 
occurs in ɨshɨ /ɨɕɨ/, while it occurs in ɨshɨm /ɨɕɨm/ (142) and ɨshɨmɨhɨ /ɨɕɨmɨhɨ/ 
(143), which present /a/ in the 2-person. Note, however, that in prefixal verbs 
with  the  3-vowel  /ɨ/,  the  2-vowel  /a/  is  rare  and  is  not  related  to  root 
allomorphy in the root (see §5.4.8). The presence of /a/ in ɨmehe is functional 
to distinguish this verb from  tɨmehe  ʻto depend, to followʼ, which has the 2-
person emehe.121

The  1S-prefix  is  /tVk/- in  all  verbs  and  the  1-thematic-vowel  is  /o/, 
excluding (140), in which the thematic vowel is /ɨ/. These characteristics are 
also shared by the second subgroup of thematic verbs in /i/- (see §5.5.4). The 
second vowel of the verb ɨhɨ (139) always assimilates the first root-vowel.122 In 
the 3P-person,  the  3-vowel  is  usually  overwritten by the prefix /o/-. As in 
thematic verbs in /i/-, the irrealis has thematic /o/ in all verbs, with the only 
exception of ɨmehe (where /ɨ/ is preserved). The prefix is generally /d/- or /n/-, 
depending on nasalization. In  ɨshɨm /ɨɕɨm/ (142) and  ɨshɨmɨhɨ /ɨɕɨmɨhɨ/ (143) 
the prefix is /d/-, because /ɕ/ tends to block nasalization.  Although the verb 
ɨmehe (140) has an irrealis form, its 3-realis can also be used in irrealis contexts 
(see also (137) and (138)).  Note that the 1-person of  ɨmehe  (140) cannot be 
tɨmehe, which is the 3-person of the verb tɨmehe ‘to depend, to follow’.

(139) tok-o-ho (1S), e-he (2S), ɨ-hɨ (3), j-o-ho (1PI), o-j-o-ho (1PE), e-he-lo (2P), o-ho (3P), 
                   d-o-ho (3.IRLS) ‘to drink’

(140) tɨk-ɨ-mehe (1S), a-mehe (2S), ɨ-mehe (3), j-ɨ-mehe (1PI), o-j-ɨ-mehe (1PE), 
                   a-mehe-lo (2P), o-mehe (3P), ɨ-mehe / n-ɨ-mehe  (3.IRLS) ‘to squash, to crush’

(141) tok-o-ɕɨ (1S), e-ɕɨ (2S), ɨ-ɕɨ (3), j-o-ɕɨ (1PI), o-j-o-ɕɨ (1PE), e-ɕɨ-lo (2P), o-ɕɨ (3), 
                   d-o-ɕɨ (3.IRLS) ‘pay, to give’

(142) tok-o-sim (1S), a-sɨm (2S), ɨ-ɕɨm (3), j-o-sɨm (1PI), o-j-osɨm (1PE), a-sɨm-lo (2P), 
                   o-ɕɨm (3P), d-o-sɨm (3.IRLS) ‘to give to’

(143) tok-o-sɨmɨhɨ (1S), a-sɨmɨhɨ (2S), ɨ-ɕɨmɨhɨ (3), j-o-sɨmɨhɨ (1PI), o-j-o-sɨmɨhɨ (1PE), 

121 However, the 1-persons of ɨmehe and tɨmehe coincide.
122 Vocalic assimilation in Chamacoco occurs very frequently when two vowels are separated by /h/.
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                   a-sɨmɨhɨ-lo (2P), o-ɕɨmɨhɨ (3P), d-o-sɨmɨhɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to give (as a present)’

§5.5.7 The vocalic patterns of thematic verbs

The vocalic patterns of the thematic verbs are summarized in the following 
table. The vocalic patterns reported below with the 1-vowel /o/ are not to be 
observed in prefixal verbs.  When the thematic vowel is  /u/, thematic verbs 
show the 2-vowel /a/, while prefixal verbs have /e/. /ɨ/-/a/-/ɨ/ is rare among 
both prefixal and thematic verbs.

Table 5.3. Vocalic patterns of Chamacoco thematic verbs
1 2 3 Examples
i a i (117-123)
o a i (125-126, 128-132, 

136)
o e i (127, 134, 135)
o o i (133)
o a u (137)
u a u (137, 138)
o a ɨ (142, 143)
o e ɨ (139, 141)
ɨ a ɨ (140)

§5.5.8 The irrealis form

Thematic verbs are characterized by five ways to form the 3-irrealis, which 
can:

(1) coincide with the 3-realis;
(2) coincide with the verb root, whose root-initial /j/ turns into /ts/;
(3) take the prefix /d/- and the 3.IRLS-vowel /o/;
(4) take the prefix /ʨ/- and the 3.IRLS-vowel /o/.
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Such variability cannot be found in any other inflectional class of Chamacoco 
verbs. The most frequently used ways to form the irrealis are (2) and (3). Also 
prefixal verbs use the prefix /d/- for the irrealis, but show the same vowel as 
the 3-realis. (2) and (4) are only to be observed in thematic verbs,  and (4) is 
only found in one verb.

§5.6 Radical verbs

In radical verbs, the 3-person consists of the mere root. This class includes 
few  verbs,  showing  many  irregularities  which  will  be  discussed  in  detail. 
Radical  verbs  will  be  organized  and  discussed  according  to  the  root-initial 
consonant in the 3-person. One can distinguish radical verbs beginning with: 
bilabial  consonant  (§5.6.1),  /k/-  (§5.6.2),  /n/-  (§5.6.3), /n̥/  and /m/- 
(§5.6.4), /t/- (§5.6.5) and /j/ (§5.6.6). The vocalic patterns of radical verbs are 
irregular and will be summarized in (§5.6.7).

In radical verbs the inflectional vowel is usually a high vowel in the 1-
person (the most frequent is /ɨ/) and /a/ or /e/ in the 2-person. The 1-vowel 
and the 2-vowel can harmonize to the original first root-vowel and are often 
unpredictable. The difference between /a/ and /e/ in the 2-person does not 
correlate with the presence of consonantal alternation in the root. 

The 1-prefix is in most cases  /tVk/- but /t/- can also be used. It is  not 
possible to predict whether /t/- or  /tVk/- is  used.  Radical  verbs present no 
morphological distinction between realis and irrealis in the 3-person. 

Root-initial  consonants can undergo fortition in the 3-person. There are 
historical-comparative reasons (not discussed here) to surmise that in this class 
of verbs the original first root-vowel is preserved in the 3-person, but it often 
reduces to /ɨ/ or deletes in the rest of the paradigm (see also §10.6). These 
morphophonological  processes  are  unpredictable  and  will  be  discussed  in 
detail. The 3P-person shares the same features as the 3-person. 
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§5.6.1 Radical verbs beginning with bilabial consonants (/b/- or /p/-)

In beshɨ /beɕɨ/ (144) the first root-vowel /e/ in the 3-person reduces to /ɨ/ 
in the rest of the paradigm. The 1-vowel and the 2-vowel (/e/) harmonize to 
the 3-person first root-vowel. The verb beshɨ /beɕɨ/ is generally observed with 
the preposition =/ɨhɨ/ (beshɨhɨ  /beɕɨhɨ/). Nowadays this verb is rarely used, 
because the Spanish loan kay /kaj/ (cf. Spanish caer ‘to fall’) is preferred.  

(144) t-e-bɨɕɨ (1S), e-bɨɕɨ (2S), Ø-Ø-beɕɨ (3), j-e-bɨɕɨ (1PI), o-j-e-bɨɕɨ (1PE), e-bɨɕɨ-lo (2P), 
                   o-beɕɨ (3P), Ø-Ø-beɕɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to fall’ 

Root-initial /b/ turns into /p/ in the 3-person of the verbs pota (145) and 
poter (146). The 3-person first root-vowel /o/ reduces to /ɨ/ in the rest of the 
paradigm (as in (144)). The 1-thematic-vowel /o/ harmonizes to the  original 
first root-vowel /o/. The 2-vowel is /a/.

(145) t-o-bɨta (1S), a-bɨta (2S), Ø-Ø-pota (3), j-o-bɨta (1PI), o-j-o-bɨta (1PE), a-bɨta-lo / 
                   a-bɨtɨ-lo / a-bɨt-lo (2P), o-pota (3P), Ø-Ø-pota (3.IRLS) ‘to envy, to lust after’

(146) t-o-bɨter (1S), a-bɨter (2S), Ø-Ø-poter (3), j-o-bɨter (1PI), o-j-o-bɨter (1PE), a-bɨter-lo (2P), 
                   o-poter (3P), Ø-Ø-poter (3.IRLS) ‘to scold’

Needless to say, word-initial /p/ in the 3-person is not due to fortition in (147-
149). These  verbs  show the  2-vowel  /a/.  In  (150)  the 3-person  first  root-
vowel /o/ deletes in the rest of the paradigm, where /j/ vocalizes into /i/. The 
1-thematic-vowel is /u/ in (147) and /ɨ/ in (148-150). In (150) /ɨ/ and /u/ 
alternate in the 1P-person.

(147) tuk-u-po (1S), a-po (2S), Ø-Ø-po (3), j-u-po (1PI), o-j-u-po (1PE), a-po-lo / a-pɨ-lo (2P), 
                 o-po (3P), Ø-Ø-po (3.IRLS) ‘to make someone shut up’123

       

(148) tɨk-ɨ-poːk (1S), a-poːk (2S), Ø-Ø-poːk (3), j-ɨ-poːk (1PI), o-j-ɨ-poːk (1PI), a-poːk-lo (2P), 
                 o-poːk (3P), Ø-Ø-poːk (3.IRLS) ‘to be ashamed’

(149) tɨk-ɨ-pwej (1S), a-pwej (2S), Ø-Ø-pwej (3), j-u-pwej (1PI), o-j-u-pwej (1PE), 
                 a-pwej-lo (2P), o-pwej (3P), Ø-Ø-pwej (3.IRLS) ‘to vomit’
123  According to the informants, this verb is rarely used and sapik /tsapik/ is preferred.
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(150) tɨk-ɨ-pim (1S), a-pim (2S), Ø-Ø-pojm (3), j-u-pim / j-ɨ-pim (1PI), o-j-upim / 
                 o-j-ɨ-pim (1PE), a-pim-lo (2P), o-pojm (3P), Ø-Ø-pojm (3.IRLS) ‘to be ashamed’124

§5.6.2 Radical verbs beginning with /k/- 

Root-initial /k/ is preserved in the whole paradigm. The first root-vowel is 
preserved in  the  3-person,  but  reduces  to  /ɨ/  or  deletes in  the  rest  of  the 
paradigm. The first root-vowel /a/ in  kahnɨr  /kan̥ɨr/ reduces  to /ɨ/ in the 1-
persons (151). In keytker̃  /kej̃tker̃/ the 3-person first root-vowel /e/ deletes in 
the rest of the paradigm, where /j/ vocalizes into /i/. 

The thematic vowel of the 1-person is a high vowel: /ɨ/ (151), /i/ (152) 
and  /u/  in  (153).  The  1-vowel  /u/  in  kwita  (153)  is  probably  due  to  the 
influence of the labiovelar /w/ in the root. The 2-vowel can be /e/ (152-153) 
or /a/ (151). In (151) the 2-vowel probably harmonizes to /a/ in the verb root.

(151) t-ɨ-kɨn̥ɨr (1S), a-kan̥ɨr (2S), Ø-Ø-kanɨ̥r (3), j-ɨ-kɨnɨ̥r (1PI), o-j-ɨ-kɨnɨ̥r (1PE), a-kan̥ɨr-lo / 
                 a-kanɨ̥rɨ-lo (2P), o-kan̥ɨr (3P), Ø-Ø-kan̥ɨr (3.IRLS) ‘to appreciate’

(152) t-ɨ-kit̃ker̃ / t-i-kit̃ker̃ (1S), e-ki ̃tker̃ (2S), Ø-Ø-kej̃tker̃ (3), j-i-ki ̃tker̃ (1PI), 
                o-j-i-ki ̃tker̃ (1PE), e-ki ̃tker̃-lo / e-ki ̃tker̃ɨ-lo (2P), o-kej̃tker̃ (3P), 
                Ø-Ø-kej̃tker̃ (3.IRLS) ‘to speak, to talk’ (also: kej̃ti ̃ker̃) 

(153) t-u-kwita (1S), e-kwita (2S), Ø-Ø-kwita (3), j-u-kwita (1PI), o-j-u-kwita (1PE), 
                e-kwita-lo / e-kwit-lo / e-kwitɨ-lo (2P), o-kwita (3P), Ø-Ø-kwita (3.IRLS) 
                ‘to wake up; to stand up suddenly’125 

In the verb chukwitɨm /ʨukwitɨm/ (or kwitɨm) there is alternation between 
the 3-person with the prefix /ʨ/- and the radical 3-person kwitɨm (154). In this 
case, there are two forms for the irrealis, lukwitɨm (the regular irrealis form of 
chukwitɨm /ʨukwitɨm/) and kwitɨm, coinciding with the third (radical) person, 
as in all radical verbs. In (155) the 3-person is chukutɨm /ʨukwitɨm/, but there 
is a radical form kwitɨm used for all persons. It was probably a radical 3-person 
124 According to the informants,  pook  /poːk/ (148)  and  poym  /pojm/ (150) are synonyms, but  pook  

/poːk/ is more frequently used.
125 Note that the form kwita is also used with all persons as an uninflectable form.
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form.  One can suppose that in  kutɨm and kwitɨm the 3-person forms  chukutɨm  
/ʨukutɨm/ and chukwitɨm  /ʨukwitɨm/  are  due to  assimilation to  the class of 
/ʨ/- and /ts/-verbs, the most conspicuous verb class of Chamacoco.

(154) t-ɨ-kwitɨm / t-u-kwɨtɨm (1S), e-kwitɨm (2S), ʨ-u-kwitɨm / Ø-Ø-kwitɨm (3), 
                  j-u-kwitɨm (1PI), o-j-u-kwitɨm (1PE), e-kwitɨmɨ-lo / e-kwitɨm-lo (2P), 
                  o-kwitɨm / o-ʨ-u-kwitɨm (3P), Ø-Ø-kwitɨm / l-u-kwitɨm (3.IRLS) 
                  ‘to take advantage of, to hasten’126 

(155) t-u-kutɨm (1S), e-kutɨm (2S), ʨ-u-kutɨm (3), j-u-kutɨm (1PE), o-j-u-kutɨm (1PI), 
                 e-kutɨm-lo (2P), o-ʨ-u-kutɨm (3P), d-u-kutɨm (3.IRLS) ‘to increase fire; 
                 to refuse to work’127

§5.6.3 Radical verbs beginning with /n/-

The verbs nɨna and naha preserve the 3-person root in the whole paradigm. 
The first and the 2-vowel are /ɨ/ and /e/ respectively. 

(156) tɨk-ɨ-nɨna (1S), e-nɨna (2S), Ø-Ø-nɨna (3), j-ɨ-nɨna (1PI), o-j-ɨ-nɨna (1PE), e-nɨnɨ-lo (2P),  
                   o-nɨna (3P), Ø-Ø-nɨna (3.IRLS) ‘to hug’

(157) tɨk-ɨ-naha (1S), e-naha (2S), Ø-Ø-naha (3), j-ɨ-naha (1PI), o-j-ɨ-naha (1PE), 
                    e-naha-lo (2P), o-naha (3P), Ø-Ø-naha (3.IRLS) ‘to mistake; not to grab well’

In (158-159) the fortition of /r/ in word-initial position occurs. In  naha  
(158) and nɨhɨ (159), root-initial /r/ turns into /n/ in the radical 3-person. Both 
verbs  also  show alternating  prefixal  3-persons,  chɨrãha  /ʨɨrãha/ (158)  and 
chɨrɨh̃ɨ  /ʨɨrɨh̃ɨ/ (159), in which no fortition occurs. This type of alternation in 
the 3-person is observed in (154-155) and is also to be found in  nɨshii  /nɨɕiː/ 
(159). One can suppose that the third radical person was the original 3-person 
of the verb and the presence of a prefixal 3-person is due to the fact that the 
verb has been regularized following the main verb class of Chamacoco. In all 
cases there are two forms for the irrealis, one corresponding to the prefixal 3-
126 In the 1S-person two forms, tɨkwitɨm and tukwɨtɨm, are reported. The presence of thematic /ɨ/ in this 

paradigm is probably due to the reduction of /u/.
127  When the form kutɨm means ‘to refuse to work’, it can be used for all persons.
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person in /ʨ/-, the other coinciding with the root. 
The 3-person of  naha  ‘to mistake’ coincides with the radical 3S-person of 

naha ‘to load up’ (158). 
The verb nɨhɨ – ʨɨrɨh̃ɨ /ʨɨrɨh̃ɨ/ also has two forms for the 1S-person. The 1S-

person  tɨkɨrɨh̃ɨ  takes the prefix /tVk/-, the form  usually expected in a radical 
verb, while the prefix /t/- in the 1S-person characterizes /ʨ/-verbs. This last 
form is possibly more recent and is the result of assimilation to /ʨ/-verbs. 

The first  root-vowel /ɨ/ of the 3-person  nɨshii  /nɨɕiː/ (159) deletes in the 
rest of the paradigm, including the prefixal 3-person. 

(158) t-ɨ-rãha (1S), e-rãha (2S), ʨ-ɨ-rãha / Ø-Ø-naha (3), j-ɨ-rãha (1PI), o-j-ɨ-rãha (1PE), 
                 e-rãha-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-rãha (3P), d-ɨ-rãha / n-ɨ-rãha / Ø-Ø-naha (3.IRLS)128 
                 ‘to load up’ (also: ʨɨreh̃e).129

(159) a. tɨk-ɨ-rɨh̃ɨ (1S), e-rɨh̃ɨ (2S), Ø-Ø-nɨhɨ (3), j-ɨ-rɨh̃ɨ (1PI), o-j-ɨ-rɨh̃ɨ (1PE), e-rɨh̃ɨ-lo (2P), 
                  o-nɨh̃ɨ (3P), Ø-Ø-nɨhɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to get up’
          b. t-ɨ-rɨh̃ɨ (1S), e-rɨh̃ɨ (2S), ʨ-ɨ-rɨh̃ɨ (3), j-ɨ-rɨh̃ɨ (1PI), o-j-ɨ-rɨh̃ɨ (1PE), e-rɨh̃ɨ-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-ɨ-rɨh̃ɨ (3P), n-ɨ-rɨh̃ɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to get up’ 130 

(160) t-ɨ-nɕiː (1S), e-nɕiː (2S), ʨ-ɨ-nɕiː / Ø-Ø-nɨɕiː (3), j-ɨ-nɕiː (1PI), o-j-ɨ-nɕiː (1PE), 
                  e-nɕiː-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-nɕiː / o-nɨɕiː (3P), n-ɨ-nɕiː / Ø-Ø-nɨɕiː (3.IRLS) ‘to arrange, 
                  to sort out’ 

§5.6.4 Radical verbs beginning with /n̥/- and /m/-

The verbs in (161-163) have the 3-person beginning with /n̥/. The 1-prefix 
is /tVk/- and the 1-thematic-vowel is /ɨ/. The 2-vowel is /e/ (162-163) or /a/ 
(161). In hnaas  /n̥aːs/ the  2-vowel (/a/) probably harmonizes to  /aː/ in the 
verb root. The first root-vowel /e/ in the 3-person of hneta /n̥eta/ deletes in the 
rest of the paradigm, but the 2-vowel /e/ and epenthetic /e/ between the root 

128 The most frequently used form for the irrealis is nɨraha.
129 The 1S-person is tɨrãha, not to be confused with tɨkɨrãha (1S) ‘to urinate all over’. However, the 3-

person of tɨraha (1S) ‘to urinate all over’ coincides with the 1S-person of tɨrãha ‘to load up’. Note 
that naha (3) ‘to load up’ seems to coincide with naha ‘to mistake’.

130 In this paradigm the 1S-person tɨkɨrɨh̃ɨ is associated with the 3-person nɨhɨ by the speakers, while the 
1-person tɨrɨh̃ɨ is usually associated with the 3-person chɨrɨh̃ɨ /ʨɨrɨh̃ɨ/.
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and the suffix -/lo/ harmonize to the 3-person first root-vowel.

(161) tɨk-ɨ-n̥aːs (1S), a-n̥aːs (2S), Ø-Ø-n̥aːs (3), j-ɨ-n̥aːs (1PI), o-j-ɨ-n̥aːs (1PE), a-n̥aːs-lo (2P), 
                 o-n̥aːs (3P), Ø-Ø-n̥aːs (3.IRLS) ‘to move’

(162) tɨk-ɨ-n̥ta (1S), e-n̥ta (2S), Ø-Ø-n̥eta (3), j-ɨ-n̥ta (1PI), o-j-ɨ-nt̥a (1PE), e-n̥tɨ-lo / 
                 e-n̥te-lo (2P), on̥eta (3), Ø-Ø-n̥eta (3.IRLS) ‘to be patient with someone’ (also: n̥ete)

(163) tɨk-ɨ-n̥ɨna (1S), e-n̥ɨna (2S), Ø-Ø-n̥ɨna (3), j-ɨ-n̥ɨna (1PI), o-j-ɨ-nɨ̥na (1PE), e-n̥ɨnɨ-lo (2P), 
                o-n̥ɨna (3P), Ø-Ø-n̥ɨna (3.IRLS) ‘to cough’ (also: n̥ɨne)

There is only one verb with root-initial /m/. The first vowel of the 3-person 
masaha (/a/) deletes in the rest of the paradigm. The 1-thematic-vowel is /o/ 
and  the  1S-prefix  is  /t/.  The  2-vowel  is  /a/,  rather  than  /e/.  This  vowel 
probably harmonizes to the vowels of the root.  

(164) t-o-msaha (1S), a-msaha (2S), Ø-Ø-masaha (3), j-o-msaha (1PI), o-j-o-msaha (1PE),    
                  a-msaha-lo (2P), o-masaha (3P), Ø-Ø-masaha (3.IRLS) ‘to enter’ (also: masehe)

§5.6.5 Radical verbs beginning with /t/-

In (165-173) one finds verbs whose root begins with /t/-. Root-initial /t/ is 
generally preserved in the whole paradigm. The 1S-prefix is usually /tVk/-, the 
1S-prefix /t/- is only found in tɨr̃ (169). The 1-thematic-vowel is a high vowel, 
mostly /ɨ/ (165, 166, 169-173), but /i/ (166, 167) and /u/ (168) are also to be 
found. In  tur (168), the presence of thematic /u/ in the 1-person  tukutur is 
influenced by /u/ in the root.  The 2-vowel is  mostly  /a/,  but  /e/ is  to be 
observed  in  (168-169).  In  (171-173)  the  first  vowel  of  the  3-person  (the 
diphthong -/oj/- in (173)) reduces to /ɨ/ in the rest of the paradigm. In (166) 
two alternating forms are reported for some persons. The syncope of -/ko/- is a 
sheer irregularity and does not depend on verb inflection. In the verb tabɨtehe  
(170), root-initial /t/ can be cancelled in the 2-persons and the 1P-person. Here 
the verb can thus behave as a prefixal verb. In these alternative forms, the first 
root-vowel /a/ is preserved (170).
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(165) tɨk-ɨ-tarãha (1S), a-tarãha (2S), Ø-Ø-tarãha (3), j-ɨ-tarãha (1PI), o-j-ɨ-tarãha (1PE), 
                  a-tarãha-lo (2P), o-tarãha (3P), Ø-Ø-tarãha (3.IRLS) ‘to be eager to’ 

(166) tɨk-i-tokole / tɨk-ɨ-tokole (1S), a-tokole (2S), Ø-Ø-tokole (3), j-i-tokole / j-ɨ-tokole (1PI), 
                  o-j-i-tokole / o-j-ɨ-tokole (1PE), a-tokolɨ-lo / a-tokol-lo  (2P), o-tokole (3P), 
                  Ø-Ø-tokole (3.IRLS) ‘to exit, to come out, to happen’ 
       Reduced forms: tɨk-ɨ-tole (1S), a-tole (2S), Ø-Ø-tokole (3), j-ɨ-tole, (1PI), o-j-ɨ-tole (1PE), 
               a-tolɨ-lo / atol-lo (2P), o-tokole (3P), Ø-Ø-tokole (3.IRLS) ‘to exit, to come out, 
               to happen’

(167) tɨk-i-tolɨhɨ (1S), a-tokolɨhɨ (2S), Ø-Ø-tokolɨhɨ (3), j-i-tokolɨhɨ (1P), o-j-i-tokolɨhɨ (1PE), 
                   a-tokolɨhɨ-lo (2P), o-tokolɨhɨ (3P), Ø-Ø-tokolɨhɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to appear; to exit from, 
                   to come out from’

(168) tuk-u-tur (1S), e-tur (2S), Ø-Ø-tur (3), j-u-tur (1PI), o-j-u-tur (1PE), e-tur-lo (2P), 
                   o-tur (3P), Ø-Ø-tur (3.IRLS) ‘to make up’ 

(169) t-ɨ-tɨr̃ (1S), e-tɨr̃ (2S), Ø-Ø-tɨr̃ (3), j-ɨ-tɨr̃ (1PI), o-j-ɨ-tɨr̃ (1PE), e-tɨr̃-lo (2P), o-tɨr̃ (3P), 
                   Ø-Ø-tɨr̃ (3.IRLS) ‘to go to’

(170) tɨk-ɨ-bɨtehe (1S), a-tɨbɨtehe / a-bɨtehe (2S), Ø-Ø-tabɨtehe (3), j-ɨ-tɨbɨtehe / j-a-bɨtehe (1PI), 
                   o-j-ɨ-tɨbɨtehe / o-j-a-bɨtehe (1PE), a-bɨtehe-lo / a-tɨbɨtehe-lo (2P), o-tabɨtehe (3P),
                   Ø-Ø-tabɨtehe (3.IRLS) ‘to soak’ 

(171) tɨk-ɨ-tɨna (1S), a-tɨna (2S), Ø-Ø-tana (3), j-ɨ-tɨna (1PI), o-j-ɨ-tɨna (1PE), a-tɨnɨ-lo (2P), 
                   o-tana (3), Ø-Ø-tana (3.IRLS) ‘to dive’

(172) tɨk-ɨ-tɨla (1S), a-tɨla (2S), Ø-Ø-tola (3), j-i-tɨla (1PI), o-j-i-tɨla (1PE), a-tɨlɨ-lo (2P), 
                   o-tola (3P), Ø-Ø-tola (3.IRLS) ‘to fear, to be afraid of’

(173) tɨk-ɨ-tɨ / tuk-wɨ-tɨ (1S), a-tɨ (2S), Ø-Ø-toj (3), j-ɨ-tɨ (1PI), o-j-ɨ-tɨ (1PE), a-tɨ-lo (2P), 
                   o-toj (3P), Ø-Ø-toj (3.IRLS) ‘to die’

§5.6.6 Radical verbs beginning with /j/-

There  are  two  verbs  whose  root  begins  with  /j/.  The  3-person  root  is 
preserved  in  the  whole  paradigm.  The  1-thematic-vowel  is  /i/  (possibly 
influenced by root-initial /j/), and the 2-vowel is /e/ (possibly attracted by /e/ 
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in the root). The 1S-prefix is /tVk/-. 

(174) tɨk-i-jerãha (1S), e-jerãha (2S), Ø-Ø-jerãha (3), j-i-jerãha (1PI), o-j-i-jerãha (1PE), 
                     e-jerãha-lo (2P), o-jerãha (3P), Ø-Ø-jerãha (3.IRLS) ‘to complain’ 

(175) tɨk-i-jer ̥(1S), e-jer ̥(2S), Ø-Ø-jer ̥(3), j-i-jer ̥(1PI), o-j-i-jer ̥(1PE), e-jer-̥lo (2P), o-jer ̥(3P), 
                     Ø-Ø-jer ̥(3.IRLS) ‘to cry’

§5.6.7 The vocalic patterns of radical verbs

In  the  following  table  all  vocalic  patterns  found  in  radical  verbs  are 
reported.

Table 5.4. Vocalic patterns of Chamacoco radical verbs 
1 2 3 Examples
e e Ø (144)
i a Ø (166) (167)
i e Ø (152) (174) (175)
o a Ø (145) (146) (164)
u a Ø (147)
u e Ø (153)  (154)  (155) 

(168)
ɨ a Ø (148-151) (161) (165) 

(166) (170-173)
ɨ e Ø (156-160) (162) (163) 

(169)

Eight  possible  combinations  are  to  be  found.  Generally  the  thematic  vowel 
behaves as if a high vowel were present in the 3-person. The only exceptions 
are thematic /e/ and /o/ in the 1-person, which occur in few verbs. The 1-
vowel /u/ and the 2-vowel /a/ do not co-occur in prefixal verbs, which only 
have /u/-/e/-/u/. The vocalic pattern /u/-/a/-/u/ is only found in thematic 
verbs. All the other combinations reported in Table 5.4 are observed in prefixal 
verbs, including /o/-/a/-Ø, corresponding to /o/-/a/-/o/ in prefixal verbs. The 
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vocalic pattern /o/-/a/-/o/ in prefixal verbs is a subregularity which occurs 
when the  root-initial  consonant  is  /b/  or  /m/.  Also  the  radical  verbs  with 
/o/-/a/-Ø present root-initial /b/ or /m/.

§5.7 Irregular verbs

The  verbs  n̥o (176),  n̥oj (177)  and  iː  (178)  are  irregular,  because  they 
cannot be included in any of the above described inflectional classes. These 
verbs take the 1S-prefix /tVk/- and present the opposition between realis and 
irrealis in the 3-person. In the 2-person they show forms beginning with /b/-.131 
It  is  an archaic 2-prefix,  whose nasalized counterparts,  /m/- and  /m̥/-,  are 
found in iim /iː-m/ (179), iỹa /ij̃a/ (180) and hmeychɨm /m̥ejʨɨm/ (181).

Moreover, as in iim /iː-m/ (179) and iỹa /ij̃a/ (180), the presence of -/k/- 
or -/kw/- in the 1P-person (e.g. yukwii /jukwiː/, yukii /jukiː/ (177) and yukwiˀ / 
yukiˀ  (178)) is a relic of the Proto-Zamuco 1P-suffix (see §7.9). The verbs ii /iː/ 
and  hnoy  /n̥oj/ have similar inflection.  Hnoy  /n̥oj/ and  ii  /iː/ have the same 
irrealis form.

(176) tak-a-ha (1S), bo / bu (2S), n̥o (3), j-u-ko (1PI), o-j-u-ko (1PE), b-u-lɨ-lo / b-o-lɨ-lo (2P), 
                  o-n̥o (3P), do (3.IRLS) ‘to go’132 

(177) tok-a-hiː / tak-a-hiː (1S), boj (2S), n̥oj (3), j-u-kwiː / j-u-kiː (1PI), o-j-u-kwiː / 
                  o-j-u-kiː (1PE), boj-lo / bolɨ-lo (2P), o-n̥oj (3P), d-oj (3.IRLS) ‘to take’

(178) tak-a-hiˀ (1S), b-ej (2S), iː (3), j-u-kwiˀ / j-u-kiˀ (1PI), o-j-u-kwiˀ / o-j-u-kiˀ (1PE), 
                  b-e-j-lo / b-e-lɨ-lo (2P), oj (3P), d-oj (3.IRLS)) ‘to go to bring, to get’133

(179) tok-oj-m (1S), m-oj-m (2S), iː-m (3), j-u-kwim (1PI), o-j-u-kwim (1PE), m-oj-m-lo (2P),  
                 oj-m (3P), n-oj-m (3.IRLS) ‘to leave’ 

131 In some of these forms, which will be analysed in detail in §7.9, the prefix /b/ has been reinterpreted 
as part of the root.

132 Other 2P-forms of this verb are listed in §5.8, ex. (185e). Cf. §5.9, ex. (187).
133 Note that the 1P-person of ii /iː/, yukwiˀ /jukwiˀ/, seems to coincide with the 1P-person of chukwiˀ 

/ʨukwiˀ/ ‘to  look for’.  Hno  /n̥o/ and  ii  /iː/  will  be discussed in  detail  in  §7.9.  For  reasons  of 
simplicity, in (178) the reduced lexical suffix -/iˀ/ is not indicated (see §7.9). 
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(180) tok-õ-ja (1S), m-e-ja (2S), i-̃ja (3), j-u-kwij̃a / j-ũ-ja (1PI), o-j-u-kwij̃a / o-j-ũ-ja (1PE),  
                 j-õ-j-lo [ɲojlo] (1PI.GP), m-e-j-lo (2P), õ-ja (3P), n-o-ja (3.IRLS) ‘to accompany’

(181) tɨk-e-jʨɨm / tak-a-ʨɨm (1S), e-jʨɨm (2S), t-e-jʨɨm (3), j-e-jʨɨm (1PI), o-j-e-jʨɨm (1PE), 
                e-jeʨɨm-lo (2P), o-t-e-jʨɨm (3P), t-e-jʨɨm (3P) ‘to look at’ (also teːjʨɨm) 
                m̥-e-jʨɨm / m̥ej (2S.IMP) / m̥-e-jʨɨm-lo (2P.IMP) 

§5.8 The structure of the second person plural

The 2P-person is morphologically dependent on the 2S-person. It is formed 
by adding the suffix -/lo/ to the 2S-person. The 2P-person takes no prefix and 
its formation does not depend on the verb class. The suffix -/lo/ is also used to 
form the plural or the greater plural in free pronouns and the MP in nominal 
morphology  (although  it  is  not  the  predominant  MP  suffix).  The  2-person 
singular and plural share the same irregularities, especially when the root in 
the 2S-person is different from the rest of the paradigm, as in the following 
examples. 

(182) ʨ-i-jo (3) ‘to weave’ a-lo (2S) ---> a-lo-lo / a-lɨ-lo / a-l-lo (2P) 
 ʨ-i-ɕew (3) ‘to hold, to take, to grab’, a-sew (2S) ---> a-sew-lo / a-sɨ-lo (2P) 
 ʨ-i-ʨuwe (3) ‘to surround’, a-tsuwe (2S) ---> a-tsuw-lo / a-tsuwe-lo (2P)
 ʨ-i-juwa (3) ‘to put’ a-luwa (2S) ---> a-luwa-lo / a-luwa-lo / a-luː-lo (2P) 

In the 2P-person, some morphophonological processes can occur between 
root  and  suffix.  If  the  verb  root  ends  in  a  vowel  (183),  there  are  three 
possibilities: (1) The final vowel is preserved; (2) The final vowel reduces to 
/ɨ/; (3) The final vowel is deleted. According to the CH speakers, the older 
speakers  tend  to  preserve  the  final  vowel,  while  the  middle-aged  speakers 
prefer the possibility (2) or (3). If the verb root ends in a consonant (184), this 
is preserved and one can add epenthetic /ɨ/ between root and suffix, but this is 
not obligatory.134 It  is  not possible to predict which process will  occur in a 
given  verb.  The  following  examples  (183-184)  only  list  forms  that  I  have 
personally elicited. Other forms might exist, although not reported here.

134 Epenthetic  /ɨ/  was  not  indicated  in  the  previous  examples.  It  will  only  be  indicated  in  the  
morphological segmentation of examples (184), (186) and (190).
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(183) ʨ-e-kuɕu (3) ‘to pick, to harvest’, e-kuɕu (2S) ---> e-kuɕu-lo / e-kuɕɨ-lo (2P) 
 ʨ-i-hit̃sa (3) ‘to dig, to excavate’, a-hãtsa / e-hit̃sa (2S) ---> a-hatsã-lo / 
                    a-hãts-lo / a-hãtsɨ-lo / e-hit̃sɨ-lo (2P) 
ʨ-i-hu (3) ‘to untie, to release’ , ej-hu (2S) ---> ej-hu-lo / ej-hɨ-lo (2P)
ʨ-i-nkija (3) ‘to look at; to look properly’, e-nkija (2S) ---> e-nkija-lo / e-nki-lo (2P)
ʨ-iː-ta (3) ‘to serve something to drink’ aː-ta (2S) ---> aː-tɨ-lo / aː-t-lo / aː-ta-lo (2P) 
ʨ-u-kwer̃a (3) ‘to name, to call’, e-kwer̃a (2S) ---> e-kwer̃-lo / e-kwer̃a-lo / 
             e-kwer̃ɨ-lo (2P)
ʨ-uː-na (3) ‘to feel, to perceive’, eː-na (2S) ---> eː-nɨ-lo / eː-na-lo / eː-n-lo (2P) 
ʨ-ɨ-mija (3) ‘to take someone in one’s own arms’, e-mija (2S) ---> e-mija-lo / 
             e-miː-lo (2P)
ʨ-ɨ-pa (3) ‘to make someone work’, e-pa (2S) ---> e-pɨ-lo / e-pa-lo (2P) 
ʨ-ɨ-pãːɕo (3) ‘to fold; to make someone sleep’, e-pãːɕo (2S) ---> e-pãːɕɨ-lo / 
             e-pãːɕ-lo (2P) 
ʨ-a-pãːɕo (3) ‘to fold; to make someone sleep’, a-pãːɕo (2S) ---> a-pãːɕɨ-lo (2P)
ʨ-ɨ-pẽː sa (3) ‘to surround’, e-pẽː sa (2S) ---> e-pẽː sɨ-lo / e-pẽː sa-lo (2P) 
d-a-le (3) ‘to go quickly to’, a-le (2S) ---> a-lɨ-lo / a-le-lo (2P) 
Ø-Ø-n̥eta / Ø-Ø-n̥ete (3) ‘to be patient with someone', e-n̥ta (2S) ---> e-n̥tɨ-lo / 
             e-n̥te-lo (2P) 
i-jḁ (3) ‘to kill, to hit the centre of (with a gun)’ a-lḁ (2S) ---> a-lɨ̥-lo / a-lḁ-lo (2P) 
i-jeːbe (3) ‘to guide’, a-leːbe (2S) ---> a-leːbɨ-lo / a-leːbe-lo (2P)
i-jo (3) ‘to jump’, a-lo (2S) ---> a-lɨ-lo / a-lo-lo (2P) 
i-juwe (3) ‘to exceed, to overtake’, a-luwe (2S) ---> a-luwe-lo / a-luwɨ-lo (2P)
Ø-Ø-kwita (3) ‘to wake up; to stand up suddenly’, e-kwita (2S) ---> e-kwita-lo /  
             e-kwit-lo / e-kwitɨ-lo (2P)
l-o-ta (3) ‘to play’, o-ta (2S) ---> o-tɨ-lo / o-ta-lo (2P)
ts-e-̃ru (3) ‘to burn’, e-rũ (2S) ---> e-ru-̃lo / e-̃r-lo (2P) 
t-a-ta (3) ‘to tell, to report’, a-ta (2S) ---> a-ta-lo / a-tɨ-lo (2P)    

(184) ʨ-i-hit̃ (3) ‘to light, to illuminate’, a-hãt / e-hit̃ (2S) ---> a-hãt-ɨ-lo / a-hãt-lo / 
                     e-hit̃-lo (2P)

ʨ-i-ɕ (3) ‘to meet’ e-ɕ (2S) ---> e-ɕ-lo / e-ɕ-ɨ-lo (2P)  
ʨ-i-ɕ sak (3) ‘to take hold of something firmly, to grab firmly’ a-s sak (2S) 
             ---> a-s-ɨ-lo sak / a-s-lo sak (2P) 
ʨ-ɨ-ɕɨt (3) ‘to strain, to winnow, to sift’, e-ɕɨt (2S) ---> e-ɕɨt-ɨ-lo / e-ɕɨt-lo (2P)
i-jõ̥k (3) ‘to carry something on the shoulder’, a-n̥õk (2S) ---> a-n̥õk-ɨ-lo / 
            a-n̥õk-lo (2P)
i-j-ehet (3) ‘to stand, to stand up’, a-lehet (2S) ---> a-lehet-ɨ-lo / a-lehet-lo (2P) 
i-jem (3) ‘to wait’, a-nem (2S) ---> a-nem-lo / a-nem-ɨ-lo (2P) 
Ø-Ø-kwitɨm (3) ‘to take advantage of, to hasten’, e-kwitɨm (2S) ---> ekwitɨm-ɨ-lo / 
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            e-kwitɨm-lo (2P)
ts-a-hat (3) ‘to make love, to copulate’, a-hat (2S) ---> a-hat-ɨ-lo/ a-hat-lo (2P) 
ts-a-n̥ɨm (3) ‘to unload’, a-nɨ̥m (2S) ---> a-n̥ɨm-ɨ-lo / a-n̥ɨm-lo (2P) 
ts-e-n̥ɨmiʨ (3) ‘to cut, to drop, to strike (to make drop)’ e-nɨ̥miʨ (2S) ---> e-n̥ɨmiʨ-lo / 
            en̥ɨmi-lo (2P)
ts-ɨ-n̥ew (3) ‘to do something with force, enthusiasm’, e-n̥ew (2S) ---> e-n̥ew-lo / 
            e-n̥ew-ɨ-lo (2P) 

In (185a) labiovelar  /w/ can turn into /l/ in the 2P-person of  tew. In the 
2P-person of tõhwa /tõw̥a/ the last vowel assimilates to /w/ and turns into /u/ 
(185b). The  preferred  syllabic  structure  is  CV  and  there are  usually  no 
geminated consonants.  An exception is  documented in the 2P-person. If  the 
verb ends in -/lV/, the last vowel can delete before the prefix -/lo/ and vowel 
syncope yields consonant gemination (185c-d). The verbs hno /n̥o/ (185e) and 
ii /iː/ (185f) are irregular. The former has two 2S-persons, bo and bu. The 2P-
person bolɨlo, bululo and bulɨlo do not exactly correspond to the 2S-persons and 
for  this  reason  they  are  rare  exceptions. Consonant  gemination  due  to  the 
dropping of /ɨ/ or /u/ is to be found in the 2P-person forms bollo and bullo. Ii  
/iː/ (185f) presents the irregular 2S-person bey /bej/ and the 2P-persons beylo  
/bejlo/ and  belɨlo. The 2P-persons of  hno  /n̥o/ and  ii  /iː/ will be analysed in 
more detail in chapter (§7.9).

(185) a. t-e-w (3) ‘to eat’, e-w (2S) ---> e-w-lo / e-lɨ-lo (2P) 
b. t-õ-w̥a (3) ‘to bring, to carry’, õ-w̥a (2S) ---> o-w̥ũ-lo (2S)
c. Ø-Ø-tokole (3) ‘to exit, to come out, to happen’, atokole (2S) ---> a-tokolɨ-lo /
               a-tokol-lo       
d. Ø-Ø-tokole (3) ‘to exit, to come out, to happen’, a-tole (2S) ---> a-tolɨ-lo /  a-tol-lo
e. n̥o (3) ‘to go’, bo (2S) ---> b-o-lɨ-lo (2P) > b-o-l-lo (2P) 
                        bu (2S) ---> b-u-lu-lo (2P), b-u-lɨ-lo (2P) > b-u-l-lo (2P)

         f. iː (3) ‘to go to bring, to get’ (3), b-ej (2S) ---> b-ej-lo / b-elɨ-lo (2P) 

§5.9 The greater plural

As in free pronouns (see §3.2), in verb inflection the 1PI-person also has a 
greater plural form, obtained by adding the suffix -/lo/ to the 1PI-person. This 
is  the same suffix used for  the 2P-person. When -/lo/ is  added to the 1PI-
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person, the same morphophonological processes  pointed out in the formation 
of the 2P-person occur in the greater plural of the 1PI-person.135 A list of forms 
reported  for the 1PI-person is  provided in (186). In (187) the 1PI-person is 
yuko  /juko/. Root-final /u/ in  yukulo  /jukulo/ shows  assimilation to the  1P-
vowel /u/ (cf. ex. (176)).

(186)  ʨ-iː (3) ‘to do, to make’, j-iː (1PI) ---> j-iː-lo (1PI.GP) 
ʨ-i-ʨuwe (3) ‘to surround’, j-i-ʨuwe (1PI) ---> j-i-ʨuwe-lo / j-i-ʨuː-lo (1PI.GP) 
ʨ-i-nkija (3) ‘to look at; to look properly’, j-i-nkija (1PI) ---> jinki-lo / 
              jinkija-lo (1PI.GP) 
ʨ-i-ɕ (3) ‘to meet’, j-i-ɕ (1PI) --->  jiɕ-ɨ-lo / jiɕ-lo (1PI.GP)
ʨ-i-ɕak (3) ‘to break’, j-i-ɕak (1PI) ---> j-i-ɕak-lo / j-i-ɕak-ɨ-lo (1PI.GP)
ʨ-i-jo (3) ‘to weave’, j-i-jo (1PI) ---> j-i-jo-lo / j-iː-lo (1PI.GP)
ʨ-u-kwer̃a (3) ‘to call, to name’, j-u-kwer̃a (1PI) ---> j-u-kwer̃-lo (1PI.GP)
ʨ-ɨ-pa (3) ‘to make someone work’, j-ɨ-pa (1PI) ---> j-ɨ-pa-lo / j-ɨ-pɨ-lo (1PI.GP)
ʨ-ɨ-pẽː sa (3) ‘to surround’, j-ɨ-pẽːsa (1PI) ---> j-ɨ-pẽːs-lo (1PI.GP)
ʨ-ɨ-rãha (3) ‘to load up’, j-ɨ-rãha (1PI) ---> j-ɨ-rãha-lo / j-ɨ-reh̃e-lo (1PI.GP)
Ø-Ø-n̥eta (n̥ete) (3) ‘to be patient with someone’, j-ɨ-n̥ta (1PI) ---> j-ɨ-nt̥e-lo (1PI.GP)
i-ʨa (3) ‘to lay’, j-o-tsa (1PI) ---> j-o-tsɨ-lo / j-o-tsa-lo (1PI.GP)
i-n̥ɨmiʨ (3) ‘to go down, to come down’, j-i-n̥ɨmiʨ (1PI) ---> j-i-n̥ɨmiʨ-lo (1PI.GP) 
i-je̥ (3) ‘to be in mourning’, j-o-le̥ (1PI) ---> j-o-lɨ̥-lo (1PI.GP)
i-jo̥ (3) ‘to cut’ j-o-lo̥ (1PI) ---> j-o-lɨ̥-lo / j-o-lo̥-lo (1PI.GP)
i-jem (3) ‘to wait’, j-i-jem (1PI) ---> j-i-jem-lo / j-i-jem-ɨ-lo (1PI.GP)
i-ju (3) ‘pasar’, j-i-ju (1PI) ---> j-i-ju-lo / j-i-jɨ-lo (1PI.GP) 
i-juwe (3) ‘to exceed, to overtake’, j-i-juwe (1PI) ---> j-i-juwe-lo (1PI.GP)
Ø-Ø-kwitɨm (3) ‘to take advantage of, to hasten’, j-u-kwitɨm (1PI) ---> j-u-kwitɨm-lo /  
             j-u-kwitɨm-ɨ-lo (1PI.GP)
l-o-ta (3) ‘to play’, j-o-ta (1PI) ---> j-o-tɨ-lo / j-o-ta-lo (1PI.GP)
l-o-ter (3) ‘to make fun of something/somebody’, j-o-ter (1PI) ---> j-oter-lo (1PI.GP)
Ø-Ø-po (3) ‘to make someone shut up’, j-u-po (1PI) ---> j-u-pɨ-lo / j-u-po-lo (1PI.GP)
t-a-ta (3) ‘to tell, to report’, j-iː-ta (1PI) ---> j-iː-ta-lo / j-iː-tɨ-lo (1PI.GP)    
t-e-w (3) ‘to eat’, j-a-hu (1PI) ---> j-a-hu-lo (1PI.GP) 
t-ɨ-mehe (3) ‘to depend, to follow’, j-ɨ-mehe (1PI) ---> j-ɨ-mehe-lo (1PI.GP)

(187) n̥o (3) ‘to go’, j-u-ko (1PI) ----> j-u-ku-lo / j-u-kɨ-lo (1PI.GP) (cf. ex. (185e))

135 Since these morphophonological processes have been discussed in the previous section, they will not 
be discussed in detail here.
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§5.10 Defective verbs

Some CH verbs have reduced inflection, for (in addition to the 3-person) 
they can only take the verb affixes -/lo/ and /o/-. In (188) one can find a list of 
these verbs. The 3-person is used for all persons, with the exception of the 3P-
person,  the  2P-person and the  1PI.GP-person.  Onomatopoeic  verbs,  such as 
hworõk  /w̥orõk/  ‘to swallow (quickly)’,  kwɨsht  /kwɨɕt/  ‘to break;  to happen 
rapidly’ are to be observed.136 Other verbs are only used for the 3-person, such 
as  dahat  ‘to boil’.  Some verbs are used impersonally,  such as  ɨbɨk  ‘to rain’, 
which has no inflection.

(188)   dahat (3) ‘to boil’ (only used in the 3-person)  
kem (3) ‘to realize, to discover’  
kwɨɕt (3) ‘to break; to happen rapidly’  
m̥arta (3) ‘to drown’ 
narim (3) ‘to be proud’
neruhu (3) ‘to choke’
noji̥ (3) ‘to leave’
noɕɨ (3) ‘to pour, to spill’
pon̥a (3) ‘to get angry; to explode; to flourish’ 
ɕũrḁ (3) ‘to be born’
tabita (3) ‘to move’ 
tɨr̃a (3) ‘to open’ 
tɨrɨje (3) ‘to crumple, to crease’
ũru̥ (3) ‘to stain’
jahalot (3)  ‘to come’137

jaka (3) ‘to go to the bottom, to sink’
jakaha (3) ‘to happen’
jatsa (3) ‘to settle, to perch’ (for animals); ‘to rest’ (for persons).
juw̥o (3) ‘to escape’
juw̥i (3) ‘to escape (with someone)’
juwɨr (3) ‘to end’
warnak (3) ‘to disobey, to be naughty’ (archaic word)
w̥orõk (3) ‘to swallow (quickly)’  

136 There are also some ideophones showing reduplication, which are used as independent verbs, for 
instance: (e)tek tek  ‘to fall to the ground’,  parak parak parak ‘to blink’. These elements will not be 
discussed, because they present no inflection. About ideophones in Ayoreo, see Bertinetto (2009: 16).
137 This is an archaic word, nowadays taãʨa /tãːʨa/ is preferred, cf. §5.13, ex (205).
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ɨbɨk ‘to rain’ (impersonal verb)

§5.10.1 Loans

Chamacoco has had intense linguistic  contact  with Spanish.  Some verbs 
used in currently spoken Chamacoco are Spanish loanwords. These elements 
have  reduced  inflection,  because  most  inflectional  mechanisms  of  the  verb 
were no longer productive when the Spanish loans entered the language. Like 
the verbs in (188), the 3-person is used for all persons, with the exception of 
the  3P-person,  which  takes  the  prefix  /o/-,  the  2P-person  and  the  1PI.GP-
person,  which  take  the  suffix  -/lo/.  The  Spanish  form  which  entered  the 
language is not the infinitive form, but the present indicative 3S-person, as one 
can see when a  diphthongization is  present in Spanish verbs (pwele,  tiyente  
/tijente/).

(189)   entreka (3) ‘to give’ (used instead of ɨɕɨ, although the Chamacoco verb is  
                       predominant in this case) (Spanish: entregar)

ewenta (3) ‘to bear, to endure, to put up with’ (Spanish: aguantar)
palta (3) ‘to be missing’ (Spanish: faltar)138

kaj (3) ‘to fall’ (Spanish: caer) (it tends to replace beshɨ /beɕɨ/ (144), which is now 
            rarely used) 
kre (3) ‘to believe’ (Spanish: creer)
prowa (3) ‘to try’ (Spanish: probar)
pjens / pjensa (3) ‘to think’ (Spanish: pensar; cf. piensa (3S.IND.PRES))
pwele (3) ‘to can’ (Spanish: poder; cf. puede (3S.IND.PRES)) 
            (no indigenous word with this meaning is observed)
tijente (3) ‘to understand’ (Spanish: entender; cf. entiende (3S.IND.PRES))
tonkij̃a (3) ‘to rest, to have a rest’ (cf. the Guaraní root -tongea ‘to rest, 
            to have a rest’)139 

138 The form [falta] has also been observed, although [f] does not belong to the phonological inventory 
of Chamacoco.

139 On Guaraní, see Krivoshein de Canese & Acosta Alcaraz (1997).
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§5.10.2 The third person plural prefix /o/- and the suffix -/lo/

In defective verbs, /o/- is added to the 3-person in order to obtain the 3P-
person; -/lo/ is used to obtain the 2P-person and the greater plural of the 1PI-
person. Since in these verbs there is no prefixation when -/lo/ is added, the 
greater plural of the 1PI-person cannot be identified as such. Since some verbs 
belonging to this group are Spanish loans and entered the language recently, 
this means that such mechanisms of formation are still productive, while the 
rest of verb inflection is no longer productive. In these verbs,  the use of the 
affixes /o/- (for the 3P-person) and -/lo/ seems to be optional. When defective 
verbs take the suffix -/lo/, the same morphophonological processes pointed out 
in (§5.8) and (§5.9) may occur. The use of /o/- is not observed when the verb 
begins with a vowel, such as ewenta and ũrhu /ũru̥/.

(190)   ewenta (3) ‘to bear, to endure, to put up with’  ewentɨ-lo (2P/1PI.GP) 
palt(a) (3) ‘to be missing’ ---> palt-lo (2P/1PI.GP)
kaj (3) ‘to fall’ ---> kaj-lo (2P/1PI.GP)
kre (3) ‘to believe’ ---> kre-lo (2P/1PI.GP)
prowa (3) ‘to try’ ---> prowɨ-lo (2P/1PI.GP)
pjens / pjensa (3) ‘to think’ ---> pjensɨ-lo (2P/1PI.GP)
pwele (3) ‘to can’ ---> pwelɨ-lo (2P/1PI.GP) 
tijente (3) ‘to understand’ ---> tijentɨ-lo (2P/1PI.GP) 
tonkij̃a (3) ‘to rest, to have a rest’ ---> tonkɨj̃a-lo (2P/1PI.GP)
m̥arta (3) ‘to drown’ ---> m̥artɨ-lo (2P/1PI.GP)
kem (3) ‘to realise, to discover’ ---> kem-lo / kem-ɨ-lo (2P/1PI.GP)
nerũhu (3) ‘to choke’ ---> nerũhu-lo (2P/1PI.GP)
nõji̥ (3) ‘to leave’ ---> nõji̥-lo (2P/1PI.GP)
pon̥a (3) ‘to get angry; to explode; to flourish’ ---> pon̥a-lo (2P/1PI.GP)
ũru̥ (3) ‘to stain’ ---> urũ̥-lo (2P/1PI.GP) 
jahalot (3) ‘to come’ ---> jahalot-lo (2P/1PI.GP)
jatsa (3) ‘to settle, to perch’ (for animals); ‘to rest’ (for persons) ---> 
                 jatsɨ-lo (2P/1PI.GP) 
juw̥o (3) ‘to escape’ --->  juw̥o-lo (2P/1PI.GP) 

(191)   palt(a) (3) ‘to be missing’ ---> o-palt (3P)
kaj (3) ‘to fall’ --->o-kaj (3P)
kre (3) ‘to believe’ ---> o-kre (3P)
prowa (3) ‘to try’ ---> o-prowa (3P)
pjens / pjensa (3) ‘to think’ ---> o-pjensa (3P)
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pwele (3) ‘to can’ ---> o-pwele (3P) 
tijente (3) ‘to understand’ ---> o-tijente (3P) 
tonkij̃a (3) ‘to rest, to have a rest’ ---> o-tonkij̃a (3P)
m̥arta (3) ‘to drown’ ---> o-m̥arta (3P)
kem (3) ‘to realise, to discover’ ---> o-kem (3P)
neruhu (3) ‘to choke’ ---> o-neruhu (3P)
noji̥ (3) ‘to leave’ ---> o-noji̥ (3P)
pon̥a (3) ‘to get angry; to explode; to flourish’ ---> o-pon̥a (3P)
ɕũrḁ (3) ‘to be born’ ---> o-ɕũrḁ (3P)
tabita (3) ‘to move’ ---> o-tabɨta (3P) 
jahalot (3) ‘to come’ ---> o-jahalot (3P)
jakaha (3) ‘to happen’ ---> o-jakaha (3P)
jatsa (3) ‘to settle, to perch’ (for animals); ‘to rest’ (for persons) ---> o-jatsa (3P)
juw̥o (3) ‘to escape’ ---> o-juw̥o (3P) 

§5.11 Existential or locative verbs

The verb de is an existential or locative verb. The verb either indicates that 
the subject simply exists or that is located in the place expressed by the noun 
phrase or adpositional phrase following de (192). De is generally used in realis 
contexts.  Its  irrealis  counterpart  is  chɨhɨ  /ʨɨhɨ/ (193).140 De  has  reduced 
personal inflection, but presents the realis vs. irrealis opposition  de vs.  chɨhɨ. 
Both these forms can take the 3P-prefix /o/- : ode, ochɨhɨ /oʨɨhɨ/.   
  
(192) T-iita  uu           dihip    kɨnehe-t         lɨshɨ        uje      de           Ɨshɨr-o        
        /T-iːta  uː            dihip    kɨnehe-t         lɨɕɨ         uxe    de           ɨɕɨr-o/         
          1S       DET.MS   foreign  strange-MS.FF  dead.MS  SUB   3.EXIST   Chamacoco-MP 
   

         õr    ahɨr=ni    wahacha, uje    tɨk-ɨrãha,  wahacha ese,       uu          Pwerto Katorse. 
        /õr    ahɨr=ni    wahaʨa   uxe   tɨk-ɨrãha   wahaʨa  ese        uː           Pwerto Katorse 
         3P     with=PST  there        SUB  1S-know    there        that.MS  DET.MS  Puerto 14_de_ Mayo

        ‘I tell about a dead foreigner who, according to what I know, stayed with 
         Chamacoco there, there in Puerto 14 de May.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

140 Chɨhɨ can also be observed in realis contexts, although it is generally used in irrealis contexts.
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(193) ¿Je    pohnuu   eyhi-rãk     chɨhɨ               ɨre?
         /xe    pon̥uː      ejhi-rãk      ʨɨhɨ                ɨre/           
          INT   gun          seed-IF.FS   3.EXIST.IRLS    3S
        ‘Does it have a bullet (lit. ‘seed of gun’) in its body?’ (referring to an animal) 
        (Ciucci, field-notes)

There  is  also  a  negative  existential  verb  nihyõk  /nijo̥k/.  Nihyõk  /nijo̥k/ 
‘there is  no’ has reduced inflection,  but can take the prefix /o/- in the 3P-
person.141 

§5.12 The verb ɨtso

The verb  ɨtso  (3) ‘to look like, to be like’ has reduced personal inflection, 
but has the irrealis form ɨlo which is also used for all persons. Verbs such as de  
and  ɨtso show that modality in Chamacoco can be expressed even if there is 
reduced inflection. The realis is expressed by the infix -/ts/- which corresponds 
to the 3-realis prefix /ts/- of /ts/-verbs, while the irrealis is expressed by the 
infix -/l/-142 which corresponds to the prefix /d/- or /l/- used for the irrealis. 
The verb ɨtso can take the plural suffix -/lo/ for the 1PI.GP-person and the 2P-
person, but cannot take the 3P-suffix /o/-, which, as already mentioned, is not 
to be observed for defective verbs beginning with a vowel. 
                                       
(194)  T-uu   yok  mans-aap,       t-uu    yok  ɨtso          waa       obej-ta. 
         /t-uː     jok  mans-aːp         t-uː     jok   ɨtso          waː        obex-ta/          
          1S-do   1S    docile-DIM.BF  1S-do  1S    3.look_like  DET.FS   sheep-FS.FF
        ‘I make myself docile, I make  myself look like a sheep’  (Ciucci, field-notes)

(195) Ye    yok   ɨlɨ                      tɨmchar-rza=pe.
        /je     jok    ɨlɨ                      tɨmʨaɻ-ɻa=pe/
        NEG  1S      3.IRLS.look_like    woman-FS.FF=NEG
        ‘I don’t look like a woman.’143 (Ciucci, field-notes)
141 The form  onihyõk  /onijo̥k/ is rare,  although it  is to be observed. Note that,  according to some 

speakers, nihyõk also has a variant nihyokõr /nijo̥kõr/, coinciding with the irrealis form of shiyokõr  
/ɕijokõr/ ‘to make’.

142 In this case, the alternation with /d/ is not observed.
143 In this example ɨlo is realized as ɨlɨ due to the reduction of the final vowel, a frequent phenomenon 
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The realis vs.  irrealis contrast is also visible in the adverbial  pair  ɨtsorz  
/ɨtsorʐ/ and  ɨlorz  /ɨlorʐ/ ‘so, this way’, clearly derived from ɨtso. Ɨtsorz  is the 
form used in irrealis contexts (65), while ɨlorz is its irrealis counterpart (66).

(196) Esee=kite  hn       ese    hnakɨrb-ich  hõr      n-erãh-ta         ich  
        /eseː=kite   n̥         ese    n̥akɨrb-iʨ     hõr     n-erãh-ta         iʨ/
          DM=PST    CONJ  DET   man-MS.FF   with     RFL-wife-FS.FF   CONJ  

         o-mehe-shɨp           eeych   per   ye     o-pook=pe               uje     õr   ɨtsorz.
        /o-mehe-ɕɨp             eːjʨ     per   je      o-poːk=pe                uxe     õr   ɨtsorʐ/
         3P-be naked-ELAT    on        but    NEG   3P-be_ashamed=NEG  SUB    3P   so.RLS

        ‘And then, the man and his wife were naked, but they didn’t feel ashamed to be so.’   
        (Ulrich & Ulrich 2001: 5)
  
(197) Esee=kite  uje      Rubén   ch-unt   uje       sehe   o-d-uhu         ɨlorz, 
        /eseː=kite   uxe     ruben    ʨ-unt    uxe      tsehe  o-d-uhu         ɨlorʐ/          
         DM=PST   COMP  Rubén    3-hear   COMP   VOL    P-3.IRLS-kill  this_way.IRLS 

         heke        sehe    tak-ashɨm   José. 
        /heke       tsehe   tak-aɕɨm     xose/  
          therefore  VOL    1S-help    José                                         

       ‘And then, when Rubén hears that they want to kill (José) in this way, therefore he
        wants to help José.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 2001: 136)    

§5.13 Verbs ending in -/ɨm/, -/ɨhɨ/ and -/ap/

In some verbs ending in -/ɨm/, this element is a suffix which introduces an 
indirect object. The verb tata (198) is a transitive verb followed by the object, 
while tatɨm, derived from tata conveys the same meaning but can be followed 
by an indirect object (199). The verb ɨshɨ  /ɨɕɨ/ has several meanings: ʻto payʼ, 
ʻto deliverʼ, ʻto contaminateʼ (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000b: 49). It is followed by the 
object  (200).  By  contrast, its  derived  verb  ɨshɨm  /ɨɕɨm/ ʻto  giveʼ  takes  an 
indirect object and the direct object (201).

in Chamacoco.
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(198) T-iita    uu          k-ushjãr-o     uje    tuk-umo  wahacha.
        /t-iːta     uː           k-uɕxãr-o      uxe   tuk-umo  wahaʨa/ 
          1S-say   DET.MP  GF-thing-MP  SUB  1S-see      there 
        ʻI say the things that I have seen there.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(199) T-itɨm   owa   je         oy-uku=pe.
        /t-itɨm   owa   xe        oj-uku=pe/         
          1S-tell   2S     COMP   1PE-come=NEG 
        ʻI tell you that we are not going to come.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(200) Esee  ich   ɨshɨ   oryõk   ich    oy-uko   oy-eyhi. 
        /eseː   iʨ    ɨɕɨ     orjõk   iʨ     oj-uko    oj-ejhi/
         DM    and   3.pay  1PE      and    1PE-go    1PE-go_home
        ʻAnd then he pays us and we go home.’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

(201) Ɨshɨm   yok   poho-chɨ=ke.
        /ɨɕɨm    jok    poho-ʨɨ=ke/
         3.give   1S      dog-MS.FF=PST   
        ʻHe has given me a dog.’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

CH  -/ɨm/  corresponds  to  the  AY  adposition  ome,  which  introduces  an 
indirect object and can be incorporated into the verb,  working as a lexical 
suffix. Ome also introduces the indirect object in Ancient Zamuco (see Chomé 
1958: 123-124). Such adposition no longer exists in Chamacoco, but one can 
suppose that  it  has  existed  and has only  been preserved when it  has  been 
incorporated into the verb.  In a few cases  also the preposition  =/ɨhɨ/ (see 
§5.14) has been incorporated into the verb, losing its function of preposition 
and changing the meaning of the verb, as in  ɨhɨmɨhɨ  ‘to give (as a present)’, 
which is derived from ɨshɨm /ɨɕɨm/ ‘to give’. -/ɨhɨ/ clearly corresponds to AY 
-/ihi/, but the AY lexical suffixes -/ome/ and -/ihi/ follow the plural suffix, 
while -/ɨm/ and -/ɨhɨ/ precede it (see §4.8.6).

-/ap/ is a reduced form of the diminutive suffix -/aːp/ (see §13.6). It can be 
added to the verb to convey attenuative nuances (202).  This also occurs in 
Ayoreo (§4.8.6). Few verbs show a suffix which modifies the lexical meaning of 
the verb. Like AY lexical suffixes, this element has been incorporated into the 
verb, but does not belong to the root, because it is separated from the root by 
the plural suffix. In (204) -/ap/ is added to all persons of the verb in (203), 
with the exception of the 3-persons.
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(202) tak-a-ʨɨm (1S) ‘to look’ ---> tak-a-ʨɨm-aːp (1S) ‘to look a little’
         j-e-jʨɨm (1PI) ‘to look’ --->  j-e-jʨɨm-aːp (1PI) ‘to look a little’

(203) t-iː-s (1S), aː-s (2S), ʨ-eː-s / ts-eː-s (3), j-iː-s (1PI), o-j-iː-s (1PE), aː-s-lo (2P), o-ʨ-eː-s /
                 o-ts-eː-s (3P), d-iː-s / l-iː-s (3.IRLS) ‘to bite, to sting, to criticize’ (also: ʨes)

(204) t-iː-s-ap (1S), aː-s-ap (2S), ʨ-eː-s / ts-eː-s (3), j-iː-s-ap (1PI), o-j-iː-s-ap (1PE),
                 aː-sɨ-l-ap (2P), o-ʨ-eː-s (3P), d-iː-s/ l-iː-s (3.IRLS) ‘to taste’

Also the clitic =/po/ ‘again’ has been incorporated into the verb  taãcha  
/tãːʨa/ ʻto arriveʼ to form the verb taãchpo /tãːʨpo/ ‘to come back’.

(205) tok-ãː-ʨa / tak-ãː-ʨa (1S), ãː-ʨa (2S), t-ãː-ʨa (3), j-ãː-ʨa (1PI), o-j-ãː-ʨa (1PE),
                 aː-ʨɨ̃-lo (2P), o-t-ãː-ʨa (3P), t-ãː-ʨa (3.IRLS) ʻto come, to arriveʼ

(206) tak-ãː-ʨ-po / tok-ãː-ʨ-po (1S), ãː-ʨ-po (2S), t-ãː-ʨ-po (3), j-ãː-ʨ-po (1PI),
                 o-j-ãː-ʨ-po (1PE), aː-ʨɨ ̃-l-po (2P), o-t-ãː-ʨ-po (3P), t-ãː-ʨ-po (3.IRLS) 
                 ʻto come back’

§5.14 The polyfunctional preposition =/ɨhɨ/   

In CH syntax there is a basic distinction between arguments and adjuncts. 
All  adjuncts  are  usually  introduced  by  =/ɨhɨ/.144 This  element  is  a 
polyfunctional preposition added to the last  word preceding the adjunct.  In 
(207a) the verb  tɨbich  /tɨbiʨ/ ‘to shout’ has valency 1. The enclitic  =/ɨhɨ/ is 
added to the verb in order to introduce the indirect object (207b). The verb in 
(208a) is transitive and the enclitic =/ɨhɨ/ is attached to oyayuwat /ojajuwat/ 
in order to add the temporal adjunct ʻin the riverʼ. =/ɨhɨ/ corresponds to the 
AY adposition iji. =/ɨhɨ/ has no specific meaning. For this reason in the phrase 
=ɨhɨ  onoota  ehet /ɨhɨ  onoːta  ehet/  ‘in  the  river’,  the  positional  relation  is 
conveyed by  a  locative  postposition,  such as  ehet ‘inside’.  As  most  locative 
postpositions,  ehet is  morphologically  a  nominal.  As  already  noted  (§5.13), 

144 In most cases =/ɨhɨ/ actually works as an applicative, but not all adjuncts are introduced by it. For 
instance, comitative adjuncts are introduced by the preposition hõr ‘with’. The use of =/ɨhɨ/ is only 
optional for temporal adjuncts. The /ɨ/ of =/ɨhɨ/ can assimilate to the vowel of its host.
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=/ɨhɨ/ can be incorporated into the verb, changing its lexical meaning.

(207) a. Tɨmchar-rza    t-ɨbich-ɨ=ke. 
           /tɨmʨaɻ-ɻa       t-ɨbiʨ-ɨ=ke/         
            woman-FS.FF  3-shout-EPENT=PST
           ʻThe woman screamed / shouted.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

        b. Tɨmchar-rza     t-ɨbich=ɨhɨ      boshesh-t. 
           /tɨmʨaɻ-ɻa        t-ɨbiʨ=ɨhɨ       boɕeɕ-t/    
            woman-FS.FF   3-shout=PREP   child-MS.FF
           ʻThe woman shouts at the children.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(208) a. Hnakɨrb-ich    umo    oyayuwa-t. 
           /n̥akɨrb-iʨ       umo    ojajuwa-t/  
            man-MS.FF     3.see     giant_anaconda-MS.FF            
           ʻThe man sees the giant anaconda.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
       
         b. Hnakɨrb-ich   umo   oyayuwa-t=ɨhɨ                     onoo-ta        ehe-t. 
            /n̥akɨrb-iʨ      umo   ojajuwa-t=ɨhɨ                      onoː-ta         ehe-t/ 
              man-MS.FF    3.see    giant_anaconda-MS.FF=PREP   river-FS.FF   3.inside-MS.FF
           ʻThe man sees the giant anaconda in the river.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

§5.15 Conclusions

This  chapter  has  described  CH  verb  morphology.  Chamacoco  shows 
clusivity, a feature not found in the other Zamucoan languages and the 1PI-
person exhibits a distinction between plural and greater plural. Depending on 
the  3-person,  some groups  of  verbs  have been distinguished:  prefixal  verbs 
(/ʨ/-verbs,  /ts/-verbs,  /t/-verbs  and  /d/-verbs),  thematic  verbs  and  radical 
verbs. Prefixal  verbs  mostly  have  regular  morphology,  while  radical  and 
thematic verbs present many irregularities, in particular the vocalic pattern is 
often unpredictable. Root allomorphy and consonantal changes can occur in 
the root depending on the vocalic pattern and on the verb class. The language 
presents a realis vs. irrealis opposition in the 3-person, which is not expressed 
in /t/-verbs, /d/-verbs, radical verbs, and in most verbs with reduced personal 
inflection.
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§6 Ancient Zamuco verb inflection

The present chapter describes the verb inflection of Ancient Zamuco. The 
verb  structure  consists  of:  personal  prefix,  thematic  vowel,  root  and  plural 
suffix (§6.1).  The  personal inflection  is  discussed  in  §6.2.  Ancient  Zamuco 
shows a realis vs. irrealis opposition which is expressed in the whole paradigm. 
Depending on the 3-person, four classes of verbs are distinguished: /ʨ/-verbs 
(§6.3), /t/-verbs (§6.4), thematic verbs (§6.5) and radical  verbs (§6.6).  One 
may wonder whether a group of  /s/-verbs also existed (§6.7).  Section §6.8 
deals  with  irregular  verbs  which  cannot  be  included  in  any  of  the  above 
mentioned verb classes. A.Z prefixation shares some similarities with the so-
called  ‘conjunct/disjunct  systems’  (§6.9).  Section  §6.10  lists  the  A.Z  verbs 
reported in Chomé’s grammar and their AY and CH cognates. In §6.10 the verb 
suffixation of Ancient Zamuco is compared with AY and CH verb suffixation. 
The  verb  prefixation  of  the  Zamucoan  languages  is  compared  in  the  next 
chapter.

§6.1 Generalities

In this section the verb morphology of Ancient Zamuco is discussed. The 
data come from the grammatical description by Chomé (1958 [ante 1745]). 
Despite the remarkable quality of Choméʼs grammar, it is based on the Latin 
grammars  of  his  time  and  therefore  it  needs  reinterpretation.  The  verb 
paradigms  provided  by  Chomé  are  generally  incomplete,  but  offer  very 
important  information  to  better  understand  verb  morphology  in  the  whole 
Zamucoan family. The structure of A.Z verbs is reported in (1).

(1)                                                                THEME
                                                  --------------------------------------
                                PREFIX + (THEMATIC VOWEL) + ROOT + SUFFIX

Ancient  Zamuco  is  a  tenseless  language  in  which  time  is  expressed  by 
temporal  markers.  The  language  is  characterized  by  a  realis  vs.  irrealis 
distinction. The realis is used when the speaker is sure that the event takes 
place (or has taken place), while the irrealis is used when the event does not 
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take place, has not yet taken place or the speaker is not sure whether it will 
take place. Thus, the realis is typically used in affirmative sentences referring 
to a present (2a) or a past event (2b), while the irrealis is used in negative 
sentences  (2c),  to  express  the  imperative  (2d)  or  in  affirmative  sentences 
referring to the future (2e-f).

(2) a. ch-imecêre  ‘he loves’
         3.RLS-love
     b. a-imecêre  ica ‘I loved’
         1.RLS-love  PST 
     c. ca     d-imêcêre ‘he does not love’
         NEG  3.IRLS-love
     d. ch-imecêre ‘let me love’  (imperative)
         1.RLS-love     
     e. ch-imecêre=ri ‘he will love’ (near future)
         3.IRLS-love=NFUT
     f. ch-imecêre=nei ‘I will love’ (remote future)
         1.RLS-love=RFUT 
    

The  presence  of  two moods  in  Ancient  Zamuco  has  been  described  by 
Chomé as a future vs. non-future distinction. According to Chomé,  the forms 
for the imperative (2d) and the negation (2c),  among others,  should derive 
from the future forms (Chomé 1958: 151-152), while the opposite turns out to 
be true. Also Kelm (1964), comparing Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco, seems to 
accept the future vs. non-future distinction proposed by Chomé for the verb. As 
Bhat points out, the use of the future vs. non-future distinction to convey realis-
irrealis is very common in old grammars:

“Basic modal distinctions are frequently described as tense distinctions. [...] The existence of a more 
basic realis-irrealis distinction has been recognised only recently. There is therefore a need to make an  
unbiased examination of many of these languages in order to obtain a better understanding of the exact 
nature of the modal category occurring in them.” (Bhat 1999: 131)    

“Most of the earlier grammars (and some recent ones too) wrongly describe these modal forms as 
showing a past-present-future (or future/non-future) tense distinction.” (Bhat 1999: 67)
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§6.2 Personal inflection and verb classes

A paradigm of an A.Z verb is provided in Table 6.1.145 

   
chimêcêre ‘to love’

 Realis Irrealis
a-i-mecêre (1S)    ch-i-mecêre (1S.IRLS)
d-a-mecêre (2S)   Ø-a-mecêre (2S.IRLS)
ch-i-mêcêre (3) d-i-mêcêre (3.IRLS)

 a-i-mecê-co (1P)     ch-i-mecê-co (1S.IRLS)
  d-a-mecê-ño (2P)      Ø-a-mecê-ño (2P.IRLS)

       ore ch-i-mêcêre (3P)        ore d-i-mêcêre (3P.IRLS)

Table 6.1

The first component is  the prefix, the second the thematic vowel.  The verb 
prefixes are different from the free personal pronouns. The prefixes of the realis 
are  /a/-  for the 1-person, /d/- for the 2-person and /ʨ/- for the 3-person. In 
the irrealis the prefixes are /ʨ/- for the 1-person and  /d/- for the 3-person, 
while the 2-person has no prefix. The 1P- and the 2P-person differ from the 
corresponding singular persons, only because they take the suffix -co  (-/ko/) 
and -ño  (-/ɲo/), respectively. This occurs in both realis and irrealis. For this 
reason, I will focus on the prefixation of the first three persons. Suffixation will 
be discussed in detail later on (see §6.11). 

The prefix for the 3-realis (ch-) and the 1-irrealis (ch-) seem to coincide. In 
Table 6.1  the 3-realis and the 1S-irrealis would  phonologically  coincide, but 
this  does  not  occur  in  all  verbs. The  digraph  <ch>  used  by  Chomé 
corresponds to /ʨ/ in the 3-person, but according to Bertinetto (2011: 5), it 
could correspond to [ʥ] in the 1-person. Indeed, it was not possible to indicate 
the sound [ʥ] with the Spanish orthography used by Chomé. [ʥ] (<ch>) 
would be an allophone of /j/, frequently found in the Ayoreo 1-prefix. This is a 
plausible  hypothesis,  but,  owing  to lack  of  data,  in  this  work  <ch> will 
145 This verb is the most frequently used by Chomé in his examples (1958: 143-145).
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always be considered the digraph for /ʨ/. 
The prefix for the 3-irrealis coincides with the prefix for the 2-realis, but 

the 2S-realis and the 3-irrealis are phonologically different because they have a 
different vowel.  In the 2-person (both realis and irrealis) the thematic vowel 
may be overwritten by a vowel originally belonging to the prefix, as in Table 
6.1, where /i/ is overwritten by /a/. In this case, it is functional to distinguish 
the  2S-realis  from  the  3-irrealis.  In  other  cases  these  two  persons 
phonologically  coincide.  The vocalic  pattern  is  very  regular  and  will  be 
analysed  in  detail  below.  The  vocalic  pattern  of  the  verb can  be  easily 
predicted given the vowel of the 3-person (realis), but, for reasons which will 
be  explained  below,  it  cannot  always be  predicted  if  only  the  2-vowel  is 
known. The morphological behaviour of the thematic vowel is the same in both 
realis and irrealis.

The 3-realis (henceforth: 3-person) will be considered the reference form 
and the base of the inflection. In this case, the 3-person takes the prefix  ch- 
(/ʨ/-). Depending on the morphology of the 3-person, three verb groups can be 
distinguished:  prefixal  verbs  (e.g.  ch-i-mêcêre /ʨ-i-meser̃e/  (3)  ‘to  love’), 
thematic verbs (e.g. i-yague /ijage/ (3) ‘to stand up’) and radical verbs (e.g. Ø-
Ø-tota (3) ‘to be blackened’). In Chomé, as in Latin grammars, the reference 
form used to cite a verb is the 1S-person.

There is no specific form for the 3P-person. The 3-person forms chimêcêre 
(/ʨimeser̃e/) and dimêcêre (/dimeser̃e/) in Table 6.1 are used for both singular 
and plural. In Ancient Zamuco the subject is obligatorily expressed only when 
it is a 3P-person, because it cannot otherwise be distinguished from the 3S-
person (3). For this reason, in Table  6.1 the 3P-person is indicated by the 3-
person  preceded  by  the  3P-pronoun  ore. This  does  not  mean  that  ore 
obligatorily  occurs. If the 3P-person subject is phonologically expressed, as in 
(4), ore is not used.    

(3) Ancient Zamuco (Chomé 1958: 142)
     Ore    ch-echâre       da-igueda-tie.
      3P      3S-demolish     3.RFL-house-MS.FF              
     ‘They demolish their own house.’      
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(4) Ancient Zamuco (Chomé 1958: 140)
     U      desi-oddoe     ch-ani    yu.
      DET  boy-MP.FF      3-bother  1S          
     ‘Those boys bother me.’  

§6.3 Prefixal verbs in /ʨ/-

The  vast  majority  of  verbs  in  Ancient  Zamuco  are  prefixal  verbs 
characterized  by  the  prefix  /ʨ/-  in  the  3-person.  The  3-irrealis  takes  the 
prefix /d/- (as in Table 6.1). These verbs are generally very regular. If the verb 
has /a/ or /e/ as thematic vowel, the vowel is usually preserved in the whole 
paradigm (5a-b, 6a-b). In (5a) the 1-prefix /a/- and thematic /a/ merge in the 
1-person.  Chaecâre  (/ʨaekãre/) (6c),  whose  1-person  coincides  with  the  1-
person of  checâre  (/ʨekãre/) (6b), is a verb with thematic /a/, which merges 
with the prefix /a/ in the 1-person.

(5) a. a-mata (1S), d-a-mata (2S), ch-a-mata (3) ‘to choose’146

     b. a-ôrâ (1S), d-a-ôrâ (2S), ch-a-ôrâ (3) ‘to praise’  

(6) a. a-e-yac (1S), d-e-yac (2S), ch-e-yac (3) ‘to guide’  
     b. a-e-câre (1S), d-e-câre (2S) ch-e-câre (3), e-câre (2S.IRLS) ‘to follow’147     
     c. a-ecâre (1S), d-a-ecâre (1S), ch-a-ecâre (1S) ‘to change’ 
     

If the 3-person is a high vowel, that is /i/ or /u/, the vowel is preserved in 
the  1-person,  but  turns  into  /a/  in  the  2-person.  The  2-vowel  /a/  is 
diachronically a prefix vowel which has overwritten the high thematic vowel 
(and is by contrast overwritten by non-high vowels). Thus, verbs with /i/ as 3-
thematic-vowel generally show the following vocalic pattern: /i/-/a/-/i/ (7).

(7) a. a-i-micêre (1S), d-a-micêre (2S), ch-i-micêre (3) ‘to fish (with bait)’  
     b. a-i-zau (1S), d-a-zau (2S), ch-i-zau (3) ‘to take’

146 From now on, in the glosses where the mood is not indicated, it is understood that the form is a  
realis one.

147 In Chomé (1958: 149)  the 2-persons of  checâre  (/ʨekãre/) are reported without  the symbol for 
nasalization, here it has been added following Lussagnet (1962: 58).
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In  (8)  one  finds  some exceptions.  In  (8a)  the  possible  origin  of  the  2-
vowel /a/ as 2-prefix is still to be found, because /i/ has not been overwritten 
by /a/. The verb chihi (/ʨihi/) (8b) has the 2-thematic-vowel /i/ and there is 
no trace of the prefix vowel /a/. This is a very rare exception, not only in 
Ancient Zamuco, but in the whole linguistic family (see §7.3). In the 1-person 
of chiazore (/ʨiasore/) (8c) there is insertion of -y- (/j/), probably in order to 
prevent the formation of a triphthong. In the 1-person of  chihi  ((/ʨihi/) too, 
there is consonantal insertion between the prefix and the thematic vowel. One 
may surmise that the epenthetic consonant was originally /j/, which has turned 
into /h/, because it has assimilated to root-initial /h/. In (8b) also the (regular) 
3-irrealis-form is provided by Chomé. In (8d) the syllable /ru/ drops in the 3-
person.

(8) a. a-i-ze (1S), da-i-ze (2S), ch-i-ze (3), a-i-co (1P), da-i-zo (2P) ‘to reach’ 
     b. a-h-i-hi (1S), d-i-hi (2S), ch-i-hi (3), d-i-hi (3.IRLS) ‘to make’ (causative verb)
     c. a-i-yazore (1S), d-a-zore (2S), ch-i-azore (3)  ‘to help, to favour’ 
     d. a-i-rugu (1S), ch-i-gu (3) ‘to get angry’

Verbs with /u/ as 3-thematic-vowel show the vocalic pattern /u/-/a/-/u/ 
(9a). In chuagoz (/ʨuagos/) (9b) thematic /u/ is overwritten by /a/ in the 2-
person dagoz (/dagos/), where the latter vowel merges with the first root-vowel 
/a/.  In  the  1S-person epenthetic  /g/  shows up  between the  prefix  and the 
thematic vowel. As in (8c), the consonantal insertion prevents the formation of 
a triphthong. 

(9) a. a-u-gau (1S), d-a-gau (2S), ch-u-gau (3) ‘to thread’ 
     b. a-g-u-agoz (1S), d-a-goz (2S), ch-u-agoz (3) ‘to hide’148 

The consonantal insertion in the 1-person (realis) is -y- (/j/) if the thematic 
vowel is /i/ or /g/ if the thematic vowel is /u/. They avoid the formation of a 
triphthong  when  the  prefix  is  a  vowel  and  the  root  begins  with  a  vowel. 
According  to  Choméʼs  words,  this  phenomenon  was  relatively  frequent  in 
Ancient Zamuco, because Chomé refers to two groups of verbs:

148 In Chomé’s grammar another prefixal verb is reported, but its 2-person (which is supposed to be 
regular) is not provided: aumate (1S), chumate (3) ‘to finish’.
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“si  a la  caracteristica del  verbo siguiere una  y  consonante,  esta  se dexa.  Aiyazore...  patrocinar. 2a 
dazore. 3а chiazore.” (Chomé 1958: 148) 

“Los actiuos cuya caracteristica, es  A, quien sigue una  gu,  la 2a haze  da, y la 3a  chu. Aguagoz... 
Esconder. 2a dagoz. 3а chuagoz.” (Chomé 1958: 148)

Owing to the scarcity of A.Z verbs for which both the 1- and the 3-person 
are reported, only one further verb presenting consonantal insertion in the 1-
person can be found.

(10) a-i-yozochere (1S), ch-i-ozochere (3) ‘to win, to exceed’ 

These phenomena of consonantal insertion in the 1-person (realis), which are 
due to morphophonological constraints, do not occur in the other Zamucoan 
languages, because the 1-prefix is a consonant in both Ayoreo and Chamacoco. 
   In  Chomé’s grammar there are few examples of verbs with thematic  /o/, 
which is preserved in the whole paradigm  and overwrites the 1-realis prefix 
/a/  (see  also  12e-f).  The  verb  in  (11) should  be  considered  an  exception, 
because it consists of the mere thematic vowel.    

(11)  o (1S), d-o (2S), ch-o (3), o-co (1P), do-yo (2P) ‘to look like, to be like’
         ch-o (2S.IRLS), o (2S.IRLS), d-o (3.IRLS), ch-o-co (1P.IRLS) o-yo (2P.IRLS) 

§6.4 Prefixal verbs in /t/-

There is a small group of prefixal verbs which take the prefix /t/- in the 3-
person. The 3-irrealis of /t/-verbs coincides with the 3-realis. The behaviour of 
the thematic vowel follows the same rules as in /ʨ/-verbs. In (12b-c) the 1-
thematic-vowel /a/ merges with the 1-prefix /a/. In (12e-f) the thematic vowel 
is /o/: in this case too, the 1-prefix /a/- is overwritten by the thematic vowel, 
consequently the 1S-realis and the 2S-irrealis coincide in (12f). These examples 
show that vowel-overwriting by /o/ in the 1-person is a phenomenon related to 
thematic /o/, rather than a particularity of the verb cho (/ʨo/) (11). /t/-verbs 
take the prefix y- (/j/)- rather than /ʨ/- for the 1-persons of the irrealis (12). 
/j/-  is  the  original  1-irrealis  prefix  used  in  Proto-Zamuco,  while  /ʨ/-  is 
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probably an A.Z innovation. 

(12)  a. y-a-que (1S.IRLS), t-a-c (3.RLS/IRLS) ‘to eat’149

        b. a-gari (1S), t-a-gari (3.RLS/IRLS) ‘to believe’
        c. a-gu (1S), t-agu (3.RLS/IRLS) ‘to eat’
        d. a-i-bidi (1S), t-i-bidi (3.RLS/IRLS) ‘to call’
        e. o-râ (1S), t-o-râ (3.RLS/IRLS) ‘to bring, to take’
        f. o-ria (1S), d-o-ria (2S), t-o-ria (3.RLS/IRLS), o-ria (2S.IRLS) ‘to steal’150

§6.5 Thematic verbs

Few verbs  have the 3-person  only consisting of the theme. In this small 
group of thematic verbs, only  thematic  /i/ is observed. The inflection of the 
realis is very regular, but  the  irrealis yields some surprises. The 3-irrealis or 
iyague (/ijage/) corresponds to the verb root -yague- (/jage/), but the fortition 
of /j/ in word-initial position occurs, so that -y- (/j/) turns into -ch- (/ʨ/). In 
the 1-irrealis, the prefix is not ch- (/ʨ/), but y- (/j/) (on this prefix, see §7.1). 

(13)  a. a-i-yague (1S), d-a-yague (2S), i-yague (3), a-i-yague-go (1P), d-a-yague-o (2P)
                   ‘to stand up’ 
           y-i-yague (1S.IRLS), ..., Ø-Ø-chague (3.IRLS), y-i-yaguego (1P.IRLS), 
                    a-y-agueo (2P.IRLS) ‘to stand up’ 
        b. a-i-yau (1S), i-yau (3) ‘to stop, to quit’

§6.6 Radical verbs

The last  inflectional  class is  represented by the so-called ‘radical  verbs’, 
whose 3-person consists of the mere root (14-16). The inflectional vowel is /i/ 
in the 1-person and /a/ in the 2-person. There are radical verbs whose 3-person 
begins with /t/ (14), y (/j/) (15) or /d/ (15). Root-initial /t/ or y (/j/) remain 
unchanged in the whole paradigm (14-15), while root-initial /r/ turns into /d/ 
in the 3-person (16). This change should be considered the fortition of /r/ in 
149 As in Ayoreo, the last vowel of yirique (/jirike/) is a default vocoid /e/.
150 Note that some forms of this verb in Chomé are reported with the symbol of nasality on the last 

vowel, not to be found here, because nasality is not present in all forms reported by Chomé.
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word-initial position. The vocalic pattern is the same in both realis and irrealis. 
The 3-irrealis coincides with the 3-realis. The prefix for the 1-irrealis is not ch- 
(/ʨ/-), but y- (/j/-) (14d-16a). In toi (/toj/), final -i (-/j/) is separated from the 
root by the plural suffix.

(14)  a. a-i-taña (1S), d-a-taña (2S), Ø-Ø-taña (3) ‘to be strong’ 
b. a-i-tanârà (1S), d-a-tanârâ (2S), Ø-Ø-tanârâ (3) ‘to tremble’
c. a-i-tota (1S),..., Ø-Ø-tota (3), a-i-tota-go (1P), d-a-tota-o (2P) ‘to be blackened’
          y-i-tota (1S.irl),..., Ø-Ø-tota (3.IRLS) ‘to be blackened’
d. a-i-toi (1S),..., Ø-Ø-toi (3) ‘to die, to be dead’
    y-i-toi (1S.IRLS), a-toi (2S.IRLS), Ø-Ø-toi (3), y-i-to-go-i (1P.IRLS) ‘to die, to be dead’ 

(15) a. a-i-yozo (1S), d-a-yozo (2S), Ø-Ø-yozo (3) ‘to need’ 
       b. a-i-yuare (1S),..., Ø-Ø-yuare (3) ‘to cry’ 

(16) a. y-i-raque (1S.IRLS), Ø-Ø-dac (3.RLS/IRLS) ‘to come’
       b. a-i-rugut (1S), Ø-Ø-dugut (3.RLS/IRLS) ‘to be fed up’

In conclusion, /ʨ/-verbs differ from the other verbs in the expression of the 
irrealis. These verbs represent the vast majority of A.Z verbs and take the prefix 
ch- (/ʨ/-) and /d/- for the 1- and 3-irrealis, respectively. By contrast, /t/-verbs, 
thematic verbs and radical verbs have the 3-realis which coincides with the 3-
irrealis  and show the prefix  y-  (/j/)- in the 1-irrealis.  This was the original 
prefix used in Proto-Zamuco. Only /ʨ/-verbs take the prefix ch- (/ʨ/-) in the 1-
irrealis. This prefix is very similar to the free pronouns for the 1-person yu /ju/ 
(1S) and yoc /jok/ (1P). The 2-person is the same for both /ʨ/-verbs and the 
others.

§6.7 Prefixal verbs in z- (/s/)- ? 

According  to  Chomé’s  (1958:  150),  there  is  a  group  of  verbs  with  the 
following characteristics: 

(1) The 3-realis begins with z- (/s/-)
(2) 3-person-initial z- (/s/-) is replaced by /n/ in the 3-irrealis
(3) The 1-irrealis begins with z- (/s/-)
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Since 3-person-initial  z- (/s/-) is  replaced by /n/ in the 3-irrealis,  one may 
surmise that z- (/s/-) is a 3-prefix and these verbs are prefixal verbs in z- /s/-. 
The prefix /n/- in the 3-irrealis reminds of /d/-, the prefix for the 3-irrealis of 
A.Z  /ʨ/-verbs.  In Ayoreo and Chamacoco,  /d/ and /n/ can be allomorphs. 
Another similarity with Ancient Zamuco /ʨ/-verbs is that the 3-prefix is also 
the 1-irrealis prefix. This group of verbs could correspond to CH /ts/-verbs, 
which are morphologically very similar to /ʨ/-verbs.  

Nevertheless, there are no data to confirm this hypothesis,  because only 
one example of this type of verb, zoru (/soru/) (17), is provided by Chomé, but 
it is an irregular verb and it is not possible to decide whether the other verbs of 
this  group shared the same irregularities.  For this reason, this  verb will  be 
considered a sheer irregularity and should not be considered a prefixal verb. 
The  root  of  this  verb  is  probably  horu. Root-initial  /h/ undergoes  fortition 
word-initially, where it turns into -z- (/s/) (see also §7.8, ex. (109)).151 The 1-
person  ahoru is  irregular,  because the 1-vowel is  not to be found, probably 
overwritten by the prefix /a/. In the irrealis, if -z- (/s/) is not a prefix, the 1-
person  zoru  (/soru/) is  irregular.  The 3-irrealis noru is  irregular too,  if  zoru 
(/soru/) is not a prefixal verb, because radical verbs take the prefix y- (/j/-) in 
the 1-irrealis  and do not  express  the distinction realis  vs.  irrealis  in  the 3-
person.

(17) a-horu (1S), zo-ru (3S), a-hoco (1P), d-a-hoyo (2P)  ‘to close’
                   zoru (1S.IRLS), no-ru (3.IRLS) ‘to close’ 

In conclusion, zoru (/soru/) is too irregular to be considered a prefixal or a 
radical verb, but the fortition occurring in the 3-person zoru (/soru/) suggests 
that it was originally a radical verb which had acquired some features of the 
prefixal verbs. Owing to lack of data, it is not possible to establish whether the 
verbs beginning in /s/- mentioned by Chomé formed a group of prefixal verbs 
in z- (/s/-) or a group of verbs sharing the same irregularities of zoru (/soru/). 

151 If zoru were a prefixal verb, /h/ would be an insertion. In this case, /o/ would be the thematic vowel. 
Nevertheless, /h/ insertion was never to be found in the 2-person.
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§6.8 Irregular verbs

In this section irregular verbs are discussed. The following verbs are also 
considered irregular by Chomé (1958: 153-154). The verbs ina (18) and i (19) 
are similar to thematic verbs in the 3-person, and, like thematic verbs, also take 
the  prefix  y-  (/j/-)  in  the  1S-irrealis,  but  like  prefixal  verbs  they  take  the 
prefix /n/- (18) or /d/-  (19) in the 3-irrealis. In particular the prefix  /n/- is 
only found in zoru /soru/ (§6.7). Note that the 1P-irrealis of ina (18) and i (19) 
do not take any prefix.152  These verbs end in the syllable  -/na/ (18) or in  -i  
(-/j/)/ (19), which occur after the plural suffix and behave like a lexical suffix. 
These elements are rarely observed in Ancient Zamuco. The vocalic pattern is 
irregular (18-19). In (18) thematic /o/ is pervasive, but is not preserved in the 
whole paradigm. 

The verb no (20) cannot be compared with any other A.Z verb. The forms 
bo  and boyo  (/bojo/) are  probably irrealis forms, since, according to Chomé, 
they are only used for the imperative. The 1P-irrealis of no (20) takes the prefix 
y- (/j/-) and the suffix -/go/ is followed by -i (-/j/). The verbs in (18-20) show 
traces of the prefixes /m/- and /b/- for the 2-irrealis, which are not otherwise 
found in Ancient Zamuco. These are the regular 2S-prefixes in Ayoreo.153

(18) o-na (1S), d-o-na (2S), i-na (3), o-co-na (1P), d-o-yo-na (2P) ‘to roll’
       y-a-hi-na (1S.IRLS), mo-na (2S.IRLS), no-na (3.IRLS), i-co-na (1P.IRLS), mo-ño-na (2P.IRLS)

(19) oi (1S), doi (2S), i (3), ocoi (1P), doyoi (2P) ‘to go’
        y-a-hi (1S.IRLS), be (2S.IRLS), doi (3.IRLS), icoi (1P.IRLS), beyoi (2.IRLS)

(20) a-i-no (1S), no (3) ‘to go’ (translated as irse by Chomé)
       bo (2S.IMP) / boyo (2P.IMP), y-i-no-go-i (1P.IRLS)

152 The Ayoreo 1-prefix /j/- may drop when the 1-person is used in irrealis contexts.
153 In Ayoreo these prefixes may drop when the 2S-person is used in irrealis contexts.
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§6.9 Ancient Zamuco prefixation and conjunct/disjunct systems154

This section shows that A.Z verb prefixation shares some similarities with 
so-called  conjunct/disjunct  systems,  although  Ancient  Zamuco  has  no 
conjunct/disjunct system itself. A conjunct/disjunct system “is a binary system, 
with  ‘conjunct’  used  for  first  person  in  statements  and  second  person  in 
questions, while ‘disjunct’ is used for second and third person in statements and 
first and third person in questions” (Curnow 2002: 611).155 Table 6.2 illustrates 
the distribution of conjunct and disjunct.

       Table 6.2

Statements Questions
1-person conjunct disjunct
2-person disjunct conjunct
3-person disjunct disjunct

                                                 (Curnow 2002: 614)

As  one  can  see  in  Table  6.3,  the  1S-realis  of  cho ‘to  look  like’  (/ʨo/) 
coincides with the 2S-irrealis.  If  one considers that the 1S-realis  is  used for 
positive statements, while the 2S-irrealis is used for question, they correspond 
to the ‘conjunct’,  which is  the “speaker in  statements  and the addressee in 
questions”  (Bickel  &  Nichols  2007:  223),  i.e.  the  “person  who  the  speaker 
supposes or claims to be the immediate supplier of the information” (ibidem). It 
is called ‘informant’ by Bickel & Nichols (2007: 223), but can also be called 
‘locutor’ or ‘assertor’ (see Creissels 2008).

154 I would like to express my gratitude to Balthasar Bickel, for suggesting me many of the ideas on 
which the present section is based.

155 On conjunct/disjunct systems, see, among others, Hale (1980), Hargreaves (1991), Curnow (2002), 
Bickel & Nichols (2007: 223-224), Bickel (2008), Creissels (2008) and Loughnane (2011). 
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Table 6.3

cho ‘to look like, to be 
like’

Realis Irrealis
o (1S) cho (1S)
do (2S) o (2S)
cho (3) do (3)
oco (1P) choco (1P)
doyo (2P) oyo (2P)

The 1S-realis and the 2S-irrealis of  cho (/ʨo/) coincide, but this does not 
occur in most A.Z verbs, such as chimêcêre /ʨimeser̃e/ (3) ‘to love’. However, 
1S-realis  and  2S-irrealis  share  the  same  morphological  device,  that  is  the 
prefix /a/-. In the 2-person, /a/ fills the slot of the thematic vowel, but was 
originally the 2-prefix (in the irrealis) or part of it (in the realis).  In the 2-
person, /a/ has overwritten the high thematic vowel, but has been overwritten 
by non-high thematic vowels.  In the 1-person, both the prefix /a/- and the 
thematic vowel are usually preserved (the 1-person of cho is an exception).

Table 6.4
chimêcêre ‘to love’

Realis Irrealis
a-i-mecêre (1S) ch-i-mecêre (1S)
d-a-mecêre (2S) a-mecêre (2S)
ch-i-mêcêre  (3) d-i-mêcêre (3)
a-i-mecê-co (1P) ch-i-mecê-co (1P)
d-a-mecê-ño (2P) a-mecê-ño (2P)

The original 2-prefix /a/ is present in all Zamucoan languages, while the 1-
prefix  /a/  is  only  found  in  Ancient  Zamuco  and  could  be  an  innovation. 
Ancient Zamuco also presents some exceptions, as in chize (/ʨise/) (Table 6.5), 
where thematic /i/ in the 2-person is not overwritten by the prefix-vowel /a/. 
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Unfortunately, the irrealis forms of chize are not reported by Chomé, but can be 
reconstructed by means of his grammatical description (Table 6.5).156 In this 
case, the 1S-realis and the 2S-irrealis coincide. 
           
Table 6.5 

chize ‘to love’
Realis Irrealis
a-i-ze (1S) *ch-i-ze (1S)
da-i-ze (2S) *a-i-ze (2S)
ch-i-ze  (3) *d-i-ze (3)
a-i-co (1P) *ch-i-co (1P)
d-a-izo (2P) *a-i-zo (2P)

In Ayoreo too, which shows a disappearing realis vs. irrealis distinction, the 
1S-realis and the 2S-irrealis used to coincide in verbs with non-high thematic 
vowels.  However,  in  both  Ayoreo  and  Ancient  Zamuco,  despite  the  above 
reported similarities, there is no conjunct/disjunct system. First, the uses of the 
1S-realis and the 2S-irrealis do not correspond to the conjunct in negative or 
future-referring statements. For instance, the 1S-irrealis and the 2S-irrealis can 
be used in negative statements or in an imperative context where they do not 
refer to the informant. Second, the correspondence between the 1P-realis and 
the 2P-irrealis is only to be found in prefixation, because they have different 
suffixes  in  both Ayoreo and Ancient  Zamuco.  Third,  in  a  conjunct/disjunct 
system (see Table 6.3) the disjunct person includes the 1-person and the 3-
person in questions, the 2-person and the 3-person in statements, which share 
the  same  morphological  devices.  This  is  not  the  case  in  either  Ayoreo  or 
Ancient Zamuco.

To conclude,  Ayoreo and Ancient  Zamuco do not  present  a  full-fledged 
conjunct/disjunct system, although the verb forms referring to the informant 
can coincide to some extent. This can explain the use of the original 2-irrealis 
prefix /a/- in the 1-realis of Ancient Zamuco, a feature which is not to be found 

156 According to Chomé (1958: 149), the 2S-irrealis “se haze de la 2a persona del mismo singular [2S-
realis], quitando la d.” In other word, the 2-irrealis is identical to the 2-realis, but it lacks initial /d/. 
The same is true of the 2P-realis and irrealis. 
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in the other Zamucoan languages. One logical hypothesis that one is invited to 
put  forth  is  that,  possibly,  Proto-Zamuco  (or  maybe  a  later  stage  of  the 
ancestral language out of which all  the Zamucoan languages have emerged) 
presented a conjunct/disjunct system, which has survived in somehow reduced 
form until the modern era.

§6.10 On the correspondence of  Ancient  Zamuco verbs  in  Ayoreo and 
Chamacoco

The present section lists the verbs from Chomé’s grammar Arte de la lengua  
zamuca and the corresponding AY and CH verbs (Table 6.6). The 1S-person and 
the 3-person of each verb are indicated (provided these forms are found in 
Chomé’s  grammar).  Verbs  are  ordered according  to  the  Ancient  Zamuco 3-
person. If  the latter is not reported, verbs are ordered according to the 1S-
person. If a verb is uninflectable, the person is not indicated in the gloss. When 
the symbol Ø appears alone in a cell, no cognate has been found in Ayoreo or 
Chamacoco. The data reported in this section are discussed in more detail in 
§6.10  and  in  chapter  §7,  where  the  verb  morphology  of  the  Zamucoan 
languages is compared. 

Table 6.6
Ancient Zamuco Ayoreo  Chamacoco 

a-i-mo (1S) ‘to see; to sleep’ ʨ-i-mo (3) ‘to see’, Ø-Ø-mo 
(3) ‘to sleep’, ɲ-i-mo (1S) ‘to 

see; to sleep’

tok-o-mo / tuk-u-mo (1S), 
u-mo (3) ‘to sleep; to see’  

a-i-nuzi (1S) ‘to remember’  Ø-Ø-n̥usina (3), ɲ-u-n̥usina 
(1S) ‘to remember’
cf. also Ø-Ø-n̥usi (3) ‘to be 
sad, to miss 
someone/something’ 

Ø

a-i-piazu (1S) ‘to do’ j-i-pesu (1S), Ø-Ø-pesu (3) 
‘to make, to do’

Ø

a-i-poc (1S) ‘to be ashamed’ ʨ-i-pogu (3), j-i-po-gu (1S) 
‘to hide, to conceal’

tɨk-ɨ-poːk (1S), Ø-Ø-poːk (3) 
‘to be ashamed’
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a-i-yo (1S) ‘to fly’ Ø-Ø-ʨo (3), j-i-jo (1S) 
‘to jump, to leap, to fly’

tɨk-i-jo (1S), i-jo (3) ‘to jump, 
to fly’

a-i-yotare (1S) ‘to be warm’157 Ø Ø
a-nnire (1S) ‘to scuttle, to 
bore’

ɲ-a-nire (1S), ʨ-a-nire (3) ‘to 
bawl out, to scold’

Ø

a-o-z (1S) ‘to cast out’ Ø-Ø-sose / ʨ-ose (3), 
j-i-hose (1S) ‘to push (the 
enemy) back; to squeeze’ 

Ø

arocore (1S) 
‘to do something slowly’

Ø Ø

a-u-cêrê (1S) ‘to point’ ʨ-u-ser̃e (3), ɲuser̃e (1S) 
            ‘to point’ 

Ø

bec ‘to rain’ beke ‘to rain’ ɨbɨk ‘to rain’ 
ch-a-mata (3), a-mata (1S) 
‘to choose’

ʨ-a-mata / ʨ-i-mata (3)
ɲ-a-mata / ɲ-i-mata (1S), 
‘to  collect’

ts-a-mɨta (3), t-a-mɨta (1S) 
‘to put together, 
to collect’

ch-a-ecâre (3), a-ecâre (1S)
‘to change’

ʨ-e-kãre (3), j-e-kãre (1S)
 ‘to change, to replace’

Ø

ch-a-ôrâ (3), a-ô-râ (1S) 
‘to praise’ 

Ø Ø

ch-e-câre (3), a-e-câre (1S), 
‘to follow’

Ø Ø

ch-e-yac (3), a-e-yac (1S)
 ‘to guide’  

ʨ-i-n̥ak (3), ɲ-i-n̥ak (1S)
‘to lead, to guide’

Ø

ch-i-azore (3), a-i-yazore (1S) 
‘to help, to favour’ 

ʨ-o-sõre (3),  ɲ-o-sõre (1S)
‘to provide comfort by 
helping, to pity by helping’

ts-o-sɨr (3), tok-o-sɨr (1S), ‘to 
help, to favour’ (also: tsosɨr̃) 

Ø-Ø-chigu (3), a-i-rugu (1S) 
‘to get angry’

ʨ-u-ruŋu  /  ʨ-u-gu  /  ʨ-u-
suruŋu / Ø-Ø-suruŋu (3), ɲ-u-
ruŋu / ɲ-u-suruŋu (1S),  
‘to pout at, to act disgusted’  

Ø

ch-i-hi (3), a-hihi (1S) ‘to 
make’ (causative verb)

Ø ɕ-uː (3), t-uː (1S) ‘to make’ 
(causative verb)

ch-i-mêcêre (3), ʨ-i-meser̃e (3), ɲ-i-meser̃e ts-a-m̥ur (3), t-a-m̥ur (1S) 

157 On this verb, see Kelm (1964: 776, note 186).
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a-i-mecêre (1P) ‘to love’ (1S) ʻto want, to prefer’ ‘to love’
ch-i-micêre (3), 
a-i-micêre (1S) 
‘to fish (with bait)’ 

ʨ-i-meser̃e gaj (3), 
j-i-meser̃e gaj (1) 
‘to sprinkle’158

ʨ-e-ɕer (3S), t-e-ɕer (1S) 
‘to fish’

ch-i-zau (3), a-i-zau (1S) 
‘to take’ 

ʨ-i-sa (3), j-i-sa (1S) 
‘to pick up, to grab, to accept’

ʨ-i-ɕew (3), t-i-ɕew (1S) 
‘to hold, to take, to grab’

ch-i-ze (3), a-i-ze (1S) 
‘to reach’

 ʨ-i-se (3), j-i-se (1S) 
‘to find, to meet, to reach’

ʨ-i-ɕ (3), t-i-ɕ (1S) 
‘to meet, to reach’

ch-o (3), o (1S) ‘to look like, 
to be like’

ʨ-o (3),  j-o (1S) 
‘to be like, to sound like’  

ɨtso (3), Ø (1S) ‘to be like, to 
look like’

ch-u-agoz (3), a-g-uagoz (1S) 
‘to hide, to conceal’

ʨ-a-kose (3), j-a-kose (1S)
‘to hide, to conceal’

ts-a-kɨs (3), t-a-kɨs (1S) ‘to 
hide, to conceal’

ch-u-gau (3), a-u-gau (1S) 
‘to thread’

ʨ-u-ga (3), j-u-ga (1S)
‘to sew, to mend’

Ø

ch-u-mate (3), a-u-mate (1S) 
‘to finish’

ʨ-i-mate (3), ɲ-i-mate (1S)
‘to finish, to complete’

ʨ-ɨ-mɨt (3), t-ɨ-mɨt (1S) ‘to 
finish, to complete’

Ø-Ø-dac (3), y-i-raque 
(1S.IRLS) ‘to come’

Ø-Ø-dike (3), j-i-rike (1S) 
‘to walk’

d-ɨ-rk (3), tɨk-ɨ-rk (1S) ‘to 
walk’

dahat ‘to boil’ dahate ‘to boil’ dahat ‘to boil’
Ø-Ø-dugut (3), a-i-rugut (1S) 
‘to be fed’ (‘ser harto’)

Ø-Ø-kuta (3), j-u-kuta (1S)
‘to be fed up, to be lazy’ 

Ø

i (3), o-i (1S) ‘to go’ d-o-j (3), j-i-hi / ji (1S) 
‘to bring, to do, to get (to go 
to bring)’

iː (3), tak-a-hiˀ (1S)
 ‘to go to bring, to get’

i-na (3), o-na (1S) ‘to roll/to 
go round’

Ø-Ø-nona / ʨ-i-n̥ina (3), j-i-
n̥ina  (1S) ‘to accompany, to 
go with’ (also: ʨihina)

i-̃ja (3), tok-õ-ja (1S) 
‘to accompany’

i-yague (3), a-i-yague (1S) 
‘to stand up’

Ø-Ø-ʨage (3), j-i-jage (1S) 
‘to stand up’

i-jehet (3), t-i-jehet / tik-i-
jehet / tɨk-i-jehet (1S) 
‘to stand, to stand up’

i-yau (3), a-i-yau (1S) 
‘to stop, to quit’ 

Ø-Ø-ʨa (3), j-i-ja (1S) ‘to 
stop, to quit’

i-jehe (3), t-i-jehe / tɨk-i-jehe 
(1S) ‘to stop’

no (3), a-i-no (1S) ‘to go’ n̥o (3), j-i-hi / ji (1S) n̥o (3), tak-a-ha (1S) ‘to go’

158 According to Kelm, A.Z chimicêre (/ʨimeser̃e/) corresponds to AY chimeser̃e gai /ʨimeser̃e gaj/ ‘to 
sprinkle’, see Kelm (1964: 774; 448, note 76).
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‘to go, to leave’
t-a-c (3), y-a-que (1S.irl) ‘to 
eat’

t-a-ke (3), j-a-ke (1S) ‘to eat’ 
(also: tak)

t-aː-k (3), tak-aː-k (1S) ‘to eat’

t-a-gari (3), a-gari (1S), 
‘to believe’

t-a-ŋari (3), ɲ-/j-aŋari (1S) ‘to 
listen to, to pay attention to, 
to obey to’

t-e-̃r (3), tãk-ɨ-̃r (1S) 
‘to listen to’

t-a-gu (3), a-gu (1S) ‘to eat’ t-a-gu (3),  j-a-gu (1S) ‘to eat, 
to bite’

t-e-w (3), t-a-w (1S) ‘to eat’

Ø-Ø-taña (3), a-i-taña (1S) 
‘to be strong’

Ø-Ø-taja (3), j-i-taja (1S) ‘to 
be strong, to be firm’

Ø

Ø-Ø-tanârâ (3), a-i-tanârâ (1S) 
‘to tremble’

Ø-Ø-tãrara (3), ɲ-i-tãrara (1S) 
‘to tremble; shake 
involuntarily’

Ø

Ø-Ø-tata (3), y-i-tata (1S.IRLS) 
‘to say, to tell’

ʨ-a-tata (3), j-a-tata (1S),
‘to advise; to tell’

t-a-ta (3), t-iː-ta (1S)
‘to say, to report’ 

t-i-bidi (3), a-i-bidi (1S) 
‘to call’

t-i-bidi (3), j-i-bidi (1S) 
‘to call, to summon’

 t-ɨ-biː (3), tɨk-ɨ-biː (1S) 
‘to call, to summon’

Ø-Ø-tocade (3), a-i-tocade 
(1S) ‘to come out, to happen’

tokade ‘to come out, to 
happen’ 

Ø-Ø-tokole (3), tɨk-i-tokole / 
tɨk-ɨ-tokole (1S) ‘to exit, to 
come out, to happen’

Ø-Ø-toi (3), a-i-toi (1S) ‘to 
die, to be dead’

Ø-Ø-to-j (3), j-i-to-j (1S) ‘to 
die’

Ø-Ø-toj (3), tɨk-ɨ-tɨ / tuk-wɨ-tɨ 
(1S) ‘to die’

t-o-râ (3), o-râ (1S) ‘to bring, 
to take’

t-õ-ra (3), ɲ-õ-ra (1S) 
‘to throw out’ 

t-ã-ra (3), tok-õ-ra (1S) ‘to 
come from; to throw’ 

t-o-ria (3), o-ria (1S) ‘to steal’ t-o-ria (3), j-o-ria (1S) 
‘to steal, to rob’ 

t-o-rḁ (3), tok-o-rḁ (1S) ‘to 
steal, to rob’

Ø-Ø-tota (3), a-i-tota (1S) 
‘to be blackened’159

Ø Ø

Ø-Ø-yozo (3), a-i-yozo (1S), 
‘to need’

Ø-Ø-n̥usi (3), ɲ-u-n̥usi (1S) 
‘to be sad, to miss 
someone/something’

Ø

Ø-Ø-yuare (3), a-i-yuare (1S) 
‘to cry’

Ø-Ø-juare (3), j-u-juare (1S) 
‘to wail, to grieve with 

mournful crises, to lament’

Ø-Ø-jer ̥(3), tɨk-i-jer ̥(1S) ‘to 
cry’

159 On this verb, see Kelm (1964: 774, note 179).
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zoru (3S), a-horu (1S), 
‘to close’

Ø-Ø-su(ru) / ʨ-u-hu(ru) (3), 
j-u-hu(ru) (1S) ‘to close (in), 

to shut in’

Ø

§6.11 Verb suffixation in Ancient  Zamuco and in the other  Zamucoan 
languages

This section deals with verb suffixation in the Zamucoan languages. When 
no  substitution  occurs,  the  series  of  suffixes  is  -/go/  and  -/o/ in  Ancient 
Zamuco and -/go/ and -/jo/ in Ayoreo. When there is substitution of the final 
syllable  or  consonant  by  the  plural  suffix,  in  Ayoreo  the  standard series  is 
-/ko/, -/ʨo/ but also -/ho/ (1P) or -/so/ (2P) can be used. In Ancient Zamuco 
the suffix is -co  (-/ko/) or -ho for the 1P-person, while in the 2P-person -cho 
(-/ʨo/), -yo (-/jo/), -ño (-/ɲo/) or  -zo (-/so/) can be used (depending on the 
context). The mobile syllables in Ancient Zamuco generally correspond to the 
AY ones. The inventory of the mobile syllables in Ancient Zamuco seems to be 
less numerous than in Ayoreo, but this could depend on scarcity of data.

I will first discuss the functional need for a suffix in the verb structure of 
the Zamucoan languages.  In Ancient Zamuco only the first  two persons are 
distinguished by prefixation. In (21) The suffixes -co (-/ko/) and -ño (-/ɲo/) are 
added to obtain the plural of the 1- and the 2-person, respectively. The same 
suffix is used for both realis and irrealis. As in Ayoreo, there is no 3-person 
suffix,  so  that  there  is  no  morphological  difference  between  the  3-person 
singular and plural. In both Ancient Zamuco (21) and Ayoreo (22) 1-person, 
the prefix is the same for the singular and the plural, so that the 1P-suffix is 
necessary to distinguish the 1P-person from the 1S-person. The same is true of 
the 2-person in  Ancient  Zamuco.  By contrast,  the Ayoreo 2P-suffix is  often 
unnecessary,  because  the  2-person  singular  and  plural  have  two  different 
prefixes, but one has to consider that the 2-prefixes fall in the AY irrealis. For 
this reason, in the irrealis the 2P-suffix helps to distinguish the 2P-person from 
the 2S-person.160  The Chamacoco 2P-person is obtained by adding the suffix 
-/lo/ to the 2S-person: e.g.  chish /ʨiɕ/ (3) ‘to meet’,  esh  /eɕ/ (2S) ---> eshlo  
/eɕlo/  (2P). -/lo/ is also used to obtain the greater plural of the 1PI-person: 

160 See Kelm (1964: 775-776).
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yish /jiɕ/ (1PI) ---> yishlo /jiɕlo/ (1PI.GP). The latter form has no counterpart 
in the other Zamucoan languages, because they do not present the clusivity 
split.  The possible  origins  of  CH -/lo/  are  discussed in  §14.3.6.  As  will  be 
shown in (§7.9), Chamacoco shoes some traces of the Proto-Zamuco 1P-suffix 
-/ko/, which has disappeared in this language, but is to be found in Ayoreo and 
Ancient Zamuco.

(21) Ancient Zamuco:  ch-i-mecêre (3.RLS) ʻto loveʼ

        Realis:   a-i-mecêre (1S.RLS) ---> a-i-mecê-co (1P.RLS)  
                     d-a-mecêre (2S.RLS) ---> d-a-mecê-ño (2S.RLS)
                     ch-i-mêcêre (3.RLS)
 
       Irrealis:   ch-i-mecêre (1S.IRLS) ---> ch-i-mecê-co (1S.IRLS)
                     a-mecêre (2S.IRLS) ---> a-mecê-ño (2S.IRLS)  
                     d-i-mêcêre (3.IRLS)

(22) Ayoreo: ʨ-i-meser̃e (3) ʻto want, to prefer’     
                 (ɲ)-i-meser̃e (1S) --->  (ɲ)-i-mese-̃ko (1P)
               (m)-a-meser̃e (2S) --->  (wak)-a-mese-̃ʨo (2P)  

As in Ayoreo, A.Z verb suffixation depends on the interaction between the 
final element (the last syllable or consonant of the root) and the suffix. One has 
to distinguish the suffixes which are added to the verb without any substitution 
from the suffixes which substitute one or more final elements (see the “mobile 
syllables”  described in  §4.8).  In  the  following paragraphs the  suffixation of 
Ancient Zamuco will be discussed and compared with AY suffixation. 

In Ancient Zamuco, when no final element is replaced by the plural suffix, 
the  suffixes  -/go/ and  -/o/  are  added  in  the  1P-person  and  the  2P-person 
respectively. The suffix -/go/ is the same as in Ayoreo, while -/o/ corresponds 
to the AY suffix -/jo/ (23). 

(23)  a. A.Z. a-i-tota (1S) ---> a-i-tota-go (1P), d-a-tota-o (2P) ‘to be blackened’
        b. A.Z. a-i-yague (1S) ---> a-i-yague-go (1P), d-a-yague-o (2P) ‘to stand’
        c. Ay. j-i-jage (1S) ---> j-i-jage-go (1P), j-i-jage-jo (2P) ‘to stand up’ 

Verbs ending in a mobile syllable take the suffixes  -/ko/ (1P) and  -/ʨo/ 
(2P)  in  Ayoreo,  which correspond to  -co  (-/ko/) (1P),  -yo  (-/jo/) (2P),  -ño  
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(-/ɲo/) (2P) or -cho (-/ʨo/) (2P) in Ancient Zamuco. The suffix -cho (-/ʨo/) has 
a limited use in Ancient Zamuco, while in Ayoreo it is the standard suffix used 
when the substitution of the final syllable or consonant occurs. A.Z -yo (-/jo/) 
or -ño (-/ɲo/) corresponds to the Ayoreo 2P-suffix used when no final element 
is substituted.

When the last syllable is -/re/ or -/ru/, a substitution occurs in A.Z verbs. 
In this case, the suffixes -co (-/ko/) and -yo (-/jo/) are used for the 1P-person 
and 2P-person, respectively. -yo (-/jo/) possibly nasalizes into -ño (-/ɲo/). 

A substitution can also occur in AY verbs ending in -/re/ or -/ru/.161 In this 
case,  the  1P-suffix  and  the  2P-suffix  are  -co (-/ko/)  and  -cho (-/ʨo/), 
respectively. The latter suffix does not correspond to the Ancient Zamuco 2P-
suffix -yo  (-/jo/) or  -ño (-/ɲo/). In Ayoreo the verb  suru  or chujuru /ʨuhuru/ 
(24h) is an exception. Its final syllable -/ru/ is replaced by the plural suffix. 
The 1P-person is regular, whereas -/ʨo/ and  -/jo/ alternate in the 2P-plural. 
Both  -/ʨo/  and  -/jo/  replace  the  last  syllable  -/ru/. The  comparison  with 
Ancient Zamuco shows that the 2-person suffix -/jo/ in (24h) is a relic. In this 
context, the original 2P-suffix was probably -/jo/, which has been replaced by 
-/ʨo/ (see also §14.3.14).

(24) a. A.Z. arocore (1S) ---> aroco-co (1P), daroco-ño (2P) ‘to do something slowly’162

       b. A.Z. annire (1S) ---> anni-co (1P), dani-ño (2P) ‘to scuttle, to bore’
       c. Ay.  ɲanire (1S) ---> ɲani-ko (1P), ɲani-ʨo (2P) ‘to bawl out, to scold’ 
       d. A.Z. aucêrê (1S) ---> aucê-co (1P), dacê-ño (2P) ‘to point’
       e. Ay. ɲuser̃e (1S) ---> ɲuse-̃ko (1P), wakase-̃ʨo (2P) ‘to point’ 
       f. A.Z. aiyotare (1S) ---> aiyotâ-co (1S), dayota-ño (2P) ‘to be warm’
       g. A.Z. ahoru (1S) --> aho-co (1P), daho-yo (2P) ‘to close’
       h. Ay. juhu(ru) (1S) ---> juhu-ko (1P), wakahu-ʨo/-jo (2P) ‘to cover, to close’    

In A.Z verbs, final -z  (-/s/), -zi  (-/si/) or -zu  (-/su/) are replaced by the 
suffix -co (-/ko/) in the 1P-person. In the 2P-person, -yo (-/jo/) is added and /j/ 
is absorbed by -z (/s/), thus yielding -zo  (-/so/). In Ayoreo also the syllables 
-/sa/ and -/so/ can be substituted.

161 In Ayoreo the substitution is also observed for the syllables -/ra/, -/ri/ and -/ro/.
162 The presence of -ño (-/ɲo/) in darocoño /darokoɲo/ is not clear. Chomé probably omits nasalization 

on arocore.
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(25)  A.Z. aoz (1S) ---> ao-co (1P), daoz-o (2P) ‘to cast out’163      
        Ay. jihose (1S) ---> jiho-ko  (1P), wakaho-so (2P) ‘to push the enemy back; to squeeze’
        A.Z. aize (1S) ---> aico (1P), daizo (2P) ‘to reach’
        Ay. jise (1S) ---> ji-ko (1P), wake-so (2P) ‘to find, to meet, to reach’
        A.Z. ainuzi (1S) ---> ainucoi (1P), danuzoi (2P) ‘to remember’  
        Ay. ɲ-u-n̥usi (1S) ---> ɲ-u-n̥usi-ŋo/ j-u-n̥u-ko-j (1P), wak-a-n̥usi-ɲo / wak-a-n̥u-so-j (2P)
                  ‘to be sad, to miss someone/something’
        A.Z. aipiazu (1S) ---> aipiaco (1P), dapiazo (2P) ‘to do’
        Ay. j-i-pesu (1S) ---> j-i-pe-ko / j-i-pe-ho (1P), wak-a-pe-so (2P) ‘to make, to do’

In A.Z verbs ending in /k/, the final consonant is replaced by the suffixes 
-/ho/ (1P) and -cho (-/ʨo/) (2P), corresponding to AY -/ho/ and  -/ʨo/. A.Z 
-/ho/ is an allomorph of -co (-/ko/), like its AY counterpart. The difference is 
that AY -/ho/ is not restricted to verbs ending in -/k/, but may also be used 
when the consonant of the final syllable -CV is a velar stop, as in (26).

(26) A.Z. aipo-c (1S) ---> aipo-ho (1P), dapo-cho (2P) ‘to be ashamed’
       Ay. jipo-gu (1S) --->  jipo-ho (1P),  wakapo-ʨo (2P) ‘to hide, to conceal’

In conclusion, the Ancient Zamuco 1P-suffixes are -co (-/ko/) and  -/go/, 
which  correspond  to  the  AY suffixes  -/ko/  and  -/go/.  In  both  Ayoreo  and 
Ancient  Zamuco,  the  suffixes  -/ko/  has  the  allomorph  /ho/.  The  Ancient 
Zamuco 2P-suffixes are -/o/, -yo (-/jo/), -cho (-/ʨ/) and -zo (-/so/), while the 
AY suffixes are -/jo/, -/ʨo/ and -/so/. The Ancient Zamuco 2P-suffix -/o/ has 
no corresponding AY suffix, where -/jo/ is to be found when no substitution 
occurs. Note that A.Z -yo (-/jo/) is only used when the verb ends in a mobile 
syllable. As  will be shown  in (§14.3.14), the suffixes  -/ʨo/ and  -/so/ derive 
from -/jo/: when -/jo/ was added to a root in /k/ this consonant palatalized 
into /ʨ/, thus originating -/ʨo/. When -/jo/ was added to a root in -/s/, /s/ 
absorbed /j/, thus originating -/so/. This mechanism has also been extended to 
other  roots with  the  same  consonants  in  pre-final  position  (such  as  verbs 
ending in -/si/ and -/su/) and -/ʨo/ and -/so/ have become two independent 
suffixes.  This  suggests  that  Ayoreo  has  probably  lost  the  suffix  -/o/  and 
consequently  it  only  used the  suffix -/jo/  for the  2P-person.  Then,  the  2P-
person -/jo/ has been preserved when no substitution occurred, while it has 
163 On this verb, see Kelm (1964: 776).
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turned into -/ʨo/ and -/so/ if used after a mobile syllable. On the 2P-suffixes, 
see also (§14.3.14).

§6.12 Conclusions

In this chapter A.Z verb morphology has been discussed. Ancient Zamuco 
presents the same verb groups found in Ayoreo and Chamacoco: prefixal verbs 
(/ʨ/-verbs  and  /t/-verbs),  thematic  verbs  and  radical  verbs.  The  vocalic 
pattern  is  usually  regular.  A.Z  verb  inflection  shows  a  realis  vs.  irrealis 
opposition in the whole paradigm. Ancient Zamuco is very conservative in this 
respect, because the realis vs. irrealis opposition has partly been lost in Ayoreo 
and Chamacoco. The verb prefixation of  Ancient Zamuco will  be compared 
with Ayoreo and Chamacoco in the next chapter. A.Z plural suffixes correspond 
to AY plural suffixes, but not to the CH suffix -/lo/. A.Z and AY plural suffixes 
will be compared in §14.3.14.
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§7 Verb inflection in the Zamucoan languages

The  present  chapter  compares  the  verb  inflection  of  Ancient  Zamuco, 
Ayoreo and Chamacoco. On the one side, a detailed comparison between A.Z 
and AY verb morphology can be found in  Kelm (1964:  770-802; 803-804), 
although part of the terminology and the categories employed in his study have 
to be revisited. On the other side, I will mainly focus on the comparison of 
Ancient Zamuco and Ayoreo with Chamacoco. Personal pronouns have been 
compared in (§3.2). 

Verbal suffixation has been discussed in (§6.11). All Zamucoan languages 
have a prefix, a thematic vowel, a root and a plural suffix. One can note many 
similarities in the personal prefixes (§7.1) and in the thematic vowel (§7.2). A 
given  verb  tends  to  belong  to  the  same  inflectional  class  in  all  Zamucoan 
languages, but in some cases regular correspondences between different groups 
of verbs are to be found. A.Z and AY  /ʨ/-verbs correspond to CH /ʨ/- and 
/ts/-verbs. Some examples are shown in §7.2, where the thematic vowel in the 
Zamucoan languages are compared. Section §7.3 deals with CH /ɕ/-verbs and 
AY  /ʨ/-verbs  (§7.3).  In  Chamacoco  there  is  a  big  class  of  /t/-verbs, 
corresponding to AY and A.Z /t/-verbs (§7.4), but also to other AY verb classes 
(§7.5).  CH  /d/-verbs  correspond  to  AY  prefixal  or  radical  verbs  (§7.6). 
Thematic verbs are present in Ancient Zamuco and Chamacoco, but generally 
correspond to AY radical verbs (§7.7). Radical verbs are discussed in §7.8. One 
can  find  an  explanation  for  many  features  of  irregular  verbs  (§7.9).  Some 
correspondences between Zamucoan languages can also be found in defective 
verbs  (§7.10).  Two  possible  derivational  mechanisms,  which  are  no  longer 
productive, are compared in §7.11 and §7.12.

§7.1 Personal prefixes

This  section  focuses  on  personal  prefixation:  verb  suffixation  has  been 
discussed  in  (§6.11).  The  verb  system  of  the  Zamucoan  languages  is 
exemplified in (Table 7.1-7.3). The personal pronouns have been compared in 
(§3.2).
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Table 7.1. Ancient Zamuco verb inflection

Ancient Zamuco: chimêcêre ‘to love’
 Realis Irrealis

a-+V+ROOT (1S) / 
a-i-mecêre (1S) 

ch-/z-/y-+V+ROOT (1S) / 
ch-i-mecêre (1S.IRLS)

d-+V+ROOT (2S) / d-a-mecêre (2S) Ø+V+ROOT (2S) / Ø-a-mecêre (2S.IRLS)
ch-/t-/z-/Ø+(V)+ROOT (3) / 

ch-i-mêcêre (3)
d-/n-/Ø+(V)+ROOT (3.IRLS) /

d-i-mêcêre (3.IRLS)
a-+V+ROOT+SUFF (1P) / 

a-i-mecê-co (1P)
ch-/z-/y-+V+ROOT+SUFF (1P.IRLS) / 

ch-i-mecê-co (1P.IRLS)
d-+V+ROOT+SUFF (2P) / 

d-a-mecê-ño (2P)
Ø+V+ROOT+SUFF (2P.IRLS) / 

Ø-a-mecê-ño (2P.IRLS)
ore ch-/t-/z-/Ø+(V)+ROOT (3P) / 

ore ch-i-mêcêre (3P)
ore d-/n-/Ø+(V)+ROOT (3P.IRLS) / 

ore d-i-mêcêre (3P.IRLS)

Table 7.2. Ayoreo verb inflection     

 Ayoreo:  chimeser̃e  /ʨimesere/ ‘to want, to prefer, to receive, to accept’
 Realis Irrealis

[Ø-V+ROOT /  i-meser̃e (1S)]164  j-/ɲ-+V+ROOT / ɲ-i-meser̃e (1S)
 b-/m-+V+ROOT (2S) / m-a-meser̃e  [Ø-V+ROOT / a-meser̃e (2S)]
ʨ-/t-/Ø+(V)+ROOT / ʨ-i-meser̃e (3)  Ø

[Ø-V+ROOT+SUFFIX /  
i-mese-̃ko (1P)]

 j-/ɲ-+V+ROOT+SUFFIX / 
ɲ-i-mese-̃ko (1P)

b-/m-+V+ROOT+SUFFIX / 
m-a-mese-̃ʨo (2P)

[Ø-V+ROOT+SUFFIX / a-mese-̃ʨo (2P)]

 ore ʨ-/t-/Ø+(V)+ROOT / 
ore ʨ-i-meser̃e (3P)

Ø

164 In  currently  spoken Ayoreo,  realis  and irrealis  usually  merge  (see §4.2).  The forms which are 
generally replaced are indicated between brackets.
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Table 7.3. Chamacoco verb inflection      

Chamacoco: sahmur  /tsam̥ur/ ‘to want, to like, to love’
 Realis Irrealis

t-/tVk-+V+ROOT / t-a-m̥ur (1S)  Ø
 Ø+V+ROOT / a-m̥ur (2S) Ø

ʨ-/ts-/t-/d-/n-/l-/j-/Ø+(V)+ROOT / 
ts-a-m̥ur (3)

d-/t-/Ø+(V)+ROOT / n-a-m̥ur (3)

j-+V+ROOT / j-a-m̥ur (1PI) Ø
j-+V+ROOT+-lo / j-a-m̥ur-lo (1PI.GP) Ø

o-+j-+ROOT / o-j-am̥ur (1PE) Ø
Ø+V+ROOT+lo / a-m̥ur-lo (2P) Ø

o-+ʨ-/ts-/t-/d-/n-/l-/j-/Ø+(V)+ROOT / 
 o-ts-a-m̥ur (3P)

o-+d-/t-/Ø+(V)+ROOT / o-n-a-m̥ur (3P)

The 1S-prefix /tVk/- or  /t/- of Chamacoco and the 1-realis prefix  /a/- of 
Ancient Zamuco are not related to any other personal prefix. The 1-prefix /j/- 
of  Ayoreo  corresponds  to  the  Chamacoco  1PI-person  /j/-  (this  element, 
preceded by /o/-, is also present in the 1PE-person) and to the Ancient Zamuco 
1-irrealis prefix y- (/j/-). Also AY /j/- tends to be used in irrealis contexts, but 
y- (/j/-) is not frequently used in Ancient Zamuco, where the predominant 1-
irrealis prefix is  ch- (/ʨ/). However, the 1-prefix /j/-, found in all Zamucoan 
languages,  was  the  original  1-prefix,  probably  used  in  irrealis  contexts.165 
Although  /ʨ/- is the most frequent prefix for the 1-irrealis, it only occurred 
with /ʨ/-verbs. This suggests that /ʨ/- is probably an A.Z innovation.166 

However, there is also another hypothesis. As noted in §6.2, according to 
Bertinetto (2011: 5),  ch- could correspond to [ʥ], allophone of /j/, in the 1-
person. The fact that one only finds the 1-prefix /j/- in /t/-verbs, radical verbs 
and irregular verbs, which are far less frequent than /ʨ/-verbs, may suggest 
the following intriguing hypothesis: Chomé might have asked his informants to 
confirm the pronunciation of these less prototypical paradigms and this might 
have induced  a  hyperarticulation  behaviour  that  preserved the  prototypical 
165 See also Bertinetto (2011: 6).
166 This is confirmed by data on the possessive inflection of Ancient Zamuco, see (§11.1).
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form of the morpheme /j/-.167

The prefix /j/- is very similar to the 1-pronouns: A.Z (u)yu (/uju/) (1S), 
(u)yoc  (/(u)jok/) (1P);  AY (u)yu /(u)ju/  (1S),  (u)yoc /(u)jok/ (1P);  CH  yok 
/jok/  (1S),  eyok /ejok/  (1PI),  õryok /õrjok/  (1PE).  The  1-prefix  /j/-  can 
nasalize into [ɲ] in both Ayoreo and Chamacoco.168

The Chamacoco 2-person has no prefix, like the Ancient Zamuco 2-irrealis 
and the Ayoreo 2-irrealis (where the prefix tends to fall), so that Chamacoco 
corresponds to the A.Z and AY irrealis in the 1- and 2-person. The 2-prefix /d/- 
of  Ancient  Zamuco is  not  observed  in  the  other  Zamucoan languages.  The 
Ayoreo  2S-prefix  /b/-  or  /m/- is  usually  not  used  in  the  other  Zamucoan 
languages, but /b/- and /m/- are actually to be found as 2-prefixes in some 
exceptions,  such  as  CH  iim  /iː-m/  ‘to  leave’.169 See  also  (§7.9)  for  more 
examples. 

(1) Ay. j-i-hi(ɲ)o-me (1P), b-a-hi(ɲ)o-me (2P), Ø-Ø-noɲo-me (3), j-i-hi(ɲ)o-ŋo-me (1P), 
                   wak-a-hi(ɲ)o-ɲo-me (2P) ‘to leave’    
     Ch. tok-oj-m (1S), m-oj-m (2S), iː-m (3), j-u-kwim (1PI), o-j-u-kwim (1PE), m-oj-m-lo (2P), 
                 oj-m (3P), n-oj-m (3.IRLS) ‘to leave’ 
     

In Ayoreo, prefixation presents a distinction between the 2S-person and the 
2P-person, which is not to be found in the other Zamucoan languages. The 2P-
prefix /wak/- (which drops in irrealis contexts) is probably an AY innovation 
and derives from the corresponding free pronoun uwac /uwak/ or  uac /wak/ 
(2P): cf. A.Z (u)guac (/(u)gwak/) (2P), CH olak (2P). Note that in this case the 
Ayoreo 2P-person suffix (-/ʨo/ or -/jo/) is not strictly necessary (at least in 
realis contexts), because the prefix alone is enough to distinguish the 2S-person 
from the 2P-person. 

In all Zamucoan languages the 3-person is the base of the paradigm and the 
verb  class  depends  on  the  morphology  of  the  3-person.  In  all  Zamucoan 
languages the largest group of verbs takes the prefix /ʨ/- in the 3-person. AY 
167 I am grateful to Pier Marco Bertinetto for this suggestion.
168 [ɲ] and [j] are allophones in Chamacoco, while they correspond to two phonemes in Ayoreo. The 

AY prefixes /j/- and /ɲ/- are allomorphs. One can compare the Zamucoan prefix /j/- with the 1S-
person prefix y- (/j/-) reported in Chiquitano verb morphology (cf. Galeote Tormo 1993: 146ff.).

169 According to Greenberg (1987: 49), /m/ is a very widespread 2-person marker in the American 
languages. See Comrie et al. (2010: 106) for the presence of /m/ as 2-person marker in other Chaco 
languages. 
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and A.Z /ʨ/-verbs correspond to both CH /ʨ/- and /ts/-verbs. Ancient Zamuco 
probably presented verbs taking the prefix z- (/s/-) in the 3-person, but given 
the lack of data it is not possible to decide whether they are related to CH /ts/-
verbs. CH  /ʨ/- and /ts/-verbs and A.Z  /ʨ/-verbs show the realis vs. irrealis 
distinction in the 3-person, which has been lost in Ayoreo. In Chamacoco and 
Ancient Zamuco, the 3-irrealis prefix is /d/-, which turns into /n/- in nasal-
harmony contexts. 

All  Zamucoan languages  present  prefixal  verbs  beginning with  /t/- and 
radical verbs. These groups of verbs have similar morphological properties in 
all Zamucoan languages. CH and A.Z /t/- verbs and radical verbs present no 
realis vs. irrealis distinction in the 3-person. Thematic verbs are observed in 
Chamacoco and Ancient Zamuco, but have almost completely disappeared in 
Ayoreo, where they form a very tiny class. CH and A.Z thematic verbs show the 
realis vs. irrealis distinction in the 3-person. The verb classes will be discussed 
in more detail in the following examples. 

In the 1- and 2-person there is a general correspondence between personal 
pronouns and verb prefixes, which is not to be found in the 3S-person. As noted 
in (§3), only Chamacoco has a 3S-pronoun, while Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco 
use a demonstrative for the 3S-person. One may surmise that Proto-Zamuco 
lacked a 3S-pronoun and all verbs had a thematic or a radical 3-person. Given 
the lack of a 3S-pronoun, the 3-prefix(es) originated in different ways and this 
explains the morphological variability of the 3-person, which is less stable than 
the 1- and the 2- person. 

The clusivity split is present in Chamacoco, but this is not to be observed in 
the other Zamucoan languages.

Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco have no specific form for the 3P-person. The 
3-person is used for both the singular and the plural. In Table 7.1 and 7.2 the 
3-person is  preceded by the 3P-person  ore, which can be used when the 3-
person subject is not otherwise phonologically expressed. The Chamacoco 3-
person can be used for the plural, but there is also a specific form for the 3P-
person, which consists of the 3S-person preceded by the prefix /o/-. Comparing 
the  Chamacoco  3P-person  with  the  other  Zamucoan  languages,  one  may 
surmise that /o/- corresponds to  AY and A.Z ore,  which corresponds to the 
Chamacoco 3P-pronoun õr.170

170 When the CH prefix /o/- is added to a prefixal 3-person, /o/- precedes the personal prefix, so that the 
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In the following sections, verbs sharing similar morphological features will 
be compared.

§7.2 The thematic vowel

In the Zamucoan family one can observe general correspondences between 
the  thematic  vowels  of  each  language.  In  the  following  sections  the 
morphological  behaviour  of  the  thematic  vowels  and their  correspondences 
between the Zamucoan languages will be discussed. Sections §7.2.1-§7.2.8 will 
deal with prefixal verbs, which generally show a regular vocalic pattern, with 
some exceptions which will be discussed in detail.

§7.2.1 Thematic /a/

As anticipated,  /ʨ/-verbs are the most prototypical verbs in Ayoreo and 
Ancient Zamuco. These correspond to CH verbs with the 3-person prefix /ʨ/- 
or /ts/-. The following examples present AY and CH verbs characterized by 
thematic /a/ in the 3-person (2-11). This thematic vowel is preserved in the 
whole paradigm in all Zamucoan languages. CH /a/ corresponds in many cases 
to AY /a/. In examples (2-11) the AY prefix  /ʨ/- corresponds to CH /ts/-.171 
Owing to scarcity of data for Ancient Zamuco, it is difficult to show examples 
from  this  language.  However,  chacose /ʨakose/  and  sakɨs  /tsakɨs/  (2) 
correspond to A.Z chuagoz (/ʨuagos/). The thematic vowel of this verb is /u/-, 
which has ostensibly been lost in Ayoreo and Chamacoco.

(2) Ay. j-a-kose (1S), b-a-kose (2S), ʨ-a-kose (3), j-a-ko-ko (1P), wak-a-ko-so (2P)
                  ‘to hide, to conceal’
     Ch. t-a-kɨs (1S), a-kɨs (2S), ts-a-kɨs (3), j-a-kɨs (1PI), o-j-akɨs (1PE), a-kɨs-lo (2P), 
                  o-ts-a-kɨs (3P), l-a-kɨs (3.IRLS) ‘to hide, to conceal’
     A.Z. a-g-uagoz (1S), d-a-goz (2S), ch-u-agoz (3) ‘to hide, to conceal’

paradigm “exhibits a striking violation of a robust generalization concerning affix order, dictating 
that person markers should precede number markers, irrespective of their position in relation to the 
root” Bertinetto (2011: 215). This is clearly due to the fact that /o/- is an innovation.

171 A variant form in /ʨ/- has been observed for some of these CH verbs.
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(3) Ay. j-a-kate (1S), b-a-kate (2S), ʨ-a-kate (v.3), j-a-ka-ko (1P), wak-a-ka-ʨo (2P) 
                ‘to teach, to instruct’
     Ch. t-a-kɨt (1S), a-kɨt (2S), ts-a-kɨt (3), j-a-kɨt (1PI), o-j-akɨt (1PE), a-kɨt-lo (2P), 
                  o-ts-akɨt (3P), l-a-kɨt (3.IRLS) ‘to suggest, to counsel’

(4) Ay. j-a-kare (1S), b-a-kare (2S), ʨ-a-kare (3), j-a-ka-go (1P), wak-a-ka-jo (2P)
                ‘to stay, to sit, to stop’
     Ch. t-i-jakɨr (1S), a-kɨr (2S), ts-a-kɨr (3), o-j-i-jakɨr / o-j-i-jaːr (1PE), j-i-jakɨr / 
                  j-i-jaːr (1PI), a-kɨr-lo / a-kɨrɨhɨ-lo / a-kɨrɨ̥-lo (2P), o-ts-a-kɨr (3P), 
                  l-a-kɨhɨr (3.IRLS) ‘to sit down, to rest’
     cf. also Ch. ts-a-kaha (3) ‘to sit’ and Ay.  ʨ-a-kari-hi (3) ‘to sit down, to stay in/at’

(5) Ay. ɲ/j-a-n̥a (1S), m-a-n̥a (2S), ʨ-a-n̥a (3), j-a-n̥a-go / ɲ-a-n̥a-ŋo (1P), wak-a-n̥a-ɲo (2P) 
                  ‘to follow, to pursue’
     Ch. t-a-n̥a (1S), a-n̥a (2S), ts-a-n̥a (3), j-a-n̥a (1PI), o-j-a-n̥a (1PE), a-n̥ɨ-lo (2P), 
                  o-ts-a-n̥a (3P), n-a-n̥a (3.IRLS) ‘to follow (quickly), to pursue’ 

(6) Ay. ɲ-a-n̥era-me (1S), m-a-n̥era-me (2S), ʨ-a-n̥era-me (3), ɲ-a-n̥era-ŋo-me (1P),
                  wak-a-n̥era-ɲo-me (2P) ‘to add to, to enlarge’
     Ch. t-a-nɨmɨrãha (1S), a-nɨmɨrãha (2S), ts-a-nɨmɨrãha (3), j-a-nɨmɨrãha (1PI), 
                  o-j-a-nɨmɨrãha (1PE), a-nɨmɨrãha-lo (2P), o-ts-a-nɨmɨrãha (3P), 
                  n-a-nɨmɨrãha (3.IRLS) ‘to add to, to enlarge; to inherit; to translate; to preach’

(7) Ay. ɲ-a-re-̃ri (1S), m-a-re-̃ri (2S), ʨ-a-re-̃ri (3), ɲ-a-re-̃ŋo-ri (1P), wak-a-re-̃ɲo-ri (2P)
                  ‘to cook’
     Ch. t-ã-r (1S), ã-r (2S), ts-ã-r (3), j-ã-r (1PI), o-j-ã-r (1PE), ã-r-lo (2P), o-ts-ã-r (3P), 
                  n-ã-r (3.IRLS) ‘to cook’ 

(8) Ay. ɲ-a-rake (1S), m-a-rake (2S), ʨ-ã-rake (3), ɲ-a-ra-ko / ɲ-a-ra-ho (1S),
                 wak-ã-ra-ʨo (2P) ‘to hold back, to keep for oneself’
       Ch. t-a-rḁ̃k (1S), a-rḁ̃k (2S), ts-a-rḁ̃k (3), j-a-rḁ̃k (1PI), o-j-arḁ̃k (1PE), a-rḁ̃k-lo (2P), 
                 o-ts-a-rḁ̃k (3P), n-a-rḁ̃k (3.IRLS) ‘to skimp on; to be stingy with’

(9) Ay. j-a-rigeta (1S), b-a-rigeta (2S), ʨ-a-rigeta (3), j-a-rigeta-go (1PI),
                 wak-a-rigeta-jo (2P) ‘to sweep, to comb’
      Ch. t-a-rʐ (1S), a-rʐ (2S), ts-a-rʐ (3), j-a-rʐ (1PI), o-j-a-rʐ (1PE), a-rʐ-lo (2P), 
                 o-ts-a-rʐ (3P), d-a-rʐ (3.IRLS) ‘to sweep, to comb’
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(10) Ay. j-a-ta (1S), b-a-ta (2S), ʨ-a-ta (3), j-a-ta-go (1P), wak-a-ta-ɲo (2P)
                ‘to sharpen’
       Ch. t-a-ta (1S), a-ta (2S), ts-a-ta (3), j-a-ta (1PI), o-j-a-ta (1PE), a-tɨ-lo (2P),  
                o-ts-a-ta (3P), d-a-ta (3.IRLS) ‘to sharpen, to make sharp’ 

(11) Ay. j-a-tire (1S), b-a-tire (2S), ʨ-a-tire (3), j-a-tire-go (1P), wak-a-tire-jo (2P)  
                ‘to give back, to return something’ 
       Ch. t-a-tɨr (1S), a-tɨr (2S), ts-a-tɨr (3), j-a-tɨr (1PI), o-j-a-tɨr (1PE), a-tɨr-lo (2P), 
                o-ts-atɨr (3P), l-a-tɨr (3.IRLS) ‘to return, to give back’ (also: tsatɨhɨr)

§7.2.2 Thematic /a/ in Ayoreo vs. /e/ in Chamacoco

AY /a/ can correspond to  CH /a/ (see  §7.2.1)  or  /e/,  as  shown in 
(12-17).  This  double  correspondence  of  AY  /a/  in  Chamacoco  is  not 
restricted  to  the  vocalic  pattern,  but  it  is  pervasive.  In  the  following 
examples, the AY prefix /ʨ/- may correspond to CH /ts/- or /ʨ/-.

(12) Ay. j-a-huke (1S), b-a-huke (2S), ʨ-a-huke (3), j-a-hu-ho (1P), wak-a-hu-ʨo (2P)
                   ‘to split, to chop’
       Ch. t-e-hek (1S), e-hek (2S), ts-e-hek (3), j-e-hek (1PI), o-j-e-hek (1PE), 
                e-hek-lo (2P), o-ts-e-hek (3P), d-e-hek (3.IRLS) ‘to divide, to split’ 

(13) Ay. ɲ-a-kukãre (1S), m-a-kukãre (2S), ʨ-a-kukãre (3), ɲ-a-kukã-ko (1P),
                  wak-a-kukã-ʨo (2P) ‘to breastfeed, to nurse’
       Ch. t-e-kwer̃ (1S), e-kwer̃ (2S), ts-e-kwer̃ (3), j-e-kwer̃ (1PI), o-j-e-kwer̃ (1PE), 
                  e-kwer̃-lo (2P), o-ts-e-kwer̃ (3P), d-e-kwer̃ (3.IRLS) ‘to breastfeed’  

(14) Ay. ɲ -a-n̥i (1S), m-a-n̥i (2S), ʨ-a-ni̥ (3), ɲ-a-n̥i-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ni̥-ɲo (2P)
                   ‘to put out as a fire to quench, to extinguish’
       Ch. t-e-̃hi (1S), e-̃hi (2S), ts-e-̃hi (3), j-e-̃hi (1PI), o-j-e-̃hi (1PE), e-hi-̃lo (2P), 
                   o-ts-eh̃i (3P), nehi (3.IRLS) ‘to wipe out, to put out, to extinguish’                  
                   (also: tsẽːjhi)

(15) Ay. j-a-kesu (1S), b-a-kesu (2S), ʨ-a-kesu (3), j-a-kesu-go (1P), wak-a-kesu-jo (2P) 
                   ‘to cut, to go across’
       Ch. t-e-kɕehe (1S), e-kɕehe (2S), ʨ-e-kɕehe (3), j-e-kɕehe (1PI), o-j-ekɕehe (1PE), 
                   e-kɕehe-lo (2P), o-ʨ-e-kɕehe (3P), l-e-kɕehe (3.IRLS) ‘to cut, 
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                 to cut into pieces’

(16) Ay. ɲ-a-rã (1S), m-a-rã (2S), ʨ-a-rã  (3), ɲ-a-rã-ŋo (1P), wak-a-rã-ɲo (2P) ‘to deceive,
                   to cheat’
       Ch. t-e-nj̥er (1S), e-n̥jer (2S), ts-e-n̥jer (3), j-e-n̥jer (1PI), o-j-e-n̥jer (1PE), e-n̥jer̃-lo (2P),
                   o-ts-e-n̥jer (3P), n-e-nj̥er (3.IRLS) ‘to deceive, to cheat’ 

(17) Ay. ɲ-ã-ru (1S), m-ã-ru (2S), ʨ-ã-ru (3), ɲ-ã-ko (1P), wak-ã-ʨo (2P)
                   ‘to burn, tu burn up’172

       Ch. t-e-̃ru (1S), e-̃ru (2S), ts-e-̃ru (3), j-e-̃ru (1PI), o-j-er̃u (1PE), e-rũ-lo / e-̃r-lo (2P), 
                   o-ts-e-̃ru (3P), n-e-ru (3P) ‘to burn, to burn up’ 

§7.2.3 Mid thematic vowels in Ayoreo

In  (18-19)  two AY /ʨ/-verbs  with  thematic  /e/  are  compared with 
their CH (18) and A.Z (19) cognates. In the latter example the A.Z verb 
has  thematic  /a/  and  the  first  root-vowel  /e/.  Apparently,  the  A.Z 
vocalic  cluster  has  simplified  in  Ayoreo,  so  that  the  first  root-vowel 
(/e/)  of  Ancient  Zamuco  has  turned  into  the  AY  thematic  vowel.  The 
same applies to the A.Z verb ch-u-agoz (/ʨ-u-agos/) ‘to hide, to conceal’ 
(see ex. (2)), which corresponds to AY ch-a-cose /ʨ-a-kose/ and CH s-a-
kɨs /ts-a-kɨs/. The lack of the 1-prefix /a/- in Chamacoco and Ayoreo can 
be explained in the same way: the Ayoreo 1-prefix tends to fall in realis 
contexts,  while  in  Ancient  Zamuco  there  was  a  prefix  for  both  the  1-
realis  and  irrealis.  One  can  suppose  that  the  vocalic  cluster  /aV/  has 
simplified  in  Ayoreo  and  the  first  element  (in  this  case  the  realis 
prefix /a/-) has been lost.

(18) Ay. ɲ-e-ŋa-me (1S), m-a-ŋa-me (2S), ʨ-e-ŋa-me (3), ɲ-e-ŋa-ŋo-me (1P),
               wak-e-ŋa-ɲo-me (2P) ‘to lift up, to raise up’
       Ch. t-eː-m (1S), eː-m (2S), ts-eː-m (3), j-eː-m (1PI), o-j-eː-m (1PE), eː-m-lo (2P), 
                 o-ts-eː-m (3P), n-eː-m (3.IRLS) ‘to lift, to pick up’

172 This verb can also be followed by gai /gaj/.
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(19) Ay. j-e-kãre (1S), b-e-kãre (2S), ʨ-e-kãre (3), j-e-kã-ko (1P), wak-e-kã-ʨo (2P) 
               ‘to change, to replace’
      A.Z. a-ecâre (1S), d-a-ecâre (1S), ch-a-ecâre (1S) ‘to change’ 

In (20-22) both Ayoreo and Chamacoco show thematic  /o/ (20-22), 
preserved  in  the  whole  paradigm.  The  A.Z  verb  in  (21)  presents  the 
thematic vowel /i/, but its first root-vowel is /o/, as in Ayoreo.  

(20) Ay. j-o-hare (1S), b-o-hare (2S), ʨ-o-hare (3), j-o-ha-ko (1P), wak-o-ha-ʨo (2P)
                 ‘to smell’
       Ch. t-o-wɨhɨr (1S), o-wɨhɨr (2S), ʨ-o-wɨhɨr (3), j-o-wɨhɨr (1PI), o-j-o-wɨhɨr (1PE), 
                 o-wɨhɨr-lo (2P), o-ʨ-o-wɨhɨr (3P), d-o-wɨhɨr (3.IRLS) ‘to sniff, to smell’  
                 (also: tsowɨhɨr)

(21) Ay. ɲ-o-sõre, m-o-sõre (2S), ʨ-o-sõre (3), ɲ-o-sõ-ko (1P), wak-a-sõ-ʨo (2P) ‘to provide
                comfort by helping, to pity by helping’
       Ch. tok-o-sɨr (1S), o-sɨr (2S), ts-o-sɨr (3), j-o-sɨr (1PI), o-j-o-sɨr (1PE), o-sɨr-lo (2P), 
                o-ts-osɨr (3P), d-o-sɨr (3.IRLS) ‘to help, to favour’ (also: tsosɨr̃) 
      A.Z. a-i-yazore (1S), d-a-zore (2S), ch-i-azore (3) ‘to help, to favour’173 

(22) Ay. j-o-tigase (1S), b-o-tigase (2S), ʨ-o-tigase (3), j-o-tiga-ko (1P), wak-a-tiga-so (2P)
                ‘to doubt, to deny, to distrust’ 
       Ch. tok-o-tiːs (1S), o-tiːs (2S), ts-o-tiːs (3), j-o-tiːs (1PI), o-j-o-tiːs (1PE), o-tiːs-lo (2P), 
                o-ts-o-tiːs (3P), l-o-tiːs (3.IRLS) ‘to doubt, to distrust’

§7.2.4 High thematic vowels 

If the 3-thematic-vowel is a high vowel, it is preserved in the 1-person, but 
it changes in the 2-person in all Zamucoan languages. In most cases an Ayoreo 
high thematic vowel corresponds to a Chamacoco high thematic vowel. In all 
Zamucoan languages,  high thematic vowels are overwritten by the 2-vowel, 
which is usually /a/ in Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco and corresponds to CH /a/ 
or /e/.174

173 On this verb, see Kelm (1964: 772, note 74).
174 Note that the 2S-prefix /a/-  is found in Chiquitano verbs.  On Chiquitano verb morphology,  see 

Galeote Tormo (1993: 146ff).
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§7.2.5 Thematic /i/

In  (23-27)  CH thematic  /i/  corresponds  to  AY  /i/.  Thematic  /i/  turns 
into  /a/  in  the  Ayoreo  and  Ancient  Zamuco  2-person,175 while  in  the 
Chamacoco 2-person /i/ it turns into /a/ (23, 27) or /e/ (or /ej/)176 (26). In 
some CH verbs both /a/ and /e/ alternate in the 2-person (24-25). When the 
Chamacoco 2-vowel is /a/, the verb may present root allomorphy in the 2-
person (23, 25, 27). This never occurs in either Ayoreo or Ancient Zamuco. In 
(27) the same verb is reported in Ancient Zamuco.

(23) Ay. j-i-ʨagu (1S), b-a-ʨagu (2S), ʨ-i-ʨagu (3), j-i-ʨa-ho (1P),
               wak-a-ʨa-ʨo (2P) ‘to pierce; to stab; to give an injection’
      Ch. t-i-ʨew (1S), a-tsew (2S), ʨ-i-ʨew (3), j-i-ʨew (1P), o-j-i-ʨew (1PE), a-tsew-lo (2P), 
                 o-ʨ-i-ʨew (3P), d-i-ʨew (3.IRLS) ‘to pierce; to dig; to write’

(24) Ay. j-i-hoʨa (1S), b-a-hoʨa (2S), ʨ-i-hoʨa (3), j-i-hoʨa-go (1P), 
              wak-a-hoʨa-jo (2P) ‘to dig, to carve’
       Ch. t-i-hit̃sa (1S), a-hãtsa / e-hit̃sa (2S), ʨ-i-hit̃sa (3), j-i-hit̃sa (1PI), o-j-i-hit̃sa (1PE),        
                 a-hatsã-lo / a-hãts-lo / a-hatsɨ-̃lo / e-hit̃sɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-hit̃sa (3P), 
                 n-i-hitsã (3.IRLS) ‘to dig, to excavate’

(25) Ay. j-/ɲ-i-n̥oʨa-me (1S), b-/m-a-n̥oʨa-me (2S), ʨ-i-n̥oʨa-me (3), j-/ɲ-i-n̥oʨa-ŋo-me /
                 j-/ɲ-i-n̥oʨa-go-me  (1P), wak-a-n̥oʨa-ɲo-me / wak-a-n̥oʨa-jo-me (2P) ‘to bury’
               (also: ʨihoʨame)
       Ch. t-i-hitsɨm (1S), a-hatsɨm / e-hitsɨm (2S), ʨ-i-hitsɨm (3), j-i-hitsɨm (1PI), 
                 o-j-i-hitsɨm (1PE), a-hatsɨm-lo / e-hitsɨm-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-hitsɨm (3P), 
                 d-i-hitsɨm (3.IRLS) ‘to bury’177

175 On the pattern /i/-, /a/-, /i/- in the South American languages, see Greenberg (1987: 44-48).
176 /ej/ in the 2-person is not to be observed in the following examples.
177 This pair  of  verbs  derives  from the verbs in (24).  The derivational  mechanism is  the same:  in  

Ayoreo the verb takes the lexical suffix -/(o)me/ (§4.8.6), which corresponds to CH -/ɨm/. The latter 
is  rare in Chamacoco (§5.13).  Note that  AY  -/(o)me/  follows the plural  suffix,  while  CH  -/ɨm/ 
precedes -/lo/.
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(26) Ay. ɲ-i-n̥okãre (1S), m-a-n̥okãre (2S), ʨ-i-n̥okãre (3), ɲ-i-n̥okã-ko (1P),
               wak-a-n̥okã-ʨo (2P) ‘to frighten’
       Ch. t-i-jo̥k (1S), a-hok / e-jo̥k (2S),  ʨ-i-jo̥k (3), j-i-jo̥k (1PI), o-j-i-jo̥k (1PE), 
                  a-hok(ɨ)-lo / e-jo̥k-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-jo̥k (3P), d-i-jo̥k (3.IRLS) ‘to frighten’ 
                  (also: ɕijok)
                  
(27) Ay. j-i-sa (1S), b-a-sa (2S), ʨ-i-sa (3), j-i-sa-go (1P), wak-a-sa-jo (2P) ‘to touch, to pick
                 up, to grab, to accept’
       Ch. t-i-ɕew (1S), a-sew (2S), ʨ-i-ɕew (3), j-i-ɕew (1PI), o-j-i-ɕew (1PE), a-sew-lo / 
                 a-sɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-i-ɕew (3P), d-i-ɕew (3.IRLS) ‘to hold, to take, to grab’ 
       A.Z. a-i-zau (1S), d-a-zau (2S), ch-i-zau (3) ‘to take’178

§7.2.6 Thematic /u/

In (28-32) CH thematic /u/ corresponds to AY /u/. The 2-vowel is /a/ in 
Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco, and /a/ or /e/ in Chamacoco, although only the 
latter vowel is shown in the following examples. In (33) an AY and an A.Z verb 
are compared.

(28) Ay. j-u-ku (1S), b-a-ku (2S), ʨ-u-ku (3), j-u-ku-go (1P), wak-a-ku-ʨo (2P)
                  ‘to nurse, to suck’
       Ch. t-u-ku (1S), e-ku (2S), ʨ-u-ku (3), j-u-ku (1PI), o-j-u-ku (1PE), e-ku-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-u-ku (3P), d-u-ku (3.IRLS) ‘to nurse, to suck’

(29) Ay. j-u-kurase (1S), b-a-kurase (2S), ʨ-u-kurase (3), j-u-kura-ko (1P),
                wak-a-kura-so (2P) ‘to push’
       Ch. t-u-kus (1S), e-kus (2S), ʨ-u-kus (3), j-u-kus (1PI), o-j-ukus (1PE), e-kusɨ-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-ukus (3P), d-u-kus (3.IRLS) ‘to push’ 

(30) Ay. j-u-kue (1S), b-a-kue (2S), ʨ-u-kue (3), j-u-kue-go-j (1P), wak-a-kue-jo-j (2P) 
                  ‘to look for, to search for’
       Ch. t-u-kwi (1S), e-kwi (2S), ʨ-u-kwi (3), j-u-kwi (1PI), o-j-u-kwi (1PE), e-kwi-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-ukwi (3P), d-u-kwi (3.IRLS) ‘look for, to search for’ (also: ʨukuˀ)179 

178 On this verb, see Kelm (1964: 772).
179 Cf. Wichi [tˀukʷe] ‘to look for’ (Viñas Urquiza 1974: II, 92).
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(31) Ay. j-u-ru (1S), b-a-ru (2S), ʨ-u-ru (3), j-u-ru-go (1P), wak-a-ru-jo (2P) ‘to wash’
       Ch. t-u-rũ̥ (1S), e-rũ̥ (2S), ʨ-u-rũ̥ (3), j-u-rũ̥ (1PI), o-j-u-rũ̥ (1PE), e-ru̥-̃lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-u-rũ̥ (3P), n-u-rũ̥ (3.IRLS) ‘to wash’  

(32) Ay. j-u-rugus (1S), b-a-rugus (2S), ʨ-u-rugus (3), j-u-rugu-ko (1P), wak-a-rugu-so (2P) 
                  ‘to pull, to drag, to push’
       Ch. t-u-rʐ (1S), e-rʐ (2S), ʨ-u-rʐ (3), j-u-rʐ (1PI), o-j-u-rʐ (1PE), e-rʐ-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-u-rʐ (3P),  d-u-rʐ (3.IRLS) ‘to drag’

(33) Ay. j-u-ga (1S), b-a-ga (2S), ʨ-u-ga (3), j-u-ga-go (1P), wak-a-ga-jo (2P)
                  ‘to sew, to mend’
       A.Z. a-u-gau (1S), d-a-gau (2S), ch-u-gau (3) ‘to thread’

AY /i/ may correspond to CH /u/ (34-35) or vice versa (36-37), so that a 
generic correspondence between high vowels remains. In (37) the Chamacoco 
2-vowel  is  /a/,  associated  with root  allomorphy  in  the  2-person.  This 
phenomenon is not observed in Ayoreo.

(34) Ay. j-i-keta (1S), b-a-keta (2S), ʨ-i-keta (3), j-i-keta-go (1P), wak-a-keta-jo (2P)
                  ‘to heal, to save; to kindle a fire’
       Ch. t-u-kuta (1S), e-kuta (2S), ʨ-u-kuta (3), j-u-kuta (1PI), o-j-u-kuta (1PE), 
                  e-kutɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-u-kuta (3P), d-u-kuta (3.IRLS) ‘to heal; to catch fire’

(35) Ay. j-i-haro (1S), b-a-haro (2S), ʨ-i-haro (3), j-i-haro-go (1P), wak-a-haro-jo (2P)
                  ‘to grind, to pound, to mill, to crush’
       Ch. t-u-kwer ̥(1S), e-kwer ̥(2S), ʨ-u-kwer ̥(3), j-u-kwer ̥(1PI), o-j-u-kwer ̥(1PE), 
                  e-kwer-̥lo (2P), o-ʨ-u-kwer ̥(3P), l-u-kwer ̥(3.IRLS) ʻto twist, to grind, to rub’

(36) Ay. ɲ-u-n̥uke (1S), m-a-n̥uke (2S), ʨ-u-n̥uke (3), ɲ-u-n̥u-ko / ɲ-u-n̥u-ho (1P),
                  wak-a-n̥u-ʨo (2P) ‘to peel as fruits, vegetables, trees; to skin an animal’  
                 (generally followed by gaj) 
       Ch. t-i-hik̃ (1S), e-hik̃ (2S), ʨ-i-hik̃ (3), j-i-̃hik (1PI), o-j-i-̃hik (1PE), e-hik̃ɨ-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-i-hik̃ (3P), n-i-hik̃ (3.IRLS) ‘to peel’

(37) Ay. j-u-sake (1S), b-a-sake (2S), ʨ-u-sake (3), j-u-sa-ho (1P), wak-a-sa-ʨo (2P)
                  ‘to crack open, to split open’ (with this meaning it is followed by gaj) 
        Ch. tɨk-ɨ-ɕak / t-i-ɕak (1S), a-sak (2S), ʨ-i-ɕak (3), j-i-ɕak (1PI), o-j-i-ɕak (1PE), 
                  e-ɕak-lo / e-ɕakɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-iɕak (3P), d-i-ɕak (3.IRLS) ‘to break’
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The vocalic  inventory  of  Chamacoco  is  richer  than the  AY or  A.Z one, 
because  it  also includes  the  central  high  vowel.  CH  /ɨ/  can  correspond  to 
different  vowels  in  Ayoreo:  /i/  (38-42) or  /u/ (43-44).  In these cases  both 
CH /a/ and /e/ can occur as 2-vowel, although only /e/ is to be observed in 
the following examples. In (39) the thematic vowel is /i/ in Ayoreo,  /ɨ/ in 
Chamacoco and /u/ in Ancient Zamuco: even when the vowel is different, it is 
a high vowel in all three languages.

(38) Ay. j-i-kadi-gi (1S), b-a-kadi-gi (2S), ʨ-i-kadi-gi (3), j-i-kadi-jo-j (1P),
                   wak-a-kadi-ʨo-j (2P) ‘to forget’ 
       Ch. t-ɨ-kej (1S), e-kej (2S), ʨ-ɨ-kej (3), j-ɨ-kej (1PI), o-j-ɨ-kej (1PE), e-kej-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-ɨ-kej (3P), d-ɨ-kej (3.IRLS) ‘to forget’

(39) Ay. ɲ-i-mate (1S), b-a-mate (2S), ʨ-i-mate (3), ɲ-i-ma-ko (1P),
                wak-a-ma-ʨo (2P) ‘to finish, to complete’
       Ch. t-ɨ-mɨt (1S), e-mɨt (2S), ʨ-ɨ-mɨt (3), j-ɨ-mɨt (1PI), o-j-ɨ-mɨt (1PE), 
                e-mɨt-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-mɨt (3P), n-ɨ-mɨt (3.IRLS) ‘to finish, to complete’ 
        A.Z. a-u-mate (1S), ch-u-mate (3) ‘to finish’

(40) Ay. j-i-raha (1S), b-a-raha (2S), ʨ-i-raha (3), j-i-raha-go (3), wak-a-raha-jo (2P)
                ‘to know, to understand’
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-raha (1S), e-raha (2S), ʨ-ɨ-raha (3), j-ɨ-raha (1PI), o-j-ɨ-raha (1PE), e-raha-lo / 
                  e-raː-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-raha (3P), d-ɨ-raha (3.IRLS) ‘to know’ (also: ʨɨrehe)

(41) Ay. ɲ-i-riŋare (1P), m-a-riŋare (2P), ʨ-i-riŋare (3), ɲ-i-riŋa-ko (1P), wak-a-riŋa-ʨo (2P)
                  ‘to rouse someone from sleep, to awaken another’
       Ch. t-ɨ-nijer (1S), e-nijer (2S), ʨ-ɨ-nijer (3), j-ɨ-nijer (1PI), o-j-ɨ-nijer (1PE), 
                  e-nijer-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-nijer (3P), n-ɨ-nijer (3.IRLS) ‘to wake someone up’

(42) Ay. j-i-site (1S), b-a-site (3), ʨ-i-site (3), j-i-si-ko (1P), wak-a-si-ʨo (2P)
                  ‘to sift (as flour), to winnow grain’ 
       Ch. t-ɨ-ɕɨt (1S), e-ɕɨt (2S), ʨ-ɨ-ɕɨt (3), j-ɨ-ɕɨt (1PI), o-j-ɨ-ɕɨt (1PE), e-ɕɨtɨ-lo / e-ɕɨt-lo (2P), 
                  o-ʨ-ɨ-ɕɨt (3P), d-ɨ-ɕɨt (3.IRLS) ‘to strain, to winnow, to sift’

(43) Ay. j-u-ta (1S), b-a-ta (2S), ʨ-u-ta (3), j-u-ta-go (1P), wak-a-ta-jo (2P) ‘to sprinkle,
                  to wet down’
       Ch. t-ɨ-ta (1S), e-ta (2S), ts-ɨ-ta (3), j-ɨ-ta (1PI), o-j-ɨ-ta (1PE), e-tɨ-lo (2P), o-ts-ɨ-ta (3P), 
                  d-ɨ-ta (3.IRLS) ‘to water, to irrigate’
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(44) Ay. ɲ-ũ-ra (1S), m-ã-ra (2S), ʨ-ũ-ra (3), ɲ-ũ-ra-ŋo (1P), wak-ã-ra-ɲo (2P)
                  ‘to offer food/drink, to feed, to give food to’ (also: ʨũraha)
       Ch. t-ɨ-rã (1S), e-rã (2S), ʨ-ɨ-rã (3), j-ɨ-rã (1PI), o-j-ɨ-rã (1PE), e-rã-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-rã (3P), 
                  n-ɨ-ra (3.IRLS) ‘to feed, to give something to eat; to row’

This  correspondence  between  high  vowels  is  not  always  to  be 
observed.  CH  /ɨ/  is  often  the  result  of  vowel  reduction  and  can 
correspond to other AY vowels, such as /a/ (45) and /e/ (46-48). In (46-
48) the 2-vowel is /e/ in both Ayoreo and Chamacoco.

(45) Ay. ɲ-a-murase (1S), m-a-murase (2S), ʨ-a-murase (3), ɲ-u-mura-ko (1P),
                  wak-a-mura-so (2P) ‘to put down, to take down, to lower, to bring down’
       Ch. t-ɨ-rmas (1S), e-rmas (2S), ʨ-ɨ-rmas (3), j-ɨ-rmas (1PI), o-j-ɨ-rmas (1PE), 
                  e-rmas-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-rmas (3P), n-ɨ-rmas (3.IRLS) ‘to go down, to come down; 
                  to topple’  

(46) Ay. j-e-take (1S), b-e-take (2S), ʨ-e-take (2S), j-e-ta-ho (1P), wak-a-ta-ʨo (2P)
                  ‘to dislike, to hate, to reject, to be against’ (also: ʨetak)
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-tak (1S), e-tak (2S), ts-ɨ-tak (3), j-ɨ-tak (1PI), o-j-ɨ-tak (1PE), e-takɨ-lo (2P),
                  o-ts-ɨ-tak (3P), d-ɨ-tak (3.IRLS) ‘not to want, to hate’  

(47) Ay. ɲ-e-n̥a (1S), m-e-n̥a (2S), ʨ-e-n̥a (3), ɲ-e-n̥a-ŋo (1P), wak-a-n̥a-ɲo (2P) ‘to finish,
                  to finish off to consume, to destroy, to kill’ 
       Ch. t-ɨ-n̥a (1S), e-n̥a (2S), ts-ɨ-n̥a / ʨ-ɨ-n̥a (3), j-ɨ-n̥a (1PI), o-j-ɨ-n̥a (1PE), e-n̥ɨ-lo (2P), 
                  o-ts-ɨ-n̥a / o-ʨ-ɨ-n̥a (3P), n-ɨ-n̥a (3.IRLS) ‘to finish, to end; to destroy, to kill’

(48) Ay. ɲ-e-tiŋare (1S), m-e-tiŋare (2S), ʨ-e-tiŋare (3), ɲ-e-tiŋa-ko (1P), wak-a-tiŋa-ʨo (2P)
                  ‘to try, to prove, to test, to put to the test’
       Ch. t-ɨ-tɨter̃a (1S), e-tɨter̃a (2S), ts-ɨ-tɨter̃a (3), j-ɨ-tɨter̃a (1PI), o-j-ɨ-tɨter̃a (1PE), 
                  e-tɨter̃-lo (2P), o-ts-ɨtɨter̃a (3P), d-ɨ-tɨter̃a (3.IRLS) ‘to measure; to try, to test’ 

The  verbs  in  (49-50)  are  cognate,  although  there  is  no  regular 
correspondence in the thematic vowel.

(49) Ay. j-i-rota (1S), b-a-rota (2S), ʨ-i-rota (3), j-i-rota-go (1P), wak-a-rota-jo (2P)
                  ‘to defend, to avenge, to shield, to guard’
       Ch. t-o-ɻɻa (1S), o-ɻɻa (2S), ts-o-ɻɻa (3), j-o-ɻɻa (1PI), o-j-o-ɻɻa (1PE), o-ɻɻɨ-lo (2P), 
                  o-ts-o-ɻɻa (3P), d-o-ɻɻa (3.IRLS) ‘to defend, to protect’ 
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(50) Ay. ɲ-i-n̥ak (1S), m-a-n̥ak (2S), ʨ-i-n̥ak (3), ɲ-i-n̥a-ho (1P), wak-a-n̥a-ʨo (2P) 
                ‘to lead, to guide’
        A.Z. a-e-yac (1S), d-e-yac (2S), ch-e-yac (3) ‘to guide’  

The CH verb chees  /ʨeːs/ is characterized by an irregular vocalic pattern 
(49), because, as noted in (§5.4.4), the verb has undergone a change in the 3-
person and its original thematic vowel was /i/, still to be found in the 1-person 
and in the irrealis. This is confirmed by its AY cognate  chigas /ʨigas/ (51),  
which is regular and has thematic /i/. 

(51) Ay. j-i-gas (1S), b-a-gas (2S), ʨ-i-gas (3), j-i-ga-ko (1P), wak-a-ga-so (2P)
                   ‘to bite, to sting’ (also: ʨ-i-gase)
       Ch. t-iː-s (1S), aː-s (2S), ʨ-eː-s (3), j-iː-s (1PI), o-j-iː-s (1PE), aː-s-lo (2P), 
                   o-ʨ-eː-s (3P), d-iː-s / l-iː-s (3.IRLS) ‘to bite, to sting, to criticize’ 
                   (also: ʨes and tseːs)180

§7.2.7 Ayoreo irregular vowels

The AY /ʨ/-verbs in the following examples present some peculiarities in 
the vocalic pattern. For the AY verb in (52) two alternating thematic vowels, 
/a/  and  /i/,  are  observed.  Chimáta  /ʨimata/ or chamáta  /ʨamata/ 
corresponds  to  CH  samɨta /tsamɨta/  and A.Z  chamata (/ʨamata/).  This 
suggests  that  chimáta  /ʨimata/  is  an  AY  innovation.  The  comparison 
with  the  other  Zamucoan  languages  shows  that CH /ɨ/  in  the  root  of 
samɨta /tsamɨta/ is perhaps the result of reduction of /a/.

(52) Ay. ɲ-a-mata / ɲ-i-mata (1S) , b-/m-a-mata (2S), ʨ-a-mata / ʨ-i-mata (3),
                  ɲ-a-mata-go / ɲ-i-mata-go (1P), wak-a-mata-jo (2P) ‘to  collect’181 
        Ch. tamɨta (1S), amɨta (2S), ts-a-mɨta (3), j-a-mɨta (1PI), o-j-a-mɨta (1PE), 
                  a-mɨtɨ-lo (2P), o-ts-a-mɨta (3P), n-a-mɨta (3.IRLS) ‘to put together, 
                  to collect’
        A.Z. a-mata (1S), d-a-mata (2S), ch-a-mata (3) ‘to choose’ 

180 According to the informants, the 3-person form preferred by old speakers is  chees  /ʨeːs/, while 
young speakers prefer the form tsees /tseːs/.

181 According to Kelm (1964: 772) this verb also means ‘to choose’.
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In Ayoreo there are few exceptions with the 3-thematic-vowel /i/, and the 
2-vowel  /e/,  rather  than  /a/  (53-54).  Such  an  exception  corresponds  to  a 
regularity in Chamacoco, where /e/ most often occurs as 2-vowel (53-54). The 
two  AY  verbs  in  (53)  correspond  to  one  verb  with  both  meanings  in 
Chamacoco. The A.Z verb  chize  (/ʨise/)  (53),  corresponding to  chise /ʨise/ 
(AY) and  chish  /ʨiɕ/ (CH), does not have /e/ in the 2-person, but it shows 
nevertheless an irregularity, because the 3-thematic-vowel /i/ is preserved in 
the 2-person after /a/.  This confirms that the 2-vowel /a/ was originally a 
prefix which has overwritten the high thematic vowel. In the word chize, this 
process did not take place.

(53) Ay. j-i-se (1S), b-e-se (2S), ʨ-i-se (3), j-i-ko (1P), wak-e-so (2P) ‘to find, to meet,
                 to reach’
       Ch. t-i-ɕ (1S), e-ɕ (2S), ʨ-i-ɕ (3), j-i-ɕ (1PI), o-j-i-ɕ (1PE), e-ɕ-lo / e-ɕɨ-lo (2P), 
                 o-ʨ-i-ɕ (3P), d-i-ɕ (3.IRLS) ‘to meet, to reach’ 
       A.Z. a-i-ze (1S), da-i-ze (2S), ch-i-ze (3), a-i-co (1P), da-i-zo (2P) ‘to reach’

(54) Ay. ɲ-i-kãra (1S), m-e-kãra (2S), ʨ-i-kãra (3), ɲ-i-kã-ko (1P), wak-e-kã-ʨo (2P)
                  ‘to dream’
       Ay. ɲ-i-kãre (1S), m-e-kãre (2S), ʨ-i-kãre (3), ɲ-i-kã-ko (1P), wak-e-kã-ʨo (2P) 
                  ‘to mention’ (followed by aha ‘to give a name’) 
       Ch. t-ɨ-ker̃a (1S), e-ker̃a (2S), ʨ-ɨ-ker̃a (3), j-ɨ-ker̃a (1PI), o-j-ɨ-ker̃a (1PE), e-ker̃-lo (2P),  
                 o-ʨ-ɨ-ker̃a (3P), d-ɨ-ker̃a (3.IRLS) ‘to dream; to name, to call’182

In  conclusion,  the  vocalic  pattern  /i/-/e/-/i/,  while  common  in 
Chamacoco,  is  observed in  few exceptions  in  Ayoreo  and never  in  Ancient 
Zamuco. It is remarkable that the AY verb chise /ʨise/, which has an irregular 
vocalic pattern, corresponds to an exception in Ancient Zamuco.

182 It is also possible to posit a relationship between  chícãre  /ʨikãre/ ‘to mention’ and the CH verb 
chukwer̃a  /ʨ-u-kwer̃a/ ‘to name, to call’:

     (i) t-u-kwer̃a (1S), e-kwer̃a (2S), ʨ-u-kwer̃a (3), j-u-kwer̃a (1PI), o-j-u-kwer̃a (1PE), 
                j-u-kwer̃-lo (1PI.GP), e-kwer̃-lo / e-kwer̃a-lo / e-kwer̃ɨ-lo (2P), o-ʨ-u-kwer̃a (3P),  
                d-u-kwer̃a (3.IRLS). 
    The CH verbs chɨker̃a /ʨɨker̃a/ and chukwer̃a probably have same origin, but chukwer̃a only means 

‘to name, to call’.
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§7.2.8 On the correspondence between Chamacoco and Ayoreo thematic 
vowels

The following table summarizes the correspondences between CH and AY 
thematic vowels in prefixal verbs.183 There is a general correspondence between 
AY and CH thematic vowels. AY /e/ can correspond to CH /a/ or /e/, while CH 
/ɨ/, absent in Ayoreo, usually corresponds to a high vowel in Ayoreo, but it can 
also correspond to AY /a/ or /e/.

Table 7.4. Chamacoco and Ayoreo thematic vowels in prefixal verbs

Chamacoco 
thematic vowel

Ayoreo 
thematic vowel

Examples

/a/ /a/ (2-11)  
/e/ /a/ (12-17)
/e/ /e/ (18)
/o/ /o/ (20-22)
/i/ /i/ (23-27, 53-55)
/u/ /u/ (28-33, 57)
/u/ /i/ (34-37)
/ɨ/ /i/ (38-42)
/ɨ/ /u/ (43-44)
/ɨ/ /a/ (45)
/ɨ/ /e/ (46-48)

§7.3  On  the  correspondence  between  Chamacoco  /ɕ/-  and  Ayoreo 
/ʨ/-verbs

The  CH  prefix  /ɕ/-  is  an  allomorph  of  /ts/-  and  corresponds  to 
A.Z /ʨ/- (55-56).

183 However, the thematic vowels of exceptions, such as (52-54), are not reported.
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(55) Ay. j-i-garu (1S), b-a-garu (2), ʨ-i-garu (3), j-i-garu-ko (1P), wak-a-garu-ʨo (2P) 
               ‘to tie, to fasten’
       Ch. t-i-jeru (1S), a-heru (2S), ɕ-i-jeru (3), j-i-je̥ru (1PI), o-j-i-je̥ru (1PE), a-heru-lo (2P),
                 o-ɕ-i-jeru (3P), d-i-je̥ru (3.IRLS) ‘to close, to tie’

(56) Ay. j-o-ra (1S), b-o-ra (2S), ʨ-o-ra (3), j-o-ra-go (1P), wak-o-ra-jo (2P) ‘to build’
       Ch. t-i-jokõr (1S), a-hakõr (2S), ɕ-i-jokõr / ɕ-i-jõr (3), j-i-jokõr (1PI), o-j-i-jokõr (1PE),   
                 a-hakõrlo (2P), o-ɕ-i-jokõr (3P), n-i-jokõr / n-i-jo̥kõr (3.IRLS) / o-n̥-ijor (3P.IRLS) 
                 ‘to build, to make, to do’

(57) Ay. j-u-he (1S), b-a-he (2S), ʨ-u-he (3), j-u-he-go (1P), wak-a-he-jo (2P) ‘to kill, to hit’
       Ch. t-uː (1S), tuk (2S), ɕ-uː (3), j-u-hu (1PI), o-j-u-hu (1PE), tuk-lo (2P), o-ɕ-uː (3P),
                  d-u-hu (3.IRLS) ‘to kill, to hit, to beat’ 
        
(58) Ch. t-uː (1S), u-hu (2S), ɕ-uː (3), j-u-hu (1PI), o-j-u-hu (1PE), u-hu-lo (2P), o-ɕ-uː (3P), 
                 d-u-hu (3.IRLS) ‘to make’ (used in causative constructions)

AY  chujé /ʨuhe/ (57)  is a regular verb,  while CH  shuu /ɕuː/ (57-58) is 
irregular in the 2-person. This verb is mainly used in causative constructions 
(60). The causative verb shuu /ɕ-uː/ (58) corresponds to chihi (/ʨihi/) (59), a 
causative verb in Ancient Zamuco (61).

In Ancient Zamuco the prefix /ɕ/- did not exist and the 3-prefix z- /s/ was 
rare, so that, as in Ayoreo, the CH prefix /ɕ/- corresponds to the A.Z prefix ch- 
(/ʨ/-). In the thematic vowel one finds two different high vowels, i.e. /i/ in 
Ancient  Zamuco  and  /u/  in  Chamacoco.  Such  a  correspondence  has  been 
already noted in examples (34-44). The more remarkable similarity between 
the  two  verbs,  is  that  both  chihi /ʨihi/ and  shuu /ɕ-uː/ show  the  same 
exception in the 2-vowel. The 3-thematic-vowel (/i/ in Ancient Zamuco and 
/u/ in Chamacoco) is preserved in the 2-person, while in all the other cases the 
high thematic vowels turn into /a/ or /e/ (depending on the language). This is 
also a very rare kind of exception, never found in other CH and A.Z verbs. It is 
never  found  in  Ayoreo too.  The  only  similar  case  is  found  in CH nominal 
prefixation (see §10.9).  

In conclusion, the same verb for the causative construction is used in both 
Ancient  Zamuco (59)  and  Chamacoco  (60).  The  verb  shuu /ɕ-uː/ and chihi 
(/ʨihi/) agree with the causer and the following verb agrees with the causee 
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(59-60). In Ayoreo no specific verb used for causative constructions is  to be 
observed.  Thus,  the  use  of  the  same  causative  construction  is  yet  another 
characteristic (like the realis vs. irrealis opposition in the 3-person) shared by 
Ancient Zamuco and Chamacoco, but not found in Ayoreo, in spite of the close 
relationship between Ancient Zamuco and Ayoreo and despite the lower lexical 
similarity between Chamacoco and the other Zamucoan languages.

(59) A.Z. ah-i-hi (1S), d-i-hi (2S), ch-i-hi (3), d-i-hi (3.IRLS) ‘to make’ (causative verb)
                  (Chomé 1958: 155)  

(60) Chamacoco 
       a. Uje   uu          y-ɨnsũr-c        ch-eeshɨpo=ni,      sh-uu    s-eyhi=po. 
          /Uxe  uː           j-ɨnsũr-ʨ        ʨ-eːɕɨpo=ni,         ʨ-uː      ts-ejhi=po/ 
          SUB   DET.MS  3-boss-MS.FF   3-come_back=PST   3-make   3-go_home=also
        ‘When the boss came back, he made him go home too.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)  

       b. Sh-uu    hnakɨrb-o   o-ts-arz   uu          ormɨ-t           dich. 
          /ʨ-uː      n̥akɨrb-o     o-ts-arʐ   uː           ormɨ-t           diʨ/
          3-make    man-MP      P-3-clear   DET.MP  wood-MS.FF  big.MS.FF
         ‘He makes the men clear the dense wood.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
                                             

(61) Ancient Zamuco     
       ahihi tanârâ ‘I make him tremble’
       ahihi datanârâ ‘I make you tremble’
       dihi aitanârâ ‘You make me tremble’
                                                          (Chomé 1958: 155) 
   

In (62) the drop of the syllable /ru/ in the 3-person is to be found in 
both Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco.  

(62) Ay. ɲ-u-suruŋu (1S), m-a-suruŋu (2S), ʨ-u-suruŋu / Ø-Ø-suruŋu (3), ɲ-u-suruŋu-ŋo (1P), 
                     wak-a-suruŋu-ɲo (2P) ‘to pout at, to act disgusted’ 
       Ay. ɲ-u-ruŋu (1S), m-a-ruŋu (2S), ʨ-u-ruŋu / ʨ-u-gu (3), ɲ-u-ruŋu-ŋo (1P), 
                     wak-a-ruŋu-ɲo (2P) ‘to pout at, to act disgusted’  
       A.Z. airugu (1S), chigu (3) ‘to get angry’
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§7.4 /t/-verbs

In  Ayoreo and Ancient  Zamuco there  is  a  small  group of  /t/-verbs.  By 
contrast,  /t/-verbs  are  one  of  the  largest  verb  groups  in  Chamacoco.  In 
Chamacoco and Ancient Zamuco the 3-realis and irrealis of /t/-verbs coincide. 
Examples from A.Z /t/-verbs are reported in (63), (64), (65), (71) and (75). 
The vocalic pattern follows the same rules as in /ʨ/-verbs. The following table 
summarizes the correspondences between the thematic vowel of AY and CH 
/t/-verbs.

Table 7.5. Ayoreo and Chamacoco thematic vowels in /t/-verbs

Ayoreo
thematic vowel

Chamacoco
thematic vowel

Examples

/a/ /a/ (63-64)  
/a/ /e/ (65-66)
/e/ /e/ (68)
/e/ /ɨ/ (67-69)
/o/ /o/ (73-75)
/i/ /ɨ/ (70-72)

AY and A.Z /a/ may correspond to CH /a/ (63-64) or to /e/ (65-66). The 
thematic vowel of Ch. tew is /a/, while the presence of /e/ in the 3-person is an 
innovation to distinguish the 1S-person from the 3-person (see §5.4.4). This is 
confirmed by the  comparison with Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco, which show 
/a/ in the whole paradigm. The intransitive counterpart of  tew, taak  /taːk/, 
preserves thematic /a/ in the whole paradigm, because the 1S-person and the 
3-person have a different prefix. AY /e/ may correspond to CH /e/ (68) or to 
/ɨ/  (67-69). AY  and  A.Z  /i/  corresponds  to CH  /ɨ/  (70-72)  and AY  /o/ 
corresponds to CH /o/ (74-75) or /a/ (73). In this last example, the CH verb 
tãra corresponds to two verbs in Ayoreo and shows the vowel /a/ in the 2- and 
3-person. In the 1-person tokõra, the inflectional vowel is /o/. The comparison 
with Ayoreo suggests that /o/ in the 1-person was the original CH thematic 
vowel.
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(63) Ay. j-a-k (1S), b-a-k (2S), t-a-k (3), j-a-ho (1P), wak-a-ʨo (2P) ‘to eat’ (also: take)
       Ch. tak-aː-k (1S), aː-k (2S), t-aː-k (3), j-aː-k (1PI), o-j-aː-k (1PE), aː-kɨ-lo (2P), 
                  o-t-ːa-k (3P), t-aː-k (3.IRLS) ‘to eat’
       A.Z. y-a-que (1S.irl), t-a-c (3), t-a-c (3.IRLS) ‘to eat’

(64) Ay. j-a-gu (1S), b-a-gu (2S), t-a-gu (3), j-a-ho (1P), wak-a-ʨo (2P) ‘to eat, to bite’
       Ch. t-a-w (1S), e-w (2S), t-e-w (3), j-a-hu (1PI), o-j-ahu (1PE), e-w-lo / e-lɨ-lo (2P),
                o-t-e-w (3P), t-e-w (3.IRLS) ‘to eat’ 
       A.Z. a-gu (1S), t-a-gu (3), t-a-gu (3.IRLS) ‘to eat’
       
(65) Ay. ɲ-/j-aŋari (1S), m-/b-aŋari (2S), t-a-ŋari (3),  ɲ-/j-a-ŋa-ko-j (1P), wak-a-ŋa-ʨo-j (2P) 
                    ‘to listen to, to pay attention to, to obey to’
       Ch. tãk-ɨ-̃r (1S), e-̃r (2S), t-e-̃r (3), j-e-̃r (1PI), o-j-e-̃r (1PE), e-̃r-lo (2P), o-t-e-̃r (3P),
                    t-e-̃r (3.IRLS) ‘to listen to’ 
       A.Z. a-gari (1S), t-a-gari (3), t-a-gari (3.IRLS) ‘to believe’

(66) Ay. j-a-kiri (1S), b-a-kiri (2S), t-a-kiri (3), j-a-ki-ko-j (1P), wak-a-ki-ʨo-j (2P) ‘to visit,
                  go to see someone’
       Ch. t-e-kɨr (1S), e-kɨr (2S), t-e-kɨr (3), j-e-kɨr (1PI), o-j-ekɨr (1PE), e-kɨr-lo (2P), 
                  o-t-e-kɨr (3P) ‘to go for a walk’ 
       Ay. j-a-kiri-hi (1S), b-a-kiri-hi (2S), t-a-kiri-hi (3), j-a-ki-ko-hi (1P), 
                  wak-a-ki-ʨo-hi (2P) ‘to visit at’      
       Ch. t-e-kɨrɨhɨ (1S), e-kɨrɨhɨ (2S), t-e-kɨrɨhɨ (3), j-e-kɨrɨhɨ (1PI), o-j-ekɨrɨhi (1PE),
                   e-kɨrɨhɨ-lo (2P), o-t-e-kɨrɨhɨ (3P), t-e-kɨrɨhɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to visit’

(67) Ay. j-e-re (1S), b-e-re (2S), t-e-re (3), j-e-ko (1P), wak-e-ʨo / wak-a-re-ʨo (2P)
                  ‘to urinate’
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-r ̥(1S), e-r ̥(2S), t-ɨ-r ̥(3), j-ɨ-r ̥(1PI), o-j-i-r ̥(1PE), e-r-̥lo (2P), o-t-ɨ-r ̥(3P), 
                  t-ɨ-r ̥(3.IRLS) ‘to urinate’

(68) Ay. ɲ-e-raʨu (1S), m-e-raʨu (2S), t-ẽ-raʨu / ʨ-ẽ-raʨu (3), ɲ-e-raʨu-go (1P),
                  wak-e-̃raʨu-jo (2P) ‘to sing with gourd rattle’
       Ch. tɨk-ẽː j-ʨa / tak-ãː-ʨa / tɨk-ẽː j-ʨɨ (1S), ẽː j-ʨa (2S), t-ẽː j-ʨa (3), j-ẽː j-ʨa (1PI),
                  o-j-ẽː j-ʨa (1PE), ẽː j-ʨɨ-lo (2P), o-t-ẽː j-ʨa (3P), t-ẽː j-ʨa (3.IRLS) 
                  (also: tej̃ʨa / tejʨa (3)) ‘to shake, to swing’ (also ‘to shake a rattle’)
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(69) Ay. j-e-raha (1), b-e-raha (2S), t-e-raha (3), j-e-ko-ha (3), wak-e-ʨo-ha (3)
                  ‘to urinate upon, to wet upon’
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-rãha (1S), e-rãha (2S), t-ɨ-rãha (3), j-ɨ-rãha (1PI), o-j-ɨ-rãha (1PE), 
                   e-rãha-lo (2P), o-t-ɨ-rãha (3P), t-ɨ-rãha (3.IRLS) ‘to urinate all over’

(70) Ay. j-i-bi-te (1S), b-a-bi-te (2S), t-i-bi-te (3), j-i-bi-ko (1P), wak-a-bi-ʨo (2P) 
                   ‘to yell, to shout’ (also: tibit)
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-biʨ (1S), e-biʨ (2S), t-ɨ-biʨ (3), j-ɨ-biʨ (1PI), o-j-ɨ-biʨ (1PE), e-biʨ-lo (2P),
                   o-t-ɨ-biʨ (3P), t-ɨ-biʨ (3.IRLS) ‘to shout, to yell’

(71) Ay. j-i-bidi (1S), b-a-bidi (2S), t-i-bidi (3), j-i-bi-ko-j (1P), wak-a-bi-ʨo-j (2P) 
                  ‘to call, to summon’
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-biː (1S), e-biː (2S), t-ɨ-biː (3), j-ɨ-biː (1PI), o-j-ɨ-biː (1PE), e-biː-lo (2P), 
                  o-t-ɨ-biː (3P), t-ɨ-biː (3.IRLS) ‘to call, to summon’
       A.Z. a-i-bidi (1S), t-i-bidi (3), t-i-bidi (3.IRLS) ‘to call’

(72) Ay. j-i-miniŋa (1P), b-a-miniŋa (2P), t-i-miniŋa (3), j-i-miniŋa-ko (1P),
                 wak-a-miniŋa-ʨo (2P) ‘to pay attention to, to take note to’
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-bej (1S), a-bej (2S), t-ɨ-bej (3), j-ɨ-bej (1PI), o-j-ɨ-bej (1PE), a-bej-lo (2P), 
                 o-t-ɨ-bej (3P), t-ɨ-bej (3.IRLS) ‘to look after, to take care of’

(73) Ay. ɲ-õ-ra (1S), m-õ-ra (2S), t-õ-ra (3), ɲ-õ-ra-ŋo (1P), wak-õ-ra-ɲo (2P) ‘to throw out’ 
       Ay. j-õ-ra-(h)i (1S), b-õ-ra-(h)i (2S), t-õ-ra-(h)i (3), j-õ-ra-ŋo-(h)i (1P), 
                 wak-õ-ra-ɲo-(h)i (2P) ‘to come from, to leave from’ 
       Ch. tok-õ-ra (1S), ã-ra (2S), t-ã-ra (3), j-ã-ra (1PI), o-j-ã-ra (1PE), ã-r-lo (2P), 
                 o-t-ã-ra (3P), t-ã-ra (3.IRLS) ‘to come from; to throw’ 
       A.Z. o-râ (1S), t-o-râ (3) ‘to bring, to take’184      

(74) Ay. j-o-ri (1S), b-o-ri (2S), t-o-ri (3), j-o-ri-go (1P), wak-o-ri-jo (2P) ‘to steal, to rob’
       Ch. tok-o-hɨr (1S), o-hɨr (2S), t-o-hɨr (3), j-o-hɨr (1PI), o-j-o-hɨr (1PE), o-hɨr-lo (2P), 
                 o-t-o-hɨr (3P), t-o-hɨr (3.IRLS) ‘to steal, to rob’

(75) Ay. j-o-ria (1S), b-o-ria (2S), t-o-ria (3), j-o-ria-go / j-o-ri-ko (1P), wak-o-ria-jo /
                 wak-o-ri-ʨo (2P) ‘to steal, to rob’ 
       Ch. tok-o-rḁ (1S), o-rḁ (2S), t-o-rḁ (3), j-o-rḁ (1PI), o-j-o-rḁ (1PE), o-hɨr-lo (2P), 
                 o-t-o-rḁ (3P), t-o-rḁ (3) ‘to steal, to rob’
       A.Z. o-ria (1S), d-o-ria (2S), t-o-ria (3), oria (2S.IRLS) ‘to steal’

184 On this verb, see Kelm (1964: 480, note 52).
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The above examples present a few pairs of AY and CH verbs related both 
semantically and phonologically, such as  tac  /tak/ (63) and  tagu (64),  taquiri 
/takiri/ and  taquiríji  /takirihi/ (66),  tere (67) and  teraja /teraha/ (69),  tibite 
(70) and  tibidi (71),  tori  (74) and  toria (75). These pairs are the result of a 
derivational  process,  which is  often opaque.  The derivation process  is  only 
transparent  in  taquiríji  /takirihi/ (66) and  teraja /teraha/ (69) and involves 
devices  still  found  in  the  currently  spoken  Zamucoan  languages.  Taquiríji  
/takirihi/ (66) and  teraja  /teraha/ (69)  are  obtained by  adding  the  lexical 
suffixes  -/ihi/ and -/aha/ to  taquiri  /takiri/  and  tere.  These  lexical  suffixes 
correspond to the CH preposition =/ɨhɨ/ (or =/aha/), where the same process 
is to be found:  tɨrh  /tɨr̥/ ‘to urinate’ (67) +  =/ãha/ ---> tɨrãha  ‘to urinate 
everywhere’ (69); tekɨr ʻto walk, to travelʼ (66) + =/ɨhɨ/ ---> tekɨrɨhɨ ‘to visit’ 
(66).  In  (69),  apart  from  the  unexpected  nasalization  of  the  preposition 
=/ãha/ (far  more  frequent  in  its  non-nasalized variant  =/aha/),  the  main 
difference between the two forms is the meaning of the verb, rather than the 
valency. In the case of tɨrh /tɨr̥/ (67), the regular form with the preposition is 
tɨrɨhɨ (which conveys the same meaning and an increased valency) rather than 
tɨrãha, which is semantically different (cf. (67) with (69)). Thus, in tekɨrɨhɨ and 
tɨrãha the preposition has been incorporated in the verb, producing a semantic 
change.

Leaving aside the specific meaning of each verb and the single derivational 
process,  it  is  remarkable  that  five  pairs  of  /t/-verbs  present  a  derivational 
process  common to both Ayoreo and Chamacoco. There is  lack of  data for 
Ancient Zamuco, but the few data available confirm that these phenomena can 
be traced back to a very old stage of the Zamucoan languages.
  

§7.5 Chamacoco /t/-verbs corresponding to other verb classes in Ayoreo

As  already  said,  /t/-verbs  form  a  large  group  in  Chamacoco,  but 
correspond to two small groups in Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco. The obvious 
implication is that AY /t/-verbs usually correspond to CH /t/-verbs, but not all 
CH /t/-verbs correspond to AY /t/-verbs. The CH /t/-verbs in (76-79) are /ʨ/-
verbs in Ayoreo. However,  in (76-78) the CH prefix /t/- corresponds to AY 
/ʨ/-,  while  in  (79)  the  Chamacoco  3-person  t-ata  corresponds  to  the  A.Z 
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radical 3-person tata and to the AY root of ch-a-tata /ʨ-a-tata/. Here, the prefix 
/ʨ/- has been added in Ayoreo and the CH root tata has been reinterpreted as a 
/t/-verb. Something similar has occurred in the CH /t/-verb  tɨbuhu, whose 3-
person corresponds to the root of the AY verb  tibója  /tiboha/, a radical verb 
(80).

(76) Ay. j-u-ʨi (1S), b-a-ʨi (2S), ʨ-u-ʨi (3), j-u-ʨi-go (1P), wak-a-ʨi-jo (2P) ‘to defecate’ 
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-ʨɨ (1S), e-ʨɨ (2S), t-i-ʨɨ (3), j-i-ʨɨ (1PI), o-j-i-ʨɨ (1PE), e-ʨɨ-lo (2P),
                   o-t-i-ʨɨ (3P), t-i-ʨɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to defecate’ 
       
(77) Ay. ɲ-i-sekãru, m-a-sekãru (2S), ʨ-i-sekãru (3), ɲ-i-sekã-ko (1P), wak-a-sekã-ʨo (2P) 
                  ‘to count, to number’
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-skɨr (1S), e-skɨr (2S), t-ɨ-skɨr (3), j-ɨ-skɨr (1PI), o-j-ɨ-skɨr (1PE), e-skɨr-lo (2P),
                  o-t-ɨ-skɨr (3P), t-ɨ-skɨr (3.IRLS) ‘to count, to number’ (also: tɨsɨkɨr̃ / tɨskɨr̃)
       
(78) Ay. j-u-tir̃a-ha (1S), b-a-tir̃a-ha (2S), ʨ-u-tir̃a-ha (3), j-u-ti-̃ko-ha (1P), 
                  wak-a-ti-̃ʨo-ha (2P) ‘to spit at/in/on’
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-tɨrãha (1S), e-tɨrãha (2S), t-ɨ-tɨrãha (3), j-ɨ-tɨrãha (1PI), o-j-ɨ-tɨrãha (1PE),
                  e-tɨrãha-lo (2P), o-t-ɨ-tɨrãha (3P), t-ɨ-tɨrãha (3.IRLS) ‘to spit’
      
(79) Ay. j-a-tata (1S), b-a-tata (2S), ʨ-a-tata (3), j-a-tata-go (1P), wak-a-tata-jo (2P) 
                  ‘to advise; to tell; to inform; to relate; to preach’
       Ch. t-iː-ta (1S), a-ta (2S), t-a-ta (3), j-iː-ta (1PI), o-j-iː-ta (1PE), a-ta-lo / a-tɨ-lo (2P),
                  o-tata (3P), t-a-ta (3.IRLS) ‘to say, to report’
       A.Z. Ø-Ø-tata (3), a-i-tata-go-a (1P), a-tata (2S.IRLS), y-i-tata (1S.IRLS), Ø-Ø-tata (3.IRLS) 
                  ‘to say, to tell’

(80) Ay. j-i-tiboha (1S), b-a-tiboha (2S), Ø-Ø-tiboha (3), j-i-tiboha-go (1P),
                  wak-a-tiboha-jo (2P) ‘to yawn’
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-buhu / tuk-ɨ-buhu (1S), e-buhu (2S), t-ɨ-buhu (3), j-ɨ-buhu (1PI), 
                  o-j-ɨ-buhu (1PE), e-buhu-lo (2P), o-t-ɨ-buhu (3P), t-ɨ-buhu (3.IRLS) 
                  ‘to yawn; to lick’ (also: tubuhu) 
       
       
§7.6 Chamacoco /d/-verbs

CH /d/-verbs present 3-prefixes not found  in  the other  Zamucoan 
languages, such as /j/- and  /l/-. (81) and (82) should be considered  prefixal 
verbs  in  Chamacoco,  but  the  comparison  shows  that  they  were  originally 
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radical verbs whose root-initial consonant underwent fortition in the 3-person. 
For  this  reason,  the  3-person  initial  consonant  has  been  reinterpreted  as  a 
prefix. CH y-a-na /j-a-na/ corresponds to the AY radical verb cana /kana/. In 
this case, the syllable /ŋa/ has deleted word-internally in Chamacoco,185 while 
it has been preserved word-initially in the 3-person, where AY /ŋ/ undergoes 
fortition. Here AY /ŋ/ corresponds to CH /j/. /j/ and the following vowel /a/ 
have been reinterpreted as the prefix and the 3-vowel respectively. This also 
explains  why  the  3-vowel  is  different  from  the  1-person  /i/,  the  original 
thematic vowel.  Yana /jana/ has been included in the subclass of /d/- verbs 
owing to its morphological behaviour, but diachronically it is a radical verb 
which was reinterpreted as a prefixal verb owing to the fact that /j/ is a 3-
person prefix in CH nominal morphology. As will be shown in §10.5, only the 
3-prefixes  of  /d/-verbs  are  to  be  found  in  the  3-person  of  CH  possessive 
inflection.

In (82) the Chamacoco 3-prefix /d/- corresponds to the AY prefix /ʨ/-. In 
dohɨr the irrealis form has probably replaced the original 3-person. In (83) all 
verbs present root-initial /r/, which undergoes fortition to /d/ word-initially in 
Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco. The AY and A.Z verbs in (83) are radical while 
CH dɨrk is a /d/-verb. Two hypotheses are possible: (1) CH dɨrk was originally a 
radical verb. The prefix /d/ derives from the fortition of root-initial /r/ and is 
followed by the root vowel /ɨ/, reinterpreted as a thematic vowel and deleted 
in the rest of the paradigm.186 Root-initial /d/ has been reinterpreted as the 3-
prefix. The radical 3-person has assimilated to the rest of the paradigm, so that 
there is /r/ insertion after the original root vowel. (2)  dɨrk  has turned into a 
prefixal verb in Chamacoco and its irrealis form has replaced the 3-person. The 
second hypothesis will be preferred.

(81) Ay. j-/ɲ-i-ŋana (1S), b-/m-a-ŋana (2S), Ø-Ø-kana (3), j-/ɲ-i-ŋana-ŋo (1P),
                 wak-a-ŋana-ɲo (2P) ‘to laugh’
       Ch. tɨk-i-na (1S), a-na (2S), j-a-na (3), j-i-na (1P), o-j-i-na (1PE), a-nɨ-lo (2P), 
                  o-j-a-na (3P), j-a-na (3.IRLS) ‘to laugh’

185 The AY phoneme /g/ and its nasalized counterpart /ŋ/ have often deleted in Chamacoco.
186 As noted above, the first root-vowel of CH radical verbs is preserved in the 3-person, but it reduces  

or deletes in the rest of the paradigm (see §5.6).
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(82) Ay. j-o-ru (1S), b-o-ru (2S), ʨ-o-ru (3), j-o-ko (1P), wak-o-ʨo (2P)
                 ‘to climb, to mount, to ride’
       Ch. tok-o-hɨr (1S), o-hɨr (2S), d-o-hɨr (3), j-o-hɨr (1PI), o-j-o-hɨr (1PE), o-hɨr-lo (2P),  
                 o-d-o-hɨr (3P), d-o-hɨr (3.IRLS) ‘to go up’

(83) Ay. j-i-rike (1S), b-a-rike (2S), Ø-Ø-dike (3), j-i-ri-ho (1P), wak-a-ri-ʨo (2P) ‘to walk’
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-rk (1S), e-rk (2S), d-ɨ-rk (3), j-ɨ-rk (1PI), o-j-ɨ-rk (1PE), e-rkɨ-lo (2P), 
                 o-d- -rk (3ɨ P), d- -rk (3.ɨ IRLS) ‘to walk’
       A.Z. y-i-raque (1S.IRLS), Ø-Ø-dac (3), Ø-Ø-dac (3.IRLS) ‘to come’187

In conclusion, /d/-verbs are a CH innovation. Their 3-person was originally 
a radical 3-person (81) or an irrealis form (82-83). 

§7.7 Thematic verbs

In Ayoreo, Ancient Zamuco and Chamacoco there exists a small class of 
thematic verbs. However, Ayoreo has a very tiny class of thematic verbs, so 
that the A.Z and CH thematic verbs reported here do not correspond to AY 
thematic verbs. A verb to be found in all Zamucoan languages is reported in 
(84).  AY  chague  /ʨage/ and  A.Z  iyague (/ijage/)  are  phonologically  very 
similar.  Thematic  verbs  in  Ancient  Zamuco present  the  opposition  between 
realis  and  irrealis  in  the  3-person:  cf.  iyague  (/ijage/) (3.realis)  vs.  chague  
(/ʨage/) (3.irrealis). The Ancient Zamuco 3-irrealis coincides with the Ayoreo 
3-realis. Since in Ayoreo only this form has been preserved, this proves that the 
3-irrealis has replaced the 3-realis. This has occurred systematically, so that an 
A.Z or CH thematic verb corresponds to a radical verb in Ayoreo, as one can 
see in the following examples (84-87, 89). In A.Z iyague (/ijage/), on the other 
hand, the 3-irrealis consists of the root -yague  (-/jage/). Root-initial  y- (/j/-) 
possibly turned into /ʨ/ in word-initial position. If this is so, the A.Z irrealis 
has a ‘radical’ 3-person. This might explain why there are few thematic verbs in 
Ayoreo: in most cases, the original thematic 3-realis has been replaced by a 
radical (originally irrealis) 3-person. The AY radical verbs show root-initial /j/ 
which turns into  /ʨ/ in the 3-person.  One can suppose that  the radical  3-
person in /ʨ/- has replaced the thematic one due to an analogy with /ʨ/-

187 AY and A.Z final /e/ in this example is a euphonic vocoid.
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verbs.  This  confirms  that  these  Ayoreo  verbs  should  be  considered  radical 
verbs,  rather than prefixal verbs in which an internal syllable has dropped. 
Another characteristic of the A.Z thematic verbs is the 1-irrealis prefix y- (/j/-), 
the standard Ayoreo 1-prefix (preferred in irrealis  contexts).  The 3-realis  of 
Ancient Zamuco is still preserved in Chamacoco. By comparing the Chamacoco 
3-realis  iyehet /ijehet/ with  iyague  (/ijage/), one has to bear in mind that AY 
and A.Z /a/ very often corresponds to CH /e/ and that /g/ does not exist in 
Chamacoco,  where  it  weakens  (and  in  this  case  corresponds  to  /h/)  or 
disappears. The 3-irrealis of  iyehet  /ijehet/,  sehet  /tsehet/, corresponds to A.Z 
and AY  chague /ʨage/, since AY and A.Z /ʨ/- very often corresponds to CH 
/ts/-.  Sehet  /tsehet/ is  irregular in Chamacoco, but such irregularity can be 
easily  explained  if  compared  with  chague  /ʨage/.  Sehet  /tsehet/  and 
chague /ʨage/ clearly have the same origin. The CH irrealis person consists of 
the pure root, in which a consonantal change (probably /j/ > /ʨ/ > /ts/)188 
occurred. In the 2-person of iyehet /ijehet/ there is root allomorphy, associated 
with  the  2-vowel  /a/.  Root  allomorphy  is  not  to  be  found  in  the  other 
languages. As final point, the vocalic pattern in this verb is the same in the 
three languages.  

(84) Ay. j-i-jage (1S), b-a-jage (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨage (3), j-i-jage-go (1P), wak-a-jage-jo (2P)
                  ‘to stand up’
       Ch. t-i-jehet / tik-i-jehet / tɨk-i-jehet (1S), a-lehet (2S), i-jehet (3), j-i-jehet (1PI),     
                  o-j-i-jehet (1PE), a-lehetɨ-lo / a-lehet-lo (2P), o-jehet (3P), tsehet  (3.IRLS) 
                  ‘to stand, to stand up’
       A.Z. a-i-yague (1S), d-a-yague (2S), i-yague (3), a-i-yague-go (1P), d-a-yague-o (2P) 
                  y-i-yague (1S.IRLS), chague (3.IRLS), y-i-yague-go (1P.IRLS), a-yague-o (2P.IRLS) 
                  ‘to stand up’ 

In (85) AY cho /ʨo/ ‘to jump, to leap, to fly’ is compared with the CH verb 
iyo /ijo/ ‘to jump’. The AY verb cho /ʨo/ is another radical verb, characterized 
by the consonantal change  /j/ > /ʨ/ in the 3-person, which is supposed to 
correspond to an A.Z thematic verb.189 As it emerges in the previous example 
(84), the Ayoreo 3-person  cho /ʨo/ corresponds to the Chamacoco 3-irrealis 
so /tso/.  The relationship between the two verbs is not immediately found if 

188 This is true if one considers /ts/ a CH innovation, otherwise, more simply: /j/ > /ts/.
189 Unfortunately in Chomé’s grammar only the 1-person is reported.
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one compares AY cho /ʨo/ with CH iyo /ijo/, but it is to be found if iyo /ijo/ is 
compared  with  the  theme  -iyo  -/ijo/  which appears  in  the  rest  of  the  AY 
paradigm. The 1- and the 2-vowel are the same in all three languages. The root 
allomorphy  in the Chamacoco 2-person  is not to be found  in Ayoreo (85-86, 
90).

(85) Ay. j-i-jo (1S), b-a-jo (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨo (3), j-i-jo-go (1P), wak-a-jo-jo (2P)
                  ‘to jump, to leap, to fly’
       Ch. tɨk-i-jo (1S), a-lo (2S), i-jo (3), j-i-jo (1P), o-j-i-jo (1PE), a-lɨ-lo / a-lo-lo (2P), 
                  o-jo (3P), tso (3.IRLS) ‘to jump; to fly’
       A.Z. a-i-yo (1S.rls) ‘to fly’

If the CH verb chague /ʨage/ and the AY verb iyehet /ijehet/ are cognate, 
one can suppose that also the AY verb cha /ʨa/ ‘to stop, to quit’ and the CH 
verb  iyehe /ijehe/  ‘to stop’ are cognates. Both  cha /ʨa/ and iyehe  /ijehe/ are 
phonologically and semantically related to  chague /ʨage/ and  iyehet  /ijehet/, 
respectively, and in both cases they lack the final element (-/ge/ or -/t/) . Also 
in (86) the root vowel /a/ corresponds to CH /e/. The CH irrealis form sehe  
/tsehe/ has to be put in relation with the Ayoreo 3-person cha  /ʨa/. In both 
languages the 1-thematic-vowel is /i/ and the 2-vowel is /a/.

(86) Ay. j-i-ja (1S), b-a-ja (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨa (3), j-i-ja-go (1P), wak-a-ja-jo (2P) ‘to stop, to quit’
       Ch. t-i-jehe / tɨk-i-jehe (1S), a-lehe (2S), i-jehe (3), j-i-jehe (1PI), o-j-i-jehe (1PE), 
                 a-lehe-lo (2P), o-j-ehe (3P), tsehe (3.IRLS) ‘to stop’
       A.Z. a-i-yau (1S), i-yau (3) ‘to stop, to quit’190

The verb  ina is considered an exception in Ancient Zamuco (see §6.8). It 
presents some similarities with thematic verbs, especially in the 3-realis.  As 
noted by Kelm (1964: 803-804), ina corresponds to the AY verb nóna which has 
two  forms  in  the  3-person.  The  radical  form  nóna  corresponds  to  Ancient 
Zamuco 3-irrealis  nona:  as in thematic  verbs,  the Ancient Zamuco 3-irrealis 
corresponds to the Ayoreo 3-person. Note that AY nóna is irregular if compared 
with  the  rest  of  the  paradigm,  whose  root  -/n̥ina/  corresponds  to  the  root 
/hina/ of  the Ancient  Zamuco 1S-irrealis.  The ‘regular’  3-person  chij(n)nína  
/ʨin̥ina/ is probably an AY innovation, resulting from analogical levelling. The 

190 On this verb, see Kelm (1964: 499).
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final syllable -/na/ does not behave as a lexical suffix in Ayoreo. The vocalic 
pattern of Ayoreo is different from that of Ancient Zamuco and it is the same 
used for radical verbs.  The verb ina corresponds to the CH thematic verb  iỹa  
/ij̃a/. In this case, CH /j/ (realized as [ɲ] or [j]) corresponds to /n/ in the root  
of  the  verb  ina. The  correspondence  between  the  Chamacoco  and  Ancient 
Zamuco 3-realis is evident, as the correspondence between the Ancient Zamuco 
3-irrealis  nona and CH noya /noja/. As in the case of A.Z thematic verbs, the 
Chamacoco 3-irrealis  noya  /noja/  corresponds to the Ayoreo 3-person  nóna, 
corresponding to the Ancient Zamuco 3-irrealis, although in this case the A.Z 
irrealis does not coincide with the root (as in thematic verbs), but takes the 3-
prefix /n/-. The CH vocalic pattern is irregular. The Chamacoco 1S-vowel /o/ 
is  the  same as  that  of  Ancient  Zamuco.  Thematic  /o/  also  emerges  in  the 
greater plural  of the 1PI-person, while in the other 1P-persons /u/ is  to be 
found, probably related to /o/. The Ayoreo 2S-person takes the prefix  /b/-, 
which can nasalize into  /m/-. This prefix is unusual in Ancient Zamuco and 
Chamacoco. The A.Z verb ina is an exception where the prefix /m/- is observed 
in the 2-irrealis. The prefix /m/- for the 2-person is also used in the CH verb 
iỹa /ij̃a/. This is a very rare exception in Chamacoco. Another of the few verbs 
taking /m/- or  /b/- in the 2-person is iim /iːm/ ‘to leave’ (88), which has the 
2-person  moym  /mojm/. As already seen (see §5.5.4), this verb shares other 
rare morphological characteristic with  iỹa /ij̃a/, but no cognate verb for  iim 
/iːm/ is reported in Ancient Zamuco. The Chamacoco 2-person does not usually 
take  any  personal  prefix  and  corresponds  to  the  irrealis  person  in  Ancient 
Zamuco. Meya /meja/, the 2-person of iỹa /ij̃a/, corresponds to A.Z mona, the 
2-irrealis  of  ina.  The  fact  that  the  Chamacoco  2-person  corresponds  to  the 
Ancient  Zamuco  2-irrealis  even  when  it  is  prefixed,  suggests  that  the 
Chamacoco 2-person was originally a 2-irrealis. One should observe that the 
A.Z verb does not exactly convey the same meaning of iỹa /ij̃a/ and nóna. It is 
not easy to interpret the sense of the gloss by Chomé (‘rodar’), because there 
are no examples of sentences in which this verb is used. In the last pages of 
Chomé’s grammar (1958: 176) the 3-person ina is translated with ‘together’.191 

191 Kelm (1964: 803-804) translates the verb with ‘umherreisen’, that is ‘to travel around’.
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(87) Ay. j-i-n̥ina  (1S), b-a-ni̥na (2S), Ø-Ø-nona / ʨ-i-ni̥na (3), j-i-n̥ina-ŋo (1P), 
                   wak-a-ni̥na-ɲo (2P) ‘to accompany, to go with’ (also:  ʨihina)
       Ch. tok-õ-ja (1S), m-e-ja (2S), i-̃ja (3), j-u-kwij̃a / j-ũ-ja (1PI), o-j-u-kwij̃a / o-j-ũ-ja (1PE),  
                   j-õ-j-lo [ɲojlo] (1PI.GP), m-e-j-lo (2P), õ-ja (3P), n-o-ja (3.IRLS) ‘to accompany’
      AZ. o-na (1S), d-o-na (2S), i-na (3), o-co-na (1P), d-o-yo-na (2P), y-a-hi-na (1S.IRLS),
                   m-o-na (2S.IRLS), n-o-na (3.IRLS), i-co-na (1P.IRLS), m-o-ño-na (2P.IRLS) 
                   ‘to roll/to go round’  

(88) Ay. j-i-hi(ɲ)o-me (1P), b-a-hi(ɲ)o-me (2P), Ø-Ø-noɲo-me (3), j-i-hi(ɲ)o-ŋo-me (1P), 
                   wak-a-hi(ɲ)o-ɲo-me (2P) ‘to leave’   
       Ch. tok-oj-m (1S), m-oj-m (2S), iː-m (3), j-u-kwim (1PI), o-j-u-kwim (1PE),
                  m-oj-m-lo (2P), oj-m (3P), n-oj-m (3.IRLS) ‘to leave’ 

In  (89)  and  (90)  one  finds  two  CH  thematic  verbs  for  which  no 
corresponding A.Z verb is to be found. Both CH verbs correspond to a regular 
AY prefixal verb. The CH thematic vowel is synchronically /o/, but the 3-vowel 
is /ɨ/, which corresponds to the AY thematic vowel /i/. This suggests that the 
original  thematic  vowel  in  Chamacoco  was  /ɨ/,  only  preserved  in  the  3-
person.192

The AY and CH verbs in  (90)  derive  from the  verbs  in  (89),  with  the 
addition of -/ome/ and -/ɨm/ respectively. Both elements introduce an indirect 
object. AY -/ome/ is a lexical suffix separated from the rest of the verb by the 
plural suffixes (such as -/go/ and -/jo/), while CH -/ɨm/ has been completely 
incorporated  in  the  verb (see  §5.13).  The  CH verb  ɨshɨ /ɨɕɨ/ has  probably 
undergone  a  little  semantic  change,  because it  also  means  ‘to  pay’,  ‘to 
contaminate’ and ‘to deliver’ (see §5.13). 

(89) Ay. j-i-si (1S), b-a-si (2S), ʨ-i-si (3), j-i-si-go / j-i-si-ŋo (1P), wak-a-si-jo /
                  wak-a-si-ɲo (2P) ‘to give’
       Ch. tok-o-ɕɨ (1S), e-ɕɨ (2S), ɨ-ɕɨ (3), j-o-ɕɨ (1PI), o-j-o-ɕɨ (1PE), e-ɕɨ-lo (2P), o-ɕɨ (3), 
                  d-o-ɕɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to pay; to give; to contaminate; to deliver’

192 As one can see in §7.2.8 and §7.4 AY, thematic /i/ always corresponds to a high thematic vowel, 
mostly /ɨ/, in Chamacoco.
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(90) Ay. j-/ɲ-i-si-ome (1S), b-/m-a-si-ome (2S), ʨ-i-si-ome (3), j-isi-go-me /
                  j-i-si-ŋo-me (1P), wak-a-si-jo-me / wak-a-si-ŋo-me (2P) ‘to give to’
       Ch. tok-o-sim (1S), a-sɨm (2S), ɨ-ɕɨm (3), j-o-sɨm (1PI), o-j-o-sɨm (1PE), a-sɨm-lo (2P),
                  o-ɕɨm (3P), d-o-sɨm (3.IRLS) ‘to give’

In (89) and (90) the original CH thematic vowel was /ɨ/, but this does not 
mean  that  /ɨ/  was  the  thematic  vowel  of  all  CH  thematic  verbs  in  /ɨ/-. 
Consider, for instance the CH thematic verb  ɨhɨ  (91). It corresponds to an AY 
/ʨ/-verb, whose thematic vowel is /o/. This confirms that /o/ was the original 
CH thematic vowel too,193 but has not been preserved in the 2- and 3-person. 
The AY final vowel is /i/, which corresponds to final /ɨ/ in the Chamacoco 3-
person root. /ɨ/ was the original CH final vowel too, but has assimilated to 
thematic /o/ or to the 2-vowel /e/. In the 3-person ɨhɨ, final /ɨ/ is preserved. 
The need to differentiate the 3S-person from the 3P-person oho has yielded the 
form ɨhɨ, in which original thematic /o/ has assimilated to final /ɨ/.

(91) Ay. j-o-hi (1S), b-o-hi (2S), ʨ-o-hi (3), j-o-hi-go (1P), wak-o-hi-jo (2P) ‘to drink’
       Ch. tok-o-ho (1S), e-he (2S), ɨ-hɨ (3), j-o-ho (1PI), o-j-o-ho (1PE), e-he-lo (2P), 
                   o-ho (3P), d-o-ho (3.IRLS) ‘to drink’

In (92) there is  another CH thematic  verb which corresponds to an AY 
prefixal verb. Here, the comparison with Ayoreo shows that the original CH 
thematic vowel was /i/, only preserved in the 3-person. In (§5.5.4) it has been 
said that in  icho /iʨo/, root-initial /ʨ/ has turned into /ts/ in the 2-person 
after the 2-vowel /a/. The other persons have assimilated to the 2-root, so that 
root-initial  /ʨ/ has  turned into  /ts/  in  the  whole  paradigm,  with  the  only 
exception of the 3-person, where /ʨ/ has been preserved. This seems to be 
confirmed by the  comparison with  Ay.  chicho /ʨiʨo/,  which presents  root-
initial /ʨ/ in the whole paradigm.194

(92) Ay. j-i-ʨo (1S), b-a-ʨo (2S), ʨ-i-ʨo (3), j-i-ʨo-go (1P), wak-a-ʨo-jo (2P) ‘to shoot’
       Ch. tok-o-tso (1S), a-tso (2S), i-ʨo (3), j-o-tso (1PI), o-j-otso (1PE), a-tsɨ-lo (2P),
                  o-ʨo (3P), l-o-tso (3.IRLS) ‘to throw, to shoot’ 

193 As one can see in §7.2.8 and §7.4, AY thematic /o/ always corresponds to CH /o/.
194 The preservation of the original root-initial consonant in the 3-person is also to be found in other  

verbs discussed in §5.5.4, for which no A.Z or AY cognate is reported.
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§7.8 Radical verbs in the Zamucoan languages

In all Zamucoan languages there is a class of radical verbs. Radical verbs 
show neither prefix nor thematic vowel in the 3-person. Their vocalic pattern is 
/i/-/a/-Ø or /u/-/a/-Ø in Ayoreo, while in Ancient Zamuco only /i/-/a/-Ø is to 
be  observed.  The  thematic  vowel  can  harmonize  to  the  first  root-vowel. 
Chamacoco  exhibits  more  variability  with  regard  to  the  vocalic  pattern, 
because three high thematic vowels /i u ɨ/ are to be found and two vowels (/a/ 
and /e/) can occur in the 2-person (depending on the verb). Moreover, other 
exceptions are discussed in §5.6. 

In all Zamucoan languages, radical verbs may show fortition of the root-
initial  consonant  word-initially,  that  is  in  the  3-person.  In  the  following 
paragraphs radical verbs will be sorted according to the initial consonant. In 
most  cases  the  3-person  root-initial  consonant  is  the  same  in  Ayoreo  and 
Chamacoco. The inventory of the CH consonants which occur in root-initial 
position of radical verbs is less numerous than in Ayoreo. There are few radical 
verbs reported in Ancient Zamuco. 

In CH radical  verbs,  the original  first  root-vowel  is  preserved in  the 3-
person, while it often reduces or deletes in the rest of the paradigm. This is 
confirmed by the comparison with Ayoreo, because the CH first root-vowel in 
the  3-person always corresponds to  the  AY first  root-vowel,  which remains 
unchanged in the whole paradigm (see examples  (93),  (94),  (96),  (97) and 
(102)). Consequently, the 3-person of radical verbs can be innovative in the 
root-initial consonant, but conservative in the first root-vowel.

The  radical  verb  in  (93) has  root-initial  /b/  in  both  Ayoreo  and 
Chamacoco.  The  consonant  is  preserved  in  the  whole  paradigm.  The  CH 
thematic  vowel  is  /e/,  which is  very rare in radical  verbs,  and is  probably 
influenced by the first root-vowel /e/ in the 3-person, which turns into /ɨ/ in 
the rest of the paradigm, where thematic /e/ is to be found. The Chamacoco 3-
person first root-vowel /e/ corresponds to AY /a/.

(93) Ay. j-i-base (1S), b-a-base (2S), Ø-Ø-base (3), j-i-ba-ko (1P), wak-a-ba-so (2P)
                 ‘to fall down, to be born, to stop when travelling’ (also: bas)
       Ch. t-e-bɨɕɨ (1S), e-bɨɕɨ (2S), Ø-Ø-beɕɨ (3), j-e-bɨɕɨ (1PI), o-j-ebɨɕɨ (1PE), e-bɨɕɨ-lo (2P), 
                 o-beɕɨ (3P), Ø-Ø-beɕɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to fall’ 
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      cf. also: Ay. Ø-Ø-basihi (3) ‘to fall from, to be born in’ 
                  Ch. Ø-Ø-beɕɨhɨ (3) ‘to fall from’ 

In (94) both verbs are radical. Root-initial /k/ is preserved in the whole 
paradigm. The AY first root-vowel /a/ corresponds to CH /e/, only preserved in 
the 3-person. 

The  AY  radical  verb  in  (95)  corresponds  to  the  CH  verb 
chukutɨm /ʨukutɨm/. The latter is a regular /ʨ/-verb, but it also has a form 
coinciding with the root, kutɨm, which is uninflectable and can be used for all 
persons. This form corresponds to the Ayoreo 3-person cutame /kutame/. This 
suggests  that the 3-person  chukutɨm /ʨukutɨm/ is  a  CH innovation.  In both 
languages, the vocalic pattern is characterized by /u/, which harmonizes to the 
first root-vowel /u/. The AY lexical suffix -/ome/ corresponds to CH -/ɨm/, but 
the latter is not a separable element. 

(94) Ay. j-i-katekãri (1S), m-/b-a-katekãri (2S), Ø-Ø-katekãri (3), j-i-katekã-ko-ri ̃(1P), 
                wak-a-katekã-ʨo-ri ̃(2P) ‘to speak, to talk’
       Ch. t-ɨ-kit̃ker̃ / t-i-kit̃ker̃ (1S), e-kit̃ker̃ (2S), Ø-Ø-kej̃tker̃ (3), j-i-kit̃ker̃ (1PI), 
                o-j-i-ki ̃tker̃ (1PE), e-ki ̃tker̃-lo / e-ki ̃tker̃ɨ-lo (2P), o-kej̃tker̃ (3P), 
                Ø-Ø-kej̃tker̃ (3.IRLS) ‘to speak, to talk’ (also: kej̃ti ̃ker̃)

(95) Ay. j-u-kuta-me (1S), b-a-kuta-me (2S), Ø-Ø-kuta-me (3), j-u-kuta-go-me (1P),
                wak-a-kuta-jo-me (2P) ‘fed up with (to be); lazy about doing something (to be);
                tired of (to be)’
       Ch. t-u-kutɨm (1S), e-kutɨm (2S), ʨ-u-kutɨm (3), j-u-kutɨm (1PE), o-j-u-kutɨm (1PI), 
                e-kutɨm-lo (2P), o-ʨ-u-kutɨm (3P), d-u-kutɨm (3.IRLS) ‘to increase fire; 
                to refuse to work’195

In  examples  (96-99)  one  finds  radical  verbs  with  root-initial  /t/.  This 
consonant undergoes no change in the rest of the paradigm. In (96) an AY and 
a  CH verb  are  compared.  The  AY radical  verb  toi  /toj/  (97) has  cognates 
reported in  all  Zamucoan  languages.  A.Z  and  CH radical  verbs  present  no 
distinction between realis and irrealis in the 3-person, cf. A.Z toi (/toj/), CH toy  
/toj/. In both AY and A.Z final /j/ is separated from the verb root by the plural 
suffix. This does not occur in Chamacoco.  In (96) and (97) the AY first root-
vowel /o/ corresponds to the Chamacoco 3-person first root-vowel /o/, which 
195 When the form kutɨm means ‘to refuse to work’, it can be used for all persons.
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reduces to /ɨ/ in the rest of the paradigm. In (98-99) AY verbs are compared 
with verbs from Ancient Zamuco.

(96) Ay. j-i-todo (1S), b-a-todo (2S), Ø-Ø-todo (3), j-i-todo-go (1P), wak-a-todo-jo (2P)
                  ‘to be afraid of’
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-tɨla (1S), a-tɨla (2S), Ø-Ø-tola (3), j-i-tɨla (1PI), o-j-i-tɨla (1PE), a-tɨlɨ-lo (2P), 
                  o-tola (3P), Ø-Ø-tola ‘to fear, to be afraid of’

(97) Ay. j-i-to-j (1S), b-a-to-j (2S), Ø-Ø-to-j (3), j-i-to-go-j (1P), wak-a-to-jo-j (2P) ‘to die’
       Ch. tɨk-ɨ-tɨ / tuk-wɨ-tɨ (1S), a-tɨ (2S), Ø-Ø-toj (3), j-ɨ-tɨ (1PI), o-j-ɨ-tɨ (1PE), a-tɨ-lo (2P), 
                o-toj (3P), Ø-Ø-toj (3.IRLS) ‘to die’
       A.Z. a-i-toi (1S),..., Ø-Ø-toi (3), y-i-toi (1S.IRLS), a-toi (2S.IRLS), Ø-Ø-toi (3.IRLS), 
                y-i-to-go-i (1P.IRLS) ‘to die, to be dead’

(98) Ay. j-i-taja (1S), b-a-taja (1S), Ø-Ø-taja (3), j-i-taja-go (1P), wak-a-taja-jo (2P)
                ‘to be strong, to be firm’ (used with ihi)
       A.Z. a-i-taña (1S), d-a-taña (2S), Ø-Ø-taña (3) ‘to be strong’

(99) Ay. ɲ-i-tãrara (1S), m-a-tãrara (2S), Ø-Ø-tãrara (3), j-i-tãrara-ŋo (1P),
                wak-a-tãrara-ɲo (2P) ‘to tremble; shake involuntarily’
       A.Z. a-i-tanârâ (1S), d-a-tanârâ (2S), Ø-Ø-tanârâ (3) ‘to tremble’196

In (100-101) one finds AY and CH radical verbs with /p/ as root-initial 
consonant.  No  consonantal  change  occurs  in  (100-101).  In  (102)  pota is 
probably a Guaraní loan. The Guaraní root has been reanalysed as a 3-person 
form and a default thematic vowel and a prefix have been added to obtain the 
rest  of  the  paradigm.  The  AY  radical  verb  has  a  regular  morphological 
behaviour, while the CH verb shows some subregularities. From a diachronic 
perspective,  in  Chamacoco root-initial  /p/ is  preserved in  the 3-person and 
turns into /b/ in the rest of the paradigm, but this is due to the fact that the 
Guaraní root  pota has been reinterpreted as a 3-person form in which root-
initial  /b/  undergoes  fortition.197 The  Guaraní  first  root-vowel  /o/  is  only 

196 In Chamacoco when ‘to  tremble’ is referred to a person the verb tãra  preceded by ɨkiyo /ɨkijo/ is 
used. In this case, tãra occurs in the 3-person, because its subject is ɨkiyo ‘body’, possessed by the 
person who trembles.

197 In loans the 3-person is salient: when the loan is a Guaraní verb, its root is reinterpreted as a 3-
person in Chamacoco  (see the verb  pota  and  tonki ̃ya  /tonkij̃a/,  §5.10.1).  Spanish verbs used in 
Chamacoco  have  a  slightly  different  behaviour:  in  this  case  Chamacoco  presents  a  defective 
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preserved in the Chamacoco 3-person, but influences the 1-vowel /o/.198

(100) Ay. j-i-poga-j (1S), b-a-poga-j (2S), Ø-Ø-poga-j (3) j-i-poga-go-j (1P), 
                   wak-a-poga-jo-j (2P) ‘to throw up, to vomit’
         Ch. tɨk-ɨ-pwej (1S), a-pwej (2S), Ø-Ø-pwej (3), j-u-pwej (1PI), o-j-u-pwej (1PE), 
                  a-pwej-lo (2P), o-pwej (3P), Ø-Ø-pwej (3.IRLS) ‘to vomit’

(101) Ay. j-i-pogu (1S), b-a-pogu (2S), Ø-Ø-pogu (3), j-i-po-ho (1P), wak-a-po-ʨo (2P) 
                  ‘to hide, to conceal’
         Ch. tɨk-ɨ-poːk (1S), a-poːk (2S), Ø-Ø-poːk (3), j-ɨ-poːk (1PI), o-j-ɨ-poːk (1PI), 
                  a-poːk-lo (2P), o-poːk (3P), Ø-Ø-poːk (3.IRLS) ‘to be ashamed’
         A.Z. a-i-poc (1S) ‘to be ashamed’ 

(102) Ay. j-i-pota (1S), b-a-pota (2S), Ø-Ø-pota (3), j-i-pota-go (1S), wak-a-pota-jo (2P) 
                  ‘to want to, to desire’
         Ch. t-o-bɨta (1S), a-bɨta (2S), Ø-Ø-pota (3), j-o-bɨta (1PI), o-j-o-bɨta (1PE), a-bɨta-lo /
                  a-bɨtɨ-lo / a-bɨt-lo (2P), o-pota (3P), Ø-Ø-pota (3.IRLS) ‘to envy, to lust after’

In (103) one finds AY and CH radical verbs with root-initial /n/, which is 
preserved in the whole paradigm. In (104-105) there are radical verbs with 
root-initial /r/ which turns into /n/ word-initially in the 3-person. In (105) 
Chamacoco  has  two  forms  for  the  3-person:  radical  naha  and  prefixal 
chɨrãha /ʨɨrãha/,  corresponding  to  AY  nãja  /naha/.  chɨrãha  /ʨɨrãha/ is 
probably the result  of a ‘regularization’  of  the 3-person form, based on the 
model of  one of  the main verb groups of  Chamacoco. In (95) the CH verb 
chukutɨm  /ʨukutɨm/ or  kutɨm,  which  corresponds  to  the  AY  radical  verb 
cutame /kutame/,  also  has  a  3-prefixal-form,  which  seems  the  result  of 
assimilation to /ʨ/-verbs. This could explain why in Chamacoco the group of 
radical verbs is smaller than in Ayoreo.

(103) Ay. ɲ-i-nina (1S), m-a-nina (2S), Ø-Ø-nina (3), ɲ-i-nina-ŋo (1P), wak-a-nina-ɲo (2P) 
                   ‘to rejoice, to welcome’ (followed be the reflexive pronoun: ‘to be happy’)
         Ch. tɨk-ɨ-nɨna (1S), e-nɨna (2S), Ø-Ø-nɨna (3), j-ɨ-nɨna (1PI), o-j-ɨ-nɨna (1PE), 
                   e-nɨnɨ-lo (2P), o-nɨna (3P), Ø-Ø-nɨna (3.IRLS) ‘to hug’

paradigm based on the Spanish present indicative 3-person (see §5.10.1).
198 Although here CH pota is considered a Guaraní loan, one also has to consider the hypothesis that it 

could be a case of homonymy rather than a loan.
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(104) Ay. ɲ-i-rihi (1S), m-a-rihi (2S), Ø-Ø-nihi (3), ɲ-i-rihi-ŋo (1P), wak-a-rihi-ɲo (2P) 
                   ‘to wake up’ (also: nin̥i)
         Ch. tɨk-ɨ-rɨh̃ɨ (1S), e-rɨh̃ɨ (2S), Ø-Ø-nɨhɨ (3), j-ɨ-rɨ ̃hɨ (1PE), o-j-ɨ-rɨh̃ɨ (1PI), e-rɨ h̃ɨ-lo (2P),  
                   o-nɨhɨ (3P), Ø-Ø-nɨhɨ (3.IRLS) ‘to get up’  

(105) Ay. j-i-rã (1S), m-a-ra (2S), Ø-Ø-na-ha (3), j-i-ra-ŋo-ha (1P), wak-a-ra-ɲo-ha (2P) 
                   ‘to put into’
         Ch. t-ɨ-rãha (1S), e-rãha (2S), ʨ-ɨ-rãha / Ø-Ø-naha (3), j-ɨ-rãha (1PI), o-j-ɨ-rãha (1PE), 
                   e-rãha-lo (2P), o-ʨ-ɨ-rãha (3P), d-ɨ-rãha / n-ɨ-raha / naha (3.IRLS) ‘to load up’ 
                   (also: ʨɨreh̃e)

According  to  Kelm  (1964:  773),  the  AY  radical  verb  jnusi  /n̥usi/ 
corresponds to the radical verb yozo (/joso/) in Ancient Zamuco (106). 

(106) Ay. ɲ-u-n̥usi (1S), m-a-n̥usi (2S), Ø-Ø-n̥usi (3), ɲ-u-n̥usi-ŋo/ j-u-n̥u-ko-j (1P), 
                   wak-a-n̥usi-ɲo / wak-a-n̥u-so-j (2P) ‘to be sad, to miss someone/something’
         A.Z. a-i-yozo (1S), d-a-yozo (2S), Ø-Ø-yozo (3) ‘to need’199

In (108) the same radical verb is reported in all Zamucoan languages. Both 
Chamacoco and Ancient Zamuco present no realis vs. irrealis opposition in the 
3-person.

(108) Ay. j-u-juare (1S), b-a-juare (2S),  Ø-Ø-juare (3), j-u-jua-ko (1P), wak-a-jua-ʨo (2P) 
                   ‘to wail, to grieve with mournful crises, to lament’
         Ch. tɨk-i-jer ̥(1S), e-jer ̥(2S), Ø-Ø-jer ̥(3), j-i-jer ̥(1PI), o-j-i-jer ̥(1PE), e-jer-̥lo (2P), 
                   o-jer ̥(3P), Ø-Ø-jer ̥(3.IRLS) ‘to cry’
         A.Z. a-i-yuare (1S), Ø-Ø-yuare (3), Ø-Ø-yuare (3.IRLS) ‘to cry’ 

The AY verb suru or chujuru /ʨuhuru/ has both a prefixal and a radical 3-
person. This verb should be compared with zoru (/soru/) in Ancient Zamuco, 
originally a radical verb which has acquired some characteristics of the prefixal 
verbs. In both languages root-initial  /h/ turns into /s/ in the 3-person. This 
fortition, which only occurs in radical verbs, confirms that A.Z.  zoru (/soru/) 
was originally a radical verb. The presence of a radical 3-person in both Ayoreo 
and Ancient Zamuco, suggests that chujuru /ʨuhuru/, the prefixal 3-person of 
AY suru, is the result of assimilation to the prefixal verbs. A similar process can 
explain  some  of  the  irregularities  of  A.Z,  zoru  (/soru/),  such  as  the 
199 On this verb, see Kelm (1964: 773).
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reinterpretation of /s/ as 3-prefix, the 3-irrealis noru and the reinterpretation of 
/s/ as 1-irrealis prefix in zoru (/soru/) (1S.IRLS) (see also §6.7).

(109) Ay. j-u-hu(ru) (1S), b-a-hu(ru) (2S), Ø-Ø-su(ru) / ʨ-u-hu(ru) (3), j-u-hu-ko (1P),
                   wak-a-hu-ʨo / wak-a-hu-jo (2P) ‘to close (in), to shut in’ (used with gaj)
         A.Z. a-horu (1S), zoru (3S), a-ho-co (1P), d-a-ho-yo (2P)  ‘to close’
                   zoru (1S.IRLS), noru (3.IRLS) ‘to close’200

In (110) A.Z root-initial /r/ turns into /d/ in the 3-person. This change also 
occurs in Ayoreo (see §4.6.3), but not in this particular verb, which presents a 
different consonant.201

(110) Ay. j-u-kuta (1S), b-a-kuta (2S), Ø-Ø-kuta (3), j-u-kuta-go (1P), wak-a-kuta-jo (2P) 
                   ‘to be fed up, to be lazy’ 
         A.Z. a-i-rugut (1S), Ø-Ø-dugut (3) ‘to be fed’ (‘ser harto’)

The CH verb  umo conveys two meanings,  ‘to sleep’ and ‘to see’. This CH 
thematic verb corresponds to two AY verbs: the /ʨ/-verb chimo /ʨimo/ ‘to see’ 
and the radical verb mo ‘to sleep’ (111). Two similar CH verbs probably merged 
into umo: these verbs still preserve a different irrealis form, that is umo for ‘to 
sleep’ (identical to the 3-realis) and  nomo for ‘to see’. Unfortunately, there is 
not enough information for Ancient Zamuco; the same forms are reported for 
the 1-person and one does not know whether they had a different form for the 
3-person. If ‘to sleep’ and ‘to see’ are regular in Ancient Zamuco, the irrealis 
prefix y- (/j/-) suggests that the verbs were radical or thematic verbs. Thematic 
/i/  in  the  1-person  is  the  same  in  both  Ancient  Zamuco  and  Ayoreo  and 
corresponds to CH /u/. 

Independently  of  the  morphology  of  ‘to  sleep’  and  ‘to  see’  in  Ancient 
Zamuco, one can try to explain why there are two irrealis forms in Chamacoco, 
simply comparing Ayoreo and Chamacoco and using what has been observed 
about the verb morphology of the Zamucoan languages.  On one hand  mo ‘to 
sleep’ belong to AY radical verbs, which generally correspond to A.Z and Ch. 
radical verbs. These verbs show no distinction between realis and irrealis in 
Chamacoco  and Ancient  Zamuco,  as  they  probably  did  not  have  in  Proto-

200 On this verb, see Kelm (1964: 773).
201 These verbs are probably related to the AY and CH verbs in in (94).
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Zamuco. It is probably not a case that the CH verb ‘to sleep’ corresponds to an 
AY radical verb and shows no opposition between realis and irrealis in the 3-
person.  On the  other  hand  chimo  /ʨimo/,  is  an  AY /ʨ/-verb.  These  verbs 
usually correspond to A.Z /ʨ/-verbs or to CH /ʨ/- and /ts/-verbs. These verb 
groups present the opposition between realis and irrealis in the 3-person, the 
same  opposition  which  has  probably  disappeared  in  Ayoreo,  but  that  was 
probably present in Proto-Zamuco. This could explain why the verb  ‘to see’ 
preserves the irrealis form  n-omo, using the prefix  /n/- which is reported  for 
the 3-irrealis in Ancient Zamuco and Chamacoco. 

(111) Ay. ɲ-i-mo, m-a-mo (2S), ʨ-i-mo (3), ɲ-i-mo-ŋo (1P), wak-a-mo-ɲo (2P) ‘to see’
         Ay. ɲ-i-mo (1S), m-a-mo (2S), Ø-Ø-mo (3), ɲ-i-mo-ŋo (1P), wak-a-mo-ɲo (2P) 
                     ‘to sleep’
         Ch. tok-o-mo / tuk-u-mo (1S), a-mo (2S), u-mo (3), j-u-mo (1PI), o-j-u-mo (1PE), 
                     a-m-lo (2P), o-mo (3P) ‘to sleep; to see’  
                   ‘to sleep’ ---> u-mo (3.IRLS), o-mo (3P.IRLS)
                   ‘to see’ ---> n-o-mo (3.IRLS), o-n-o-mo (3.IRLS)        
         A.Z. a-i-mo (1S), y-i-mo (1S.IRLS) ‘to see’
         A.Z. a-i-mo (1S), y-i-mo (1S.IRLS), y-i-mogo (1P.IRLS) ‘to sleep’
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§7.9 Irregular verbs

In (112) and (113) one finds two verbs which are irregular in all Zamucoan 
languages. The 3-person jno /n̥o/ (AY), hno /n̥o/ (CH), no (A.Z) is the same in 
(112). 

(112) A.Z ‘to go’ Ch ‘to go’ Ay ‘to go, to leave’
1S a-i-no  tak-a-ha          j-i-hi / ji
2S  bo / bu b-a-bo
3S  no  n̥o n̥o
1P  j-u-ko  j-i-ko
1PE  o-j-u-ko
2P  bulɨ-lo / bolɨ-lo wak-a-bo-jo

                                                                    bulu-lo  
                                                                    bul-lo / bollo 

3P  o-n̥o
1S.IRLS
2S.IRLS  bo bo
3S.IRLS  do
1P.IRLS  y-i-no-go-i
2P.IRLS  bo-yo bo-jo

The Ancient Zamuco 2-persons  bo  (2S) and boyo /bojo/ (2P) are used for 
the imperative (that is in irrealis contexts) according to Chomé. These forms 
correspond to the Chamacoco 2S-person bo / bu and to the AY irrealis forms. In 
all Zamucoan languages the 3-person (no or /n̥o/) coincides with the original 
root which has been reinterpreted as /bo/ in the Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco 
2-irrealis and in the Chamacoco 2S-person (where it alternates with bu). Such 
reinterpretation was probably influenced by the 2-prefix /b/- (see below).

 The Chamacoco 2P-persons bulɨlo, bolɨlo and bululo do not derive from the 
2S-persons  bu  /  bo.202 This is a very rare exception in Chamacoco, where the 
2P-person  is  obtained  by  adding  -/lo/  to  the  2S-person.  There  are  two 
hypotheses: (1) -/lɨ/- (or -/lu/-) is an insertion; (2) In bulɨlo,  bolɨlo  and bululo 
the root has been reinterpreted as  /lɨ/ or /lu/. In the second case, /b/ is a 
202  The CH reduced forms bullo and bollo have been discussed in (§5.8). The Chamacoco 2S-person 

form bu does not correspond to any verb form in Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco, but it corresponds to 
AY bu, an adverb or exclamative particle, according to Higham  et al. (2000: 128), which means 
‘rapidly, quickly, at once’.
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prefix and /o/, or /u/ is the thematic vowel (which harmonizes to the original 
root-vowel). In Ayoreo the 2S-realis babo is obtained by adding the prefix /b/- 
and  the  thematic  vowel  to  the  2-irrealis  bo. The  Ayoreo  2P-realis  is 
uacaboyo /wakabojo/, but the 2P-prefix /wak/- is an AY innovation. The 2-
person  prefix  /b/  in  Ayoreo  alternates  with  /m/  (depending  on  vowel 
harmony). The 2-person prefix /m/- is rare in Chamacoco, but is observed in 
iim /iːm/ (114) and iỹa /ij̃a/ (115). This suggests that the 2S-person bu/bo was 
originally a 2S-irrealis and bulɨlo, bolɨlo or bululo a 2P-realis. 

Chamacoco generally has no 1P-person  suffix (with the exception of the 
greater  plural  inclusive).  In  (112)  the  plural  suffix  -/ko/  of  Ayoreo  (and 
Ancient Zamuco) has been preserved in the Chamacoco 1P-person, although it 
is has been reinterpreted as a part of the root.

(113) AZ ‘to go’       Ch ‘to bring, to do, to get’   Ay ‘to bring, to do, to get’
1S o-i (/o-j) tak-a-hiˀ j-i-hi / ji
2S do-i (/do-j/) b-e-j b-a-be 

           3S i iː d-o-j
1P o-co-i (/o-ko-j/) j-u-kw-iˀ / j-u-k-iˀ j-i-ko-j
1PE o-j-u-kw-iˀ / o-j-u-k-iˀ
2P do-yo-i (/do-jo-j/) b-e-j-lo / b-e-lɨ-lo  wak-a-be-jo-j

           3P o-j
1S.IRLS y-a-hi  (/j-a-hi/)
2S.IRLS b-e  be

           3S.IRLS do-i     (/do-j/) do-j
1P.IRLS i-co-i   (/i-ko-j/)
2P.IRLS be-yo-i (/be-jo-j/)                 be-jo-j

In (113) one can observe the same correspondence between the 3-persons 
of  the  Zamucoan  languages  which  has  been  noted  for  thematic  verbs:  the 
Ancient Zamuco 3-realis corresponds to the Chamacoco 3-realis. The Ancient 
Zamuco 3-irrealis corresponds to the Ayoreo 3-person and to the Chamacoco 3-
irrealis. The Chamacoco 1S-person tak-ahi has the same theme of A.Z y-ahi (/j-
ahi/).  The  Ancient  Zamuco  2-irrealis  corresponds  to  the  AY  form  used  in 
irrealis contexts and to the Chamacoco 2-person. Nevertheless, the Chamacoco 
2S-person bey /bej/ ends in /j/, not to be observed in the Ayoreo and Ancient 
Zamuco  2S-irrealis  be.  In  the  Chamacoco  2-person  and  Ancient  Zamuco  2-
irrealis, /b/- is a prefix. The Ayoreo 2-irrealis be has been reinterpreted as a 2-
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person root.  An alternative hypothesis  could to consider /b/ as  part  of  the 
original root, which underwent unrecoverable phonetic changes.

In both Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco, the plural suffixes are followed by 
-/j/, which behaves as a lexical suffix. In Chamacoco, -/j/ is to be found in the 
2S-person, in the 2P-person and the 3-irrealis. As already seen (§4.8.8) -/j/ is 
the reduced form of the lexical suffix -/(i)hi/ in Ayoreo, corresponding to the 
AY preposition /ihi/ and to the CH preposition =/ɨhɨ/. The lexical suffix form 
-/hi/ is to be found in the Ayoreo 1S-person yihi /jihi/, in the Chamacoco 1S-
person  and  the  Ancient  Zamuco  1S-irrealis.  In  both  Ayoreo  and  Ancient 
Zamuco, only the 2S-person does not show any trace of the lexical suffix. The 
AY verbs  hno /n̥o/ and doy /doj/ share the 1S-persons  yihi /jihi/ and yi /ji/, 
but yihi /jihi/ presents the lexical suffix -/hi/ and this suggests that yihi /jihi/ 
was the original 1S-person of doy /doj/ and yi /ji/ the 1S-person of hno /n̥o/. 
In the Chamacoco 2P-person, -/j/ precedes the plural suffix and this means that 
it has been incorporated in the verb root in the 2P-person, as already seen in 
example (97). Final /i/ in the Chamacoco 1PI- and 1PE-person is what remains 
of the lexical suffix. Here, the last syllable -/ki/ or -/kwi/ corresponds to AY 
and A.Z -/koj/, that is to the plural suffix -/ko/ followed by -/j/. The fact that 
the trace of a plural suffix is to be found in the 1P-person of  hno /n̥o/ (112) 
and  ii /iː/  (113)  suggests  that  Chamacoco  has  probably  lost  the  1P-person 
suffix. 

One further trace of the Chamacoco 1P-person suffix can be found in the 
verbs iim /iːm/ (114) and iỹa /ij̃a/ (115) (see also §7.7), which have irregular 
forms for the 1P-person, such as yukwiỹa /jukwij̃a/ (1PI) and yukwim /jukwim/ 
(1PI), respectively. There is neither AY nor A.Z verb which corresponds to iim  
/iːm/, but iỹa /ij̃a/ corresponds to A.Z ina and AY Ø-Ø-nóna or ch-i-j(n)ína /ʨ-i-
n̥ina/ (or /ʨ-i-hina/) (115). The 1P-person is y-i-j(n)ínango (/j-i-n̥inaŋo/ (or /j-
i-hinaŋo/) in Ayoreo and ocona (/okona/) in Ancient Zamuco. The latter form 
shares  some characteristics  with  yukwiỹa  /jukwij̃a/.  Apart  from the already 
discussed similarity in the thematic vowel (see §7.7), /kw/ corresponds to the 
Ancient  Zamuco  1P-suffix  -co  (-/ko/).  The  A.Z  plural  suffix  separates 
thematic /o/ from the syllable -/na/. The same occurs in Chamacoco, where 
this element corresponds to the last syllable of iỹa /ij̃a/, which is also separated 
from the thematic vowel by -/kw/-. While Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco need a 
suffix to differentiate the 1P-person from the 1S-person, because both persons 
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have the same personal prefix, the Chamacoco 1S- and 1P-person take different 
prefixes,  so that Chamacoco does not need any plural  suffix to differentiate 
them. One can suppose that the differentiation of the Chamacoco 1S- and 1P-
person prefix was the reason for the disappearance of the plural suffix. 

The Chamacoco 2S-person of ii /iː/, bey /bej/ can remain unchanged in the 
2P-person beylo /bejlo/. In its irregular variant belɨlo (2P), the original lexical 
suffix *-/ɨhɨ/ or *-/ihi/,203 corresponding to the preposition =/ɨhɨ/, has turned 
into *-/hɨ/ and then into -/lɨ/, so that in both beylo /bejlo/ and belɨlo a trace of 
the original lexical suffix is to be found before the plural suffix. 

In  the  previous  examples,  one  can  see  the  2-person  prefix  /b/  in 
Chamacoco (112-113) and the 2-irrealis prefix /b/ in Ancient Zamuco (113). It 
is also possible that the 2-prefix /b/ has exerted an influence in the formation 
of the 2-person roots beginning with /b/ (112). The 2-prefix /b/ is usually not 
used in Chamacoco and Ancient Zamuco, but corresponds to the AY 2-prefix 
/b/- or /m/-. The latter is also rare in Chamacoco and Ancient Zamuco, but 
emerges in the Ancient Zamuco 2-irrealis  m-ona  (115), in the Chamacoco 2-
persons m-oym /m-ojm/ (114) and m-eya /meja/ (115). In Chamacoco, where 
there is  generally  no realis  vs.  irrealis  opposition in  the 2-person,  the verb 
teychɨm /tejʨɨm/  ‘to  look’  has  the  2-person  forms  hmeychɨm /m̥ejʨɨm/  or 
hmeychɨmlo  /m̥ejʨɨmlo/, only  used  as  imperative  forms.  If  these  forms  are 
compared  with  the  regular  2-person  forms  eychɨm /ejʨɨm/  or  eychɨmlo  
/ejʨɨmlo/,  it  is  evident  that  the  imperative  forms  hmeychɨm /m̥ejʨɨm/ and 
hmeychɨmlo /m̥ejʨɨmlo/ are obtained by means of the prefix /m̥/-, the devoiced 
counterpart of the CH and A.Z prefix /m/-. Note that A.Z /b/- or /m/- and 
CH /m̥/- are 2-irrealis prefixes, while AY /b/- or /m/- are 2-realis prefixes, so 
that  in  the  whole  Zamucoan family  they  are  not  strictly  associated with  a 
mood, but with the 2-person. It would be far-fetched to claim that this sort of 
prefix shows the original 2-irrealis form. In the case of  teychɨm /tejʨɨm/ one 
should observe that this is the only 2-irrealis form in the whole Chamacoco 
verb system. It is thus possible that A.Z /b/- or /m/- and CH /m̥/- prefix have 
been re-used in a highly idiosyncratic way, possibly to underline the difference 
with respect to the normal prefixless 2-forms. As for the 2-irrealis of A.Z.  no 
and i, one might think of a confounder between the /b/-prefix and the specific 
root shape (112).

203 Cf. Ayoreo -/ihi/ and the Chamacoco 1S-person tak-a-hiˀ .
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(114) Ay. j-i-hi(ɲ)o-me (1S), b-a-hi(ɲ)o-me (2S), Ø-Ø-noɲo-me (3), j-i-hi(ɲ)o-ŋo-me (1P), 
                  wak-a-hi(ɲ)o-ɲo-me (2P) ‘to leave’ 
         Ch. tok-oj-m (1S), m-oj-m (2S), iː-m (3), j-u-kwim (1PI), o-j-u-kwim (1PE), 
                  m-oj-m-lo (2P), oj-m (3P), n-oj-m (3.IRLS) ‘to leave’ 
         
(115) Ay. j-i-ni̥na  (1S), b-a-n̥ina (2S), Ø-Ø-nona / ʨ-i-n̥ina (3), j-i-n̥ina-ŋo (1P), 
                  wak-a-n̥ina-ɲo (2P) ‘to accompany, to go with’ (also:  ʨihina)
         Ch. tok-õ-ja (1S), m-e-ja (2S), i-̃ja (3), j-u-kwij̃a / j-ũ-ja (1PI), o-j-u-kwij̃a / o-j-ũ-ja (1PE), 
                  j-õ-j-lo [ɲojlo] (1PI.GP), m-e-j-lo (2P), õ-ja (3P), n-o-ja (3.IRLS) ‘to accompany’
         A.Z. o-na (1S), d-o-na (2S), i-na (3), o-co-na (1P), d-o-yo-na (2P), y-a-hi-na (1S.IRLS),
                  m-o-na (2S.IRLS), n-o-na (3.IRLS), i-co-na (1P.IRLS), m-o-ño-na (2P.IRLS) 
                  ‘to roll/to go round’

(116) tɨk-e-jʨɨm / tak-a-ʨɨm (1S), e-jʨɨm (2S), t-e-jʨɨm (3), j-e-jʨɨm (1PI), o-j-e-jʨɨm (1PE), 
                  e-jeʨɨm-lo (2P), o-t-e-jʨɨm (3P), t-e-jʨɨm (3P) ‘to look at’ (also teːjʨɨm) 
                  m̥-e-jʨɨm / m̥ej (2S.IMP) / m̥-e-jʨɨm-lo (2P.IMP) 

In conclusion, in these exceptions Chamacoco still shows traces of a 1P-
suffix -/ko/ used in Proto-Zamuco and of a 2-prefix /b/- or /m/-, which is no 
longer to be found in regular verbs. 

§7.10 Uninflectable and defective verbs

In  the Zamucoan  languages  there  are some uninflectable and  defective 
verbs.  (117a)  and  (117b)  are  uninflectable  verbs.  CH  nihyok  /nijo̥k/  is  a 
defective verb. Its corresponding AY form /in̥oke/ is properly the 3-person of 
the  verb  quíjnoque /kin̥oke/  or  quíjnoque /in̥oke/  (§4.7),  which  has  been 
reinterpreted as a negative existential verb. For a more complete list of AY and 
A.Z defective verbs, see Kelm (1964: 800).

(117) a. Ay. beke ‘to rain’, Ch. ɨbɨk ‘to rain’, A.Z. bec ‘to rain’ 
         b. Ay. dahate ‘to boil’, Ch. dahat ‘to boil’, A.Z. dahat ‘to boil’ 
         c. Ay. in̥oke (3) ‘there is not’, Ch. nijo̥k (3) ‘there is not’ (see §4.7)

The following examples list verbs which are defective or uninflectable in 
one Zamucoan language, but have personal inflection in another. Pohna /pon̥a/ 
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(118) is a CH defective verb. Its AY counterpart  is only used in the 3-person 
with the meaning ‘to burst, to explode’, but it has complete personal inflection 
when it means ‘to bawl out, to scold’. The verb tocade /tokade/ is uninflectable 
in Ayoreo, but has complete personal inflection in Zamuco. The AY form tocade 
/tokade/ corresponds to the Ancient Zamuco and Chamacoco 3-person. Note 
that  in both cases  the forms  pohna /pon̥a/ (Ch.) and  tocade /tokade/ (Ay.) 
correspond to the root of a radical verb in the other Zamucoan languages.

(118) Ay. ɲ-i-pon̥a (1S), m-a-pon̥a (2S), Ø-Ø-pon̥a (3), ɲ-i-pon̥a-ŋo (1P), wak-a-pon̥a-ɲo (2P) 
                   ‘to bawl out, to scold’. 
                   Also: pon̥a (3) ‘to burst, to explode’ 
         Ch. pon̥a (3), pon̥a-lo (2P/1PI.GP), o-pon̥a (3P) 
                   ‘to sprout, to flourish; to burst, to explode’

(119) Ay. tokade ‘to come out, to happen’      
         Ch. tɨk-i-tokole / tɨk-ɨ-tokole (1S), a-tokole (2S), Ø-Ø-tokole (3), j-i-tokole / 
                   j-ɨ-tokole (1PI), o-j-i-tokole / o-j-ɨ-tokole (1PE), a-tokolɨ-lo / a-tokol-lo  (2P), 
                   o-tokole (3P), Ø-Ø-tokole (3.IRLS) ‘to exit, to come out, to happen’ 204

         A.Z. a-i-tocade (1S), Ø-Ø-tocade (3), d-a-tocadeo (2P), Ø-Ø-tocade (3.IRLS) 
                   ‘to come out, to happen’ 

De is a CH existential or locative verb (120). It only has the 3-person form 
and  there  is  an  opposition  between  the  realis  de and  the  irrealis  chɨhɨ  
/ʨɨhɨ/.205 This  verb corresponds to AY  déji /dehi/ or  chugúsi /ʨugusi/, 
which has  complete  personal  inflection  and shows alternation between 
the  two  forms  in  the  3-person,  although  apparently  there  is  no 
realis/irrealis difference in the use of these AY forms . Déji  /dehi/ is by 
far  more  frequent  than  chugúsi /ʨugusi/  in  Ayoreo.  It  is  a  suppletive 
form in the paradigm of chugúsi and corresponds to CH de. The 3-person 
form  chugúsi  corresponds  to  CH  chɨhɨ  /ʨɨhɨ/,  the  irrealis  form.  In 
thematic  verbs  too,  (see  §7.7)  the  Ayoreo  3-person  corresponds  to  the 
Chamacoco 3-irrealis. In Ayoreo, déji or chugúsi are a unique case where 
two forms corresponding to a CH realis  vs.  irrealis  form are still  found 
in the 3-person.
204  For the reduced forms of this verb, see §5.6.5, ex. (166).
205 In this case, the opposition is not very rigid. De is occasionally observed in irrealis contexts, while 

chɨhɨ is only used in irrealis contexts.
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(120) Ay. j-u-gusi (1S), b-a-gusi (2S), dehi / ʨ-u-gusi (3), j-u-gu-ko-j / jugu-ko-hi (1P), 
                  wak-a-gu-so-j / wak-a-guso-hi (2P) ‘to be (location)’
         Ch. de (3.EXIST) / ʨ-ɨ-hɨ (3.IRLS.EXIST) ‘to be’ (locative-existential copula) 
             Cf. Wichi (Mataguayo): [ʼihi] (3.EXIST) (Viñas Urquiza 1974: II, 74) 

The CH verb ɨtso only has the 3-person form, in which an opposition 
between realis and irrealis is reported. The realis  ɨtso corresponds to AY 
and A.Z  cho, while the irrealis  ɨlo  corresponds to A.Z  do. In Ayoreo and 
Ancient  Zamuco  the  verb  has  full  inflection.  Some data  by  Chomé are 
reported  in  (122).  The  comparison  between  Chamacoco  and  Ancient 
Zamuco  shows  that  -/ts/-  and  -/l/-,  which  synchronically  should  be 
considered infixes, were originally prefixes.

(121) Ay. j-o (1S), b-o (2S), ʨ-o (3), j-o-ko (1P), wak-o-jo (2P) ‘to be like, to sound like’  
         Ch. ɨtso (3), ɨlo (3.IRLS) ‘to be like, to look like’
         A.Z. o (1S), d-o (2S), ch-o (3), o-co (1P), d-o-yo (2P) ‘to look like, to be like’
                     ch-o (1S.IRLS), o (2S.IRLS), d-o (3.IRLS), ch-o-co (1P.IRLS) o-yo (2P.IRLS)206

(122) cf. Ancient Zamuco; Chomé (1958 [1745]: 158)
         a. cho (3) ‘to look like’ 
         b. cho gueddoa ‘it looks like a star’ 
         d. cho yoddi ‘it looks like water’

§7.11 A derivational mechanism in verb morphology

One  can  identify  a  pair  of  CH  verbs,  whose  antonym  could  be 
obtained  by  adding  the  suffix  -/k/.  Apparently  no  change  in  verb 
valency occurs (123). 

(123) a. ʨ-ɨ-raha (3; VA= 2) ‘to know’  vs. ʨ-ɨ-raha-k (3; VA=2) ‘not to know’
         b. ts-a-tso (3; VA=1) ‘to be satisfied’  vs. ts-a-tso-k (3; VA=1) ‘not to be satisfied’

The suffix -/k/ is  not  separable  from the verb  root:  as  a  consequence, 
the 2P-person forms of  chɨrahak /ʨɨrahak/ and  satsok  are  erahaklo and 
206 On this verb, see Kelm (1964: 800-803).
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atsoklo,  respectively.  This  mechanism  is  no  longer  productive  and  is 
probably very old;207 the suffix -/k/, which conveys a negative meaning, 
has to be related to the AY negative particles  que /ke/ and  ca  /ka/. In 
Ayoreo  there  is  only  one  example  of  such  a  negative  verb  suffix,  and 
moreover for a pair of antonymous verbs undoubtedly related to chɨraha  
/ʨɨraha/ and chɨrahak /ʨɨrahak/.208 

(124) Ay. ʨ-i-raha (3) ‘to know’ vs. ʨ-i-raha-k (3)  ‘not to know’

§7.12 Verb valency and transitivity in the verbs taak /taːk/ and tew

The verb ‘to eat’  can be translated by the verb ‘taak’ or ‘tew’; these 
verbs  differ  in  the  verb  valency.  Taak /taːk/  has  valency  1  and only 
refers to the act of eating (125-126).  By contrast,  tew has valency 2 and 
is  followed by what is  eaten (127),  although the direct object can also 
be understood, as in (128). 

(125) Esee   ye    t-aak=pe.   Ɨm:       “Deeychole   tak-aak-e, 
        /eseː   je     t-aːk=pe     ɨm          deːjʨole      tak-aːk-e/
         DM   NEG  3-eat=NEG  3S.QUOT  tomorrow     1S-eat-EPENT 

         oy      ye       tak-aa=pe.”
        /oj       je       tak-aː=pe/
         today   NEG   1S-eat=NEG

       ‘Then he doesn’t eat. He says: “Tomorrow I eat, today I don’t eat”.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

207 In Chamacoco this could partly be due to the dropping of the last consonant.
208 One could wonder whether the negative suffix -/k/ can also be identified in the negative existentials  

nihyok /nij̥ok/ and ijnoque /in̥oke/, but it is not possible to answer this question, because 
no positive counterpart with the same root is to be found.
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(126) Yɨlkashɨp uje    ich      sol   masaha, ich       entreka,   t-ɨsohoke 
        /jɨlkaɕɨp   uxe   iʨ       sol   masaha  iʨ        entreka,   t-ɨsohoke/ 
          evening    SUB  CONJ   sun   3.set      CONJ     give        3-bathe     

         ich       t-aak.   
         /iʨ       t-aːk/
         CONJ     3-eat     
       ‘In the evening, when the sun has set, (she) gives (the food), (he) bathes and 
         eats.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(127) Hm-eychɨm-lo   uje      t-ew     wojɨ ̃ -ta        ijaab-ta.
        /m̥-ejʨɨm-lo      uxe     t-ew     woxɨ ̃ -ta       ijaːb-ta/
         2.IMP-look-P      SUB    3-eat      cow-FS.FF    little-FS.FF   
        ‘Note that (the anaconda) has eaten a little cow.’ (Barboza 1993: 6)

(128) ¡Uje   ew      hn      õhwa      par   uje    tak-aachɨm!  
        /uxe   ew       n̥        õw̥a       par   uxe    tak-a ːʨɨm/
          SUB  2S.eat   CONJ  2S.bring  SUB  SUB   1S-look
        ‘When you eat (the monkey), bring me so that I can see (it).’ 
         (adapted from: Balbuena 1993: 27)

In  (129),  the  locative  phrase  (dehet  pehet  lit.  ‘half  path’)  after  the 
verb  taak  /taːk/ is  an  adjunct  introduced  by  =/ɨhɨ/  (see  §5.14).  This 
demonstrates  that  the  valency  of  taak  /taːk/  is  1.  The  use  of  the 
preposition in  (130) shows that  the semantic  configuration of  tew  only 
allows  the  subject  and  the  direct  object.  Tew  also  conveys  other 
secondary  meanings:  it  can  mean  ‘to  burn’  or  can  be  used  with  a 
metaphorical  sense  in  expressions  indicating  that  something  is  wrong; 
the  following  expression,  for  instance,  is  frequently  used  among  CH 
speakers:  latɨk  tew  owa?  ‘What’s  wrong  with  you?’  (lit.  ‘What  does 
eat/burn you?’). 

(129) Ɨshɨm  õr  o-pos-o        toy     par    o-t-aak-ɨhɨ      deh-et        peh-et.
       /ɨɕɨm   õr  o-pos-o        toj     par    o-t-aːk-ɨhɨ      deh-et        peh-et/
        3.give  3P  GF-food-MP   3.die   SUB   P-3-eat-PREP   way-MS.FF  middle-MS.FF 
       ‘He also gives them food so that they eat along the way.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1992a: 174)
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(130) Shɨ    akaha=chi    hn      ɨlpiyo-t         t-ɨ ̃ ret   t-ew   owa=ha=chi      põorc.
       /ɕɨ     akaha=ʨi     n̥         ɨlpijo-t         t-ɨ ̃ ret   t-ew   owa=ha=ʨi       põːrʨ/
        DUR  2S.sit=there  CONJ   jaguar-MS.FF 3-come  3-eat   2S=PREP=there   above 
       ‘Continue sitting there and the jaguar comes and eats you there above.’
        (Ciucci field-notes)

This pair of verbs has cognates in other languages. In Ayoreo there 
are  tac /tak/ or  taque /take/ (3) ‘to eat’ and  tagu (3) ‘to eat’.  Tac  /tak/ 
or taque /take/ is intransitive and tagu is transitive (Higham et al. 2000: 
24,  81).  Ancient  Zamuco also has the pair  of  verbs  tac (/tak/) (3)  and 
tagu (3) ‘to eat’.  The latter is transitive 209, while Chomé’s data offer no 
evidence to state that A.Z tac is intransitive, like AY tac and CH taak.

Surprisingly, the same contrast in verb transitivity is also present in 
Wichi (Mataguayo),  a  language which has no genetic  relationship with 
the Zamucoan family. In Wichi, ‘to eat’  is  expressed by the intransitive 
verb  [tˀek]  and  by  the  transitive  verb  [tuhʷ]  (Viñas  Urquiza  1974:  II, 
95).  Remarkably,  in  all  these  languages,  the  intransitive  verbs  for  ‘to 
eat’ end in /k/, while the transitive verbs end with a labial element.

§7.13 Conclusions

The verb inflection of all Zamucoan languages has approximately the same 
structure. The root is preceded by a thematic vowel. The thematic vowel and 
the root form the theme. A prefix is added to the theme in order to express 
personal inflection.  The Zamucoan languages show remarkable similarities in 
prefixation.  A suffix is  used  for the  1P- and the 2P-person (see §6.11). Many 
irregularities in one language can be explained through the comparison. For 
instance, one can say that Chamacoco still preserves traces of a 1P-suffix -/ko/ 
(§7.9) and had a 2P-prefix /b/- or /m/-, because these elements are still to be 
found in some exceptions.

The behaviour of  the thematic  vowel  is  very similar:  if  the 3-thematic-
vowel is a high vowel, it is preserved in the 1-person, but is overwritten by a 
prefix  vowel in  the  2-person.  Non-high  vowels  in  the  3-person  tend  be 

209 See the examples in Chomé (1958: 132).
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preserved in the whole paradigm. In radical verbs, a default vocalic pattern is 
added in  the  rest  of  the  paradigm,  which corresponds  to  a  vocalic  pattern 
characterized  by  a  high  vowel  in  the  1-person.  The  vocalic  patterns  of 
Chamacoco show more variability than in the other Zamucoan languages. This 
suggests that Chamacoco is more innovative in the vocalic pattern. 

In all Zamucoan languages there is a distinction between realis and irrealis. 
In Ancient Zamuco this contrast is to be found in all persons. The AY prefixes 
for  the  1S/P-person  and  2S/P-person  tend  to  drop  in  realis  and  irrealis 
contexts, respectively. This tendency is not present in the 3-person of AY verbs. 
In Chamacoco the opposition between realis and irrealis is only found in the 3-
person, so that the expression of the irrealis exhibits a sort of complementarity 
between Ayoreo and Chamacoco and the two languages are not comparable in 
this respect. The 3-irrealis prefix /d/- or /l/-  of Chamacoco, which possibly 
nasalizes into  /n/-, corresponds to the A.Z prefix /d/-  (also /n/- is reported). 
This shows that sometimes Ancient Zamuco, although closer to Ayoreo than to 
Chamacoco,  shares characteristics  with Chamacoco which have been lost  in 
Ayoreo.  The  data  provide  useful  diachronic  evidence  to  say  that,  like 
Ancient  Zamuco,  Proto-Zamuco  presented  the  realis  vs.  irrealis 
distinction  in  the  whole  paradigm  (with  the  exception  of  some  verb 
groups).  Such  a  contrast  has  partially  been  lost  in  Ayoreo  and 
Chamacoco.  Since  the  /t/-  and  radical  verbs  of  Ancient  Zamuco  and 
Chamacoco  do  not  present  the  realis  vs.  irrealis  distinction  in  the  3-
person,  one  may  surmise  that  these  verb  groups  also  lacked  such 
distinction in the Proto-Zamuco 3-person.

In the following table, verb classification in the Zamucoan languages 
is reported. In Ayoreo, Ancient Zamuco and Chamacoco, four classes of  
verbs can be distinguished. All Zamucoan languages have /ʨ/-verbs, /t/-
verbs, thematic verbs and radical verbs. In Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco 
each of these groups corresponds to a verb class, but this is not the case 
in Chamacoco, the language which shows the most complex situation: a 
class  of  verbs  in  Ayoreo  and  Ancient  Zamuco  can  correspond  to  a 
subclass of verbs in Chamacoco. A.Z and AY /ʨ/-verbs correspond to a 
CH  class  of  prefixal  verbs  consisting  of  two  subclasses:  /ʨ/-verbs  and 
/ts/-verbs. The second class of Chamacoco consists of /t/-verbs and /d/-
verbs.  These  verbs  have  similar  morphological  properties,  but  the  CH 
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subclass  of  /t/-verbs corresponds to the AY and A.Z class  of  /t/-verbs,  
while CH /d/-verbs derive from radical verbs or from a reinterpretation 
of the 3-irrealis of prefixal verbs. Note that /t/-verbs are a small class in 
Ancient  Zamuco  and  Ayoreo,  while  include  many  elements  in 
Chamacoco. As noted above (§7.7), most AY verbs which were originally 
thematic  have turned into radical  verbs.  For  this  reason,  Ayoreo has a 
very tiny class of thematic verbs.

PREFIXAL VERBS THEMATIC VERBS RADICAL VERBS

AYOREO FIRST CLASS SECOND CLASS THIRD CLASS FOURTH CLASS

/ʨ/-verbs /t/-verbs thematic verbs radical verbs

CHAMACOCO

FIRST MACRO-CLASS SECOND MACRO-CLASS

FIRST CLASS SECOND CLASS THIRD CLASS FOURTH CLASS

/ʨ/-verbs /ɕ/-verbs /t/-verbs /d/-verbs thematic verbs radical verbs

ANCIENT 
ZAMUCO

FIRST CLASS SECOND CLASS THIRD CLASS FOURTH CLASS

/ʨ/-verbs /t/-verbs thematic verbs radical verbs

Table 7.6. Verb classification in the Zamucoan languages
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§8 Chamacoco quotatives

In Chamacoco, mood-prominence is related to the presence of a complex 
system of quotatives. The personal inflection and the uses of quotatives are 
discussed  in  §8.1.  Section  §8.2  is  concerned  with  some  morphosyntactic 
observations on quotatives, on the negative existential verb and on the modal 
markers  tyenɨj  /tjenɨx/ and  seh̃e  /tseh̃e/.  Section 8.3 deals with the quotative 
sole  /tsole/. The irrealis form is described in §8.4. In §8.5 the quotative  otsɨɨ  
/otsɨː/ is compared with the AY evidential marker chi /ʨi/.

§8.1 Quotative inflection

The quotative introduces the direct speech and agrees with the person who 
speaks. The quotative should probably not be considered a verb. The inflection 
of the quotative is very irregular, although it presents some similarities with 
verb inflection, such as: 

(i) The presence of /t/- in the 1S-person;
(ii)  The  presence  of  /j/-  and  /oj/-  in  the  1PI-person  and  the  1PE-person, 
respectively;
(iii) The presence of -/o/ in the 3P-person.

There are morphological features by which the quotative differs from a verb. 
The root of the quotative is different in every form (excepted the 1PI-person 
and the 1PE-person), even in the 3P-person, which is different from the 3S-
person. In all CH verbs, the 3P-person depends on the 3-person, but this is not 
the case here. The 3-person ɨm is only used for the singular, while otsɨɨ /otsɨː/ is 
used for the 3P-person. The 2P-person of the verb is obtained by adding the 
suffix -/lo/. This also occurs in defective verbs, but not in the quotative: the 2P-
person *onlo is not observed, so that on is used for both the 2-person singular 
and plural.
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(1) a. toː (1S), on (2), ɨm (3S), jõr (1PI), ojõr (1PE), otsɨː (3P) (quotative)
                                                    cf.
     b. t-ak-ɨs (1S), a-kɨs (2S), ts-a-kɨs (3), j-a-kɨs (1PI), o-j-a-kɨs (1PE), a-kɨs-lo (2P), 
                 o-ts-a-kɨs (3P) ‘to hide’

§8.2 Morphosyntactic observations on quotatives, modals and existential 
verbs

At the syntactic level, the quotative is at the end of the clause and precedes 
the direct speech. It usually depends on a verbum dicendi. The quotative and the 
verbum dicendi agree in person. The most frequently used verbum dicendi is umo  
(2),  which  also  means  ‘to  see’  (3).  Sometimes  umo may  be  implicitly 
reconstructed (5, 8). In (4) the verbum dicendi is tatɨm ‘to tell’ (4-5). Here there 
are examples of 1S-person quotative. In (6-7) the speaker is expressed by the 
2P-pronoun olak, and the 2-person quotative on is used, because the quotative 
has no specific form for the 2P-person quotative. In (8) the 3P-person quotative 
is used.

(2) Chamacoco (Ciucci, field-notes)
       Pablita umo    yoo  ɨm   : –¿   Laura,  je     ye     y-uko   y-ukwi          pi-yo? –
       /pablita umo   joː    ɨm           lawra    xe    je     j-uko    j-ukwi           pi-jo/ 
       Pablita   3.tell   1S    3S.QUOT   Laura    INT  NEG  1PI-go   1PI-go_to_take  wood-MP       
       ‘Pablita told me: –Why don’t we go to take wood?–’       

(3) Chamacoco (Ciucci, field-notes)
       Luka  umo    da-hu-ch.
       /luka  umo    da-hu-ʨ/     
       Luca  3S.see   RFL.home-MS
       ‘Luca sees his home.’          

(4) Chamacoco (Ciucci, field-notes)
       T-itɨm   mama        too: –     Mama,     seh̃e    tak-ahi          porosu-wo – .
       /t-itɨm   mama        toː          mama      tseh̃e   tak-ahi          porosu-wo/        
       1S-tell   1S.mother   1S.QUOT 1S.mother   VOL   1S.go_to_ take   poro_fruits-MP          
       ‘I tell my mother: – Mother, I want to go to pick up poro fruits – .’ 
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(5) Chamacoco (Ciucci, field-notes)
       Esee=ke   hn       too:      –   Atɨm    yoo,  leke –.
       /Eseː=ke   n̥         toː            a-tɨm    yoː    leke/
       DM=PST   CONJ   1S.QUOT   2S-tell   1S     1S.grandfather 
       ‘And then I say: – Tell me, grandfather –.’  

(6) Chamacoco  (Ciucci, field-notes)
       Olak    a-m-lo    yok   on:       – Chao! –.
       /olak    a-m-lo    jok    on          ʨao/
        2P       2-tell-P    1S      2.QUOT   hallo
       ‘You tell me: – Hallo! –.’                             
                      
(7) Chamacoco (Ciucci, field-notes)
        A-mɨ-lo   olak    l-eku-ta                    on: –      Felis     Nabida,      kole –.
       /a-mɨ-lo    olak    l-eku-ta                    on: –      felis      nabida       kole/
        2-tell-P      2P       3-grandmother-FS.FF    2.QUOT  merry  Christmas      1S.grandmother
       ‘Tell your grandmother: – Merry Christmas, grandmother –.’ 
                   
(8) Chamacoco (Ciucci, field-notes)
       Esee=ke     hn       otsɨɨ:     –  Ẽhe! –
       /Eseː=ke     n̥         otsɨː          eh̃e/
       DM= PST    CONJ   3P.QUOT    yes
       ‘And then they said: -Yes!-’  

The 3P-person quotative can also be used to express the name of someone 
or  something.  In  this  case,  the  word  iich  /iːʨ/  ‘name’,  whose  possessive 
inflection agrees with the entity it refers to, is followed by the 3P-quotative 
otsɨɨ  /otsɨː/ which  introduces  the  name  (9).  This  corresponds  to  the  AY 
structure in (10): the word i ʻnameʼ is followed by the copula tu and the name. 
Comparing (9) and (10), the CH quotative otsɨɨ /otsɨː/ fills the slot of the copula 
in  Ayoreo.  The  3P-person  quotative  otsɨɨ  /otsɨː/ conveys  an  impersonal 
meaning, indicating how people call a certain entity (11).

(9) Chamacoco (Ulrich & Ulrich 1991: 5)
     Ese       hnɨm-ich      uje     ii-ch             otsɨɨ         Eden. 
    /Ese       n̥ɨm-iʨ         uxe     ii-ʨ             otsɨɨ         eden/     
     that.MS   land-MS.FF   SUB    3.name-MS    3P.QUOT   Eden
     ‘This land whose name is Eden.’  
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(10) Ayoreo (Bertinetto 2009)
       I           tu  Ugobedai. 
      /i           tu      ugobedaj/ 
       3.name    COP   Ugobedai
     ‘His name was  Ugobedai.’

(11) Chamacoco (Ciucci, field-notes)
        Oy-iyaa-chɨ        ese         Baya          je      awr   otsɨɨ          Baya, 
        /oj-ijaː-chɨ          ese         baja           xe      awr   otsɨː          baja/     
        1PE-remain-there   that.MS   Baya Negra  SUB    now   3P.QUOT   Baya,   

        ant=kite           otsɨɨ            Pachico.
        /ant=kite          otsɨː            paʨiko/     
         formerly=PST    3P.QUOT      Pachico

       ‘We remain there in this Baya Negra, which now is called Baya Negra, but it was 
        called Pachico formerly.’    

The negative existential nihyõk /nijo̥k/ has two alternative constructions: it 
can be preceded by the subject, as in (12-13),210 or can be followed by it (14). 
In the latter case, nihyõk /nijo̥k/ has to be followed by a negative construction, 
like  the  one  introduced  by  the  negation  ye  /je/  in  (14).  This  syntactic 
construction is not observed for other verbs. Unlikely de, when nihyõk /nijo̥k/ 
is preceded by the subject, it has to be followed by the preposition =/ɨhɨ/, 
which introduces the phrase expressing the place where the referred entity is 
missing (=/ʨɨ/ and =/ʨɨs/ in (12-13)).  =/ɨhɨ/  can assimilate to the root 
vowel /o/, so that it turns into =/oho/ (12-13).

(12)  Esee=ke   o-chuku     ich         nihyõk=oho=chɨ,             hno    yuhwo.
       /Eseː=ke   o-ʨuku      iʨ         nij̥õk=oho=ʨɨ,                 n̥o     juw̥o/
        DM=PST   3P-look_for  CONJ    3.NEG.EXIST=PREP=there  3.go    escape
       ‘And then they look for (him) and he is not there, he goes, he escapes.’ 
        (Ciucci, field-notes)

(13) P-ishpaab-o      o-nihyok=oho=chɨs.  
       /p-iɕpaːb-o       o-nij̥õk=oho=ʨɨs/ 
        1S-brother-MP   3P-NEG.EXIST=PREP=there         
       ‘My brothers are not there.’ (Ulrich 1990d: 31)

210 In (12) the subject is understood.
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(14) T-eychɨm  poõr-c        hn    ich       nihyõk=shɨp          ye    ukuh=ɨ r̃=sh.
      /t-ejʨɨm     põːr-ʨ        hn    iʨ        nij̥õk=ɕɨp              je     ukuh=ɨ ̃r=ɕ/
       3-look_to     sky-MS.FF   and   EMPH  NEG.EXIST=ELAT  NEG  cloud=FP.IF=EXIST   
      ‘She looks to the sky and there are really no clouds.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1995: 22)

Seh̃e  /tseh̃e/ and  tyenɨj  /tjenɨx/ are  modal  elements  which  precede  the 
verb, but should not be considered verbs. Both seh̃e /tseh̃e/ and tyenɨj /tjenɨx/ 
cannot  occur  alone in  a sentence,  but  have to  be followed by  a verb.  The 
prefixes /o/- and -/lo/ cannot be added and this proves that seh̃e /tseh̃e/ and 
tyenɨj  /tjenɨx/ are not verbs: the forms  *otsehe, *otyenɨj  /tjenɨx/, *tsehelo  and 
*tyenɨjlo /tjenɨxlo/ are impossible. 

Seh̃e /tseh̃e/ (also sehe /tsehe/) indicates that the subject of the following 
verb has the intention to do something. If the verb is inflected in the 3-person, 
it  takes the irrealis  (15-16),  because the speaker is  not  certain whether the 
action expressed by the verb will actually take place. 

Tyenɨj  /tjenɨx/ (30)  indicates  that  the  action  expressed  by  the  verb  is 
necessary. It comes from the Spanish modal construction tener que ‘to have to’. 
As in other loans from Spanish verbs, the form which entered Chamacoco is the 
3S-person present indicative  tiene que.  The expression of necessity generally 
requires the realis when the verb occurs in the 3-person (17).

(15) Ɨr    seh̃e   l-uhu        a-hakõr     ahwos-o.
      /ɨr    tseh̃e  l-uhu        a-hakõr     aw̥os-o/
      3S    VOL   3.IRLS-do   2S-teach    2S.word-MP
     ‘He wants you to teach him your language.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(16) Seh̃e    d-ɨraha        eyok    ahwos-o    pɨsho.
      /tseh̃e   d-ɨraha         ejok    aw̥os-o      pɨɕo/       
       VOL    3.IRLS-know  1PI      word-MP    ELAT.MP
       ‘He wants to know our real language.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
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(17) Otsɨɨ        ekhneer-o            wɨshɨ      o-ch-uku     uu          õr   torii-̃t                uje   
      /otsɨː         ekn̥eːr-o               wɨɕɨ       o-ʨ-uku      uː           õr   tori ̃ː-t                uxe 
       3P.QUOT   ancient_people-MP  dead.MP  P-3-look_for  DET.MP  3P   weakness-MS.FF  SUB 

       tyenɨj      o-sh-uu    õr.
      /tyenɨj      o-ɕ-uː      õr/
        MOD       P-3-kill     3P

     ‘They say that the ancient people looked for their weak points when they had [wanted] 
        to kill them.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

§8.3 The quotative sole /tsole/

There is also a quotative used when a direct speech is embedded in another 
direct  speech,  as  in  (18).  (19)  and  (20)  are  expressions  occurring  very 
frequently in the translation of the New Testament. The quotative sole /tsole/ 
can also be used when the direct speech is embedded in an indirect speech 
(20). (21) is an example of indirect speech and in this case the quotative is not 
used. In (18) the first quotative is otsɨɨ /otsɨː/, which indicates that the speaker 
is talking about something which he has heard from someone else, although no 
doubt about the truth of what the speaker says is expressed. Otsɨɨ /otsɨː/ is used 
in particular while telling a story.    

(18) Chamacoco (Ciucci, field-notes)
      Otsɨɨ        deey-ch      yet=ni               n̥         umo    dihip_kɨnehe-t     lɨshɨ       sol: 
     /otsɨː         deːj-ʨ        jet=ni                 n̥        umo    dihip_kɨnehe-t     lɨɕɨ         tsol/ 
      3P.QUOT   day.MS.FF  another.MS=PST   CONJ   3.tell    foreigner.MS.FF   poor.MS   3.QUOT 

    –¿Kataa    y-uko     y-ɨtɨ ̃r        wahacha   hmont  ehet?– 
     /kataː       j-uko     j-ɨtɨ r̃         wahaʨa    m̥ont    ehet/ 
      why_not    1PI-go    1PI-.go_to    there         wood    3.inside.MS.FF

    ‘They say that one day he told the poor foreigner: – Why don’t we go as far as there in 
      the wood?’  

(19) Chamacoco (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000a)
      T-ata   ɨm: –          Porrosh-t     sole: “....
      /t-ata   ɨm              poːɻɻoɕ-t      tsole/
       3.say    3S.QUOT     God-MS.FF   3S.QUOT
      ‘He says: – God says: “...’
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(20) Chamacoco (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000a)
      T-ata     uje       Porrosht       sole: – ....
       /t-ata     uxe      poːɻɻoɕ-t      tsole/
       3.say      COMP   God.M.SG    3S.QUOT
       ‘He says that God says: “...’

(21) Chamacoco (Ciucci, field-notes)
       T-itɨm  owa   je        ye     oy-uku=pe  
       /t-itɨm   owa   xe       je      oj-uku=pe/ 
        1S.say   you    COMP NEG  1PE.come=NEG
       ‘I tell you we are not able to come’

§8.4 The irrealis quotative 

The 3-person quotative  ɨm  (22) has an irrealis counterpart  ɨlo  (23), used 
when the speaker denies that something has been said, or expresses a doubt 
about it. Ɨlo is properly the irrealis form of the verb ɨtso (see §5.12), which can 
be used as a quotative. 

(22) Chamacoco (Ciucci, field-notes)
       Mama        ɨm: –        Ye     e-tɨ r̃-l      wahacha    ehe-t – 
      /mama        ɨm            je      e-tɨ r̃-l      wahaʨa     ehe-t/  
       1S.mother    3S.QUOT   NEG   2-go_to-P   there          3.inside-MS.FF
      ‘My mother says: – Don’t go as far as there, within (the wood)’ 

(23) Chamacoco (adapted from: Ulrich & Ulrich 1991: 7)
       Ese       echee-̃t          umo   wate       asa        tɨmchar-rza     ɨm:          –¿Je  
      /ese        eʨẽː -t           umo   wate      asa        tɨmʨaɻ-ɻa       ɨm              xe
        that.MS  snake-MS.FF  3.tell    DET.FS  that.FS    woman-FS.FF   3S.QUOT    INT  
  

      urũ   pishɨ    uje       Porrosh-t    n-omo        olak   ɨl:211             "¿Ye      ew-lo    
      /urũ   piɕɨ     uxe      poːɻɻoɕ-t     n-omo        olak   ɨl                     je      ew-lo      
       true   ELAT  COMP   God.M.SG   3.IRLS-tell   2P      3S.IRL.QUOT    NEG   2.eat-P     
    

211 In this example,  ɨlo  has been transcribed as  ɨl  due to the reduction of the final vowel, which is 
occasionally deleted.
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      nos   wɨr     pohɨr    uje     de           shakɨr-rza    ehet?"-- 
     /nos   wɨr     pohɨr    uxe    de           ɕakɨɻ-ɻa        ehet/    
      all    DET.P   tree.FP  SUB   3.EXIST   garden-FS.FF  3.inside.MS.FF

    ‘The snake told the woman: –  Is it true that God has told you: “Don’t eat from any tree 
      in the garden?”–’  

§8.5 Ayoreo chi /ʨi/ and Chamacoco otsɨɨ /otsɨː/

Ayoreo and Ancient  Zamuco do not  have quotatives,  as  in  Chamacoco. 
However, in Ayoreo there is an evidential marker,  chi  /ʨi/, «which indicates 
that the speaker did not directly witness the event (second-hand knowledge), 
although it does not imply lack of credibility of the reported event» (Bertinetto 
2009: 49). This is used for instance, when the speaker tells a story (24).

(24) Ayoreo (Bertinetto 2009: 49-50)   
      Ugobedai  u   chi      ayoré            nanique  i                   tu    Ugobedai   nga
     /ugobedaj   u      ʨi      ayoré            nanike       i                   tu     ugobedaj    ŋa/ 
      Ugobedai   COP  EVID  person.FS.FF    long_ago     3.name.FS.FF  COP  Ugobedai    CONJ 

      chi      chi      Ugobedai     uté        ore    ch-icare   gujé     chi
      /ʨi       ʨi       ugobedaj     ute         ore    ʨ-ikare   guxe     ʨi/       
       EVID  EVID   Ugobedai     this.MS   3P      3-call       COMP   EVID

      nga       chi     chi      ugobe    qué       da-i.  
      /ŋa        ʨi      ʨi       ugobe    ke        da-j/
       CONJ    EVID  EVID   grizzler   EMPH   3.father-MS.FF 

‘Once upon a time Ugobedai was, so they say, a person; his name was Ugobedai; and, so they 
say, they called him Ugobedai precisely because he was, so they say, the father of a grizzler.’
    

The  Chamacoco  3P-person  quotative  otsɨɨ /otsɨː/  can  have  the  same 
function in Chamacoco. In (25) the speaker is telling the story of Boggiani (see 
§1.8).

(25) Chamacoco (Ciucci, field-notes) 
      O-mo   otsɨɨ     s-ahmuru   ɨshɨr-rza               apɨbitɨ-t=ni       hn        asa 
     /o-mo    otsɨː     ts-am̥uru    ɨshɨɻ-ɻa                apɨbitɨ-t=ni        n̥         asa/      
     3P-see   EVID    3-love          Chamacoco-FS.FF   girl-FS.FF=PST   CONJ   that.FS  
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       ɨshɨr-rza               apɨbitɨ-ta       s-ahmur=po.  
       /ɨshɨɻ-ɻa                apɨbitɨ-ta       ts-am̥ur=po/
       Chamacoco-FS.FF    girl-FS.FF      3-love=also

    ‘They say that he loved a Chamacoco girl, and the Chamacoco girl also loved him.’ 

It is possible that AY chi /ʨi/ and CH otsɨɨ  /otsɨː/ not only have the same 
use  (although  otsɨɨ  is  also  used in  other  contexts),  but  also  have  the  same 
origin. In (26) one finds some arguments to demonstrate it: (1) Otsɨɨ has the 3P-
prefix /o/-, which does not exist in Ayoreo, so that the Chamacoco 3P-person 
with the prefix /o/- corresponds to the Ayoreo 3-person (26a); (2) As already 
seen in this chapter, the Chamacoco 3-prefix /ts/- can correspond to the AY 
prefix  /ʨ/-  (26b);  (3)  The  length  of  the  vowel  is  different,  because  in 
Chamacoco  otsɨɨ  shows  the  long  vowel  /ɨː/,  while  vowel  length  has  no 
phonological  value  in  Ayoreo  (26c);  (4)  AY /i/  can correspond  to  CH /ɨ/, 
absent in the phonological inventory of Ayoreo (26d).
      
(26) a.  3P-prefix /o/-

         Ay. katekãri ‘to talk’  (3S) ----> ore katekãri (3P) 
         Ch. kej̃tker̃ ‘to talk’  (3S) ----> okej̃tker̃ (3P)

         Ay. ʨuru ‘to wash’ (3S) ----> ore ʨuru (3P)
         Ch. ʨurũ̥ ‘to wash’ (3S) ----> oʨurũ̥ (3P)
        
       b. Ay. /ʨ/  vs. Ch. /ts/ 
 
          Ay.  ʨakare  ‘to sit’ (3S)
          Ch.  tsakɨr  ‘to sit’ (3S) 

          Ay.  ʨakose  ‘to hide’ (3S) 
          Ch.  tsakɨs  ‘to hide’ (3S)
         
       c. Ay. /i/ vs. Ch. /ɨ/
         
         Ay.  dike  ‘to walk’ (3S)
         Ch.  dɨrk  ‘to walk’ (3S)
         
         Ay. ʨiraha  ‘to know’ (3S)         
         Ch.  ʨɨraha  ‘to know’ (3S)
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§8.6 Conclusions

In Chamacoco, mood-prominence is related to the presence of a quotative. 
Although this element expresses the same categories of the verb (person and 
mood), it should not be considered a verb. The AY evidential marker chi /ʨi/ 
shares  some uses of  the CH 3P-quotative.  Both elements probably have the 
same origin.  
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THIRD PART: POSSESSIVE INFLECTION

The  third  part  describes  the  possessive  inflection  of  the  Zamucoan 
languages.  In  the  Zamucoan  languages,  one  has  to  distinguish  between 
possessable and non-possessable nouns. Possessable nouns have morphological 
devices, i.e. prefixation, which express the personal agreement between noun 
and possessor (or its genitival modifier), while non-possessable nouns do not 
express  the agreement with their  possessor.  Non-possessable nouns have no 
prefixation.  Such  possibility  or  impossibility  to  be  possessed  refers  to  the 
morphological  level:  at  the  syntactic  level,  both  possessable  and  non-
possessable nouns can have a possessor. The distinction between two categories 
of  nouns,  possessable  and  non-possessable,  and  the  use  of  prefixation  for 
possessable nouns follows the areal pattern identified by Fabre (2007a: 70) for 
Chaco languages.212 In the Zamucoan languages, possessable nouns may add to 
the  possessive  inflection  another  form  which  morphologically  indicates  no 
possessor. The generic or non-possessed form (henceforth: GF) is used when 
there  is  no  possessor,  the  possessor  is  unknown or  simply  not  specified.213 
Chapter  §9  deals  with  the  possessive  inflection  of  Ayoreo.  The  possessive 
inflection of Chamacoco is addressed in §10. Finally, the possessive inflection 
of  Ayoreo,  Chamacoco  and  Ancient  Zamuco  are  compared  and  some 
similarities with verb morphology are illustrated (§11).

212 Only Vilela  (Lule-Vilela)  represents  an exception,  because  it  does  not  use  prefixes  in  order  to 
express the possessor (see Fabre 2007b: 70). 

213 See Bertinetto (2009: 26).
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§9 Ayoreo possessive inflection214

The present chapter describes the possessive inflection of Ayoreo. Ayoreo 
nouns can be divided into possessable and non-possessable. The latter can only 
be  possessed  if  preceded  by  a  possessive  classifier  (§9.1).  Then,  the 
morphological  structure  of  possessable  nouns  and  their  prefixation  are 
discussed  (§9.2).  One  can  distinguish  three  classes  of  possessable  nouns 
depending on the 3-person: thematic, prefixal and radical nouns. Section §9.3 
deals with thematic nouns. Prefixal nouns with the prefix /g/-, /p/- or /k/- are 
described in §9.4, prefixal nouns with the prefix /n/- or /d/- in §9.5. There are 
also irregular nouns which look like prefixal nouns, although they cannot be 
included  in  this  class  §9.6.  Radical  nouns  are  addressed  in  §9.7.  Finally, 
possessable nouns can have a form which does not express the possessor: the 
generic  form.  Its  uses  and  its  morphology  are  shown  in  §9.8  and  §9.9, 
respectively.

§9.1 The possessive classifier

In Ayoreo there is no morphological rule to establish whether a given noun 
is  possessable or non-possessable.  Only a semantic restriction can be found: 
nouns  denoting  animals  and  plants  are  generally  non-possessable,  but  non-
possessable nouns are not limited to these categories. Non-possessable nouns 
have no possessive inflection, but can be possessed at the syntactic level. In this 
case a possessive (or genitive) classifier is used. All Chaco languages present 
possessive  (or  genitive)  classifiers  for  non-possessable  nouns.  According  to 
Fabre (2007b: 79-80), Ayoreo is the Chaco language with the largest inventory 
of possessive classifiers. AY possessive classifiers will not be discussed in this 
work.  For  more  details  on  AY  possessive  classifiers,  see  Fabre  (2007b), 
Bertinetto (2009) and §11.10. 

Agreement between a non-possessable noun and its possessor is conveyed 
by the prefixation of the possessive classifier, which follows the same rules as 
possessable nouns. There is no morphological difference between possessable 
nouns and possessive classifiers. For this reason, the morphology of possessive 

214 The present chapter is based on Ciucci (2010a), which will no longer be mentioned.
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classifiers will be analysed together with possessable nouns. The difference is a 
syntactic one: the possessive classifier usually appears in full-form and precedes 
the noun it refers to, inflected in base-form.215 In (1)  tamocoi  /tamokoj/ ‘dog’ 
agrees with its possessor. Tamocoi /tamokoj/ (tamoco /tamoko/ in the text) is a 
name of  an  animal,  which  is  consequently  non-possessable.  The  agreement 
with  its  3P-person  possessor  (which  is  understood)  is  expressed  by  the 
possessive  classifier  gachidi /gaʨidi/  (gachidode /gaʨidode/  in  the  text). 
Tamocoi /tamokoj/ is a keyword in the Zamucoan culture, because it has been 
assumed that the term Zamuco derives from it.216   

(1) – A      uñeque   jirãque  ch-ise     yoque  jne.–  ore  ch-ojninga.  Ore
        /a      uɲeke     hirãke   ʨ-ise      joke    n̥e      ore  ʨ-oni̥ŋa      ore/     
        MOD  someone  soon      3-find      1P        FUT   3P    3-say            3P            
       ch-irote   ujetiga    g-achid-ode                  tamoco        agoye-die     
        /ʨ-irote   uhetiga   g-aʨid-ode                   tamoko        agoje-die/
         3-wait     COMP     3-PCL_animal-MP.FF        dog.MS.BF    barking-FP.FF  

       t-orã-ji          mu  que         ore   ch-udute   cucha-rique.
       /t-orã-hi         mu  ke           ore   ʨ-udute    kuʨa-rike/
        3-come-LOC   but  NEG.RLS  3P    3-hear        thing-MS.IF

      ‘They say: “Someone will find us soon”. They wait for the barking of their dog, but 
       they do not hear anything.’ (QCCB II: 29)

The classifier has to be semantically compatible with the noun it refers to. 
Gachidi /gaʨidi/, for instance is only used with domestic animals and means of 
transport.

(2) a. Yoc-achid-i               cuco  
        /jok-aʨid-i                 kuko/  
        1P-PCL_animal-MS.FF   boat.MS.BF
        ‘Our boat’
     
     b. Uac-achid-i                    burica
        /wak-aʨid-i                    burika/  
        2P-PCL_animal-MS.FF        horse.MS.BF
        ‘Your boat’

215 The difference between base- and full-form in Ayoreo will be discussed in §12.
216 On this issue, see Combès (2009: 13-15).
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§9.2 The personal inflection of possessable nouns

The structure of possessive inflection is reported in (3)

(3)                                                     THEME
                                     --------------------------------------------
           PREFIX      +     THEMATIC VOWEL    +    ROOT 

Like verb inflection, possessable inflection only has the first five persons: the 3-
person form is also used for the 3P-person, which will no longer be mentioned. 

In the 3-person one has to distinguish between reflexive and non-reflexive 
3-person. The former is used when the 3-person possessor is co-referent with 
the subject of the sentence, as in (4). The words (d-aruode) in example (4) are 
the words of the subject, who shouts and in so doing ‘consumes his words’: for 
this reason the reflexive 3-person is used. The non-reflexive 3-person is used 
when there is no co-reference between the subject and the possessor, as in (5), 
where the subject has refused to help a missionary to translate the ‘words of 
God’: for this reason the 3-person form uruode is used here. The same form is 
also used immediately after, in order to refer to the missionary’s translation of 
the  Bible  (lit.  the  ‘words of  God’, Dupade uruode).  From now onwards,  the 
reflexive 3-person will be called ‘reflexive person’ (RFL-person) and the non-
reflexive person will be called ‘3-person’.

(4) Enga     ch-ejna-pusu       d-aru-ode              enga      t-ibite.          
     /eŋa       ʨ-en̥a-pusu         d-aru-ode              eŋa       t-ibite/      
      CONJ    3-consume-ELAT   RFL-words-MP.FF   CONJ     3-shout
    ‘He raises his voice (lit. consumes his words) and shouts.’ (QCCB I: 24)

(5) Enga    ch-iraja   dirica       uje      Dupade   pota     jeta      ch-ataja   misionero
     /eŋa     ʨ-iraha   dirika       uhe      dupade   pota     heta      ʨ-ataha   misjonero/
     CONJ    3-know     yesterday    COMP   God          3.want   COMP    3-help       missionary

     ujetiga    ch-ajnerame   Dupade   uru-ode          iji      ayore-ode      uru-ode
    /uhetiga   ʨ-an̥erame     dupade    uru-ode          ihi     ajore-ode       uru-ode/
      COMP       3-translate        God           3.word-MP.FF   LOC   Ayoreo-MP.FF   3.word-MP.FF

     ‘He knows that the they before God wanted him to help a missionary to translate the Bible 
      (lit. ‘the words of God’) in Ayoreo (lit. in the words of the Ayoreo).’ (QCCB II: 40) 
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The 1-person is marked by the prefix /j/-, which can nasalize into /ɲ/- if a 
nasal element is present in the noun root.

(6) a. j-i-kasitigaj (1S) ‘courage’ 
     b. ɲ-i-n̥oraj (1S) ‘companion’

As for verb inflection, it has been pointed out that in verb suffixation it is  
generally  possible  to  predict  the  nasalization  of  the  suffix (§4.8.1,  §4.8.4), 
which occurs automatically under appropriate conditions. Conversely in verb 
prefixation,  under  the  same  conditions,  the  speaker  is  free  to  nasalize  the 
prefix.  For  this  reason,  no  systematic  rule  has  been  provided  for  the 
nasalization of verb prefixes. The same considerations also apply to nominal 
morphology. Therefore,  while  the nasalization of  nominal  suffixes is  always 
predictable, the nasalization of possessive prefixes, although governed by the 
same rules (Ciucci 2007/08), is not obligatory and the prefix can nasalize.217 

The 2-person is marked by the prefix /b/-, which can nasalize into /m/- in 
nasal-harmony contexts.

(7) a. b-a-kasitigaj (2S) ‘courage’
     b. m-a-n̥oraj (2S) ‘companion’

The 3- and the RFL-person will be discussed later. The 1P-person is marked 
by the prefix /jok/-, which never nasalizes, because /k/ blocks the expansion of 
nasalization on the left.218

(8) a. jok-i-n̥oraj (1P) ‘companion’
     b. jok-a-kasitigaj (1P) ‘courage’ 
     c. jok-u-niri (1P) ‘land’

The 2P-person takes the prefix /wak/-. 

217 As for the nasalization of the possessive prefix, the data in the examples will closely follow the 
respective sources. This means that in many cases the nasalization of a given prefix will not be 
shown even when it is possible.

218 The block of nasalization in Ayoreo has been noted in verb morphology by Ciucci (2007/08a) and in 
noun morphology by Ciucci (2007/08b). On this phenomenon, see also Bertinetto, Ciucci & Pia 
(2010).
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(9) a. wak-a-kasitigaj (2P) ‘courage’
     b. wak-a-n̥oraj (2P) ‘companion’

The  behaviour  of  the  thematic  vowel  in  possessive  inflection  usually 
follows  the  same  rules  as  in  verb  inflection  (§4.4).  The  vocalic  pattern  of 
possessive inflection will be discussed in detail later on.
   From  the  above  discussion,  one  can  detect  some  similarity  between 
possessive and verb inflection in Ayoreo, since the 1S-person and 2S/P-person 
prefixes  are  common.  In  the  2P-person,  verbs  are  distinguished  from 
possessable nouns by the verb suffix (e.g. -/ko/ in (10a)).

(10) a. j-i-katekãri (1S), b-a-katekãri (2S), Ø-Ø-katekãri (3), j-i-katekã-ko-ri (1P), 
                                        wak-a-katekãri (2P) ‘to talk’
       b. j-i-kasitigaj (1S), b-a-kasitigaj (2S), Ø-Ø-kasitigaj (3), d-a-kasitigaj (RFL), 
                                        jok-i-kasitigaj (1P), wak-a-kasitigaj (2P) ‘courage’

The RFL-person is formed with the prefix /d/- which may nasalize into /n/ 
in nasal-harmony contexts. Its thematic vowel follows the 2S-person’s pattern: 
this is also confirmed when there is an exception in the 2S-vowel (see ex. (18-
19)). Since the RFL-person behaves as the 2S-person, whatever will be said of 
the latter will also extend to the former. 

(11) a. d-a-kasitigaj (2P) ‘courage’
       b. n-a-n̥oraj (2P) ‘companion’

The 3-person determines the inflectional class. Ayoreo possessable nouns 
can be ‘radical’ (12), ‘thematic’ (13) or prefixal (14) (see §3.1).

(12) a. j-i-boti (1S), b-a-boti (2S), Ø-Ø-poti (3), d-a-boti (RFL), jok-i-poti (1P),
                      wak-a-poti (2S) ‘food’
       b. ɲ-i-min̥ani (1S), m-a-min̥ani (2S), Ø-Ø-pin̥ani (3), n-a-min̥ani (RFL), jok-a-min̥ani (1P), 
            wak-a-min̥ani (2P) ‘mouth’ 

(13) a. j-i-bioj (1S), b-a-bioj (2S), i-bioj (3), d-a-bioj (RFL), jok-i-bioj (1P), wak-a-bioj (2P) 
              ‘light, lamp’
       b. j-u-gutade (1S), b-a-gutade (2S), u-gutade (3), d-a-gutade (RFL), jok-u-gutade (1P), 
               wak-a-gutade (2P) ‘walking stick’
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(14) a. ɲ-a-m̥ini (1S), m-a-m̥ini (2S), g-a-m̥ini (3), n-a-m̥ini (RFL), jok-a-m̥ini (1P),
                   wak-a-m̥ini (2P) ‘sign’
       b. j-e-rani (1S), b-e-rani (2S), g-e-rani (3), d-e-rani (RFL), jok-e-rani (1P), 
                   wak-e-rani (2P) ‘gift’

As  already  noted,  neither  the  reflexive  nor  the  non-reflexive  3-person 
shows  any  difference  between  singular  and  plural  possessor.  If  the  plural 
possessor is not specified, the 3P-pronoun ore is generally used.

(15) Mu    cuchabasu-i         i-guijna-i         idaja          iji      ore    i-guijn-ane.
        /mu    kuʨabasu-j         i-gin̥a-j            idaha         ihi      ore    i-gin̥-ane/
         but     airplane-MS.FF     3-house-MS.FF   far.MS.BF   LOC    3P     3-house-MP.FF
      ‘But the hangar (lit. the house of the airplane) is far away from their houses.’ 
      (QCCB II: 15) 

In most AY verbs, the 3-person is marked by the prefix /ʨ/- (less frequently 
by prefix /t/-). In this respect one can note a sort of complementarity between 
noun and verb, because there is a very tiny class of thematic verbs in Ayoreo, 
while thematic nouns constitute the inflectional class with the largest number 
of elements.       

The  noun’s  possessive  inflection  is  very  regular  and  presents  a  few 
exceptions  which  will  be  discussed  in  detail.  The  possessive  inflection  has, 
morphologically  speaking,  six  distinct  forms  (plus  the  GF,  see  §9.8).  No 
correspondence has  been  found  between  inflectional  classes  and  possible 
semantic classes, the only exception being represented by a subclass of prefixal 
nouns (§9.5). I will begin the analysis of the inflectional classes with thematic 
nouns, which constitute the most prototypical inflectional class. 

§9.3 Thematic nouns

The morphological behaviour of the thematic vowel in the noun follows the 
same rules as in verb inflection (see §4.4). Only the 1S-, the 2S- and the 3-
person will be discussed, because the thematic vowel of the 3P-person and the 
RFL-person is dependent on these three persons. The 1P-person usually has the 
thematic  vowel  of  the  1S-person,  while  the  2P-person  and  the  RFL-person 
always exhibit the same vowel as the 2S-person. 
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   Given  the  3-vowel,  one  can  predict  the  vocalic  pattern  of  the  whole 
paradigm. In this regard, as in verb morphology (§4.4), in noun morphology it 
is necessary to distinguish between high vowels and non-high vowels. If the 3-
vowel is a non-high vowel (/a e o/), it is a thematic vowel preserved in the rest 
of the paradigm (16).

(16) a. j-a-honiŋaj (1S), b-a-honiŋaj (2S), a-honiŋaj (3), d-a-honiŋaj (RFL), jok-a-honiŋaj (1P),  
                  wak-a-honiŋaj (2P) ‘money’
       b. j-e-rubi (1S), b-e-rubi (2S), e-rubi (3), d-e-rubierubi (RFL), jok-e-rubi (1P),  
                  wak-e-rubi (2P) ‘urine’
       c. j-o-hi (1S), b-o-hi (2S), o-hi (3), d-o-hi (RFL), jok-o-hi (1P), wak-o-hi (2P) ‘bow’

If the thematic vowel is a high vowel, such as /i/ or /u/, it turns into /a/ in 
the 2-person (17), as in verb morphology. This vowel was originally a part of 
the prefix which has overwritten the high vowel, while it has been overwritten 
by  the  non-high  vowels. There  are  only  a  few  exceptions  which  will  be 
discussed below.

(17) a. j-i-rodipidi (1S), b-a-rodipidi (2S), i-rodipidi (3), d-a-rodipidi (RFL),  jok-i-rodipidi (1P), 
                 wak-a-rodipidi (2P) ‘hiding place’
       b. j-u-reh̃aj (1S), b-a-reh̃aj (2S), u-reh̃aj (3), jok-u-reh̃aj (1P), wak-a-reh̃aj (2P) 
                 ‘older brother’

A subregularity may be observed in nominals characterized by thematic 
/i/:  a  small  group of  nouns show the 2-vowel  /e/ rather than /a/.  In this  
case /e/ is also to be found in the 2P-person and in the RFL-person. 

(18) a. j-i-̃karaj (1S), b-e-̃karaj (2S), i-̃karaj (3), d-e-̃karaj (RFL), jok-i-̃caraj (1P), 
                 wak-e-̃karaj (2P) ‘what/who is mentioned or named’
       b. j-i-daj (1S), b-e-daj (2S), i-daj (3), d-e-daj (RFL), jok-i-daj (1P), wak-e-edaj (2P) 
                 ‘village, town’ 
       c. j-i-hoj (1S), b-e-hoj (2S), i-hoj (3), d-e-hoj (RFL), jok-i-hoj (1P), wak-e-hoj (2P) 
                 ‘place or person which is visited often’ 
       d. j-i (1S), b-ej (2S), i (3), d-ej (RFL) ‘name’

This subregularity is not restricted to thematic nouns, but is also reported in 
some  prefixal  nouns  (see  §9.4).  This  phenomenon,  however,  is  relatively 
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infrequent in AY possessive inflection. 
It is difficult to include i ‘name’ in one of the three inflectional classes that 

have been proposed, owing to the fact that its 3-person only consists of /i/, 
which in the 2-person is not overwritten by /e/. As noted above, the change in 
the 2-vowel has been caused by a vowel originally belonging to the prefix, 
which has overwritten the original thematic vowel when it was a high vowel. 
However, this did not take place in i (18d), where the original prefix vowel /e/ 
precedes thematic /i/.219

In the possessive inflection of ujoi /uhoj/ ‘fellow’, the 2-vowel is /o/, rather 
than /a/, as one would expect. 

(19) j-u-hoj (1S), b-o-hoj (2S), u-hoj (3), d-o-hoj (RFL), jok-u-hoj (1P), wak-o-hoj (2P)
                    ‘fellow’220

One  can  observe  a  similar  irregularity  in  the  vocalic  pattern  of  uéchai 
/ueʨaj/  ‘beyond,  opposite  side  of’  (20)  and  its  derived  nouns,  such  as 
uéchaminóri /ueʨaminori/  ‘who/what is on the other side’. Here the thematic 
vowel is /u/ and the 2-vowel is /e/, which merges with the first root-vowel 
/e/.221

(20)  j-u-eʨaj (1S), b-e-ʨaj (2S), u-eʨaj (3), d-e-ʨaj (RFL), jok-u-eʨaj (1P), wak-e-ʨaj (2P) 
                  ‘beyond, opposite side of’

In  ujoi  /uhoj/  (19)  and  uéchai /ueʨaj/  (20),  the  same  phenomenon 
observed in (18) is shown: the 3-vowel is a high vowel, but a mid vowel is 
present in the 2-person, while /a/ would be expected. 

§9.4 Prefixal nouns: the prefixes /g/-, /p/- and /k/-

Prefixal nouns form the 3-person through a consonantal prefix. The most 
common 3-prefixes are /g/- (21a-b) and /d/- (21c). /d/ can nasalize into /n/ 

219 On this phenomenon, see also §11.5.
220 About this word, used as a possessive classifier, see §11.10.
221 Note that  uéchai  /ueʨaj/ comes from  uréchai /ureʨaj/ due to the fall of intervocalic /r/. On this 

phenomenon, see Bertinetto (2009).
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(21d). 
Theoretically every  vowel  could  have  the  role  of  thematic  vowel 

depending, of course, on the noun. Nevertheless, for the time being no prefixal 
noun  with  /o/  as  thematic  vowel  is  to  be  found.  In  the  behaviour  of  the 
thematic  vowel  there  are  limitations  and  subregularities  which  will  be 
discussed hereafter.

(21) a. j-e-̃rapaidi (1S), b-e-̃rapaidi (2S), g-e-̃rapaidi (3), d-e-̃rapaidi (RFL), jok-e-̃rapaidi (1P),
                  wak-e-̃rapaidi (2P) ‘sacrifice, gift’
       b. j-a-ʨidi (1S), b-a-ʨidi (2S), g-a-ʨidi (3), d-a-ʨidi (RFL) ‘domesticated animal,  
                  vehicle’222 
       c. j-a-kide (1S), b-a-kide (2S), d-a-kide (3), d-a-kide (RFL), jok-a-kide (1P), 
                  wak-a-kide (2P) ‘grandfather’
       d. ɲ-a-terã (1S), m-a-terã (2S), n-a-terã (3), n-a-terã (RFL) jok-a-terã (1P), wak-a-terã (2P) 
                  ‘aunt’

All nouns with the prefix /g/- and thematic /i/ in the 3-person also have 
/e/ as 2-vowel. The same subregularity in the pattern of the thematic vowel is 
also to be found in (18).

(22) a. j-i-doboj (1S), b-e-doboj (2S), g-i-doboj (3), d-e-doboj (RFL), 
                  jok-i-doboj (1P), wak-e-doboj (2P) ‘back (of human or animals)’ 
       b. j-i-pej (1S), b-e-pej (2S), g-i-pej (3), d-e-pej (RFL) ‘man’s rectangular bag’
       c. j-i-jaj (1S), b-e-jaj (2S), g-i-jaj / i-jaj (3), d-e-jaj (RFL), jok-i-jaj (1P), wak-e-jaj (2P) 
                  ‘who/what is found’
       d. j-i-jasõri (1S), b-e-jasõri (2S), g-i-jasõri / i-jasõri (3), d-e-jasõri (RFL), jok-i-jasõri (1P), 
                  wak-e-jasõri (2S) ‘one who finds something’

The noun  guiyasõŕi  /gijasõri/ ‘one who finds something’ (22d) is derived 
from  guiyai  (22c) ‘who/what is found’. Usually derived nouns take the same 
possessive inflection of the name they derive from. In both guiyai  /gijaj/ and 
guiyasõŕi  /gijasõri/, two forms alternate in the 3-person:  guiyasõŕi /gijasõri/, 
iyasõŕi /ijasõri/ and guiyai /gijaj/, iyai /ijaj/. This shows that some nouns can 
belong  to  two  inflectional  classes.  However,  this  possibility  is  lexically 
idiosyncratic and only applies to a limited number of nouns, such as gu-e-tesõŕi  
(3) /getesõri/,  e-tesõŕi  /etesõri/  (3) ‘enemy’ (another /g/-noun). This can be 

222 As already noted in §9.1, gachidi /gaʨidi/ is used as a possessive classifier.
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explained by the fact that, besides the prefix /g/- in the 3-person, /g/-nouns do 
not exhibit any other morphological property which can distinguish them from 
thematic  nouns223 and  tend  to  converge  towards  thematic  nouns,  which 
represent  the  largest  inflectional  class  and  the  only  one  which  is  still 
productive.  The  tendency  towards  regularization  and  the  possible  presence 
of /e/ as 2-vowel (shared with thematic nouns) indicates that /g/-nouns are a 
recessive class. 

The  so-called  /d/-nouns,  which  will  be  discussed  in  the  next  section, 
exhibit some properties which distinguish them from thematic nouns. In this 
case no noun belonging to two inflectional classes is to be observed. There are 
a  few nouns in which other consonants may function as 3-prefix: /k/- (23a) 
and /p/- (23b).224

(23) a. j-a-kadi (1S), b-a-kadi (2S), k-a-kadi (3), d-a-kadi (RFL), jok-a-kadi (1P),
                  wak-a-kadi (2P) ‘entrance’
       b. j-i-bin̥aj (1S), b-a-bin̥aj (2S), p-i-bin̥aj (3), d-a-bin̥aj (RFL), jok-i-bin̥aj (1P), 
                  wak-a-bin̥aj (2P) ‘call, shout’

§9.5 Prefixal nouns: the prefixes /d/- and /n/-

The group of nouns with the prefixes /d/- and /n/- will be referred to as 
/d/-nouns, because the distinction between /d/- and /n/- only depends on the 
nasalization of the prefix, which is only possible in nasal-harmony contexts and 
is  not  obligatory.  /d/-nouns  are  of  some interest,  primarily  for  a  semantic 
reason: They are all kinship terms.225 Another property of this group of nouns 
consists in the fact that they all226 show the 3-vowel /a/ or /e/. Since the prefix 
/d/- is used in both 3- and RFL-person, and /a/ and /e/ are the same in both 3- 
and RFL-person, the obvious consequence is the indistinction of 3- and RFL-
person, which coincide.

223 The above mentioned subregularity in the 2-vowel (18) is shared with some thematic nouns. 
224 These nouns probably were GFs which have been reanalysed (see §9.9).
225 There is only one exception (see below).
226 There is only one exception (see below).
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(24) a. j-a-haj (1S), b-a-haj (2S), d-a-haj (3), d-a-haj (RFL) ‘brother’ (also: dahaté)
       b. ɲ-a-ker̃a (1S), m-a-ker̃a (2S), n-a-ker̃a (3), n-a-ker̃a (RFL) ‘uncle, father’s brother’ 
       c. j-e-saj (1S), b-e-saj (2S), d-e-saj (3), d-e-saj (RFL) ‘younger brother’

Among  /d/-nouns,  the  only  exception  to  what  has  been  said  above  is 
represented by  ducari  /dukari/ ‘thread’.  This is the only noun of this group 
which is not a kinship term and whose 3-vowel is not /a/ or /e/, but /u/.  
Therefore ducari is the only /d/-noun which shows a distinction between the 3- 
and the RFL-person. The fact that, excepted  ducari, all /d/-nouns are kinship 
terms,  doesn’t  imply  that  all  kinship terms are  /d/-nouns:  for  instance,  ejo 
/eho/  ‘mother-in-law’  is  a  thematic  noun  which  expresses  a  kinship 
relationship.  

(25) a. j-u-kari (1S), b-a-kari (2S), d-u-kari (3), d-a-kari (RFL) ‘thread’ 
       b. j-e-ho (1S), b-e-ho (2S), e-ho (3), d-e-ho (RFL) ‘mother-in-law’ 

A characteristic  of  some /d/-nouns  is  the presence of  subregularities  or 
exceptions in the 1S-person. Some nouns present a thematic-vowel alternation 
between 1- and 3-person, because the 1-thematic-vowel is /i/, while /a/ or /e/ 
would be expected (26). This is due to the fact that the RFL-person form has 
replaced the 3-person, while the 1-person has preserved the (original) thematic 
vowel. Consequently, when the 1-person and the 3-vowel are different, the 1-
vowel is the original thematic vowel.

(26) a. j-i-̃saraj (1S), b-ã-saraj (2S), n-a-saraj (3), n-a-saraj (RFL), jok-i-̃saraj (1P), 
                  wak-ã-saraj (2P) ‘son-in-law’ 
       b. j-i-karia (1S), b-a-karia (2S), d-a-karia (3), d-a-karia (RFL), jok-i-karia (1P), 
                  wak-a-karia (2P) ‘daughter-in-law’
       c. j-i-n̥oŋamia (1S), b-a-n̥oŋamia (2S), d-a-n̥oŋamia (3), d-a-n̥oŋamia (RFL),  
                  jok-i-n̥oŋamia (1P), wak-a-n̥oŋamia (2P) ‘aunt, father’s sister’
       d. j-i-n̥oŋate (1S), b-a-n̥oŋate (2S), d-a-n̥oŋate (3), d-a-n̥oŋate (RFL), jok-i-n̥oŋaté (1P), 
                  wak-a-n̥oŋate (2P) ‘aunt, father’s sister’ 

Some irregularities can be noted in the 1-person of other nouns. Date ‘mother’ 
(27a)  has  the  regular  1S-person form  yaté  /jate/,  whose  thematic  vowel  is 
preserved  in  the  1P-person,  as  expected.  Yaté  /jate/ alternates  with  the 
irregular form  ité which lacks the prefix and whose vowel is  /i/.  There are 
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reasons to say that ité is an archaic form.227 It is not possible to add the prefix 
/j/-, because, as pointed out by Higham et al. (2001), otherwise the 1-person of 
mother would coincide with yité /jite/, the 1S-person of guité /gite/ (‘scrotum’) 
(27b). In  dacode /dakode/ ‘grandmother’ (27c) and  nena ‘sister’ (27f), the 1-
thematic-vowel  is  /i/  (rather  than  /a/  or  /e/).  In  dacode /dakode/ 
‘grandmother’, yicode /jikode/ alternates with the radical form codé /kode/. Its 
masculine  counterpart,  daquide /dakide/  or  daqui  /daki/ ‘grandfather’  has 
completely regular inflection (27d). The 1S-person of nena ‘sister’ presents the 
original thematic vowel, but lacks the prefix /j/- (27f). The forms for ‘father’ 
are shown in  (27g).  The 1S-form  yapade /japade/,  from Spanish  padre,  has 
clearly been adapted in the paradigm.

(27) a. j-a-te / i-te (1S), b-a-te (2S), d-a-te (3), d-a-te (RFL), jok-a-te (1P), wak-a-te (2S) 
                  ‘mother’
       b. j-i-te (1S), b-e-te (2S), g-i-te (3), jok-i-te (1P), wak-e-te (2P) ‘scrotum’
       c.  j-i-kode / Ø-Ø-kode (1S), b-a-kode (2S), d-a-kode (3), d-a-kode (RFL), 
                  jok-i-kode (1P), wak-a-kode (2P) ‘grandmother’ 
       d. j-a-kide (1S), b-a-kide (2S), d-a-kide (3), d-a-kide (RFL), jok-a-kide (1P),  
                  wak-a-kide (2P) ‘grandfather’ (also: daki)
       e. i-tigate / j-i-tigate (1S), b-a-tigate (2S), d-a-tigate (3), d-a-tigate (RFL), 
                 jok-i-tigate (1P), wak-a-tigate (2P) ‘older brother’
       f. i-na (1S), b-e-na (2S), n-e-na (3), n-e-na (RFL), jok-e-̃ro (1S), wak-e-̃ro (2S) ‘sister’228

       g. j-a-pade / j-a-j (1S), b-a-j / b-a-je (2S) d-a-j / d-a-je (3/RFL), jok-a-j (1P), wak-a-j (2P)
                 ‘father’

Although most consonantal prefixes used for the 3-person only appear in a 
few nouns, */ʨ/- and */t/- are not included in the inventory of 3-prefixes. /ʨ/- 
and /t/- are used for the 3-person of the verb. This means that in the 3-person, 
that  is  in  the  base  of  possessive  and  verb  inflection,  there  is  a  sort  of 
complementarity  between  prefixes,  which  is  functional  to  distinguish  the 
grammatical category.   

227 The form ité corresponds to other irregular 1-person forms for ‘mother’ which  are to be found in 
Chamacoco and Ancient Zamuco (Chomé 1958: 142). For more details, see §11.7.

228 According to Higham et al. (2000) this word is only used in the singular; in the plural the forms of 
nero ‘sister’ are used: yoquero /jokero/ (1p), uaquero /wakero/ (2p).
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§9.6 Other irregularities

In this section, some irregular cases are discussed, i.e. seemingly prefixal 
nouns. Examples (28b-c) show some nouns derived from yui  /juj/ (28a). This 
noun  conveys three  meanings:  (1)  It  can  be  a  nominal  element  used  as  a 
locative postposition  (‘in  the  direction  of,  toward’);  (2)  It  can  refer  to  the 
presence of someone; (3) It can mean that someone or something has been 
killed,  trapped  or  simply  won.  Yui /juj/  (28a)  is  an  irregular  word  which 
cannot be included in any of the above mentioned inflectional classes, like  i  
‘name’ (18d). The 2-person of  yui /juj/  (28a) and  i  (18d) are  phonologically 
identical.  The nouns  derived from  yui /juj/  (28b-e)  are  like  prefixal  nouns 
with /j/- as 3-prefix and an irregular  vocalic pattern: -/i/ (1), - /e/ (2), -/u/ 
(3). 

(28) a. ji (1S), bej (2S), juj (3), dej (RFL), joki (1P), wakej (2P) ‘in the direction of; one’s    
                  presence; victim’
       b. j-i-minori (1S), b-e-minori (2S), j-u-minori (3), d-e-minori (RFL), jok-i-minori (1P), 
                  wak-e-minori (2P) ‘who/what is in the direction of’ 
       c. j-i-pidi (1S), b-e-pidi (2S), j-u-pidi (3), d-e-pidi (RFL), jok-i-pidi (1P), wak-e-pidi (2P)  
                  ‘blow, bruise’
       d. j-i-sõri (1S), b-e-sõri (2S), j-u-sõri (3), d-e-sõri (RFL), jok-i-sõri (1P), wak-e-sõri (2P)  
                  ‘killer’
       e. j-i-ŋori (1S), b-e-ŋori (2S), j-u-ŋori (3), d-e-ŋori (RFL), jok-i-ŋori (1P), 
                  wak-e-ŋori (2P) ‘killer’

§9.7 Radical nouns

The 3-person of radical nouns consists of the pure noun root. Since the 3-
person lacks the thematic vowel, the thematic vowel to be found in the rest of 
the paradigm is either a default vowel or the original thematic vowel. Excepted 
the 3-person, the vocalic pattern is generally the same as that of nouns with /i/ 
as thematic vowel.

(29) j-i-betigaj (1S), b-a-betigaj (2S), Ø-Ø-betigaj (3), d-a-betigaj (RFL), jok-i-betigaj (1P),
                  wak-a-betigaj (2P) ‘multitude’
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Should  the  thematic  vowel  /u/  (30)  be  a  default  vowel,  this  would 
probably  show  harmonic  assimilation  to  the  first  root-vowel  /u/.  This 
phenomenon  should  be  considered  one  of  the  frequent,  but  not  systematic 
traces indicating the presence of vocalic harmony in Ayoreo. 

(30) j-u-hurugaipidi (1S), b-a-hurugaipidi (2S), Ø-Ø-hurugaipidi (3), d-a-hurugaipidi (RFL), 
                   jok-u-hurugaipidi (1P), wak-a-hurugaipidi (2P) ‘prison’

There is no limitation to the inventory of consonants which can be found at 
the beginning of the root. Despite their small number, radical nouns may begin 
with any consonant: /b/ (31a), /k/ (31b), /ʨ/(31c), /g/ (31d), /d/ (31e), /h/ 
(31f),  /m/ (31g)  /m̥/  (31h),  /n/ (31i),  /n̥/(31j),  /p/  (31k),  /t/  (31l),  /w/ 
(31m).

(31)  a. j-i-baj (1S), b-a-baj (2S), Ø-Ø-baj (3) ‘offense; violation of a rule; cause for suffering’
b. j-i-kasitigaj (1S), b-a-kasitigaj (2S), Ø-Ø-kasitigaj (3) ‘courage’
c. j-i-ʨimeno (1S), b-a-ʨimeno (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨimeno (3) ‘fish trap’
d. j-i-gaidi (1S), b-a-gaidi (2S), Ø-Ø-gaidi (3) ‘purpose; intention’
e. j-i-rosadi (1S), b-a-rosadi (2S), Ø-Ø-dosadi (3) ‘side; wall’
f. j-i-hogasuj (1S), b-a-hogasuj (2S), Ø-Ø-hogasuj (3) ‘family’
g. j-i-moʨadi (1S), b-amoʨadi (2S), Ø-Ø-moʨadi (3) ‘bed’
h. ɲ-i-m̥anaj (1S), m-a-m̥anaj (2S), Ø-Ø-m̥anaj (3) ‘hand’
i. j-i-rarane (1S), b-a-rarane (2S), Ø-Ø-narane (3) ‘shoulder blade’ 
j. ɲ-i-n̥oraj (1S), m-a-n̥oraj (2S), Ø-Ø-n̥oraj (3) ‘companion’
k. j-i-petike (1S), b-a-petike (2S), Ø-Ø-petike (3) ‘body part’
l. j-i-taroj (1S), b-a-taroj (2S), Ø-Ø-taroj (3) ‘brain; top of head’
m. j-u-weratigaj (1S), b-a-weratigaj (2S), Ø-Ø-weratigaj (3) ‘beauty’ 

In  this  inflectional  class  the  first  consonant  of  the  root  can  undergo 
fortition or another change in word-initial  position,  that is  in the 3-person, 
which is the most dynamic element of the system. Although these phenomena 
can be  systematized,  they are unpredictable,  involving a limited number of 
nouns. One can note some similarities with the morphology of radical verbs. 
With the exception of root-initial /r/ and /ŋ/, which always undergo fortition 
in the 3-person (32e, 34-35), in all other cases there are always nouns where 
no change occurs (31). Nouns in which the consonantal change does not occur, 
will not be discussed.
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If the root-initial consonant is /b/ or /g/, it can devoice, so that /b/ turns 
into /p/ (32a) and /g/ turns into /k/ (32b-c). Root-initial /m/ can lose the 
nasality  and devoice word-initially,  as in  pãtarai /pãtaraj/  (32d),  while  /ŋ/ 
always undergoes fortition into /k/, as in and  cãrai /kãraj/  (32e), because it 
cannot occur word-initially.

(32) a. j-i-boti (1S), b-a-boti (2S), Ø-Ø-poti (3) ‘food’
       b. j-i-gaʨodi (1S), b-a-gaʨodi (2S), Ø-Ø-kaʨodi (3) ‘death place’
       c. j-u-guʨabun̥aj (1S), b-a-guʨabun̥aj (2S), Ø-Ø-kuʨabun̥aj (3) ‘great amount of things’ 
       d. ɲ-i-mataraj (1S), m-a-mataraj (2S), Ø-Ø-pãtaraj (3) ‘tooth’
       e. j-i-ŋaraj (1S), b-a-ŋaraj (2S), Ø-Ø-kãraj (3) ‘who/what is kept apart’

Similar  changes  also  occur  with  radical  verbs,  in  which  /b/  may  turn 
into /p/ (33a). In the same way, there are verbs where /ŋ/ turns into /g/ and 
then into /k/ in word-initial position (33b). However, initial /k/ (33c) or /p/ 
(33d) in the 3-person is not always the result of fortition.

(33) a. j-i-bo (1S), b-a-bo (2S), Ø-Ø-po (3), j-i-bo-go (1P), wak-a-bo-jo (2P) ‘to cry, to sob’
       b. j-i-ŋana (1S), b-a-ŋana (2S), Ø-Ø-kana (3), j-i-ŋana-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ŋana-ɲo (2P) 
                  ‘to laugh’
       c. ɲ-i-kõra (1S), m-a-kõra (2S), Ø-Ø-kõra (3), ɲ-i-kõra-ŋo (1P), wak-a-kõra-ɲo (2S) 
                  ‘to fall down’
       d. ɲ-i-pon̥a (1S), m-a-pon̥a (2S), Ø-Ø-pon̥a (3), ɲ-i-pon̥a-ŋo (1P), wak-a-pon̥a-ɲo (2P) 
                  ‘to get angry, to scold’  

When the 3-person begins  with /d/-  or /n/-, a change in the root-initial 
consonant has occurred (34, 35). As with root-initial /ŋ/, in this case too, the 
occurrence of fortition is predictable. When the root-initial consonant is /r/, a 
derhotacization due to fortition of the initial consonant always occurs in the 3-
person. There are a few nouns in which root-initial /r/ turns into /d/ (34a-b) 
or /n/ (34c). These changes are also found in verb morphology (35). It is also 
possible that /r/ turns into /g/ in the 3-person (34d), but this is very rare.   

(34) a. j-i-rosadi (1S), b-a-rosadi (2S), Ø-Ø-dosadi (3) ‘side; wall’
b. j-i-ririŋaj (1S), b-a-ririŋaj (2S), Ø-Ø-diriŋaj (3) ‘arrival’
c. j-i-rarane (1S), b-a-rarane (2S), Ø-Ø-narane (3) ‘shoulder blade’ 
d. j-i-ridaj (1S), b-a-ridaj (2S), Ø-Ø-gidaj (3) ‘foot’ 
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(35) a. ɲ-i-ri (1S), m-a-ri (2S), Ø-Ø-di (3), ɲ-i-ri-ŋo (1P), wak-a-ri-ɲo (2P) ‘to arrive’ 
       b. ɲ-i-rih̃i (1S), m-a-rih̃i (2S), Ø-Ø-nih̃i (3), ɲ-i-rih̃i-ŋo (1P), wak-a-rih̃i-ɲo (2P) 
                  ‘to wake up’

Alongside radical nouns such as dosadi and diringai /diriŋaj/ (34a-b), also 
doringai /doriŋaj/  (36)  has  /d/ as  root-initial  consonant.  However, doringai 
/doriŋaj/ alternates with coringai /koriŋaj/ in the 3-person and the latter form 
is the root used in the rest of the paradigm (36).

(36) j-i-koriŋaj (1S), b-a-koriŋaj (2S), Ø-Ø-koriŋaj / Ø-Ø-doriŋaj (3) ‘departure’229

Initial /g/ in the 3-person can derive from /r/, as in (34d), but it is usually 
the root-initial consonant which is preserved (31d). Nevertheless, in (37a) root-
initial /b/ turns into /g/ in the 3-person gai /gaj/. Gai /gaj/ means ‘body’ and 
can also be used as a locative postposition meaning ‘on top of, over’. Another 
consonantal  change  in  the  3-person,  /m/  >  /b/  >  /g/,  is  reported in 
gaminóri /gaminori/ (3) ‘who/what is over’.230

(37) a. j-i-baj (1S), b-a-baj (2S), Ø-Ø-gaj (3) ‘on top of; body’ 
       b. j-i-maminori (1S), b-a-maminori (2S), Ø-Ø-gaminori (3) ‘who/what is over’

In some nouns, /j/ turns into /ʨ/ in the 3-person (38a-b). The presence 
of /ʨ/ in the 3-person is not always the result of fortition, because when /ʨ/ is 
in  root-initial  position,  it  can  be  preserved  in  the  3-person,  as  in  chímeno 
/ʨimeno/ ‘fish trap’ (31c). In verb morphology, radical verbs where /j/ turns 
into  /ʨ/  in  the  3-person  (39)  are  observed.  In  radical  verbs  in  /ʨ/,  this 
consonant is the result of fortition. The verbs with 3-person beginning with /ʨ/ 
(see  §4.6.4,  ex.  (29))  were  considered  problematic.  Indeed  /ʨ/-  is  the 
predominant  3-prefix  in  verb  morphology,  so  that  these  verbs  could  be 
considered  /ʨ/-verbs,  via  phonetically  motivated  elision  in  the  3-person. 
However, /ʨ/- is never found as 3-prefix in noun morphology. For this reason, 
229 For this noun the variant  doringui  /doriŋi/ or  coringui  /koriŋi/ (3) is also reported. Its inflection 

follows that of coringai /koriŋaj/ or doringai /doriŋaj/. Note that the antonym of coringai or doringai  
(3) ‘departure’ is diringai /diriŋaj/ ‘arrival’. Both nouns are very similar phonologically and both are 
radical nouns with the 3-person in /d/-, but the possessive inflection is different.

230 No other case is observed in which /g/ turns into /b/.
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the comparison between verb morphology and noun morphology suggests that 
the verbs in (39) should be regarded as radical verbs.

(38) a. j-i-jaguej (1S), b-a-jaguej (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨaguej (3) ‘famine’
       b. j-i-jaridi (1S), b-a-jaridi (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨaridi (3) ‘stopping place’ 
       c. j-i-jaripi (1S), b-a-jaripi (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨaripi (3) ‘chair; saddle’
     
(39) a. j-i-jage (1S), b-a-jage (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨage (3), j-i-jage-go (1P), wak-a-jage-jo (2P)
                ‘to stand up’
       b. j-i-jo (1S), b-a-jo (2S), Ø-Ø-ʨo (3), j-i-jo-go (1P), wak-a-jo-jo (2P) ‘to fly, to leap’ 

§9.8 The generic form: meaning and uses

AY  possessable  nouns  usually  present  a  GF.  Its  morphology  will  be 
discussed in the following section. In the following examples, the difference 
between possessive inflection and the GF is shown: in (40) the possessor of the 
weapon,  which in  this  case is  coreferent  with the subject,  is  known and is 
expressed  by the  possessive  inflection  (yiboca  /jiboka/ ‘my  weapon’).  By 
contrast, the weapon in (41) could be bought in the future, but  for the time 
being, does not have a possessor yet, so that the GF poca /poka/ is used.  

(40) ¡Ijínome    y-iboca        querua    iji        y-iguíjna-i         te      que!
       /ihinome    j-iboka        kerua     ihi       j-igin̥a-j            te      ke!/ 
         1.to_leave  1-weapon.FS  big.FS     LOC     1-house-MS.FF   this     PST
       ‘I have left my gun at home!’ (QCCB I: 47) 

(41) Ueradí-pise                aro-i.            Ujétiga  a-siome    enga     y-iji       ore      
      /weradi-pise                aro-j             uhetiga  a-siome    eŋa      j-ihi       ore 
       beautiful.MS.FF-ELAT   3.skin-MS.FF   if           2S-to_give  CONJ   1S-go      image.FS    
      tome                         poca                queru-a    ome    ua     iji       Riberalta    jne.
      /tome                       poka                keru-a      ome    wa    ihi      riberalta     n̥e.  
      PREP.in_exchange_for   GF.weapon.FS    big.FS.FF  PREP   2S     LOC   Riberalta     FUT

     ‘What a beautiful skin. If you give it to me, I will buy a gun for you in Riberalta.’ 
      (QCCB I: 37) 

In (42) the GF for ‘house’, guiguíjna /gigin̥a/, is used, because the possessor 
of  the house,  probably unknown, is  not  mentioned.  Conversely,  in (43) the 
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possessor  of  the  house  (Don  Felipe)  is  known  and  must  be  expressed 
morphologically, so that the possessive inflection is used (iguíjnai  /igin̥aj/ ‘his 
house’).

(42) Eduguéjna-i    ch-igaru   aja     gu-iguíjna          cutade       enga     e          ore   mo.
      /edugen̥a-j       ʨ-igaru   aha    g-igin̥a              kutade       eŋa      e          ore   mo/
      3.guard.MS.FF  3-tie         LOC   GF-house.MS.BF  pole.FS.FF  CONJ    already  3P     3.sleep
      ‘The guard ties him to the pole of the house and goes to sleep.’ (QCCB I: 9) 

(43) Don Felipe   todo           ujétiga     piro-i          t-agu      i-guíjna-i.
      /don felipe    todo           uhetiga    piro-j         t-agu      i-gin̥a-j/
       Don Felipe    3.be_afraid    COMP      fire.MS.FF   3-to_eat    3-house-MS.FF
       ‘Don Felipe is afraid that the fire burns his house.’ (QCCB I: 55)

In the same way, the word  guidai /gidaj/ ‘village’ is a GF which in (44) 
does not express any relationship with a potential possessor (in this case an 
inhabitant). By contrast, the corresponding 3-person possessive form idai /idaj/ 
‘his village’ in (45) expresses a genitival relationship between the missionary 
and the village where the missionary lives.

(44) Jesús    basí-ji                   gu-ida-i              Belen.
      /hesus   basi-hi                 g-ida-j               Belen/       
        Jesus     3.to_be_born-LOC   GF-village-MS.FF  Bethlehem
      ‘Jesus is born in the village of Bethlehem.’ (NTM: 3) 

(45) Mu    e         idaja         iji      misionero    i-da-i.
      /mu    e         idaha        ihi     misjonero    i-da-j/  
        but     already  far.MS.FF  LOC   missionary    3-village-MS.FF
      ‘But he is already far from the village of the missionary.’ (QCCB II: 41)

In (46) the word ‘death’  has no relationship with any referent. For this 
reason, the GF pitoringai /pitoringaj/ is used. In (47) the talk is about the death 
of someone (that is Herod’s death) and the noun for ‘death’ is inflected in the 3-
person form (itoringai /itoringaj/ in (46)). Two alternative forms for ‘death’ are 
possible  in  the  3-person:  toringai  /toringaj/,  a  radical  3-person  form,  and 
itoringai /itoringaj/ a thematic 3-person form (the latter is far more frequent). 
This alternation is possible, because there is no overlap with the GF pitoringai  
/pitoringaj/. In the following section, one can see that the relationship between 
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the 3-person and the GF is of fundamental importance in order to express the 
morphological  contrast  between  GF  and  3-person  (for  instance:  plata  (GF) 
‘money’ vs. iplata (3S) ‘money’).

(46) A-todo       p-itoringa-i           te      a?
      /a-todo        p-itoriŋa-j           te      a/
       2-be_afraid    GF-death-MS.FF   this     MOD
      ‘Are you afraid of the death?’ (Bertinetto, field-notes from IP)

(47) Enga    chi      ore   ch-áji      te,      jé_aja    Heródes  i-toringa-i.
       /eŋa     ʨi       ore   ʨ-ahi      te       he_aha  erodes     i-toriŋa-j/
         CONJ  EVID    3P    3-stop       there,   until      Herod      3-death-MS.FF 
       ‘And they stopped there until Herod’s death.’ (NTM: 5-6)

§9.9 The morphology of the generic form

The meaning and the use of the GF have been discussed in the previous 
section. In the present section, the morphological expression of the GF will be 
analysed.  The  GF  will  be  considered  apart  from  the  domain  of  possessive 
inflection, whose base is the 3-person. The morphological relationship between 
GF and possessive forms is not always predictable, but it can be systematized. 
The GF and the possessive forms will be compared: in most cases the GF is 
derived from the theme of the possessive forms, but in some cases it coincides 
with the root. 

I will first analyse the most frequent cases in which the GF is derived from 
the theme of the possessive forms. The GF is mostly obtained by means of a 
prefix  added  to  the  noun  theme  (as  it  occurs  with  all  verb  and  nominal 
prefixes). The prefix expressing the GF behaves like a possessive prefix. The 
thematic vowel of the GF is the same which characterizes possessive inflection, 
always  expressed  in  the  1-person.  The  prefix  /p/- is  used  for  the  GFs  in 
example (48). This is the most frequently used prefix for the GF and can be 
added to  thematic  nouns  (48a-b),  prefixal  nouns  (48c-d) and radical  nouns 
(48e-k). This way to obtain the GF could be considered prototypical. 

(48) a. a-kadisõri (3); p-a-kadisõri (GF) ‘teacher’
       b. i-kaniratigej (3); p-i-kaniratigej (GF) ‘kindness, generosity’
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       c. g-a-tode (3); p-a-tode (GF) ‘head’
       d. g-e-rani (3); p-e-rani (GF) ‘gift’
       e. Ø-Ø-kasitigaj (3); p-i-kasitigaj (GF) ‘courage’
       f. Ø-Ø-gabi (3); p-i-gabi (GF) ‘path’
       g. Ø-Ø-gidaj (3); p-i-ridaj (GF) ‘foot’
       h. Ø-Ø-gaj (3); p-i-baj (GF) ‘body’
       i. Ø-Ø-poti (3); p-i-boti (GF) ‘food’
       j. Ø-Ø-ʨaripi (3); p-i-jaripi (GF) ‘chair; saddle’

As one can see in the radical nouns in (48g-j), the root-initial consonant, which 
undergoes a change in the 3-person, is preserved in the GF. This confirms the 
previous statement that the GF prefixes behave like possessive prefixes. The 
thematic vowel of the possessive inflection is also used for the GF. If the 1- and 
the 3-vowel are different (as in the prefixal nouns in (25) and (26)), the GF 
preserves the 1-thematic-vowel. For instance, the GF of dacaria /dakaria/ (49) 
is  picaria  /pikaria/. This is because in these prefixal nouns the 3-person has 
assimilated to the RFL-person and, consequently, the 1-vowel corresponds to 
the original thematic vowel of the 3-person (see §9.5).

(49) a. p-i-karia (GF); j-i-karia (1S), b-a-karia (2S), d-a-karia (3) ‘daughter-in-law’

As already noted, in few cases the mechanism of 3-person formation is not 
rigid and two alternatives are sometimes possible. These considerations also 
apply to  the GF,  as  one can see  in  (50),  where the GF can alternate  with 
another GF whose morphology will be discussed later. 

(50) a. p-okaniŋaj (GF), hokaniŋaj (GF), i-hokaniŋaj (3) ‘war’
       b. p-okoɲ̥aj (GF), g-o-ɲ̥aj (GF), o-ɲ̥aj (3) ‘story, tale speech’ 
       c. p-i-̃rihiniŋaj (GF), Ø-Ø-nihiniŋaj (GF), i-̃rihiniŋaj (3) ‘act of waking up’ 

Another possibility to obtain the GF consists in adding the prefix /dVk/-, 
where V is the thematic vowel. 

(51) a. dak-a-n̥ej (GF) ‘possession; gift’, g-a-n̥ej (3)
       b. dak-a-ni̥ŋaj (GF) ‘anger, indignation’, a-ni̥ŋaj (3)
       c. dek-e-n̥arej (GF) ‘sickness, illness’, e-n̥arej (3)
       d. dik-i-roj (GF) ‘servant, worker’, i-roj (3)
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       e. dok-o-ge (GF) ‘cane’, o-ge (3)
       f. duk-u-niri (GF) ‘territory’, u-niri (3)

This is a very interesting example of vocalic harmony, which in the domain of 
prefixation finds a parallel in Chamacoco. In CH verb morphology the prefix 
/tVk/- can be used for the 1S-person. In this case too, V is generally a copy of 
the thematic vowel (see §5.1).

(52) a. tak-a-tskɨr (1S), t-a-tskɨr (3) ‘to fight’ 
       b. tok-o-rmɨhɨ (1S), t-o-rmɨhɨ (3) ‘to grease’ 
       c. tuk-u-rka (1S), t-u-rka (3) ‘to swing’ 
       d. tɨk-ɨ-tɨrãha (1S), t-ɨ-tɨrãha (3) ‘to spit’

There are a few exceptions in which the vowel of the prefix /dVk/- is different 
from the thematic vowel.

(53) a. duk-a-rane (GF); g-a-rane (3) ‘what is discarded’
       b. duk-o-de (GF); o-de (3) ‘grave’
       c. duk-a-joj (GF); a-joj (3) ‘headband worn by the Ayoreo men’

The prefix /dVk/- is less frequent than /p/-, the prototypical prefix. However, 
some nouns with both prefix /p/- and /dVk/- are to be observed.

(54) a. a-rej (3), dak-a-rej (GF), p-a-rej (GF) ‘tongue’ 
       b. g-e-rani (3), dek-e-rani (GF), p-e-rani (GF) ‘gift’
       c. u-ʨeraŋaj (3), duk-u-ʨeraŋaj (GF), p-u-ʨeraŋaj (GF) ‘what is opened’

Some thematic nouns use the prefix /g/ in order to obtain the GF (55). In 
(55f) the GF presents the vowel /a/ rather than /u/, as expected. This is due to 
the  fact  that  intervocalic  /r/  has  dropped  and  /u/  has  probably  been 
overwritten by the first root-vowel /a/.

(55) a. a-serani (3), g-a-serani (GF) ‘table’
       b. a-tohe (3), g-a-tohe (GF) ‘hat’
       c. i-daj (3), g-i-daj (GF) ‘village, town’
       d. i-gin̥aj (3), g-i-gin̥aj (GF) ‘house’
       e. o-ɲ̥aj (3), g-o-ɲ̥aj (GF) ‘story, tale speech’ 
       f. j-u-rage (1S), b-a-rage (2S), u-rage (3), g-a-ge (GF) ‘group of people’
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The GF of õráchai /õraʨaj/ takes the prefix /k/- : cõráchai /kõraʨaj/.

(56) õ-raʨaj (3), k-õ-raʨaj (GF) ‘weapon’

In  conclusion,  the  following  prefixes  are  used  to  express  the  GF:  /p/-, 
/dVk/-, /g/- and /k/-.

In the nouns discussed until now, the GF is obtained from the theme of the 
possessive forms. By contrast, some GFs coincide with the root. In this case, the 
noun is thematic. One can hypothesize that the 3-person is obtained by adding 
an inflectional vowel to the root. This vowel is usually /i/, which is either a 
default vowel or the original thematic vowel (57). If the first root-vowel is /u/ 
(and the above hypothesis is correct), /u/ is added to the root in order to form 
the 3-person (58). The so obtained thematic nouns have regular inflection. 

(57) a. Ø-Ø-pamoj (GF) ‘woven belt’, i-pamoj (3) 
       b. Ø-Ø-kesej (GF) ‘knife’, i-kesej (3)

(58) a. Ø-Ø-hubej (GF) ‘woman’s large bag’, u-hubej (3)
       b. Ø-Ø-pupuria (GF) ‘cow horn’, u-pupuria (3)

There are no phonetic limits to the inventory of  the consonants which can 
occur root-initially in GFs. One can observe GFs beginning with the following 
consonants: /b/(59a), /k/(59b), /d/(59c), /g/(59d), /h/(59e), /m/(59f), /m̥/
(59g), /n/(59h), /p/(59i), /s/(59j), /t/(59k). 

(59) a. Ø-Ø-bora(i)die (GF), j-i-bora(i)die (1S), b-a-bora(i)die (2S), i-bora(i)die (3) ‘clothes’ 
       b. Ø-Ø-kaiguej (GF), j-i-kaiguej (1S), b-a-kaiguej (2S), i-kaiguej (3) ‘sputum’
       c. Ø-Ø-don̥oŋabatigaj (GF), j-i-don̥oŋabatigaj (1S), b-a-don̥oŋabatigaj (2S), 
                   i-don̥oŋabatigaj (3) ‘insults, criticism’
       d. Ø-Ø-gebe (GF), j-i-gebe (1S), b-a-gebe (2S), i-gebe (3) ‘weapon made of iron,
                   machete’
       e. Ø-Ø-hokaniŋaj (GF), j-i-hokaniŋaj (1S), b-a-hokaniŋaj (2S), i-hokaniŋaj (3) ‘war’
       f. Ø-Ø-morin̥aj (GF), j-i-morin̥aj (1S), b-a-morin̥aj (2S), i-morin̥aj (3) ‘pipe’          
       g. Ø-Ø-m̥oŋarahasõri (GF), j-i-m̥oŋarahasõri (1S), b-a-m̥oŋarahasõri (2S), 
                   i-m̥oŋarahasõri (3) ‘one who threatens’
       h. Ø-Ø-nehenamani (GF), j-i-nehenamani (1S), b-a-nehenamani (2S), i-nehenamani (3) 
                   ‘one who is invited’ 
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       i. Ø-Ø-popej (GF), j-i-popej (1S), b-a-popej (2S), i-popej (3) ‘comb’
       j. Ø-Ø-sirobi (GF), j-i-sirobi (1S), b-a-sirobi (2S), i-sirobi (3) ‘craving for meat’
       k. Ø-Ø-tihabadi (GF), j-i-tihabadi (1S), b-a-tihabadi (2S), i-tihabadi (3) ‘impressive thing’

The root-initial consonant of the GF is generally the same as that of the 
possessed forms. Nevertheless, in some cases fortition can occur word-initially. 
These are the same phonetic changes as in the 3-person of radical nouns. The 
root-initial consonant can devoice (and possibly nasalize) in the GF: /g/ > /k/ 
(60a);  /b/  >  /p/  (60b).  Root-initial  /r/  always  undergoes  fortition  and 
derhotacizes  into  /d/  (60c)  or  /n/  (60d).  The  possessive  inflection  of 
iyoquíjnai /ijokin̥aj/ ‘father-in-law’ corresponds to the GF choquíjnai /ʨokin̥aj/ 
‘older man’ (60e). In this word, the GF comes together with the fortition of 
root-initial /j/ into /ʨ/. This change has been pointed out in radical nouns (38-
39). The meaning ‘older man’ in the GF is not completely lost in the possessive 
inflection,  because,  according  to  Higham  et  al.  (2001:  537), iyoquíjnai  
/ijokin̥aj/ is also used by women as “affectionate name for one’s husband” (lit. 
‘wife’s older man’). Some exceptions show changes not found in radical nouns: 
in  corángarãi /koraŋarãj/  ‘showel’ (60f) root-initial /h/ turns into /k/ word-
initially, while pepei /pepej/ ‘blanket’ is the GF of itarãpei /itarãpej/ (60g).

(60) a. Ø-Ø-katibej (GF); i-gatibej (3) ‘spoon’
       b. Ø-Ø-purudi (GF); u-burudi (3) ‘shade’
       c. Ø-Ø-deguj (GF); i-renguj (3) ‘camp, village’
       d. Ø-Ø-nihiniŋaj (GF); i-̃rihiniŋaj (3) ‘act of waking up’231

       e. Ø-Ø-ʨokin̥aj (GF) ‘old man’; i-jokin̥aj (3) ‘father-in-law’
       f. Ø-Ø-koraŋarãj (GF); i-horaŋarãj (3) ‘shovel’
       g. pepej (GF); i-tarãpej (3) ‘blanket’

The presence of loanwords such as cárpai /karpaj/ ‘tent’ (cf. Spanish carpa 
‘tent’), pláta ‘money’ (cf. Spanish plata ‘silver; money’), Dupade ‘God’,232 and so 
on, shows that the mechanism of possessive inflection is  still  productive,  in 
231 This noun derives from the radical verb nij̃i /nih̃i/ ‘to wake up’. The derhotacization of /ɹ/ into /n/ in 

the 3-person can also be observed in the paradigm of the verb nij̃i: ñ-i-rij̃i /ɲ-i-rih̃i/ (1s), m-a-rij̃i /m-
a-rih̃i/ (2s), Ø-Ø-nij̃i  /nih̃i/ (3) ‘to wake up’ (see §4.6.3, ex. (18b)). There is a clear morphological 
correspondence between the 3-person of the verb nij̃i and nijíningai /nihiniŋaj/, the GF of the derived 
noun.

232 This last word was probably introduced during the Jesuit period, while  cárpai  and  plata  are very 
recent loans. Although the etymology of Dupade is still debated (see §11.7), it is definitely a loan.
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spite of the increasingly pervasive contact with Spanish. Dupade ‘God, divinity’ 
has two alternative 3-person forms: udupade and idupade. In example (62) the 
GF of pláta ‘money’ is used, while in (63) its 3-person form is shown.

(61) a. Ø-Ø-karpaj (GF), i-karpaj (3) ‘tent’
       b. Ø-Ø-dupade (GF), i-dupade (3), u-dupade (3) ‘God, divinity’
       c. Ø-Ø-plata (GF), i-plata (3) ‘money’
            
(62) Jecute    ore  ch-isiome   plata-die       ome     Napoleon.
      /hekute   ore  ʨ-isiome    plata-die       ome     napoleon/
      therefore  3P    3-to_give     money-FP.FF  PREP    Napoleon
     ‘For that reason they pay a salary to Napoleon.’ (QCCB II: 15)
 
(63) Mu  que   ore    i-plata-rigui       cuse.
      /mu  ke     ore    i-plata-rigi         kuse/        
       but   NEG  3P      3-money-MS.IF    EXIST 
      ‘But they have no money.’ (QCCB II: 40)

§9.10 Conclusions

This chapter discussed the possessive inflection of Ayoreo. Like most Chaco 
languages,  Ayoreo  shows  a  distinction  between  possessable  and  non-
possessable nouns,  with possessive prefixation expressing the possessor,  and 
classifiers  for  non-possessable  nouns.  Three  inflectional  classes  have  been 
distinguished: thematic, prefixal and radical nouns. The inflectional classes are 
usually not related to semantic criteria, but most kinship terms are /d/-nouns. 
AY possessive inflection is fairly regular with few exceptions. AY possessable 
nouns  usually  have  a  GF  characterized  by  remarkable  morphological 
variability. 
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§10 Chamacoco possessive inflection233

This chapter describes the possessive inflection of Chamacoco. CH nouns 
can be divided into possessable and non-possessable (§10.1). Section §10.2 and 
§10.3 deal with the morphological  structure of possessable nouns and their 
personal prefixes. As in Ayoreo, in Chamacoco there are three classes of nouns: 
thematic nouns (§10.4), prefixal nouns (§10.5) and radical nouns (§10.6). Few 
possessable nouns also have a GF (§10.7). Some possessable nouns are only 
used in verbal  periphrases  (§10.8).  Chamacoco only presents  the possessive 
classifier  uhut §10.9. Section §10.10 deals with elements which syntactically 
should  be  considered  verbs,  but  morphologically  are  possessable  nouns.  In 
§10.11 the possessive construction with =/ɕ/ is addressed. 

§10.1 Possessable and non-possessable nouns

CH nouns  can  be  possessable  or  non-possessable.  The  possessor  always 
precedes the noun. In the case of the non-possessable noun  hnɨmich /n̥ɨmiʨ/ 
‘land’,  the  possessor  simply  precedes  the  noun without  any agreement:  yok 
hnɨmich /jok  n̥ɨmiʨ/ ‘my  land’,  owa hnɨmich /owa  n̥ɨmiʨ/ ‘your  land’,  ɨre  
hnɨmich /ɨre n̥ɨmiʨ/ ‘his  land’,  eyok  hnɨmich /ejok  n̥ɨmiʨ/ ‘our  land  (1PI)’, 
õryok hnɨmich /õrjok n̥ɨmiʨ/ ‘our land (1PE)’, olak hnɨmich /olak n̥ɨmiʨ/ ‘your 
land’, wɨr hnɨmich /wɨr n̥ɨmiʨ/ or õr hnɨmich /õr n̥ɨmiʨ/ ‘their land’.

There is no rule which permits to exactly determine whether the noun has 
possessive  inflection,  but  there  are  semantic  and  diachronic  restrictions on 
possessive inflection. At a semantic level, plant nouns, such as osdiita /osdiːta/ 
‘caraguatà plant’,  and animal nouns, such as  pohoch  /pohoʨ/  ‘dog’ are non-
possessable nouns.234 The few exceptions with possessive inflection are some 
nouns used to refer to plants or animals in general, such as: ijõrta /ixõrta/ (3) 
‘plant’,  mainly used  in  the  plural ijõro /ixõro/ (3),  and  echɨt /eʨɨt/ (3) 

233 The present chapter is based on Ciucci (2010b), which will no longer be mentioned.
234 As already seen, Ayoreo nouns for plants and animals are non-possessable too. “En las culturas 

chaqueñas los animales son entidades autónomas que no guardan una relación de “pertenencia” 
respecto de un individuo” (Comrie et al. 2010: 113).
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‘domestic animal’. The latter word corresponds to AY gachidi /gaʨidi/ (3), used 
as a possessive classifier. It is not by chance that a CH noun corresponds to an 
AY possessive classifier. This is because, while an AY non-possessable noun is 
generally preceded by a possessive classifier, possessive classifiers are not used 
in Chamacoco. In the course of my fieldwork, only one element which could be 
considered  a  possessive  classifier emerged,  but  its  use  is  limited  to  a 
semantically specific category of nouns (§10.9).

The  second  limit  to  the  use  of  possessive  inflection  is  diachronic:  the 
mechanism  of  possessive  inflections  seems  no  longer  productive.  As  a 
consequence,  the  numerous  Spanish  loanwords  (and,  to  a  lesser  extent, 
Guaraní) usually have no possessive inflection. Ijɨt /ixɨt/ (3) ‘son’ (from Spanish 
hijo) is an exception, because it is possessable. This word has almost completely 
replaced the original indigenous word for ‘son’ (aap /aːp/) in the singular. In 
the plural, the original CH form aabo /aːbo/ ‘sons’ (3) survives and alternates 
with  the  loanword  ijo (3)  ‘sons’  (the  plural  of  ijɨt  /ixɨt/):  both  words  are 
possessable. Ijɨt /ixɨt/, which has partially replaced a word of the fundamental 
lexicon, has probably entered the CH lexicon at a very early stage of linguistic 
contact  with  Spanish,  when possessive  inflection was  still  productive.235 No 
other cases of Spanish loanwords with possessive inflection are to be observed. 
In Chamacoco there are two words for ‘house’:  ihyuch  /iju̥ʨ/ (3) and  pwertɨt. 
Ihyuch /iju̥ʨ/  is  the  original  CH  word236 and  is  possessable.  Pwertɨt  is  a 
loanword from Spanish  puerto  ‘port’.  Puerto occurs in some toponyms in the 
coastal area of Rio Paraguay inhabited by the Chamacoco (Puerto Diana, Puerto  
14 de Mayo237 and so on). Spanish puerto, adjusted to pwertɨt in Chamacoco, has 
undergone a semantic change, so that it does no longer indicate a settlement, 
but the single house. Since it is a loan, pwertɨt has no possessive inflection. 

235 The  linguistic  contact  between  Ayoreo  and  Spanish  is  more  recent  than  the  contact  between 
Chamacoco and Spanish. As a consequence, the possessive inflection is still productive in Ayoreo: 
Spanish loans in Ayoreo take possessive inflection (§9.9).

236 Forms of this word are already reported in Baldus (1932: 405).
237 Puerto 14 de Mayo was founded by Guido Boggiani, the first scholar who investigated the culture 

and the language of CH people (Boggiani 1894: 28).
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§10.2 The general structure of possessive inflection and its inflectional 
classes

The structure of the possessive inflection is reported in (1).

(1) Possessable nouns structure
                                                        THEME
                                     ----------------------------------------
                  PREFIX + THEMATIC VOWEL + ROOT 

(2) Verb structure
                                                              THEME
                                   ------------------------------------------------------
               [PREFIX] + PREFIX + THEMATIC VOWEL + ROOT + [SUFFIX]

The CH verb structure looks more complex (2), but the first prefix and the 
last suffix are only added to other inflected forms in order to obtain the  1PI-
person, the 2P-person and the 3P-person. By contrast, possessable nouns only 
express the 1S-person, the 2S-person and the 3-person. In the 3-person one has 
to distinguish between non-reflexive and reflexive 3-person. The latter one is 
coreferent with the subject and is also used for the reflexive 3P-person. In the 
non-reflexive  3P-person,  the  possessor  is  expressed  in  the  same  way  it  is 
expressed in non-possessable nouns: the possessed noun is directly preceded by 
the  possessor  or  by  the  corresponding  personal  pronoun  (unless  it  is 
understood). For obvious reasons, this is not the case in the reflexive 3-person. 
The non-reflexive 3-person will  henceforth be called  ‘3-person’, while the 3-
person  with  reflexive  value  will  be  called  ‘reflexive  3-person’  or  simply 
‘reflexive person’ (RFL-person). The 3-person is also preceded by the possessor 
(or by the corresponding personal pronoun) in order to express the 1PI-person, 
the 1PE-person and the 2P-person (3).

(3) p-i-ju̥ʨ (1S), a-huʨ (2S), i-ju̥ʨ (3), l-a-huʨ (RFL), ejok i-ju̥ʨ (1PI), õrjok i-ju̥ʨ (1PE),
                  olak i-ju̥ʨ (2P), õr i-ju̥ʨ (3P) ‘house’238

Depending on the 3-person, one can distinguish radical  nouns,  thematic 
nouns and prefixal nouns. Thematic nouns are the inflectional class with the 
238 The use of the 3P-pronoun  õr  (3P) is not obligatory,  although in some cases it  is necessary to 

disambiguate the possessor.
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highest  number  of  elements.  These  groups  have  been  pointed  out  in  verb 
morphology (§5.3), where a class of thematic verbs (Table 10.1) and a class of 
radical verbs (Table 10.1) have been identified. Prefixal verbs form a macro-
class (Table 10.1). This last group of verbs is the largest in Chamacoco and the 
prototypical CH verb takes a prefix in the 3-person. By contrast, in possessive 
inflection,  thematic  nouns  are  the  most  prototypical,  although  the 
corresponding class of thematic verbs has few elements and plays a marginal 
role in the CH verb system. Both the class of radical nouns and the class of 
radical verbs are marginal too. The fact that most verbs take a prefix in the 3-
person, while most nouns are thematic,  ensures a degree of complementarity 
which facilitates the recognition between noun and verb.  The prefixes  /ʨ/-, 
/ts/-, /ɕ/- and /t/-, which are the most frequent in the 3-person of the verb, are 
never  used in  noun morphology:  this  is  also  functional  to  preserve  a  clear 
distinction between verb and noun in the 3-person, the base of both verb and 
possessive inflection.
                           
First macro-class: verbs with a consonantal prefix in the third 
person singular

Second macro-class: verbs 
without any consonantal 
prefix in the third person 
singular 

First class          Second class

First subclass:
 / /-verbsʨ

Second 
subclass:
 /ts/-, / /-verbsɕ

Third 
subclass: /t/-
verbs 

Fourth 
subclass:  /d/-, 
/l/-, /n/- and /j/-
verbs

Third class: 
thematic verbs

Fourth  class: 
radical verbs

Table 10.1. Classification of Chamacoco verbs (see §5.3)                           

Comparing the inflectional classes of nouns with the verb classes in Table 
10.1, one can note that the inflectional noun classes correspond to the three 
verb groups in the right part of the table, which are the smaller groups in verb 
morphology. On one hand, noun inflection has the same structure as the verb’s 
personal inflection, on the other hand it uses devices which have a limited use 
in verb morphology. 
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§10.3 Person formation

The 1S-person is marked by the prefix /p/-, added to the thematic vowel 
and the noun root.

(4) a. p-aː-bo (1S) ‘children’; cf. aː-bo (3)
     b. p-a-rmɨsta (1S) ‘blood’; cf. a-rmɨsta (3)
     c. p-e-ʨɨt (1S) ‘domestic animal’; cf. e-ʨɨt (3)
     d. p-i-ju̥ʨ (1S) ‘house’; cf. i-ju̥ʨ (3)
     e. p-i-xɨt (1S) ‘son’; cf. i-xɨt (3)

The 2S-person has no prefix. It only consists of the thematic vowel and the 
root. As one can see in examples (5d,e), the 2S-vowel can be different from the 
rest of the paradigm, that is from the 1S- and the 3-person. This change in the 
2S-vowel is due to a prefix vowel which has overwritten the original thematic 
vowel and is sometimes associated with a consonantal alternation root-initially 
which opposes the 2-person to the rest of the paradigm, as in (5d). 

(5) a. aː-bo (2S) ‘children’; cf. aː-bo (3)
     b. a-rmɨsta (2S) ‘blood’; cf. a-rmɨsta (3)
     c. e-ʨɨt (2S) ‘domestic animal’; cf. e-ʨɨt (3)
     d. a-huʨ (2S) ‘house’; cf. i-ju̥ʨ (3)
     e. ej-xɨt (2S) ‘son’; cf. i-xɨt (3)

The 2S-person of possessive inflection has the same shape of the 2S-person 
in verb morphology, which has no prefix and may show changes in the 2S-
vowel and in the root-initial consonant too.

The RFL-person is obtained by adding the prefix /d/- or /l/- to the 2S-
person: as one can see in (6), the RFL-person has the same vowel of the 2S-
person, when the latter is different from the 3-thematic-vowel (6d-e). When 
there is root allomorphy, the RFL-person presents the same the root as the 2S-
person (6b). From now on, whatever will be said of the 2S-person, it will also 
refer to the RFL-person, since the latter is morphologically dependent on the 
2S-person.  The prefix /d/-  can nasalize  into /n/ in  nasal-harmony contexts 
(6b).
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(6) a. l-/d-aː-bo (RFL) ‘sons’; cf. aː-bo (2S), aː-bo (3)
     b. n-a-rmɨsta (RFL) ‘blood’; cf. a-rmɨsta (2S), a-rmɨsta (3)
     c. l-/d-e-ʨɨt (RFL) ‘domestic animal’; cf. e-ʨɨt (2S), e-ʨɨt (3)
     d. l-/d-a-huʨ (RFL) ‘house’; cf. a-huʨ (2S), i-ju̥ʨ (3)
     e. l-/d-ej-xɨt (RFL) ‘son’; cf. ej-xɨt (2S), i-xɨt (3)

As noted in verb morphology, in Chamacoco there is  the tendency239 to 
block  nasalization  if  a  plosive  consonant  is  interposed  between  the  nasal 
element and the prefix. In (7a), /t/ blocks the expansion of nasalization, so that 
the use of the allomorph /n/- has been considered wrong by the informants. 
The same can occur with the sibilant /s/ (7b-c).

(7) a. a-teːmʨa (2S) ‘aunt’ ---> l-a-teːmʨa (RFL), *n-a-teːmʨa (RFL)
     b. a-sɨpsɨr̃ʨ (2S) ‘opponent in combat’  ---> l-a-sɨpsɨr̃ʨ (RFL), *n-a-sɨpsɨr̃ʨ (RFL )
     c. osẽːt (2S) ‘gift’  ---> l-o-sẽː t (RFL), *n-o-sẽː t (RFL )

The RFL-person is used when the 3-person possessor is the subject of the 
clause, as in Juan shiyokõr dahuch /xwan ɕijokõr dahuʨ/ ‘Juan builds his own 
house’:  the  subject  (Juan  /xwan/)  builds  (shiyokõr  /ɕijokõr/)  a  house 
(dahuch /dahuʨ/) which belongs to him. For this reason the RFL-person of 
‘house’ (6d) is used. If the house does not belong to the subject of the clause,  
the 3-person form ihyuch /iju̥ʨ/ (6d) is used, as in Juan shiyokõr Pedro ihyuch  
/xwan ɕijokõr pedro iju̥ʨ/ ‘Juan builds the house of Pedro’, where Pedro is the 
owner  of  the  house  and  there  is  no  coreference  with  the  subject.  The 
morphology of the 3-person will be discussed in detail while discussing each 
inflectional class.

§10.4 Thematic nouns

Thematic nouns represent the most prototypical class of possessable nouns, 
both because it is the class with the highest number of elements, and because 
its nouns are morphologically more regular than those of the other classes. The 
thematic vowel may correspond to one of the six vowels of Chamacoco /a e i o 

239 The same tendency has been noted in verb inflection (§5.4.1).
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u ɨ/ (without any restriction).240 The 3-vowel is generally the thematic vowel. 
The vocalic pattern is usually the same in both verb and noun morphology. The 
behaviour  of  the  thematic  vowel  in  the  other  inflectional  classes  generally 
follows the same rules as that of thematic nouns. However, there are a few 
exceptions which will be discussed in detail. 

CH thematic nouns correspond to the inflectional class of thematic verbs, 
which is composed of few elements. Thematic verbs can only have the thematic 
vowels /i u ɨ/. By contrast, thematic nouns form a very large group and there is 
no limitation concerning the thematic vowel. The thematic vowel undergoes a 
change in the 2S-person if it is a high vowel (/i u ɨ/), because it is overwritten 
by a vowel originally belonging to the prefix. By contrast, non-high thematic 
vowels (/a e o/) usually overwrite the prefix vowel and are preserved in the 
whole  paradigm.  The  following  sections  discuss  thematic  nouns  in:  /a/- 
(§10.4.1), /e/- (§10.4.2), /o/-  (§10.4.3), /i/- (§10.4.4), /u/- (§10.4.5) and /ɨ/- 
(§10.4.6).

§10.4.1 Thematic nouns in /a/-

Thematic /a/ is preserved in the whole paradigm. As a consequence, it is 
not possible to distinguish the 3-person from the 2S-person.

(8) a. p-a-rmɨsta (1S), a-rmɨsta (2S), a-rmɨsta (3), n-a-rmɨsta (RFL) ‘blood’
     b. p-a-lokot (1S), a-lokot (2S), a-lokot (3), d-a-lokot (RFL) ‘nickname’
     c. p-o-maʨ (1S), a-maʨ (2S), a-maʨ (3), d-a-maʨ (RFL) ‘anus; bottom of a boat’
     d. p-ɨ-ɕɨpsɨr̃ʨ (1S), a-sɨpsɨr̃ʨ (2S), a-sɨpsɨr̃ʨ (3), l-a-sɨpsɨr̃ʨ (RFL) ‘opponent in combat’ 

In (8c-d) two (rare) exceptions are shown. In these nouns the 3-person has 
probably assimilated to the 2S- and the RFL-person. Consequently, the original 
thematic  vowel  is  only  preserved  in  the  1S-person.  Amach  /amaʨ/ ‘anus; 
bottom of a boat’ has the 1S-person pomach /pomaʨ/, in which the 1S-vowel is 
/o/. No such cases are to be found among thematic nouns in /a/-. /o/ can be a 
thematic vowel (10) and is sometimes a 1S-vowel in some radical nouns (39a-

240 As in verb morphology, in noun morphology vowel length and presence or absence of nasalization 
are not to be considered relevant in the vocalic pattern. These features are usually preserved in the 
whole paradigm.
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c), where it can alternate with /ɨ/ (38a-c).241 Asɨpsɨr̃c /asɨpsɨr̃ʨ/ (8d), has /ɨ/ as 
1S-vowel.  This  is  unusual,  but  occurs  in  some  prefixal  nouns  with  the  3-
vowel /a/ (34c-d). Another interesting characteristic  is the presence of /ɕ/ as 
root-initial consonant in the 1S-person pɨshɨpsɨr̃c /pɨɕɨpsɨr̃ʨ/. In both verb (29d-
e) and noun morphology (29b-c), /s/ and /ɕ/ can alternate in the paradigm as 
root-initial consonant: /ɕ/ in the 3-person corresponds to /s/ in the 2S-person. 
This only occurs when the thematic vowel is a high-vowel (29b-c), such as /ɨ/ 
in pɨshɨpsɨr̃c /pɨɕɨpsɨr̃ʨ/. With regard to the alternation between /ɕ/ and /s/, a 
similar case is found in laseet̃ /lasẽː t/ ‘son-in-law’ (34a).   

§10.4.2 Thematic nouns in /e/-

The 3-thematic-vowel /e/ is preserved in the whole paradigm. These nouns 
have very regular inflection.

(9) a. p-e-rʨ (1S), e-rʨ (2S), e-rʨ (3), d-e-rʨ (RFL) ‘nape’
     b. p-e-ʨɨt (1S), e-ʨɨt (2S), e-ʨɨt (3), d-e-ʨɨt (RFL) ‘domestic animal’

§10.4.3 Thematic nouns in /o/-

Thematic /o/- is generally preserved in the whole paradigm.  

(10) a. p-o-biʨ (1S), o-biʨ (2S), o-biʨ (3), d-o-biʨ (RFL) ‘wound, injury’
       b. p-õ-rt̥ (1S), õ-rt̥ (2S), õ-rt̥ (3), n-õ-rt̥ (RFL) ‘tissue’

There are, however, some exceptions. Omtsɨt ‘bed’ (11a) has /a/ in the 2S-
person.  Here  thematic  /o/ is overwritten by /a/,  originally belonging to the 
prefix. Such a vowel is mostly overwritten by /o/ in both verb and possessive 
inflection (10). In verb inflection, thematic /o/ is overwritten by /a/ in the 2S-
person if  the root-initial  consonant  is  /m/ (11b) or  /b/ (12).  In possessive 
inflection, this change is to be found if the root-initial consonant is /m/ (11a), 
but not if it is /b/ (cf. obich /obiʨ/ (10a).

241 In nouns with thematic /o/, it is overwritten by /a/ in the 2-person if the root-initial consonant is /m/  
(11a-b).
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(11) a. p-o-mtsɨt (1S), a-mtsɨt (2S), o-mtsɨt (3), n-a-mtsɨt (RFL) ‘bed’
       b. t-o-mtɨs (1S), a-mtɨs (2S), ts-o-mtɨs (3), j-o-mtɨs (1PI), o-j-omtɨs (1PI), a-mtɨs-lo (2P), 
                     o-ts-omtɨs (3P) ‘to turn’

(12) t-o-bɨt (1S), a-bɨt (2S), ts-o-bɨt (3), j-o-bɨt (1PI), o-j-obɨt (1PE), a-bɨt-ɨlo (2P), o-ts-obɨt (3P) 
                 ‘to scare away insects’

In  ojorrza /oxoɻɻa/ ‘chest’ (13a), the 2S-vowel is /a/, rather than /o/, as 
expected (see (11a)), but this is probably due to the fact that ojorrza /oxoɻɻa/ is 
the reduced form of ɨr(o)jorrza /ɨr(o)xoɻɻa/ (13b): the original thematic vowel 
of ojorrza /oxoɻɻa/ was not /o/, but rather /ɨ/. In (13c) two forms alternate in 
the  2S-person:  owich /owiʨ/  shows the  thematic  vowel  /o/,  while  awich 
/awiʨ/ takes the 2S-vowel /a/.

(13) a. p-o-xoɻɻa (1S), a-xoɻɻa (2S), o-xoɻɻa (3), d-a-xoɻɻa (RFL) ‘chest’
       b. p-ɨ-rxoɻɻa / p-ɨ-roxoɻɻa (1S), e-rxoɻɻa / e-roxoɻɻa (2S), ɨ-roxoɻɻa / ɨ-rxoɻɻa (3), 
                   d-e-roxoɻɻa/ d-e-rxoɻɻa (RFL) ‘chest’
       c. p-o-wiʨ (1S), o-wiʨ / a-wiʨ (2S), o-wiʨ (3), d-o-wiʨ / d-a-wiʨ (RFL) ‘place’

§10.4.4 Thematic nouns in /i/-

Like thematic  verbs in /i/-,  thematic nouns with thematic  /i/  in the 3-
person should be divided into two groups: a first group of nouns show /e/ or 
/ej/ in the 2S-person, while the nouns of the second group have /a/.

In the first group, the slot of the thematic vowel is mostly filled by the 
diphthong /ej/, far more frequent then /e/. /e/ was originally a prefix vowel 
which in some cases has overwritten the original thematic vowel /i/. When the 
2S-person presents /ej/,  thematic  /i/  has been preserved and consonantizes 
into /j/. /ej/ in the slot of the thematic vowel is only found in thematic nouns 
in /i/- rather than in thematic nouns in /u/- or /ɨ/.  Such preservation of the 
high thematic vowel in the 2S-person is not very frequent in the Zamucoan 
family. As noted above (see examples 11-12), the overwriting of the thematic 
vowel is not limited to the high vowels, but there are also a few occurrences 
with  non-high  thematic  vowels.  From a  diachronic  perspective,  this 
phenomenon can be regarded as a change in the thematic vowel, because /a/ 
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and /e/ fill the slot of the thematic vowel, although it prefixal origin is evident 
in nouns with /ej/ in the 2S-person.

(14) a. p-i-xɨt (1S), ej-xɨt (2S), i-xɨt (3), d-ej-xɨt (RFL) ‘son’
       b. p-i-tɨta (1S), ej-tɨta (2S), i-tɨta (3), ej-tɨta (RFL) ‘testicle’

The  length  of  the  thematic  vowel  is  preserved  in  all  persons,  so  that  /iː/ 
corresponds to /eːj/ (15a). Quantitative reduction is, however, also found, so 
that /iː/ can correspond to /ej/ in the 2S-person, as in (15b): this is a purely 
phonetic process and does not affect morphology. 

(15) a. p-iː-bɨt (1S), eːj-bɨt (2S), iː-bɨt (3), d-eːj-bɨt (RFL) ‘water container’
       b. p-i ̃ː -pɨta (1S), ej̃-pɨta (2S), i ̃ː -pɨta (3), n-ej̃-pɨta (RFL) ‘robe’

The slot  of  the  thematic  vowel  can also  be  filled  by /e/  in  the 2S-person, 
although this is less frequent than /ej/ (16a-b). In iyakat /ijakat/ (16b), the 2S-
person begins with /ej/-,  but /j/  does not  derive from the thematic  vowel, 
because it is part of the root.   

(16) a. p-i-tɨlta (1S), e-tɨlta (2S), i-tɨlta (3), d-e-tɨlta (RFL) ‘stick’
       b. p-i-jakat (1S), e-jakat (2S), i-jakat (3), d-e-jakat (RFL) ‘crying’ 

The second group has /a/ as 2S-vowel. These nouns differ from the first 
group because they can also present root allomorphy in the 2S-person. Some of 
these  alternations  have  already  been  pointed  out  in  verb  morphology.  The 
nouns with /e/ (or /ej/) and those with /a/ in the 2S-person are present in 
equal  proportion  in  Chamacoco.  Root-initial  /ʨ/  in  the  1S-  and  3-person 
corresponds to /ts/ in the 2S-person (17a-b). As one can see in (17c), this also 
occurs in verb morphology.

(17) a. p-i-ʨaklaɻɻa (1S), a-tsaklaɻɻa (2S), i-ʨaklaɻɻa (3), d-a-tsaklaɻɻa (RFL) ‘nappy’
       b. p-i-ʨukut (1S), a-tsukut (2S), i-ʨukut (3), d-a-tsukut (RFL) ‘navel’
       c. t-i-ʨew (1S), a-tsew (2S), ʨ-i-ʨew (3), j-i-ʨew (1PI), o-j-i-ʨew (1PE), a-tsew-lo (2P), 
               o-ʨ-i-ʨew (3P) ‘to pierce; to dig; to write’

Root-initial /j/ in the 1S- and 3-person corresponds to /l/ in the 2S-person.
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(18) a. p-i-jerʨ (1S), a-lerʨ (2S), i-jerʨ (3), d-a-lerʨ (RFL) ‘place’
       b. p-i-juwo (1S), a-luwo (2S), i-juwo (3), d-a-luwo (RFL) ‘hunger’

No nouns with thematic /i/, root-initial /ʨ/ and the 2S-vowel /e/ have 
been found. If such nouns were found, /ʨ/ would probably remain unchanged. 
Nevertheless,  given  the  lack  of  occurrences,  such  a  comparison  cannot  be 
made.   

One can compare  nouns with  thematic  /i/  and root-initial  /j/  (18) but 
different 2S-vowel: if the 2S-vowel is /a/, the 2S-person root-initial consonant 
is /l/. If the 2S-vowel is /e/, no consonantal alternation occurs (19). The 2S-
vowel  /a/  is  thus  clearly  connected  with  root-initial  /l/  (on  the  other 
consonantal alternations, see below). 

(19) a. p-i-jakat (1S), e-jakat (2S), i-jakat (3), d-e-jakat (RFL) ‘crying’ (see (53))
       b. p-i-jap (1S), e-jap (2S), i-jap (3), d-e-jap (RFL) ‘smoke’

In verb morphology too, root-initial /j/ alternates with /l/ if the 2S-vowel is 
/a/ (20a). No consonantal alternation occurs if the 2S-vowel is /e/ (20b).

(20) a. t-i-jew (1S), a-lew (2S), ʨ-i-jew (3), j-i-jew (1PI), o-j-i-jew (1PE), a-lew-lo (2P),
                    o-ʨ-i-jew (3P) ‘to cross (a stream, a river)’
       b. t-i-juhu (1S), e-juhu (2S), ʨ-i-juhu (3), j-i-juhu (1PI), o-j-i-juhu (1PE), e-juhu-lo (2P), 
                    o-ʨ-i-juhu (3P) ‘to remove, to extract’

Thematic  nouns  showing  root  beginning  with  /j/̥  usually  present 
thematic /i/ in the 3-person and /a/ in the 2S-person, where the root-initial 
consonant is /h/ (21a-b), but such root allomorphy does not occur in all nouns 
(21c-d). Note that two forms are reported for  ihyuch /iju̥ʨ/ (21b) in the 2S-
person. Ahuch /aju̥ʨ/ (2S) and ehyuch /eju̥ʨ/ (2S) differ in the 2S-vowel. One 
can  observe  the  correlation  with  root  allomorphy  in  the  2S-person,  which 
occurs when the inflectional vowel is /a/, but does not when it is /e/. 

(21) a. p-i-je̥ɻɻa (1S), a-heɻɻa (2S), i-je̥ɻɻa (3), d-a-heɻɻa (RFL) ‘wrist’
       b. p-i-ju̥ʨ (1S), a-huʨ / e-ju̥ʨ (2S), i-ju̥ʨ (3), d-ahuʨ (RFL) ‘house’
       c. p-i-je̥rʨ (1S), a-je̥rʨ (2S), i-je̥rʨ (3), d-a-je̥rʨ (RFL) ‘breathing’
       d. p-i-jo̥sɨr̃ʨ (1S), a-jo̥sɨr̃ʨ (2S), i-jo̥sɨr̃ʨ (3), n-a-jo̥sɨr̃ʨ (RFL) ‘creator’
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In some nouns with consonantal alternation between /j/̥ and /h/, the first root-
vowel  can  reduce  to  /ɨ/  in  the  2S-person  after  root-initial  /h/.  This 
phenomenon is shown in (22). The reduced vowel /ɨ/ can alternate with the 
original vowel (22d,g). The noun for ‘plant’ has two variants:  ihyõrta /ijõ̥rta/ 
(22a) and ijõrta /ixõrta/ (see (23a)). For reasons of clarity, both the base- and 
the full-form of ‘friend, companion’ are provided. Although the base- and the 
full-form may show changes in the noun root, these differences do not concern 
possessive inflection. 

(22)  a. p-i-jõ̥rta (1S), a-hɨr̃ta (2S), i-jõ̥rta (3), n-a-hɨr̃ta (RFL) ‘plant’         
b. p-i-je̥t̃ (1S), a-hɨr̃t (2S), i-je̥t̃ (3), da-hɨr̃t  / (d-aje̥t̃) (RFL) ‘friend, companion’
           (MS.FF) (also: ije̥et̃ (3))242

c. p-i-je̥r̃ak (1S), a-hɨr̃ak / a-her̃ak (2S), i-je̥r̃ak (3), n-a-hɨr̃ak / n-a-her̃ak (RFL) 
           ‘friend, companion’ (MS.BF)
d. p-i-jḁ̃ːta (1S), a-hɨr̃ta (2S), i-jḁ̃ːta (3), n-a-hɨr̃ta (RFL) ‘friend, companion’ (FS.FF)  
e. p-i-je̥r̃a (1S), a-hɨr̃a (2S), i-je̥r̃a (3), n-a-hɨr̃a (RFL) ‘friend, companion’ (FS.BF)       
f. p-i-hõro (1S), a-hõro / ahɨr̃o (2S), ijõ̥ro (3), n-a-hõro / ahɨr̃o (RFL) ‘provisions, food 
           supplies’ (also: ijo̥kõro)243

Most thematic nouns in /i/- with the 2S-vowel /a/ also have /ʨ/, /j/ or /j/̥ 
as 1S- and 3-person root-initial consonant, but other root-initial consonants are 
also observed. In ijõrta /ixõrta/ (23a), variant of ihyõrta /ijõ̥rta/ (22a), the first 
root-vowel can reduce to /ɨ/ in the 2S-person (23a). In iit̃a /i ̃ː -ta/ (23) the 2S-
person, with inflectional vowel /a/, is irregular. 

242 For ihyet̃ /ije̥t̃/, the ‘regularized’ 2S-person form ahyet̃ /aje̥t̃/ and the reflexive form nahyet̃ /naje̥t̃/ are 
also reported. In this form the 2S-vowel is /a/ and no phonetic change occurs in the noun root.  
However, the forms ahɨ r̃t and nakɨ ̃rt provided in the example are far more frequent.

243 In the example the reduced form is mentioned: the ‘full’ variant ihyokõro /ijo̥kõro/ (MP) ‘provisions, 
food supplies’ coincides in the 3-person with ihyokõro (MP) ‘noise, work’. Apart from the 3-person, 
the rest of the paradigm (reported below in singular full-form) is different, cf.:

      i. pihokõrt (1S), ahokõrt (2S), ijo̥kõrt (3), nahokõrt (RFL) ‘provisions, food supplies’
      ii. pijo̥kõrt (1S), ahakõrt (2S), ijo̥kõrt (3), nahakõrt (RFL) ‘noise, work’ 

    Note, however, that complementarity emerges, because ‘provisions, food supplies’ is mostly to be 
observed in the plural ihyokõro, while ‘noise, work’ is mostly to be found in the singular base-form 
ihyokõrak /ijo̥kõrak/.
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(23) a. p-i-xõrta (1S), a-x-ɨr̃ta / a-x-õrta (2S), i-x-õrta (3), n-a-xɨr̃ta / n-a-xõrta (RFL) ‘plant’
       b. p-i ̃ː -ta (1S), ã-n̥ta (2S), i ̃ː -ta (3), n-ã-n̥ta (RFL) ‘udder’

§10.4.5 Thematic nouns in /u/-

Most nouns with thematic /u/ in the 3-person, like most verbs in /u/-, take 
/e/  as  2S-vowel.  If  two  identical  vowels  are  separated  by  /h/,  as  in 
uhurc /uhurʨ/ (24b),  and one vowel  undergoes  a  change,  the  other  vowel 
assimilates to it. In uhurc /uhurʨ/ (24b), thematic /u/ turns into /e/ in the 2S-
person and the following vowel also assimilates to /e/: *e-hurc /e-hurʨ/ (2S) 
> e-herc /e-herʨ/ (2S). This is a purely phonetic process which only indirectly 
involves morphology.   

(24) a. p-u-rʨ (1S), e-rʨ (2S), u-rʨ (3), d-e-rʨ (RFL) ‘piece of wood’
       b. p-u-hurʨ (1S), e-herʨ (2S), u-hurʨ (3), l-e-herʨ (RFL) ‘age’

There is also a smaller group of nouns with /a/ as 2S-vowel. In this case 
/a/ is not associated with consonantal alternation (25a). The only case of root 
allomorphy found in thematic nouns in /u/- is the reduction to /ɨ/ of the first 
root-vowel in the 2S-person.  This  may occur with nouns with both the 2S-
vowel /a/ (25b-c) and the 2S-vowel /e/ (25d).

(25) a. p-u-xut (1S), a-xut (2S), u-xut (3), d-a-xut (RFL) ‘side’
       b. p-u-kurbo (1S), a-kɨrbo (2S), u-kurbo (3), d-a-kɨrbo (RFL) ‘strength, power, authority’
       c. p-u-kuta (1S), a-kɨta (2S), u-kuta (3), d-a-kɨta (RFL) ‘branch’
       d. p-u-tuɕt (1S), e-tɨɕt (2S), u-tuɕt (3), d-e-tɨɕt (RFL) ‘vein, root’

Some nouns with thematic /i/ or /u/ may also have a variant in which the 
thematic vowel reduces to /ɨ/: ujut /uxut/ (25a) can alternate with  ɨjɨt /ɨxɨt/ 
(26a), and ichɨt /iʨɨt/ with ɨchɨt /ɨʨɨt/ (26b).

(26) a. p-ɨ-xɨt (1S), a-xɨt (2S), ɨ-xɨt (3), d-a-xɨt (RFL) ‘side’
       b. p-i-ʨɨt / p-ɨ-ʨɨt (1a), a-tsɨt (2S), i-ʨɨt / ɨ-ʨɨt (3), d-a-tsɨt (RFL) ‘belly, intestine, dung’
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§10.4.6 Thematic nouns in /ɨ/-

The largest group of thematic nouns consists of nouns with the 3-vowel /ɨ/. 
In some cases /ɨ/ is the result of the reduction of the original vowel (see ex. 
(26)). Most nouns with /ɨ/ in the 3-person also show /e/ as 2S-vowel (27). /e/ 
predominates in the 2S-person.

(27) a. p-ɨ-rãʨ (1S), e-rãʨ (2S), ɨ-rãʨ (3), n-e-rãʨ (RFL) ‘food’
       b. p-ɨ-rãhata (1S), e-rãhata (2S), ɨ-rãhata (3), n-e-rãhata (RFL) ‘wife’

When /e/ is the 2S-vowel, no change occurs in the root (27). In (28) the first 
root-vowel can assimilate to the 2S-vowel /e/, as one can see in the alternation 
between  ehɨrbich /ehɨrbiʨ/,  eherbich /eherbiʨ/  (28)  and  ehɨrosht /ehɨroɕt/, 
eherosht /eheroɕt/ (28).  Thematic nouns in /ɨ/ do not show /ej/ in the 2S-
person, the only exception being represented by  ɨbɨtuhurc /ɨbɨtuhurʨ/ (28c) 
and  its  feminine  counterpart  ɨbɨtuhurrza /ɨbɨtuhuɻɻa/  (28d).  These  archaic 
words are rarely used. 

(28) a. p-ɨ-hɨrbiʨ (1S), e-hɨrbiʨ / e-herbiʨ (2S), ɨ-hɨrbiʨ (3), d-e-hɨrbiʨ (RFL) ‘urine’
       b. p-ɨ-hɨroɕt (1S), e-hɨroɕt / e-heroɕt (2S), ɨ-hɨroɕt (3), d-e-hɨroɕt (RFL) ‘belt’
       c. p-ɨ-bɨtuhurʨ (1S), ej-bɨtuhurʨ (2S), ɨ-bɨtuhurʨ (3), l-ɨ-bɨtuhurʨ (RFL)
                   ‘son-in-law/brother-in-law whose wife is dead’
       d. p-ɨ-bɨtuhuɻɻa (1S), ej-bɨtuhuɻɻa (2S), ɨ-bɨtuhuɻɻa (3), l-ɨ-bɨtuhuɻɻa (RFL)
                   ‘daughter-in-law/ sister-in-law whose husband is dead’

Some nouns have /a/ as 2S-vowel. /a/ generally comes together with root 
allomorphy,  which is  not  limited to  the reduction of  the  root  vowel,  as  in 
(29a). Root-initial /ɕ/ in the 1S- and 3-person corresponds to /s/ in the 2S-
person  (29b-c).  Such  alternation  also  occurs  in  prefixal  verbs  with  the  3-
vowel /i/ (29d) or /ɨ/ (29e). Note, however, that the verb in (29e) shows the 
1S-vowel /o/ (see §5.5.6). Consonantal alternation between /ɕ/ and /s/ is not 
to be observed in thematic nouns in /i/-, because no thematic noun in /i/- with 
root-initial /ɕ/ and the 2S-vowel /a/ is found. The only thematic noun in /i/- 
with /ɕ/ as root-initial consonant is  isho /iɕo/ (29f), which presents no root 
allomorphy.
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(29) a. p-ɨ-n̥et (1S), a-n̥et / a-n̥ɨt (2S), ɨ-n̥et (3), n-a-n̥et / n-a-n̥ɨt (RFL) ‘song’ (full-form)
          p-ɨ-n̥erak (1S), a-n̥ɨrak (2S), ɨ-n̥erak (3), n-a-n̥ɨrak (RFL) ‘song’ (base-form)
       b. p-ɨ-ɕuwo (1S), a-suwo (2S), ɨ-ɕuwo (3), d-a-suwo (RFL) ‘possessed thing, clothing’
       c. p-ɨ-ɕuxãro (1S), a-suxãro (2S), ɨ-ɕuxãro (3), d-a-suxãro (RFL) ‘possessed things, 
                    possessed object’244

       d. t-i-ɕehe (1S), a-sehe (2S), ʨ-i-ɕehe (3), j-i-ɕehe (1PI), o-j-i-ɕehe (1PE), a-sehe-lo (2P), 
                    o-ʨ-i-ɕehe (3P) ‘to take strongly; to rape’
       e. tok-o-sɨm (1S), a-sɨm (2S), ɨ-ɕɨm (3), j-o-sɨm (1PI), o-j-osɨm (1PE), a-sɨm-lo (2P), 
                    o-ɕɨm (3P) ‘to give’
       f. p-i-ɕo (1S), e-ɕo (2S), i-ɕo (3), d-e-ɕo (RFL)  ‘power’

In thematic nouns in /ɨ/- with the 2S-vowel /a/, root-initial /ʨ/ in the 1S- 
and 3-person corresponds to /ts/ in the 2S-person (30a). One can observe the 
same alternation in thematic nouns in /i/- with the 2S-vowel /a/ (17a-b). If the 
2S-thematic-vowel is /e/, no consonantal alternation occurs (30b).

(30) a. p-ɨ-ʨɨta (1S), a-tsɨta (2S), ɨ-ʨɨta (3), d-a-tsɨta (RFL) ‘mosquito net’ 
       b. p-ɨ-ʨɨbiʨ (1S), e-ʨɨbiʨ (2S), ɨ-ʨɨbiʨ (3), d-e-ʨɨbiʨ (RFL) ‘spirit, imagine, photo’

In some cases /e/ and /a/ alternate in the 2S-person (31). In the following 
examples the 2S-vowel is not related to root allomorphy.

(31) a. p-ɨ-xɨta (1S), e-xɨta / a-xɨta (2S), ɨ-xɨta (3), d-e-xɨta / d-a-xɨta (RFL) ‘belly’ 
       b. p-ɨ-kɨrmɨsta (1S), a-kɨrmɨsta / e-kɨrmɨsta (2S), ɨ-kɨrmɨsta (3), d-e-kɨrmɨsta / d-a-kɨrmɨsta 
                      (RFL) ‘blood’245 
       c. p-ɨ-nahata (1S), a-nahata / e-nahata (2S), ɨ-nahata (3), n-a-nahata / n-e-nahata (RFL) 
                    ‘widowed mother’
       d. p-ɨ-rãːʨ (1S), a-rãːʨ / e-rãːʨ (2S), ɨ-rãːʨ (3), n-a-rãːʨ / n-erãːʨ (RFL) ‘food’
       e. p-ɨ-rãhata (1S), e-rãhata / a-rãhata (2S), ɨ-rãhata (3), n-e-rãhata / n-a-rãhata (RFL) ‘wife’

In conclusion, if  the 3-vowel is a high vowel, it  is preserved in the 1S-
person, but is replaced by /a/ or /e/ in the 2S-person (/ej/ is here considered a 
subcase of /e/). The 2S-vowel /e/ is slightly more frequent, while the 2S-vowel 
/a/ is often associated with root allomorphy.

244 The words in (29b-c) are mainly used in the plural. Ɨshujãro /ɨɕuxãro/ refers to things which are not 
eatable.

245 This word is a variant of armɨsta (8a).
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§10.5 Prefixal nouns

Prefixal nouns form the 3S-person by adding a consonantal prefix to the 
noun  theme.  The  inventory  of  the  prefix  consonants  is  limited:  /d/-,  /l/-, 
/n/-, /w/-, /j/- and /k/- are observed.  The most common 3-prefix is  /d/- or 
/l/- (32a), which can nasalize into /n/- if there is a nasal element in the noun 
root (32b), unless a plosive consonant blocks the spread of nasalization (32c). 

(32) a. p-a-tahaʨa (1S), a-tahaʨa (2S), d-a-tahaʨa (3), d-a-tahaʨa (RFL) ‘stepmother’
       b. p-e-rmiʨ (1S), e-rmiʨ (2S), n-e-rmiʨ (3), n-e-rmiʨ (RFL) ‘uncle’246

       c. p-a-temʨa (1S), a-temʨa (2S), d-a-temʨa (3), d-a-temʨa (RFL) ‘aunt’

As one can guess from the above examples, most nouns with the 3-prefix 
/d/- or /l/- (from now on, /d/-nouns) are kinship terms. The 3-vowel of /d/-
nouns is usually /a/ (32a,c) or /e/ (32b; 33a). All kinship terms have /a/ or 
/e/ as 3-vowel. However, there is a small number of /d/-nouns  belonging to 
different semantic domains (33b-c), which are characterized by thematic /o/ 
(33b), /u/ (33c) and /ɨ/ (33d). In /d/-nouns the RFL-person has replaced the 3-
person, with the exception of (33c) and (33d), which show assimilation of the 
3-person to the RFL-person rather than full replacement.

(33) a. p-e-hebiʨ (1S), e-hebiʨ (2S), d-e-hebiʨ (3), d-e-hebiʨ (RFL) ‘brother’
       b. p-o-set̃ (1S), o-set̃ (2S), d-o-set̃ (3), d-o-set̃ (RFL) ‘gift’
       c. p-u-ɕurʨ (1S), e-ɕurʨ (2S), d-u-ɕurʨ (3), d-e-ɕurʨ (RFL) ‘nail’
       d. p-ɨ-rpɨta (1S), e-rpɨta (2S), d-ɨ-rpɨta (3), d-e-rpɨta (RFL) ‘footprint’

Although the behaviour of the thematic vowel generally follows the same 
rules as in thematic nouns,  the 1S-vowel of some kinship terms is  different 
from the 3-vowel. The 3-vowel /a/ corresponds to the 1S-vowel /i/ (34a-b). 
Thematic /a/ or /e/ can turn into /ɨ/ in the 1S-person (34b-i). The 1S-vowel 
/i/ or /ɨ/ (34b,g) alternates with the ‘expected’ 1S-vowel /a/. In (34h-i) the 1S-
thematic-vowel  /ɨ/  can  alternate  with  /o/  (for  similar  cases,  see  (§5.5.6)). 

246 The form nermich /nermiʨ/ (3/RFL) and ermich /ermiʨ/ (2S) ‘uncle’ coincide with the reflexive and 
the 2S-person of ɨrmich /ɨrmiʨ/ ‘jaw’. These forms do not coincide in the plural, because the words 
have different plurals: ɨrmiyo /ɨrmijo/ ‘jaw’ (MP), nermo (MP) ʻuncleʼ.
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Some of  these phenomena were pointed out  in  Ayoreo (§9.5).  The original 
thematic vowel of these nouns was probably /i/ or /ɨ/, which is preserved in 
the 1S-person. The 3-person has probably assimilated to the RFL-person and 
the RFL-vowel has replaced the original thematic vowel in the 3-person.

(34)  a. p-i-ɕẽː t (1S), a-sẽː t (2S), l-a-sẽː t (3), l-a-sẽː t (RFL) ‘son-in-law’
       b. p-i-teːmʨa / p-a-teːmʨa / p-ɨ-teːmʨa (1S), a-teːmʨa (2S), l-a-teːmʨa (3), 
                      l-a-teːmʨa (RFL) ‘aunt’
       c. p-ɨ-nɨmiʨa (1S), a-nɨmiʨa (2S), n-a-nɨmiʨa (3), n-a-nɨmiʨa (RFL) ‘sister’ 
                      (also: n-a-n̥ɨmicha)
       d. p-ɨ-keheɻɻa (1S), a-kahaɻɻa (2S), l-a-kahaɻɻa (3), l-a-kahaɻɻa (RFL) ‘daughter-in-law’247

       e. p-ɨ-ɕɨbiʨ (1S), e-ɕɨbiʨ (2S), l-e-ɕɨbiʨ (3), l-e-ɕɨbiʨ (RFL) ‘brother (of a man)’
       f. p-ɨ-tɨbiʨa (1S), a-tɨbiʨa (2S), d-a-tɨbiʨa (3), d-a-tɨbiʨa (RFL) 
                  ‘older sister (of a woman) / niece (of a woman)’  
       g. p-ɨ-tɨbiʨ / p-a-tɨbiʨ (1S), a-tɨbiʨ (2S), d-a-tɨbiʨ (3), d-a-tɨbiʨ (RFL) 
                  ‘nephew (of a woman)’
       h. p-ɨ-sɨbiʨ / p-o-sɨbiʨ (1S), a-sɨbiʨ (2S), d-a-sɨbiʨ (3), d-a-sɨbiʨ (RFL) 
                  ‘nephew (of a men)’          
       i. p-ɨ-sɨbiʨa / p-o-sɨbiʨa (1S), a-sɨbiʨa (2S), l-a-sɨbiʨa (3), l-a-sɨbiʨa (RFL) 
                  ‘niece (of a woman)’  

Note that in the 1S-person of laseet̃ /lasẽː t/ (34a), the root-initial consonant 
is /ɕ/, which corresponds to /s/ in the rest of the paradigm. The same is shown 
in asɨpsɨ ̃rc /asɨpsɨr̃ʨ/ (8d), whose 1S-person is pɨshɨpsɨ ̃rc /pɨɕɨpsɨr̃ʨ/ (8d). Note 
also that the 1S-vowel of laseet̃ /lasẽː t/ is /i/. Here the 3-person has assimilated 
to the RFL-person, so that both the original thematic vowel and the original 
root-initial consonant have not been preserved, but are still to be found in the 
1S-person. In both laseet̃ /lasẽː t/ and asɨpsɨ ̃rc /asɨpsɨr̃ʨ/ the original root-initial 
consonant is /ɕ/. As already noted, /s/ in the 1S- and 3-person corresponds to 
/ɕ/ in the 2S-person of  thematic nouns in /ɨ/-  if  the 2S-vowel  is  /a/.  This 
occurs  in  both  noun  (29b-c)  and  verb  morphology  (29d-e).  There  are  no 
thematic nouns with the 3-vowel /i/ and root-initial /ɕ/, but this change has 
occurred in the 2S-person of laseet̃ /lasẽː t/ and consequently in the RFL-person. 
In  laseet̃  /lasẽː t/  and asɨpsɨ ̃rc  /asɨpsɨr̃ʨ/, /ɕ/  comes  together  with  the  high 
thematic  vowel,  while  /s/  comes  together  with  the  original  2S-vowel  /a/, 
247 The alternation between -/aha/- and -/ehe/- is due to assimilation to the vowel which fills the slot of 

the  thematic  vowel.  In  Chamacoco  there  are  also  other  phenomena  of  the  same  kind,  where 
assimilation is not due to the thematic vowel, but to the suffix.
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which in the 3-person is the result of assimilation to the RFL-person (dependent 
on the 2S-person).248 

Dɨlt ‘leg’ (35a) is an exception, because root-initial /r/ turns into /l/ in the 
3-person. The noun data ‘mother’ is very interesting. In first place, a possible 
1S-person form is mama (from Spanish mamá ‘mummy, mother’) and this shows 
how deep the Spanish influence on currently spoken Chamacoco is. In second 
place, during the fieldwork some speakers have also indicated, as variant for 
the  1S-person,  another  form  which  is  very  rarely  used  because  it  sounds 
archaic:  ote.  Both Baldus (1932:  408) and Boggiani  (1929:  173) report  this 
form.  Ote is  an  irregular,  non-prefixed  form  for  the  1S-person.  Also  other 
kinship nouns have an irregular 1S-person (35d-g). This form always alternates 
with the regular form.

(35) a. p-ɨ-rt (1S), e-rt (2S), d-ɨ-lt (3), d-e-rt (RFL) ‘leg’
       b. ote / mama / p-a-tɨ (1S), a-ta (2S), d-a-ta (3), d-a-ta (RFL) ‘mother’249

       c. diː / p-e-jʨ (1S), e-jʨ (2S), d-e-jʨ (3), d-e-jʨ (RFL) ‘father’250

       d. lekɨ / p-e-kɨʨ (1S), e-kɨʨ (2S), d-e-kɨʨ (3), d-e-kɨʨ (RFL) ‘grandfather’ (also: dekiʨ)  
       e. kole / kolɨ / p-e-kɨta(1S), e-kɨta (2S), d-e-kɨta (3),  d-e-kɨta (RFL) ‘grandmother’  
                   (also: dekuta)
       f. jama / p-e-rmiʨ (1S), e-rmiʨ (2S), n-e-rmiʨ (3), n-e-rmiʨ (RFL) ‘uncle’    
       g. tama / ɨtama / p-i-teːmʨa / p-a-teːmʨa / p-ɨ-teːmʨa (1S), a-teːmʨa (2S), l-a-teːmʨa (3), 
                      l-a-teːmʨa (RFL) ‘aunt’ 

There is a smaller group of nouns with  a different prefix in the 3-person 
(36). In (36e-f) one finds two exceptions concerning the 1S-vowel, which is /ɨ/ 
rather than /e/ in  ketɨta  (36e),  and  /iː/ rather than /aː/ in  kaalak /kaːlak/ 
(36f). In both cases the 3-person has probably assimilated to the RFL-person (as 
seen in kinship terms), so that the 1S-vowel is the original thematic vowel. 

(36) a. p-o-lt (1S), o-lt (2S), w-o-lt (3), d-olt (RFL) ‘cap’
       b. p-ãː-ʨta (1S), ãː-ʨta (2S), w-ãː-ʨta (3), n-ãː-ʨta (RFL) ‘right’
       c. p-o-ni ̃ː t (1S), o-ni ̃ː t (2S), j-o-ni ̃ː t (3), n-o-ni ̃ː t (RFL) ‘ghost, evil spirit’

248 The main difference is that asɨpsɨ r̃c does not take the prefix /d/- in the 3-person.
249 In patɨ, the ‘regular’ 1S-person of data, final /ɨ/ is due to the weakening of /a/.
250 In  ‘father’, the form  dii  /diː/ used for the 1-person also has a variant  diya  /dija/, only used as a 

vocative form.
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       d. p-ɨ-nsɨr̃ʨ (1S), e-nsɨr̃ʨ (2S), j-ɨ-nsɨr̃ʨ (3), n-e-nsɨr̃ʨ (RFL) ‘employer, owner’251

       e. p-ɨ-tɨta (1S), e-tɨta (2S), k-e-tɨta (3), d-e-tɨta (3) ‘knee’
       f. p-iː-lak (1S), aː-lak (2S), k-aː-lak (3), d-a-laːk (RFL) ‘food, meal’
 

The  morphological  behaviour  of  the  thematic  vowel  in  prefixal  nouns 
follows the same rules as in thematic nouns. If the 3-thematic-vowel is a high 
vowel, two options (/e/ or /a/) are theoretically possible in the 2S-person. The 
few prefixal nouns with a high vowel in the 3-person (33c-d, 35a, 36d) have 
the 2S-thematic-vowel /e/, which is also the most frequent option in thematic 
nouns.252   

The 3-prefixes /w/- and /k/- are only found  in noun morphology, while 
/d/-  and  /j/-  are  also found  in  verb  morphology.  This  confirms  the 
classification which has been proposed in §5.3 and §10.2. The subclass of /d/-
verbs also includes yana /jana/ ‘to laugh’, the only verb with the prefix /j/- in 
the 3-person. The paradigm of the verb  yana /jana/ exhibits  morphological 
properties similar to those of /d/- and /t/-verbs. For this reason it has been 
included in the group of /d/-verbs, although there was no phonetic evidence 
for this.253 Since they are rare suffixes in the realis, the prefixes /d/- and /j/- 
also exhibit the property to be used in noun morphology and this is further 
evidence which justifies the inclusion of /d/-verbs and yana /jana/ in the same 
verb subclass.

§10.6 Radical nouns

The  inflectional  class  of  radical  nouns  represents  the  group  with  the 
smallest number of elements. Radical nouns correspond to the inflectional class 
of radical verbs. Radical nouns and verbs share two characteristics:

251 Yɨnsɨ r̃c /jɨnsɨ r̃ʨ/  also has  the  variant  form  unsɨ r̃c  /unsɨ r̃ʨ/ which  behaves  as  a  thematic 
noun: punsɨ r̃c  /punsɨ r̃ʨ/ (1S),  ensɨ r̃c  /ensɨ r̃ʨ/  (2S),  unsɨ r̃c /unsɨ r̃ʨ/ (3),  nensɨ r̃c /nensɨ r̃ʨ/ 
(RFL) ‘employer, owner’.

252 Note that no prefixal noun with the 3-vowel /i/ is observed. Moreover, there are only a few prefixal 
nouns with the 3-vowel /u/ or /ɨ/.

253 In word-initial position, /d/ and /l/ are free variant allophones, while /n/ is the result of nasalization. 
There is no relationship between /t/ and /j/. By contrast, there is some connection between /l/ and /j/,  
because  in  some  nouns  and  verbs  /j/  corresponds  to  /l/  in  the  2-person  when  thematic  /i/  is  
overwritten by /a/ (see (18) and (20a)).
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(1) This class of nouns shows many idiosyncrasies which will be discussed in 
detail, but which make systematization difficult.

(2) Since the 3-person has no thematic vowel, the inflectional vowel in the rest 
of the paradigm is either a default vowel or the original thematic vowel. It is a 
high vowel, overwritten by an original prefix vowel in the 2S-person. In radical 
nouns,  the  1S-vowel  is  mostly  /ɨ/,  while  the  2S-vowel  is  mostly  /a/. 
Nevertheless,  this  scheme  shows  many  variants  which  will  be  discussed 
hereafter.

   Apparently, the only limits which can be found in the inventory of root-
initial consonant depend exclusively on the limited number of radical nouns. At 
least one example for each different root-initial consonant will be shown in the 
following  examples.  The root  can begin with  /b/ (37a),  with  /k/  (37b)  or 
with  /t/  (37c).  In  (37a-b)  the  vocalic  pattern is  /ɨ/-/a/-/Ø/,  as  mentioned 
above. In (37c-e) the vocalic pattern is different: /ɨ/-/e/-/Ø/. In (37c) and (37f-
g) the root-initial consonants are /h/ and /w/, respectively. /u/ in huta (37c) 
and labiovelar /w/ in weetɨta /weːtɨta/ and weheta (37f-g) have an influence on 
the 1S-thematic-vowel, which is /u/ rather than /ɨ/: the vocalic pattern is so 
/u/-/e/-/Ø/ (37c,f) or /u/-/a/-/Ø/ (37g).

As in verb morphology, the first root-vowel is  often preserved in the 3-
person, but can reduce to /ɨ/ (37d) or delete (37b) in the rest of the paradigm. 
In kotsɨrbɨt (37b) /o/ cannot drop in the 3-person, because the result would be 
a consonant cluster, disallowed word-initially. The first root-vowel assimilates 
to the 2S-vowel /e/ in the 2S-person of huta (37c).

(37) a. p-ɨ-bahat (1S), a-bahat (2S), Ø-Ø-bahat (3), d-a-bahat (RFL) ‘price’
       b. p-ɨ-ktsɨrbɨt (1S), a-ktsɨrbɨt (2S), Ø-Ø-kotsɨrbɨt (3), l-a-ktsɨrbɨt (RFL) ‘bag’
       c. p-u-huta / p-uː-ta (1S), e-heta / eː-ta (2S), Ø-Ø-huta (3), d-e-heta / d-eː-ta (RFL) ‘head’254

       d. p-ɨ-tɨri ̃ː t (1S), e-tɨri ̃ː t (2S), Ø-Ø-tori ̃ː t (3), d-e-tɨri ̃ː t (RFL) ‘faint’      
       e. p-ɨ-tɨrpɨta (1S), e-tɨrpɨta (2S), Ø-Ø-tɨrpɨta (3), d-e-tɨrpɨta (RFL) ‘brain’255        
       f. p-u-weːtɨta (1S), e-weːtɨta (2S), Ø-Ø-weːtɨta (3), d-e-weːtɨta (RFL) ‘ankle’
254 CH /VhV/ often reduces to /VV/ if the vowels are identical. In this case, the thematic vowel is not 

indicated in morphological segmentation. 
255 For this noun a thematic variant is also reported:  p-ɨ-terpɨta  (1S),  e-terpɨta  (2S),  ɨ-terpɨta  (3),  d-e-

terpɨta (RFL) ‘brain’. These forms coincide with those of ɨ-terpɨta (3) ‘trousers; women’s panties’. 
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       g. p-u-weheta (1S), a-weheta (2S), Ø-Ø-weheta (3), d-a-weheta (RFL) ‘throat’

All radical nouns with root-initial /m̥/ derive from  hmata /m̥ata/ ‘hand’ 
(38).  Note the alternation between /ɨ/ and /o/ in the 1S-person.  Thus, the 
vocalic pattern shows two variants: /ɨ/-/a/-/Ø/ and /o/-/a/-/Ø/. It is not clear 
why /o/ and /ɨ/ can alternate. One can simply suppose that /o/ was originally 
the thematic vowel of the paradigm and that underwent reduction, but there is 
insufficient evidence to support it.  As already seen in (37b,d), the first root-
vowel  is  always  preserved  in  the  3-person,  but  can  undergo articulatory 
weakening in the rest of the paradigm: it turns into /ɨ/ in the paradigm of 
hmata /m̥ata/ (38a).  Such vowel reduction to /ɨ/  is  also to be observed  in 
nouns belonging to other inflectional classes, e.g. (25b-d), where it usually only 
occurs in the 2S-person. By contrast, in radical nouns this change also involves 
the 1S-person (see also (39a-c)). Note that the first root-vowel /a/ is preserved 
in the whole paradigm of the nominals derived from hmata /m̥ata/ (38b,c).

A radical  verb  such  as  masaha  ‘to  enter’  (38d)  exhibits  similar 
characteristics to these radical nouns: the 1-vowel is /o/ and the original first 
root-vowel  is  preserved  in  the  3-person,  but  it  drops  in the  rest  of  the 
paradigm. 

(38) a. p-ɨ-m̥ɨta / p-o-m̥ɨta (1S), a-m̥ɨta (2S), Ø-Ø-m̥ata (3), n-a-m̥ɨta (RFL) ‘hand’
       b. p-ɨ-m̥antɨta / p-o-m̥antɨta (1S), a-m̥antɨta (2S), Ø-Ø-m̥antɨta (3), n-a-m̥antɨta (RFL) ‘fist’
       c. p-ɨ-m̥artɨta / p-o-m̥artɨta (1S), a-m̥artɨta (2S), Ø-Ø-m̥artɨta (3), n-a-m̥artɨta (3) ‘ring’
       d. t-o-msaha (1S), a-msaha (2S), Ø-Ø-masaha (3), j-o-msaha (1PI), o-j-o-msaha (1PE), 
                        a-msaha-lo (2P), o-masaha (3P) ‘to enter’

As in verb morphology (see §5.6), the root-initial consonant can undergo 
fortition word-initially, that is in the 3-person. For instance, /b/ turns into /p/ 
in  (39a-c).  These  radical  nouns  are  derived  from  posht /poɕt/  or  are 
semantically related. In this case too, the first root-vowel, to be found in the 3-
person, reduces to /ɨ/ in the rest of the paradigm. The same is to be observed 
in radical verbs, such as  tola (39c). Although the first root-vowel undergoes 
weakening,  it  probably has an influence on the 1S-thematic-vowel /o/.  The 
vocalic pattern is then: /o/-/a/-/Ø/ (39a-c). Compare the paradigm of  posht 
/poɕt/  (39a)  with  that  of  bahat (39e).  Both  exhibit  the  same  root-initial 
consonant, but in the latter /b/ is preserved in the 3-person. This confirms that 
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the fortition of root-initial /b/ is lexically idiosyncratic (cf. §5.6.1). 

(39) a. p-o-bɨɕt (1S), a-bɨɕt (2S), Ø-Ø-poɕt (3), d-a-bɨɕt (RFL) ‘food’
       b. p-o-bɨtet̃ (1S), a-bɨtet̃ (2S), Ø-Ø-potet̃ (3), l-a-bɨtet̃ (RFL) ‘tooth’
       c. p-o-bɨtɨta (1S), a-bɨtɨta (2S), Ø-Ø-potɨta (3), l-a-bɨtɨta (RFL) ‘edible fruit’
       d. tɨk-ɨ-tɨla (1S), a-tɨla (2S), Ø-Ø-tola (3), j-i-tɨla (1PI), o-j-i-tɨla (1PE), a-tɨlɨ-lo (2P),
                    o-tola (3P) ‘to be afraid of’
       e. p-ɨ-bahat (1S), a-bahat (2S), Ø-Ø-bahat (3), d-a-bahat (RFL) ‘price’

In  (40a-b)  one  can  find radical  nouns  with root-initial  /j/. In  yũhurrza 
/jũhuɻɻa/ (40a) /j/ is present in the whole paradigm, including the 2S-person, 
where the  inflectional vowel is  /e/.  By contrast, root-initial /j/ corresponds 
to /n/ in the 2-person of yermich /jermiʨ/ (40b), where the 2S-vowel is /a/. In 
radical nouns too, the correlation between consonantal alternation and the 2S-
vowel /a/ is thus confirmed, while there is no root allomorphy when the 2S-
vowel is /e/.  A case similar  to (40b) is  observed  in the thematic  verb  iyem 
/ijem/ (40e).

In (40c-d) the 3-person root-initial consonant is /n/, while the 1S-person 
root-initial-consonant  is  /j/.256 The  vocalic  pattern  is  /i/-/a/-/Ø/.  In  verb 
morphology  too,  root-initial  /j/  alternates  with  /l/  or  /n/  (depending  on 
nasalization), with the latter option to be found in the 2-person, together with 
inflectional  /a/  (40d).  In  some  thematic  nouns  without  nasality,  /j/  turns 
into /l/ in the same context (see ex. (19)). In (40c-d) one may suppose that the 
3-person has assimilated to the 2S- and to the RFL-person. The original root-
initial consonant is thus preserved only in the 1S-person.
   
(40) a. p-i-jũhuɻɻa (1S), e-jũhuɻɻa (2S), Ø-Ø-jũhuɻɻa (3), n-e-jũhuɻɻa (RFL) ‘skin’
       b. p-i-jermiʨ (1S), a-nermiʨ (2S), Ø-Ø-jermiʨ / Ø-Ø-jɨrmiʨ (3), n-a-nermiʨ (RFL)
                   ‘shoulder’
       c. p-i-jer̃ (1S), a-ner (2S), Ø-Ø-ner (3), n-a-ner (RFL) ‘behind’
       d. p-i-jer̃pta (1S), a-nerpta (2S), Ø-Ø-nerpta (3), n-a-nerpta (RFL) ‘shirt, dress’
       e. t-i-jem (1S), a-nem (2S), i-jem (3), j-i-jem (1PI), o-j-i-jem (1PE), a-nem-lo (2P),  
                   o-jem (3P) ‘to wait’

The variability of the different vocalic patterns found in radical nouns is 
summarized in (Table 10.2). The number of different vocalic patterns is even 
256 This phoneme can be realized as [ɲ] word-internally in nasal-harmony contexts.
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more remarkable if one considers that relatively few radical nouns are to be 
found. In most cases the 1S-thematic-vowel is a high vowel, as if a high vowel 
would  be  present  in  the  3-person,  the  only  exception  being  the  vocalic 
pattern /o/-/a/-/Ø/. The presence of /o/ in the 1S-person and /a/ in the 2S-
person is rare and is also found in the few examples with the vocalic pattern 
/o/-/a/-/a/ (8c) or /o/-/a/-/o/ (11a, 13a, 13c).

1S 2S 3 Examples
i a Ø (40a,b,d)
i e Ø (40c)
o a Ø (39a-c)
o/ɨ a Ø (38a-c)
u a Ø (37g)
u e Ø (37c,f)
ɨ a Ø (37a,b) (40e)
ɨ e Ø (37d,e)

Table 10.2

The  noun  hnɨtɨta /n̥ɨtɨta/  ‘foot’  does  not  belong  to  any  of  the  above 
mentioned classes, because it has a suppletive form in the 3-person.

(41) p-ɨ-ɻɻa (1S), e-ɻɻa (2S), nɨ̥tɨta (3), d-e-ɻɻa (RFL) ‘foot’

§10.7 The generic form

Only a few GFs are to be observed. Although all GFs express no possessor 
at  the  morphological  level,  in  Chamacoco  they  differ  in  the  possibility  of 
having a possessor at the syntactic level. Thus, two kinds of GFs have to be 
distinguished. The first group of GFs cannot have any syntactic possessor, while 
the second group of GFs can be preceded by a possessor, although the possessor 
should not  be expressed in conjunction with a GF.  This difference between 
syntactically  non-possessable and syntactically  possessable forms shows that 
the CH use of the GF has entered a critical phase. 
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In Figure 10.1 the system of CH possessive inflection is summarized. Chaco 
languages  generally  present  a  difference  between  possessable  and  non-
possessable  nouns.  If  one  looks  at  this  issue  in  terms  of  alienability,  most 
possessable nouns are inalienable, because always take a morphological form 
expressing the agreement with a possessor, and in case no possessor is at stake, 
they have to appear in the 3-person. The few nouns with a GF are alienable. 
Alienable  nouns  can  be  divided  into  syntactically  possessable  and  non-
possessable. Section §10.7.1 describes the morphology of the GF, while §10.7.2 
deals with its uses.

Figure 10.1                                                        CHAMACOCO NOUNS

                                                      POSSESSABLE                      NON-POSSESSABLE
                                                              
                                                ALIENABLE        INALIENABLE

                               Generic forms                       Generic forms          
                              (syntactically                        (syntactically
                               non-possessable)                   possessable)
                                       

§10.7.1 The morphology of the generic form 
                                     

In (42-43) all GFs recorded during my fieldwork are reported. The GFs are 
divided into syntactically  non-possessable and syntactically  possessable,  and 
are ordered according to the respective prefixes.  One can observe a certain 
degree of variation in spite of the few GFs. There are six ways to obtain the GF. 
Five prefixes are used, depending on the noun:  /o/-, /d/-, /dVk/-, /e/- and 
/k/-. The prefix /dVk/- for the GF is also found in Ayoreo.  Ijõrta  /ixõrta/ (3) 
‘plant’ has the only radical GF. Although it is difficult to make generalizations 
based on few examples,  the same prefix can be used for  both syntactically 
possessable and non-possessable GFs, such as /d/-, /dVk/-, and /o/-, although 
the latter is more frequent in syntactically non-possessable GFs.  /k/-  is only 
used for syntactically possessable GFs. The prefixes /k/- and /d/- do not only 
occur in the GF, but, as already mentioned, they are also used as 3-pronouns. 
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The difference between syntactically possessable and non-possessable GFs and 
the occurrence of the same morphological devices in both types of GF indicates 
that the system is falling apart. 

(42) Syntactically non-possessable (SN)257

Prefix /o/-

i-ju̥ʨ (3) ʻhouse’ ---> o-ju̥ʨ (GF.SN)258 (oju̥ʨ also means ‘village’)
ɨ-biʨ (3) ʻwork, job’ ---> o-biʨ (GF.SN) (ɨbɨch)259 
ɨ-mɨɕt (3) ʻmedicine’ ---> o-mɨɕt (GF.SN) 
ɨ-terpɨta (3) ʻpants’ ---> o-terpɨta (GF.SN) 

j-o-niːt (3) ʻghost, spirit’ (masculine) ---> o-j-o-niːt (GF.SN) 
j-o-niːta (3) ʻghost, spirit’ (feminine) ---> o-j-o-niːta (GF.SN) 

Ø-Ø-poɕt (3) ʻfood’ ---> o-poɕt (GF.SN)
Ø-Ø-m̥artɨta (3) ʻring’ ---> o-m̥artɨta (GF.SN)
Ø-Ø-nerpɨta / Ø-Ø-nerpta (3) ʻshirt, dress’ ---> o-nerpɨta / o-nerpta (GF.SN)

Prefix /d/-

ɨ-ʨɨt (3) ʻdung’ ---> d-ɨ-ʨɨt (GF.SN) 

Prefix /dVk/-

ɨ-ʨɨbiʨ (3) ʻspirit, image’ ---> dɨk-ɨ-ʨɨbiʨ (GF.SN)
ɨ-hɨrmiʨ (3) ʻcrying’ ---> dɨk-ɨ-hɨrmiʨ (GF.SN)

257 There are other dubious or only apparent GFs which have to be discussed. The term koter̃c /koter̃ʨ/ 
is a vulgar word, which is the GF (syntactically non-possessable) of oter̃c /oter̃ʨ/ ‘ass’. This word 
has a particular semantic nuance, because it refers to a big bottom and is considered very vulgar. For 
this reason, it is not used by all speakers and has not been included in the previous examples. The 
word kamɨt ʻbedʼ is a loanword from Spanish cama. As most loanwords, kamɨt is non-possessable. 
The form okamɨt is also found. This looks like a GF, but is just a variant and /o/- here does not have 
to be interpreted as a generic prefix.

258 The GF of ihyuch /iju̥ʨ/, ohyuch /oju̥ʨ/, can also mean ʻvillage, townʼ.
259 The GF of ɨbich /ɨbiʨ/ is mainly used in the plural obiyo /obijo/.
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Prefix /e/-

j-ɨ-nsɨr̃ʨ (3) ʻboss, owner’ ---> ej-nsɨr̃ʨ (GF.SN)  

(43) Syntactically possessable (SP)

Prefix /k/-

iː-biʨ (3) ʻsmoke’ ---> k-iː-biʨ (GF.SP) 
u-rkɨt / u-rkiʨ (3) ʻhammock’ ---> k-u-rkɨt / k-u-rkiʨ (GF.SP)
ɨ-ɕuxãro / i-ɕuxãro (3) ʻthing’ ---> k-u-ɕxãro (GF.SP) 

Prefix /d/-

-ɨ kɨrmɨsta (3) ‘blood’ ---> d- -ɨ kɨrmɨsta (GF.SP)

Prefix dVk/-

ɨ-n̥eːt (3) ʻsong’ ---> luk-u-n̥eːt (GF.SP)

Prefix /o/-

ɨ-ʨɨta (3) ʻmosquito net’ ---> o-ʨɨta (GF.SP)

Root

i-xõrta (3) ʻplant’ ---> Ø-Ø-xõrta (GF.SP)

All personal prefixes are added to the 3-person form. This is particularly 
evident when a prefix is added to a prefixal noun:  y-oniit /j-oniːt/ (3) ʻghost, 
spiritʼ ---> o-y-oniit /o-j-oniːt/ (GF.SN). In  o-posht /o-poɕt/ (GF.SN) ‘food’ the 
GF preserves the word-initial fortition of the 3-person  posht /poɕt/ (3) ‘food’ 
(see (40a)). This suggests that the GF is derived from the 3-person. When the 
prefix  /o/-  is  added to  a  thematic  noun,  it  overwrites  the  thematic  vowel: 
ɨterpɨta (3) ʻpantsʼ ---> oterpɨta. The same process occurs in verb morphology 
with the 3P-prefix /o/-, which can overwrite the 3-vowel of thematic verbs 
(§5.5): e.g. uushɨ /uːɕɨ/ (3) ---> ooshɨ /oːɕɨ/ (3P) ‘to run’; ɨshɨm /ɨɕɨm/ (3) ---> 
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oshɨm  /oɕɨm/  (3P)  ‘to  give’  (about  the  generic  prefix  /o/-  and  the  plural 
prefix /o/-,  see  also  §10.7.2).  Due to scarcity  of  data,  it  is  not  possible  to 
establish whether some prefixes can only be added to nouns belonging to a 
certain inflectional class. The prefix /o/- can be applied to all noun classes.

The vowel of the prefix /dVk/- harmonizes to the thematic vowel. Since 
[d] and [l] are free allophones in word-initial position, the prefix can also be 
realized as /lVk/-. The alternation between /ɨ/ and /u/ in the thematic vowel 
is frequent in possessive inflection. /dVk/- is very similar to the prefix /tVk/- in 
the 1S-person of verb inflection. 

Vocalic  syncope in  the  root  occurs  in  the  GFs  of  eynsɨ ̃rc /ejnsɨ ̃rʨ/ and 
ɨshujãro  /iɕuxãro/,  namely:  yɨnsɨr̃c  /jɨnsɨ ̃rʨ/  and  kushjãro  /kuɕxãro/, 
respectively.  In  the  latter  form  the  root  vowel  /u/  drops  (cf.  ɨshujãro  
/iɕuxãro/), leaving a harmonized thematic vowel.

§10.7.2 The use of the generic form

In this section, examples of the use of the GF are shown. Examples (44-45) 
are taken from a text in which the speaker talks about the herbal remedies of 
CH people.  The modern remedies  of  the Western medicine are literally  the 
‘medicines of the Paraguayan people’ (Mar ɨmshiyo /mar ɨmɕijo/). Since these 
are  the  medicines  (ɨmshiyo  /ɨmɕijo/) of  the  Paraguayan  people  (Mar(o)  
/mar(o)/),  the  3-person  form of  ‘medicines’  is  used.260 In  (45)  the  speaker 
suggests to cure some people with traditional herbal remedies. Here ‘medicines’ 
is expressed by the GF omshiyo /omɕijo/, because the plants of the forest do not 
belong to anyone. In (45) the apposition of omshiyo /omɕijo/ is pohɨr ʻplantsʼ, a 
non-possessable noun. The GF is also reported for  posht /poɕt/ ‘food’. In (46) 
the possessor of food (i.e. the one who is going to eat the food) is known and 
the 3-person form posht /poɕt/ (plural:  poso) is used. In (47) there is no food 
and consequently no possessor. For this reason the GF  oposo is used (oposht 
/opoɕt/ in the singular). 

260 Ɨmɨshiyo /ɨmɨɕijo/ is a plural form, the singular is ɨmɨsht /ɨmɨɕt/.
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(44) Tok-osɨm õr  Mar                 ɨmshi-yo.
      /tok-osɨm  õr  Mar                 ɨmɕi-jo       
       1S-give     3P  Paraguayan.MP  3.medicine-MP
      ‘I give them modern medicine.’ (literally, ‘Paraguayan medicine’) (Ciucci 2011a)

(45) A-sɨm  õr   o-mshi-yo         uu         erze     pohɨr.
      /a-sɨm   õr  o-mɕi-jo            uː          er̥ʐe    pohɨr/
       2S-give 3P  GF-medicine-MP  DET.P    that.P   plant.FP
       ‘Give them those plants as medicine.’ (Ciucci 2011a)

(46) Luk    posh-t            listo.
       /luk    poɕ-t             listo.
        Luca  3.food-MS.FF   ready
       ‘Luca’s dinner is ready.’ (Ciucci 2011a)261

(47) Nihyõk          naa     o-poso. 
       /nij̥õk            naː      o-poso/        
        NEG.EXIST    NEG    GF-cibo.MP
      ‘There is no food.’ (Ciucci 2011a)262

In (48) the addressee is looking for a job and he is asked when he is going 
to talk to a potential employer. The speaker uses the GF of ‘employer’, rather 
than  the  2S-person,  because  he  does  not  know whether  the  employer  will 
recruit  the  addressee.  When  a  working  relationship  is  established,  the 
possessive prefix is used, as in (49). In (50) the talk is about a cloud of smoke 
in the wood (the origin of the fire is not mentioned). In (51) one speaks of the 
habit of smoking. In Chamacoco there is no specific verb for  ‘to smoke’ and 
when someone smokes, he/she literally ‘eats his/her smokes’, so that the plural 
of ‘smoke’ (iibo /iːbo/) agrees with the subject.  In (52) the possessor of the 
mosquito net is unknown or not specified.  

261 This is what the CH people told me when they called me for dinner.
262 This sentence is taken from a spontaneous speech recording. The influence of Spanish is very strong 

in this clause. The traditional negation  ye /je/ is replaced by naa /naː/  (from Spanish no) and the 
standard plural of oposo is used, rather than the plural of the indeterminate-form. However, there is 
no linguistic interference with the prefixation of the GF.
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(48) Fransisk,   latɨk   nehe  etɨ ̃r         wahacha  e-ynsɨ r̃-c?
      /Fransisk    latɨk   nehe  etɨ r̃         wahaʨa   e-jnsɨ r̃-ʨ/        
        Francisco    what   FUT   2S.go_to   there         GF-employer-MS.FF
      ‘Francisco, when are you going to go to the employer?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(49) Wɨchɨ   yok   p-ɨnsɨ ̃r-k.
      /wɨʨɨ    jok    p-ɨnsɨ ̃r-k/
       3.MS     1S     1S-employer-MS.BF
       ‘He is my boss.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(50) K-iib-o           de        wahacha  ich   e-raha     uje    jwekɨ-ta     de        wahacha. 
      /K-iːb-o           de        wahaʨa   iʨ    e-raha     uxe   xwekɨ-ta    de         wahaʨa/ 
        GF-smoke-MP  there_is  there         and   2S-know  SUB  fire.FS.FF    there_is   there
      ‘There is smoke there, so you know that the fire is there.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990d: 146)

(51) Ye      o-t-ew       iib-o=pe.
       /je      o-t-ew       iːb-o=pe/
       NEG    P-3-eat       3.smoke-MP=NEG
      ‘They do not smoke.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(52)  Õhwa wate  o-chɨ-ta             ɨ-̃rtɨ-ta!
       /õw̥a wate  o-ʨɨ-ta                        ɨ-̃rtɨ-ta/ 
        2S.bring DET.FS   GF-mosquito_net-FS.FF  3-stick-FS.FF
       ‘Bring the stick of the mosquito net.’ (Chamacoco; Balbuena 1991: 6)

In (53) the GF  kushjãro /kuɕxãro/ is syntactically possessable and in this 
case it is preceded by its possessor, indicated by the 1S-pronoun yok /jok/. In 
the  last  part  of  the  example,  the  corresponding  possessed  form  pɨshujãro 
/pɨɕuxãro/ is used. The word kushjãro /kuɕxãro/, GF of ɨshujãro /ɨɕuxãro/, may 
refer  to  both  edible  things  and  objects.  Kushjãro  /kuɕxãro/ is  syntactically 
possessable. When the first speaker says yok kushjãro /jok kuɕxãro/ ‘my things’, 
the second asks him whether he refers to edible things. Then the first speaker 
replies that he refers to objects belonging to him (yok pɨshujãro /jok pɨɕuxãro/ 
‘my things’). The term ɨshujãro /ɨɕuxãro/ is so used in order to disambiguate 
the meaning of  kushjãro /kuɕxãro/, indicating that the first speaker is talking 
about objects rather than about food. Although from a semantic point of view 
kushjãro  /kuɕxãro/ does  not  exactly  coincide  with  ɨshujãro  /ɨɕuxãro/,  it  is 
morphologically its GF.
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(53) ‒ Yok  kushjãro. ‒ ‒  Je     o-t-ew? ‒ ‒ No,   yok   p-ɨshujãr-o. ‒
         /jok   kuɕxãro         xe     o-t-ew         no    jok   p-ɨɕuxãr-o/
           1S     thing.MP        INT    P-3-eat          no    1S     1S-thing.MP
       ‒ My things ‒ ‒ Do you eat it? ‒ ‒No, my objects. ‒ (Ciucci, field-notes)

The  3P-prefix  /o/-  in  verb  inflection  and  the  generic  prefix  /o/-  are 
phonologically identical and it is legitimate to wonder whether diachronically 
they  are  the  same  element.  Although  there  cannot  be  any  certainty,  two 
features might suggest the hypothesis  that the prefix /o/- spread from verb 
morphology to possessive inflection.

(1)  The 3P-person of the verb can convey an impersonal meaning, especially 
when giving instructions, as in (54), where the speaker teaches how to weave 
the caraguata fibre. In (53) too, the 3-person form is used as an impersonal 
form.

(2)  In  both  verb  and noun  morphology,  the  prefix  /o/-  only  exists  in 
Chamacoco,  in  contrast  with  the  other  Zamucoan  languages.  Ayoreo  and 
Ancient  Zamuco,  which  use  other  GF  prefixes,  do  not  even  have  any 
morphological form for the 3P-person of the verb. 

(54) Hmeychɨm: o-ch-ukwer   o-sh-uu    ɨtsorz.
      /m̥ejʨɨm      o-ʨ-ukwer     o-ɕ-uː      ɨtsorʐ/
       2S.look        P-3-weave       P-3-do     this_way.RLS         (giving instructions)
      ‘Look: one should weave this way.’  (Ciucci field-notes)

Another possibility is that /o/- derives directly from os ‘people’ or õr (3P). 
The former is the reduced form of the plural oso ‘people’, due to final syllable 
reduction (see §13.7.3), while õr is a possible etymology for the 3P-prefix /o/- 
(cf.  §7.1).  Both  os  and  õr  can  precede  the  3-person  of  a  noun  when  the 
possessor is unspecified. Note that this is a syntactic strategy and  os  and  õr 
should not be considered affixes.263 In (55) os(o) simply means ‘people’, while 
in (56) it precedes  deych  /dejʨ/ ‘father’ to refer to the father’s role  (lit. ‘the 
people’s  father’) rather  than to  the father of  someone in  particular.  In this 

263 Os is regarded as an affix by Campbell (2012b: 297-298), based on Sušnik (1986/87: 75).
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context, õr and os(o) can alternate.

(55) Uu           õryoo  os              poor-c               ii-ch               otsɨɨ           Basɨbɨkɨ.
       /uː           õrjoː    os              poːr-ʨ               iː-ʨ                otsɨː           basɨbɨkɨ/      
        DET.MS   1PE      person.MP   ancestor-MS.FF   3.name-MS.FF   3P.QUOT     Basɨbɨkɨ
       ‘The ancestor of our people was called Basɨbɨkɨ.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)  

(56) Ye      os             d-ey-ch           d-akɨt              pukuhnɨn    kɨnaho=pe.
       /je      os             d-ej-ʨ             d-akɨt              pukun̥ɨn      kɨnaho=pe/
        NEG   person.MP  3-father-MS.FF  3.IRLS-suggest   child.MP      someone_else’s=NEG
       ‘A father (lit. ‘the father of the people’) doesn’t give suggestions to other people’s  
       children.’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

§10.8 Other possessable nouns

Some possessable nouns are not autonomous syntactically, because they are 
only used after a verb in verbal periphrases.264 Their possessive inflection is 
regular and in most cases the noun agrees in person with the subject. Note that 
in the following examples the RFL-person agrees  with the 3-person subject, 
while the 3-person form of the noun (that is the base of possessive inflection) is 
used for the plural persons, because they have no proper possessive form. Since 
these words are only used in verbal periphrases, it is difficult to establish the 
exact meaning of each noun, but the meaning of the verbs is, in most cases, 
clear.

(57) tiː puhut (1S), eːj ehet (2S), ʨiː lehet (3), jiː ejok uhut (1PI), ojiː õrjok uhut (1PE),
               eːjlo olak uhut (2P), oʨiː lehet (3P), diː lehet (3.IRLS) ʻto take the floor’ 
               (ʨiː ʻto do, to makeʼ)  

(58) tiːs pulo (1S), aːs elo (2S), ʨeːs / tseːs delo (3), jiːs ejok ulo (1PI), ojiː õrjok ulo (1PE),
               aːslo olak ulo (2P), oʨeːs delo (3P), liːs delo (3P)265 ʻto get angryʼ 
               (ʨeːs ʻto bite, to sting, to criticize’)

264 Analogous verbal periphrases also exist in Ayoreo.
265 The first  and the 3-person form of ulo are also found with /uː/: puulo /puːlo/, uulo /uːlo/.
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(59) tiː parʐɨt (1S), eːj arʐɨt (2S), ʨiː larʐɨt (3), jiː ejok arʐɨt (1PI), ojiː õrjok arʐɨt (1PE),
               eːjlo olak arʐɨt (2P), oʨiː larʐɨt (3P), diː larʐɨt (3.IRLS) ʻlie beside’ 
               (ʨiː ʻto do, to makeʼ)

(60) tehek pota (1S), ehek ota (2S), tsehek lota (3), jehek ejok ota (1PI), ojehek õrjok ota (1PE),
               ehek olak ota (2P), otsehek lota (3P), dehek lota (3.IRLS) 
               ʻto spring up, to jump upʼ (tsehek ʻto divideʼ)

(61) tiɕ pɨbe (1S), as abe (2S), ʨiɕ labe (3), jiɕ ejok ɨbe (1PI), ojiɕ õrjok ɨbe (1PE),
               aslo olak ɨbe (2P), oʨiɕ labe (3P), diɕ labe (3.IRLS) ʻto marvel, to be amazed’ 
               (ʨiɕ ʻto meet, to reach’)

(62) tukwer ̥pɨbe (1S), ekwer ̥abe (2S), ʨukwer ̥labe (3), jukwer ̥ejok ɨbe (1PI),
               ojukwer ̥õrjok ɨbe (1PE), ekwer ̥olak ɨbe (2P), oʨukwer ̥labe (3P), 
               dukwer ̥labe (3.IRLS) ʻto spinʼ (ʨukwer ̥ʻto twist, to grind’)

(63) tej pen̥ɨmiʨ / panɨ̥miʨ (1S), ej en̥ɨmiʨ / anɨ̥miʨ (2S), sej nen̥ɨmiʨ / nan̥ɨmiʨ (3),
               jiː ejok enɨ̥mo / an̥ɨmo (1PI), ojiː õrjok en̥ɨmo / anɨ̥mo (1PE), olak ejlo olak enɨ̥mo / 
               an̥ɨmo (2P), otsej nen̥ɨmo / nan̥ɨmo (3P), dej enɨ̥mo / an̥ɨmo (3.IRLS) 
               ʻto get facedown, to fall on the ground, to fall facedown’ (tseja ʻto lead to’)

Although  it  is  usually  difficult  to  establish  the  exact  meaning  of  each 
element, the noun used in the last example (63) is a possessable form for ‘land’ 
hnɨmich /n̥ɨmiʨ/  (and  in  this  case  hnɨmich /n̥ɨmiʨ/  could  be  considered  a 
radical  GF).  If  the  subject  is  plural,  the  speakers  prefer  to  use  ehnɨmich 
/en̥ɨmiʨ/ in the plural ehnɨmo /en̥ɨmo/. Other possessable nouns only found in 
verbal periphrases do not agree with the subject,  but with the object,  as in 
(64), where the noun is ɨbe, also used in (61) and (62).

(64) a. tuː ɨbe (1S), uhu ɨbe (2S), ɕuː ɨbe (3), juhu ɨbe (1PI), ojuhu ɨbe (1PE), uhulo ɨbe (2P),
                  oɕuː ɨbe (3P), duhu ɨbe (3.IRLS) ʻto praise (him/her)’ ɕuː ʻto make, to doʼ
       b. tuː  pɨbe ʻI praise myself’
       c. tuː  abe ʻI praise you’ 
       d. tuː  ɨbe ʻI praise her/him’ / tuː Laura ɨbe ʻI praise Laura’     
       e. ɕuː  labe ʻhe praises himself’                                           
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§10.9 The possessive classifier uhut

In  Ayoreo,  non-possessable  nouns  must  be  preceded  by  a  possessive 
classifier in order to express the possessor. Possessive classifiers are not used in 
Chamacoco (with  one exception,  discussed below).  As  already said  (§10.1), 
Chamacoco overcomes the absence of a possessive classifier by having a non-
possessable  noun  preceded  by  the  possessor  without  carrying  itself  the 
possessive inflection. Nevertheless, in Chamacoco there exists an element, uhut, 
which performs the function of a possessive classifier and is  only used in a 
semantically  very  limited context. Uhut is  used with  non-possessable  nouns 
referring to human beings to indicate relationship, fellowship, companionship 
or even friendship among the possessor and the possessee. 

(65) p-u-hut (1S.PCL_fellow), u-hut (2S.PCL_fellow), u-hut (3.PCL_fellow), l-/d-u-hut (RFL.PCL_fellow) 

The  possessive  inflection  of  uhut is  irregular,  because  thematic  /u/  is 
preserved  in  the  2S-person.  This  is  a  very  rare  exception  which  in  the 
Zamucoan family only occurs in another element: the CH verb shuu /ɕuː/, when 
it means ‘to do, to make’ and is used as  a causative verb (see §7.3).266 The 
possessive  classifier uhut has no lexical meaning and cannot stand alone, but 
has to precede the possessee.  Uhut agrees in person with the possessor and in 
gender, number and form with the possessee, as one can see in the following 
examples. Gender, number and form are expressed by the suffixation of  uhut. 
About these characteristics, see the chapter on CH nominal suffixation (§13.8). 

In  (66)  and  (67)  the  possessive  classifier  is  used.  Both  hnakɨrbɨto 
/n̥akɨrbɨto/ ‘young men’ and  apɨbɨte  ‘girls,  young women’ (here used in the 
plural) are non-possessable.

(66)  Alojo   uu          ɨjɨ-t               otsɨɨ         Moyto  õr    l-uhu                         
       /aloxo   uː           ɨxɨ-t              otsɨː          mojto   õr    l-uhu                          
         Alojo    DET.MS  3.child-MS.FF  3P.QUOT  Moyto   with  RFL-PCL_fellow.MP  

266 The irrealis form of  shuu  /ɕuː/,  luhu  /  duhu  phonologically coincides with the plural of the RFL-
person of uhut. This form is to be observed in examples (66-67).
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        hnakɨrbɨt-o         o-hno    o-ti ̃r         onoo-ta. 
       /n̥akɨrbɨt-o          o-n̥o     o-ti ̃r        onoː-ta/        
        young_man-MP    P-3.go   P-3.go_to   river-FS.FF 

       ʻThe son of Alojo, Moyto and other boys (his companions) go to the river.’ 
       (Ciucci, field-notes)

(67) Maria   o-hno  o-ti ̃r        kwela  hõr   l-uhu                apɨbɨt-e   par   o-ch-ichew  hut-e.
      /maria   o-n̥o    o-ti ̃r        kwela  hõr   l-uhu                apɨbɨt-e   par   o-ʨ-iʨew    hut-e/
       Maria    P-3.go  P-3.go_ to  school  with   3-PCL_fellow.FP  girl-FP    SUB  P-3-write      book-FP
      ʻMaria and the (lit. her) girls go to the school in order to write in the notebooks 
      (lit. to write notebooks).’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

In the following examples the  boys and the  girls are the companions of 
Maria and  Moyto. Note that in this case one could use the word for ‘friend’, 
which has possessive inflection, but it cannot occur along with uhut (68-69).

(68) *Alojo   uu          ɨjɨ-t                otsɨɨ        Moyto  õr      l-uhu
        /aloxo   uː           ɨxɨ-t               otsɨː        mojto    õr      l-uhu/                
         Alojo    DET.MS  3.child-MS.FF  3P.QUOT  Moyto    with   RFL-PCL_fellow.MP  

         n-ahɨ r̃-e           o-hno    o-tɨ ̃r      onoo-ta.         
        /n-ahɨ r̃-e           o-n̥o      o-tɨ r̃      onoː-ta/
         RFL-friend-MP    P-3.go    P-go_to   river-FS.FF 
        [The son of Alojo, Moyto and other friends (his companions) go to the river.] 
        (Ciucci, field-notes)

(69)  *Maria  o-hno  o-tɨ r̃         kwela  hõr   l-uhu                n-ahɨ r̃              par  
        /maria   o-n̥o    o-tɨ ̃r         kwela  hõr   l-uhu                n-ahɨ ̃r              par/    
          Maria    P-3.go  P-3.go_ to   school  with  3-PCL_fellow.FP  RFL-friend-FP    SUB 

         o-ch-ichew  hut-e.
         /o-ʨ-iʨew    hut-e/
         P-3-write       book-FP

        [Maria and the her friends go to the school in order to write in the notebooks 
        (lit. to write notebooks).] (Ciucci, field-notes)

Note that in (70) luhu hnakɨrbo /luhu n̥akɨrbo/ (lit. ‘his men, his companion the 
men’) and nahɨr̃e (‘his friends, his companions’) are considered to convey about 
the same meaning.
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(70) a. Luka   iỹa               l-uhu                      hnakɨrb-o. 
         /luka    ij̃a                l-uhu                      n̥akɨrb-o/           
         Luka     3.accompany   RFL-PCL_fellow.MP   young_man-MP
        ʻLuca accompanies his friends.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

       b. Luka  iỹa             ɨr    n-ahɨ ̃r-e.                                                                  
          /luka   ij̃a              ɨr    n-ahɨ ̃r-e/        
          Luca   3.accompany  3S   RFL-friend-MP
         ʻLuca accompanies his friends.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

In (71) one can see the semantic difference between two sentences with the 
object ɨhɨrmɨt (‘the weeper’) used with and without uhut. 

(71) a. Yesh  yok   t-ish         ɨhɨrmɨ-t.
          /jeɕ    jok    t-iɕ         ɨhɨrmɨ-t/           
            now   1S     1S-meet    3.weeper-MS.FF               
         ʻNow I find a weeper.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

       b. Yok   t-ish       p-uhu-t                      ɨhɨrmɨ-t. 
           /jok   t-iɕ        p-uhu-t                      ɨhɨrmɨ-t/           
           1S     1S-meet   1S-PCL_fellow-MS.FF   3.weeper-MS.FF
         ʻI find my (companion the) weeper.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

Uhut is not used with proper names (72).

(72)  Yok   tak-aha    t-ɨtɨ ̃r      kwela   hõr   Juan. 
       /jok    tak-aha    t-ɨtɨ r̃      kwela   hõr   xwan/
        1S     1S-go       1S-go_to   school   with  Juan     
       ‘I go to the school with Juan.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

In  (73)  uhut occurs  with  two  synonyms:  irhic̃h  /ir̥iʨ̃/ and yɨnsɨr̃c  /jɨnsɨr̃ʨ/ 
‘employer’. Irhic̃h /ir̥iʨ̃/ is non-possessable and has to be preceded by  uhut  if 
the  speaker  wants  to  specify  who  is  the  employee  (73a),  while  a  form of 
yɨnsɨr̃c /jɨnsɨr̃ʨ/ taking possessive inflection cannot be preceded by uhut (73b). 
In (73c) too,  uhut is  used to express a fellowship between the speaker and 
another Chamacoco (Ɨshɨrc /ɨɕɨrʨ/), because Ɨshɨrc /ɨɕɨrʨ/ is non-possessable. 
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(73) a.  Yok  tuk-umo    p-uhu-t                     irhi ̃ch.        
           /jok   tuk-umo    p-uhu-t                     ir̥i ̃ʨ/ 
             1S     1S-see       1S-PCL_fellow-MS.FF   employer
            ‘I see my employer.’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

       b. *Yok   tuk-umo   p-uhut                       p-ɨnsɨ ̃r-c. 
            /jok    tuk-umo   p-uhut                       p-ɨnsɨ ̃r-ʨ/ 
             1S      1S-see      1S-PCL_fellow-MS.FF   1S-employer-MS.FF 
            [I see my employer.] (Ciucci, field-notes)

       c.  Yok   tuk-umo    p-uhu-t                     Ɨshɨr-c.
           /jok    tuk-umo    p-uhu-t                     ɨɕɨr-ʨ/ 
            1S     1S-see        1S-PCL_fellow-MS.FF   Chamacoco-MS.FF
           ‘I see my (companion the) Chamacoco.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

The presence of  uhut  in Chamacoco is  typologically relevant,  because it 
confirms that the presence of  the possessive classifier is  an areal  feature of 
Chaco languages. Fabre (2007b) analyses the possessive classifier structures in 
Chaco languages and shows a «remarkable convergence» (Fabre 2007b:  67) 
between  Chaco  languages.  However,  Fabre  does  not  provide  any  data  for 
Chamacoco,  which  differs  from  the  other  Chaco  languages with  regard  to 
possessive  classifiers. First, in the Zamucoan languages analysed by Fabre, a 
minimum of two classifiers is to be observed (Fabre 2007b: 79), while uhut is 
for the time being the only CH possessive classifier. Second, Chamacoco does 
not follow the typological hierarchy of possessive classifiers proposed in Fabre 
(2007b: 78), because the CH possessive  classifier is semantically very specific 
and  Chamacoco  lacks  the  neutral  classifier  which  occurs  in  most  Chaco 
languages and in most languages having possessive  classifiers (Fabre 2007b: 
79). By contrast, Ayoreo has more than 20 possessive  classifiers according to 
Fabre  and  is  a  prototypical  language  with  respect  to  the  typology  of  its 
classifiers.  These  elements  suggest  that  uhut is  probably  a  relic  of  a  more 
complex  system  of  possessive  classifiers  which  has  disappeared  owing  to 
linguistic contact with Spanish.267

267 About possessive classifiers in Chaco languages, see also Aikhenvald (2011: 174-175).
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§10.10 Ekwerta and eyucha /ejuʨa/

Ekwerta and eyucha /ejuʨa/ ‘to remember’ are two hybrid elements. Both 
convey the same meaning and have the syntactic behaviour of a verb, as one 
can see in the following examples, but the morphology of a noun. Ekwerta is a 
loanword  from  the  Spanish  verb  acordarse /akordarse/  ‘to  remember’  (se 
acuerda /se  akwerda/ ‘he  remembers’)  or  from  the  Spanish  noun  recuerdo 
/rekwerdo/ (‘memory, remembrance’),  although it  could even result  from a 
combination  of  both  forms. By  contrast, eyucha  /ejuʨa/  is  the  original 
Chamacoco term. This is a  further example of how indigenous and Spanish-
derived words with the same meaning co-exist in currently spoken Chamacoco. 

(74) Yok  tuk-ucha       uje       aãchɨ      lɨke   tenihni.
      / jok   tuk-uʨa       uxe      ãːʨɨ        lɨke   tenini̥/     
        1S    1S-remember  COMP   2S.arrive  here   recently 
      ʻI remember that you have arrived recently.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(75)  Yok  p-ewkerta        uje     aãch=ni.
       /jok   p-ewkerta        uxe     ãːʨ=ni/     
       1S     1S-remember      COMP  2S.arrive=PST
       ʻI remember that you have arrived.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(76) Ikon    eyucha          uje       Kapo    sh-iyokõr=ni. 
       /ikon   ejuʨa           uxe       Kapo    ɕ-ijokõr=ni/     
       Ikon     3.remember    COMP   Kapo     3-do=PST 
       ʻIkon remembers what Kapo has done.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

Although at the syntactic level both ekwerta and eyucha /ejuʨa/ are verbs, 
at the morphological level they should be included in the class of possessable 
nouns.  Ekwerta (77) has the inflectional morphology of thematic nouns with 
thematic /e/, which indicates that it is a possessable noun, since thematic verbs 
in  /e/- do not exist. The prefix /p/- in the 1S-person characterizes possessive 
inflection. Also  eyucha /ejuʨa/ should be considered a thematic noun in /e/ 
(78), although in the 1S-person there are both a ‘nominal’ 1S-person with the 
prefix /p/- and a ‘verbal’ person with the prefix /tuk/-. The presence of /u/ in 
the prefix is probably due to the presence of the same vowel in the root. The 
alternation between a ‘nominal’ and a ‘verbal’ form in the 1S-person and its 
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syntactic behaviour shows that this element probably has verbal origin. 

(77) p-e-kwerta (1S), e-kwerta (2S), e-kwerta (3) ʻto rememberʼ268

(78) tuk-uʨa / p-e-juʨa (1S), e-juʨa (2S), e-juʨa (3), d-e-juʨa (RFL) ʻto rememberʼ

In  the  case  of  eyucha /ejuʨa/,  a  reflexive  form  with  the  prefix /d/-  is 
observed,  which is used when the main and the subordinate clause have the 
same  subject  (79),  while  the  3-person  is  used  when  the  subject  of  the 
subordinate clause is different (76).

(79) Ɨr    d-eyucha         uje        sh-iyokõr=ni.
      /ɨr    d-ejuʨa           uxe       ɕ-ijokõr=ni/      
       3S    RFL-remember  COMP    3-do=PST
      ‘He remembers what he has done.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

The fact that  eyucha /ejuʨa/ has the RFL-person, not to be found  in  ekwerta, 
indicates  that  the latter loan entered the language when possessive inflection 
was no longer productive  and the RFL-person has been the first  element to 
disappear. Although the ending of both words is invariable, the last syllables 
-/ta/ and -/ʨa/ remind of a FS-FF. 

§10.11 The possessive construction with =/ɕ/

In Chamacoco there is no verb meaning ʻto have, to ownʼ. In order to say 
that someone has/owns something, the enclitic =/ɕ/ is added to the possessee, 
which agrees in person with the possessor. If the possessee is a non-possessable 
noun, it does not agree with the possessor. 

(80) Owa,  je      aab-o=sh?             Yok    p-aab-o=sh.
       /owa   xe     aːb-o=ɕ                 jok     p-aːb-o=ɕ/      
          2S    INT    2.child-MP=EXIST  1S       1S-child-MP=EXIST
       ʻDo you have children? I have children.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

268 The reflexive form of ekwerta  is not observed: the form *dekwerta  is ungrammatical according to 
the informants. Note that ekwerta can take the suffix -/lo/ (for both the greater plural of the 1-person 
inclusive and the 2P-person). This is typical of verb morphology.
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(81) Ye         eyuwɨr̃=sh                 heke              a-pook.
        /je       ejuwɨr̃=ɕ                   heke              a-poːk/         
       NEG      2S.judgment =EXIST    for_this_reason   2-feel_ashamed       
      ʻYou do not understand anything, for this reason you feel ashamed.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

§10.12 Conclusions

This chapter has discussed the possessive inflection of Chamacoco. Three 
inflectional  classes  have  been  distinguished:  thematic,  prefixal  and  radical 
nouns. The classes do not generally correspond to the semantic features of the 
noun,  but  most  kinship  terms  are  /d/-nouns.  As  in  CH verb  inflection,  in 
possessive inflection there are consonantal alternations which come together 
with  the  2-vowel  /a/.  Chamacoco  presents  few  GFs,  characterized  by 
remarkable  morphological  variability.  Some  GFs  can  be  preceded  by  a 
possessor: this is the result of a syntactic change, probably related to language 
endangerment.  For  the  same  reason,  possessive  classifiers  have  almost 
completely  disappeared. Chamacoco only has one possessive classifier,  uhut, 
which  is  semantically  very  specific  and  is  what  remains  of  a  system  of 
possessive  classifiers.  The  mechanism  of  possessive  inflection  is  no  longer 
productive in Chamacoco. Finally, there are hybrid elements, such as  ekwerta 
and  eyucha /ejuʨa/,  which  are  syntactically  verbs,  but  show  possessive 
inflection.
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§11 Possessive inflection in the Zamucoan languages: a comparison 

This chapter compares the possessive inflection of Ayoreo, Ancient Zamuco 
and Chamacoco. In (§9) and (§10) the AY and CH possessive inflection have 
been  analysed.  Section  §11.1  describes  the  possessive  inflection  of  Ancient 
Zamuco.  Then,  the possessive prefixes used in the Zamucoan languages are 
discussed  (§11.2).  In  §11.3  the  possessive  morphology  of  the  Zamucoan 
languages is compared with verb morphology.  Possessable nouns presents the 
same inflectional classes in all Zamucoan languages §11.4. Section §11.5 deals 
with thematic nouns and with the behaviour of thematic vowels. Prefixal nouns 
are addressed in §11.6. In all Zamucoan languages, most kinship terms are /d/-
nouns (§11.7). Section §11.8 deals with radical nouns. GFs and non-possessable 
nouns are compared in §11.9. Possessive classifiers are addressed in §11.10.

§11.1 Ancient Zamuco possessive inflection

In Ancient Zamuco, nouns have possessive inflection, described by Chomé 
(1758: 140-142). Examples from Ancient Zamuco will only be discussed when 
the possessive paradigm is provided in Chomé’s grammar. A complete list of 
the  possessive  paradigms  reported  in  Chomé’s  grammar  is  provided  in 
Appendix B.

The  morphological  structure  of  possessive  inflection  is  the  same  as  in 
Ayoreo and Chamacoco. As for  the inflectional classes,  three classes can be 
distinguished,  according  to  the  structure  of  the  3-person:  radical  nouns, 
thematic nouns and prefixal nouns (§3.1). The paradigm has six persons (1S-
person, 2S-person, 3-person, RFL-person, 1P-person, 2P-person). Usually, there 
is  also a GF. I will  mainly focus on the first  three persons, because Chomé 
provides few examples for the RFL-person, the 1P- and the 2P-person, which 
depend on the first three persons. The GF is generally reported by Chomé when 
an inflectional paradigm is shown.
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(1) y-i-noriga (1S), a-noriga (2S), n-o-riga (3), p-i-noriga (GF) ‘way’, from the verb
          no (3.to_go)
(2) ch-a-cac (1S), a-cac (2S), a-cac (3), p-a-cac (GF) ‘what is planted’
(3) y-u-ague (1S), a-gue (2S), g-ü-ague (3/GF) ‘family’

If the 3-thematic-vowel is /a e o/, it is preserved in the whole paradigm (4-
8). If the thematic vowel is high (/i u/), it turns into /a/ in the 2S-person (and 
in the RFL-person) (9-12). In (13) /a/ still has the function of a prefix, because 
thematic /i/ is preserved. In the 1S-person two prefixes are possible: ch- (/ʨ/)- 
or  y-  /j/-.  The  first  prefix  is only  used  with  deverbal  nouns  (as  in  (2)). 
Nevertheless, some A.Z deverbal nouns take the prefix y- (/j/)- (14-15). Only 
deverbal nouns derived from /ʨ/-verbs take the 1S-prefix ch- (/ʨ/).269 There is 
no prefix in the 2S-person (apart from /a/). For this reason, the 2S- and the 3-
person of thematic nouns coincide if the thematic vowel is /a/, /e/ or /o/. Few 
radical nouns are to be observed. In (14) the fortition of root-initial /b/ in the 
3-person pidit is to be found.

(4) ch-a-cac (1S), a-cac (2S), a-cac (3), p-a-cac (GF) ‘what is planted’
(5) y-a-ho (1S), a-ho (2S), a-ho (3), p-a-ho (GF)  ‘leather’
(6) ch-e-câric (1S), e-caric (2S), e-caric (3), p-e-caric (GF) ‘what is followed’ 
(7) y-e-ddo (1S), e-ddo (2S), e-ddo (3), p-e-ddo (GF) ‘eye’
(8) ch-o-irac (1S), o-irac (2S), o-irac (3), p-o-irac (GF) ‘what is added’
(9) ch-i-mecêrac (1S), a-mecêrac (2S), i-mecêrac (3),  p-i-mecêrac (GF) ‘what is loved’ 
(10) y-i-baya (1S), a-baya (2S), i-baya (3), p-i-baya (GF) ‘excuse’
(11) ch-u-manic (1S), a-manic (2S), u-manic (3), p-u-manic (GF) ‘what is finished’
(12) y-u-cau (1S), a-cau (2S), u-cau (3), p-u-cau (GF) ‘elbow’

(13) y-i-gueda (1S), ai-gueda (2S), i-gueda (3), gu-i-gueda (GF) ‘house’

(14) y-i-bidit (1S), a-bidit (2S), Ø-Ø-pidit (3), p-i-bidit (GF) ‘who/what is called’
                 from: t-i-bidi (3) ‘to call’
(15) y-i-yauc (1S), a-yauc (2S), i-yauc (3), p-i-yauc (GF) ‘what is quit’
                 from: i-yau (3) ‘to stop, to quit’

269 Deverbal nouns derived from verbs belonging to other classes take the 1-prefix y- (/j/-). According 
to Chomé only some deverbal nouns derived from /t/-verbs can take the prefix ch- (/ʨ/-). However, 
the few examples provided by Chomé are not reported above, because they are not complete or the  
derivational process is not clear (1958: 141), see Appendix B.
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The RFL-person follows the same rules as the Ayoreo and Chamacoco RFL-
person,  and  shares  all  morphological  peculiarities  of  the  2S-person:  “La 3а 
possessiva en si mismo relativa, se haze en todos los nombres con preponer la 
d, a la 2a possessiua.  Aigueda... tu casa,  daigueda... su propria casa. esta regla 
no tiene excepcion alguna” (Chomé 1958: 47). There is no difference between 
singular and plural in both the 3- and the RFL-person (16). The plural of the 3-
person  can  be  specified  by  the  3P-pronoun:  ore igueda /ore  igeda/ “their 
house”.

(16) Ore   ch-echâre      da-igueda-tie.
        3P     3- demolish     RFL-house-MS.FF
        ‘They demolish their own house.’ (Chomé 1958: 48)

A peculiarity of Ancient Zamuco is  the frequent identity of 1P- and 2P-
person, both expressed by the prefix ay- (/aj/-) (17a-c). In date ‘mother’ (17d) 
one finds  two distinct forms for 1P-person and 2P-person.  However, all these 
forms  have  no  successors  in the currently  spoken  Zamucoan  languages; 
moreover, the fact that date has two distinct forms while the other nouns only 
have one, could indicate that a process of gradual disappearance had already 
begun in Ancient Zamuco and probably in the linguistic family: in Chamacoco 
there are  no morphological forms for the  1P- and the  2P-person.  The Ayoreo 
1P- and 2P-person prefixes directly stem from personal pronouns.

(17) a. ch-a-cac (1S), ay-a-cac (1P), ay-a-cac (2P) ‘what has been planted’
       b. ch-o-rotat (1S), ay-o-rotat (1P), ay-o-rotat (2P) ‘shoulder’
       c. y-i-gueda (1S), ay-i-gueda (1P), ay-i-gueda (2P) ‘house’
       d. o-te (1S), d-a-te (3), az-o-te (1P), ay-a-te (2P) ‘mother’

§11.2 Personal prefixes in the Zamucoan languages

This section aims at comparing the prefixation of possessive inflection in 
the Zamucoan family.270 At the descriptive level, the inflectional structure of 
the possessive inflection is as follows in all Zamucoan languages:

270 For a comparison between AY and A.Z possessive inflection, see also Kelm (1964: 493-499).
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(18)                       _____THEME______
          PREFIX  +  THEMATIC + ROOT
                                VOWEL  

(19) Ay. j-a-rej (1S), b-a-rej (2S), a-rej (3), d-a-rej (RFL), jok-a-rej (1P), wak-a-rej (2P) ‘tongue’
(20) Ch. p-a-hãrʨ (1S), a-hãrʨ (2S), a-hãrʨ (3), n-a-hãrʨ (RFL) ‘tongue’
(21) A.Z. y-i-gueda (1S), a-i-gueda (2S), i-gueda (3), da-i-gueda (RFL), ay-i-gueda (1P),
           ay-i-gueda ( 2P) ‘house’ ‘house’

Not all elements shown in (18) obligatorily occur in all forms. In all Zamucoan 
languages, the base of possessive inflection is the 3S-person. The inflectional 
paradigm of possessable nouns has six inflected forms in Ancient Zamuco (19) 
and Ayoreo (20), while it consists of four inflected forms in Chamacoco (21) 
(excluding the GF, which here is not considered part of possessive inflection). 
The comparison will be limited to these four forms.

In  the  1S-person,  the  prefix /j/-  is  the  same for  both Ayoreo (20)  and 
Ancient Zamuco (19). In Ancient Zamuco the prefix /ʨ/- is also used. /ʨ/- is 
not  to  be  found  in  the  other  Zamucoan languages  and  is  probably  an  A.Z 
innovation. /ʨ/- is also the 1-irrealis prefix in A.Z verb morphology and only 
occurred in /ʨ/-verbs. 

The Chamacoco 1S-prefix /p/- (21) is identical to the AY and A.Z prefix for 
the GF, although it probably has a different origin. 
   In  the  2S-person,  Chamacoco  (21)  and  Ancient  Zamuco  (19)  have  no 
consonantal prefix, while the 2S-vowel /a/ was originally a prefix (see §3.1), 
and this can be seen in (19).

In all Zamucoan languages there is a correspondence in the 3-person (non-
reflexive), which will be analysed in detail below. In all Zamucoan languages 
there  is  a  distinction  between non-reflexive  and reflexive  3-person.  In  all 
Zamucoan languages the prefix /d/- is used for the RFL-person. It may nasalize 
into /n/- in nasal-harmony contexts (21) (however, there are not enough data 
about  the  nasalization  of  the  A.Z  prefix  /d/-).  Moreover,  in  all  Zamucoan 
languages  (see  Chomé  1958:  47,  above)  the  2S-person  and  the  RFL-person 
share the same morphological peculiarities when the 2S-theme is different from 
the rest of the paradigm, as in (19). Note that in the course of this chapter the 
suffixation of Ancient Zamuco, AY and CH examples does not match, because 
the paradigms presenting possessive inflection are usually provided in base-
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form in Chomé’s grammar, while they are provided in full-form in Ayoreo and 
Chamacoco.

§11.3 Verb morphology vs. possessable noun morphology

As noted in §3.1, the general structure of verb and possessive inflection is 
the same. The Ayoreo 1S-prefix /j/- is shared by nouns and verbs. It is also the 
1S-prefix  used  in  A.Z  nouns  and in  some A.Z verbs,  that  is  /ʨ/-verbs  and 
deverbal  nouns  derived  from  /ʨ/-verbs.  In  both  AY  and  A.Z  verb 
morphology, /j/ is the 1-irrealis prefix. A.Z verbs take the prefix a- for the 1-
realis.  /j/-  is  also  the  1PE-prefix  in  CH verbs.  There  is  no  correspondence 
between the 1S-prefix used in CH verb and possessive morphology. 

In all Zamucoan languages,  the morphology of the noun’s 2S-person and 
the verb’s 2S-irrealis (the 2S-person in CH verbs) match.  Note that  chize  and 
igueda  share the same kind of irregularity in the 2-person: the original prefix 
has not overwritten the high thematic vowel (24). 

The 3-person of possessive inflection does not generally correspond to the 
3-person of the verb. The only exception is the prefix  /d/-,  which in Ancient 
Zamuco and Chamacoco is used for the 3-person (usually irrealis) of the verb 
and the 3-person of some nouns.

Possessive inflection has no plural forms in Chamacoco. The Ayoreo 2P-
prefix is the same in verbs and in possessive inflection. The Ancient Zamuco 
1P-  and  2P-prefix  ay-  (/aj/-)  does  not  correspond  to  any  element  of  verb 
inflection.  The  AY  possessable  noun  morphology  is  more  similar  to  the 
corresponding verb morphology than to CH possessable noun morphology.271

(22) Ay. j-a-kadisõri (1S), b-a-kadisõri (2S), a-kadisõri (3), d-a-kadisõri (RFL),
                  jok-a-kadisõri (1P), wak-a-kadisõri (2P), ore a-kadisõri (3P) ‘teacher’
       Ay. j-a-kate (1S), b-a-kate (2S), ʨ-a-kate (3), j-a-ka-ko (1P), wak-a-ka-ʨo (2P),
                  ore ʨ-a-kate (3P) ‘to teach, to instruct’

271 For a comparison between verb and possessive inflection in other Chaco languages, see Comrie et  
al. (2010: 104-107).
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(23) Ch. p-a-lokot (1S), a-lokot (2S), a-lokot (3), d-a-lokot (RFL), ejok alokot (1PI),
                  õrjok alokot (1PE), olak alokot (2P), õr alokot (3P) ‘nickname’
       Ch. t-a-kɨt (1S), a-kɨt (2S), ts-a-kɨt (3), j-a-kɨt (1PI), o-j-a-kɨt (1PE), a-kɨt-lo (2P),
                  õ-ts-a-kɨt (3P) ‘to advise’

(24) A.Z. y-i-gueda (1S), a-i-gueda (2S), i-gueda (3), da-i-gueda (RFL), ay-i-gueda (1P),
                  ay-i-gueda ( 2p) ‘house’ ‘house’
       A.Z. a-i-ze (1S), da-i-ze (2S), ch-i-ze (3), a-i-co (1P), da-i-zo (2P) ‘to reach’ 

§11.4  The  inflectional  classes  of  possessable  nouns  in  the  Zamucoan 
languages

As noted in §3.1, in all Zamucoan languages the inflection of possessable 
nouns can be divided into three classes: radical nouns (1), thematic nouns (2), 
and prefixal nouns (3).

(25) Radical nouns. Third person:  ROOT                                              

    a. Ay. j-i-gaidi (1S), b-a-gaidi (2S), Ø-Ø-gaidi (3), d-a-gaidi (RFL) ‘purpose, intention’
    b. Ch. p-ɨ-bahat (1S), a-bahat (2S), Ø-Ø-bahat (3), d-a-bahat (RFL) ‘price’
    c. A.Z. y-i-noriga (1S), a-noriga (2S), Ø-Ø-noriga (3) ‘way’

(26) Thematic nouns. Third person:     ________________THEME________________                       
                                                      (THEMATIC VOWEL)+ROOT 

    a. Ay. j-a-hej (1S), b-a-hej (2S), a-hej (3), d-a-hej (RFL) ‘stomach, intestine’ 
    b. Ch. p-uː-ɻɻa (1S), eː-ɻɻa (2S), uː-ɻɻa (3), d-eː-ɻɻa (RFL) ‘cheek’
    c. A.Z. y-i-baya (1S), a-baya (2S), i-baya (3) ‘excuse’

(27) Prefixal nouns

      Third person:    CONSONANTAL           ________________THEME_______________                    
                                           PREFIX       + (THEMATIC VOWEL) +ROOT

   a. Ay. j-u-kari (1S), b-a-kari (2S), d-u-kari (3), d-a-kari (RFL) ‘thread, string’
   b. Ch. p-ɨ-rt (1S), e-rt (2S), d-ɨ-rt (3), d-e-rt (RFL)  ‘leg’
   c. A.Z. y-u-ague (1S), a-gue (2S), g-ü-ague (3/GF) ‘family’
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                 see also: A.Z. d-a-te (3), ay-a-te (2P) ‘mother’ 

Although the inflectional classes are not the same, these groups are also to 
be found in verb inflection: in all  Zamucoan languages radical, prefixal and 
thematic  verbs  can  be  distinguished.  In  Table  11.1  CH  verb  classes  are 
represented  and  an  example  of  each  type  of  3-person  is  provided  (28). 
Chamacoco is the most complex language with regard to verb classification. In 
(29)  and  (30)  one  finds  examples  of  verb  classes  in  Ayoreo  and  Ancient 
Zamuco. In all Zamucoan languages there is a separation of labour between 
verb inflection and possessive inflection: most verbs are prefixal, while most 
possessable nouns are thematic.

First macro-class: verbs with a consonantal prefix in third person 
singular

Second macro-class: verbs 
without any consonantal prefix in 
third person singular 

First class          Second class

First subclass:
/ /-verbsʨ
(19a)

Second 
subclass:
/ts/-, / /-verbsɕ  
(19b)

Third subclass: 
/t/-verbs 
(19c)

Fourth subclass: 
/d/-, /l/-, /n/- and 
/j/-verbs (19d-g)

Third class: 
vocalic verbs
(20)

Fourth  class: 
radical verbs 
(21)

Table 11.1. Chamaco verb classes (see §5.3)

(28) Chamacoco:
  a. tɨk-ɨ-raha (1S), e-raha (2S), ʨ-ɨ-raha (3), j-ɨ-raha (1PI), o-j-ɨ-raha (1PE), 
                e-raha-lo (2P), d-ɨ-raha (3.IRLS) ‘to know, to understand’
  b. t-a-tɨr (1S), a-tɨr (2S), ts-a-tɨr (3), j-a-tɨr (1PI), o-j-a-tɨr (1PE), a-tɨr-lo (2P), 
                o-ts-a-tɨr (3P), l-a-tɨr (3.IRLS) ‘to give back’

  c. t-a-ak ‘to eat’ takaːk (1S), aːk (2S), taːk, oyaːk, yaːk, aːkIlo, otaːk; neg. ye taːkpe 

  d. tak-a-buhu (1S), e-buhu (2S), d-e-buhu (3), j-e-buhu (1PI), o-j-e-buhu (1PE),
               e-buhu-lo (2P), o-d-e-buhu (3), d-e-buhu (3.IRLS) ‘to live’
  e. tok-o-ta (1S), o-ta (2S), l-o-ta (3), j-o-ta (1PI), o-j-o-ta (1PE), o-tɨ-lo (2P), 
               o-l-o-ta (3P), l-o-ta (3.IRLS) ‘to play’
  f. tɨk-ɨ-na (1S), e-na (2S), n-ɨ-na (3), j-ɨ-na (1PI), o-j-ɨ-na (1PE), e-nɨ-lo (2P), 
               o-n-ɨ-na (3P), n-ɨ-na (3.IRLS) ‘to give thanks’
  g. tɨk-i-na (1S), a-na (2S), j-a-na (3), j-i-na (1PI), o-j-i-na (1PE),  a-nɨ-lo (2P), 
               o-j-a-na (3P), j-a-na (3.IRLS) ‘to laugh’
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  h. t-i-jem (1S), a-nem (2S), i-jem (3), j-i-jem (1PI), o-j-i-jem (1PE), 
                a-nem-lo (2P), o-jem (3P), tseːm (3.IRLS) ‘to wait’

  i. t-ɨ-kit̃ker̃ / t-i-kit̃ker̃ (1S), e-kit̃ker̃ (2S), Ø-Ø-kej̃tker̃ (3), j-i-kit̃ker̃ (1PI),
               o-j-i-kit̃ker̃ (1PE), e-kit̃ker̃-lo / e-kit̃ker̃ɨ-lo (2P), o-kej̃tker̃ (3P), 
               Ø-Ø-kej̃tker̃ (3.IRLS) ‘to speak, to talk’ (also: kej̃tik̃er̃) 

(29) Ayoreo
  a. j-i-raha (1S), b-a-raha (2S), ʨ-i-raha (3), j-i-raha-go (1P), wak-a-raja-jo (2P) 
                ‘to know, to understand’ 
                                             cf. Ch. ʨ-ɨ-raha ‘to know, to understand’ 
  b. j-a-tire (1S), b-a-tire (2S), ʨ-a-tire (3), j-a-tire-go, wak-a-tire-jo (2P) 
                ‘to give back’          cf. Ch. ts-a-tɨr‘to give back’ 
  c. j-a-ke (1S), b-a-ke (2S), t-a-ke (3), j-a-ho (1P), wak-a-ʨo (2P) ‘to eat’
                                                    cf. Ch.  t-aː-k  ‘to eat’
  d. j-u-ɲ̥apego-me (1S), b-a-ɲ̥apego-me (2S), u-ɲ̥apego-me (3), j-u-ɲ̥ape-ho-me (1P), 
                wak-a-ɲ̥ape-ʨo-me (2P) ‘to be able to do, to be apt to’272

  e. j-i-katekãri (1S), b-a-katekãri (2S), Ø-Ø-katekãri (3), j-i-katekã-ko-ri (1P), 
                wak-a-katekãri (2P) ‘to talk’
                                           cf. Ch. Ø-Ø-kej̃t(i)ker̃ (3.IRLS) ‘to speak, to talk’ 

(30) Ancient Zamuco
  a. a-i-mecêre (1S), d-a-mecêre (2S), ch-i-mecêre (3) ch-i-mecêre(3) 
                 ‘to fish (with bait)’
  b. a-i-yague (1S), d-a-yague (2S), i-yague (3) ‘to stand’
  c. a-i-taña (1S), d-a-taña (2S), Ø-Ø-taña (3) ‘to be strong’

§11.5 The thematic vowel

The behaviour of the thematic vowel is similar in all Zamucoan languages. 
There is a basic distinction between high and non-high vowels. If the thematic 
vowel is a non-high one, it is preserved in the whole paradigm. By contrast, 
high vowels are overwritten by a vowel originally belonging to the prefix in the 
2S- and the RFL-person: /a/ in Ayoreo (31c,e) and Ancient Zamuco (33c,e), /a/ 
or  /e/  in  Chamacoco  (32b,d,f,g).  Since  Ancient  Zamuco  and  Chamacoco 
present no 2S-prefix, the 3-person of thematic nouns generally coincide if they 

272 On AY thematic verbs, see §4.7.
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have a non-high thematic vowel. In Chamacoco, given a high thematic vowel 
in the 3-person, it is impossible to predict whether the 2S-vowel will be /a/ 
or /e/. Chamacoco also has one vowel (/ɨ/) more than the other Zamucoan 
languages and is  characterized by greater  variability  in  the vocalic  pattern, 
which presents some irregularities, as one can see, for instance in (32b). 

(31) Ayoreo
     a. j-a-hej (1S), b-a-hej (2S), a-hej (3), d-ahej (RFL) ‘stomach, intestine’ 
     b. j-e-bie (1S), e-bie (2S), e-bie (3), d-e-bie (RFL) ‘foam, froth’
     c. j-i-jobie (1S), b-a-jobie (2S), i-jobie (3), d-a-jobie (RFL) ‘hearth’
     d. j-o-hoj (1S), b-o-hoj (2S), o-hoj (3), d-o-hoj (RFL) ‘feathers’ 
     e. j-u-duj (1S), b-a-duj (2S), u-duj (3), d-a-duj (RFL) ‘water (brought for drinking)’

(32) Chamacoco
     a. p-a-rmɨsta (1S), a-rmɨsta (2S), a-rmɨsta (3), n-a-rmɨsta (RFL) ‘blood’
     b. p-o-maʨ (1S), a-maʨ (2S), a-maʨ (3), n-a-maʨ (RFL) ‘bottom’ (of a boat)
     c. p-e-ʨɨt (1S), e-ʨɨt (2S), e-ʨɨt (3), d-eʨɨt (RFL) ‘pet’
    d. p-i-j̥uʨ (1S), a-huʨ (2S), i-j̥uʨ (3), d-a-huʨ (RFL) ‘house’
     e. p-o-nta (1S), o-nta (2S), o-nta (3), n-o-nta (RFL) ‘eye’
     f. p-uː-ɻɻa (1S), eː-ɻɻa (2S), uː-ɻɻa (3), d-eː-ɻɻa (RFL) ‘cheek’
     g. p-ɨ-tɨlta (1S), e-tɨlta (2S), ɨ-tɨlta (3), d-e-tɨlta (RFL) ‘stick’

(33) Ancient Zamuco
     a. y-a-ho (1S), a-ho (2S), a-ho (3), p-a-ho (GF)  ‘leather’
     b. y-e-ddo (1S), e-ddo (2S), e-ddo (3), p-e-ddo (GF) ‘eye’
     c. y-i-baya (1S), a-baya (2S), i-baya (3), p-i-baya (GF)  ‘excuse’
     d. ch-o-irac (1S), o-irac (2S), o-irac (2S), p-o-irac (GF) ‘what is added’
     e. y-u-cau (1S), a-cau (2S), u-cau (3), p-u-cau (GF) ‘elbow’

The same vocalic patterns are to be observed in verb morphology. In both 
verb and possessive morphology, /a/ or /e/ in the 2-person was probably the 
original prefix or part of it, which has overwritten the high vowels (see §3.1). A 
trace of this is to be found in A.Z igueda (/igeda/) (34), where thematic /i/ is 
not overwritten by /a/. In this case /a/ is clearly analysable as prefix. This is a 
rare  and  probably  conservative  paradigm  in  Ancient  Zamuco.  In  AY 
iguíjnai /igin̥aj/ (34)  the  overwriting  of  the  thematic  vowel  has  been 
accomplished and /a/ is no longer distinguished from the thematic vowel (34).
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(34) Ay. j-i-gin̥aj (1S), d-a-gin̥aj (2S), i-gin̥aj (3), d-a-gin̥aj (RFL) ‘house’
      A.Z. y-i-gueda (1S), a-i-gueda (2S), i-gueda (3), da-i-gueda (RFL) ‘house’

In the verb morphology of the Zamucoan languages, one can find the same 
difference concerning the behaviour of high and non-high thematic vowels in 
the 2-person. High thematic vowels are overwritten by /a/ or /e/ in the 2- and 
the RFL-person, while non-high thematic vowels overwrite the original prefix 
vowels /a/ or /e/. In (35-36) one finds examples from Ayoreo and Chamacoco.

(35) Ayoreo
    a. j-a-ka, b-a-ka, ʨ-a-ka, j-a-ka-go, wak-a-ka-jo ‘to plant’
    b. j-e-do, b-e-do, ʨ-e-do, j-e-do-go, wak-e-do-jo ‘to criticize’
    c. j-o-ha-re, b-o-ha-re, ʨ-o-ha-re, j-o-ha-ko, wak-o-ha-ʨo ‘to smell’
    d. j-i-go, b-a-go, ʨ-i-go, j-i-go-go, wak-a-go-jo   ‘to say’
    e. j-u-ga, b-a-ga, ʨ-u-ga, j-u-ga-go, wak-a-ga-jo    ‘to sew’

(36) Chamacoco
   a. t-a-pur (1S), a-pur (2S), ts-a-pur (3), j-a-pur (1PI), o-j-a-pur (1PE), a-pur-lo (2P),
                o-ts-apur (3P), l-a-pur (3.IRLS) ‘to ask’
   b. t-e-nɕehe (1S), e-nɕehe (2S), ʨ-e-nɕehe (3), j-e-nɕehe (1PI), o-j-e-nɕehe (1PE), 
                e-nɕehelo (2P), o-ʨ-e-nɕehe (3P), n-e-nɕehe (3.IRLS) 
                ‘to remove, to take away’ 
   c. t-o-ntew (1S), o-ntew (2S), ts-o-ntew (3), j-o-ntew (1PI), o-j-o-ntew (1PE),
                o-ntew-lo (2P), o-ts-ontew (3P), n-o-ntew (3.IRLS) ‘to hold’
   d. t-i-jeru (1S), a-heru (2S), ɕ-i-jeru (3), j-i-j ̥eru (1PI), o-j-i-j̥eru (1PE),
                a-heru-lo (2P), o-ɕ-i-jeru (3P), d-i-j̥eru (3.IRLS) ‘to close, to tie’
   e. tuk-uː-na (1S), eː-na (2S), ʨ-uː-na (3), j-uː-na (1PI), o-j-uː-na (1PE), eː-n-ɨ-lo (2P), 
                o-ʨ-uː-na (3P), n-uː-na (3.IRLS) ‘to perceive, to feel’
   f. tɨk-ɨ-biʨ (1S), e-biʨ (2S), t-ɨ-biʨ (3), j-ɨ-biʨ (1PI), o-j-ɨ-biʨ (1PE), e-biʨ-lo (2P), 
                o-t-ɨ-biʨ (3P), t-ɨ-biʨ (3.IRLS) tɨbiʨ ‘to scream’

In (37-40) AY and CH nominals with thematic /a/ are compared. In this 
case,  the correspondence is  very regular.  In (41-42) AY /a/ corresponds to 
CH /e/. In these examples, one can note that AY /a/ can correspond to CH /a/ 
or /e/, as already seen in the thematic vowel of the verb (§7.2.8) and as will be 
shown with other possessable nouns (see §11.7, in particular ex. (62-63), (75) 
and 80)).  The  correspondence between the  two thematic  vowels  in  (43)  is 
irregular.
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(37) Ay. j-a-bi (1S), b-a-bi (2S), a-bi (3), d-a-bi (RFL) ‘child, baby’  
       Ch. p-aː-p (1S), aː-p (2S), aː-p (3), d-aː-p (RFL) ‘child, baby’

(38) Ay. j-a-rej (1S), b-a-rej (2S), a-rej (3), d-a-rej (RFL) ‘tongue’
       Ch. p-a-hãrʨ (1S), a-hãrʨ (2S), a-hãrʨ (3), n-a-hãrʨ (RFL) ‘tongue’

(39) Ay. j-a-di (1S), b-a-di (2S), a-di (3), d-a-di (RFL)
               ‘body part; part of things, member of body’
       Ch. p-aː-t (1S), aː-t (2S), aː-t (3), d-aː-t (RFL) ‘body, smell’

(40) Ay. j-a-hugoro (1S), b-a-hugoro (2S), a-hugoro (3), d-a-hugoro (RFL)
               ‘chin, under the chin’
       Ch. p-a-w̥oɻɻa (1S), a-w̥oɻɻa (2S), a-w̥oɻɻa (3), d-a-w̥oɻɻa (RFL) ‘chin’

(41) Ay. j-a-hej (1S), b-a-hej (2S), a-hej (3), d-a-hej (RFL) ‘inside of, in the midst of’
       Ch. p-e-het (1S), e-het (2S), ehet (3), d-e-het (RFL) ‘inside of, in the midst of’

(42) Ay. j-a-kote (1S), b-a-kote (2S), a-kote (3), d-a-kote (RFL) ‘wife’ 
       Ch. p-e-kuta (1S), e-kuta (2S), e-kuta (3), l-e-kuta (RFL) ‘wife’

(43) Ay. j-o-rotabidi (1S), b-o-rotabidi (2S), o-rotabidi (3), d-o-rotabidi (RFL) ‘rib’
       Ch. p-a-ɻɻibiʨ (1S), a-ɻɻibiʨ (2S), a-ɻɻibiʨ (3), d-a-ɻɻibiʨ (RFL) ‘rib’

In (44-46) one finds examples of nominals with thematic /i/ in both 
Ayoreo and Chamacoco. Here too, the Chamacoco 2S-vowel /e/ or /a/ 273 
usually  corresponds  to  AY  /a/.  In  the  Ayoreo  2-person  form  bei /bej/ 
(46),  the  thematic  vowel  is  preserved before  the  2-vowel  /e/.  Such an 
irregularity  in  Ayoreo  corresponds  to  a  regularity  in  Chamacoco,  as 
shown in the inflection of iich /iː-ʨ/.

(44) Ay. j-u-ɲ̥ari (1S), b-a-ɲ̥ari (2S), u-ɲ̥ari (3), d-a-ɲ̥ari (RFL) ‘breath, respiration’
      Ch. p-i-je̥rʨ (1S), a-je̥rʨ (2S), i-je̥rʨ (3), d-a-je̥rʨ (RFL) ‘breath, breathing’

(45) Ay. j-i-giosi (1S), b-a-giosi (2S), i-giosi (3), d-a-giosi (RFL) ‘relatives’  
      Ch. p-iː-sɨt (1S), ej-sɨt (2S), iː-sɨt (3), d-ej-sɨt (RFL) ‘relatives’ 
      A.Z. y-i-guioz (1S), a-guioz (2S), i-guioz (3), guioz (GF) ‘relative’

273 In (45), the presence of /ej/ in the slot of the thematic vowel is considered a subcase of /e/ (§10.4.4).
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(46) Ay. j-i (1S), b-e-j (2S), i (3), d-e-j (RFL) ‘name’ 
      Ch. p-iː-ʨ (1S), eːj-ʨ (2S), iː-ʨ (3), d-eːj-ʨ (RFL) ‘name’

In (47-49) one finds CH and AY cognate nominals with thematic /u/. The 
Ayoreo 2-vowel /a/ corresponds to CH /e/.  Utusht /utuɕt/ probably results 
from the merger of two words, as one can see in its Ayoreo counterparts (50).

(47) Ay. j-u-ri (1S), b-a-ri (2S), u-ri (3), d-a-ri (RFL) ‘dream’ 
       Ch. p-uː-rʨ (1S), eː-rʨ (2S), uː-rʨ (3), d-eː-rʨ (RFL) ‘dream’  

(48) Ay. j-u-di (1S), b-a-di (2S), u-di (3), d-a-di (RFL) ‘under, below, underneath’ 
       Ch. p-uː-t (1S), eː-t (2S), uː-t (3), d-eː-t (RFL) ‘under, below, underneath’
 
(49) Ay. j-u-kuge (1S), b-a-kuge (2S), u-kuge (3), d-a-kuge (RFL)
                  ‘fire stick, stick which has fire on one end’ 
      Ch. p-u-kutɨt (1S), e-kutɨt (2S), u-kutɨt (3), d-e-kutɨt (RFL) ‘cooking fire’ 

(50) Ay. j-u-tasi (1S), b-a-tasi (2S), u-tasi (3), d-a-tasi (RFL) ‘vein, artery’ 
       Ay. j-e-̃tasi (1S), b-ẽ-tasi (2S), e-̃tasi (3), d-ẽ-tasi (RFL) ‘root of plant’ 
       Ch. p-u-tuɕt (1S), e-tɨɕt (2S), u-tuɕt (3), d-e-tɨɕt (RFL) ‘vein, root’ 

CH /ɨ/ is not present in either Ayoreo or Ancient Zamuco. When it is 
a thematic vowel, /ɨ/ generally corresponds to /u/ (51-53) or /i/ (54) in 
Ayoreo.  In  this  case  too,  AY /a/  in  the  2-person  may  correspond  to 
CH /a/ (51-52) or /e/ (53-54). In (55) the Chamacoco 2S-vowel /e/ was 
probably the  original  thematic  vowel  in  the  whole  paradigm,  as  it 
emerges from the  comparison  with  Ayoreo,  where  the  thematic  vowel 
is /e/. The same could also be true of the pair of nouns in (56).

(51) Ay. j-u-mahosõri (1S), b-a-mahosõri (2S), u-mahosõri (3), d-a-mahosõri (RFL) ‘enemy’ 
       Ch. p-ɨ-mehet (1S), a-mehet (2S), ɨ-mehet (3), n-a-mehet (RFL) ‘enemy’ 

(52) Ay. j-u-ʨaj (1S), b-a-ʨaj (2S), u-ʨaj (3), d-a-ʨaj (RFL) ‘excrement, feces, dung’
       Ch. p-ɨ-ʨɨt (1S), a-tsɨt (2S), ɨ-ʨɨt (3), d-a-tsɨt (RFL) ‘excrement, feces, dung’

(53) Ay. j-u-gutadi (1S), b-a-gutadi (2S), u-gutadi (3), d-a-gutadi (RFL)
              ‘pillow, cushion’
       Ch. p-ɨ-tiʨ (1S), e-tiʨ (2S), ɨ-tiʨ (3), d-e-tiʨ (RFL) ‘pillow’
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(54) Ay. j-i-garubi (1S), b-a-garubi (2S), i-garubi (3), d-a-garubi (RFL)  ‘woven or worn belt’
       Ch. p-ɨ-hɨroɕt (1S), e-hɨroɕt / e-heroɕt (2S), ɨ-hɨroɕt (3), d-e-hɨroɕt (RFL) ‘belt’

(55) Ay. j-e-rubi (1S), e-rubi (2S), e-rubi (3), d-e-rubi (RFL) ‘urine’
       Ch. p-ɨ-hɨrbiʨ (1S), e-hɨrbiʨ / e-herbiʨ (2S), ɨ-hɨrbiʨ (3), d-e-hɨrbiʨ (RFL) 
                  ‘urine’

(56) Ay. j-e-roj (1S), b-e-roj (2S), e-roj (3), d-e-roj (RFL) ‘firewood’
       Ch. p-u-rʨ (1S), e-rʨ (2S), u-rʨ (3), d-e-rʨ (RFL) ‘piece of wood’ 

§11.6 Prefixal nouns

AY and CH prefixal nouns may share the same morphological devices. The 
most frequently used prefix is /d/- (57), with its nasal counterpart  /n/- (58). 
The prefix /k/- is also found in both languages (59).

(57) Ay. j-u-kari (1S), b-a-kari (2S), d-u-kari (3), d-a-kari (RFL) ‘thread, string’
       Ch. p-u-ɕurʨ (1S), e-ɕurʨ (2S), d-u-ɕurʨ (3), d-e-ɕurʨ (RFL) ‘nail’
       
(58) Ay. j-e-̃ri (1S), b-e-̃ri (2S), n-e-ri (3), n-e-ri (RFL) ‘uncle, mother's brother’ 
       Ch. p-e-rmiʨ (1S), e-rmiʨ (2S), n-e-rmiʨ (3), nermiʨ (RFL) ‘uncle’        

(59) Ay. j-a-kadi (1S), b-a-kadi (2S), k-a-kadi (3), d-a-kadi (RFL) ‘entrance’
       Ch. p-ɨ-tɨta (1S), e-tɨta (2S), k-e-tɨta (3), d-e-tɨta (RFL) ‘knee’
       

§11.7 Kinship terms

In both Ayoreo and Chamacoco, most kinship terms are prefixal nouns with 
the 3-prefix /d/- or /n/-. Usually they share the same thematic vowel (60). 
AY /a/ (not always the thematic vowel in the following examples) corresponds 
to CH /e/ (61-64), as already seen in verb morphology and thematic nouns 
(§11.5).
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(60) Ay. j-e-̃ri (1S), b-e-̃ri (2S), n-e-ri (3/RFL) ‘uncle, mother's brother’  
       Ch. p-e-rmiʨ (1S), e-rmiʨ (2S), n-e-rmiʨ (3/RFL) ‘uncle’  

(61) Ay. kode / j-i-kode (1S), b-a-kode (2S), d-a-kode (3/RFL) ‘grandmother’
       Ch. p-e-kɨta (1S), e-kɨta (2S), l-/d-e-kɨta (3/RFL) ‘grandmother’

(62) Ay. j-a-kide (1S), b-a-kide (2S), d-a-kide (3/RFL) ‘grandfather’
       Ch. p-e-kiʨ / p-e-kɨʨ (1S), e-kiʨ / e-kɨʨ (2S), d-e-kiʨ /d-e-kɨʨ (3/RFL) ‘grandfather’ 
  
(63) Ay. j-a-haj (1S), b-a-haj (2S), d-a-haj (3/RFL) ‘brother, of a woman’ (also: dajaté)
       Ch. p-e-hebiʨ (1S), e-hebiʨ (2S), d-e-hebiʨ (3/RFL) ‘brother of a woman’

(64) Ay. i-tigate / j-i-tigate (1S), b-atigate (2S), d-a-tigate (3/RFL) ‘older brother of a man’
       Ch. p-e-tiːbiʨ (1S), e-tiːbiʨ (2S), d-e-tiːbiʨ (3/RFL) ‘older brother of a man’

The 1S-person of ‘mother’ (65) is irregular in all Zamucoan languages. The 
fact that ote is reported in both Chamacoco and Ancient Zamuco suggests that 
this form is very old and that AY  ite  is probably a more innovative form. In 
Chamacoco  a  Spanish  form  is  used  for  the  1S-person,  while  in  Ayoreo  a 
regularized form is also used. In (66) both Ayoreo and Chamacoco have an 
independent innovation, because a loan is observed in the 1S-person: Spanish 
papa in Chamacoco and yapade /japade/ in Ayoreo. This last word reminds of 
Dupade  ‘God’, a loanword dating back to the Jesuit period (from Chiquitano 
Tupas ‘God’ or Spanish tu padre ‘your father’).

(65) Ay. ite / j-a-te (1S), b-a-te (2S), d-a-te (3/RFL) ‘mother’
       Ch. ote / mama (2S), a-ta (2S), d-a-ta (3/RFL) ‘mother’
       A.Z. ote (1S), date (3), az-ote (1P), ay-ate (2P) ‘mother’ 

(66) Ay. j-a-pade / j-a-j (1S), b-a-j / b-a-je (2S), d-a-j / d-a-je (3/RFL) ‘father’ 
       Ch. papa / p-e-jʨ (1S), e-jʨ (2S), l/d-e-jʨ (3/RFL) ‘father’

The presence of the prefix /d/ or /n/-  in the 3-person is probably due to 
the fact that the 3-person has assimilated to the RFL-person. As a consequence, 
the  1-vowel  can  be  different  from  the  3-vowel.  The  1-vowel  might  look 
irregular, but is the original thematic vowel which has undergone a change in 
the 3-person. In the following examples (67-72), the Ayoreo 1-vowel /i/ and 
CH  /i/  or  /ɨ/  should  be  considered  the  thematic  vowel.  The  Ayoreo  and 
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Chamacoco 1-vowels match in (67-70). In (71-72) only the CH nouns show the 
1S-vowels  /i/  and  /ɨ/,  corresponding  to  AY /a/  and  /e/  respectively.  This 
suggests that the original thematic vowel was preserved in Chamacoco, while 
‘regularization’ has probably occurred in Ayoreo, where the thematic vowels 
are now /a/ and /e/.

(67) Ay. j-i-n̥oŋamia (1S), b-a-n̥oŋamia (2S), d-a-n̥oŋamia (3/RFL) ‘aunt, father’s sister’
       Ch. p-ɨ-n̥emʨa / p-e-n̥emʨa (1S), a-n̥emʨa (2S), n-a-n̥emʨa (3/RFL) ‘aunt’ 
                   (also: naneːmʨa)

(68) Ay. j-i-̃sarai (1S), b-ã-sarai (2S), n-a-sarai (3/RFL) ‘son-in-law’
       Ch. p-i-ɕẽːt (1S), a-sẽːt (2S), d-/l-a-sẽːt (3/RFL) ‘son-in-law’

(69) Ay. j-i-karia (1S), b-a-karia (2S), d-a-karia (3/RFL) ‘daughter-in-law’
       Ch. p-ɨ-keheɻɻa (1S), a-kahaɻɻa (2S), l-akahaɻɻa (3/RFL) ‘daughter-in-law’ 

(70) Ay. i-na (1S), b-e-na (2S), n-e-na (3/RFL) ‘sister’
       Ch. p-ɨ-nɨmɨʨa (1S), a-nɨmɨʨa (2S), n-a-nɨmɨʨa (3/RFL) ‘sister’ (also: nanɨ̥mɨʨa)

(71) Ay. j-a-terama (1S), b-a-terama (2S), d-a-terama (3/RFL) ‘aunt, mother’s sister’
                  (also: daterã, dateramia) 
       Ch. p-i-teːmʨa / p-ɨ-teːmʨa / p-a-teːmʨa (1S), a-teːmʨa (2S), l-/d-a-teːmʨa (3/RFL) 
                  ‘aunt, mother’s sister’ (also: lateːmʨa; plural: lateːrmɨ)

(72) Ay. j-e-saj (1S), b-e-saj (2S), d-e-saj (3/RFL) ‘brother, younger’
       Ch. p-ɨ-ɕɨbiʨ (1S), e-ɕɨbiʨ (2S), l-/d-e-ɕɨbiʨ (3/RFL) ‘brother’

However, not all kinship terms take the prefix /d/- or /n/- in the 3-person: 
‘husband’ (73) and ‘grandson’ (74) are thematic nouns in both languages, as 
‘wife’,  AY. acoté /akote/ (3), CH.  ekuta (3) (see ex. (42)). In (75-77) the CH 
noun is prefixal, while its Ayoreo counterpart is thematic. In (78) the opposite 
situation is shown. Note that in (77) the CH term for ‘mother-in-law’, dohota, is 
derived  from the  masculine  dohot  ‘father-in-law’.  The  latter  word  does  not 
correspond to ‘father-in-law’ in Ayoreo, because it has a different root.   

(73) Ay. j-a-baj (1S), b-a-baj (2S), a-baj (3), d-a-baj (RFL) ‘husband’ 
       Ch. p-a-biʨ (1S), a-biʨ (2S), a-biʨ (3), d-a-biʨ (RFL) ‘husband’  (also: abey)
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(74) Ay. ɲ-a-n̥ami (1S), m-a-n̥ami (2S), a-n̥ami (3), n-a-n̥ami (RFL) ‘grandson’
       Ch. p-a-n̥ɨmiʨ (1S), a-n̥ɨmiʨ (2S), a-n̥ɨmiʨ (3), n-a-n̥ɨmiʨ (RFL) ‘grandson’

(75) Ay. j-a-buhi (1S), b-a-buhi (2S), a-buhi (3), d-a-buhi (RFL) ‘nephew, woman’s brother’
       Ch. p-e-bihit (1S), e-bihit (2S), d-e-bihit (3), d-e-bihit (RFL) ‘nephew, woman’s brother’ 
                  (also: debihiʨ)

(76) Ay. j-a-buhia (1S), b-a-buhia (2S), a-buhia (3), d-a-buhia (RFL)
                  ‘niece, woman’s brother’s daughter’
       Ch. p-e-bihita (1S), e-bihita (2S), d-e-bihita (3), d-e-bihita (RFL) 
                  ‘niece, woman’s brother’s daughter’ (also: debihiʨa / debuhuʨa)

(77) Ay. j-e-ho (1S), b-e-ho (2S), e-ho (3), d-e-ho (RFL) ‘mother-in-law’  
       Ch. p-o-hota (1S), o-hota (2S), d-o-hota (3/RFL) ‘mother-in-law’
                  cf. ijokin̥aj (3) ‘father-in-law’ (Ay.) vs. lohot (3) ‘father-in-law’ (Ch.)
 
(78) Ay. j-a-kerã (1S), b-a-kerã (2S), d-a-kerã (3), d-a-kerã (RFL)
                  ‘uncle, father’s brother’  (3/RFL also: daqueramai)
       Ch. p-ɨ-kɨ ̃miʨ (1S), e-kɨ r̃miʨ (2S), ɨ-kɨ r̃miʨ (3), d-e-kɨ r̃miʨ (RFL) ‘uncle’ 

In examples (79-82) one finds cognate nouns which do not belong to the 
same  inflectional  class:  AY  jogadi /hogadi/  (79) is  a  radical  noun  which 
corresponds to CH owich /owiʨ/, a thematic noun. Gachidi /gaʨidi/ (80) and 
gajnesṍri /gan̥esõri/ (81) show the 3-prefix /g/-. The phoneme /g/ does 
not exist in Chamacoco. Therefore, AY /g/ sometimes corresponds to Ø 
in Chamacoco, as in the thematic noun echɨt /eʨɨt/ (80). AY /g/ can also 
correspond to CH /j/,  as in  y-ɨ-nsɨ r̃c /j-ɨ-nsɨr̃ʨ/ (81). In the latter case, 
both nouns belong yet to the same inflectional class. 

Cognate words can have different functions: AY gachidi /gaʨidi/ is a 
possessive  classifier,  while  echɨt /eʨɨt/  does  not  have  such  a  function, 
because  only  one  possessive  classifier  has  so  far  been  observed  in 
Chamacoco.  In  (82),  as  in  examples  (75-78),  a  CH  prefixal  noun 
corresponds to an AY thematic noun.  

(79) Ay. j-i-hogadi (1S), b-a-hogadi (2S), Ø-Ø-hogadi (3), d-a-hogadi (RFL) ‘place’
                (base-form: hogat)
       Ch. p-o-wiʨ (1S), o-wiʨ (2S), o-wiʨ (3), d-o-wiʨ / d-a-wiʨ (RFL) ‘place’274

274 Cf. Wichi [wet] ‘place’ (Viñas Urquiza 1974: II, 109).
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(80) Ay. j-a-ʨidi (1S), b-a-ʨidi (2S), g-a-ʨidi (3), d-a-ʨidi (RFL)
                ‘pet, domesticated animal, vehicle’ (base-form: gaʨit)
       Ch. p-e-ʨɨt (1S), e-ʨɨt (2S), e-ʨɨt (3), d-e-ʨɨt (RFL) ‘pet, domesticated animal’

(81) Ay. j-a-n̥esõri (1S), b-a-n̥esõri (2S), g-a-n̥esõri (3), d-a-n̥esõri (RFL) 
                   ‘owner, master, possessor’
        Ch. p-ɨ-nsɨr̃ʨ (1S), e-nsɨr̃ʨ (2S), j-ɨ-nsɨr̃ʨ (3), n-e-nsɨr̃ʨ (RFL) ‘master, owner, employer’

(82) Ay. j-u-suguruj (1S), b-a-suguruj (2S), u-suguruj (3), d-a-suguruj (RFL)
                ‘fingernail, claw, hoof’
       Ch. p-u-ɕurʨ (1S), e-ɕurʨ (2S), d-u-ɕurʨ (3), d-e-ɕurʨ (RFL) ‘fingernail, toenail’ 

§11.8 Radical nouns

In examples (83-84) two radical nouns, ‘hand’ and ‘forearm’, are compared. 
In  both  languages  ‘forearm’  derives  from ‘hand’.  The AY vocalic  pattern  is 
/i/-/a/-Ø, which corresponds to /ɨ/-/a/-Ø in Chamacoco. This correspondence 
has  already  been  pointed  out  in  the  verb  (85).  The  vocalic  pattern  of  CH 
radical nouns, however, presents more variability than that of AY radical nouns 
(see §9.7), as one can see in the possible alternation between /ɨ/ and /o/ in the 
1S-person (83-84),  which has no corresponding example in Ayoreo.  In both 
languages the root-initial consonant undergoes fortition in the 3-person (86-
87): /m/ and /b/ turn into /p/ word-initially. This change is also found in 
Ancient Zamuco (89) and in AY and CH verb morphology (90). 

In  (83)  and  (86)  the  AY  first  root-vowel  is  only  to  be  found  in  the 
Chamacoco 3-person, but not in the rest of the paradigm, where it turns into 
/ɨ/.  This  suggests  that  in  this  respect  the  Chamacoco  3-person  is  more 
conservative than the rest of the paradigm. In conclusion, in both verb and 
noun morphology, the comparison shows that in the Zamucoan languages the 
3-person can be innovative in the root-initial consonant, but the Chamacoco 3-
person may occasionally preserve the original first root-vowel.

(83) Ay. j-i-m̥anaj (1S), b-a-m̥anaj (2S), Ø-Ø-m̥anaj (3), d-a-m̥anaj (RFL) ‘hand’
       Ch. p-ɨ-m̥ɨta / p-o-m̥ɨta (1S), a-m̥ɨta (2S), Ø-Ø-m̥ata (3), n-a-m̥ɨta (RFL) ‘hand’
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(84) Ay. j-i-m̥anekaj (1S), b-a-m̥anekaj (2S), Ø-Ø-m̥anekaj (3), d-a-m̥anekaj (RFL) ‘forearm’
       Ch. p-ɨ-m̥ikɨt / p-o-m̥ikɨt (1S), a-m̥ikɨt (2S), Ø-Ø-m̥ejkɨt (3), n-a-m̥ikɨt (RFL) ‘forearm’

(85) Ay. j-i-pati-ha (1S), b-a-pati-ha (2S), Ø-Ø-p-a-ti-ha (3), j-i-pati-go-ha (1P),
                  wak-a-pati-jo-ha (2P) ‘endure, remain firm’
      Ch. tɨk-ɨ-pim (1S), a-pim (2S), Ø-Ø-pojm (3), j-u-pim (1PI), o-j-u-pim (1PE), a-pim-lo (2P), 
                 o-pojm (3P) ‘to be ashamed’ 

(86) Ay. j-i-boti (1S), b-a-boti (2S), Ø-Ø-poti (3), d-a-poti (RFL) ‘food’
       Ch. p-o-bɨɕt (1S), a-bɨɕt (2S), Ø-Ø-poɕt (3), d-a-bɨɕt (RFL) ‘food’ 

(87) Ay. j-i-mataraj (1S), b-a-mataraj (2S), Ø-Ø-pãtaraj (3), d-a-mataraj (RFL) ‘tooth’
       Ch. p-o-bɨtet̃ (1S), a-bɨtet̃ (2S), Ø-Ø-potet̃ (3), l-/d-a-bɨtet̃ (RFL) ‘tooth’ (plural: poter̃e) 

(88) Ay. j-i-taroj (1S), b-a-taroj (2S), Ø-Ø-taroj (3), d-a-taroj (RFL) ‘brain; top of head’
       Ch. p-ɨ-tɨrpɨta (1S), e-tɨrpɨta (2S), Ø-Ø-tɨrpɨta (3), d-e-tɨrpɨta (RFL) ‘brain’

(89) A.Z. y-i-bidit (1S), a-bidit (2S), Ø-Ø-pidit (3), p-i-bidit (GF) ‘who/what is called’
                  from: t-i-bidi (3) ‘to call’

(90) Ay. j-i-bo (1S), b-a-bo (2S), Ø-Ø-po (3), j-i-bo-go (1P), wak-a-bo-jo (2P) ‘to cry’
       Ch. t-o-bɨta (1S), a-bɨta (2S), Ø-Ø-pota (3), j-o-bɨta (1PI), o-j-o-bɨta (1PE), 
                a-bɨtɨ-lo (2P), o-pota (3P) ‘to envy, to lust after’  

§11.9 Generic forms and non-possessable nouns: a comparison

In  this  section,  GFs  and  non-possessable  nouns  are  compared.  Section 
§11.9.1  deals  with  the  GF.  Some  non-possessable  nouns  in  a  Zamucoan 
language may correspond to a GF, to the root of a possessable noun or to the 3-
person in another language (§11.9.2). Section §11.9.3 lists  nouns which are 
non-possessable in both Ayoreo and Chamacoco.

§11.9.1 The generic form

In Ancient Zamuco, the GF is generally obtained by means of the prefix 
/p/- (91-93). The thematic vowel is the same as that of possessed forms. This is 
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also the most frequent device to obtain the GF in Ayoreo (94). In Chamacoco, 
the prefix /p/- is used for the 1S-person, but there is no relation with the GF 
prefix.  The  GFs  of  A.Z  and  AY  radical  nouns  (92-93,  95-96)  present  the 
inflectional vowel /i/ and the prefix /p/-. According to Chomé’s data, most, but 
not all, nominals have a GF: in güague /gwage/ (97), the 3-person form, that is 
the  base  of  possessive  inflection,  is  also  used  when  the  possessor  is  not 
expressed (as in most CH nouns). 

(91) A.Z. a-cac (3), p-a-cac (GF) ‘what is planted’
(92) A.Z. y-i-noriga (1S), a-noriga (2S), Ø-Ø-noriga (3), p-i-noriga (GF) ‘way’,
                 from: no (3) ‘to go’
(93) A.Z. y-i-bidit (1S), a-bidit (2S), Ø-Ø-pidit (3), p-i-bidit (GF)
                 ‘who/what is called’ from: t-i-bidi (3) ‘to call’
(94) Ay. a-kadisõri (3), p-a-kadisõri (GF) ‘teacher’
(95) Ay. Ø-Ø-kasitigaj (3); p-i-kasitigaj (GF) ‘courage’
(96) Ay. j-i-boti (1S), b-a-boti (2S), Ø-Ø-poti (3); p-i-boti (GF) ‘food’
(97) A.Z. y-u-ague (1S), a-gue (2S), g-ü-ague (3/GF) ‘family’

Although the Ancient Zamuco GF is usually obtained from the noun theme, 
the GF occasionally coincides with the root, as in (98-101). One possibility is 
that the noun theme is obtained in such cases by adding the default thematic 
vowel /i/ (or /u/) to the GF. In (100-101) root-initial /r/ undergoes fortition 
and turns into /d/ word-initially, that is in the GF. 

(98) A.Z. y-i-guioz (1S), a-guioz (2S), i-guioz (3), Ø-Ø-guioz (GF) ‘relative’
(99) A.Z. y-i-podduo (1S), a-podduo (2S), i-podduo (3), Ø-Ø-podduo (GF)  ‘lungs’
(100) A.Z. y-i-raogenna (1S), a-raogenna (2S), i-raogenna (3), Ø-Ø-daoguenna (GF) ‘mortar’
(101) A.Z. y-u-rahec (1S), a-rahec (2S), u-rahec (3), Ø-Ø-dahec (GF) ‘path’

If the above hypothesis is correct, the theme of the possessive forms can 
derive from the GF in Ayoreo too, when it corresponds to the root (102-103), 
cf. §9.9. The AY cognate of (101) exhibits the same fortition of root-initial /r/ 
in the GF (103).

(102) Ay. Ø-Ø-popej (GF), j-i-popej (1S), b-a-popej (2S), i-popej (3) ‘comb’
(103) Ay. Ø-Ø-dahej (GF), j-ũ -rahej (1S), b-ã-rahej (2S), ũ -rahej (3) ‘path’
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The  Ancient  Zamuco  GF  of  iterepec  /iterepek/, pepec  /pepek/  (104),  is 
irregular. Ayoreo shares the same exception in the GF of itarâpei /itarãpej/.

(104) Ay. pepej (GF), i-tarãpej (3) ‘what is used to cover’
        A.Z. y-i-terepec (1S), a-terepec (2S), i-terepec (3), pepec (GF)  ‘tissue’
     

Also other GF prefixes are used, such as  /d/- (105),  /dVk/- (106), /g/ or 
/k/- (107). The prefix /d/- is to be found in Chamacoco and Ancient Zamuco 
for the GF (105). The AY counterpart of the Ancient Zamuco GF ducoz /dukos/ 
is  ducosi  /dukosi/ ‘fever sickness’ (105), a non-possessable noun. The prefix 
/dVk/- is observed in both Ayoreo and Chamacoco (106). The prefix /g/-, used 
in Ancient Zamuco and Ayoreo for the GF, corresponds to the CH prefix /k/-.275

(105) Ch. ɨ-ʨɨt (3), d-ɨ-ʨɨt (GF) ‘intestine, dung’
         A.Z. y-u-hoz (1S), a-hoz (2S), u-hoz (3), d-u-coz (GF) ‘disease’
                   cf. Ay. dukosi (GF.MS.FF) ‘fever sickness’ 
       
(106) Ay. i-joj (3), dik-i-joj (GF) ‘blood’
         Ch. ɨ-ʨɨbiʨ (3), dɨk-ɨ-ʨɨbiʨ (GF) ‘spirit, ghost; image, photo’

(107) Ay. i-gin̥aj (3), g-i-gin̥aj (GF) ‘house’
         Ch. iː-biʨ (3), k-iː-biʨ (GF) ‘smoke’
           A.Z. y-i-gueda (1S), a-i-gueda (2S), i-gueda (3), d-a-i-gueda (RFL), 
                       gu-i-gueda (GF) ‘house’

§11.9.2 Generic forms vs. non-possessable nouns

Only a  few GFs are  to be observed  in Chamacoco, where the  possessive 
inflection is no longer productive. This is probably due  to intense linguistic 
contact  with  Spanish.  In  spite  of  a  limited  number  of occurrences,  the 
morphology of  the Chamacoco  GF shows  some variability of forms. In (108-
119) AY possessable nouns are compared with CH non-possessable nouns. In 
(108-112) the CH non-possessable  noun corresponds to the  Ayoreo GF. The 

275 Note that also /k/- is found in Ayoreo, although it is very rare (see §9.9, ex. (56)). In examples (106-
107) the CH words are not cognate of the other Zamucoan words. However, the morphological 
devices used are the same.
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latter  consists of the  pure noun root in (108-111).  In  (112)  the Ayoreo GF 
obtained via  the prefix  /dVk/-  corresponds  to  the  CH non-possessable 
noun.

(108) Ay. Ø-Ø-kuʨaj (GF) ‘thing’; u-guʨaj (3)‘thing’ 
         Ch. Ø-Ø-kuʨɨt (NPS) ‘thing’

(109) Ay. Ø-Ø-bora (GF), i-bora (3) ‘article of clothing, general term’              
         Ch. bortɨɕt (NPS) ‘clothing’ 

(110) Ay. Ø-Ø-dahej (GF), ũ-rahej (3) ‘path’;
         Ch. dehet (NPS) ‘path’   
         A.Z. Ø-Ø-dahec (GF), u-rahec (3) ‘path’  

(111) Ay. Ø-Ø-purudi (GF), u-burudi (3) ‘shade’ (base-form: purut)
         Ch. puːrʨ (NPS) ‘shade, shadow’  

(112) Ay. duk-o-de (GF), o-de (3) ‘tomb, grave’
         Ch. dukuta / lukuta (NPS) ‘cemetery’

In  (113-114)  the  CH  non-possessable  noun  reminds  of  the  forms 
reported in Ayoreo. In (115) CH  dɨt/dut corresponds to the root of  idai  
/idaj/. In (116-117) two AY forms ending in -/sõri/ and -/ŋori/  convey 
the  same  meaning  and  correspond  to  two  CH  nouns:  the  first  is 
possessable  (116),  while  the  second  is  non-possessable  (117).  In  (117-
119) the CH non-possessable noun corresponds to the Ayoreo 3-person.

(113) Ay. j-u-ʨakepie (1S), b-a-ʨakepie (2S), u-ʨakepie (3), d-a-ʨakepie (RFL) 
                   ‘outhouse, toilet’ 
         Ch. dɨʨɨpɨta (NPS) ‘outouse, bathroom, toilet’

(114) Ay. j-o-sõrasõri (1S), o-sõrasõri (2S), o-sõrasõri (3), d-o-sõrasõri (RFL) 
                ‘one who is merciful, compassionate’
         Ch. josɨr̃sɨr̃ʨ (NPS) ‘liberator, merciful person’

(115) Ay. g-i-daj (GF), i-daj (3) ‘village; town’ 
         Ch. dɨt / dut (NPS) ‘village’
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(116) Ay. j-i-sõri (1S), b-e-sõri (2S), j-u-sõri (3), d-e-sõri (RFL) 
              ‘killer; winner in a game’
         Ch. p-ɨ-rsɨr̃ʨ (1S), e-rsɨr̃ʨ (2S),ɨ-rsɨr̃ʨ (3), d-e-rsɨr̃ʨ (RFL) ‘winner’276 
              
(117) Ay. j-i-ŋori (1S), b-e-ŋori (2S), j-u-ŋori (3), d-e-ŋori (RFL)
                 ‘killer; winner in a game’
        Ch. juwɨ r̃ʨ (NPS) ‘killer’

(118) Ay. j-a-sõre (1S), b-a-sõre (2S), a-sõre (3), d-a-sõre (RFL) ‘lance’
        Ch. asõɻɻa (NPS) ‘lance’

(119) Ay. j-ũ-riaroj (1S), b-ã-riaroj (2), ũ-riaroj (3), d-ẽ-riaroj (3) 
            ‘molar; hinge of jawbone’
         Ch. ɨrũrʨ / ɨrũrt / urũrʨ (GF) ‘tooth’

The opposite  situation is  shown in  (120),  an isolated case.  The AY 
noun  bisidi is  non-possessable,  but  its  CH  counterpart  has  possessive 
inflection. No other similar examples are to be observed. In conclusion, 
the possessive inflection of Chamacoco is no longer productive  and the 
data  in  the  above  examples  show that  the  tendency  to  lose  possessive 
inflection has also occurred with indigenous words.    

(120) Ay. bisidi (NPS) ‘medicine’   
        Ch. p-ɨmɨɕt (1S), e-mɨɕt (2S), ɨ-mɨɕt (3), n-e-mɨɕt (RFL) ‘medicine’

§11.9.3 Ayoreo vs. Chamacoco non-possessable nouns

Example (121) provides some nouns with no possessive inflection in both 
Ayoreo  and  Chamacoco.  Some  of  these  are  animal  nouns,  which  are  non-
possessable in both languages.

(121) a. Ay. kukarani (NPS.MS) ‘mountain, hill’; kukarane (NPS.FS) ‘rock, stone, gem’
          Ch. koxãʨ (NPS) ‘stone; mountain, hill’

b. Ay. diri (NPS) ‘day’ 
   Ch. deːjʨ (NPS) ‘day’   

276 Ɨrsɨ r̃c /ɨrsɨ r̃ʨ/ also means ‘rope’.
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c. Ay. edorobe (NPS) ‘rabbit; hare’
   Ch. erɨbɨt (NPS.MS), erɨbɨta (NPS.FS) ‘rabbit’ 
d. Ay. hoŋoŋo (NPS) ‘large toad’
   Ch. j̥õkokota (NPS) ‘toad’
e. Ay. n̥akari (NPS) ‘young man’ 
   Ch. n̥akɨrbiʨ (NPS) ‘man’
f. Ay. n̥akaripitaj (NPS) ‘young teenaged man’ 
   Ch. n̥akɨrbitɨt (NPS) ‘young man’
g. Ay. n̥umi (NPS) ‘earth; ground; floor; dust’ 
   Ch. n̥ ɨmiʨ (NPS) ‘land, ground’      
h. Ay. hutikaj (NPS) ‘horsefly’ 
   Ch. hutukɨta (NPS) ‘horsefly (tabano mbutú)’
i. Ay. otadi (NPS) ‘juice, broth, liquid’ 
   Ch. otiʨ (NPS) ‘liquid, juice’
j. Ay. kikiabia (NPS) ‘bird, parakeet’ 
   Ch. kɨrkɨrbiʨa (NPS) ‘type of bird’

§11.10  Possessive classifiers

As already noted, (§9.1), Ayoreo is very rich in possessive classifiers (Fabre 
2007b),  while  only  one  element  emerges  in  Chamacoco.  An  AY  possessive 
classifier, such as gachidi /gaʨidi/, can correspond to a CH possessable noun, 
such  as  echɨt  /eʨɨt/ (see  §11.7,  ex.  (80)).  CH  uhut  corresponds  to  AY  ujoi 
/uhoj/.  Like  uhut, ujoi  indicates  relationship  or  fellowship  between  the 
possessee  and  the  possessor.  Ujoi  does  not  appear  in  the  list  of  possessive 
classifiers provided by Fabre (2007b: 80), but, as one can see in example (122), 
it clearly has the function of a possessive classifier.277 The possessee in (122) is 
ayorei  /ajorej/, which is non-possessable and appears in base-form, while the 
possessive classifier appears in full-form, as expected (see §9.1).

277 There are morphosyntactic reasons to surmise that uhut and ujoi are classifiers, but the anomaly here 
is that, at least in some cases, such classifiers could be regarded not only as the morphosyntactic  
head, but also as the semantic head (cf., for instance, §10, ex. (66-68)). Uhut and ujoi are relational 
classifiers according to the definition of Lichtenberk (1983), but this type of classifier is regarded as 
a subtype of possessive classifier by Fabre (2007b).
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(122) Uyu  ga    y-igaid-i               tu   ujetiga    y-uj-ode                     ayore-o            ore   
        /uju   ga    j-igaid-i                tu   uhetiga   j-uh-ode                     ajore-o            ore
         1S    then  1S-intention-MS.FF   is   COMP     1S-PCL_fellow-MP.FF    person-MP.BF     3P

         nina          raque        jnese   ome   y-a-tigo              jnese.
        /nina          rake          n̥ese    ome   j-a-tigo               n̥ese/
           3.welcome  themselves   all       with    1S-manner-MP.IF  all   
         ‘It is my intention that all my people are happy with all my ways to behave.’ 
         (NTM, Corithians 10,33)

At the morphological  level,  both  ujoi  and  uhut  have irregular possessive 
inflection showing the same kind of irregularity. As one can see in (123), ujoi  
also  has  a  lexical  meaning  (unlike  uhut).  The  2-vowel  is  irregular.  The 
Chamacoco 2-person vowel is thematic /u/, rather than /e/ or /a/, as expected, 
and in Ayoreo it is /o/, while /a/ would be expected.

(123) Ay. j-u-hoj (1S), b-o-hoj (2S), u-hoj (3), d-o-hoj (RFL), jok-u-hoj (1P), wak-o-hoj (2P) 
                  ‘fellow’
         Ch. p-u-hut (1S.PCL_fellow), u-hut (2S.PCL_fellow), u-hut (3.PCL_fellow), 
                  d-u-hut (RFL.PCL_fellow)
       

A  morphosyntactic  difference  between the  use  of  general  classifiers  in 
Ayoreo and Chamacoco should be highlighted. In Ayoreo (§9.1) the possessive 
classifier  may  appear  in  full-form (according  to  the  syntactic  shape  of  the 
sentence), while the following possessee must appear in base-form. By contrast, 
CH uhut agrees in gender, number and form with the possessee which follows 
(see §10.9 and §13.8).

§11.11 Conclusions

This chapter has compared the possessive inflection of Ancient Zamuco, 
Ayoreo and Chamacoco. Some morphological similarities have emerged: in all 
Zamucoan languages possessable nouns have the same morphological structure; 
there are the same inflectional classes; the behaviour of the thematic vowel is 
similar; the RFL-person is the same. Some similarities between verb inflection 
and possessive inflection also emerge. GFs have similar morphology and a non-
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possessable noun in a Zamucoan language often corresponds to the root or an 
inflected form in another language. Finally, the only possessive classifier to be 
found  in  Chamacoco,  uhut,  corresponds  to  the  AY  possessive  classifier  ujoi 
/uhoj/.  Both  classifiers  present  a  similar  irregularity  in  the  2-vowel.  In 
conclusion, the comparison between the possessive inflection of the Zamucoan 
languages confirms that these languages have a common ancestor.
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FOURTH PART: NOMINAL SUFFIXATION

This  part  describes  in  detail  the  nominal  suffixation  of  the  Zamucoan 
languages. In all Zamucoan languages the difference between adjective and 
nouns is a semantic one. At the morphological level, the adjective does 
not take possessive inflection,  but there is no  difference between nouns 
and adjectives in suffixation, so that they will  jointly be referred to as 
‘nominals’.  Nominals can be inflected for: 

(1) Gender (masculine and feminine);
(2) Number (singular and plural); 
(3) Form (base-form, full-form and indeterminate-form).

Since  these  features  are  encoded  in  the  same  morpheme,  the 
Zamucoan  languages  are  fusional.  Therefore  the  present  analysis  of 
inflectional morphology in the Zamucoan nominals will be based on the 
“form”,  so  that  number  and  gender  will  be  discussed  in  relation  to  it. 
Although the uses of each form depend on the single language, the BF is 
generally  used  for  nominal  predication,  while  the  IF  refers  to  non-
specific  referents.  The  BF  is  so-called,  because  it  is  often  the  starting 
point of any morphological operation. In Ayoreo and in Ancient Zamuco 
the  singular  BF  coincides  with  the  root.278 In  Chamacoco,  where  some 
nominals  have  lost  the  singular  BF  vs.  FF  opposition,  the  former  also 
coincided with the original  root.  The FF is  used as dictionary entry by 
Higham  et  al. (2000) for  Ayoreo and will  be  the  citation form used in 
this  work.  In  the  Zamucoan languages  there  is  no  correlation  between 
prefixation (which expresses the possessor) and suffixation. Sections §12 
and §13 describe the morphology of nominal suffixation and the use of 
the forms in Ayoreo and Chamacoco, respectively.  In §14, after a short 
description  of  A.Z  nominal  suffixation,  the  nominal  suffixation  of  the 
Zamucoan languages is compared.

278 The only exception are the feminine nominals derived from a MS-BF by means of the suffix -/e/, see  
§12.4.
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§12 Ayoreo nominal suffixation

The present chapter deals with the nominal suffixation of Ayoreo. I 
start  with  the  expression  of  the  BF  and  FF  in  masculine  (§12.1)  and 
feminine  nominals  (§12.2).  The  diminutive  is  addressed  in  §12.3. 
Section  §12.4  discusses  gender  derivation.  Section  §12.5  describes  the 
morphology  of  the  IF.  Section  §12.9  gives  an  overview  of  the 
morphosyntax of BF, FF and IF. Then, some derivational mechanisms are 
analysed,  with  a  focus  on the  interaction between BF and derivational 
suffixes:  the  formation of  abstract  nouns  (§12.7),  verbal  nouns  (§12.8) 
and  nomina  agentis (§12.9)  are  described.  Finally,  anticipating  the 
comparison  in  chapter  §14,  A.Z  verbal  nouns  (§12.10)  and  nomina  
agentis (§12.11) are discussed. 

In  this  chapter,  I  will  mainly  use  data  from  Higham  et  al.  (2000) 
with some differences:

(1) The glottal stop has a phonematic status according to Morarie (1980: 
42)  and  Higham  et  al.  (2000).279 It  can  only  occur  in  absolute  final 
position280 and  disappears  in  all  other  contexts  due  to 
morphophonological  restrictions.  According  to  Kelm  (1964:  467,  472, 
481), Morarie (1980: 42; 58) and Higham et al. (2000: 2, 5), all singular 
BFs (excepted those in -/k/, -/p/, -/r/, -/s/ and -/t/) end in a vowel (or 
semivowel)  plus  glottal  stop.  The  presence  vs.  lack  of  glottal  stop 
distinguishes the singular BF from the plural BF or the singular FF when 
they end with the same (semi)vowel. There is no evidence that this is so 
(Bertinetto,  personal  communication).  The  phonematic  status  of  the 
glottal  stop  is  not  confirmed  by  Bertinetto  (2009:  9).  According  to 
Bertinetto  (2009:  10)  the  glottal  stop  “is  likely  to  be  a  generalized 
allophonic behaviour, unrelated to any morphological conditioning”. For 

279 These authors use a different terminology to refer to the base-, full- and indeterminate-form. Morarie 
(1980) and Higham et al. (2000) use the terms “definite form” and “indefinite form” for BF and IF 
respectively, while they do not use a specific term for the FF.

280 “Glottals are heard under certain conditions, but when another word follows immediately, though 
inherently there, the glottal is not pronounced” (Higham et al. 2000: 2).
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these  reasons  the  alleged  glottal  stop  will  not  be  reported  in  the 
following examples (see also §2.1).

(2) Final /e/ will not be reported when there are reasons to surmise that  
it is a euphonic vocoid.

(3)  For  reasons  of  simplicity,  in  chapters  §12-§14  the  morphological 
segmentation referring to the possessive inflection will  not be  provided 
(with the exception of sections §12.8-§12.11).

                                       
§12.1 Base-form and full-form in masculine nominals

The  MS-FF  is  marked  by  the  suffix  -/i/,  the  MP-FF  by  the  suffix 
-/ode/.  The  MP-BF  is  marked  by  the  suffixes  -/o/  (after  vowels)  and 
-/jo/  or  /io/  (after  consonants).281 These  suffixes  are  attached  to  the 
singular BF.

The  MP-FF  suffix  -/ode/  nasalizes into  -/one/  in  nasal-harmony 
contexts. Thus, although in (1) tamocoi /tamokoj/ ‘dog’ presents a nasal 
consonant, /k/ blocks nasalization,  so  that  the  plural  FF  is  tamocode 
/tamokode/ rather than *tamocone /tamokone/.

(1) tamokoj (MS.FF) ‘dog’ ---> tamoko (MS.BF) + ode (MP.FF) 
                ---> tamokode (MP.FF), *tamokone [MP.FF]

   The interaction between masculine BF and masculine FF will  be the 
object of this chapter. Depending on the BF ending, the nominals will be 
divided into two groups: (1) Nominals ending in a vowel; (2) Nominals 
ending in a consonant (/k/, /p/, /t/, /r/ or /s/). 

Section  §12.1.1  deals  with  nominals  in  vowels  (or  in  semivowels). 
Some nominals of this group present an irregular FF in -/de/ (§12.1.2).  
Then, masculine nominals in other consonants are discussed: nominals in 
-/p/  (§12.1.3),  nominals  in  -/t/  (§12.1.4),  nominals  in  -/k/  (§12.1.5), 

281 /jo/ and /io/ can alternate in the MP-BF. The segment preceding /o/ in the MP-BF and /e/ in the FP-
FF suffix -/(i)die/ is ambiguous between glide and full vowel.
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nominals in -/s/ (§12.1.6) and nominals in -/r/ (§12.1.7).

§12.1.1 Masculine nominals in -/V/ and in -/j/ 

The  MS-FF  suffix  -/i/  turns  into  a  glide  when  added  to  a  vowel-
ending singular BF (3-6), but when the singular BF ends in /i/, it merges  
with the MS-FF suffix, so that the singular BF and FF coincide (2).

In  the  plural  BF  and  FF,  the  suffixes  -/o/  (MP.BF)  and  -/ode/ 
(MP.FF) (or  its  nasal  counterpart -/one/) are added to the singular BF. 
When the  nominal  ends  in  -/a/,  the  MP-BF suffix -/o/ deletes  and the 
/o/ of -/ode/ is  overwritten by /a/ (3). As a consequence, the singular 
and plural BF coincide and the plural FF ends in -/ade/. When -/o/ and 
-/ode/ are attached to a singular BF in -/o/ (4), this vowel merges with 
the  suffix  vowel  /o/,  so  that  the  singular  and  plural  BF  coincide.  In 
nominals with BF in -/e/ (5) or -/u/ (6), the suffixes are simply added to 
the singular BF.

(2) a. ‘chair’ ʨaripi (3.MS.BF) ---> ʨaripi (3.MS.FF), ʨaripiode (3.MP.FF), 
               ʨaripio (3.MP.BF)
     b. ‘container for seeds’ honakepi (GF.MS.BF) ---> honakepi (GF.MS.FF), 
               honakepiode (GF.MP.FF), honakepio (GF.MP.BF)

(3) a. agaha (3.MS.BF) ‘meal’ ---> agahaj (3.MS.FF), agahade (3.MP.FF), 
               agaha (3.MP.BF)
     b. joka (MS.BF) ‘turtle’ ---> jokaj (MS.FF), jokade (MP.FF), joka (MP.BF)  

(4) a. gidobo (MS.BF) ‘white pigeon’ ---> gidoboj (MS.FF), gidobode (MP.FF), 
               gidobo (MP.BF) 
     b. homio (MS.BF) ‘lake, water hole’ ---> homioj (MS.FF), homione (MP.FF), 
               homio (MP.BF)

(5) a. igoige (3.MS.BF) ‘victory song’ ---> igoigej (3.MS.FF), igoigeode (3.MP.FF), 
               igoigeo (3.MP.BF)
     b. sore (MS.BF) ‘type of bird’ ---> sorej (MS.FF), soreode (MP.FF), soreo (MP.BF)  
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(6) a. gan̥etu (MS.BF) ‘sweat, perspiration’ ---> gan̥etuj (MS.FF), gan̥etuode (MP.FF),
                 gan̥etuo (MP.BF)
     b. uru (3.MS.BF) ‘word’  ---> uruj (3.MS.FF), uruode (3.MP.FF), uruo (3.MP.BF)

There  are  a  few  nominals  with  singular  BF  ending  in  a  vowel 
followed by /j/: in this case the singular FF suffix -/i/ merges with /j/ 
and the plural BF suffix is -/o/. /j/ may drop in the plural FF (7).

(7) a. edogaj (MS.BF) ‘edge of body water’ ---> edogaj (MS.FF), edogade (MP.FF),
                 edogajo (MP.BF)
     b. opoj (MS.BF) ‘dark, dirty’ ---> opoj (MS.FF), opode (MP.FF), opoio (MP.BF)

§12.1.2 Nominals with full-form in -/de/ and other exceptions 

Few irregular  nominals add  -/de/  to  the  singular  BF  in  order  to 
obtain  the  singular  FF (8).  In  (8a)  the  FF  in  -/de/  alternates  with  the 
standard singular FF.

(8) a. daki (3.MS.BF) ‘grandfather’ ---> dakide / daki (3.MS.FF), dakiode (3.MP.FF),
               dakio (3.MP.BF) 
     b. Dupa (GF.MS.BF) ‘God’ ---> Dupade (GF.MS.BF)
     c. gedosi (MS.BF) ‘moon’ ---> gedoside (MS.FF), gedosiode (MP.FF), 
               gedosio (MP.BF)

Generally  masculine  and  feminine  entities  correspond  to  masculine 
and  feminine  nominals,  respectively.  There  are,  however,  some 
exceptions concerning gender. Asuté (3.FS.FF) ‘chief, leader’ is feminine, 
although it  applies  to men;  guedé /gede/ (MS.FF) ‘sun’  and  gaté  /gate/ 
(MS.FF)  ‘sky’  do  not  end  in  -/i/  in  the  singular  FF,  although they  are 
masculine;  quicujadia /kikuhadia/  ‘ancestor’  (3.FS.FF)  is  feminine,  but 
refers to both men and women. One may surmise that final -/de/ in the 
FF  is  related  to  the  teknonymic  suffix  -/de/  (-/ne/  in  nasal-harmony 
contexts), which is attached to the name of the first son to indicate the 
father:  e.g.  Dihai-de /dihaj-de/  (‘the  father  of  Dihai /dihaj/’),  Ejei-ne 
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(‘the father of Ejei /ehej/’), Sama-ne (‘the father of Sama’).282

§12.1.3 Masculine nominals with singular base-form in -/p/

Nominals  with  singular  BF  in  -/p/ add  -/i/  to  obtain  the  singular  FF, 
while  /p/  voices  into  /b/.  In  nasal-harmony  contexts,  /b/  nasalizes 
into /m/. Thus, all these nominals end in -/bi/ (9) or -/mi/  (10) in the 
singular  FF.  The  plural  BF  and  FF  are  obtained  by  adding  -/io/  and 
-/ode/,  respectively,  to  the  singular  BF.  In  the  plural  too,  the  voicing 
(and possibly nasalization) of /p/ occurs. 

(9) a. gap (3.MS.BF) ‘path’ ---> gabi (3.MS.FF), gabode (3.MP.FF), gabio (3.MP.BF)
     b. igarup (3.MS.BF) ‘woven belt’ ---> igarubi (3.MS.FF), igarubode (3.MP.FF), 
                igarubio (3.MP.BF)
     c. hup (MS.BF) ‘fly’ ---> hubi (MS.FF), hubode (MP.FF), hubio (MP.BF)
     d. turigap (MS.BF) ‘type of bird’ ---> turigabi (MS.FF), turigabode (MP.FF), 
                turigabio (MP.BF)

(10) a. atiãp (MS.BF) ‘small, little’  ---> atiami (MS.FF), atiamone (MP.FF), 
                atiamio (MP.BF)

b. ẽp (MS.BF) ‘wind’ ---> emi (MS.FF), emone (MP.FF), emio (MP.BF)
c. erãp (MS.BF) ‘earth, world’ ---> erami (MS.FF), eramone (MP.FF), 
         eramio (MP.BF)
d. n̥up (MS.BF) ‘earth, ground’ ---> n̥umi (MS.FF), n̥umone (MP.FF), 
         n̥umio (MP.BF)
e. gaɲap (MS.BF) ‘outside surface’ ---> gaɲami (MS.FF), gaɲamone (MP.FF), 
         gaɲamio (MP.BF)

There  are  no  ambiguities  in  the  formation  of  the  singular  FF. 
Nominals with singular FF in -/pi/ have singular BF in -/pi/ (11).

(11) a. agapi (3.MS.FF) ‘plate, glass’, agapiode (3.MP.FF), agapi (3.MS.BF), 
                 agapio (3.MP.BF)
       b. hupi (MS.FF) ‘type of bush’, hupiode (MP.FF), hupi (MS.BF), hupio (MP.BF)

282 On AY teknonyms, see Bertinetto, Ciucci & Pia (2010: 110).
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However,  given  the  FF  it  is  not  possible  to  predict  the  ending  of  the 
singular BF (12).

(12) a. ʨokibi (MS.FF) ‘naked’, ʨokibiode (MP.FF), ʨokibi (MS.BF), ʨokibio (MP.BF)
b. etabi (3.MS.FF) ‘neck’, etabidode (3.MP.FF), etabit (3.MS.BF), 
           etabiʨo  (3.MP.BF)
c. in̥ imi (3.MS.FF) ‘taken out’, in̥ imiŋone (3.MP.FF), in̥ imik (3.MS.BF), 
           in̥ imiʨo (3.MP.FF) 
d. timi (MS.FF) ‘strong, hard’, timíŋone (MP.FF), timik (MS.BF), timiʨo (MP.BF)

§12.1.4 Masculine nominals with singular base-form in -/t/ 

Nominals  with singular  BF in  -/t/  add -/i/  to  the  BF to  obtain  the 
singular FF.  As in nominals in -/p/ (§12.1.3),  -/t/  voices into  /d/ (13) 
and nasalizes into /n/ (14) in nasal-harmony contexts. Thus, nominals in 
-/t/  present  singular  FF in  -/di/  or  -/ni/. The  change  of  /t/  into  /d/ 
or /n/  also occurs in the plural  FF,  when -/ode/ is  added (13-14).  The 
MP-BF  suffix  -/jo/  causes  palatalization  of  BF-final  -/t/,  thus  yielding 
-/ʨo/ (13-14). The same applies to nominals in -/k/ (see §12.1.5).  Neri 
‘uncle’ is a rare exception to the above discussed rules (15).

(13) a. at (3.MS.BF) ‘body part’ ---> adi (3.MS.FF), adode (3.MP.FF), aʨo (3.MP.BF) 
b. ahejot (MS.BF) ‘kind, gentle’ ---> ahejodi (MS.FF), ahejodode (MP.FF), 
         ahejoʨo (MP.BF)
c. ipogait (3.MS.BF) ‘vomit’ ---> ipogaidi (3.MS.FF), ipogaidode (3.MP.FF), 
         ipogaiʨo (3.MP.BF)
d. tihabat (GF.MS.BF) ‘cause of amazement’ ---> tihabadi (GF.MS.FF), 
         tihabadode (GF.MP.FF), tihabaʨo (GF.MP.BF)

(14) a. aʨamit (3.MS.BF) ‘country, region’ ---> aʨamini (3.MS.FF), 
               aʨaminone (3.MP.FF), aʨamiʨo (3.MP.BF)

b. gẽrat (3.MS.BF) ‘gift’ ---> gerani (3.MS.FF), geranone (3.MP.FF), 
         gẽraʨo (3.MP.BF)
c. pin̥at (3.MS.BF) ‘voice, mouth’ ---> pin̥ani (3.MS.FF), pin̥anone (3.MP.FF), 
         pin̥aʨo (3.MP.BF)
d. uhũt (3.MS.BF) ‘necktie’ ---> uhuni (3.MS.FF), uhunone (3.MP.FF), 
         uhũʨo (3.MP.BF)
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(15) nerat (3.MS.BF) ‘uncle, mother’s brother’---> neri (3.MS.FF), nerione (3.MP.FF)
               neririk (3.MS.IF), neririŋo (3.MP.IF)

As noted above, nominals with singular BF in -/t/ show singular FF 
in -/di/. However, it is not possible to identify the BF given the FF (16). 

(16) a. akadi (3.MS.FF) ‘student’ ---> akadigode (3.MP.FF), akadik (3.MS.BF), 
                 akadiʨo (3.MP.BF)

b. ududi (3.MS.FF) ‘what is heard’ ---> ududigode (3.MP.FF), ududik (3.MS.BF), 
          ududiʨo (3.MP.BF)
c. in̥ani (3.MS.FF) ‘torch’ ---> in̥aniŋone (3.MP.FF), in̥anik (3.MS.BF), 
          in̥aniʨo (3.MP.BF)
d. irani (3.MS.FF) ‘water jug’ ---> iraniŋone (3.MP.FF), iranik (3.MS.BF), 
          iraniʨo (3.MP.BF)
e. n̥ani (MS.FF) ‘man’, n̥aniome (MP.FF), n̥ani (MS.BF), n̥anio (MP.BF)

In Ayoreo, nominals with FF in -/ti/ do not have BF in -/t/ (17a-c). 
In  Higham  et  al.  (2000)  one  only  finds  one  exception,  namely  the 
irregular singular FF oruti / eruti (d).

(17) a. gati (MS.FF) ‘red, scarlet’ ---> gatiode (MP.FF), gati (MS.BF), gatio (MP.BF)
b. pati (MS.FF) ‘hard, stubborn’ ---> patigode (MP.FF), patik (MS.BF), 
          patiʨo (MP.BF)
c. n̥ati (3.MS.FF) ‘expected, awaited’ ---> n̥atiode (3.MP.FF), n̥ati (3.MS.BF),
          n̥atio (3.MP.BF)
d. oruti (3.MS.FF) ‘ridden, climbed’ ---> orutode (3.MP.FF), orut (3.MS.BF), 
          oruʨo (3.MP.BF) (also: eruti)

§12.1.5 Masculine nominals with singular base-form in -/k/ 

Nominals with singular BF in -/k/ lose this consonant when the MS-
FF suffix -/i/ is added, so that -/i/ is preceded by a vowel and turns into 
a glide. If the vowel is /i/ (18g-h), it merges with the singular FF suffix. 

In the plural FF, /k/ tends to drop when the suffix -/ode/ is added. 
Sometimes  /k/  is  preserved,  voices  into  /g/  and,  where  needed, 
nasalizes into /ŋ/. There is no rule to establish whether a given nominal 
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shows  plural  in  -/gode/  or  in  -/ode/.  A  correlation  emerges  however 
between  the  vowel  preceding  /k/  and  the  preservation  of  /k/  in  the 
plural FF. Most nominals in -/ak/ (18a-b) lose /k/ in the plural FF. Note 
that  nominals  in -/ak/ are the majority  of  nominals  in -/k/.  When /k/ 
drops,  the root  vowel  /a/  overwrites  the  first  vowel  of  -/ode/,  so that 
the  plural  FF ends in  -/ade/ (18a).  In nominals  in  -/ek/,  the  dropping 
of  /k/ is  pervasive (18c-d).  On the other side,  the plural  in -/gode/ is  
more frequent in nominals in -/ok/ (18e-f),  while all  nominals in -/ik/ 
(18g-h) and -/uk/ (18i-j) have plural FF in -/gode/.

Root-final  /k/ is  always  preserved in  the  plural  BF.  /k/ palatalizes  
before the suffix -/jo/, yielding the plural BF in -/ʨo/, also to be found 
in nominals in -/t/ (§12.1.4).  

(18) a. dehak (MS.BF) ‘night’ ---> dehaj (MS.FF), dehade (MP.FF), dehaʨo (MP.BF)
b. gesak (MS.BF) ‘open, clear’ ---> gesaj (MS.FF), gesagode (MP.FF), 
             gesaʨo (MP.BF)        
c. gipek (3.MS.BF) ‘bag’ ---> gipej (3.MS.FF), gipeode (3.MP.FF), 
             gipeʨo (3.MP.BF)
d. arurek (MS.BF) ‘bread’ ---> arurej (MS.FF), aruregode (MP.FF), 
             arureʨo (MP.BF)
e. kan̥ok (MS.BF) ‘butterfly’ ---> kan̥oj (MS.FF), kan̥one (MP.FF), 
             kan̥oʨo (MP.BF)
f. dipok (MS.BF) ‘shame’ ---> dipoj (MS.FF), dipogode (MP.FF), dipoʨo (MP.BF)
g. kik (3.MS.BF) ‘direction, destiny’ ---> ki (3.MS.FF), kigode (3.MP.FF), 
             kiʨo (3.MP.BF) 
h. timik (MS.BF) ‘strong, hard’ ---> timi (MS.FF), timiŋone (MP.FF), 
             timiʨo (MP.BF)
i. serẽraʨuk (MS.BF) ‘soft, weak’ ---> serẽraʨuj (MS.FF), serẽraʨugode (MP.FF), 
             serẽraʨuʨo (MP.BF)
j. ten̥uk  (MS.BF) ‘cold’ ---> ten̥uj (MS.FF), ten̥uŋone (MP.FF), ten̥uʨo (MP.BF)

§12.1.6 Masculine nominals with singular base-form in -/s/ 

Nominals with singular BF in -/s/  add the suffix -/i/ in the singular 
FF.  When  -/jo/  is  added  to  the  root  in  -/s/,  /j/  does  not  palatalize,  
because it is absorbed by /s/ (see Bertinetto 2009: 25), so that the plural 
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BF ends in -/so/.  The plural  FF is  obtained by adding the suffixes -/o/ 
and -/ode/ respectively.  In (20),  poti  ‘food’  is  an exception,  because  it 
presents  root  allomorphy:  root-final  /s/  corresponds  to  /t/  in  the 
singular FF.283 

(19) a. ahepis (3.MS.BF) ‘soul, spirit’ ---> ahepisi (3.MS.FF), ahepisode (3.MP.FF), 
                 ahepiso (3.MP.BF)

b. apos (3.MS.BF) ‘lamp’ ---> aposi (3.MS.FF), aposode (3.MP.FF), 
          aposo (3.MP.BF)
c. ʨakas (MS.BF) ‘type of wasp’ ---> ʨakasi (MS.FF), ʨakasode (MP.FF), 
          ʨakaso (MP.BF)
d. dukos (MS.BF) ‘fever sickness’ ---> dukosi (MS.FF), dukosode (MP.FF), 
          dukoso (MP.BF)

(20) pos (3.MS.BF) ‘food’ ---> poti (3.MS.FF), posode (3.MP.FF), poso (3.MP.BF)

The FF of all  nominals in -/s/ ends in -/si/  (19). As one can see in 
(21),  not  all  nominals  with  FF in -/si/  have BF in -/s/.  This  is  further 
evidence of the morphological priority of the BF over the FF.

(21) a. ʨagesi (MS.FF) ‘courageous, valiant’ ---> ʨagesi (MS.BF), ʨagesiode (MP.FF), 
                ʨagesio (MP.BF)
b. disi (MS.FF) ‘boy, child’ ---> disi (MS.BF), disiode (MP.FF), disio (MP.BF)
c. pasi (MS.FF) ‘rubbish’ ---> pasik (MS.BF), pasigode (MP.FF), pasiʨo (MP.BF)

§12.1.7 Masculine nominals with singular base-form in -/r/  

Nominals with singular BF in -/r/ add -/i/ in the singular FF. In the 
plural FF the suffix -/ode/ (or its nasal counterpart) is added. In the BF,  
final -/r/ palatalizes and merges with the suffix -/jo/, which undergoes 
nasalization into -/ɲo/.284 This is not related to nasal harmony and is to 
be found in both nasalized and non-nasalized nominals.  Most  nominals 

283 On poti, see §14.3.11.
284 By saying that /r/ palatalizes into /j/, I do not imply that it is the actual phonetic process which has 

occurred. Evidence from A.Z. (see below) suggests that at a first stage there was /r/ deletion and  
subsequently /j/ has turned into /ɲ/.
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belonging to this group present nasal harmony. However, also non-nasal 
nominals,  such  as  diri ‘day’  (22b)  and  iguiri  /igiri/  ‘birthmark’  (22e), 
may belong to  this  class.  In  the  past,  the  plural  BF in  -/jo/  and -/ɲo/ 
were  probably  related  to  lack  vs.  presence  of  nasal  harmony:  in  A.Z 
nominals in -/r/, the plural BF suffix used is -/jo/ which turns into -/ɲo/ 
in vowel-harmony contexts: “Los acabados en R, hazen yo.  nacar. mozo. 
nacayo.  mozos.  y  con  narigal,  ño.  unnâr.  pulga.  unnaño.  Pulgas.”  (Chomé 
1958: 124)

(22) a. kutẽr (MS.BF) ‘honey’ ---> kutẽri (MS.FF), kutẽrone (MP.FF), kutẽɲo (MP.BF)
b. dir (MS.BF) ‘day’ ---> diri (MS.FF), dirode (MS.FF), diɲo (MP.BF)
c. uhũr (MS.FF) ‘worm’ ---> uhũri (MS.FF), uhũrone (MP.FF), ujuɲo (MP.BF)
d. n̥akar (MS.BF) ‘young man’ ---> n̥akari (MS.FF), n̥akarode (MP.FF), 
        n̥akaɲo (MP.BF)285 
e. igir (3.MS.BF) ‘birthmark, mole’ ---> igiri (3.MS.FF), igirode (3.MP.FF), 
        igiɲo (3.MP.BF)

All nominals derived by means of the suffixes -/sõri/, -/minori/ and 
-/ŋori/ belong to this class (see §12.9). 

(23) a. katekãraisõr (GF.MS.BF) ‘speaker’ ---> katekãraisõri (GF.MS.FF), 
               katekãraisõrone (GF.MP.FF), katekãraisoɲo (GF.MP.BF)

b. ehominor (3.MS.BF) ‘neighbour’ ---> ehominori (3.MS.FF),  
        ehominorone (3.MP.FF), ehominoɲo (3.MP.BF)
c. gaʨiŋor (MS.BF) ‘pet owner’ ---> gaʨiŋori (MP.FF), gaʨiŋorone (MP.FF), 
        gaʨiŋoɲo (MP.BF)

§12.2 Base-form and full-form in feminine nominals

The following sections describe the morphology of the BF and the FF 
in  feminine  nominals.  The  singular  FF  suffixes  are  -/a/,  added  to 
singular BFs in -/i/ or -/u/, -/ia/, added to singular BFs in consonants,  
and -Ø, used for the other singular BFs ending in a vowel . In the plural, 
the  suffixes  -/die/  and  -/i/  are  added  for  FF  and  BF,  respectively.  
285 In  jnacari  /n̥akari/  ‘young  man’,  owing  to  /k/  which  blocks  nasal  spread,  the  plural  FF 

ends in -/ode/.
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Feminine  nominals  are  very  regular.  Most  of  them present  singular  BF 
ending  in  a  vowel  (§12.2.1).  There  are  also  a  few  feminine  nominals 
with  singular  BF  in  -/p/  (§12.2.2),  in  -/t/  (§12.2.3)  and  in  -/r/ 
(§12.2.4).  Some  phenomena  of  root  allomorphy  in  the  FP-FF  are 
discussed in §12.2.5. 

§12.2.1 Feminine nominals with vowel-ending base-form

In  some  feminine  nominals,  the  singular  FF  is  marked  by  null 
affixation.  If  the singular  BF ends in  -/a/ (24a-b),  -/e/ (24c-e)  or  -/o/ 
(24f-g), -Ø is added to the BF, so that the singular BF and FF coincide. 286 

(24) a. tirĩta (FS.BF) ‘hummingbird’ ---> tirĩta (FS.FF), tirĩtadie (FP.FF), tirĩtaj (FP.BF)
b. hoʨa (FS.BF) ‘water hole’ ---> hoʨa (FS.FF), hoʨadie (FP.FF), hoʨaj (FP.BF)
c. abue (FS.BF) ‘cactus’ ---> abue (FS.FF), abuedie (FP.FF), abuej (FP.BF)
d. m̥ane (3.FS.BF) ‘finger’ ---> m̥ane (3.FS.FF), m̥anenie (3.FP.FF), 
         m̥anej (3.FP.BF)
e. ʨeke (FS.BF) ‘woman’ ---> ʨeke (FS.FF), ʨekedie (FP.FF), ʨekej (FP.BF)
f. baho (FS.BF) ‘basin, bowl’ ---> baho (FS.FF), bahodie (FP.FF), bahoj (FP.BF)
g. atapieto (3.FS.BF) ‘helper’ (woman) ---> atapieto (3.FS.FF), 
         atapietodie (3.FP.FF), atapietoj (3.FP.BF)

         
If the BF ends in -/i/ or -/u/, -/a/ is added in the singular FF. There 

are  no  feminine  nominals  with  singular  FF  in  -/i/  or  -/u/.  The  plural 
follows the same rule described above.  If  a nominal has singular BF in 
-/i/,  the suffix -/i/ merges with it.  As a consequence,  the singular  and 
plural BF coincide. In (25e) gatodé ‘head’ is an exception; it also presents 
the variant gatoi /gatoj/ with FS-FF in -/i/.

(25) a. hiriri (FS.BF) ‘quail’ ---> hiriria (FS.FF), hiriridie (FP.FF), hiriri (FP.BF)
b. tãj (FS.BF) ‘truck, car’ ---> tãja (FS.FF), tãjnie (FP.FF), tãj (FP.BF)
c. dahu (FS.BF) ‘wild pineapple’ ---> dahua (FS.FF), dahudie (FP.FF), 
          dahuj (FP.BF)
d. gapu (FS.BF) ‘girl’ ---> gapua (FS.FF), gapudie (FP.FF), gapuj (FP.BF)
e. gatode (3.FS.BF) ‘head’ ---> gatoj / gatode (3.FS.FF), 

286 For reasons of simplicity, -Ø will not be indicated in the examples.
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          gatoidie / gatodedie (3.FP.FF), gatodej (3.FP.BF) 

Although most feminine nominals end in a vowel, some of them present 
singular  BFs  in  consonants  such  as  /p/  (§12.2.2),  /t/  (§12.2.3)  or  /r/ 
(§12.1.7). 

§12.2.2 Feminine nominals with singular base-form in -/p/

Feminine  nominals  in  -/p/  mostly  include  feminine  diminutive 
forms,  to  be  analysed  in  detail  later  on  (26b).  In  most  cases  such 
singular  BFs  in  -/p/ are  epicene,  while  the  rest  of  the  paradigm takes 
feminine or masculine suffixation. The singular BF of (26a), however, is 
not  epicene.  Like  masculine  nominals  in  -/p/,  when a  suffix is  added, 
the final consonant voices and – when required –  nasalizes. The suffix 
-/ia/  is  added  to  obtain  the  FS-FF.  In  the  plural  BF,  the  suffix -/i/  is 
added,  while  -/idie/  is  the  plural  FF  suffix,  also  used  with  all  other 
feminine  nominals  in  consonants.  Comparing  these  data  with  feminine 
nominals ending in vowels, in -/idie/ the real morphemes is -/die/ while 
preceding /i/ was probably an insertion to break a consonantal cluster.

(26) a. karatep (FS.BF) ‘newborn’ ---> karatebia (FS.FF), karatebidie (FP.FF), 
                karatebi (FP.FF)
       b. disap (DIM.[M/F]S.BF) ‘girl’ ---> disabia (DIM.FS.FF), disabidie (DIM.FP.BF), 
                disabi (DIM.FP.BF)

§12.2.3 Feminine nominals with base-form in -/t/

Feminine  nominals  with  BF  in  -/t/  (27) can  be  considered  the 
feminine  counterpart  of  masculine  nominals  with  BF  in  -/t/  (§12.1.4), 
with  which  they  share  some  morphological  similarities.  When  -/ia/  is 
added to obtain the singular FF, /t/ voices into /d/. In the plural FF, by 
contrast, -/idie/ is added and /t/ deletes. In the plural BF, the root-final 
consonant  palatalizes into -/ʨ/ before -/i/.  In (27d) one can insert  /i/ 
before the root-final consonant in the plural BF.  This phenomenon is not 
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isolated.  /i/ insertion is  found  for  instance in the plural  FF of  co  /ko/ 
‘pitcher’ (27e).

(27) a. okarat (FS.BF) ‘flame of fire’ ---> okaradia (FS.FF), okaraidie (FP.FF), 
               okaraʨi (FP.BF)
       b. arekuhat (3.FS.BF) ‘statement’ ---> arekuhadia (3.FS.FF), 
               arekuhaidie (3.FP.FF), arekuhaʨi (3.FP.BF)
       c. kikuhat (3.FS.BF) ‘ancestor’ ---> kikuhadia (3.FS.FF), kikuhaʨi (3.FP.FF), 
               kikuhaidie (3.FP.BF)
       d. pin̥akarat (3.FS.BF) ‘loud yell’ ---> pin̥akaradia (3.FS.FF), 
               pin̥akaraidie (3.FP.FF), pin̥akaraiʨi / pin̥akaraʨi (FP.BF)
       e. ko (GF.FS.BF) ‘pitcher’ ---> ko (GF.FS.FF), koidie (GF.FS.FF), koj (GF.FP.FF)

§12.2.4 Feminine nominals in -/r/

Some  feminine  nominals  present  singular  BF  in  -/r/.   The  suffixes 
-/ia/  and  -/idie/  are  added  to  obtain  the  singular  and  plural  FF, 
respectively. The suffix -/i/ is used to form the plural BF.

(28) a. dor (FS.BF) ‘wild pineapple’ ---> doria (FS.FF), doridie (FP.FF), dori (FP.BF)  
       b. por (FS.BF) ‘tree’ ---> poria (FS.FF), poridie (FP.FF), pori (FP.BF)
       c. suar (FS.BF) ‘parrot’ ---> suaria (FS.FF), suaridie (FP.FF), suari (FP.BF)

To  conclude,  about  the  same  groups  of  nominals  with  root-final 
consonant exist for both the masculine and the feminine. Only masculine 
nominals in -/k/ and -/s/ lack their feminine counterpart.  All  feminine 
nominals with consonant-ending singular BF add -/ia/ and -/idie/  to the 
singular  BF.  These  suffixes  correspond  to  the  FF  morphemes  -/a/  and 
-/die/. In -/ia/ and -/idie/, -/i/- was originally an insertion .

§12.2.5 Exceptions in the feminine plural full-form

As noted above, in feminine nominals in -/t/ (29) this consonant is 
replaced  by  -/idie/ in  the  plural  FF.  This  morphological  behaviour  is 
anomalous,  since  in  masculine  nominals  in  -/t/  this  consonant  is 
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preserved and voices in the plural  FF (§12.1.4). Consider the following 
feminine nominals:

(29) a. orotade (3.FS.BF) ‘shoulder’ ---> orotade (3.FS.FF), orotadedie / 
                orotaidie (3.FP.FF), orotadej (3.FP.BF) 
       b. m̥ane (3.FS.BF) ‘finger’ ---> m̥ane (3.FS.FF), m̥anenie / m̥ainie (3.FP.FF), 
                m̥anej (3.FP.BF)

Orotadé and jmané /m̥ane/ have two alternatives in the plural FF. In the 
first variant, the plural FF ends in -/dedie/ and -/nenie/, as expected. In 
the second variant, the syllable -/de/- or -/ne/- deletes before the suffix 
-/die/  or  -/nie/, giving  rise  to  the  suffix  -/idie/.  As  seen  in  co /ko/ 
‘pitcher’  (27e),  /i/ might  be regarded as  an insertion.  The same plural 
FF (characterized by -/de/ or -/ne/ deletion and /i/ insertion) is found 
in  other  cases,  such as:  catadé  /katade/ (GF.FS.FF), cataidie /kataidie/ 
(GF.FP.FF)  ‘knee’;  cosocorodé /kosokorode/  (3.FS.FF),  cosocoroidie 
/kosokoroidie/  (3.FP.FF)  ‘joint,  socket’;  angoroné  /aorone/ (3.FS.FF), 
angoronenie /aŋoronenie/  or angoroinie  /aŋoroinie/  (3.FP.FF)  ‘ear’. 
This might suggest that in feminine nominals ending with singular BF in 
-/t/, this consonant originally voiced not only in the singular but also in 
the  plural FF.  Supposedly,  the  original  plural ended  in  *-/didie/. 
However,  this  form  is not  to  be  found, because  -/d/-  or  -/n/-  has 
probably deleted due to haplology before the suffix -/die/ or -/nie/ and 
only /i/ as vocalic insertion is preserved.

§12.3 Diminutive forms

The  diminutive  form is  used  to  indicate  smallness  and  endearment 
(Morarie  1980:  64).  The  diminutive  form  inflects  as  feminine  and 
masculine nominals with singular BF in -/p/. The diminutive singular BF 
consists  in  the  suffix -/ap/ for  both masculine  and feminine  nominals.  
This  does  not  mean  that  all  diminutive  forms  are  epicene.  Masculine 
nominals (30a-b) present the suffix -/i/ in the singular FF and -/ode/ or 
-/one/ in the plural  FF,  as  added to the BF in  -/ap/.  In the plural  BF, 
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-/io/ is added. When a suffix is added, in both masculine and feminine 
diminutives,  -/p/  voices  into  /b/  (30a)  and  nasalizes  into  /n/  when 
required by nasal harmony.

(30) a. tamokap (DIM.MS.BF) ‘dog’ ---> tamokabi (DIM.MS.FF), 
                tamokabode (DIM.MP.FF), tamokabio (DIM.MP.BF)287

       b. gigin̥ap (GF.DIM.MS.BF) ‘house’ ---> gigin̥ami (GF.DIM.MS.FF), 
                gigin̥amone (GF.DIM.MP.FF), gigin̥amio (GF.DIM.MP.BF)

The  feminine  diminutives  add  -/ia/ for  the  singular  FF and  -/idie/ 
for the plural FF. The plural BF is obtained by means of the suffix -/i/.

(31) a. ʨekap (DIM.FS.BF) ‘lady’ ---> ʨekabia (DIM.FS.FF), ʨekabidie (DIM.FS.FF), 
                ʨekabi (DIM.FP.BF)
       b. eramorap (DIM.[M/F]S.BF) ‘deer’ ---> eramoramia (DIM.FS.FF), 
                eramoraminie (DIM.FP.FF), eramorami (DIM.FP.BF)

§12.3.1 Diminutive formation

For both masculine and feminine nominals, the suffix -/ap/ is added 
to  the  singular  BF.  When  the  BF  ends  in  a  vowel,  some 
morphophonological  processes  can  occur.  If  the  BF  ends  in  -/a/,  it 
merges  with  the  vowel  of  -/ap/  (32a).  If  the  BF  ends  in  -/e/  or  -/o/, 
vowel  deletion  occurs:  the  deleted  vowel  can  be  the  root-final  one 
(32b,d) or the diminutive vowel (32c,e). If the BF ends in a high vowel  
(-/i/  or  -/u/),  it  is  either  replaced  by  the  suffix  vowel  (32f,h)  or 
preserved (32g,i).

(32) a. kuʨa (GF.MS.BF) ‘thing’ ---> kuʨap (GF.DIM.MS.BF), kuʨabi (GF.DIM.MS.FF)
b. ʨeke (FS.BF) ‘female’ ---> ʨekap (DIM.FS.BF), ʨekabia (DIM.FS.FF)
c. kese (GF.MS.BF) ‘knife’ ---> kesep (GF.DIM.MS.BF), kesebi (GF.DIM.MS.FF)
d. pororo (MS.BF) ‘white’ ---> pororap (DIM.[M/F]S.BF), pororabi (DIM.MS.FF)
e. n̥osoko (GF.MS.BF) ‘machete’ ---> n̥osokop (GF.DIM.MS.BF), 
          n̥osokobi (GF.DIM.MS.FF)

287 In tamocap /tamokap/ (30a) a nasal element is present in the root, but it cannot yield the nasalization 
of the suffix, because /k/ in the root blocks the spread of nasalization.
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f. disi (MS.BF) ‘boy’ ---> disap (DIM.[M/F]S.BF), disabi (DIM.MS.FF)
g. perupi (MS.BF) ‘yellow; green’ ---> perupiap (DIM.MS.BF), 
          perupiabi (DIM.MS.BF)
h. gapu (FS.BF) ‘girl, grown girl’ ---> gapap (DIM.FS.BF), gapabia  (DIM.FS.FF)
i. keru (MS.BF) ‘big, large’ ---> keruap (DIM.[M/F]S.BF), keruabi  (DIM.MS.FF)

With nominals in -/t/ and -/p/, these consonants voice (33) and (if  
necessary) nasalize (34) when -/ap/ is added to the BF. Nominals in -/r/ 
(35) and -/s/ (36) simply add -/ap/ to the singular BF. 

(33) a. bisit (MS.BF) ‘medicine’ ---> bisidap (DIM.MS.BF), bisidabi (DIM.MS.FF)
b. okarat (FS.BF) ‘flame of fire’ ---> okaradap (DIM.FS.BF), 
          okaradabia (DIM.FS.FF)
c. ʨijap (MS.BF) ‘type of bee’ ---> ʨijabap (DIM.MS.BF), ʨijababi (DIM.MS.BF)
d. gap (3.MS.BF) ‘path’ ---> gabap (3.DIM.MS.BF), gababi (3.DIM.MS.FF)

(34) a. n̥urumit (MS.BF) ‘Ayoreo clan’ ---> n̥uruninap (DIM.[M/F]S.BF), 
              n̥uruminami (DIM.MS.FF)
       b. n̥up (MS.BF) ‘earth’ ---> n̥umap (DIM.MS.BF), n̥umabi (DIM.MS.FF) 

(35) a. aror (MS.BF) ‘hawk’ ---> arorap (DIM.MS.BF), arorabi (DIM.MS.BF)
       b. por (FS.BF) ‘tree’ ---> porap (DIM.FS.BF), porabi (DIM.FS.FF)

(36) a. etas (MS.BF) ‘tiny root of plant’ ---> etasap (DIM.MS.BF), 
                 etasabi (DIM.MS.FF)
       b. hes (MS.BF) ‘mist from fog’ ---> hesap (DIM.MS.BF), hesabi (DIM.MS.BF)

If  the  singular  BF  ends  in  -/k/, this consonant can  drop  in  the 
diminutive.  Although  this  behaviour  is  unpredictable,  there  is  a 
correlation with the plural FF of the non-diminutive nominal. When the 
plural  FF  ends  in  -/gode/ or -/ŋone/,  the  diminutive  is  -/gap/ (37). 
Final  /k/  is  often  preserved  in derived  FS-BFs  (see  §12.4.3),  but  in 
diminutive  formation this  is  even  more  frequent.  For  instance  acadi 
/akadi/  (37) has  plural  FF  in  -/gode/  and preserves  /k/  in  the 
diminutive. By contrast, /k/ drops in the FS-BF acade /akade/.

(37) akadi (3.MS.FF) ‘student’, akadik (3.MS.BF) ---> akadigap (3.DIM.MS.BF), 
                 akadigode (3.MP.FF), akade (3.FS.BF)
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The  vowel  preceding  the  BF-final  consonant  can  provide 
morphological  indications  about  diminutive  formation.  Different  cases 
can be distinguished. Nominals in -/ak/  may have diminutive in -/gap/ 
if the plural FF is in -/gode/  (38a-b). Otherwise -/k/ drops and -/ap/ is 
added (38c). 

(38) a. bak (MS.BF) ‘honey hunter’ ---> bagap (DIM.MS.BF), bagabi (DIM.MS.FF)
                bagode (MP.FF) 

b. dahuŋarãk (MS.BF) ‘skunk’ ---> dahuŋarãp (DIM.MS.BF), 
          dahuŋarami (DIM.MS.FF), dahuŋarane (MP.FF) 
c. on̥ak (MS.BF) ‘thorn’ ---> on̥ap (DIM.MS.BF), on̥ami (DIM.MS.BF), 
          on̥ane (MP.FF)

For nominals  in  -/ek/,  the  following  possibilities  are observed:  (1) 
The diminutive can end in -/gap/ if the plural FF is in -/gode/  (39a); (2) 
-/k/ drops and -/ap/ is added, and either /e/ or /a/ deletes (the variant 
in -/ep/ is more frequent). 

(39) a. tarek (MS.BF) ‘lazy’ ---> taregap (DIM.MS.BF), taregabi (DIM.[M/F]S.FF), 
                taregode (MP.FF)

b. taʨek (MS.BF) ‘agouti’ ---> taʨap (DIM.MS.BF), taʨabi (DIM.MS.FF), 
         taʨeode (MP.FF)
c. hubek (GF.MS.BF) ‘woman’s large bag’ ---> hubep (GF.DIM.MS.BF), 
         hubebi (GF.DIM.MS.FF), hubeode (MP.FF)

Nominals in -/ok/ present diminutive in -/gap/ if the plural FF is in 
-/gode/ (40).  Otherwise  -/k/  drops  and  /a/  in  the  suffix  is  replaced 
by /o/ (41).

(40) a. piok (MS.BF) ‘fire’ ---> piogap (DIM.MS.BF), piogabi (DIM.MS.FF), 
               piogode (MP.FF)

b. tatok (MS.BF) ‘lame’ ---> tatogap (DIM.[M/F]S.BF), tatogabi (DIM.MS.FF), 
               tatogode (MP.FF)
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(41) a. coɲ̥ok (MS.BF) ‘someone who is not an Ayoreo’ ---> coɲ̥op (DIM.[M/F]S.BF), 
               coɲ̥omi (DIM.MS.FF), coɲ̥one (MP.FF)

b. tarok (3.MS.BF) ‘brain, top of head’ ---> tarop (3.DIM.MS.BF), 
               tarobi (3.DIM.MS.FF), tarode (3.MP.FF)

As  noted  above,  all  nominals  in  -/ik/  (42b) and  -/uk/  (43)  have 
plural FF in -/gode/, so that the diminutive singular BF ends in -/gap/.  
The nominal in (44) is a rare exception.

(42) a. ikadik (3.MS.BF) ‘forgotten’ ---> ikadigap (3.DIM.[M/F]S.BF), 
               ikadigabi (3.DIM.MS.FF),  ikadigode (3.MP.FF)

b. kik (3.MS.BF) ‘destiny’ ---> kigap (3.DIM.MS.BF), kigabi (3.DIM.MS.FF), 
        kigode (3.MP.FF)

(43) a. abeʨuk (MS.BF) ‘male parent with children’ ---> abeʨugap (DIM.[M/F]S.BF), 
               abeʨugabi (DIM.MS.FF), abeʨugode (MP.FF)

b. huduk (MS.BF) ‘dark, black’ ---> hudugap (DIM.[M/F]S.BF), 
               hudugabi (DIM.MS.FF), hudugode (MP.FF)

(44) ʨakik (3.MS.BF) ‘bottom’ ---> ʨakiap (3.DIM.MS.BF), ʨakiabi (3.DIM.MS.BF), 
               ʨakigode (3.DIM.MS.BF)

§12.4 Gender derivation

The  MS-BF  will  be  considered  the  base  for  gender  derivation.  In 
some cases the singular BF is epicene. Two FS morphemes are available: 
-/a/ and -/e/.  These morphemes are  usually used  in different contexts, 
but  there  is a  fundamental difference  among  them:  -/a/  is  added  to 
epicene  BFs  and  only  marks  the  FS-FF.  By  contrast,  -/e/,  applied  to 
masculine BFs, is used for both FS-BF and FS-FF, so that they coincide.

§12.4.1 Gender derivation from masculine base-forms in -/k/

For nominals  with masculine BF in -/k/,  the morphology of  gender 
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derivation  depends  on  the  vowel  preceding  -/k/.  Five  cases  will  be 
distinguished: -/ak/, -/ek/, -/ok/, -/ik/ and -/uk/.

Nominals with BF in -/ak/ optionally form the feminine by means of 
the morpheme -/e/.  If  final /k/ is  preserved, it  voices and nasalizes in 
nasal-harmony contexts. One can observe a correlation between the MP-
FF  and  the  FS-FF:  if  the  MP-FF  is  in  -/gode/  or  -/ŋone/,  -/k/  is 
preserved in the FS-FF (45), otherwise it drops (46).

(45) a. aberaj (MS.FF) ‘sterile’, aberak (MS.BF), abere (FS.BF), abere (FS.FF), 
                aberade (MP.FF)

b. kaniraj (MS.FF) ‘kind, generous’, kanirak (MS.BF), kanire (FS.BF), 
         kanire (FS.FF), kanirane (FP.FF)

   
(46) a. ahegesaj (MS.FF) ‘empty, vacant’, ahegesak (MS.BF), ahegesage (FS.BF), 
                ajegesage (FS.FF)

b. baj (MS.FF) ‘honey hunter’, bak (MS.BF), bage (FS.BF), bage (FS.FF) 
                bagode (FP.FF) 

As  one can see  in  (47),  if  -/e/  is  not  used,  final  /k/  of  the  MS-BF 
drops to form the FS-BF. Most nominals which form the feminine in this  
way are derived from verbs (47) and will  be called ‘verbal  nouns’  (see 
§12.8).

(47) a. igajaj (3.MS.FF) ‘stung’, igajak (3.MS.BF), igaja (3.FS.BF), igaja (3.FS.FF); 
               igajade (3.MP.FF); from the verb: ʨigas (3) ‘to bite, to sting’

b. etiŋarãj (3.MS.FF) ‘tested, tempted’, etiŋarãk (3.MS.BF), etiŋarã (3.FS.BF), 
               etiŋarã (3.FS.FF); etiŋarane (3.MP.FF); from the verb: ʨetiŋare (3) 
               ‘to try, to prove’

Nominals with BF in -/ek/ and -/ok/ exhibit identical morphological 
properties  in  feminine  derivation.  Three  possibilities  are  reported:  (1) 
The morpheme -/e/ is added to the MS-BF (48a-b); (2) /k/ voices and (if 
required)  nasalizes  (48c-d);  (3)  /k/  drops  (49).  There  is  a  strict 
correlation  between the  presence  vs.  absence  of  /k/  in  the  MP-FF and 
the  process  to  obtain  the  feminine.  If  the  MP-FF  is  in  -/gode/  or 
-/ŋone/, -/k/ is preserved in the feminine and -/e/ is used (48). If -/k/ 
drops in the MP-FF, it also drops in the feminine (49).
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(48) a. arej (MS.FF) ‘good, well’, arek (MS.BF), arege (FS.BF), arege (FS.FF), 
                aregode (MP.FF)

b. getej (3.MS.FF) ‘hated’, getek (3.MS.BF), getege (3.FS.BF), getege (3.FS.FF); 
         getegode (3.MP.FF)
c. an̥aŋoj (3.MS.FF) ‘injured, wounded’, an̥aŋok (3.MS.BF), an̥aŋoŋe (3.FS.BF), 
         an̥aŋoŋe (3.FS.FF); an̥aŋoŋone (3.MP.FF)
d. dosoj (MS.FF) ‘painful’, dosok (MS.BF), dosoge (FS.BF), dosoge (FS.FF), 
         dosogode (MP.FF)

(49) a. hururubej (MS.FF) ‘angry, furious’, hururubek (MS.BF), hururube (FS.BF), 
                hururube (FS.FF), hururubeode (MP.FF)

b. on̥ej (3.MS.FF) ‘poured out’, on̥ek (3.MS.BF), on̥e (3.FS.BF), on̥e (3.FS.FF), 
           on̥eone (3.MS.FF)
c. aroj (MS.FF) ‘previous’, arok (MS.BF), aro (FS.BF), aro (FS.FF), arode (MP.FF)
d. coɲ̥oj (MS.FF) ‘civilized person’, coɲ̥ok (MS.BF), coɲ̥o (FS.BF), coɲ̥o (FS.FF)
           coɲ̥one (MP.FF)

If  the  masculine  BF  ends  in  -/ik/,  the  feminine  morpheme  -/e/  is 
used and /k/ drops (50) or is preserved in the feminine (51).

(50) a. akadi (3.MS.FF) ‘student’, akadik (3.MS.BF), akade (3.FS.BF), akade (3.FS.BF), 
                akadigode (3.MP.FF)

b. ibididi (3.MS.FF) ‘called, summoned’, ibididik (3.MS.BF), ibidide (3.FS.BF), 
                ibidide (3.FS.BF), ibididigode (3.MP.FF)

(51) a. ikadi (3.MS.FF) ‘forgotten’, ikadik (3.MS.BF), ikadige (3.FS.BF), 
                ikadige (3.FS.FF), ikadigode (3.MP.FF) 

b. timi (MS.FF) ‘strong, hard’, timik (MS.BF), timiŋe (FS.BF), timiŋe (FS.FF); 
         timigode (MP.FF)

Nominals with singular BF in -/uk/ can use the morphemes -/a/ or 
-/e/  to  derive  the  feminine.  The  former  morpheme  is  not  used  in  the 
other  subgroups  of  nominals  in  -/k/.  There  is  however  no  correlation 
with  the  plural  FF  in  -/gode/,  since  all  nominals  with  BF  in  -/uk/ 
preserve  /k/  in  the  plural  FF,  while  -/k/  can  drop  in  the  feminine  BF 
(52a).  Alternatively,  -/e/ is  added to the masculine BF, and /k/ voices 
(52b)  and  nasalizes  in  nasal-harmony  contexts.  In  jurui  /huruj/ (52c), 
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-/e/ is  used,  but the first  /u/ in the root turns into /o/:  this  might  be 
interpreted as assimilation to -/e/. 

(52) a. akesuj (3.MS.FF) ‘cut’, akesuk (3.MS.BF), akesu (3.FS.BF), akesua (3.FS.FF), 
                akesugode (3.MP.FF)

b. abeʨuj (MS.FF) ‘parent’, abeʨuk (MS.BF), abeʨuge (FS.BF), abeʨuge (FS.FF), 
         abegugode (MP.FF)
c. huruj (3.MS.FF) ‘closed’, huruk (3.MS.BF), hore (3.FS.BF), hore (3.FS.FF), 
         hurugode (3.MP.FF)

§12.4.2 Gender derivation from masculine or epicene base-forms in 
-/p/

Nominals  with  singular  BF  in  -/p/ mostly  include  diminutives; 
gender  derivation  is  the  same as  that  of  diminutive  forms (see  §12.3).  
The singular  BF in  -/p/ can be  masculine  or  epicene.  When a  suffix is 
added, /p/ voices and, when necessary, nasalizes. The morpheme -/a/ is  
characteristic of the feminine.  Its allomorph -/ia/ is used for the FS-FF 
of nominals with epicene BF (abi vs.  abia). A few nominals, like the one 
in (53b), use the morpheme -/e/ to derive both the FS-BF and the FS-FF. 
Unlike -/a/, -/e/ is not restricted to the FF, but is also used to form the 
BF,  which  is  thus  different  from  the  masculine.  When  a  feminine 
nominal  derives  from  a  masculine  BF  in  -/p/  by  means  of  -/e/,  -/p/ 
always voices (and possibly nasalizes).

(53) a. abi (3.MS.FF) ‘baby, child’, ap (3.[M/F]S.BF), abia (3.FS.FF)
b. kuʨabi (MS.FF) ‘great’, kuʨap (MS.BF), kuʨabe (FS.BF), kuʨabe (FS.FF)

§12.4.3 Gender derivation from masculine base-forms in -/r/

If  the  MS-BF  ends  in  -/r/,  -/e/  is  added  to  obtain  the  feminine. 
Nominals derived by means of the suffixes -/sõri/, -/ŋori/ and -/minori/ 
form the FS-BF by replacing such suffixes with -/to/. 
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(54) a. can̥ori (MS.FF) ‘dry’, can̥ore (MS.BF), can̥oɲo (MP.BF), can̥ore (FS.BF), can̥ore (FS.FF)
b. umari (MS.FF) ‘tall, high’, umare (MS.BF), umaɲo (MP.BF), umare (FS.BF), 
          umare (FS.FF)
c. akadisõri (3.MS.FF) ‘teacher’, akadisõre (3.MS.BF), akadito (3.FS.BF), 
          akadito (3.FS.FF)
d. ipesuŋori (3.MS.FF) ‘creator’, ipesuŋore (3.MS.BF), ipesuto (3.FS.BF), ipesuto (3.FS.FF)
e. ikeminori (3.MS.FF) ‘who/what is in front of’, ikeminore (3.MS.BF), 
          ikemito (3.FS.BF), ikemito (3.FS.FF)

§12.4.4  Gender  derivation  from  masculine  base-forms  in  -/s/  and 
-/t/

Nominals  with  BF  in  -/s/  form the  feminine  by  adding  -/e/  to  the 
masculine (55a-b). In (55b) the vowel change in the root depends on the 
fact that the word is a compound consisting of  iroi /iroj/ (55c) plus the 
vowel-harmony  elative  suffix  -/pisi/ (MS.FF).  With  the  noun  gosi  
‘someone’  (gos  in BF) (55e),  gender derivation is  irregular, because the 
feminine is  goto. This extends to nominals derived from  gosi  (55e-f),  in 
particular those referring to members of a particular Ayoreo tribe, such 
as the ‘Totobíegosode’ (55f).

(55) a. aposi (3.MS.FF) ‘burned up’, apos (3.MS.BF), apose (3.FS.BF), apose (3.FS.FF)
b. irogipisi (3.MS.FF) ‘commissioned servant’, irogipis (3.MS.BF), irogepise (3.FS.BF),
        irogepise (3.FS.FF)
c. iroj (3.MS.FF) ‘servant’, irok (3.MS.BF), iroge (3.FS.BF), iroge (3.FS.FF) 
d. gosi (MS.FF) ‘someone’, gos (MS.BF), goto (FS.BF), goto (FS.FF)
e. igiosi (3.MS.FF) ‘relative’, igios (3.MS.BF), igioto (3.FS.BF), igioto (3.FS.FF) 
f. totobiegosi (MS.FF) ‘member of the group of Totobiegosode’, 
        totobiegos (MS.BF), totobiegoto (FS.BF), totobiegoto (FS.FF)

Masculine  nominals  with  singular  BF  in  -/t/  add  -/e/  to  the  BF, 
while -/t/ voices and, when necessary, nasalizes.

(56) a. todi (GF.MS.FF) ‘feared’, tot (GF.MS.BF), tode (GF.FS.BF), tode (GF.FS.FF)
b. weradi (MS.FF) ‘nice, good’, werat (MS.BF), werade (FS.BF), werade (FS.FF)
c. agutijamani (3.MS.FF) ‘benefactor’, agutijamat (3.MS.BF), 
        agutijamane (3.FS.BF), agutijamane (FS.FF)
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§12.4.5 Gender derivation from epicene base-forms in -/V/

Most  masculine  and feminine  nominals  present  epicene singular  BF 
ending in a vowel.  In (57) one finds masculine  and feminine nominals  
with  epicene  singular  BF  in  -/a/,  which  coincides  with  the  FS-FF.  As 
noted above, -/i/ is added to obtain the MS-FF.

(57) a. ebedaj (MS.FF) ‘orphan’, ebeda ([M/F]S.BF), ebeda (FS.FF)
b. irabaj (3.MS.FF) ‘born at the same time’, iraba (3.[M/F]S.BF), iraba (3.FS.FF)

Some exceptions are reported below. In (58a-c) final -/a/ is replaced 
by the feminine morpheme -/e/. In (58d) and (58e) other changes occur. 
In (58f) and (58g) one finds nominals used to refer to people belonging 
to a certain clan.

(58) a. dain̥aj (MS.FF) ‘shaman’, dain̥a (MS.BF), dain̥e (FS.BF), dain̥e (FS.FF)
b. isagokaj (3.MS.FF) ‘hard worker’, isagoka (3.MS.BF), isagoke (3.FS.BF), 
          isagoke (3.FS.FF)
c. dusaj (MS.FF) ‘one who has a bowel movement’, dusa (MS.BF), duse (FS.BF), 
          duse (FS.FF)
d. edugen̥aj (3.MS.FF) ‘leader, chef’, edugen̥a (3.MS.BF), edugehẽ (3.FS.BF), 
          edugehẽ (3.FS.FF)  
e. idahaj (MS.FF) ‘distant, far off’, idaha (MS.BF), idahage (FS.BF),
          idahage (FS.FF)
f. kutamurahãj (MS.FF) ‘Ayoreo clan name’, kutamurahã (MS.BF), 
          kutamiɲ̥oro (FS.BF), kutamiɲ̥oro (FS.FF)
g. posorahãj (MS.FF) ‘Ayoreo clan name’, posorahã (MS.BF), posin̥õro (FS.BF), 
          posin̥õro (FS.FF)

Singular BFs in -/e/ and -/o/ are epicene (59). The MS-FF is derived 
by  adding  -/i/ to  the  BF.  The  FS-FF  coincides  with  the  singular BF. 
Chiquenoi /ʨikenoj/, the name of an AY clan, is an exception (59e).
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(59) a. arupaʨej (MS.FF) ‘wet, damp’, arupaʨe ([M/F]S.BF), arupaʨe (FS.FF)
b. subudej (MS.FF) ‘having the stomach full’, subude ([M/F]S.BF), 
         subude (FS.FF)
c. asikoj (MS.FF) ‘sharp, keen-edged’, asiko ([M/F]S.BF), asiko (FS.FF)
d. pororoj (MS.FF) ‘white’, pororo ([M/F]S.BF), pororo (FS.FF)
e. ʨikenoj (MS.FF) ‘Ayoreo clan name’, ʨikeno (MS.BF), ʨikeɲ̥oro (FS.BF),
         ʨikeɲ̥oro (FS.FF)

Epicene singular BFs in -/i/ are divided into two groups as to gender 
derivation. Some nominals (60a-b) use the morpheme -/a/ for the FS-FF.  
In  this  case,  the  BF  is  epicene.  Other  nominals  (60c-d)  use  -/e/  as 
applied to both singular  BF and singular FF. 288 In (60e) and (60f),  one 
finds  two  exceptions  showing  root  allomorphy:  in  the  feminine,  the 
morpheme -/e/ overwrites BF-final /i/ and the previous root vowel /o/  
assimilates to /e/.

(60) a. ʨagesi (MS.FF) ‘valiant’, ʨagesi ([M/F]S.BF), ʨagesia (FS.FF)
b. disi (MS.FF) ‘boy, child’, disi ([M/F]S.BF), ‘girl’ disia (FS.FF)
c. uti (3.MS.FF) ‘firstborn child’, uti (3.MS.FF), utie (3.FS.BF), utie (3.FS.FF)
d. perupi (MS.FF) ‘yellow, green’, perupi (MS.BF), perupie (FS.BF), 
          perupie (FS.FF)
e. ʨoki (MS.FF) ‘animal male’, ʨoki (MS.BF), ‘animal or human female’ 
          ʨeke (FS.BF), ʨeke (FS.FF)
f. dijoki (MS.FF) ‘human male’, dijoki (MS.BF), ‘human female’ dijeke (FS.BF),
          dijeke (FS.FF)

Singular  BFs  in  -/u/ are  usually  epicene.  To obtain  the  MS-FF,  the 
morpheme -/i/ is added, while the FS-FF suffix is -/a/.

(61) a. kabajuj (MS.FF) ‘bull’, kabaju ([M/F]S.BF) ‘bull/cow’, kabajua (FS.FF) ‘cow’ 
b. keruj (MS.FF) ‘big’, keru ([M/F]S.BF), kerua (FS.FF)

In conclusion, the FS-FF morpheme -/a/ can only be used after the 
high vowels /i/ and /u/. It can be applied to epicene BFs in -/i/, -/u/ or 

288 In my corpus, all epicene singular BFs in  -/hi/  and -/si/ use the morpheme -/a/  for the FS-FF. By 
contrast, all MS-BFs in -/bi/, -/gi/, -/pi/, -/ki/ form the FS-FF with the morpheme -/e/.
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to  some masculine  BFs  in  -/uk/.  Its  allomorph -/ia/,  to be  found after 
consonant,  is  added  to  epicene  BFs  in  -/p/  (§12.4.2),  but  not  to 
masculine  BFs in  -/k/ (§12.4.1),  -/r/  (§12.4.3),  -/s/  (§12.4.4) and -/t/ 
(§12.4.4),  which  add  the  morpheme  /e/  for  feminine  derivation  (with 
the exception of some nominals with MS-BF in -/uk/).

§12.5 The indeterminate-form

In the next sections, the IF will be discussed. The singular BF will be 
considered the morphological source of the IF. The MS-IF is obtained by 
means of one of the following suffixes: -/tik/ (§12.5.1), -/rik/ (§12.5.2), 
-/nik/ (§12.5.3). Although exceptions exist, some general tendencies can 
be  identified.  The  morphology  of  feminine  IFs  will  be  discussed  in 
§12.5.4.

§12.5.1 The suffix -/tik/

Nominals  with  singular  BF in  -/k/,  -/p/,  -/s/ and -/t/ usually  take 
the suffix -/tik/, replacing these BF-final consonants. The corresponding 
plurals take the suffix -/tigo/, where no nasalization is possible, for /t/ 
blocks nasal spread.

(62) a. akadi (3.MS.FF) ‘pupil’, akadik (3.MS.BF), akaditik (3.MS.IF), 
               akaditigo (3.MP.IF)

b. pioj (MS.FF) ‘fire’, piok (MS.BF), piotik (MS.IF), piotigo (MP.IF)
c. ahepisi (3.MS.FF) ‘soul’, ahepis (3.MS.BF), ahepitik (3.MS.IF), ahepitigo (3.MP.IF)
d. dukosi (MS.FF) ‘fever’, dukos (MS.BF), dukotik (MS.IF), dukotigo MP.IF)
e. abi (3.MS.FF) ‘child’, ap (3.MS.BF), atik (3.MS.IF), atigo (3.MP.IF.)
f. ahami (MS.FF) ‘small, narrow’, ahãp ([M/F]S.BF), ahãtik (MS.IF), 
        ahãtigo (MP.IF) 
g. etabi (3.MS.FF) ‘neck’, etabit (3.MS.BF), etabitik (3.MS.IF), etabitigo (3.MS.IF)
h. pidi (MS.FF) ‘stick’, pit (MS.BF), pitik (MS.IF), pitigo (MP.IF) 
i. ugutadi (3.MS.FF) ‘pillow’, ugutat (3.MS.BF), ugutatik (3.MS.IF), 
        ugutatigo (3.MP.IF) 
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§12.5.2 The suffix -/nik/

The  plural  counterpart  of  -/nik/  is  -/niŋo/.  As  one  can  see  in  the 
examples  below,  the  use  of  these  suffixes  does  not  depend  on  the 
nasalization of the root. There are three groups of nominals which show 
-/nik/ and -/niŋo/ in the IF:
 
(1)  Nominals with  singular  BF in  -/aj/,  where final  -/j/  is  replaced by 
the suffix. In  abai /abaj/ ‘husband’ the suffix yields  nasalization in and 
by itself, showing that nasality is intrinsic to it .289

(63) a. abaj (3.MS.FF) ‘husband’, abaj (3.MS.BF), amanik (3.MS.IF), amaniŋo (3.MP.IF)
b. edogaj (MS.FF) ‘bank near water’, edogaj (MS.BF), edoganik (MS.IF), 
           edoganiŋo (MP.IF)
c. daj / daje (3.MS.FF) ‘father’, daj (3.MS.BF), danik (3.MS.IF), daniŋo (3.MP.IF)
d. garaj (MS.FF) ‘pampa’, garaj (MS.BF), garanik (MS.IF), garaniŋo (MP.IF)

(2) Nominals whose singular BF ends in -/r/, which are replaced by the 
IF suffix. This group includes the nouns derived by means of the suffixes 
-/sõri/, -/ŋori/ and -/minori/.290

(64) a. diri (MS.FF) ‘day’, dir (MS.BF), dinik (MS.IF), diniŋo (MP.IF)
b. kuterĩ (MS.FF) ‘honey’, kutẽr (MS.BF), kutẽnik (MS.IF), kutẽniŋo (MP.IF)
c. akadisõri (3.MS.FF) ‘teacher’, akadisõr (3.MS.BF), akadisonik (3.MS.IF),
           akadisoniŋo (3.MP.IF)  
d. akaŋori (3.MS.FF) ‘sower’, akaŋor (3.MS.BF), akaŋonik (3.MS.IF),
          akaŋoniŋo (3.MP.IF)
e. aheminori (3.MS.FF) ‘what is inside’, aheminor (3.MS.BF), 
          aheminonik (3.MS.IF), aheminoniŋo (3.MP.IF)

(3) Nominals with BF in -/he/. This is a very small  group. The suffix is 
simply added to the singular BF.

289 However, no other examples of this kind are observed for the time being.
290 AY nouns  in  -/sõri/  and  -/ŋori/  will  be  discussed  in  §12.9.  By  contrast,  AY  nouns  in 

-/minori/ will not be discussed in the present study, because no corresponding A.Z or CH 
nouns have been found.
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(65) a. ahej (3.MS.FF) ‘stomach’, ahe (3.MS.BF), ahenik (3.MS.IF), aheniŋo (3.MP.IF)
b. pahej (3.MS.FF) ‘waist’, pahe (3.MS.BF), pahenik (3.MS.IF), paheniŋo (3.MP.IF)

§12.5.3 The suffix -/rik/

This  suffix  presents  two  forms  in  the  plural:  -/rigo/  and  -/riŋo/, 
whose  choice depends on nasal harmony.  The suffix -/rik/ is  generally 
used with nominals with singular BF in -/V/, which also take the suffix 
-/nik/ (see §12.5.2). The use of -/rik/ or -/nik/ is idiosyncratic. -V may 
correspond  to  any  vowel,  including  /e/  (66e).  -/rik/  and  its  plural 
allomorphs  are  the  only  masculine  IF  suffixes  which  never  involve 
deletion  of  the  final  elements  of  the  BF.  The  suffix -/rik/  is  also  used 
with a few nominals whose singular BF ends in a vocalic sequence, such 
as -/ao/ (66h), -/io/ (66i), -/oj/ (66j) etc. (except -/aj/). The last vowel  
of the sequence is generally preserved.

(66) a. kuʨaj (GF.MS.FF) ‘thing’, kuʨa (GF.MS.BF), kuʨarik (GF.MS.IF), 
                kuʨarigo (GF.MP.IF)

b. ʨoki (MS.FF) ‘male of animal’, ʨoki (MS.BF), ʨokirik (MS.IF) ʨokirigo (MP.IF)
c. gigin̥aj (GF.MS.FF) ‘house’, gigin̥a (GF.MS.BF), gigin̥arik (GF.MS.IF),
         gigin̥ariŋo (GF.MP.IF)
d. oran̥uj (3.MS.FF) ‘kind of bag’, oran̥u (3.MS.BF), oran̥urik (3.MS.IF),
         oran̥uriŋo (3.MP.IF)
e. parariŋej (MS.FF) ‘valley’, parariŋe (MS.BF), parariŋerik (MS.IF), 
         parariŋeriŋo (MP.IF)
f. piogen̥aj (MS.FF) ‘bonfire’, piogen̥a (MS.BF), piogen̥arik (MS.IF), 
         piogen̥ariŋo (MP.IF)
g. pihoj (MS.FF) ‘animal trail’, piho (MS.BF), pihorik (MS.IF), pihorigo (MP.IF)
h. gebekaoj (MS.FF) ‘can, tin’, gebekao (MS.BF), gebekaorik (MS.IF), 
         gebekaorigo (MP.IF)
i. homioj (MS.FF) ‘water hole’, homio (MS.BF), homiorik (MS.IF),
         homioriŋo (MP.IF) 
j. opoj (MS.FF) ‘dark, black’, opoi (MS.BF), oporik (MS.IF), oporigo (MP.IF)

Example  (67)  lists  some  exceptions.  For  some  nominals,  such  as 
iringoi  /iriŋoj/ (67d),  two  alternatives  may  be  used.  Neri (67f)  is  an 
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exception,  not  only  in  the  IF  but  also  in  the  FF  formation,  given  the 
singular BF nerat.

(67) a. aniri (3.MS.FF) ‘problem’, aniri (3.MS.BF), anitik (3.MS.IF), anitigo (3.MP.IF)
b. dakerã (3.MS.FF) ‘uncle, father’s brother’, dakerã (3.MS.BF), 
        dakerãtik (3.MS.IF), dakerãtigo (3.MP.IF)
c. derokoj (MS.FF) ‘dull’, derokok (MS.BF) derokorik (MS.IF), derokorigo (MP.IF)
d. iriŋoj (MS.FF) ‘bitter’, iriŋok (MS.BF), iriŋoric/iriŋotik (MS.IF),
        iriŋoriŋo/iriŋotigo (MP.IF)
e. m̥anaj (3.MS.FF) ‘hand’, m̥anai (3.MS.FF), m̥anarik (3.MS.IF), 
        m̥anariŋo (3.MP.IF)
f. neri (3.MS.FF) ‘uncle, mother’s brother’, nerat (3.MS.BF), neririk (3.MS.IF), 
        neririŋo (3.MP.IF)

  

§12.5.4 The feminine indeterminate-form 

In  the  feminine  IF,  the  inflectional  mechanism  is  usually  fairly 
simple. In most nominals the singular IF is -/rak/  (68), with the plural 
counterpart -/rigi/ which can nasalize as -/riŋi/. In caratébia /karatebia/ 
(68), /p/ in the BF is replaced by the suffix -/rak/.

(68) a. ʨeke (FS.FF) ‘female’, ʨeke (FS.BF), ʨekerak (FS.IF), ʨekerigi (FP.IF)
b. disia (FS.FF) ‘girl’, disi (FS.BF), disirak (FS.IF), disirigi (FP.IF)
c. edo (3.FS.FF) ‘eye’, edo (3.FS.BF), edorak (3.FS.IF), edorigi (3.FP.IF)
d. gapua (FS.FF) ‘teenage girl’, gapu (FS.BF), gapurak (FS.IF),
           gapurigi (FP.IF)
e. kon̥a (GF.FS.FF) ‘jar’, kon̥a (GF.FS.BF), kon̥arak (GF.FS.IF), kon̥ariŋi (GF.FS.IF)
f. aŋorone (3.FS.FF) ‘ear’, aŋorone (3.FS.BF), aŋoronerak (3.FS.IF),
          aŋoroneriŋi (3.FP.IF)
g. karatebia (FS.FF) ‘newborn’, karatep (FS.BF), karaterak (FS.IF), 
          karaterigi (FP.IF)

There  are  two  small  groups  which  take  different  suffixes.  Some 
feminine nominals whose singular BF ends in -/t/ take -/tak/  (69), with 
-/t/  replaced  by  the  suffix,  as  in  masculine  nouns  with  MS.IF  suffix 
-/tik/. The corresponding plural is -/tigi/.
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(69) a. arekuhadia (3.FS.FF) ‘statement’, arekuhat (3.FS.BF), arekuhatak (3.FS.IF),
                 arekuhatigi (3.FS.IF)

b. okaradia (FS.FF) ‘flame’, okarat (FS.BF), okaratake (FS.IF), okaratigi (FP.IF)
c. pin̥akaradia (3.FS.FF) ‘yell’, pin̥akarat (3.FS.BF), pin̥akaratak (3.FS.IF),
          pin̥acaratigi (3.FP.IF)
d. kikuhadia (3.FS.FF) ‘ancestor’, kikuhat (3.FS.BF), kikuhatak (3.FS.IF),
          kikuhatigi (3.FP.IF)291 

The second group takes the suffix -/nak/ with /n/ possibly devoicing 
into /n̥/.  The plural  suffix is -/niŋi/ or  -/n̥iŋi/.  Apart  from  agúpurayá  
/agupuraja/, the singular BF of the following nominals ends in -/r/. This 
feature  is  also  shared by the masculine nominals  which take the suffix 
-/nik/ as singular IF.

(70) a. agupuraja (3.FS.FF) ‘one who is ignorant, untaught’, agupuraj (3.FS.BF),
                agupuranak (3.FS.IF), agupuraniŋi (3.FP.IF)

b. doria (FS.IF) ‘wild pineapple’, dor (FS.BF), don̥ak (FS.IF), don̥ iŋi (FP.IF)
c. poria (FS.FF) ‘tree’ , por (FS.BF), pon̥ak (FS.IF), pon̥ iŋi (FP.IF)
d. suaria (FS.FF) ‘parrot’, suar (FS.BF), suanak (FS.IF), suaniŋi (FP.IF)

To sum up, in the feminine IFs the suffix -/rak/  is dominant. A set of 
three suffixes is  used:  -/rak/,  -/tak/,  -/nak/ (or -/n̥ak/),  corresponding 
to the masculine suffixes -/rik/, -/tik/ and -/nik/.  The feminine suffixes 
undergo  rules  very  similar to  their  masculine  counterparts.  The 
difference between masculine and feminine IF suffixes is marked by /i/ 
(M) vs.  /a/ (F);  a similar vocalic contrast  is  found, for instance,  in CH 
-/tɨk/ (MS.IF) vs. -/tãk/ (FS.IF), see §14.4.2.

There is  also  direct correspondence between FP- and MP-IF  suffixes: 
-/tigo/ (MP.IF) vs.  -/tigi/ (FP.IF); -/rigo/ or -/riŋo/  (MP.IF) vs.  -/rigi/ 
or -/riŋi/ (FP.IF);  -/niŋo/ (MP.IF) vs.  -/niŋui/ (FP.IF).  In the IF plural 
suffixes,  the  gender  distinction  is  marked  on  the  last  vowel,  which  is  
exactly the same vowel as that used to form the plural of the BF (/o/ for 
masculine and /i/ for feminine). This looks like a trace of agglutination.

   
291 As Higham et al. (2000) note, this word is feminine but is also used to refer to male ancestors. This 

is not surprising, because the AY society was traditionally matriarchal.
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§12.5.5 The indeterminate-form of the diminutive

The  IF  suffix  also  attaches  to  diminutives,  following  the  rules 
provided  above. Since  the  starting  point  is  the epicene  singular  BF  in 
-/ap/,  the  last  consonant  is  replaced  by  the  prefixes  -/tik/  (MS.IF)  or 
-/tigo/  (MP.IF)  for  the  masculine  (71a)  and  -/tak/  (FS.IF)  or  -/tigi/ 
(FP.IF)  for  the  feminine  (71b). These  suffixes  are  generally  used  with 
BFs  ending  in  a  consonant.  -/tak/  is  rare  among  feminine  nominals, 
because few of them have singular BF ending in a consonant. Since -/p/ 
is  replaced  by  the  IF  suffix, /a/  is  the  only  remaining  element  of  the 
diminutive suffix.

(71) a. tamokoj (MS.FF) ‘dog’, tamoko (MS.BF), tamokorik (MS.IF),
                   tamokorigo (MP.IF); tamokabi (DIM.MS.BF), tamokap (DIM.MS.BF),
                tamokatik (DIM.MS.BF), tamokatigo (DIM.MP.BF)

b. igide (3.FS.FF) ‘shirt’, igide (3.FS.BF), igiderak (3.FS.IF), igiderigi (3.FP.IF); 
         igidabia (3.DIM.FS.FF), igidap (3.DIM.[M/F]S.BF.), igidatak (3.DIM.FS.IF), 
         igidatigi (3.DIM.FS.IF)292

c. akadi (3.MS.FF) ‘student’, akadik (3.MS.BF), akaditik (3.MS.IF),
         akaditigo (3.MP.IF), akadigabi (3.DIM.MS.FF), akadigap (3.DIM.MS.BF),
         akadigatik (3.DIM.MS.IF), akadigatigo (3.DIM.MS.FF)

§12.6  Morphosyntax  of  the  Ayoreo  base-form,  full-form  and 
indeterminate-form 

The morphosyntax of AY forms has been described by Bertinetto (2009). In 
this section the main  points will be summarized. The BF is used for  nominal 
predication (Bertinetto 2009: 40), while argumental noun phrases show up in 
FF or IF.293 Thus, the subjects  cucoi /kokoj/ and  cojñoi /koɲ̥oj/ in (72a) and 
caratai /karataj/ in (73) are in FF. 

292 Iguidap /igidap/ is also the diminutive BF of iguidi /igidi/ (3.MS.FF) ‘blanket, sheet’.
293 From now onwards, ‘argumental NP’ will also be used to refer to adjuncts.
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(72) a. Cuco-i         ajamap.        Cojño-i            querú-pis.
          /kuko-j        ahamap        koɲ̥o-j             keru-pis/
          boat-MS.FF   small.MS.BF  stranger-MS.FF  big-ELAT.FS.BF
         ‘The boat was small and the stranger very big.’ (QCCB, I, 4; cit. in Bertinetto 2009: 40)

       b. ¡Carata-que    que,    don   Pedro   a!
           /karata-ke      ke,     don   pedro   a/
            Jaguar-MS.BF  PST    don     Pedro     MOD
           ‘It was a jaguar, don Pedro!’ (QCCB, II, 35 cit. in Bertinetto 2009: 40)

(73) Ch-uninga       mu    carata-i          t-õraja          guesi. 
       /ʨ-uniŋa         mu    karata-j          t-õraha         gesi/     
        3-be_surprised   but     jaguar-MS.FF   3-throw_into   outside 
       ‘He was surprised when the jaguar came out.’ (QCCB, II, 36)

The difference between FF and IF is semantic rather than syntactic, for they 
have the same morphosyntactic use. The IF is used when the argumental noun 
phrase has non-specific reference (Bertinetto 2009: 46-47). In (74c) one finds a 
non-specific  referent  in  an  affirmative  clause.  In  (74b)  there  is  uncertainty 
about the referent; one wonders whether the subjects are chasing an armadillo 
or a brocket, while in (74c) the IF after the negation expresses the absence of 
referent in that specific context. 

(74) a. Jir̃aque   ch-ise   ojojo-bu-rique.
         /hir̃ake     ʨ-ise    ohoho-bu-rike/
         Suddenly   3-meet   monkey-group-MS.IF
         ʻSuddenly he met a group of monkeys.’ (QCCB, II, 45)

       b. A      ore    ch-ajna     ajarame-tique.    Aramoro-raque       a        deji. 
          /a       ore    ʨ-an̥a      aharame-tike      aramoro-rake          a        dehi/       
           MOD  3P      3-follow    armadillo-MS.IF   brown_brocket-FS.IF  MOD  there_is
         ʻThey are following an armadillo, or perhaps a brocket.’ (QCCB, II, 28)

       c. Que    i-boca-raque    cuse       enga    ch-ijna    d-ojo-die.
          /ke      i-boka-rake      kuse      eŋa      ʨ-in̥a      d-oho-die/       
           NEG    3-gun-FS.IF       EXIST    and       3-bring     RFL-arrow-FP.FF
         ʻHe does not have his gun, but he brings his arrows.’ (QCCB, II, 45)
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The  BF’s  predicative  function  can  be  seen  in  the  use  of  the  word  for 
‘alligator’, which appears without copula in the first occurrence in (75) and 
with a locative copula in the second occurrence. In the first case, the noun 
phrase itself expresses the predication and appears in BF, while in the second 
case it is the argument of the verb deji /dehi/ and shows up in FF (Bertinetto 
2009: 40-41). In (76) the BF is used after a negation, which does not imply the 
use of the IF, because there is no copula. As a consequence, the noun phrase 
has predicative role and is inflected in BF. 

(75) ¡Cajire   to!  ¡Arócojna-quedejna!       ¡Arócojna-quedejna-i      deji         ne!
        /kahire  to    arokon̥a-keden̥a             arokon̥a-keden̥a-j           dehi        ne/
         look     too    alligator-different.MS.BF   alligator-different-MS.FF   3.there_is   there
        ‘Look there! It is an alligator! There is an alligator right there!’ 
         (QCCB, I, 24, cit in Bertinetto 2009: 41)

(76) Que   yame               go.    Que   cuchiso         go.    Que   uñec   u=po        go.
       /ke     jame               go     ke     kuʨiso          go     ke     uɲek   u=po        go/     
        NEG   monkey.FS.BF  POL   NEG  animal.MS.BF  POL  NEG   other   COP=also  POL
       ‘It was no monkey, no animal, nothing of the sort.’ 
        (QCCB, I, 44, cit. in Bertinetto 2009: 48) 

Number and form are only marked once at the right periphery of the noun 
phrase.  Adjectives usually follow the noun they refer to and thus the (last) 
adjective takes number and form as required by the syntactic and semantic 
context, while all preceding elements appear in singular BF (77). In addition, 
the adjective agrees in gender with the noun it refers to, as in (77) and (78). To 
exemplify: in (77c-d) the referent is plural, but the plural FF only appears on 
the final element of the phrase, while the other elements are in singular BF. In 
(78) the noun phrase appears in singular IF, marked on the adjective, while the 
preceding noun shows up in singular BF. 

(77) a. Enga  oriechoquí ch-ayója  tié        enga    basá-ja pararingué  cucháb-i.
          /eŋa  orieʨoki  ʨ-ajoha  tie        eŋa     basa-ha parariŋe         kuʨab-i/ 
          CONJ  thief.MS.FF 3-run_to  river.FS   CONJ   3.fall_into   ravine.MS.BF    big-MS.FF
        ʻThe thief run to the river and fell into a deep ravine.’ (QCCB, I, 11)
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       b. I-guijna           queru-i   deji  Tumichucua ome    d-achid-ode 
          /i-gin̥a             keru-j   dehi  tumiʨukua ome    d-aʨid-ode/         
           3-house.MS.BF  big-MS.FF    there_is  Tumichucua PREP   RFL-instrument-MP.FF
        

           cuchabasu-cho.294

            /kuʨabasu-ʨo/ 
            airplane-MP.BF 
           

           ʻIn Tumichucua there is a hangar for the airplanes.’ (QCCB, II, 15)     
      
       c. Ore   ch-udute   dara             quedéjn-ane.
          /ore   ʨ-udute    dara             keden̥-ane/         
            3P    3-hear        voice.MS.BF   different-MP.FF 
          ‘They heard strange voices.’ (QCCB, I, 44, cit. in Bertinetto 2009: 41) 

       d. Ch-imo   carata-que       gare        querújn-ane       iji       ta.
          /ʨ-imo    karata-ke        gare       kerun̥-ane          ihi      ta/ 
            3-see       jaguar-MS.BF   two.BF    very_big-MP.FF    LOC   there
          ‘He saw two big jaguars right there.’ (QCCB, I, 31, cit. in Bertinetto 2009: 41)

(78) Ijos           eti tache-que         queru-rique     deji.
       /ihos         eti taʨe-ke            keru-rike        dehi/
       1S.think    COMP  agouti-MS.BF     big-MS.IF     there_is
        ‘I thought that there was a big agouti.’ (QCCB, II, 1)

As  Bertinetto  notes,  this  is  a  “compound-like  construction”  (2009:  41). 
Indeed, when the first element of a compound is a noun, it appears in singular 
BF,  “the  starting  point  of  any  inflectional  and  derivational  operation” 
(Bertinetto 2009: 17).  

(79) a. ajoreɲuŋori ‘killer’ (< FF ajorej, BF ajore ‘person’ + ɲuŋori ‘killer’)
       b. kukarãtedo ‘cave, crevice in a rock’ 
                     (< FF kukarani, BF kukarãt ‘mountain, hill’ + edo ‘eye’) 
       c. uʨakepie ‘toilet’ (< FF uʨaj, BF uʨak ‘excrement’ + pie ‘container’)295

294 In  this  example  cuchabasui  /kuʨabasuj/ ‘airplane’  appears  in  plural  BF,  because  it  follows  the 
possessive classifier gachidi /gaʨidi/ (see §9.1).

295 AY  pie  (FS.FF) ‘container’ corresponds to  pɨta  (FS.FF)  ‘box’  in  Chamacoco.  Both  pie  and 
pɨta  are  non-possessable  nouns.  One  can observe  a  compositional  mechanism similar  to  
that of  uchaquepie  /uʨakepie/ ‘toilet’ in  the corresponding CH word  dɨchɨpɨta  /dɨʨɨpɨta/: 
dɨchɨpɨta  (FS.FF) ‘toilet,  latrine’ ---> dɨchɨ-t /dɨʨɨt/ (GF.MS.FF) ‘dung’ + pɨta (FS.FF) 
‘box’. Note that in Chamacoco the GF of ɨchɨt  /ɨʨɨt/ (3.MS.FF) ‘dung’ is used, while AY 
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In the genitival construction in (80a), by contrast, both the possessor and 

the possessee (always in this order) appear in FF (see Bertinetto 2009: 44-45). 
The form of the possessee depends on the context, but the possessor always 
shows  up  in  FF.  In  (80b)  the  same  construction  with  determinant  in  FF 
expresses  partitivity  (caratade chojmárai /karatade  ʨom̥araj/ ‘one  of  the 
jaguars’). This is functional to distinguish a genitival or partitive construction 
from a noun followed by an adjective. In (80b) the FF on ‘jaguar’ indicates that 
the talk is  about ‘one of  the jaguars’,  while in (80c) ‘jaguar’  appears in BF 
followed by the inflected numeral adjective ‘two’ (i.e., ‘two jaguars’). 

(80) a. Sérgio   ch-ingo  carata-i          aro-i           tome      Ramón.
          /serxjo   ʨ-iŋo     karata-j         aro-j            tome      ramon/
          Sérgio    3-show    jaguar-MS.FF   skin-MS.FF   PREP      Ramón
          ‘Sérgio shew the jaguar’s skin to Ramón.’ (QCCB, I, 37, cit. in Bertinetto 2009: 45)

       b. Sérgio   ch-ujé     carata-de        chojmára-i,   enga     uña-i              jno. 
          /serxjo   ʨ-uhe    karata-de        ʨom̥ara-j      eŋa       uɲa-j              n̥o/
          Sérgio    3-hit   jaguar-MP.FF   one-MS.FF     CONJ    another-MS.FF  3.go
          ‘Sérgio hits one of the jaguars and another goes away.’ (QCCB, I, 33)

       c. Carata-que    gáre-ode     ore   ch-ajna,   mu   Sérgio  que    ch-unínga  ore   go. 
          /karata-ke      gare-ode     ore   ʨ-an̥a      mu   serxjo   ke     ʨ-uniŋa     ore   go/
           Tiger-MS.BF  two-MP.FF   3P    3-follow    but    Sergio   NEG  3-notice       3P    POL 
          ‘Two jaguars followed, but Sergio didn’t notice them.’ (QCCB, I, 31)

uchai /uʨaj/ ‘excrement’ is a 3-person. The BF of uchai, uchac /uʨak/ corresponds to the 
BF of ɨchɨt, ɨchak /ɨʨak/. A difference between uchaquepie and dɨchɨpɨta is that in Ayoreo 
the  first  element  of  the  compound  is  the  BF  (coinciding  with  the  root),  while  in 
Chamacoco the first element is the root, which in this case does not coincide with the BF . 
On uchaquepie /uʨakepie/ ‘toilet’, see (Bertinetto 2009: 18).
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Figure 12.1 summarizes the uses of BF, FF and IF. 

                                                            NP

                                         predication          non-predicative context
                            

                                          base-form   specific referent   non-specific referent  

                                                                                                    
                                                                full-form             indeterminate-form
                            Figure 12.1                           

§12.7 Ayoreo abstract nouns

In  this  section  the  morphological  structure  of  some  groups  of 
abstract  nouns  will  be  discussed.  This  is  not  part  of  AY  inflectional 
morphology, but it is interesting to observe the interaction between the 
derivational  suffixes  used  for  abstract  noun  formation  and  inflectional 
morphology.

AY abstract nouns can be formed by means of derivational suffixes: 
-/niŋaj/,  -/riŋaj/,  -/tigaj/ and  -/tigej/.  The  similarity  with  the  IF 
suffixes -/nik/, -/rik/ and -/tik/ is  straightforward. The suffixes -/tigaj/ 
and  -/tigej/ correspond  to  -/tik/,  just  as  many  nouns  in  -/niŋaj/, 
-/riŋaj/, -/tigaj/ and  -/tigej/  derive  from  nominals with  singular  IF 
-/nik/,  -/rik/ and -/tik/, respectively.  This might  lead one to conclude 
that there is no need to talk about suffixes for abstract nouns, as though 
these  were  derived  by  adding  -/aj/  or  -/ej/  to  the  singular  IF. 
Anticipating data to be shown below, there are three counter-arguments 
to this hypothesis. First, there is no strict correspondence between the IF 
suffixes  and  the  suffixes  used  for  abstract  nouns.  Second,  the 
correspondence  could follow  from the  interaction  between  the  BF  and 
the  abstract  suffixes.  Third,  there  are  abstract  nouns  which directly 
derive from verbs: in this case there is no IF to add -/aj/ or -/ej/ to. For 
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these reasons it is preferable to argue that -/niŋaj/, -/riŋaj/, -/tigaj/  and 
-/tigej/ should be considered derivational suffixes on their own. 

In the following examples, abstract nouns will always be cited in the 
singular  FF.  The  abstract  nouns  in  the  following  examples  will  be 
provided in 3-person or in GF. No attention will be paid to prefixation, 
which expresses the possessor and follows its own rules (see §9).

The inflection of abstract nouns is very regular and predictable. The 
BF,  FF  and IF  follow the  above  described rules,  as  one can  see  in  the 
following examples. Abstract nouns have identical inflection, depending 
on the suffix.

(81) a. tajipietigaj (GF.MS.FF) ‘foolishness’, tajipietigade (GF.MP.FF),
               tajipietiga (GF.MS.BF), tajipietiga (MP.FF), tajipietigarik (MS.IF),
               tajipietigarigo (GF.MP.IF) 

b. ejutigej (3.MS.FF) ‘tiredness’, ejutigeode (3.MP.FF), ejutige (3.MS.BF), 
        ejutigeo (3.MP.IF), ejutigerik (3.MS.IF), ejutigerigo (3.MP.IF)
c. ikeraniŋaj (3.MS.FF) ‘growth’, ikeraniŋane (3.MP.FF), ikeraniŋa (3.MS.BF),
        ikeraniŋa (3.MP.BF), ikeraniŋarik (3.MS.IF), ikeraniŋariŋo (3.MP.IF)
d. ten̥uriŋaj (MS.FF) ‘cold, coldness’, ten̥uriŋane (MP.FF), ten̥uriŋa (MS.BF),
        ten̥uriŋa (MP.BF), ten̥uriŋarik (MS.IF), ten̥uriŋariŋo (MP.IF)

The nouns obtained by means of these derivational mechanisms are 
also used to refer to places related to the nominal they derive from (82). 
These are not, properly speaking, abstract referents, although they may 
be used to suggest a meaning of this sort.

(82) a. apariŋaj (3.MS.FF), apariŋa (3.MS.BF) ‘place where one resides for a short
               time’ ---> apari (3.MS.FF), aparik (3.MS.BF), aparitik (3.MS.IF) 
               ‘what is temporarily used’

b. gesariŋaj (MS.FF), gesariŋa (MS.BF) ‘open place’ 
               ---> gesaj (MS.FF), gesak (MS.BF), gesatik (MS.IF) ‘open, clear’ 

The derivational mechanism of abstract nouns will be analysed suffix 
by  suffix.  The  following  section  deals  with  the  derivational  suffix 
-/tigaj/  (§12.7.1).  The  suffix  -/tigej/  and  -/niŋaj/  are  discussed  in 
(§12.7.2)  and  (§12.7.3),  respectively.  Finally,  -/riŋaj/  is  addressed  in 
(§12.7.4).  
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§12.7.1 The suffix -/tigaj/

The suffix -/tigaj/ is applied to BFs ending in a consonant (/k/ (83a-
b),  /p/  (83c)  or  /t/  (83d-e)).  The derivational process  is  the  same  as 
that  of  the IF  suffix -/tik/.296 However,  nominals  with BF  ending  in  a 
consonant do not necessarily form an abstract noun by means of -/tigaj/ 
(or -/tigej/, see below). 

(83) a. akaditigaj (3.MS.FF), akaditiga (3.MS.BF) ‘teaching’
           ---> acadi (3.MS.FF), acadik (3.MS.BF), acaditik (3.MS.IF) ‘student’

b. aretigaj (MS.FF), aretiga (MS.BF) ‘that which is good’ 
    ---> arej (MS.FF), arek (MS.BF), aretigo (MS.IF) ‘good, well’ 
c. ahãtigaj (MS.FF), ahãtiga (MS.BF) ‘narrowness’ 
    ---> ahami (MS.FF), ahãp ([M/F]S.BF), ahãtik (MS.IF) ‘small, narrow’
d. aŋuretigaj (3.MS.FF), aŋuretiga (3.MS.BF) ‘faith, belief’
    ---> aŋureni (3.MS.FF), aŋuret (3.MS.BF), aŋuretik (3.MS.IF.) 
            ‘believed-in-thing, trusted one’
e. weratigaj (3.MS.FF), weratiga (3.MS.BF) ‘beauty, prettiness’ 
    ---> weradi (MS.FF), werat (MS.BF), weratik (MS.IF) ‘beautiful, pretty’

In  some  derived  nouns,  haplology  occurs,  as  in  (84a),  where  -/ta/- 
deletes. Omitigai /omitigaj/ (85b) is an exception, but this is no surprise 
since a morphological irregularity is also to be found in the inflection of 
the nominal it derives from.

(84) a. ajuguebatigaj (3.MS.FF), ajuguebatiga (3.MS.BF) ‘preoccupation’ 
           ---> ajuguebataj (MS.FF), ajuguebatak (MS.BF), ajuguebatatik (MS.IF)
           ‘worried, concerned’

b. omitigaj (3.MS.FF), omitiga (3.MS.BF) ‘what is good’ 
           ---> omi (MS.FF), wom (MS.BF), onik (MS.IF) ‘good’

Although the abstract suffixes are mainly applied to nominals,  they 
can also be applied to verbs.  Examples with -/tigaj/ are shown in  (85). 
Given  the  few examples  available,  it  is  difficult  to  establish  a  general 

296 The only difference is that no abstract noun derived from a BF in -/s/ is reported, but there are nouns 
derived from a verb root in -/s/ (see ex. (85c)).
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rule.  Both  atigai /atigaj/  and  iriguitigai  /irigitigaj/ derive  from  verb 
roots  ending  in  /k/ replaced  by -/tigaj/.  This  is  consistent  with  the 
morphological  behaviour  of  the  suffix  -/tigaj/  with  nominals.  Batigai  
/batigaj/ (85c) derives from the verb root -/ibas/  which ends in /s/.297 
In  this  case,  unlike  atigai /atigaj/  and  iriguitigai /irigitigaj/,  the 
possessive inflection of the abstract noun follows the  verb inflection. In 
casitigai /kasitigaj/  (85d)  the  verb  does  not  end  in  a  consonant,  but 
casitigai /kasitigaj/ could derive from casidi  /kasidi/, although it seems 
semantically closer to casi /kasi/. 

(85) a. atigaj (3.MS.FF), atiga (3.MS.BF) ‘act of eating’ ---> t-a-k (3S) ‘to eat’
b. irigitigaj (3.MS.FF), irigitiga (3.MS.BF) ‘act of travelling’ 
    ---> Ø-Ø-dik (3S), j-i-rik (1S), b-a-rik (2S) ‘to walk’
c. batigaj (3.MS.FF), batiga (3.MS.BF) ‘birth; stopping place’298

            cf. j-a-batigaj (1S.MS.FF), b-a-batigaj (2S.MS.FF)
    ---> Ø-Ø-bas (3), j-i-bas (1S), b-a-bas (2S) ‘to be born; to fall down; 
            to stop when traveling’ (also: base)
d. kasitigaj (3.MS.FF), kasitiga (3.MS.BF) ‘courage, fearlessness’
    ---> Ø-Ø-kasi (3S) ‘to have the courage to do something’; ikasidi (3.MS.FF), 
            ikasit (3.MS.BF), ikasitik (3.MS.IF) ‘one who is not feared’

§12.7.2 The suffix -/tigej/

The suffix -/tigej/ is  less  used than -/tigaj/,  although no regularity 
has  been  found  to  determine  which  one  has  to  be  used.  Both  suffixes 
follow the same morphological rules. As with -/tigaj/, the singular BF of 
the nominal must end in a consonant, replaced by the derivational suffix 
(86).

297 Strikingly, for the time being no abstract noun in -/tigaj/ derived from a BF in /s/ is reported.
298 Batigai /batigaj/ has many other meanings such as ‘number’, ‘sum of what is counted’. It could be 

doubtful whether the meaning ‘stopping place’ could be considered abstract, but in this case one has 
to  consider  its  first  meaning  (‘birth’)  and  the  derivational  mechanism.  Furthermore,  after  the 
encounter with the ‘Western world’, this word also indicates the landing place of an airplane.
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(86) a. etotigej (3.MS.FF), etotige (3.MS.BF) ‘strenght’
          ---> etoj (MS.FF) ‘strong’, etok (MS.BF), etotik (MS.IF)
      b. ejutigej (3.MS.FF), ejutige (3.MS.BF) ‘tiredness, emptiness’
          ---> ejuj (MS.FF) ‘tired, empty’, ejuk (MS.BF), ejutik (MS.IF) 
      c. ikaniratigej (3.MS.FF), ikaniratige (3.MS.BF) ‘kindness, generosity’
          ---> kaniraj (MS.FF) ‘kind, generous’, kanirak (MS.BF), kaniratik (MS.IF)
      d. wahatigej (3.MS.FF), wahatige (3.MS.BF) ‘strength’
          ---> wahadi (MS.FF) ‘strong’, wahat (MS.BF), wahatik (MS.IF)

§12.7.3 The suffix -/niŋaj/ 

The suffix -/niŋaj/ is applied to nominals whose singular BF ends in 
-/r/  substituted  by  the  suffix  itself (87a-b).  The  same  mechanism  is 
found  with  the  IF  suffix  -/nik/. All  nominals  taking  -/nik/  in  the 
singular  IF  take  -/niŋaj/  to  form  the  abstract  noun.  Although  less 
frequently,  also  nominals  with  BF  not  ending  in  -/r/  may  take  this 
suffix,  as  in  (87c),  where  the  BF  ends  in  -/t/.  In  (87d-f)  one  finds  
deverbal abstract nouns. Putáningai /putaniŋaj/ (87d) comes from a verb 
which  ends  in  -/re/,  replaced  by  the  suffix.  By  contrast,  quéraningai  
/keraniŋaj/ (87e)  -/niŋaj/ is  simply  added to  the  verb  root.  Nijíningai  
/nihiniŋaj/ (87f) also has the variant nijíringai /nihiriŋaj/. 

(87) a. kan̥oniŋaj (MS.FF) kan̥oniŋa (MS.BF) ‘dryness, dry place’
          ---> kan̥ori (MS.FF), kan̥or (MS.BF), kan̥onik (MS.IF) ‘dry’

b. umaniŋaj (MS.FF), umaniŋa (MS.BF) ‘length’ 
    ---> umari (MS.FF), umar (MS.BF), umanik (MS.IF) ‘tall, high, large’ 
c. hokaniŋaj (3.MS.FF), hokaniŋa (3.MS.BF) ‘war, fighting, persecution’
    ---> hokãraj (3.MS.FF), hokãrat (3.MS.BF), hokãratik (3.MS.IF) 
           ‘one who is driven out, expelled, kicked out’
d. putaniŋaj (MS.FF), putaniŋa (MS.BF) ‘time of planting, planting season’
    ---> ʨ-u-tãre (3) ‘to prepare ground for planting’
e. ikeraniŋaj (3.MS.FF), ikeraniŋa (3.MS.BF) ‘growth’ 
    ---> j-i-kerã (1S), b-a-kerã (2S), Ø-Ø-kerã (3) ‘to grow, to get bigger’ 
f. nihiniŋaj / nihiriŋaj (GF.MS.FF), nihiniŋa / nihiriŋa (GF.MS.BF) 
           ‘rising act, act of waking up’; 
    ---> j-ĩ-rihi (1S), b-ã-rihi (2S), Ø-Ø-nihi (3) ‘to wake up’
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§12.7.4 The suffix -/riŋaj/

The suffix -/riŋaj/ may follow the same morphological rules of the IF 
suffix -/rik/ and in this case it applies to nominals with singular BF in 
-/V/. -/riŋaj/ is simply added to the singular BF.

(88) a. ahesereriŋaj (3.MS.FF), ahesereriŋa (3.MS.BF) ‘peace, absence of fear’
          ---> ahekesej (MS.FF), ahekese (MS.BF), ahekeseo (MP.BF), ahekeserik (MS.IF) 
                 ‘peaceable, peaceful’

b. isadoderiŋaj (3.MS.FF), isadoderiŋa (3.MS.BF) ‘fear, cowardice’ 
    ---> sadodej (MS.FF), sadode (MS.BF), sadoderik  (MS.IF) ‘afraid, fearful’
c. perupiriŋaj (MS.FF), perupiriŋa (MS.BF) ‘yellowness, greenness’
   ---> perupi (MS.FF), perupi (MS.BF), perupirik (MS.IF) ‘yellow, green’
d. uturutureriŋaj (3.MS.FF), uturutureriŋa (3.MS.BF) ‘foolishness’
   ---> turuturej (MS.FF), turuture (MS.BF), turuturerik (MS.IF) ‘fool’

Although nominals with singular BF in -V generally form their abstract 
noun  with  -/riŋaj/,  most  nouns  in  -/riŋaj/  derive  from BFs  ending  in 
consonant, mostly /k/, sometimes /t/ (89).

(89) a. iserẽraʨuriŋaj (3.MS.FF), iserẽraʨuriŋa (3.MS.BF) ‘weakness’,
          ---> serẽraʨuj (MS.FF), serẽraʨuk (MS.BF), serẽraʨutik (MS.IF) 
                 ‘weak, without strenght’ 

b. hũruaʨuriŋaj (MS.FF), hũruaʨuriŋa (MS.BF) ‘heat, hotness’
    ---> hũruaʨuj (MS.FF), hũruaʨuk (MS.BF), hũruaʨutik (MS.IF) ‘hot’
c. subuderiŋaj (GF.MS.FF), subuderiŋa (GF.MS.BF)
           ‘state of being replete with food’
    ---> subudej (MS.FF), subude (MS.BF), subudetik (MS.IF) ‘satisfied (appetite)’
d. tetariŋaj (3.MS.FF), tetariŋa (3.MS.BF) ‘wetness’
    ---> tetaj (MS.FF), tetak (MS.BF), tetatik (MS.IF) ‘wet’

Among abstract nouns in -/riŋaj/, there are two nouns derived from 
nominals  with singular  BF  in  -/t/.  Itrabajandoringai  /itrabahadoriŋaj/ 
‘work’ (90a)  is  a  very  interesting  example,  because,  being  a  Spanish 
loan,  it  proves  that  this  derivational  mechanism  is  still  productive, 
although  the  meaning  of  trabajádi  /trabahadi/  and  trabajándoringai 
/trabahandoriŋaj/  is  the  same  and the  latter  might  look  redundant. 
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Jopidíringai  /hopidiriŋaj/ derives from  jopidi  /hopidi/ ‘glass,  water 
trough’,  but  could  also  derive  from its  feminine  form  jopidé /hopide/ 
‘well,  cistern’  which is  semantically  closer,  but  this  would  be the  only 
abstract  noun  derived  from  a  feminine  form  and  for  this  reason  one 
should exclude the latter hypothesis.

(90) a. itrabahandoriŋaj (3.MS.FF), itrabahandoriŋa (3.MS.BF) ‘work, labor’
         ---> trabahadi (3.MS.FF), trabahat (3.MS.BF), trabahatik (3.MS.IF) ‘work, labor’ 

b. hopidiriŋaj (3.MS.FF), hopidiriŋa (3.MS.BF) 
               ‘place where there is water for drinking’ ---> hopidi (3. MS.FF), 
               hopit (3.MS.BF), hopitik (3.MS.IF) ‘glass, water trough’; 
               cf. hopide (GF.FS.FF) ‘well, cistern’  

The suffix -/riŋaj/ can also be added to verb roots, as in urungúringai  
/uruŋuriŋaj/ (91a). Ùringai /uriŋaj/ (91b) is derived from the copula u. 
The derivational process is not always obvious. For example, in itoringai  
/itoriŋaj/  (91c) ‘death’, one wonders whether the noun comes from the 
verb toi /toj/ ‘die’ or from the BF of the corresponding nominal toi /toj/ 
‘dead’.  Guedéjnoringái  /geden̥oriŋaj/ ‘sunset’  (91d)  derives  from  a 
phrasal compound. 

(91) a. uruŋuriŋaj (3.MS.FF), uruŋuriŋaj (3.MS.BF) ‘demostration of fury, rage’
           ---> j-u-ruŋu (1S), b-a-ruŋu (2S), ʨ-u-gu (3) ‘to become angry’

b. uriŋaj (3.MS.FF), uriŋa (3.MS.BF) ‘state of being’ ---> u ‘to be’ (copula)
c. itoriŋaj (3.MS.FF), itoriŋa (3.MS.BF) ‘death’
    ---> j-i-toj (1S), b-a-toj (2S), Ø-Ø-toj (3) ‘to die’; 
            toj (MS.FF), tok (MS.BF), totik (MS.IF) ‘dead’
d. geden̥oriŋaj (MS.FF), geden̥oriŋa (MS.BF) ‘sunset’ 
    ---> gede (MS.FF) ‘sun’ + n̥o (3) ‘to go, to leave’ (lit. ‘the sun leaves’)
e. koriŋaj / doriŋaj ((3.MS.FF),  koriŋa / doriŋa ((3.MS.BF) ‘departure’ 
    ---> n̥o (3) ‘to go, to leave’

In (93e) the derivational mechanism is opaque, but it was transparent in  
Ancient  Zamuco (92),  where  the  suffix -rigatie (MS.FF)  /  -riga (MS.BF) 
was used to derive abstract nouns. Compare also (93) with (91c). 
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(92) A.Z. yinoriga (1S.MS.BF), anoriga (2S.MS.BF), noriga (3S.MS.BF),
              pinoriga (GF.MS.BF) ‘departure, outward journey’
               ----> no (3) ‘to go’

(93) A.Z. yitorigatie (1S.MS.FF) ‘death’ ---> ØØ-toi (3) ‘to die, to be dead’

§12.8 Ayoreo verbal nouns

‘Verbal nouns’, as they are called in Bertinetto (2009: 38-39), are nouns 
with passive meaning derived from verbs. They refer to the recipient of the 
action  and  could  be  thus  considered  the  opposite  of  the  nomina  agentis in 
-/sõri/ or -/ŋori/ (see §12.9). Verbal nouns can be used instead of inflected 
verbs,  as  in interrogative clauses  (Bertinetto 2009:  38),  where they are the 
preferred but not obligatory option (Bertinetto 2009: 39. 

(94) a. ¿Ore imó-rique gotique e?
           /ore imo-rike   gotike e/

     3P see-MS.IF       IGNOR MOD
    ‘What did they see?’ (QCCB, cit. in Bertinetto 2009: 38)

       b. ¿Je      isa-tique    a? 
            /he      isa-tike    a/ 

      INT        grasp-MS.IF  MOD
    ‘What did he/she/they take/find?’ (QCCB, cit. in Bertinetto 2009: 38)

       
       c. ¿Ajiri-tique       e?
           /ahiri-tike         e/ 

     observe-MS.IF  MOD 
    ‘What did he observe?’ (QCCB, cit. in Bertinetto 2009: 38)

       
       d. ¿Gosode  dayé      ichode?
           /gosode  daje            iʨode/
       who.P  father.MS      shoot.MP.FF
           ‘Which animals did the father hit?’ (QCCB, cit. in Bertinetto 2009: 38)

The derivational mechanism of verbal nouns does not seem to be entirely 
productive  in  Ayoreo according  to  Bertinetto  (2009:  38).  Verbal  nouns  are 
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usually obtained by adding a suffix to the verb root. The most frequently used 
suffixes are -/k/, -/t/ and -/mat/ or -/mait/, as added to the verb root in order 
to obtain the MS-BF of verbal nouns. Possessive inflection, gender, number and 
form are the same as with the other nominals. In (95) one finds verbal nouns 
derived by means of the suffix -/t/. In the MS-FF the suffix -/i/ is added to the 
BF and /t/ voices into /d/. The singular FF of orut, oruti (95g), is an exception, 
because /t/ does not voice. In (95a) and (95e) there is insertion of /e/ and /i/ 
before -/t/. 

(95) a. t-i-bagi (3) ‘to go/come to a person’ 
          ---> i-bagiet (3.MS.BF), i-bagiedi (3.MS.FF) ‘person one comes to; person one goes to’
       b. Ø-Ø-ʨan̥aj (3) ‘to answer, to reply’ 
          ---> i-ʨan̥ajt (3.MS.BF), i-ʨan̥ajni (3.MS.FF) ‘whom/what is answered/replied’
       c. ʨ-i-gi (3)  ‘to get dressed, to put on clothes’ 
          ---> i-git (3.MS.BF), i-gidi (3.MS.FF) ‘blanket, sheet, what is used for a cover’ 
       d. Ø-Ø-pesu (3) ‘to make, to do’ 
          ---> i-pesut (3.MS.BF), i-pesudi (3.MS.FF) ‘what is made/done’
       e. Ø-Ø-pon̥a (3) ‘to bawl out, to scold’ 
          ---> i-pon̥ait (3.MS.BF), i-pon̥aini (3.MS.FF) ‘one who is bawled out/scolded’
       f. t-o-ri / t-o-ria (3) ‘to rob, to steal’ 
          ---> o-rit (3.MS.BF), o-ridi (3.MS.FF) ‘stolen item’
       g. ʨ-o-ru (3) ‘to climb, to mount, to ride’ 
          ---> o-rut (3.MS.BF), o-ruti (3.MS.FF) ‘what is climbed, mounted, ridden’

As shown in the above examples, verbal nouns can be derived from verbs 
belonging to all  inflectional classes.  They are generally thematic nouns:  the 
thematic vowel of the verb is preserved in the corresponding verbal noun. If 
the  noun  derives  from  a  radical  verb,  in  the  3-person  it  adds  a  vowel 
corresponding  to  the  one  used  in  the  1-person  of  the  verb.  Such  vowel  is 
usually /i/, sometimes /u/.299 In (96) the suffix  -/mat/ or -/mait/ is used to 
derive the verbal noun. This suffix is rare. Note that in (96b) and (96e) the 
lexical suffixes -/ha/ and -/me/ are not preserved in the verbal noun.

(96) a. Ø-Ø-dehena (3) ‘to invite, to welcome’ 
          ---> i-dehenamat (3.MS.BF), i-dehenamani (3.MS.FF) ‘one who is invited, welcomed’  
                  i-neheramait (3.MS.BF), i-neheramaini (3.MS.FF)

299 In (95d) the thematic vowel is not present in the 3-person, but /u/ is to be found in the 1-person.
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       b. Ø-Ø-don̥oŋaha (3) ‘to protest again, to show contempt’ j-i-don̥o-ho-ha (1P), 
                   wak-a-don̥õ-ʨo-ha (2P)
          ---> i-don̥oŋamait (3.MS.BF), i-don̥oŋamaini (3.MS.FF) ‘who/what is shown 
                   contempt for’ 
       c. Ø-Ø-nina (3) ‘to rejoice over, to welcome’; 
          ---> i-ninamat (3.MS.BF), i-ninamani (3.MS.FF) ‘reason for rejoicing’
       d. Ø-Ø-n̥usina (3) ‘to remember’ 
          ---> Ø-Ø-n̥usinamat (3.MS.BF), Ø-Ø-n̥usinamani (3.MS.FF) ‘who/what is remembered’ 
                  also: Ø-Ø-n̥usinamait (3.MS.BF), Ø-Ø-n̥usinamaini (3.MS.FF)
       e. ʨ-a-gutiɲame (3) ‘to receive help from’, j-a-gutiɲa-ŋo-me (1P), 
                  wak-a-gutiɲa-ɲo-me (2P)
          ---> a-gutiɲamait (3.MS.BF), a-gutiɲamani (3.MS.FF) ‘one who grants a benefit’ 
                  also: a-gutiɲamait (3.MS.BF) / a-gutiɲamaini (3.MS.FF)
       f. Ø-Ø-dejena (3) ‘to invite, to welcome’ 
          ---> i-dejenamat (3.MS.BF), i-dejenamani (3.MS.FF) ‘one who is invited, welcomed’ 
                  also: i-nejeramait (3.MS.BF), i-nejeramaini (3.MS.FF) 

The most frequently used suffix to obtain the MS-BF of a verbal noun is 
-/k/, as added to the verb (97). The inflection follows the rules described in 
§12.5.1. In the FF, -/k/ drops when the singular FF suffix -/j/ is added.

(97) a. ʨ-i-bero (3) ʻto break; to crush’
                 ---> i-berok (3.MS.BF), i-beroj (3.MS.FF) ʻwhat is broken’ 
       b. ʨ-i-bika (3) ʻto scratch’  
                 ---> i-bikak (3.MS.BF), i-bikaj (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is scratched’ 
       c. ʨ-i-ka (3) ʻto carve, as with a knife; to cut superficially’ 
                 ---> i-kak (3.MS.BF), i-kaj (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is cut’
       d. ʨ-i-kota (3) ʻto praise, to compliment’ 
                 ---> i-kotak (3.MS.BF), i-kotaj (3.MS.FF) ʻone who is praised, complimented’
       e. ʨ-i-ʨaha (3) ʻto roast’
                 ---> i-ʨahak (3.MS.BF), i-ʨahaj (3.MS.FF) ʻwhat is reasted’
       f. ʨ-i-ʨo (3) ʻto shoot (at with)’  
                 ---> i-ʨok (3.MS.BF), i-ʨoj (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is shot at’ 
       g. ʨ-i-dasu (3) ʻto thresh; to shell’
                 ---> i-dasuk (3.MS.BF), i-dasuj (3.MS.FF) ʻwhat is shelled / threshed’
       h. ʨ-i-haro (3) ʻto grind; to pound’
                 ---> i-harok (3.MS.BF), i-haroj (3.MS.FF) ʻwhat is ground, pounded’
       i. ʨ-o-n̥e (3) ʻto pour out, to spill’
                 ---> o-n̥ek (3.MS.BF), o-n̥ej (3.MS.FF) ʻwhat is poured out, spilled’
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       j. ʨ-u-buʨu (3) ʻto blowʼ
                 ---> u-buʨuk (3.MS.BF), u-buʨuj (3.MS.FF) ʻtrumpet; horn; what is blown’
       k. ʨ-u-kue ʻto look for; to search forʼ
                 ---> u-kuek (3.MS.BF), u-kuej (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is looked for, searched for’

While in (97) the suffix -/k/ is simply added to the verb root, in (98) the 
verb ends in  -/re/,  where  /e/ is  in most cases  a  euphonic  vocoid.  For this 
reason, -/ak/ (98a-c) or -/ik/ (98d) are added in the BF with /a/ and /i/ as 
epenthetic  vowels.300 In  (99)  too, there  is  /i/  insertion  and in  (99a)  it 
substitutes  the  last  vowel  of  the  verb.301 In  (99c),  according to the process 
described in §12.1.4,  root-final  /t/ voices into  /d/ when -/ik/ is  added. As 
already seen, masculine nominals with singular BF in -/ik/ lose /k/ in the FF, 
so that the FF suffix -/i/ merges with the last root-vowel. In such cases, the FF 
is phonologically lighter than the BF.

(98)  a. ʨ-e-kare (3) ʻto change; to replace’
           ---> e-karak (3.MS.BF), e-karaj (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is changed; who/what is replaced’
        b. ʨ-i-kare (3) ʻto mention’
           ---> i-karak (3.MS.BF), i-karaj (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is sworn’
        c. ʨ-o-sore (3) ʻto feel sorry for by helping’ 
           ---> o-sorak (3.MS.BF), o-soraj (3.MS.FF) ʻone who is shown compassion’
        d. ʨ-i-bore (3) ʻto cook meat on fire, in flames’
           ---> i-borik (3.MS.BF), i-bori (3.MS.FF) ʻwhat is burned directly in the fire’

(99) a. ʨ-i-garu (3) ʻto tie, to bind’ j-i-ga-ko (1P), wak-a-ga-ʨo (2P)
           ---> i-garik (3.MS.BF), i-gari (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is tied, bound’ 
       b. ʨ-i-rase (3) ʻto be pleased with, to be happy about’ j-i-ra-ko (1P), wak-a-ra-so (2P)
           ---> i-rasik (3.MS.BF), i-rasi (3.MS.FF) ʻliking, what one likes’
       c. ʨ-a-kate (3) ʻto teach; to instruct’
           ---> a-kadik (3.MS.BF), a-kadi (3.MS.FF) ʻone who is taught; pupil; student; disciple’

In (100) one finds some irregularities. The verbal noun of tibidi (100a) has 
a regular  BF,  but  two FFs are reported,  the regular  ibidi and  ibididi,  which 
derive from a different BF obtained by adding -/t/ to the verb. Equally, the 
verb in (100b) has two verbal nouns: in icadiguiet /ikadigiet/ the MS-BF suffix 
-/t/ is added and there is /e/ insertion before the suffix, as in (100b). In the 
300 Note that AY -/ak/ corresponds to CH -/ak/, a MS-BF suffix.
301 In (99b-c) /e/ is probably a vocoid inserted to re-create the preferred syllable structure CV.
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alternative form icadic /ikadik/, -/k/ is added to the verb root with deletion of 
the last syllable -/gi/. This is probably due to deletion of the reduced lexical 
suffix (-/i/ instead of -/hi/), which causes merging of the root-final consonant 
with the derivational  suffix.  In (100c),  root-final  /g/ reduces to /h/ in the 
verbal noun.302 Finally, in (100d) the last syllable -/se/ deletes in the verbal 
noun, but in this case there is /j/ insertion. 

(100) a. t-i-bidi (3) ʻto call; to summon’
              ---> i-bidik (3.MS.BF), i-bidi / i-bididi (3.MS.FF) ʻone who is called, 
                      who is summoned’
         b. ʨ-i-kadigi (3) ʻto forget’ j-i-kadi-ho-i (1P), wak-a-kadi-ʨo-j (2P)
              ---> i-kadigiet (3.MS.BF), i-kadigiedi (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is forgotten’
                      i-kadik (3.MS.BF), i-kadi (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is forgotten’
         c. ʨ-i-ʨagu (3) ʻto pierce; to stab’, j-i-ʨa-ho (1P), wak-a-ʨa-ʨo (2P)
              ---> i-ʨahuk (3.MS.BF), i-ʨahuj (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is pierced, stabbed’  
         d. ʨ-o-tigase (3) ʻto doubt’ j-o-tiga-ko (1P), wak-o-tiga-so (2P)
              ---> o-tigajak (3.MS.BF), o-tigajaj (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is doubted’

In (101a-c), the BF of the verbal noun corresponds to the verb root, while 
in (101d) -/pi/ is added.

(101) a. ʨ-i-ʨagaha (-juj) (3) to promise (to) 
             ---> i-ʨagaha (3.MS.BF), i-ʨagahaj (3.MS.FF) ʻrecipient of a promise, 
                    one who is promised something’

b. ʨ-i-mo (3) ʻto see, to realize’  
    ---> i-mo (3.MS.BF), i-moj (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is seen’
c. ʨ-o-n̥iŋa (3) ʻto say’
    ---> o-ni̥ŋa (3.MS.BF), o-ni̥ŋaj (3.MS.FF) ʻtelling, who/what is told’ 
d. Ø-Ø-m̥oŋaraha (3) ʻto threaten with evil/harm’ j-i-m̥oŋa-ko-ha (1P),
            wak-a-m̥oŋa-ʨo-ha (2P)
    ---> i-m̥oŋarapi (3.MS.BF), i-m̥oŋarapi (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is threatened’ 

302 There could be a correlation with the presence of the suffix -/ho/ in the 1P-person, because this 
suffix results from the fricativization of -/ko/.
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§12.9 Nouns in -/sõri/ or -/ŋori/303

Verbal  nouns  generally  convey passive  meaning.  An  alternative 
derivational  mechanism  refers  to  the  entity  which performs  the  action 
expressed by a verb. These nomina agentis are derived by means of the suffixes 
-/sõri/ (MS.FF) or -/ŋori/ (MS.FF). Not all such nouns derive from verbs and 
are nomina agentis, although this is true in most of them. The inflection of these 
nouns is very regular and was discussed in (§12.1.7), while the shape of their 
feminine counterparts is irregular (see §12.4.3),304 although it is the same in all 
cases.  The  suffixes  -/sõri/ and  -/ŋori/  convey  the  same  meaning,  indeed 
-/ŋori/ is only observed when -/sõri/ is found. For this reason, these nominals 
will  be referred to as ‘nouns in -/sõri/’. There is no general rule to exactly 
predict the formation of such nouns. Not all of them have possessive inflection. 
Possessable nouns in -/sõri/ follow the same rules as in verbal nouns. In (102) 
and (103) one finds nouns in -/sõri/ derived from verbs. They can be derived 
from  verbs  belonging  to  any inflectional  class.  In  (102)  the  formation is 
regular, because the suffix -/sõri/ (or -/ŋori/) is added to the unchanged verb 
root.  This  occurs  in  the  majority  of these  nouns,  although  in  many  verbs 
various subregularities or irregularities are to be observed (103).

(102) a. ʨ-i-bero (3) ʻto break; to crush’ 
               ---> i-berosõri (3.MS.FF) ʻone who breaks something’
         b. t-i-bidi (3) ʻto call; to summon’
               ---> i-bidisõri (3.MS.FF) ʻone who calls / summons’
         c. ʨ-i-gi (3) ‘to get dressed, to put on clothes’ 
               ---> i-gisõri (MS.FF) ‘one who is clothed with something’ 
         d. ʨ-i-mo (3) ʻto see, to realize’  
               ---> i-mosõri (3.MS.FF) ʻone who sees, who knows’
         e. Ø-Ø-m̥oŋaraha (3) ʻto threaten with evil/harm’, j-i-m̥oŋa-ko-ha (1P), 
                        wak-a-m̥oŋa-ʨo-ha (2P)
               ---> i-m̥oŋarahasõri (3.MS.FF) ʻone who threatens with evil/harmʼ 
         f. Ø-Ø-pesu (3) ‘to make, to do’
               ---> i-pesuŋori (3.MS.FF) ‘doer; maker; creator’ 
               ---> i-pesusõri (3.MS.FF) ‘doer; maker; creator’  

303 About the derivational suffix -/sõri/, see also Bertinetto (2009: 17-18).
304 Since  the  inflection  is  easily  predictable,  in  the  following  examples  only  the  MS-FF  will  be  

provided.
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         g. ʨ-o-ru (3) ‘to climb, to mount, to ride’
               ---> o-rusõri (MS.FF) ‘climber; vines that climb’
         h. ʨ-u-buʨu (3) ʻto blow’
               ---> u-buʨuŋori (MS.FF) ʻblower; player of a wind instrument’ 
               ---> u-buʨusõri (MS.FF) ʻblower; player of a wind instrument’
         i. ʨ-u-kue (3) ʻto look for; to search for’
               ---> u-kuesõri (3.MS.FF) ʻone who looks for, one who searches’ 

The irregularities or subregularities of the nouns in -/sõri/ in (103) will not 
be  discussed in  detail,  because they  are  the  same as  those  reported in  the 
verbal  noun derived from the same verb  (when the verbal  noun exists). In 
(103h) the  verb-root  ends in a  mobile syllable and is  followed by  a lexical 
suffix, but these elements are not preserved in the nomen agentis.

(103) a. t-i-bagi (3) ‘to go/come to a person’ 
            ---> i-bagiet (3.MS.BF), i-bagiedi (3.MS.FF) ‘person one comes to; person one goes to’
            ---> i-bagiesõri (3.MS.FF) ‘one who comes to a person’ 
         b. ʨ-i-garu (3) ʻto tie, to bind’, j-i-ga-ko (1P), wak-a-ga-ʨo (2P)
            ---> i-garisõri (3.MS.FF) ʻone who ties / binds’ 
            ---> i-garik (3.MS.BF), i-gari (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is tied, bound’ 
         c. ʨ-i-rase (3) ʻto be pleased with, to be  happy about’, j-i-ra-ko (1P), wak-a-ra-so (2P)
            ---> i-rasiŋori (3.MS.FF) ʻone who likes someone/something’
            ---> i-rasisõri (3.MS.FF) ʻone who likes someone/something’
            ---> i-rasik (3.MS.BF), i-rasi (3.MS.FF) ʻliking, what one likes’         
         d. ʨ-a-kate (3) ʻto teach; to instruct’
            ---> a-kadik (3.MS.BF), a-kadi (3.MS.FF) ʻone who is taught; pupil; student; disciple’ 
             --->  a-kadisõri (3.MS.FF) ‘teacher; instructor’
            e. ʨ-i-ʨagu (3) ʻto pierce; to stab’, j-i-ʨa-ho (1P), wak-a-ʨa-ʨo (2P)
            ---> i-ʨahuk (3.MS.BF), i-ʨahuj (3.MS.FF) ʻwho/what is pierced, stabbed’  
            ---> i-ʨahusõri (3.MS.FF) ʻone who pierces, stabs’ 
         f. ʨ-o-sore (3) ʻto feel sorry for by helping’, j-o-so-ko (1P), wak-o-se-ʨo (2P)
            ---> o-sorak (3.MS.BF), o-soraj (3.MS.FF) ʻone who is shown compassion’              
            ---> o-sõrasõri (3.MS.FF) ʻone who is merciful’
            ---> o-sõraŋori (3.MS.FF) ʻone who is merciful’
         g. ʨ-o-tigase (3) ʻto doubt’, j-o-tiga-ko (1P), wak-o-tiga-so (2P)
            ---> o-tigajasõri (3.MS.FF) ʻone who doubts’
            ---> o-tigajak (3.MS.BF), o-tigajaj (3.MS.FF) ‘who/what is doubtedʼ
         h. ʨ-u-kan̥iŋarome (3) ʻto pursue, to chase’, j-u-kan̥iŋa-ko-me (1P), 
                    wak-a-kan̥iŋa-ʨo-me (2P) 
            ---> u-kan̥iŋasõri (3.MS.FF) ʻone who pursues, chases’ 
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Nouns in -/sõri/ do not only derive from verbs, but also from nominals, as 
in  (104),  needless  to  say,  from  the  singular  BF.  In  (104a)  the root-final 
consonant drops in gachingõri  /gaʨiŋori/,  gachisṍri /gaʨisõri/. In many cases, 
the suffix -/sõri/ refers to the owner of a certain entity. 

(104) a. g-a-ʨidi (3.MS.FF), g-a-ʨit (3.MS.BF) ʻpet; domesticated animal; vehicle’
         (possessive classifier)
         ---> g-a-ʨiŋori (MS.FF) ʻowner of a pet / domesticated animal / vehicle’  
         ---> g-a-ʨisõri (MS.FF) ʻowner of a pet / domesticated animal / vehicle’  
b. i-daj (3.MS.FF), i-daj (3.MS.BF) ʻvillage, town’ 
         ---> i-dajsõri (MS.FF) ʻresident of a town, citizen’ 
c. i-garube (3.FS.FF), i-garube (3.FS.BF) ʻbelt; sash’
         ---> i-garubesõri (MS.FF) ʻowner of a belt; wearer of a belt’
d. i-gin̥aj (3.MS.FF), i-gin̥a (3.MS.BF) ‘house; dwelling’
         ---> i-gin̥asõri (MS.FF) ‘occupant of a house’ 
e. o-raj (3.MS.FF), o-rak (3.MS.BF) ʻwoven article’  
         ---> o-rasõri (MS.FF) ʻone who weaves, one who’
         ---> o-raŋori (MS.FF) ʻone who weaves, one who’ 

§12.10 Verbal nouns in Ancient Zamuco

Verbal nouns were also present in Ancient Zamuco, where the derivational 
process  was  very  similar.  The  derivational  mechanism  of  these  elements, 
referred to as participios passivos in Chomé, is not specifically described in his 
grammar,  but  one  can  infer  it  from  the  data  provided  by  Chomé  while 
describing their possessive inflection (Chomé 1958: 140-141). Verbal nouns in 
Ancient Zamuco had a specific 1S-prefix,305 while the AY possessive inflection is 
the same for both deverbal and non-deverbal nouns. In Ancient Zamuco there 
were two ways to obtain the MS-BF of verbal nouns from the verb root: 
305 The prefix  used for the 1S-person is usually  y- (/j/-) in Ancient Zamuco. However, verbal nouns 

derived from  /ʨ/-verbs take the  prefix  /ʨ/- in  the 1S-person,  while  verbal  nouns  derived from 
thematic and radical verbs take the prefix /j/-. Verbal nouns derived from /t/-verbs can take /ʨ/- or 
/j/-, depending on the verb (Chomé 1958: 140-141). About the comparison between A.Z and AY 
verbal nouns, see also Kelm (1964: 496-497). 
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          (i) by adding the suffix -/k/ (105a-f); 
          (ii) by adding the suffix -/t/ (105g-h).
Both  suffixes  were  added  to  the  verb  theme.  The  suffixes  -/k/  and  -/t/ 
correspond to  the most  frequently used devices in  Ayoreo; -/k/ is the most 
frequent one in both Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco.

(105) a. Ay. i-meserãk (3.MS.BF) ‘who/what is wanted, preferred’
               ---> ʨ-i-mesẽre (3) ‘to want, to prefer’
            A.Z. i-mecêrac (3.MS.BF) ‘what is loved’ ---> ch-i-mecêre (3) ‘to love’

b. Ay. e-kãrak (3.MS.BF) ‘what is changed / replaced’; 
      ---> ʨ-e-kãre (3) ‘to change, to replace’
    A.Z. e-caric (3.MS.BF) ‘what is followed’ ---> ch-e-câre (3) ‘to follow’
c. A.Z. o-irac (3.MS.BF) ‘what is added’ ---> ch-o-ire (3) ‘to add’
d. Ay. i-manik (3.MS.BF) ‘what is finished’ ---> ʨ-i-mate (3) ‘to finish’
   A.Z. u-manic (3.MS.BF) ‘what is finished’ ---> ch-u-mate (3) ‘to finish’
e. Ay. a-kak (3.MS.BF) ‘plant’ ---> ʨ-a-ka (3) ‘to plant’
   A.Z. a-cac (3.MS.BF) ‘what is planted’ ---> ch-a-ca (3) ‘to plant’
f. Ay. i-jak (3) ‘what is given up/ quit’ ---> Ø-Ø-ʨa (3) ‘to stop, to quit’ 
   A.Z. i-yauc (3) ‘what is quit’ ---> i-yau (3) ‘to stop, to quit’
g. Ay. o-it (3.MS.BF) ‘what is carried/brought’ ---> doj (3) ‘to bring’  
   A.Z. o-it (3.MS.BF) ‘who/what is brought’ ---> t-o-râ (3) ‘to bring’306

h. Ay. i-bidik (3.MS.BF) ‘one who is called/summoned’ 
      ---> t-i-bidi (3) ‘to call, to summon’
    A.Z. y-i-bidit (1S), a-bidit (2S), Ø-Ø-pidit (3), p-i-bidit (GF) ‘who/what is called’ 
      ---> t-i-bidi (3) ‘to call’  

In (105a) there is /a/ insertion in both Ancient Zamuco and Ayoreo, while 
in (105b) the AY noun takes epenthetic /a/ and the A.Z noun /i/.307 In (105f) 
the 3-person of the verb cha /ʨa/ is irregular, but the verbal noun preserves /j/ 
as in the rest of the verb paradigm. Although the suffixes usually correspond to 
each other  in  both languages,  the verbal  nouns from tibidi  (105h) take the 
suffix -/t/ in Ancient Zamuco and -/k/ in Ayoreo. Nevertheless, in Ayoreo the 
FF tibididi, derived from a BF in -/t/, is also found (100a). In this case, the A.Z 
verbal  noun  is radical  (and  thus  irregular),  while  the  AY one  is thematic. 
Regularization from Ancient Zamuco to Ayoreo is also observable in AY ibidic  

306 According to  Chomé (1958: 141)  oit  would derive from  t-orâ, which has  been reported in  the 
example but this is probably a mistake.

307 In (105a-e), final /e/ is probably an epenthetic vocoid.
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/ibidik/,  both  because  it  takes -/k/  (the  most frequently  used  suffix)  and 
because it is thematic. 

§12.11 Ancient Zamuco nouns in -zore (-/sore/)

The AY derivational suffixes -/sõri/ (MS.FF), -/sõre/ (MS.BF) and -/ŋori/ 
(MS.FF), -/ŋore/ (MS.BF) correspond to A.Z -zore (-/sore/) (MS.BF) and -gore  
(MS.BF). The last vowel of -gore and -zore was probably a euphonic vocoid. In 
the FF, it is replaced by epenthetic /i/, giving rise to -zoritie (-/soritie/) (MS.FF) 
and -goritie (MS.BF) (Chomé 1958: 133). Chomé cites this suffix in the BF -zore, 
reporting no more than a few examples, where -zore seems to be more frequent 
than -gore. The feminine BF is -/to/ (106). When -zore is added to the verb root, 
it forms a nomen agentis (106).308

(106) a. Ay. i-meserasõri / i-meseraŋori (3.MS.FF) ʻone who prefers’ 
                 ---> ʨ-i-mesẽre (3) ʻto prefer, to want’;
            A.Z.  p-i-mecêrazore (GF.MS.BF), ch-i-mecêrazori-tie (1.MS.FF) ʻone who loves’; 
                     ---> ch-i-mecêre (3) ʻto love’
         b. Ay. a-kadisõri (3.MS.FF) ʻteacher; instructor’; 
                     ---> ʨ-a-kate (3) ʻto teach; to instruct’
            A.Z. p-a-cadizore (GF.MS.BF) ʻteacher’; p-a-cadito (GF.FS.BF) ʻteacher’
         c. Ay. j-u-sõri / j-u-ŋori (3.MS.FF) ʻkiller’ ---> ʨ-u-he (3) ʻto kill’
            A.Z. chugore (MS.BF), chugoritie (MS.FF) ʻkiller’; chuto (FS.BF) ʻkiller’
                 ---> ch-u-he (3) ʻto pound, to hurt’309 

When -zore (-/sore/) is applied to a noun, it refers to the owner of the entity 
indicated by the noun: “Zore. Con substantivo, y relativo de 3а persona, dueño, 
iquizezore, dueño del cuchillo. iohizore, dueño del arco. se dexan la c, la p, la t, 
la r toma una i antes, f. to.” (Chomé 1958: 167). This is shown in (107).

(107) a. Ay. i-gin̥a (3.MS.BF) ʻhouse’ + -sõri ---> igin̥asõri (MS.FF) ʻoccupant of a house’
           A.Z. i-gueda (3.MS.BF) ‘house’ + -zore ---> iguedazore (MS.BF) ‘owner of the house’ 
                   (Chomé 1958: 142)

308 The verbs from which the nouns in -zore (-/sore/) derive are not always found. The data about the 
possessive inflection of the A.Z nominals in (106) and (107) are thus incomplete.

309 In both Ancient Zamuco and Ayoreo the derivation of this word is irregular.
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         b. Ay. g-a-n̥ek (3.MS.BF), g-a-n̥e (3.FS.FF)310 ʻbelonging, possession’ +  -ŋori / -sõri   
                       ---> g-a-n̥eŋori / g-a-n̥esõri (3.MS.FF) ʻowner’
            A.Z. g-a-nec (3.MS.BF) ʻits, his, hers’ + -zore  ʻowner’ 
                       ---> ganezore (Chomé 1958: 142)
           

In Chamacoco, no mechanism to derive verbal nouns is to be observed, but 
there are nouns in -/sɨr̃ʨ/, which correspond to AY nouns in -/sõri/ and A.Z 
nouns in -zore  (-/sore/). CH nouns in -/sɨr̃ʨ/ are discussed in (§13.1.12). In 
Chamacoco, the suffix is no longer productive and the derivational mechanism 
is not always transparent. However, the existence or nouns in -/sɨr̃ʨ/ suggests 
that verbal nouns probably existed in Chamacoco too.

§12.12 Conclusions

This chapter has described the nominal suffixation of Ayoreo. The singular 
BF  is  the  starting  point  of  any  morphological  operation  in  Ayoreo.  The 
morphology of the FF and the BF is fairly regular, but there are some facts 
which are unpredictable, such as the preservation of final -/k/ in the MP-FF or 
the  morpheme used to  form the feminine,  which  can be  -/a/  or  -/e/.  The 
feminine  exhibits  less  variability  than  the  masculine  in  the  BF  plural.  The 
diminutive is obtained via the suffix -/ap/ and has regular nominal inflection. 
Three  series  of  suffixes  can  be  used  to  form  the  masculine  IF.  There  are 
selection rules,  but exceptions occur very frequently.  The feminine also has 
three series of IF suffixes, but one series predominates. Ayoreo abstract nouns 
present  derivational  suffixes  corresponding  to  the  MS-IF  suffixes.  The 
derivational rules are the same for both types of suffix. Finally, the derivational 
mechanisms of verbal nouns and  nomina agentis, also to be found in Ancient 
Zamuco, have been analysed. The following chapter will describe the nominal 
suffixation of Chamacoco.

310 Gajnei  /gan̥ej/ (3.MS.FF),  gajnec  /gan̥ek/ (3.MS.BF) is  a  semantically  non-specific  possessive 
classifier (Fabre 2007b; Bertinetto 2009: 16), cf. A.Z. ganec /ganek/ (3) ‘her/his/their’ (Chomé 1958: 
142).
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§13 Chamacoco nominal suffixation

This  chapter  discusses  CH  nominal  suffixation.  Section  §13.1  is 
concerned with the BF and FF of masculine nominals. Feminine nominals  
are  addressed  in  section  §13.2.  Gender  derivation  exhibits  traces  of 
agglutination (§13.3). Some defective nominals are discussed in (§13.4).  
Section  §13.5  and  §13.6  deal  with  the  diminutive  and  the  IF, 
respectively. Section §13.7 describes the uses of BF, FF and IF. Finally, 
the suffixation of the possessive classifier uhut (§13.8) and the numerals 
are discussed, with special regard to the number ‘one’, which has a very 
rich inflection (§13.9).

The  grammatical  gender  of  human  beings  coincides  with  their 
natural gender. The same applies to animals when their gender is clearly 
distinguishable.  In  the  case  of  animals  whose  gender  is 
indistinguishable,  the  masculine  or  feminine  gender  may  be  assigned 
according  to  the  speaker’s  assumption.  All  plant  names  are  feminine 
(§13.2).  There  are  no  semantic  rules  to  determine  the  grammatical 
gender of the remaining nouns. 

The  contrast  between  BF  and  FF  in  Chamacoco  is  limited  to  the 
singular,  because  no  such  distinction  is  to  be  found  in  the  plural.  For 
this  reason,  the  common  plural  of  BF  and  FF  will  be  referred  to  as 
‘plural’ (P), in contrast with the plural IF. 311 In addition, the singular BF 
is  not observed for  all  nominals (see below,  in particular  §13.1.11, ex.  
(28)). In these cases the BF coincides with the FF. At least in some cases, 
this  is  probably  due  to  the  fact  that  BF  vs.  FF  opposition  tends  to 
disappear in  Chamacoco,  so that  the FF tends to be used in  typical  BF 
contexts.  In  particular,  the  MS-BF  appears  to  be  no  longer  productive. 
For this reason the FF will be the citation form of nominals. This is also 
the  predominant  tendency  in  the  CH  dictionary  by  Ulrich  &  Ulrich 
(2000b),  although  there  is  no  coherent  lemmatization  criterion  with 
respect to nominal morphology.312 

311 There are only a few exceptions in which the plural suffix cannot be used as plural FF suffix, see 
§13.7.1, ex. (118-119).

312 In the case of the few nominals which have no FF, the citation form will be the BF.
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As already seen, the BF could often be considered the starting point 
of  any  morphological  operation.  The  BF  originally  coincided  with  the 
root,  but  in  many  nominals  this  is  no  longer  the  case,  because  some 
root-final segments have been reinterpreted, thus yielding the masculine 
BF  suffix  -/k/  (or  -/ak/)  and  other  epicene  or  feminine  BF  suffixes 
(§13.2.4).  The MP suffix -/e/  also  derives  from the reinterpretation  of 
the root.  The comparison with the other Zamucoan languages confirms 
that  such  suffixes  were  originally  part  of  the  root  (§14).  However,  in 
most feminine nominals and in some masculine nominals, the BF and the 
root coincide. 

§13.1 Masculine nominals

This  section  briefly  introduces  the  most  common  morphological 
devices  to  be  found  in  the  BF  and  the  FF  of  masculine  nominals. 
Masculine  nominals  can  be  divided  into  two  classes  according  to  the 
suffixes  used to  form the  FF,  i.e.  -/t/  or  -/ʨ/.  The former  is  the  most 
frequently used. This section discusses nominals with FF ending in -/ɨt/, 
while  the  following  sections  will  deal  with  nominals  ending  in:  -/it/ 
(§13.1.1),  -/ut/  (§13.1.2),  -/ot/  (§13.1.3),  -/at/  (§13.1.4),  -/ẽt/ 
(§13.1.5),  -/ehet/  (§13.1.6),  -/ut/  (§13.1.7),  -/rt/  (§13.1.8),  -/Ct/ 
(§13.1.9  and  §13.1.10),  -/ʨ/  (§13.1.11)  and  -/rʨ/  (§13.1.12).  The 
following sections will discuss in detail each group of nominals

The most common suffix for MP is -/o/, used for both classes. 313 The 
nominals in (1) have FF in -/ɨt/ and are the most prototypical masculine 
nominals with regard to the FF and the plural.  Their BF is obtained by 
adding -/k/ to the root. Pre-final /ɨ/ is present in the BF and in the FF, 
but not in the plural. One can suppose that /ɨ/ belongs to the root and is 
deleted by the plural suffix -/o/.314

313 In nominals where -/o/ drops, it merges with the last root-vowel or is overwritten, the BF and the 
plural may only differ in the presence vs. absence of the final glottal stop. See, for instance, ex. (2e).

314 Alternatively, one might surmise that /ɨ/ is an epenthetic vowel.
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(1) a. am̥urmɨt (MS.FF) ‘armadillo’, am̥urmo (MP), am̥urmɨk (MS.BF) 
     b. ʨepɨt (MS.FF) ‘a little, half’, ʨepo (MP), ʨepɨk (MS.BF)  

 c. dihipɨt (MS.FF) ‘foreigner’, dihipo (MP), dihipɨk (MS.BF), 
 d. dohobɨt (MS.FF) ‘ceramic object’, dohobo (MP), dohobɨk (MS.BF)
 e. kasɨt (MS.FF) ‘fearful’, kaso (MP), kasɨk (MS.BF)
 f. kobɨt (MS.FF) ‘jar’, kobo (MP), kobɨk (MS.BF)
 g. kotsɨrbɨt (3.MS.FF) ‘bag’, kotsɨrbo (3.MP), kotsɨrbɨk (3.MS.BF) 
 h. nermɨt (3.MS.FF) ‘cheat / someone who cheats’, nermo (MP), nermɨk (3.MS.BF) 
 i. olɨbɨt (sm .FF) ‘blind’, olɨbo (MP), olɨbɨk (sm.BF)
 l. pemɨt (MS.FF) ‘type of ostrich’, pemo (MP), pemɨk (MS.BF) 
 m. pihĩpɨt (MS.FF) ‘person who doesn’t speak’, pihĩpo (MP), pihĩpɨk (MS.BF)
 n. pohɨrpɨt (MS.FF) ‘bow’, pohɨrpo (MP), pohɨrpɨk (MS.BF)
 o. porsɨlɨbɨt (MS.FF) ‘net’, porsɨlɨbo (MP), porsɨlɨbɨk (MS.BF)
 p. pɨt (MS.FF) ‘piece’, po (MP), pɨk (MS.BF)
 q. topɨt (sm .FF) ‘dead’, topo (MP), topɨk (sm.BF) 

     r. ɨlxaːbɨt (MS.FF) ‘evil’, ɨlxaːbo (MP), ɨlxaːbɨk (MS.BF), 

In (2) one finds masculine nominals with FF in -/ɨt/, but with partly 
different  characteristics.  In  (2a)  pre-final  /ɨ/  is  present  in  the  FF,  but 
not in the BF. One can either suppose that /ɨ/ has deleted in the BF or  
that  it  is  inserted  in  the  FF.  The  noun  dɨhɨrbɨt (2b)  has  two  BFs:  in 
dɨhɨrbɨk the  suffix  -/k/  is  added,  while  in  dɨhɨrbak the  suffix  -/ak/  is 
added. Since -/ak/ is a variant of -/k/, the suffix seems to overwrite /ɨ/.  
Labiovelar /w/ corresponds to /k/ in the BF of  towɨt (2c), where /ɨ/ is 
probably an epenthetic vowel to avoid the sequence */wt/,  never to be 
found in Chamacoco.315 The suffix -/k/ or -/ak/ is the most widely used for 
the masculine BF. The BF can be expressed by the root followed by a very short 
glottal  stop,  as  in  (2d)  and  (2e).316 One  wonders  whether  it  should  be 
considered part  of  the root  or  a suffix.  The glottal  stop only  occurs  in 
word-final  position,  after  a  vowel  or  an  approximant. 317 It  will  be 
regarded  as  a  part  of  the  root.  Shepɨkɨt  /ɕepɨkɨt/  (2f)  and  ɨhnaapsɨt  

315 On this nominal, see below (ex. (9k-l)) and §14.3.1, ex. (62).
316 -/Vˀ/ can sometimes be realized as a creaky vowel.
317 From now on, glottal stop deletion in word-internal position will  no longer be mentioned. This  

consonant is not represented in the orthography of Chamacoco. It is generally present in all BFs 
where the pre-final vowel or approximant is not followed by another consonant. In this work it will 
only be indicated when it helps to distinguish two forms of the same paradigm or two words: e.g.  
kechɨne /keʨɨne/ (FP) vs. kechɨneˀ  /keʨɨneˀ/ (FS.BF) ‘Paraguayan woman’. 
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/ɨn̥aːpsɨt/  (2h)  have  BF  ending  in  a  glottal  stop,  but  there  is  root 
allomorphy in BF vs. FF, because /o/ and /a/ reduce to /ɨ/ in the FF. As  
in the nominals in (1) and (2), in (2f-h), the plural suffix -/o/ overwrites 
the  last  root-vowel.  Since  in  shepɨkɨt  /ɕepɨkɨt/ (2f)  the  last  root-vowel 
and  the  plural  suffix  -/o/  coincide,  the  BF  shekɨpoˀ  /ɕekɨpoˀ/ and  its 
plural  shekɨpo /ɕekɨpo/  only differ  in  the  presence  vs.  absence  of  the 
glottal  stop.  The  metathesis  to  be  found  in  shepɨkɨt  /ɕepɨkɨt/ does  not 
involve  nominal  suffixation.  Some  BFs  are  common  to  both  masculine 
and feminine, such as ɨhnaapsaˀ /ɨn̥aːpsaˀ/.318 

(2) a. dukuterɨt (MS.FF) ‘greedy’, dukutero (MP), dukuterk (MS.BF)   
 b. dɨhɨrbɨt (MS.FF) ‘morning’, dɨhɨrbo (MP), dɨhɨrbɨk / dɨhɨrbak (MS.BF)
 c. towɨt (MS.FF) ‘idle’, towo (MP), tok (MS.BF)  
 d. eʨɨkɨt (MS.FF) ‘thief’, eʨɨko (MP), eʨɨkɨˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
 e. m̥ejkɨt (3.MS.FF) ‘arm’, m̥ejko (3.MP), m̥ejkɨˀ (3.MS.BF)
 f. ɕepɨkɨt / ɕekɨpɨt (MS.FF) ‘cloth’, ɕepɨko / ɕekɨpo (MP), ɕekɨpoˀ (MS.BF)

     h. ɨn̥aːpsɨt (3.MS) ‘countryman, someone of the same country’, ɨn̥aːpso (3.MP),   
              ɨn̥aːpsaˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 

The nominals in (3) have BF in -/p/, coinciding with the root. In (3a-
b) the BF is common to both masculine and feminine. Epenthetic /ɨ/ is 
added in the singular FF before the suffix -/t/. In intervocalic position, 
that  is  in  the FF and in  the plural,  root-final  /p/ voices  into /b/ (and 
nasalizes into /m/ when required). In such cases, there is no doubt that 
the BF coincides with the root. The fact that masculine nominals with BF 
in -/p/ have FF in -/bɨt/ does not imply that the contrary is true: very 
often, nominals with FF in -/bɨt/ do not have BF in -/p/, such as dohobɨt 
(1d) and ɨljaabɨt /ɨlxaːbɨt/ (1r). 

(3) a. ixaːbɨt (MS.FF) ‘little’, ixaːbo (MP.FF), ixaːp ([M/F]S.BF)319

 b. kosaːbɨt (MS.FF) ‘type of bird’ (garcita azulada), kosaːbo (MP), 
           kosaːp ([M/F]S.BF) 
 c. pahaːbɨt (MS.FF), pahaːbo (3.MP), pahaːp (MS.BF) ‘a little bit, little’ 

318 These  forms will be glossed as ([M/F]S) and will be discussed in detail in the section on gender 
(§13.3).

319 This adjective derives from the diminutive of ɨjɨt /ɨxɨt/ ʻboyʼ, which is a Spanish loan (4b).
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The  FF  suffix  -/t/  and  the  plural  suffix  -/o/  belong  to  a  still 
productive morphological  mechanism,  as one  can  see in  the  Spanish 
loans in (4). In this case, the CH adaptation of the Spanish term ends in 
-/ɨt/ in the masculine FF. The fact that with these loanwords the BF is 
not always found indicates that it is no longer productive. As in (2h), in 
kabiyuhwɨt /kabijuw̥ɨt/ the last root-vowel is /ɨ/ in the FF and /a/ in the 
BF. The gender of the loanwords generally corresponds to the gender in 
Spanish.  Karpɨt (4d)  is  an exception,  because  it  is  masculine,  while  its  
Spanish  counterpart  is  feminine.  The  non-adapted  version  of  karpɨt, 
karpa, is  also found  and used  as  an  uninflected  form in  all contexts 
(including  plural  ones).  The  use  of  non-adapted  forms  is also  to be 
observed in other loanwords.

(4) a. kabijuw̥ ɨt (MS.FF) ‘horse’, kabijuw̥o (MP), kabiyuw̥a ([M/F]S.BF) 
                (Spanish: caballo)
     b. ixɨt (3.MS) ‘son’, ixo (3.MP) (Spanish: hijo)
     c. pwertɨt / pwert  (MS) ‘house’, pwerto (MP) 
                (from Spanish: puerto ‘port’)
     d. karpɨt (MS.FF) ‘tent’, karpo (MP) karpa (MS/MP), karpɨk (MS.BF)    
                (Spanish: carpa)

More than  one  plural  suffix is  possible.  In  (5)  -/o/  alternates  with 
-/e/. As shown below, -/e/ is the prototypical FP suffix, but is also used  
for  the  MP,  as  in  (5c)  and (5e),  while  -/o/  is  always  masculine. 320 All 
nominals  in  (5)  take  the  suffix  -/ak/  in  the  singular  BF,  so  that  a 
tendential  correlation between MP in -/e/ and BF in -/ak/ emerges.  In 
this case, one wonders whether /ɨ/ in the singular FF is part of the root  
or  is  an  epenthetic  vowel  preceding  the  suffix -/t/.  The noun  wechekɨt 
/weʨekɨt/ (5e) has both a masculine BF wecheka(k) /weʨeka(k)/ and an 
epicene form wechekeˀ /weʨekeˀ/.321

320 The masculine and feminine forms will be compared in §13.3.
321 In the case of wechekɨt /ɨ/ is part of the root, as shown in the BF wechekeˀ. This form was 

reported, because it is the one recorded in the field, but in this context /ɨ/ and /e/ are free  
variants as last vowel of the root (see §13.2.2).
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(5) a. xotsɨt (MS.FF) ‘well, hole’, xotso / xotse (MP), xotsak (MS.BF) 
     b. n̥akɨrbitɨt (MS.FF) ‘young man’, n̥akɨrbito / n̥akɨrbite (MP), n̥akɨrbitak (MS.BF)
     c. n̥ ɨnan̥ ɨt (MS.FF) ‘male of goose’, n̥ ɨnan̥o (MP) n̥ ɨnan̥e ([M/F]P), n̥ ɨnan̥ak (MS.BF) 
     d. obɨtɨt (MS.FF) ‘flute, whistle’, obɨto / obɨte (MP), obɨtak (MS.BF)    
     e. weʨekɨt (MS.FF) ‘he-goat; ram’, weʨeko (MP), weʨeke ([M/F]P), 
                  weʨekeˀ ([M/F]S.BF), weʨeka(k) (MS.BF)    
     f. ɨʨɨt (3.MS.FF) ‘dung’, ɨʨo / ɨʨe (3.MP), ɨʨak (3.MS.BF)
     g. ɨtẽːtɨt (MS.FF) ‘male’, ɨtẽːto / ɨtẽːte (MP), ɨtẽːtak (MS.BF)

The plural  suffix -/e/,  as  used in  the MP,  is  preferred to  -/o/ in  some 
nominals. In (6), -/e/ is the only plural suffix to be observed.  

(6) kuʨɨt (MS) ‘thing’, kuʨe (MP) 

Alternative MP suffixes will be discussed in more detail later on. In 
(7a) the most used  plural suffix is  -/o/,  but the plural loshɨp-tso  /loɕɨp-
tso/ is  also  found.  -/tso/  is  a  rare  MP suffix,  also  to  be  found,  for 
instance, in  hnentɨtso  /n̥entɨtso/ (7b). Another  MP suffix is -/lo/ (7c-e). 
This  is  the  same  element to  be  found  in  the  greater  plural  of  free 
pronouns (§3.2) and in verb morphology (§5.1), where it is a 2P-person 
or  a  greater  plural  suffix.322323 -/lo/  occurs  in  a  few nominals  and  no 
semantic  difference with  respect  to  -/o/  emerges  in  (7c-d).  The  noun 
ɨrmɨt can  take  the  suffix  -/no/,  the  nasalized  counterpart  of  -/lo/, 
although  the  nasalization  mechanism is  no  longer  productive:  it  never 
occurs with the suffix -/lo/ in verb morphology and is  not  observed in 
all  nominals.  The noun  ormɨt  (7d),  for instance,  has a nasal  element in 

322 The greater plural suffix attaches to the 1PI-person. This can be interpreted typologically. In most  
cases the 1PE-person can be regarded as the plural of the 1S-person, whereas the 1PI-person tends to 
be regarded as a person on its own and sometimes presents further distinctions, such as plural vs. 
dual. In Chamacoco, the greater plural seems to play the role of a sort of plural of the 1PI-person  
(see §3.2).

323 According to Comrie  et al. (2010: 99), an areal feature of Chaco languages is the presence of a 
plural suffix consisting in a lateral consonant optionally followed by a vowel, Clat(V). Compare the 
CH plural suffix -lo  with  -l  in Pilagá, -l(V)(m) in Vilela,  -lh  ~ -l  and  -lis  in Wichí (Comrie  et al., 
ibidem). As one can see from the data provided in Campbell & Grondona (2012b: 645), this type of 
plural suffix is also present in other Chaco languages, such as Chorote (-Vl /-l) and Lule (-l, -el, -le, 
-il, -yl). Nivaclé has the suffix -k (<kl <l) and a plural suffix -eł used for pronouns and verbs, while 
Toba and Mocoví have a paucal in -l (ibidem).
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the  root,  but  its  plural  suffix -/lo/  does  not  nasalize.  In  ɨrmɨt there  is 
also  a plural in  -/o/ which conveys a different  meaning (‘world’).  The 
nominals in (7) present roots  ending in -/ɨ/, which deletes when -/o/ is 
added,  but  is  preserved  in  (7b-e)  when  the  suffixes  -/tso/,  -/lo/  and 
-/no/ are added.

(7) a. loɕɨpɨt (MS.FF) ‘animal’, loɕɨpo / loɕɨptso (MP), loɕɨpɨk (MS.BF)
     b. n̥entɨt (MS.FF) ‘type of bird’, n̥ento / n̥entɨtso (MP), n̥entak (MS.BF)
     c. omtsɨt (3.MS.FF) ‘bed’, omtso / omtsɨlo (3.MP).
     d. ormɨt (MS.FF) ‘wood, woods’, ormo / ormɨlo (MP), ormɨk (MS.BF)324    
     e. ɨrmɨt (MS.FF) ‘edge’, ɨrmɨno (MP) ‘edge’, ɨrmo (MP) ‘world’, ɨrmɨk (MS.BF) 

The  use  of  -/e/,  -/tso/  and  -/lo/ is  lexically  idiosyncratic.  In 
nominals with FF in -/ɨt/, the plural suffix -/o/ generally overwrites the  
last root-vowel. This does not occur in the nominals in (8), where such 
vowel is preserved and there is /j/ insertion before -/o/. 325 Root-final /ɨ/ 
has assimilated to /j/ and turns into /i/,  however,  -/jo/ should not  be 
considered a suffix, because the insertion of a semiconsonant before the 
plural suffix is frequent in masculine forms, as shown below. This is the 
same  kind  of  plural  to  be  found  in  masculine  nominals  in  -/it/  (see 
§13.1.1). These should be considered exceptions, for this could be due to 
the fact  that  the  original  root-vowel  was /i/,  which turned into /ɨ/  in  
the  FF.  The  lack  of  the  BF  is  not  very  frequent  among  autochthonous 
nominals in -/t/.326 

(8) a. loɕɨt (MS.FF) ‘fish’, loɕiyo (MP)
     b. eʨɨt (3.MS) ‘pet’, eʨo (3.MP), eʨiyo (3.MP).

In (9a-j), one finds nominals in -/ɨt/ characterized by /w/ insertion 
in the plural. The nominals in (9a-j) present alternation between /ɨ/ and 
/u/  as  last  root-vowel.  The  former  vowel  is  present  in  the  FF  and  in 

324 Ormɨt is the original CH word for ‘wood, woods’. Nowadays this word tends to be replaced by the 
loanword hmont /m̥ont/, stemming from Spanish monte ‘mount; wood, woods’.

325 For reasons of simplicity, epenthetic vowels and semivowels in the plural will not be indicated when 
a text or parts of text are reported.

326 It is more frequent among masculine nominals in -/ʨ/.
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most  BFs.  The  plural  is  the  same as  that  of  nominals  with  /u/  as  last 
root-vowel.  This  vowel  (like  /i/)  is  usually  not  deleted  by  the  plural 
suffix.  Labiovelar  /w/  is  added  before  the  plural  suffix  -/o/.  The 
insertion of /w/, rather than /j/ (as in (8) and (10)), depends of course  
on  /u/.  In  kasɨt (9c)  the  suffixes  -/ʨo/ or -/tso/ (two  variants  of  the 
same  suffix)  are  also  used.  In  this  case,  the  last  root-vowel  is  /ɨ/.  In 
porotɨt  (9h)  two plurals  are  observed,  one in  -/o/  (which  has  replaced 
/ɨ/) and another in -/wo/ (after /u/). In ukutɨt  (9i) the plural in -/lo/ is 
also  found,  while  in  ɨjɨt /ɨxɨt/  (9e)  the  plural  suffixes  -/o/  and  -/e/ 
alternate.  This  vocalic  alternation  is  probably  due  to  the  fact  that  in 
some nominals /u/ has reduced to /ɨ/ in the singular FF. In dɨt (9a) and 
ɨjɨt /ɨxɨt/  (9j)  /u/  is  still  to  be  found  in  a  variant  of  the  FF.  The 
loanword  kanshɨt /kanɕɨt/ is masculine in Chamacoco, but derives from 
a feminine Spanish word. In (9k-l) final /k/ in the BF is part of the root 
which has been reinterpreted as /w/ in the rest of the paradigm. In (9k) 
the  second  /o/  turns  into  /u/  in  the  plural  and  in  the  FF  poruwɨt, 
probably due to assimilation to /w/.327

(9) a. dɨt / dut (MS.FF) ‘village’, duwo (MP)
     b. kanɕɨt (MS.FF) ‘court, field’, kanɕuwo (MP), kanɕɨk (MS.BF) 
               (Spanish: cancha ‘field, ground’)
     c. kasɨt (MS.FF) ‘old Chamacoco game’, kasuwo / kasɨʨo / kasɨtso (MP), 
               kasɨk (MS.BF)328

     d. kotɨt (MS.FF) ‘type of snake, yararé’, kotuwo (MP), kotɨk (MS.BF)
               (Bothrops jararaca)
      e. n̥eʨɨt (MS.FF) ‘thanks’, n̥eʨuwo (MP), n̥eʨɨk (MS.BF)
      f. mɨnɨ̥t (MS.FF) ‘bad, evil’, mɨn̥uwo (MP), mɨn̥ ɨk (MP.BF)
     g. polɨt (MS.FF) ‘widower’, poluwo (MP), polɨk (MP.BF)
     h. porotɨt (MS.FF) ‘bean’, poroto / porotuwo (MP), porotɨk (MP.BF) 
               (Spanish: poroto) 
     i. ukutɨt (3.MS.FF) ‘fire’, ukutuwo / ukutulo (3.MS), ukutak (3.MS.BF)
     j. ɨxɨt / uxut (3.MS.FF) ‘side’, ɨxuwo / ɨxuwe / uxuwo / uxuwe (3.MP) 
327 The alternative FF poorc /poːrʨ/ is probably the result of the reinterpretation of the root.
328 Kasɨt is an archaic word. It is similar to kasɨt (MS.FF) /  kasɨk (MS.BF) ʻfearfulʼ, but  kasɨt 

‘old Chamacoco game’ seems to have the accent on the first syllable, while kasɨt  ʻfearfulʼ 
on the second syllable (see also: Ulrich & Ulrich 1994a: 42). There is also a difference in  
the  plural  suffi x,  because  kasɨt  ‘old  Chamacoco  game’  has  the  plurals  kasuwo,  kasɨcho  
/kasɨʨo/ and kasɨtso, while kasɨt ʻfearfulʼ has the MP kaso.
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     k. poruwɨt / poːrʨ (MS.FF) ‘ancestor’, poruwo (MP), porok (MS.BF)    
     l. towɨt (MS.FF) ‘lazy, idle’, towo (MP), tok (MS.BF)      

§13.1.1 Masculine nominals in -/it/

The masculine nominals in (10) have root in -/i( ˀ)/, as one can see in 
the BF, where /i/ is usually preserved. In the singular FF -/t/  is added. 
The  BF  is  generally  obtained  by  means  of  the  suffix -/k/  or  -/ak/. In 
(10c) and (10g) the BF in -/ak/ alternates with a BF coinciding with the 
root. This BF is often common to both masculine and feminine (10g), but 
the  suffixes  -/k/  and  -/ak/  are  only  used  to  form  the  masculine  BF. 
When the suffix -/ak/ is  added, /j/ is  inserted between root  and suffix 
(10c,g,i,j,k,l,m).  There is  no rule to predict  the shape of the masculine 
BF. /j/ is  also added before the plural suffix -/o/, which in some cases  
alternates  with  -/e/  (10c,h,i,l).  Apocope  of  the  last  vowel  may 
sometimes occur in the plural, as in kochiit /koʨiːt/ (10g), which besides 
the MP kochiiyo /koʨiːjo/ also presents the form kochii /koʨiː/, common 
to both masculine and feminine. The sequence /ij/ can reduce in the BF 
(10f,h,p)  and  the  plural  (10a,d,f,h,n,p).  In  most  cases  /i/  drops  and 
occasionally /j/  devoices (10h).  In (10p) /j/ drops and /ĩː/  assimilates 
to /a/. The FF suffix -/t/ alternates with -/ʨ/ in  (10a,n,o).

(10) a. debihit / debihiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘nephew’, debij ̥o (3.MP), debihik (3.MS.BF) /  
               (also: debuhuʨ)
       b. demonit (MS.FF) ‘demon’, demonjo (MP) (Spanish: demonio)
       c. dɨʨiːt (MS.FF) ‘ant’, dɨʨiːjo / diʨiːje (MP), dɨʨiːˀ / dɨʨiːjak (MS.BF) 
       d. dosɨri ̃ ːt (MS.FF) ‘suffering’, dosɨriːjõ / dosɨrjõ (MP)
        e. dɨʨɨkɨr̃iːt (MS.FF) ʻtype of bird’, dɨʨɨkɨ r̃iːjak (MS.BF), dɨʨɨkɨ ̃riːjo (MP) 
               (Caracara plancus)
       f. ihĩt (3.MS) ‘wing; leaf’, ij ̥õ (3.MP), ij̥ ãk (3.MS.BF), also: ij̥ ɨ t̃
       g. koʨiːt (MS) ‘black howler’, koʨiːjo (MP) / koʨiː ([M/F]P), koʨiːˀ ([M/F]S.BF), 
               koʨiːjak (MS.BF) (Alouatta caraya)
       h. mojhĩt (MS.FF) ‘pipe’, mojj̥õ / mojj̥ẽ (MP), mojhãk (MS.BF)
       i. perĩt (MS.FF) ‘flour of manioc’, perĩjo / perĩje (MP), perĩjak (MS.BF)               
       j. torĩːt (3.MS.FF) ‘faint’, torĩːjo (3.MP), torĩːjak (3.MS.BF) 
       k. wɨr ̥iːt (MS.FF) ‘other side, Brazil’, wɨr ̥iːjo (MP), wɨr ̥iːjak (MS.BF) 
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       l. wɨ  ri ̃ː t (MS.FF) ‘hill’, wɨ  ri ̃ː jo / wɨ  ri ̃ː je (MP), wɨri ̃ː jak (MS.BF)
       m. joniːt (3.MS.FF) ‘ghost, spirit’, joniːjo (3.MP), joniːjak (3.MS.BF)
       n. ɨbihiʨ / ɨbihit (3.MS.FF) ‘cry, shout’, ɨbij ̥o (3.MP) 
       o. ɨkɨrĩt / ɨkɨrĩʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘life’, ɨkɨrĩjo (3.MP), ɨkɨrĩk (3.MS.BF)
       p. ɨɕɨrĩːt (MS.FF) ‘season, date’, ɨɕɨrĩːjo / ɨɕɨ r̃jo (MP), ɨɕɨrãːk (MS.BF)

§13.1.2 Masculine nominals in -/ut/

In (11) one finds nominals with /u/ as last root-vowel. Some of these 
nominals present the vocalic alternation between /ɨ/ and /u/ in the root 
and have thus already been analysed as nominals in -/ɨt/ (9). The BF is 
not observed for  all nominals in (11). In bahlut /balu̥t/ (11a) and wuput 
(11h) the BFs bahluˀ /balu̥ˀ/ and wupuˀ coincide with the root. In (11c,f) 
the suffix -/k/ is  used  for  the  BF.  In the plural,  /w/ is  inserted before 
-/o/, which can alternate with -/e/ (10d,g). In the plural of iikut /iːkut/ 
(11c),  one finds syncope of  the plural  suffix,  while  the sequence /uw/ 
simplifies in the plural of (11e). Kenuut /kenuːt/ (10d) is a Spanish loan 
and also presents  a non-adapted form  kenuuwa /kenuːwa/,  only used  in 
the  singular. The  FF  uut  /uːt/ ‘under,  below;  nest,  house  of  animals’ 
conveys two meanings with different BF and plural (11f). In the meaning 
‘under,  below’,  the  plural  is  uulo  /uːlo/ and  no BF is  reported. When 
uut /uːt/ means ‘nest,  house of animals’,  the plural is  uuwo /uːwo/ and 
the BF is uuk /uːk/.

(11) a. bal u̥t (MS.FF) ‘chief; big’, bal u̥wo (MP), balu̥ˀ (MS.BF)
b. dut / dɨt (MS) ‘village’, duwo (MP)
c. iːkut / ihikut / ihikɨt (3.MS) ‘top of head, skullcap’, iːku (3.MP), 
          ihikɨk (3.MS.BF)
d. kenuːt (MS.FF) ‘boat, canoe’, kenuwo / kenuwe (MP), 
          (also kenuwa, used in the singular) (Spanish: canoa ‘canoe’)
e. oruhut (MS) ‘precious’, oruw̥o (MP)
f. uːt (3.MS.FF), uːlo (3.MP) ‘under, below’ 
   uːt (3.MS.FF), uːwo (3.MP), uːk (3.MS.BF) ‘nest, house of animals’
g. uxut / ɨxɨt (3.MS.FF) ‘side’, uxuwo / uxuwe (3.MP)
h. wuput (MS) ‘black vulture’, wupuwo (MP), wupuˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
          (Coragyps atratus)
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§13.1.3 Masculine nominals in -/ot/

The  nominals  in  (12)  present  /o/  as  last  root-vowel,  sometimes 
reducing to /ɨ/ in the FF (12c,f).  The singular BF can end in -/o/, thus 
coinciding with the root (12c,f,g), or can take the suffix -/k/ (12a,d). In 
the plural,  -/o/ is  added and merges with  the  root  vowel  -/o/.  In this  
process, the glottal stop drops. This is confirmed in the nominals where 
the plural  suffix -/e/ is  also reported (12d,f).  As a result,  when the BF 
ends in -/oˀ/ and the plural takes the suffix -/o/, these forms only differ 
in the presence vs. absence of glottal stop. This is a case of subtractive  
morphology.  In  (12b)  and  (12f),  variants  of  the  lemmatized  form  are 
observed. Keshit /keɕit/ and keshuwut /keɕuwut/ are variants of keshiwot  
/keɕiwot/ (12b).  The plural  of  keshiwot  /keɕiwot/ and  keshit /keɕit/  is 
the same, but  keshuwut  /keɕuwut/ has the plural  keshuwo  /keɕuwo/, in 
which the suffix -/o/ replaces /u/.329 In (12f) intervocalic /k/ deletes in 
tarot.330 In  this  case,  the  suffix -/o/ or  -/e/  is  added  and  there  is  /w/ 
insertion.  An  alternative  hypothesis  is  that  here  /k/  has  been 
reinterpreted as /w/. These examples show that, although the plural in 
-/o/ seems to derive from deletion of the final glottal stop, this suffix is  
actually added to the root.

(12) a. alokot (3.MS.FF) ‘nickname’, aloko (3.MP), alokok (3.MS.BF)
b. keɕiwot / keɕit / keɕuwut (MS) ‘log canoe’, keɕiwo / keɕuwo (MP)331       
c. kokot / kokɨt (MS.FF) ‘rooster’, koko (MP), kokoˀ (3.MS.BF)332          
d. oːɕijot (MS.FF) ‘hole in the ground’ (archaic), oːɕijo / oːɕije (MP), 
          oːɕijok (MS.BF)
e. oːt (3.MS.FF) ‘weapon’, oːlo (3.MP), oːk (3.MS.BF)
f. tarokot / tarot / tarɨkɨt (MS.FF) ‘year’, taroko (MP) / tarowo / tarowe (MP), 
          tarokoˀ (MS.BF)
g. ɨlpijot (MS.FF) ‘jaguar’, ɨlpijo (MP), ɨlpijoˀ (MS.BF)

329 /w/ insertion is not possible here, because /w/ is already present in the last syllable of the root.
330 /k/ deletion occurs fairly frequently between two identical vowels in Chamacoco.
331 The word keshiwot /keɕiwot/ is archaic: it is the original word for ‘canoe’. Nowadays this word 

is replaced by the Spanish loan kenuut /kenuːt/ or kenuwa (11d).
332 This word is probably of onomatopoeic origin.
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§13.1.4 Masculine nominals in -/at/

Masculine  nominals  with  FF  in  -/at/  usually  have BF  in  -/aˀ/, 
coinciding  with  the  root. An alternating  BF in  -/k/  is occasionally 
possible.  In  the  plural,  -/o/  is  generally  added,  which  overwrites  the 
root vowel /a/, unless deleted by /a/ itself. In both cases, the root-final 
glottal  stop drops.  As a  result,  in most  nominals of  (13) the difference 
between BF  and plural  is  the  presence  vs.  absence  of  the  final  glottal 
stop.  Alternation between plurals in -/a/ and -/o/ is  to be observed  in 
(13b), (13d) and (13h). Kabahat (13e) is an exception in the plural.  Aat  
/aːt/ (13a) takes the plural suffix -/lo/.

(13) a. aːt (3.MS.FF) ‘smell; body’, aːlo (3.MP), aːˀ (3.MS.BF) 
       b. bahat (3.MS.FF) ‘price’, baho / baha (3.MP), bahaˀ / bahak (3.MS.BF)
       c. w̥aːt (MS.FF) ‘jaguar’, w̥aː (MP), w̥aːˀ (MS.BF) 
       d. ijakat (3.MS) ‘crying’, ijako / ijaka (3.MP), ijakaˀ (MS.BF) 
       e. kabahat / kabehet (MS) ‘horse’, kabijuho (MP), kabahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
                (Spanish: caballo)
       f. kasaːt (MS.FF) ‘ant’, kasaː (MP), kasaːˀ / kasaːk (MS.BF)  
       g. ojajuwat / ojojuwat (MS.FF) ‘giant anaconda’, ojajuwa (MP), ojajuwaˀ (MS.BF) 
       h. ɨrahat (MS.FF) ‘climber plant, branch’, ɨraho / ɨraha (MP), ɨrahaˀ / 
                ɨrahak (MS.BF)

§13.1.5 Masculine nominals in -/ẽt/

The BF suffix and the plural suffix of nominals in -/ẽt/  are preceded 
by  /r/,  not  present  in  the  FF.  One  wonders  whether  this  consonant 
should be considered a part of  the root  or  an insertion.  In this  section 
the first option will be adopted. Nominals in -/ẽt/  take the suffix -/ak/ 
in  the  BF.  In  the  plural,  both -/o/  and -/e/  are  usually  used.  In  (14c) 
only the plural in -/e/ is reported. The plural in -/e/ is often common to 
both masculine and feminine (14a,b,f,g,h). The data in (14) confirm the 
correlation  between the  plural  suffix -/e/  in  the  MP and the  BF suffix 
-/ak/. Losẽt (10d) shows the rare suffixes -/lo/ and -/no/ in the plural.
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(14) a. eʨẽːt (MS.FF) ‘snake’, eʨɨr̃e ([M/F]P) / eʨɨr̃o (MP), eʨɨrãk (MS.BF)
       b. ijẽ̥t (3.MS.FF) ‘friend, companion’, ijẽ̥re (3.[M/F]P)/ ijẽ̥ro (3.MP), ije̥r̃ak (3.MS.BF)
      c. lasẽt / dasẽt (3.MS.FF) ‘son-in-law’, lasɨ r̃e / dasẽre (3.MP),
                lasẽrak / lasɨ r̃ak (3.MS.BF), also: lasẽːt
      d. losẽt / dosẽt (3.MS.FF) ‘charity, gift’, losẽlo / losẽno (3.MP), losẽrak (MS.BF) 
                (also: losẽːt)333

      e. lukun̥eːt (GF.MS.FF) ‘song’, lukun̥eːro / lukun̥eːre (GF.MP), 
                lukun̥eːrak (GF.MS.BF)
      f. oj̥ẽːt (MS.FF) ‘dog’, oj̥ẽːro (MP) / oj̥ẽːre ([M/F]P), oyẽːrak (MS.BF)
                (archaic word for ‘dog’)
      g. pohikẽt (MS.FF) ‘fallen leaves’, pohikẽre / pohikẽro (MP), pohikẽrak (MS.BF)
      h. potẽt / potẽːt (3.MS.FF) ‘tooth’, potẽro / potẽre (3.MP), potẽrak (MS.BF)  
      i. wetẽːt (MS.FF) ‘young initiate’, wetẽːro / wetẽːre (MP), wetẽːrak (MS.BF)

§13.1.6 Masculine nominals in -/ehet/

Masculine nominals in -/ehet/ are characterized by vowel changes in 
the  root.  They present  the  plural  ending -/aho/,  where  only  final  -/o/ 
should be regarded as the actual suffix. In  kɨnaho,  the plural of  kɨnehet  
(15e),  final /o/ optionally turns into /u/.  Most BFs end in -/aha ˀ/ and 
coincide with the root, to which the plural suffix -/o/ is added. This is  
evident in ɨmehet (15k), which also has plural in -/tso/; in this case, the 
suffix is added to the root in -/aha ˀ/. When the BF in -/ahaˀ/ is reported, 
/a/ turns into /e/ in the FF.  Dehet  has the BF dehek with the suffix -/k/ 
and  with  the  sequence  -/ehe/-  in  the  root,  rather  than  -/aha/-,  to  be 
found in the other nominals in -/ehet/ .

(15) a. dehet (MS.FF) ‘path’, daho (MP), dehek (MS.BF)  
       b. ehet (3.MS.FF) ‘inside’, aho (3.MP)
       c. konsehet (MS.BF) ‘shaman’, konsaho (MP), konsahaˀ (MS.BF)
       d. kɨnehet (MS.FF) ‘different’, kɨnaho / kɨnahu (MP), kɨnahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       e. kɨskɨrehet (MS.FF) ‘knife, machete’, kɨskɨraho (MP), kɨskɨrahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF)334  
       f. kutɨmrehet (MS.FF) ‘Chamacoco clan’, kutɨmraho (MP), 
                 kutɨrahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF), also: kutumrehet 
333 The plural form losẽno is preferred.
334 This form coincides with the BF of kɨskɨrahata.
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       g. pehet (MS.FF) ‘piece, part, (half-part)’, paho (MP)
       h. porpehet (MS.FF) ‘wasp’, porpaho (MP), porpahaˀ (MS.BF) 
       i. poɕɨrẽhet (MS.FF) ‘dragonfly’, poɕɨrãho (MP), poɕɨrãhaˀ (MS.BF) 
       j. pojarẽhet (MS) ‘iguana’, pojarãho (MP), pojarãhaˀ / pojarãhak (MS.BF)
       k. ɨmehet (3.MS.FF) ‘enemy’, ɨmaho /  ɨmahatso (3.MP), ɨmahaˀ (3.[M/F]S.BF)
       l. ɨlehet (3.MS) ‘face’, ɨlaho (3.MP)

§13.1.7 Masculine nominals in -/ɕt/

The following examples list nominals with FF in -/ɕt/ (16-18). When 
the BF is  reported,  it  ends in -/s/ (16-17) and coincides with the root. 
The  suffix  -/o/  is  added to  obtain  the  plural.  Root-final  /s/  turns 
into /ɕ/ when the FF suffix -/t/ is  added. The nominals in (17) derive 
from osht /oɕt/ ‘person’ (17a). The nominals in (18a-c) have no BF, and 
their root does not end in -/s/, because pre-final /ɕ/ is also preserved in 
the  plural,  obtained  by  means  of  the  suffix -/o/.  In  ɨmɨshiyo  /ɨmɨɕijo/ 
(18a) /j/ is inserted after the root  vowel /i/. Alternatively, /i/ drops in 
the  FF.  Boshesht /boɕeɕt/  is  a  very  frequent loanword.  Iisɨt  /iːsɨt/ 
‘relative’  (18d)  has root  in  -/s/,  thus  coinciding  with  the  BF  (like  the 
nominals  in  (16-17)),  but /s/  is  also  preserved  in  the  FF, with  /ɨ/ 
insertion before the suffix -/t/. 

(16) a. aw̥oɕt (3.MS.FF) ‘word’, aw̥oso (3.MP), aw̥os (3.MS.BF)
       b. bortɨɕt (MS.FF) ‘clothing’, bortɨso (MP), bortɨs (MS.BF)
       c. kuskuɕt (MS.BF) ‘type of bird’, kuskuɕo (MP), kuskus (MS.BF)       
       d. poɕt (3.MS.FF) ‘food’, poso (3.MP) / posɨlo (3.MP), pos (3.MS.BF)335

       e. utuɕt (3.MS.FF) ‘root, vein’, utuso (3.MP), utus  (3.MS.BF) (also: ɨtɨɕt) 
       f. ɨhɨɻɻoɕt (MS.FF) ‘belt’, ɨhɨɻɻoso (MP), ɨhɨɻɻos (MS.BF) 
       
(17) a. oɕt (MS.FF) ‘person’, oso (MP), os (MS.BF) 
      b. oj̥erptoɕt (MS.FF) ‘soldier’, oj̥erptoso (MP), oj̥erptos (MS.BF)
      c. poːɻɻoɕt (MS.FF) ‘God’, poːɻɻoso (MP) ‘gods’, poːɻɻos (MS.BF)
      d. uhuɻɻoɕt (MS) ‘last’, uhuɻɻoso (MP), uhuɻɻos (MS.BF)
      e. ɨbɨtoɕt (MS.FF) ‘Ebitoso’, ɨbɨtoso (MP), ɨbɨtoso (MS.BF)

335 The plural form posɨlo is rare.
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(18) a. ɨmɨɕt (3.MS.FF) ‘medicine’, ɨmɨɕijo (3.MP)
b. boɕeɕt (MS.FF) ‘boy’, boɕeɕo (MP) (Spanish: muchacho)
c. polaɕt (MS.FF) ‘rattle used by shamans’, polaɕo (MP)
d. iːsɨt (3.MS.FF) ‘relative’, iːso (3.MP), iːs (3.MS.BF) 

§13.1.8 Masculine nominals in -/rt/

The  nominals  in  (19)  and (20a-c)  have FF in  -/rt/. The  BF 
idiosyncratically  takes the  suffix  -/k/  or  -/ak/.  Some  BFs  in  -/rˀ/ are 
observed (19c,e,i;  20c).  These coincide  with  the  root  and occasionally 
alternate with the BF in -/ak/. As already mentioned, the BF ending  in a 
glottal  stop  is  often epicene,  while  the  BF  in  -/ak/  is  only  masculine. 
Also the loan tambort ʻdrumʼ has BF ending in a glottal stop. In the plural 
-/o/ is  added.  The plural  suffix -/e/ in some cases  alternates with -/o/ 
(19a,f,g). In (19a) the plural in -/e/ is epicene. The plural of ɨrũrt (19m) 
is an exception, because /r/ drops and there is /w/ insertion.  Dosdart is 
very rare as compared with its  BF  dosdarak. In (20a-b) the plural suffix 
is  -/tso/, while in (20c) -/o/ alternates with the rare masculine variants 
-/ʨo/  and  -/tso/,  to  be  observed  for  instance  in  loshɨpɨt  /loɕɨpɨt/ (7a) 
and hnentɨt /n̥entɨt/ (7b).  

(19) a. ahɨr̃t (2S.MS) ‘companion, friend’, ahɨr̃e (2S.[M/F]P) / ahɨr̃o (2S.MP), ahɨr̃ak (2S.MS.BF)
       b. dosdart (MS.FF) ‘sad’, dosdaro (MP), dosdarak (MS.BF)
       c. dɨʨãɕɨrt / dɨʨãɕɨrʨ (MS.FF) ‘fly’, dɨʨãɕɨro (MP), dɨʨãɕɨrak (MS.BF) /
                dɨʨãɕɨrˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
       d. ebɨrt (MS.FF) ‘sterile’, ebɨro (MP), ebɨrak (MS. BF)
       e. hutkejkẽrt (MS.FF)‘manguruju fish’, hutkejkẽro (MP), hutkejkẽrak (MS.BF) / 
                  hutkejkẽrˀ (MS/FS.BF), 
      f. ij̥okõrt (3.MS.FF) ‘noise’, ij ̥okõro / ij̥okõre (3.MP), ij̥okorãk (3.MS.BF)
      g. m̥art (MS.FF) ‘egg’, m̥aro / m̥are (MP), m̥arak (MS.BF)
       h. m̥ort (MS.FF) ‘Ayoreo’, m̥oro (MP), m̥orˀ / m̥ork (MS.BF)        
       i. tambort (MS.FF) ‘drum’, tamboro (MP), tamborˀ (MS.BF) (Spanish: tambor) 
       j. tɨpert (MS.FF) ‘virgin soil’, tɨpero (MP), tɨperk (MS.BF)
       k. jokɨ r̃t (MS) ‘light’, jokɨ r̃o (MP), jokɨ r̃ak (MS.BF)
       l. juwɨr̃t / juwɨr̃ʨ (MS.FF) ‘killer’, juwɨr̃o (MP), juwɨr̃k (MS.BF)
      m. ɨrũ rt / ɨrũrʨ (MS) ‘tooth’, ɨrũwo (MP), ɨrũ rk (MS.BF),336 also: urũrʨ
336 According to the informants, this word is archaic and potẽt  (14h) is nowadays more frequent. The 
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(20) a. wɨhɨ r̃t (MS.FF) ‘red’, wɨhɨ r̃tso (MP), wɨhɨ r̃k (MS.BF)
b. ɨhɨ r̃t (MS.FF) ‘beautiful’, ɨhɨ r̃tso (MP)
c. leɕɨ r̃t (MS.FF) ‘fisherman’, leɕɨ r̃o / leɕɨ r̃tso / leɕɨ r̃ʨo (MP), 
         leɕɨ r̃ˀ ([M/F]S.BF), leɕɨ r̃ak (MS.BF)     

§13.1.9 Masculine nominals in -/Ct/

The  masculine  nominals  in  (21),  (22)  and  (23)  have FF  ending  in  a 
consonant followed by /l/ or /l/̥ (21), /n/ (22) or /ʨ/ (23).337 The BF generally 
shows the suffix -/ak/. The plural usually takes the suffix -/o/. In some cases 
(21a,b,d; 22a,b) also the plural in -/e/ is found. This is epicene and generally 
correlates with  the suffix -/ak/ in the BF (with the exception of (21a)). The 
nominals in (21a,d,g) and (22c) have BFs ending in -Vˀ:  ahleˀ  /ale̥ˀ/ (21a), 
poohlaˀ  /poːlḁˀ/ (21d),  woloˀ  (21g), nohmɨhnaˀ  /nom̥ɨn̥aˀ/  (22c).  This 
vowel is  not present in the FF: one wonders whether  -/Vˀ/ is  a part  of 
the root which dropped in the FF or is  a BF suffix. All these forms are 
epicene  and will  be analysed in more  detail  in the section on feminine 
nominals (see §13.2.4).

(21) a. ahɨlt / al t̥ (MS.FF) ‘new’, alo̥ / aːl o̥  (MP), al e̥ / aːl e̥ ([M/F]P), al e̥ˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
b. akɨlt (3.MS.FF) ‘companion, friend’, akɨle (3.[M/F]P) / akɨlo (3.MP), akɨlak (3.MS.BF)338

c. dɨlt (3.MS.FF) ‘leg’, dɨle / dɨlo (3.MP), dɨlak (3.MS.BF) / pɨrt (1.MS.FF), pɨrak (1.MS.BF)
d. poːlt̥ (MS.FF) ‘pig’, poːle̥ ([M/F]P) / poːlo̥ (MP), poːlḁˀ ([M/F]S.BF) / poːlḁk (MS.BF)
                  (also: polt̥)
e. pult̥ (MS.FF) ‘nasal bridge’, pulo̥ (MP)
f. jɨlt (3.MS.FF) ‘slave, servant’, jɨlo (3.MP), jɨlak (3.MS.BF)
g. wolt (3.MS.FF) ‘cap’, wolo (3.MP), woloˀ (3.MS.BF)339 

plural ɨrũ ro is also found, but is not accepted by all speakers.
337 The digraph <rz> represents the sounds [ɻɻ] or [ɻʐ]. When the phonemes /ɹ/ is followed by /ʨ/ they 

are usually pronounced [ɻɻ]. When the sequence of /ɹ/ and /ʨ/ is followed by /t/, /ɹʨ/ is generally  
pronounced [ɻʐ].

338 The plural form akɨle is preferred.
339 This form coincides with the BF of wolta ‘hat’.
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(22) a. keʨɨnt (MS.FF) ‘Paraguayan person’, keʨɨne ([M/F]P) / keʨɨno (MP), keʨɨnak (MS.BF)
       b. komant (MS.FF) ‘piranha’, komano (MP) / komane ([M/F]P), komanak (MS.BF)
      c. nom̥ɨn̥ t (MS.FF) ‘horse’, nom̥ɨn̥o (MP), nom̥ɨn̥aˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       
(23) berʐt (MS.FF) ‘high, tall’, berʐo (MP), berʐak (MS.BF)

In (24) one finds loans with root ending in -/l/ (24a, d), -/n/ (24c, 
e)  and -/s/  (24b).  As  most  loanwords,  these nominals  do not  have the 
masculine  BF, which  is  no  longer  productive. The  MP  suffix  is  -/o/. 
Masculine  loanwords  usually  take  the  suffix -/t/  in  the  FF:  this  shows 
that the FF in -/t/ is still productive, while the masculine FF suffix -/ʨ/ 
is unusual  for Spanish loans (and is probably no longer  productive).  In 
nemest and silt the CH gender does not correspond to the Spanish  one. A 
form  ending  in  -/a/,  corresponding  to  the  non-adapted  ending  of  the 
Spanish source  (mesa,  silla),  is  to  be  observed  and  can  be  used  in  all 
contexts.340 This  also occurs  in  latrilt,  which has the  alternative  latrila, 
although this does not directly correspond to the Spanish form latrillo. 

(24) a. latrilt (MS.FF) ‘brick’, latrilo (MP), latrila (MS/MP) (Spanish: latrillo) 
b. nemest (MS.FF) ‘table’, nemeso (MP), nemesa (MS/MP) (Spanish: mesa)
c. pɨkɨn̥ ɨnt (MS.FF) ‘boy, child’, pɨkɨn̥ ɨno (MP) (Spanish: pequeño)
d. silt (MS.FF) ‘chair’, silo (MP), sila (MS/MP) (Spanish: silla)
e. wint (MS.FF) ‘wine’, wino (MP) (Spanish: vino)

§13.1.10 Other masculine nominals in -/t/

In (25) one finds loanwords with the FF suffix -/t/ which do not fall 
into the groups discussed above. In (25a-b) the suffix -/t/ is preceded by 
/j/. In (25b) a BF in -/jˀ/ is reported.  The plural in  -/o/,  weyo  /wejo/, 
alternates with  wey /wej/, which differs  from the BF due to  the lack of 
glottal  stop.  In  (25c)  the  singular  in  -/ɨt/  alternates  with  the  reduced 
form keyet /kejet/. In the plural, both -/e/ and -/o/ are to be found. The 
masculine  noun  keyet  /kejet/ comes  from the  Spanish feminine  galleta  
/ga'ʎeta/, also found by the uninflected form keyeta /kejeta/.  

340 For this reason, it has been glossed as MS/MP.
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(25) a. ãjt (MS.FF) ‘year’, ãjo (MP) (Spanish: año)
       b. wejt (MS.FF) ‘ox’, wej / wejo, wejˀ (MS.BF) (Spainish: buey)
       c. kejet / kejetɨt (MS.FF) ‘cookie, biscuit’, kejeto / kejete (MP), kejeta (MS/MP),
               (Spanish: galleta) 

§13.1.11 Masculine nominals in -/ʨ/341 

This group includes all  masculine nominals  with FF ending in -/ʨ/. 
The  orthography  might  look  ambiguous,  because /ʨ/  is  generally 
represented as <ch>, but is transcribed as <c> after /r/ in word-final 
position (see 13.1.12).

The  nominals  in  (26)  have  FF  in  -/iʨ/.  The  BF  ends  in  -/p/  and 
coincides with the root. When a suffix is added, final /p/ voices into /b/ 
and possibly nasalizes into /m/ (26a,f,h). As one can see comparing BF 
and  FF,  /i/  in  the  FF  is  not  part  of  the  root  but  rather  an  epenthetic 
vowel.  Epenthetic  /ɨ/ is  also added in masculine nominals in -/t/  with 
root  ending in  -/p/ (3).  As one can see in examples  (27-28),  this  does 
not imply that all nominals ending in -/biʨ/ or -/miʨ/ have BF in -/p/.  
In the MP, -/o/ is added. In the BF, final -/p/ is preceded by /a/, which 
usually deletes or reduces to /ɨ/ (26a,e) in the FF and in the plural.342

(26) a. an̥ ɨmiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘grandson’, an̥ ɨmo (3.MP), an̥ap (3.[M/F]S.BF)
b. dehebiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘brother, of a woman’, dahabo (3.MP), dahap (3.MS.BF)
c. n̥akɨrbiʨ (MS.FF) ‘man’, n̥akɨrbo (MP), n̥akɨrap (MS.BF)
d. kiːbiʨ (MS.FF) ‘smoke’, kiːbo (MP), kiːjap (MS.BF)
e. leɕɨbiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘brother’, leɕɨbo (3.MP), leɕap (MS.BF) 
f. nermiʨ (3.MS) ‘uncle’, nermo (3.MP), nerap (MS.BF) 
g. ɨhɨrbiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘urine’, ɨhɨrbo (3.MP), ɨhɨrap (3.MS.BF)
h. ɨkɨ r̃miʨ (3.MS) ‘uncle’, ɨkɨ r̃mo (3.MP), ɨkɨrãp (3.MS.BF) 

In (27) one finds nominals with BF in -/ɨk/ or -/ik/. The BF takes the 
suffix -/k/,  while  /i/  or  /ɨ/  is  the  last  root  vowel.  In  the  plura l there 

341 This section does not discuss nominals in -/ʨ/, which are the subject of the next section.
342 The only exception is dehebich /dehebiʨ/, which will be discussed in (33c).
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is  /j/ insertion before the MP-suffix -/o/,  and /ɨ/,  when present,  turns 
into  /i/  (27a,d,g,h).  In  (27a,f)  one  finds the  alternation  between  -/ʨ/ 
and  -/t/  in  the  FF. Nominals  in  -/iʨ/  generally  have their plural  in 
-/ijo/,  like  nominals  in  -/it/ (10),  which  present  root  in  -/i(ˀ)/.  This 
suggests that the last root-vowel is probably /i/ in all nominals in (27), 
possibly  reducing  to  /ɨ/  in  the  BF  before  the  suffix -/k/.  This  process 
does  not  occur  with  masculine  nominals  in  -/it/,  because  they  usually 
take the suffix -/ak/ in the BF (10). This suffix is not used in (27) and is 
extremely rare among nominals in -/ʨ/. The same is  true of the plural 
suffix -/e/, often correlated with -/ak/.

(27) a. ahamiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘feast’, ahamijo (3.MP), ahamɨk (3.MS.BF)
b. debihiʨ / debihit (3.MS.FF) ‘nephew’, debij ̥o (3.MP), debihik (3.MS.BF)343

c. iːʨ (3.MS) ‘name’, iːjo (3.MP), iːk (3.MS.BF)344 
d. ɨbiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘work / servant, employee’, ɨbijo (3.MP), ɨbɨk (3.MS.BF)345

e. ɨhɨrmiʨ (MS.FF) ‘crying’, ɨhɨrmijo (MP), ɨhɨrmɨk (MS.BF)
f. ɨkɨrĩʨ / ɨkɨrĩt (3.MS.FF) ‘life’, ɨkɨrĩjo (3.MP), ɨkɨrĩk (MS.BF)
g. ɨxiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘path’, ɨxijo (3.MP), ɨxɨk (MS.BF)
h. ɨrmiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘jaw’, ɨrmijo (3.MP), ɨrmɨk (3.MS.BF)

The BF is less frequent among nominals in -/ʨ/ than among those in 
-/t/.  In  (28)  one  finds  nominals  ending  in  -/iʨ/,  for  which  no  BF  is 
reported.  In  this  case  one  can  assume  that  the  last  root-vowel  is  /i/, 
preserved in the plural. The plural is the same as that of the nominals in  
(27), with /j/ insertion before -/o/. 

(28) a. aɻɻibiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘rib’, aɻɻibijo (3.MP)
b. ar ̥miʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘shoulder’, ar ̥mijo (3.MP)
c. debiʨ (MS.FF) ‘bone’, debijo (MP)
d. diʨ / dɨʨ (MS.FF) ‘big, large, great’, dejo (MP)
e. diːʨ (MS.FF) ‘root’, diːjo (MP)
f. dɨkɨʨɨbiʨ / dɨkɨʨɨbiːʨ (MS.FF) ‘ghost’, dɨkɨʨɨbijo (MP)

343 In this nominal the last root-vowel /i/ drops in the plural.
344 The singular FF iich /iːʨ/ is the same for ‘name’ and for ‘thirst’,  which has different plural: 

iich  /iːʨ/  (3.MS)  ‘name,  thirst’,  iiyo  /iːjo/  (3.MP)  ‘name’,  iilo  /iːlo/  (3.MP)  ‘thirst’,  iik  
/iːk/ (3.MS.BF) ‘name’.

345 Note that this form coincides with ɨbɨk ‘it rains’.
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g. eːjʨ (3.MS) ‘on, over, surface, roof’, eːjo (3.MP)
h. piʨ (MS.FF) ‘stick, firewood, wood’, pijo (MP)
i. tobiʨ (MS.FF) ‘camp’, tobijo (MP)
j. jɨrmiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘back’ (anatomy), jɨrmijo (3.MP)
k. ɨbihiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘shout’, ɨbijo̥ (3.MP)346 
l. ɨʨɨbiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘spirit, image’, ɨʨɨbijo (3.MP)
m. ɨn̥emiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘grass’, ɨn̥emijo (3.MP)
n. ɨnɨmiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘gesture’, ɨnɨmijo (3.MS)
o. ɨkiʨ (MS.FF) ʻfront, in front ofʼ, ɨkijo (MP) ʻbody’347

In (29a-b) the singular  FF ends in -/iʨ/ and the BF in -/ɨk/. In the 
plural,  the final vowel of the root is overwritten by the suffix -/o/. One 
can suppose that  the last  root-vowel  is  /ɨ/  which turns into /i/  before 
-/ʨ/, since  /ɨ/ is very rare before this suffix. In (29a) the suffix -/t/ is 
also found and in this case it  is preceded by /ɨ/. In masculine nominals 
in  -/ɨt/, the  vowel  is  overwritten  by  the  plural  suffix.  Yɨkich  /jɨkiʨ/ 
(29c) has  BF  in -/ɨˀ/ overwritten by the plural  suffix. In this  case -/o/ 
alternates with -/e/, which is  very rare with nominals in -/ʨ/.  In some 
cases /ɨ/  is preserved  before -/ʨ/. The nominals in (29d-f) have no BF, 
but  /i/  preceding -/ʨ/  in  the  FF  is  not  preserved  in  the  plural,  as  in 
(28). This suggests that /i/ is not part of the root.    

(29) a. kihimiʨ / kihimɨt (MS.FF) ‘news; trap’, kihimo (MP), kihimɨk (MS.BF)
b. kutuhɨrmiʨ (MS.FF) ‘honey wax’, kutuhɨrmo (MP), kutuhɨrmɨk (MS.BF)
c. jɨkiʨ / jɨkɨʨ (MS.FF) ‘alcoholic beverage’, jɨko / jɨke (MP), jɨkɨˀ (MS.BF)       
d. n̥ ɨmiʨ (MS.FF) ‘land, ground’, n̥ ɨmo (MP)
e. ospɨbiʨ (MS.FF) ‘hive; honey’, ospɨbo (MP)
f. ɨr ̥ĩʨ (MS.FF) ‘master, employer’, ɨr ̥õ (MP)

Some  inflected  forms  of  the nominals  in  (30)  coincide.  Pich /piʨ/ 
‘box, container’ (30a) and  pɨt  (30c) ‘piece’ have  pɨˀ  and  pɨk respectively 
as BFs. In both cases the last root-vowel is /ɨ/, overwritten by the suffix 
-/o/, so that both nouns have the same plural  po. Since /ɨ/ in the BF pɨˀ  
(30a)  tends  to  become  /i/  before  the  suffix  -/ʨ/,  the  FF  pich  /piʨ/ 
coincides  with the FF of  ‘wood’ (30b).  Occasionally  /ɨ/  is  preserved in 
346 As in (27b), in this nominal the last root-vowel /i/ also drops in the plural.
347 This word is used as a locative postposition in the singular and means ‘body’ in the plural.
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the  FF  of  ‘box,  container’  (30a). For  pich /piʨ/  ‘wood’  (30b) no  BF  is 
reported,  but  /i/  is  part  of  the  root,  as  one  can  see  from  the  MP  in 
-/ijo/, as the nominals in (28). 

(30) a. piʨ/pɨʨ (MS.FF) ‘box, container’, po (MP), pɨˀ (MS.BF) 
b. piʨ (MS.FF) ‘wood’, pijo (MP)
c. pɨt (MS.FF) ‘piece’, po (MP), pɨk (MS.BF)

In  (31a),  /ej/  in  the  BF  corresponds  to  /i/  in  the  FF  and  in  the 
plural, while in (31) the suffixes -/ʨ/ and -/o/ directly follow /j/, which 
belongs to the root.

(31) a. abiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘husband’, abijo (3.MP), abej (3.MS.BF) 
       b. dejʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘father’, dejo (3.MP), dej (3.MS.BF) 

Example (32) lists nominals in -/iʨ/ which take -/lo/  in the plural. 
This  suffix  can  alternate  with  -/o/.  These  nominals  show  alternation 
between /i/ and /ɨ/ root-finally. The nominals in (32a-b, f) present FF in  
-/it/  and  BF  in  -/ɨk/.  In  (32b,  e-g)  the  variant  FF  in  -/ɨt/  is  to  be  
observed. The suffix -/lo/ is generally preceded by root-final  /ɨ/, but in 
the  plurals  kurkulo (32b)  and  kutulo (32c)  the  last  root-vowel 
harmonizes to the previous vowel. 
       
(32) a. arpiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘bed’, arpo / arpɨlo (3.MP), arpɨk (3.MS.BF)

b. kurkiʨ / kurkɨt (GF.MS) ‘hammock’, kurko / kurkulo (GF.MP), kurkɨk (GF.BF)
c. kutiʨ (MS.FF) ‘beam’, kutulo (MP)348

d. iːʨ (3.MS) ‘thirst’, iːlo (3.MP) ‘thirst’         
e. obiʨ / obɨt (MS.FF) ‘injury, wound’, obɨlo (MP)349

f. otiʨ / otɨt (MS.FF) ‘liquid, juice’, otɨlo (MP), otɨk350 (MS.BF)
g. owiʨ / owɨt (3.MS) ‘place’, owɨlo (3.MP)351

348 The alternation between /u/ and /ɨ/ is relatively frequent in Chamacoco (for instance, in the thematic 
vowel of possessable nouns).

349 The  FF obich  /obiʨ/ ‘injury,  wound’  coincides  with  the  GF  of  ɨbich  /ɨbiʨ/ ‘work  /  servant, 
employee’. The words have different plural, because  obich  ‘injury, wound’ takes the suffix -/lo/, 
while the plural of the GF of ɨbich (27d) is obiyo /obijo/.

350 This BF is very rare and coincides with the indeterminate pronoun otɨk.
351 In  otich  /otiʨ/ and owich  /owiʨ/,  according to the speakers,  the FF in  -/iʨ/  is  far  more 

frequent.
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h. ɨtiʨ (3.MS) ‘pillow’, ɨtilo (3.MP)

In  (33)  one  finds  some  irregular  forms.  Dɨsich  /dɨsiʨ/ (33a)  has  a 
plural in -/ijo/ and a plural obtained by means of -/ʨo/.352 In (33b) /eː/ 
in the FF turns into /aː/ in the plural  while /j/, preceding  the suffix in 
the FF, is  not found  in the plural.  In (33b) too,  a vowel change in the 
root  is  observed: the FF  sequence /ehe/ turns into /aha/ in the BF.  In 
dɨhlich  /dɨl i̥ʨ/ (33d)  the  plural  takes  the  suffix  -/e/,  and  the  BF  the 
suffix -/ak/. This  confirms  the  frequent  correlation  between these  two 
elements and it is particularly significant, because the suffixes -/ak/ and 
-/e/ are usually not used in masculine nominals in -/ʨ/.

(33) a. dɨsiʨ / dɨsɨt (MS.FF) ‘canyon’, dɨsiʨo / dɨsijo (MP)
       b. deːjʨ (MS) ‘day’, daːlo (MP)
       c. dehebiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘brother, of a woman’, dahabo (3.MP), dahap (3.MS.BF)
       d. dɨl i̥ʨ (MS.FF) ‘night’, dɨl e̥ (MP), dɨl ḁk (MS.BF)

The nominals in (34) are characterized by nasality and by the plural 
suffix -/no/. They are among those having the last root-vowel different 
from  /i/  and  /ɨ/:  /a/  in  (34a-b)  and  (36b),  /e/  in  (34d)  and  /u/  in 
(35e).353 In (34a) and (34d) -/no/ alternates with -/lo/ in the plural. In 
(36c) -/e/ and -/o/ alternate with -/no/ . /i/ in the FF ɨmɨrĩch /ɨmɨrĩʨ/ is 
probably  an  insertion:  if  it  belonged  to  the  root,  /j/  would  show  up 
before the plural  suffixes -/e/ or -/o/.  In (34d) the BF takes the suffix 
-/k/. In (35a) the FF root does not coincide with the plural root. In aach  
/aːʨ/ (35b) the approximant /r/ is present in the plural, but not in the 
singular  and  the  presence  of  /j/  before  -/o/  is  unexpected.  The 
approximant /r/ is also present in the BF and the plural of baach /baːʨ/ 
(35c), as opposed to the FF, but this is not the only irregularity: /b/ in  
the FF corresponds to /m/ in the BF and in the plural. /a/ in the BF and 
in the plural lengthens in the FF. In the BF there is /ij/ insertion before 
-/ak/  (where  /k/  can  drop),  but  this  is  not  the  case  in  the  plural.  In  

352 In this case an alternative FF dɨsɨt  is observed, although less frequent. It ends in -/ɨt/, which 
is  unexpected,  but  this  could  depend  on  vowel  reduction,  a  frequent  phenomenon  in  
Chamacoco.

353 In this case I do not consider the glottal stop, which usually follows the vowel at the end of the root.
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(35c) the BF and the plural do not have the same root, but share some 
characteristics  not  present  in  the  FF.  When  the  BF  is  reported  and  a 
change in the root occurs, the BF and the plural always share the same 
characteristics as opposed to the FF. This can be noted in examples (14), 
(15),  (16),  (17)  and  (33b-c)  and  suggests  that  the  FF  has  undergone 
phonetic change. In (35d) ɨrãch /ɨrãʨ/ takes the plural -/o/, but the root 
vowel /a/ is also preserved, so that the result is the sequence /ao/, not 
to be found in other nominals with /a/ as last  root-vowel (cf.  example 
(13)).  Nominals  with root  in -/u/ are less  frequent  among nominals  in 
-/ʨ/  than  among  nominals  in  -/t/:  in  ihyuch /ij ̥uʨ/  epenthetic  /w/  is 
added  before  the  suffix /o/,  which  alternates  with  -/lo/.  In  (34d)  and 
(35d-e) the BF suffix is -/k/.

(34) a. amaʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘anus, ass’, amalo / amano (3.MP)
b. koxãʨ / koxãt (MS.FF) ‘mountain, stone’, koxãno (MP)354

c. ɨmɨrĩʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘order’, ɨmɨre / ɨmɨro/ ɨmɨrno (3.MP)
d. ɨtẽːʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘bed, mattress’, ɨtẽːlo / ɨtẽːno (3.MP), ɨtẽːk (3.MS.BF)

(35) a. pohoʨ / pohiʨ (MS) ‘dog’, pojto (MP)
b. aːʨ (MS.FF) ‘field’, aːrjo (MP)
c. baːʨ (MS.FF) ‘Paraguayan’, maro (MP), marija(k) (MS.BF)
d. ɨrãʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘cooked food’, ɨrão (3.MP), ɨrãk (3.MS.BF)
e. ij̥uʨ / ij̥ut (3.MS.FF) ‘house’, ij ̥uwo / ij̥ulo (3.MP), ij̥uk (3.MS.BF)

§13.1.12 Masculine nominals in -/rʨ/

The  nominals  in  (36)  and  (37)  have  root  in  -/r ˀ/.  No  epenthetic 
vowel shows up between the root and the suffix -/ʨ/ (orthographically  
<c>). It is possible to predict the FF given the BF, but not the contrary.  
The BF may consist  in the root  or may be formed by adding -/k/.  The 
suffix  -/ak/  is  unusual,  except  for  a  few  exceptions  (36c,f;  37d).  The 
plural is easily predictable, because -/o/ is usually added. When the BF 
consists of the mere root, it can be epicene. 

354 The form kojãt  /koxãt/ is  reported,  but  is  very rare.  The plural of this word is also used for 
‘hail’.
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(36) a. ahãrʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘tongue’, ahãro (3.MP), ahãrk (3.MS.BF)
       b. duɕurʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘nail, claw, hoof’, duɕuro (3.MP), duɕurk / duɕurˀ (MS.BF)
       c. dɨʨãɕɨrt / dɨʨãɕɨrʨ (MS.FF), dɨʨãɕɨro (MP), dɨʨãɕɨrak (MS.BF) /
                dɨʨãɕɨr ([M/F]S.BF) ‘fly’ (insect), 
       d. kurmurʨ (MS.FF) ‘Ayoreo’, kurmuro (MP), kurmurˀ / kurmurk (MS.BF)
       f. m̥uxurʨ (MS.FF) ‘Chacoan peccary, tagua’, m̥uxuro (MP), m̥uxurak (MS.BF),    
                m̥uxurˀ ([M/F]S.BF) (Catagonus wagneri)
       g. ij̥erʨ (3.MS) ‘breath, breathing’, ij ̥ero (3.MP)
       h. kabaterʨ (MS.FF) ‘pacú fish’, kabatero (MP) kabaterk / kabaterˀ (MS.BF)  
                (Piaractus mesopotamicus)
       i. pukũɕɨrʨ (MS.FF) ‘black vulture’, pukũɕɨro (MS), pukũɕɨrˀ (MS.BF)
                (Coragyps atratus) 
       j. urʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘piece of wood’, uro (3.MP), urk (3.MS.BF)
       k. wɨrʨ (MS.FF) ‘side, perimeter, shore’, wɨro (MP), wɨrk (MS.BF)
       l. ɨrmturʨ (MS.FF) ‘maned wolf’, ɨrmturo (MP), ɨrmturˀ (MS.BF)
       m. ɨɕɨrʨ (MS.FF) ‘indigenous man’, ɨɕɨro (MP), ɨɕɨrˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       n. ɨterʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘thigh’, ɨtero (3.MS), ɨterk (3.MS.BF) 

(37) a. an̥apsɨ ̃ rʨ (MS.FF) ‘demon-man’, an̥apsɨ ̃ ro (MP), an̥apsɨ ̃ rˀ (MS.BF)355

b. asɨpsɨ ̃ rʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘opponent in combat’, asɨpsɨ ̃ ro (3.MP), 
          asɨpsɨ ̃ rˀ (3.[M/F]S.BF)
c. n̥ahakãsɨrʨ (MS.FF) ‘voyager’, n̥ahakãsɨro (MP), n̥ahakãsɨrˀ (MS.BF)
d. ij̥osɨ r̃ʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘creator’, ij ̥osɨ r̃o (3.MP), ij̥osɨ r̃(a)k / ij ̥osɨ r̃ˀ (3.MS.BF) 
e. po(r)sɨ r̃ʨ (MS.FF) ‘predator’,356 posɨ r̃o (MP), po(r)sɨ r̃ˀ ([M/F]S.BF), 
          po(r)sɨ r̃k (MS.BF)
f. wonsɨ r̃ʨ (MS.FF) ‘driver’, wonsɨ r̃o (MP), wonsɨ r̃k (MS.BF), wonsɨ r̃ˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
g. josɨ r̃sɨ r̃ʨ (sm.FF) ‘liberator, merciful person’, josɨ r̃sɨro (MP), 
          josɨ r̃sɨ r̃k / yosɨ r̃sɨ r̃ˀ (MS.BF)
h. juwɨ r̃ʨ / juwɨ r̃t (MS.FF) ‘killer’, juwɨ r̃o (MP), juwɨ r̃ˀ ([M/F]S.BF) /   
          juwɨ r̃k (MS.BF)
i. jɨnsɨ r̃ʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘master/ owner / employer’, jɨnsɨ r̃o (3.MP), 
          jɨnsɨ r̃k / jɨnsɨ r̃ˀ (3.MS.BF) 
j. ɨmɨsɨ r̃ʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘godfather’, ɨmɨsɨ r̃o (3.MP), ɨmɨsɨ r̃ˀ / ɨmɨsɨ r̃k (3.MS.BF)
k. ɨn̥esɨrʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘widower father’, ɨn̥esɨro (3.MP), ɨn̥esɨrˀ / ɨn̥esɨrk (3.MS.BF) 
l. ɨrsɨ r̃ʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘winner’, ɨrsɨ r̃o (3.MP), ɨrsɨ r̃ˀ / ɨrsɨ r̃k (3.MS.BF)

355 The ahnapsɨ ̃ rc /an̥apsɨ ̃ rʨ/ is a supernatural being who is key figure in CH mythology. For 
more details, see Sušnik (1957b: 9-12).

356 The term refers to someone who is hungry, ravenous or gluttonous In a figurative sense, it  
also refers to someone who is hungry for sex.
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The  nominals  in  (37)  are  nomina  agentis ending in  -/sɨr̃ʨ/,  which 
corresponds to AY -/sõri/ (see §12.9). This is one of the few derivational 
processes  still  to  be  found  in  Chamacoco,  although  it  is  no  longer 
productive and often semantically opaque. The derivational operation is 
only detectable  in  a  few cases. Nominals  in  -/sɨr̃ʨ/  can  derive  from 
nominal  or  verbal  elements.  Posɨ r̃c  /posɨr̃ʨ/ (37e)  derives  from 
posht  /poɕt/  (3.MS.FF)  ‘food’,  more  precisely  from  the  BF  pos  
(3.MS.BF).357 Ihyosɨ r̃c  /ij ̥osɨ r̃ʨ/ (37d)  ‘creator’  is  related  to  the  verb 
shiyokõr /ɕijokõr/  or  shiyõr  /ɕijõr/, whose  root is  iyokõr  /ijokõr/  or 
iyõr  /ijõr/. /j/  can  devoice  in  the  verb  (cf.  irrealis  n-ihyo-kõr /n-ij ̥o-
kõr/),  as  in  ihyo-sɨ r̃c  /ij ̥o-sɨr̃ʨ/. The  verb  shiyokõr /ɕijokõr/  means  ‘to 
make’,  also  in  the  sense  of  ‘to  create’  (see  §5.4.14,  ex.  (92e)). 
Yosɨr̃sɨ r̃c /josɨr̃sɨ r̃ʨ/ ‘liberator, merciful person’ (37g) probably also has 
verbal  origin.  It  could  be  related  to  s-osɨ r̃  /ts-osɨr̃/  (3-SG)  ‘to  help’, 
whose root  -/osɨr̃/  is  incorporated in  the noun,  thus segmentable as  y-
osɨr̃-sɨ r̃c  /j-osɨr̃-sɨ r̃ʨ/.  Deverbal  nominals  such as  ihyosɨ r̃c  /ij ̥osɨ r̃ʨ/ and 
yosɨ r̃sɨ r̃c /josɨr̃sɨ r̃ʨ/  are  the  remnants  of  the  ancient  nominalization 
process still  to be observed in Ayoreo (cf. §12.9). Yɨnsɨ r̃c  /jɨnsɨr̃ʨ/ (37i) 
is morphologically related to its antonym yɨlt /jɨlt/ ‘slave’ (3.MS.FF) (see 
ex. (21f)). Here  one can detect the derivational process: -/t/ is the MS-
FF morpheme and the root is /jɨl/-. The suffix -/sɨr̃ʨ/ yields nasalization 
of  /l/  into  /n/. Indeed,  /l/  is  present  in  yɨlahata  (FS) ‘mistress’,  the 
feminine of yɨnsɨ r̃c /jɨnsɨr̃ʨ/ (see ex. (56d)): yɨl-t /jɨl-t/ ‘slave’ (3.MS.FF) 
--> /jɨl/-   (root) -->  /jɨl/- +  /sɨr̃ʨ/  -->  yɨnsɨ r̃c  /jɨnsɨr̃ʨ/ ‘master’ 
(3.MS.FF).358 Further support  to the morphological  relatedness  between 
yɨlt  /jɨlt/ and  yɨnsɨ r̃c  /jɨnsɨr̃ʨ/ is  provided  by possessive  inflection, 
which depends on the  properties of the root. Both  yɨlt  /jɨlt/ and yɨnsɨ r̃c  
/jɨnsɨr̃ʨ/ belong  to  prefixal  nouns with  the  3-prefix /j/-. A  few nouns 
share this feature (see §10.5).

The  following  examples  list  nominals  in  -/rʨ/ presenting  some 

357 No possessive inflection is reported for posɨ r̃c /posɨ r̃ʨ/.
358 Apparently, here -/sɨ r̃ʨ/ originally indicated someone who owned slaves. As pointed out in 

§12.9 and §12.11, the corresponding Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco suffi xes may also refer  
to the owner of a certain entity.
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exceptions.  Anamɨrc /anamɨrʨ/  (38a) is a Spanish  loanword. As already 
said,  masculine Spanish loanwords  generally have FF in -/t/.  In (38b-c) 
the  plural  in  -/o/  alternates  with  the  plural  in  -/(i)jo/.  In  (38d-f)  the 
plural in  -/(u)wo/ alternates  with  the  regular  plural  in  -/o/.359 These 
irregular plural  forms  might  depend on the fact  that  /i/  or  /u/,  which 
originally  preceded  the  suffix -/ʨ/,  has  dropped. In  (38b,d)  the  suffix 
-/ak/ is alternatively used and in (38d) it comes together with the suffix 
-/e/ in the plural. In (38g,h) the sequence /VhV/ simplifies into V in the 
plural,  where  the  following  /r/  devoices  into  /r̥/ . Also  uhũrc  /uhũrʨ/ 
has  a  plural  in  -/uwo/;  its  ‘regular’  plural  in  -/o/  conveys  another 
meaning according to the  informants  (38h). This  is  probably the result 
of /h/ metathesis, which has merged with the devoiced approximant /r/. 
The  nominal  ɨlarc  /ɨlarʨ/ (38i)  has epicene  BF in  -/oˀ/ rather  than  in 
-/rˀ/  (about  this  nominal,  see  also  §13.3.2,  ex.  (88)  and  §14.3.1,  ex.  
(82)).

(38) a. anamɨrʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘wire’, anamɨro (3.MP), anamɨr (MS.BF) (Spanish: alambre) 
b. ijerʨ (3.MS.BF) ‘place’, ijerjo / ijero (MP), ijerak / ijerk (3.MS.BF)
c. oterʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘buttock, anus’, otero / oterijo (3.MP), oterk (3.MS.BF) 
d. losɨ r̃ʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘burial’, losɨ r̃o / losɨ r̃e / losũrwo (MP), 
              losɨ r̃ / losɨ r̃ak (MS.BF)360

e. puːrʨ (MS.FF) ‘shade, shadow’, puːruwo (MP), puːrk (MS.BF)
f. uːrʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘dream’, uːruwo (3.MP), uːrk (3.MS.BF)
g. olaharʨ (MS.FF) ‘eel’, olar ̥o (MP), olahark / olaharˀ (MS.BF)
h. uhũrʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘load, burden; hump’, ur ̥ũwo (3.MP) ‘load, burden’, 
         cf. ur ̥õ (3.MP) ‘hump’, uhũrk (3.MS.BF); cf. ur ̥ũro ‘sexual relationship’ 
i. ɨlarʨ (MS.FF) ‘old’, ɨlaro (MP), ɨlaroˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 

§13.2 Feminine nominals

Feminine nominals usually take the suffixes -/ta/ or -/ʨa/ in the FF 
and can be  thus  divided into two classes.  These suffixes correspond to 
the masculine FF suffixes -/t/ and -/ʨ/; apparently the feminine suffix 

359 See also ɨrũrc /ɨrũrʨ/ (19m).
360  The BF losɨ r̃ is more frequent than losɨ r̃ak.
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has  been  obtained  by  adding  -/a/  to  the  masculine  FF  suffix.  This 
suggests  that  Chamacoco  was  originally  an  agglutinative  language.  In 
the plural, the suffix -/e/ is often used, but it may drop, so that  the BF 
and  the  plural  only  differ  in  the  presence  vs.  lack  of  the  final  glottal 
stop. 

Most feminine nominals take -/ta/. I first discuss nominals in -/ata/,  
-/eta/,  -/ita/,  -/ota/  and  -/uta/  (§13.2.1),  and  -/ɨta/ (§13.2.2), 
including some compounds in (§13.2.3). Some feminine nominals have a 
BF suffix which has originated from a reinterpretation of  the last  root-
vowel  or  from an  epenthetic  vowel  (§13.2.4).  Feminine  Spanish  loans 
show  the  FF  suffix  -/ta/  (§13.2.5).  Section  §13.2.6  deals  with  FFs  in 
approximants  plus  -/ta/.  Some  exceptions  are  discussed  in  §13.2.7. 
Finally,  I  discuss  the  feminine  nominals  with  the  FF  morpheme  -/ʨa/ 
(§13.2.8),  which  has  two  allomorphs,  -/ʨa/  (§13.2.9)  and  -/ɻa/ 
(§13.2.10).

§13.2.1 Feminine nominals in -/Vta/361 

Most  feminine  nominals  take  the  suffix  -/ta/  in  the  FF. 362 In 
examples  (39-43)  -/ta/ is  added  to  the  BF.  The  BF  ends  in  -/iˀ/ (39), 
-/uˀ/ (40),  -/oˀ/  (41)  and  -/aˀ/  (42).  The  glottal  stop  should  be 
considered part  of  the  root  and  deletes  as  expected  when any element 
follows.  In  (39)  and  (40) the  plural adds  the  vowel  -/e/ and there  is 
insertion of  /j/ or /w/ after /i/ or /u/ respectively. If the plural suffix 
drops, the only element opposing the BF to the plural is the presence vs. 
absence  of  the  glottal  stop,  yielding  yet  other  cases  of  subtractive 
morphology (not uncommon in the feminine). Dropping the last vowel is 
very frequent in Chamacoco, in particular when the affected vowel is the 
plural  suffix.  In osdiita /osdiːta/  (39c)  and  yoniĩta  /joniːta/ (39d)  one 
finds  two alternating BFs,  one  ending  in  -/iˀ/ and  coinciding  with  the 
root and  one  ending in -/ja/.  In this case, -/a/ might  be a feminine BF 

361 Excluding nominals with FF in -/ɨta/, which will be discussed in §13.2.2.
362 The  suffix -/ta/  is  generally  realized  as  [taˀ].  The  final  glottal  stop  is  only  indicated  when  it  

distinguishes two forms or words. 
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suffix and /j/ a glide insertion, as in the plural.

(39) a. ejhita (FS.FF) ‘seed’, ejhi (FP), ejhiˀ (FS.BF)
b. kojtiːta (FS.FF) ‘shy’, kojtiː / kojtije (FP), kojtiːˀ (FS.BF) 
c. osdiːta (FS.FF) ‘type of plant’ (caraguatà), osdiː / osdiːje (FP),
         osdiːjaˀ, osdiːˀ (FS.BF)
d. joniːta (3.FS.FF) ‘spirit with supernatural power’, joniː / jonije (3.FP), joniːja, 
         joniːˀ (3.FS.BF)
e. ɨbiːta (3.FS.FF), ɨbiːˀ (3FS.BF) ‘servant, employee’  ɨbiː / ɨbiːje (3.FP)

(40) a. dukuta (FS.FF) ‘cemetery’, duku / dukuwe (FP), dukuˀ (FS.BF)
b. huta (3.FS.FF) ‘head’, hu / huwe (3.FP), huˀ (FS.BF)
c. poluːta (FS.FF), poluːˀ (FS.BF) ‘widow’, poluːwe / poluː (FP)
d. pon̥uːta (FS.FF) ‘gun’, pon̥uː / pon̥uːwe (FP), pon̥uːˀ (FS.BF)
e. ur ̥uːta (FS.FF) ‘fire’, ur ̥uː / ur ̥uːwe (FP), ur ̥uːˀ (FS.BF) 
f. ɨluːta (3.FS.FF) ‘way, meaning’, ɨluː / ɨluːwe (3.FP), ɨluːˀ (FS.BF)363 

In  (42),  the  plural  suffix  -/e/  can  be  added  directly  to  the  root 
(41a,d), although /w/ insertion is also reported. In the plural, the suffix 
can drop and, here too, the lack of glottal stop is the distinctive feature 
with  respect  to  the  BF.  Both  forms  will  be further  discussed  in  the 
chapter on gender (§13.3). 

(41) a. ʨuknamorõhota (FS.FF) ‘whirlwind’, ʨuknamorõho / ʨuknamorõh(o)e (FP), 
               ʨuknamorõhoˀ (FS.BF)

b. kokota (FS.FF) ‘hen’, koko (FP),  kokoˀ (FS.BF) 
        (cf. koko (MP)  /  kokoˀ (MS.BF) ‘rooster’)
c. onoːta (FS.FF) ‘river’, onoː / onoːwe (FP), onoːˀ (FS.BF)
d. or ̥õːta (FS.FF) ‘clearing’, or ̥õː / or ̥õːe (FP), or ̥õːˀ (FS.BF) 
e. woːta (FS.FF) ‘frog’, woː (FP), woːˀ (FS.BF) 
f. j̥õkokota (FS.FF) ‘toad’, j̥õkoko / j̥õkokɨ (FP), j̥õkokoˀ (FS.BF)
g. ɨlpijota (FS.FF) ‘jaguar’, ɨlpijo ([M/F]P), ɨlpijoˀ ([M/F]S.BF)

In nominals  with FF in -/ata/ and BF in -/aˀ/, the plural  suffix can 
drop  and,  here  too,  the glottal  stop marks  the BF.  The  plural  suffix 
overwrites pre-final /a/ even when it is a long vowel. If the root ends in 
-/aha/, the first /a/ assimilates to the suffix (42b,c,h), so that the plural 
363 The FP ɨluu /ɨluː/ is more frequent than ɨluuwe /ɨluːwe/.
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ends in -/ehe/. In nominals with FF in -/eta/ and BF in -/eˀ/ there is no 
glide  insertion  and the  suffix merges  with  the  last  vowel  of  the  root. 
Consequently,  as in other cases mentioned, the glottal stop becomes the 
BF marker.  Note that having  FF in -/ata/ or -/eta/ does not imply that 
the BF is obtained by removing the suffix -/ta/ (see §13.2.4).

(42) a. karʨaːta (FS.FF) ‘clam’, karʨaː (FP), karʨaːˀ (FS.BF)
b. kɨnahata (FS.FF) ‘strange’, kɨnehe / kɨnaha (FP), kɨnahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
c. kɨskahata (FS.FF) ‘radio, telephone’, kɨskehe (FP), kɨskahaˀ (FS.BF)364 
         (also: kɨskɨrahata)
d. m̥ata (3.FS.FF) / am̥ ɨta (2.FS.FF) ‘hand’, m̥e (3.FP), m̥eˀ / m̥aˀ (3.FS.BF)365

e. n̥ ɨkaːta (FS.FF) ‘black carob tree’, n̥ ɨkaː / n̥ ɨkee (FP), n̥ ɨkaːˀ (FS.BF)
f. olxaːta (FS) ‘type of tree’, olxaː / olxeː (FP), olxaːˀ (FS.BF) 
         ‘white carob tree’     
g. pawʨata (FS.FF) ‘tarantula’, pawʨa / pawʨe (FP), pawʨaˀ (FS.BF)
h. ɨmahata (FS.FF) ‘enemy’, ɨmehe (FP), ɨmahaˀ (MS/FS.BF)

(43) a. eːta (FS.FF) ‘fruit / flower’, eː (FP), eːˀ (FS.BF) (plorta plor)
b. weːta (FS.FF) ‘group, flock’, weː (FP), weːˀ (FS.BF)
c. weheta (3.FS.FF) ‘throat’, wehe (3.FP), weheˀ (3.FS.BF)

§13.2.2 Feminine nominals in -/ɨta/

Most feminine nominals present FF in -/ɨta/. They do not represent a 
homogeneous group, because they do not have the same BF.    

The nominals in (44) have root in -/p/,  coinciding with the BF. /ɨ/ 
in  the  FF is  an  epenthetic  vowel.  When the  FF  and  plural  suffixes  are 
added, /p/ voices into /b/ and when necessary nasalizes into /m/ (44a). 
If there is no epenthesis of /ɨ/ in the FF (44c,d,e) /b/ can devoice due to 
assimilation to voiceless /t/ (44e). When the plural suffix -/e/ is added, 
the previous vowel /aː/ assimilates to it.  In (44e) this does not always 
occur.  In  ahnɨmɨta /an̥ɨmɨta/  (44a)  the  BF  is  ahnap  /an̥ap/:  the  last 

364 This BF coincides with the BF of kɨskehet ‘machete’.
365 In this noun, the BF hme /m̥eˀ/ depends on the reduction of the last vowel of the root, this  

process  can also  be  seen  in  the  alternation  between  /a/  and  /ɨ/  in  the  FF:  hmata  /m̥ata/ 
(3.FS.FF), ahmɨta /am̥ ɨta/ (2.FS.FF). 
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vowel of the root reduces  to /ɨ/ in the FF and in  the plural.  Masculine 
nominals with FF in -/ɨt/ and BF in -/p/ present the same morphological 
behaviour.  

(44) a. an̥ ɨmɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘grandson, granddaughter’, an̥ap (3.[M/F]S.BF), an̥ ɨme (3.FP)
b. huwaːbɨta (FS.FF) ‘very short; flat, plane’, huweːbe (FP), huwaːp ([M/F]S.BF) 
c. ixaːbta / ixaːbɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘little, little daughter’, ixeːbe (3.FP), 
        ixaːp ([M/F]S.BF)366

d. kosaːbta (FS.FF) ‘type of bird’, koseːbe (FP), kosaːp ([M/F]S.BF) 
        (local name: garcita azulada)
e. sarpaːpta / sarpaːbta (FS.FF) ‘type of bird’, sarpeːbe / sarpaːbe (FP), 
        sarpaːp ([M/F]S.BF) (also: serpaːbta, local name: ave picaflor or colibr í)

   
The examples  in (45) represent the most prototypical group of feminine 

nominals. They have FF in -/ɨta/, where /ɨ/ is part of the feminine root which 
ends in glottal stop (-/ɨˀ/) and coincides with the BF. The plural suffix -/e/ is 
added to the BF and overwrites the last root-vowel /ɨ/.367 Similarly, in most 
masculine  nominals  in  -/ɨt/ (the counterpart  of  the  feminine in  -/ɨta/)  the 
plural  suffix overwrites pre-final  /ɨ/.  Although the  BF of  the  (prototypical) 
nominals in (45) ends in -/ɨˀ/ and the plural in -/e/, there is neutralization of 
the contrast /ɨ/ vs. /e/ in pre-final368 or final position. In the plural, this is due 
to reduction of /e/ to /ɨ/ in final position, which is also to be observed in other 
parts of speech such as the temporal clitic =/ke/, which indicates recent past 
and can be realized as /ke/ or /kɨ/. In the BF,  strengthening of /ɨ/ into /e/ 
probably occurs. As a result,  the lack of glottal stop in the plural is often the 
only marker with respect to the BF: e.g.  toweˀ  /  towɨˀ  (FS.BF) vs.  towe  /  towɨ  
(FP) (45n). Since the presence of pre-final /e/ in the BF or of  final /ɨ/ in the 
plural  depends on phonetic realization,  the examples below only report  the 
forms actually recorded in my  corpus.  (45k)  is  a  loanword  from Spanish 
oveja. As will be apparent in other examples, the feminine class in -/ta/ 
is still productive.

366 This nominal is nowadays used as an adjective meaning ‘little’. It is originally the diminutive form 
of ijɨta ‘daughter’ (3.FS.FF), a loan from Spanish hija ‘daughter’. Also its masculine counterpart ijɨt 
‘son’ (MS.FF), from Spanish hijo ‘son’, is reported (see 13.3.1, ex. 64b ).

367 As already said, glottal stop deletion is the result of a morphophonological process.
368 That is before the final glottal stop.
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(45) a. armɨta (FS.FF) ‘deaf’, arme (FP), armɨˀ (FS.BF)
b. bobɨta (FS.FF) ‘type of tree’, bobe / bobɨ (FP), bobeˀ / bobɨˀ (FS.BF) 
           (local name: aromita) 
c. botikɨta (FS.FF) ‘pill’, botike (FP), botikɨˀ (MS.BF)
d. dɨʨɨpɨta / dɨʨɨpta (FS.FF) ‘latrine’, dɨʨɨpe (FP), dɨʨɨpɨˀ (MS.BF)
e. n̥ ɨtɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘foot’, n̥ ɨte / n̥ ɨtɨ (3.FP), n̥ ɨteˀ / n̥ ɨtɨˀ (3.MS.BF)
f. hutɨta (FS.FF) ‘paper, book’, hute (FP), hutɨˀ (MS.BF)
g. hutubɨta (FS.FF) ‘top, summit’, hutube (FP), hutubɨˀ (FS.BF)
h. m̥antɨta (FS.FF) ‘fist’, m̥ante / m̥antɨ (FP), m̥anteˀ / m̥antɨˀ (FS.BF)
i. nerpɨta / nerpta (FS.FF) ‘shirt’, nerpe / nerpɨ (FP), nerpeˀ / nerpɨˀ (MS.BF)
j. n̥otɨta (FS.FF) ‘money’, n̥ote (FP), n̥oteˀ (FS.BF)
k. obexɨta (FS.FF) ‘sheep’, obexe / obexɨ (FP), obexeˀ (MS.BF) (Spanish: oveja)
l. pihĩpɨta (FS.FF) ‘person who does not speak’, pihĩpe (MP),
           pihĩpeˀ / pihĩpɨˀ (FS.BF)
m. topɨta (FS.FF) ‘dead’, tope (FP), topɨˀ / topeˀ (FS.BF)  
n. towɨta / towuta (FS.FF) ‘lazy’, towe / towu / towɨ (FP), toweˀ / towɨˀ (MS.BF)  
o. xwekɨta (FS.FF) ‘fire’, xweke (FP), xwekɨˀ (FS.BF) (Spanish: fuego) 
p. ɨlxaːbɨta (FS.FF) ‘evil’, ɨlxaːbe (FP), ɨlxaːbeˀ (FS.BF)369

The  existence  of  nominals  in  -/bɨta/  or  -/mɨta/  with BF  in  -/ɨˀ/, 
indicates that such FFs do not necessarily correspond to BFs in -/p/. The 
contrary is possible but equally unpredictable.

§13.2.3 Compounds ending in -/ɨta/

Chamacoco is not rich in compounds. However, (46) lists compounds 
with  pɨta (FS.FF) ‘box’ as head (pɨˀ  (FS.BF),  pɨ  (FP)).  In CH  compounds 
the head follows the modifier. The compounds in (46)  have heads with 
FF  in  -/ɨta/  and  BF  in  -/ɨ ˀ/.  The  modifier  and  the  head  form  a 
phonological  word,  with suffixation on the  head and  possessive 
inflection on  the  modifier.  This is  particularly  evident when head  and 
modifier  belong  to  the  inflectional  class  of  radical  nouns,  as  in (46b) 
and  (46c).370 Dɨchɨpɨta  /dɨʨɨpɨta/ (46a) is  a  non-possessable  noun with 
369 Feminine nominals with plural in -/aːbe/ usually have BF in -/aːp/, so that this nominal can be 

considered an exception.
370 For the possessive inflection of these forms, see §10.6.
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modifier dɨchɨt  /dɨʨɨt/, the GF of  ɨchɨt  /ɨʨɨt/. In (46) all compounds are 
formed  by  nominal  elements.  Since  the  modifier  takes  no  suffixation, 
only the root of the modifier is used in compounds. In example (46) the 
root of the modifier is separated from the suffix by the hyphen. 

(46) a. dɨʨɨpɨta (FS.FF) ‘toilet, latrine’ 
              ---> dɨʨɨ-t  (GF.MS.FF) ‘dung’ + pɨta (FS.FF) ‘box’

b. nerpɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘shirt’ ---> nerˀ (3.BF) ‘behind’ + pɨta (FS.FF) ‘box’
c. potɨpɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘pot’ 
        ---> potɨ-taˀ371 (3.FS.FF) ‘edible fruit, food’ + pɨta (FS.FF) ‘box’
d. ɨkɨpɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘shirt, dress’ 
          ---> ɨki-jo (3.MP.FF) ‘body’372 + pɨta (FS.FF) ‘box’       
e. ɨlɨpɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘lens’ / ɨlɨpe (3.FP) ‘glasses’ 
        ---> ɨl-e (3.FP) ‘face, eyes’ + pɨta (FS.FF) ‘box’
f. ɨterpɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘trousers’ ---> ɨter-ʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘thigh’ + pɨta (FS.FF) ‘box’
g. dɨrpɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘footprint’, pɨrpɨta (1.FS.FF), erpɨta (2.FS.FF) ‘footprint’  
          ---> pɨɻ-ɻa (1.FS.FF) / eɻ-ɻa (2.FS.FF) ‘foot’ + pɨta (FS.FF) ‘box’

With the exception of (46c,g), these compounds have  probably been 
created referring  to  objects absent  in  the  traditional  CH  culture. 
Dɨrpɨta /dɨrpɨta/  (46g)  is  however  an  old  word,  because  the 
compounding  mechanism  is  transparent  in  the  1S-  and the  2S-person, 
but  not  anymore  in  the  3-person, where  the  suppletive  form 
hnɨtɨta /n̥ɨtɨta/ is used.373 374 

371 As already said, all FFs in -/ta/ have a final glottal stop [taˀ], not transcribed in the orthography. In 
this case, it is better to indicate the glottal stop, because, according to the informants, the final glottal  
stop distinguishes potɨtaˀ (3.FS.FF) ‘edible fruit, food’ from potɨta (without the final glottal 
stop), an uninflectable adjective meaning ʻswollen, inflatedʼ. 

372 This noun is used in the plural with the meaning ‘body’, see example (28o).
373 This  is  the  possessive  inflection  of  the  word:  p-ɨrrza  /p-ɨɻɻa/ (1S),  errza  /eɻɻa/ (2S), 

hnɨtɨta /n̥ ɨtɨta/  (3S), d-errza  /d-eɻɻa/ (RFL) ‘foot’.  Feminine  nominals  in  -/ɻa/  will  be 
discussed in (§13.2.10).    

374 Because  the  compound  has  the  possessive  inflection  of  the  modifier,  dɨrpɨta (3.FS.FF) 
‘footprint’  is  supposed  to  have  taken  the  same possessive  inflection  of  ‘foot’:  since  d-
ɨrpɨta  has the prefix /d/- in the 3S-person (cf.  p-ɨrpɨta vs.  d-ɨrpɨta),  one can suppose that 
also the original 3-person possessive of ‘foot’ had it. For this reason  it should be possible 
to  reconstruct  the  original  form *dɨrrza  /dɨɻɻa/.  This  form is  not observed in the previous 
studies, but Sušnik (1970: 108-109) reports the forms  dɨrɨ  and  dɨt. It is difficult to analyse them, 
because she just reports single words and their context of use is not provided, but this confirms that 
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§13.2.4 Feminine (or epicene) base-form suffixes375

Some feminine nominals present a BF suffix which derives from the 
reinterpretation of a root vowel or a paragogic vowel. The nominals in 
(47) have FF in -/ɨta/, but the BF does not end in -/ɨ ˀ/. In this case, the 
BF does not coincide with the root, because final -/a/ and -/o ˀ/ are not 
to  be  found  in  the  rest  of  the  paradigm.  This  can  occur  in  the  plural, 
when the last root-vowel -/a/ is overwritten by /e/ (see ex. (42)), but it 
should not occur when the BF ends in -/oˀ/ (see ex. (41)).376 

(47) a. otɨta (FS.FF) ‘person’, ote (FP), otoˀ (FS.BF) 
       b. apɨbitɨta / apubitɨta (FS.FF) ‘young woman’, apɨbite / apubite (FP), 
                 apɨbɨta (MS.BF)

The same happens  in the following examples, featuring  nominals in 
-/lta/ or -/lt̥a/ (48), -/mta/ (49), -/nta/ (50), -/sta/ (51a-b)  and  -/ɕta/ 
(51b-c).  In such cases the  BF in  -/Vˀ/ does  not  coincide  with  the  root 
ending  in  a  consonant.  One  has  to  note  that  there  are  no  CH  words 
ending  in  -/l/  or  -/l/̥  and that,  although a  CH word can end in  -/m/, 
-/n/,  -/s/  and  -/ɕ/,  there  are  no  feminine  nominals  ending  in  these 
consonants, very rare even  in masculine nominals  (excluding the  BF in 
-/s/).  This suggests that the final vowel377 has originally been  added to 
re-create the preferred CV syllabic  structure.  In this  case,  the expected 
vowel  is  /ɨ/,  often  used  as  epenthetic  vowel,  or  /e/,  because  this 
phonological  opposition  is  neutralized  word-finally  in  many  feminine 
nominals.  But  this  would  exclude  /o/  and  /a/ from  the  word-final 
position.  One might  also  surmise that  these  vowels,  belonging  to  the 

such a form probably existed. A word corresponding to the form hnɨtɨta /n̥ ɨtɨta/ is already found in 
Baldus (1932: 403)

375 Thanks  are  due  to  Rik  van  Gijn  and  Fernando  Zúñiga  for  their  suggestions  concerning  the 
interpretation of some data reported in the present section.

376 The same interaction between nominals roots in -/oˀ/ or -/aˀ/ and the plural suffix, can also be noted 
in  masculine nominals (see examples (12-13)).

377 This is actually a pre-final vowel if one considers the glottal stop, which, however, does not seem to 
be relevant in these examples.
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root,  have  dropped  in  the  rest  of  the  paradigm  and  have  been 
reinterpreted  as  BF  suffixes.  Thus,  -/oˀ/  and  -/a(ˀ)/378 are  BF  suffixes 
originally belonging to the root, while in the case of  /ɨˀ/ and /eˀ/ it is 
not possible to clarify whether they derive from: (i) a part of the root or 
(ii) a paragogic vowel. Such BF suffixes are mostly feminine, but some of 
them were pointed out  in examples (21) and (22),  where they mark the 
epicene BF. These suffixes will also be discussed in the section on gender 
(§13.3).

-/eˀ/  or  -/ɨˀ/  occasionally  alternates  with  -/oˀ/  or  -/aˀ/  (48).  In 
armɨsta,  there  is  root  allomorphy,  because  the  root  ends  in  -/s/  in  the 
FF, while it ends in -/ts/ in the BF and in the plural. 

(48) a. ɨtɨlta (3.FS.FF) ‘cane, stick’, ɨtɨle (3.FP), ɨtɨleˀ / ɨtɨloˀ (3.FS.BF)   
b. luːl t̥a (FS) ‘cononut’, luːl e̥ (FP), luːl e̥ˀ / luːl ḁˀ (FS.BF)
c. wolta (3.FS.FF) ‘hat’, wole (3.FP), woloˀ / wolaˀ (3.FS.BF)
d. jɨlta (3.FS.FF) ‘slave, servant’, jɨle (3.FP), jɨlaˀ (3.FS.BF)

(49) a. kiːmta (FS.FF) ‘single’, kiːme / kiːmɨ (FP), kiːmɨˀ (FS.BF)
       b. jokomta (FS.FF) ‘type of armadillo’, jokome / jokomɨ (FP), jokomeˀ (FS.BF) 
               (Tolypeutes matacus)

(50) a. dɨstrenta (FS.FF) ‘flashlight’, dɨstrene (FP), dɨstreneˀ / dɨstrenaˀ (FS.BF)    
b. keʨɨnta (FS.FF) ‘Paraguayan’, keʨɨne (FP), keʨɨnaˀ / keʨɨneˀ (FS.BF)   
c. pemun̥ta (FS.FF) ‘feathered headdress’, pemun̥e (FP), pemun̥eˀ (FS.BF)

(51) a. armɨsta (3.FS.FF) ‘blood’, armɨtse / armɨtsɨ (3.FP), armɨtseˀ (3.FS.BF)379

b. kãːsta (FS.FF) ‘type of bird’, kãːse / kãːsɨ (FP), kãːseˀ / kãːsɨˀ (MS.BF) 
          (local name: ave carau)
c. boɕeɕta (FS.FF) ‘girl’, boɕeɕe (FP), boɕeɕeˀ (MS.BF) (Spanish: muchacha)
d. boliɕta (FS.FF) ‘store’, boliɕe / boliɕɨ (FP), boliɕeˀ / boliɕoˀ (FS.BF)

§13.2.5 Loanwords

Bosheshta /boɕeɕta/ in (51c) is a Spanish loan. The class of feminine 
nominals  in  -/ta/  is  still  productive.  In  (52)  one  finds  further  Spanish 
378 In a few nominals showing this BF suffix, the final glottal stop was not observed. 
379 The plural refers to the blood of more than one person.
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loanwords.  Ishtorɨta /iɕtorɨta/  (52)  also  presents  the  non-adapted  form 
ishtorya /iɕtorja/, used in both BF and FF contexts. The same is true of  
mɨntanaˀ,  which  is  morphologically  a  BF  but  can  also  be  used  in  FF 
contexts.  In  (52a-b)  ishtorɨta  /iɕtorɨta/ and leyta /lejta/  can  take  the 
suffix -/e/ in the plural,  but this  can drop and in such a case only the 
glottal stop distinguishes the BF from the plural.  The nominals in (52c-
d) exhibit a BF suffix. In (52a) the Spanish noun is masculine, but its CH 
adaptation is feminine. 

(52) a. iɕtorɨta (FS.FF) ʻhistory’, iɕtor / iɕtore (FP), iɕtorˀ (FS.BF) 
                (non-adapted form: iɕtorja; Spanish: historia)
       b. lejta (FS.FF) ʻlaw’, lej / leje (FP), lejˀ (FS.BF) (Spanish: ley)
       c. mjenta / mjentɨta (FS.FF) ʻwind’, mjente (FP), mjenteˀ / mjentoˀ (FS.BF)  
                (Spanish: viento)
       d. mɨntanta (FS.FF) ʻwindow’, mɨntane (FP), mɨntanaˀ / mɨntaneˀ (FS.BF) 
                (mɨntanaˀ is also used as a non-adapted form; Spanish: ventana)

§13.2.6 Nominals with root ending in an approximant plus /ʔ/ 

Approximant consonants can occur word-finally followed by a glottal 
stop, as in (53) and (54). The nominals in (53) have root in -/wˀ/. In the 
plural -/e/ is added, but it can fall  and in such a  case only the lack of 
glottal stop in the plural distinguishes it from the BF.

(53) a. n̥ ɨtewta (FS.FF) ‘debt’, n̥ ɨtew / n̥ ɨtewe (FP), n̥ ɨtewˀ (FS.BF)
       b. tɨtewta (FS.FF) ‘ heart’, tɨtew / tɨtewe (FP), tɨtewˀ (FS.BF)

Example  (54)  lists  nominals  in  -/ta/  with  /r/  before  the  FF  and 
plural suffix. In the BF, /r/ is followed by a glottal stop. In some cases 
the BF can present the suffix -/aˀ/ (54c-d), which alternates with the BF 
in  -/rˀ/.  In  the  plural, -/e/  is  added,  but  as  it often occurs  when it  is 
preceded by an approximant (see (52b) and (53)), the suffix can fall and 
the  distinction  between plural  and BF is  only  conveyed  by the  lack  of 
glottal stop in the plural.
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(54) a. alpuhɨrta (FS.FF) ‘type of fish’ (pez doradillo), alpuhɨr / alpuhɨre (FP), 
                alpuhɨrˀ (MS.BF)
       b. hɨ r̃ta (FS.FF) ‘palm’, hɨ r̃ / hɨ r̃e (FP), hɨ r̃ˀ (FS.BF)
       c. kun̥ẽrta (FS.FF) ‘orphan’, kun̥ẽre (FP), kun̥ẽrˀ / kun̥ẽraˀ (FS.BF) 
       d. jarta / jaɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘sign’, jar / jare (FP), jarˀ / jaraˀ (FS.BF)380

       e. wɨhɨ r̃ta (FS.FF) ‘red’, wɨhɨ r̃ / wɨhɨ r̃e (FP), wɨhɨ r̃ˀ (FS.BF) 
       f. wahɨ r̃ta (FS.FF) ‘type of tree’, wahɨ r̃ / wahɨ r̃e (FP), wahɨ r̃ˀ (FS.BF)
       h. ɨhɨ r̃ta (FS.FF) ‘red’, ɨhɨ r̃ / ɨhɨ r̃e (FP), ɨhɨ r̃ˀ (FS.BF)

In (55) there is root allomorphy, because the BF and plural root is different 
from the root of the FF in -/ãta/. In some cases, two FFs alternate. In (55a,c,e) 
the FF in  -/rta/ or -/ɻɻa/ has the same root as the plural and the BF. This 
confirms that final -/aˀ/ in the BF is a suffix (cf. §13.2.4). -/aˀ/ is not present in 
(55e), while (55a) has a BF in -/rˀ/ and another one  in -/raˀ/. The plural, 
-/e/  can drop  and  in  (55a,e)  the  lack  of  glottal  stop  in  the  plural 
distinguishes it from the BF. 

(55) a. apãːta / apɨ r̃ta (FS.FF) ‘roll, skein’, apɨ r̃ / apɨ r̃e (FP), apɨ r̃ˀ / apɨ r̃aˀ (MS.BF) 
b. ij̥ãta (3.FS.FF) ‘friend, companion’, ij ̥ẽr /  ij̥ẽre (3.FP),381 ij̥e ̃raˀ (3.MS.BF)
c. kun̥ata / kun̥ẽrta (FS.FF) ‘orphan’, kun̥ẽre / kun̥ ɨ r̃e (FP), 
          kun̥eraˀ / kun̥ẽrˀ (MS.BF)  
d. oj̥ãːta (FS.FF) ‘dog’, oj̥ẽːre (FP), oj̥ẽːraˀ (FP.BF)
e. pejkẽta / pejkẽɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘gourd’, pejkẽre / pejkẽr (FP), pejkẽrˀ (FS.BF)  

The  FFs  which  do  not  correspond  to  the  BF  and  plural  roots  are  
probably  the  result  of  /r/  syncope,  as  in  (55e):  /pejkẽr ˀ/  +  -/ta/  > 
/pejkẽta/.  In  (55c)  both  /r/  and  the  previous  vowel  have dropped: 
/kun̥eraˀ/ + -/ta/ > /kun̥ata/. In other cases, such as (55a), the vowel 
preceding /a/  merged with the  latter: /apɨr̃aˀ/ + -/ta/  > /apãːta/. /r/ 
deletion is frequent in the Zamucoan languages, especially in Ayoreo.

380 About the alternating FFs yarta /jarta/ or yarrza /jaɻɻa/, see §13.2.8.
381 Note that in this case the FP and MP are ambiguous.
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§13.2.7 Exceptions

The  following  examples  list some irregular  forms.  The  nominals  in 
(56a-c) and (57a,c)  end in -/ta/ in the FF,  but /t/ seems to be part  of 
the  root,  as  one  can  see  from the  loanword sources.  These loanwords 
from Spanish nouns ending in -/ta/ show a BF suffix.382 One can suppose 
that when -/ta/ is  added to a  root ending in -/t/, the latter  deletes  for 
geminated /t/ is very rare in Chamacoco. In (56d) root-final /t/ is to be 
found in the plural, where it alternates with the form without /t/. (56d) 
has  no BF  suffix,  because  -/aˀ/  is  part  of  the  root.  By  contrast, (57d) 
presents a BF suffix: here a root ending in /t/ in the BF and in the plural 
is also  found.  In  (56a,d)  and  (57b) /a/  in  the  root  assimilates  to  the 
plural  suffix -/e/. Kabahata also has the  irregular plural  form  kabiyuhe  
/kabijuhe/.

(56) a. ɨrãhata / ɨrãhta (3.FS.FF) ‘wife’, ɨrẽhte / ɨrẽhete (3.FP),
                ɨrãhtoˀ / ɨrãhatoˀ  (3.FS.BF)
      b. dekɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘grandmother’, dekɨte (3.FP), dekɨteˀ (3.FS.BF)
      c. lata (3.FS.FF) ‘mother’, latɨ / late (3.FP), latɨˀ / lateˀ (3.FS.BF) (also: data) 
      d. jɨlaːta / jɨlahata (3.FS.FF) ‘mistress’, jɨleːte / jɨlehe (3.FP), jɨlahaˀ (3.FS.BF)

(57) a. ʨukleta (FS.FF) ‘bike’, ʨuklete (FP), ʨukleteˀ (FS.BF)
      b. kabahata (FS.FF) ‘horse’, kabiyuhe / kabehe (FP), kabahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
      c. kamnota (FS.FF) ‘hyacinth’, kamnote (FP), kamnoteˀ (FS.BF) 
               (from local Spanish: camalote)
       d. kanasta (FS.FF) ‘basket’, kanaste / kanastɨ / kanase (FP), 
                kanasteˀ / kanaseˀ (FS.BF) (Spanish: canasta)

§13.2.8 Feminine nominals in -/ʨa/

The class of feminine nominals in -/ʨa/ include fewer items than the 
class in  -/ta/.  There  are various  feminine  loanwords  with  FF  in  -/ta/, 
while loanwords  in  -/ʨa/  are  rare,  showing  that  -/ʨa/ is  no  longer 
productive. The  FF  suffix  -/ʨa/  corresponds  morphologically  to  the 
382 In Chamacoco /t/  can occur word-finally, but the BF suffix is probably used because a nominal  

ending in -/t/ could be interpreted as a masculine FF.
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masculine  FF  suffix  -/ʨ/383 plus  /a/,  which  in  Ayoreo  is  a  FS-FF 
morpheme.  Synchronically  -/ʨ/ and -/a/ can  no longer  be  analysed as 
two  separate  elements,  but  this  seems  to  be  a  trace  of  agglutination 
suggesting that, like -/ta/, also -/ʨa/ is diachronically derived from the 
masculine  FF  suffix.  The  morpheme  -/ʨa/  has  two  allomorphs:  -/ʨa/ 
and  -/ɻa/.  The  latter  only  occurs  when  the  root  ends  in  -/rˀ/.  The 
boundary between feminine nominals in -/ta/ and -/ʨa/  is  not rigid: in 
some cases these  suffixes  alternate  in  the  same nominal.  In the plural, 
nominals in -/ʨa/ take the suffix -/e/, like all feminine nominals. 

§13.2.9 The allomorph -/ʨa/

A small group of feminine nominals use the allomorph -/ʨa/ (58). In 
some cases it can alternate with -/ta/ (58a,d,g), although in these cases 
-/ʨa/ is by far more frequent. Most nominals with the allomorph -/ʨa/ 
have root in -/p/ which, when a suffix is added, regularly turns into /b/ 
and  nasalizes  into  /m/  if  required.  Epenthetic  /i/  or  /ɨ/  is  inserted 
before  the  allomorph  -/ʨa/.384 In  (58)  final  -/p/  in  the  BF  is  usually 
preceded by /a/ or /aː/. /a/ can delete (58a,d) or reduce to /ɨ/ (58b,f,h)  
in the FF and in the plural,  while /aː/ turns into /eː/ (55e,g). In (58e)  
one finds an exception, because the sequence /uw/ is present in the BF 
of  nahneemcha /nan̥eːmʨa/, in contrast with the FF and the plural. Not 
all  nominals  with  the  allomorph  -/ʨa/  have  root  ending  in  -/p/:  
Latermɨcha  /latermɨʨa/,  with  the  root  ending  in  -/e/,  is  an  exception . 
Since there are nominals  in -/ɨta/ with BF in -/p/, it  is  not possible to 
predict from it whether the FF takes -/ʨa/ or -/ta/.

(58) a. ʨɨpɨ r̃miʨa / ʨɨpɨ r̃mita (FS.FF) ‘little bird’, ʨɨpɨ r̃me (FP), ʨɨpɨrãp (FS.BF)
b. lasɨbiʨa (3.FS.FF) ‘niece’, lasɨbe (3.FP), lasap (3.[M/F]S.BF)
c. latermɨʨa (3.FS.FF) ‘aunt’, latɨrme (3.FP), latɨrmeˀ (3.FS.BF) 
           (also: datermɨʨa, d-/l-ateːmʨa)

383 There is not always a direct correspondence between -/ʨ/ and -/ʨa/ in the same paradigm (see the 
section on nominal derivation).

384 Epenthetic /i/ is more frequent before -/ʨa/. Masculine nominals in -/ʨ/ usually have epenthetic /i/ 
when the root ends in -/p/, and nominals in -/t/ and -/ta/ generally have epenthetic /ɨ/.
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d. kɨrkɨrbiʨa / kɨrkɨrbɨta (FS.FF) ‘type of bird’, kɨrkɨrbe (FP), kɨrkɨrap (FS.BF)
e. nan̥eːmʨa (3.FS.FF) ‘aunt’, nan̥eːme (3.FP), nan̥uwaːp (3.FS.BF)
f. nanɨmɨʨa (3.FS.FF) ‘sister’, nanɨme (3.FP), nanap (3.FS.BF)
g. poːɻɻeːbʨa / poːɻɻeːbɨta (FS.FF) ‘star’, poːɻɻeːbe (FP), poːɻɻaːp (FS.BF)
h. ɨlɨbɨʨa (3.FS.FF) ‘coin’, ɨlɨbe/ɨlɨbɨ (3.FP), ɨlap (3.FS.BF)  

§13.2.10 The allomorph -/ɻa/

The allomorph -/ɻa/ is  to be  observed when -/ʨa/ is attached  to a 
root  in  -/rˀ/,  for  word-internally  /r/  +  /ʨ/ yield  /ɻɻ/.385 The  latter 
(usually transcribed as <rz>) is  thus the result  of the merging of two 
segments (see §2.3). /ɻɻ/ is only transcribed as <rrz> in the case of the 
feminine  FF  suffix  /ɻa/,  probably  to  associate the  first  <r>  to  the 
radical  /r/  and  <rz> to the first  part  of  the  suffix  /ɻa/,  with 
morphologically-faithful  orthography. A  list  of  feminine  nominals  in 
-/ɻa/ is provided in (59-60). -/ɻa/ can  occasionally alternate with -/ta/ 
(59b,f,h,l,n,p),  but  in  such  a  case  no  consonant  change  occurs.  The 
plural  suffix is  -/e/,  but  it  tends  to  fall,  so  that,  here  too,  the  lack of 
glottal stop distinguishes the plural from the BF.

(59) a. aw̥oɻɻa (3.FS.FF) ‘chin’, aw̥or / aw̥ore (3.FP), aw̥orˀ (3.FS.BF)
       b. asõɻɻa / asõrta (FS.FF) ‘lance’, asõr / asõre (FP), asõrˀ (FS.BF)
       c. asɨpsɨ ̃ ɻɻa (3.fs) ‘opponent in combat’, asɨpsɨ ̃ rˀ ([M/F]S.BF), 
                asɨpsɨ ̃ r / asɨpsɨ ̃ re (FP)
       d. ʨekɕoɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘rainbow’, ʨekɕor / ʨekɕore (FP), ʨekɕorˀ (FS.BF) 
       e. ebɨɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘sterile’, ebɨre / ebɨr (FP), ebɨrˀ (FS.BF)  
       f. n̥ekuɻɻa / n̥ekurta (FS.FF) ‘type of plant’, n̥ekur / n̥ekure (FP), n̥ekurˀ (FS.BF)
       g. m̥uxuɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘Chacoan peccary, tagua’, m̥uxur / m̥uxure (FP), 
                m̥uxurˀ ([M/F]S.BF) (Catagonus wagneri)
       h. m̥ɨkeɻɻa / m̥ɨkerta (FS.FF) ‘pregnant’, m̥ɨkẽr / m̥ɨkẽre (FP), m̥ɨkẽrˀ (FS.BF)
       i. oxoɻɻa / ɨrxoɻɻa (3.FS.FF) ‘chest’, oxor / ɨrxor (3.FP), oxore/ ɨrxore (3.FP), 
                oxorˀ / ɨrxorˀ (3.FS.BF) 
       j. paɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘virgin’, pare (FP), para / pareˀ (FS.BF), parˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       k. pohoɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘tree, boat’, pohɨr (FP), pohɨre (FP), pohɨrˀ (FS.BF)
       l. tɨrmɨɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘big caiman’, tɨrmɨr / tɨrmɨre (FP), tɨrmɨrˀ (FS.BF) 
385 In  this  case it  is  considered a  root-final  consonant,  because /ˀ/  deletes  for  morphophonological 

reasons when a suffix is added.
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                (also: tɨrmɨrta)
       m. uhuɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘lid, door’, uhur / uhure (pl), uhurˀ (FS.BF)
       n. ukuhuɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘cloud’, ukuhur / ukuːre/ ukuːrɨ (FP), ukuhurˀ (FS.BF)  
                (also: ukuhuɻɻa / ukuːrta)
       o. juhũɻɻa (3.FS.FF) ‘skin; bark’, juhũr (3.FP) / juhũre (3.FP), juhũrˀ (FS.BF)
       p. juwɨɻ̃ɻa (FS.FF) ‘killer’, juwɨ r̃ / juwɨ r̃e / juwɨr̃ɨ (FP), juwɨ r̃ˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
                (also: juwɨ r̃ta)

In (60a)  one finds a rare example of loanword in -/ɻa/.  In (60b)  /ɨ/ 
can  delete  in  the  FF  when  the  plural  suffix  -/e/  is  added  and  turns 
into /a/ in the FF. In (60c) the suffix -/oˀ/ shows up in the BF. In (60d-
f) the root vowel /a/ can assimilate to the plural suffix -/e/. This kind of 
assimilation is to be found even when there is no suffix in the plural and 
this  confirms  that -/e/  has been  added  to  the  root  and has  fallen 
afterwards.  This  kind  of  assimilation  is  not  obligatory  and  when  the 
suffix drops, the BF and the plural are distinguished as in previous cases 
by the mere presence of the glottal stop in the BF. 

(60) a. kuɕeɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘spoon’, kuɕer / kuɕere (FP), kuɕerˀ (FS.BF) (also: kuɕerta) 
              (Spanish: cuchara)
      b. lakahaɻɻa (3.FS.FF) ‘daughter-in-law’, lakahɨr (3.FP), lakahre (3FP), 
              lakahɨrˀ (3.FS.BF)
      c. jɨtoɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘prostitute’, jɨtore / jɨtor (FP), jɨtorˀ / jɨtoroˀ (FS.BF)
      d. tɨmʨaɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘woman’, tɨmʨer / tɨmʨere / tɨmʨar / tɨmʨare (FP), 
              tɨmʨarˀ (FS.BF)
      e. ɨlaɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘old’, ɨlar / ɨlare / ɨler / ɨlere (FP), ɨlarˀ (FS.BF) / 
              ɨlaroˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
      f. ɨlxaɻɻa (3.FS) ‘pocket’, ɨlxer / ɨlxere / ɨlxar / ɨlxare (3.FP), ɨlxarˀ (3.FS.BF) 
 

§13.3 Masculine and feminine gender: a comparison 

In this section the formation of masculine and feminine gender will 
be discussed.  Pairs of nominals with the same root will be compared, to 
the  exclusion  of  those  like  /n̥akɨrbiʨ/  (MS.FF)  ‘man’  and tɨmcharrza 
/tɨmʨaɻɻa/  (FS.FF)  ‘woman’  or  hnakɨrbɨtɨt  /n̥akɨrbɨtɨt/  (MS.FF)  ‘young 
man’  and  apɨbɨtɨta  (FS.FF)  ‘young  woman’.  In  nominals with  both 
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masculine and feminine forms, the gender-indicating suffixes are usually 
added to the root, which coincides with the feminine BF or  is  common 
to both genders  (in epicene words).  Synchronically the feminine FF and 
the masculine FF suffixes are independent  elements, but  diachronically 
the FF suffixes -/ta/ and -/ʨa/ were clearly derived from the masculine 
suffixes  -/t/  and  -/ʨ/.  Indeed,  /a/  is  still  analysable  as  feminine  FF 
suffix in Ayoreo.  As will  be shown, there is  no perfect  correspondence 
between  the  FF  suffixes  -/t/  and  -/ta/,  and  -/ʨ/  and  -/ʨa/.  Besides, 
when  the  plural  suffix  -/e/  is used  in  the  MP, it  is  shared  by  both 
genders.  In  the  course  of  the  comparison, the  nominals  will  be 
distinguished  into  two groups,  characterized  by  the  masculine  suffixes 
-/t/ (§13.3.1) and -/ʨ/ (§13.3.2).

§13.3.1 Masculine nominals in -/t/ and their feminine counterparts  

The masculine FF suffix -/t/ corresponds to the feminine  suffix -/ta/. 
In (61a-f)  the feminine BF ends in -/ɨˀ/ and coincides with the root,386 
while the masculine BF presents the suffix -/k/. In (61g) the root ends in 
-/rˀ/. The masculine and the feminine generally  share the same root. In 
(62) one finds some exceptions showing a different root for feminine and 
masculine.  In (62a) there  is  alternation  between  /u/  and  /ɨ/  in  the 
masculine  root alongside  /uː/ in the feminine. The root  coincides  with 
the  masculine  BF  tok,  whose  final  consonant  has  been  reinterpreted 
as /w/ in the rest of the paradigm.

(61) a. am̥urmɨt (MS.FF) ‘armadillo’, am̥urmo (MP), am̥urmɨk (MS.BF) 
       ---> am̥urmɨta (FS.FF)‘armadillo’, am̥urme (FP), am̥urmeˀ (FS.BF) 
       b. n̥entɨt (MS.FF) ‘type of bird’, n̥ento / n̥entɨtso (MP), n̥entak (MS.BF)
       ---> n̥entɨta (FS.FF) ‘type of bird’, n̥ente (FP), n̥enteˀ (FS.BF)
       c. olɨbɨt (sm .FF) ‘blind’, olɨbo (MP), olɨbɨk (sm.BF)
       ---> olɨbɨta (FS.FF) ‘blind’, olɨbe (FP), olɨbɨˀ (FS.BF)
       d. kiːmɨt (MS.FF) ‘unmarried’, kiːmo (MP), kiːmɨk (mf.BF)
       ---> kiːmɨta (FS.FF) ‘single’, kiːme / kiːmɨ (FP), kiːmɨˀ (FS.BF)

386 In  some cases  -/eˀ/  is  also  found  at  the  end  of  the  root,  because  the  phonological  opposition 
between /ɨ/ and /e/ is neutralized when they are the last vowel of a feminine nominal. 
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        e. pihĩpɨt (MS.FF)‘person who doesn’t speak’, pihĩpo (MP), pihĩpɨk (MS.BF) 
       ---> pihĩpɨta (FS.FF) ‘person who doesn’t speak’, pihĩpe (FP), pihĩpeˀ / 
               pihĩpɨˀ (FS.BF)
       f. topɨt (sm .FF) ‘dead’, topo (MP), topɨk (sm.BF)
       ---> topɨta (FS.FF) ‘dead’, tope (FP), topɨˀ / topeˀ (FS.BF) 
       g. dukuterɨt (MS.FF) ‘greedy’, dukutero (MP), dukuterk (MS.BF)   
       ---> dukuterta (FS.FF) ‘greedy’, dukuter / dukutere (FP), dukuterˀ (FS.BF)    

(62) a. polɨt (MS.FF) ‘widower’, poluwo (MP), polɨk (MP.BF)
       ---> poluːta (FS.FF) ‘widow’, poluːwe / poluː (FP), poluːˀ (FS.BF)
       b. towɨt (MS.FF) ‘lazy, idle’, towo (MP), tok (MS. BF)
       ---> towɨta / towuta (FS.FF) ‘lazy, idle’, towe / towu / towɨ (FP), 
               toweˀ / towɨˀ (MS.BF)  

The root can coincide not only with the feminine BF, but also with 
an epicene BF, as in (63). In such cases a specific masculine BF, obtained 
by attaching -/ak/ (63b) or -/k/ (63c), is sometimes observed. In (63b) 
the plural-form -/e/ is epicene. (64) lists some loanwords: the feminine 
paradigm is more complete, because the feminine BF is  reported, while 
the  masculine  BF  seems  no  longer  productive  and  in  most  cases 
coincides with the FF.

(63) a. eʨɨkɨt (MS.FF) ‘thief’, eʨɨko (MP), eʨɨkɨˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
       ---> eʨɨkɨta (FS) ‘thief’, eʨɨke (FP), eʨɨkɨˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       b. weʨekɨt (MS.FF), ‘he-goat; ram’, weʨeko (MP),  weʨeke ([M/F]P), 
               weʨekeˀ ([M/F]S.BF), weʨeka(k) (MS.BF)
       ---> weʨekɨta (FS.FF) ‘goat; sheep’, weʨeke ([M/F]P), weʨekeˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       c. woːkɨt (MS.FF) ‘type of lizard’, woːkɨk (MS.BF), woːkɨˀ ([M/F]S.BF) woːko (MP) 
       ---> woːkɨta / woːkota (FS), woːkɨˀ ([M/F]S.BF), woːke (FP)
       d. ɨn̥aːpsɨt (3.MS.FF) ‘countryman, someone of the same country’, 
               ɨn̥aːpso (3.MP), ɨn̥aːpsaˀ (3.[M/F]S.BF)
       ---> ɨn̥aːpsɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘countryman, someone of the same country’, ɨn̥aːpse 
                (3.MP), ɨn̥aːpsaˀ (3.[M/F]S.BF), 

(64) a. buritɨt (MS.FF) ‘little donkey’, burito (MP)
       ---> buritɨta (FS.FF) ‘little donkey’, burite (MP), buriteˀ (FS.BF) 
             (non-adapted form: burita;  from Spanish: burrito, DIM. of burro ‘donkey’)387

387 The non-adapted form burita can be used in FF and BF contexts.
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       b. ixɨt (3.MS.FF) ‘son’, ixo (3.MP) (from Spanish: hijo)
       ---> ixɨta (3.MS) ‘daughter’, ixeˀ (3.FS.BF), ixe (3.FP) (from Spanish: hija)
       c. obexɨt (MS.FF) ‘ram’, obexo (MP)
       ---> obexɨta (FS.FF) ‘sheep’, obexe / obexɨ (FP), obexeˀ (MS.BF) 
               (from Spanish: oveja)

The  nominals in  (65)  have epicene  BF  in  -/p/,  but  this is  not 
necessarily the case for  nominals with masculine FF in -/bɨt/ or -/mɨt/ 
and feminine  FF  in  -/bɨta/  or  -/mɨta/,  as  one  can  see  in  the  item 
reported in (66), which is like those discussed in (61). In (67) one finds 
nominals with  BF  in  -/p/,  but masculine  and feminine  have different 
root,  although one  can  observe  a  regular  correspondence:  in  the 
masculine word-internal  /k/ corresponds  to feminine  /j/ after  /i/,  and 
to /w/ after /u/.388

(65) a. ixaːbɨt (MS.FF) ‘little child / little’, ixaːbo (MP.FF), ixaːp ([M/F]S.BF)
       --->ixaːbta / ixaːbɨta / ixaːpta (3.FS.FF) ‘little, little daughter’, ixeːbe (3.FP), 
              ixaːp ([M/F]S.BF)
       b. kosaːbɨt (MS.FF) ‘type of bird’ (garcita azulada), kosaːbo (MP), 
              kosaːp ([M/F]S.BF) 
       --->kosaːbta (FS.FF) ‘type of bird’ (garcita azulada), koseːbe (FP), 
              kosaːp ([M/F]S.BF) 
       c. tɨrɕaːbɨt / tɨrɕaːbiʨ (MS.FF) ‘type of bird’, tɨrɕaːbo (MP), tɨrɕaːp (MS/FS.BF),
              tɨrɕaːbɨk (MS.BF)
       ---> tɨrɕaːbta (FS.FF) ‘type of bird’, tɨrɕeːbe (FP), tɨrɕaːp (MS/FS.BF) 

(66) ɨlxaːbɨt (MS.FF) ‘evil’, ɨlxaːbo (MP), ɨlxaːbɨk (MS.BF)
       ---> ɨlxaːbɨta (FS.FF) ‘evil’, ɨlxaːbeˀ (FS.BF), ɨlxaːbe (FP)

(67) a. koɕkaːbɨt (MS.FF) ʻthin’, koɕkaːbo (MP.FF), koɕkaːp ([M/F]S.BF)
         ---> koɕuwaːbta (FS.FF) ʻthin’, koɕuweːbe (FP), koɕuwaːp (FS.BF)
       b. turkãːbɨt (MS.FF) ʻshort’, turkãːmo (MP), turkãːp (MS.BF)
       ---> turijãːbta (FS.FF) ʻshort’, turijẽːme (MP), turijãːp (FS.BF)                        

Masculine  nominals  in  -/ehet/  correspond  to  feminine nominals  in 
-/ahata/. The  comparison  with  the  feminine  and  the  fact  that  these 

388 This form probably derives from a diminutive, although it is no longer analysable as such. The 
diminutive suffix -/aːp/ will be discussed in (§13.6).
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nominals have epicene BF in -/ahaˀ/ suggest  that a vowel change in the 
root  occurred  in  the  masculine  FF.  The  feminine  BF  kutumrahaya 
/kutumrahaja/ takes  the  feminine  BF suffix -/a(ˀ)/ while  /j/  is  a glide 
insertion.  The same element is  to be found  in the feminine BFs  osdiiya 
/osdiːja/  and  yoniiya /joniːja/  (39c-d).  The  BF  suffix  -/a ˀ/  has been 
considered an epicene suffix in other contexts (see §13.1.9 and §13.2.4), 
but here  it does  not depend on  euphonic reasons.  Moreover,  at least in 
the  case of  kutumharaya /kutumrahaja/  (68b)  it helps  to create  the 
feminine BF as opposed to the epicene BF. 

(68) a. kabahat / kabehet (MS) ‘horse’, kabijuho (MP), kabahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       ---> kabahata (FS.FF) ‘horse’, kabijuhe / kabehe (FP), kabahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       b. kutɨmrehet / kutumrehet (MS.FF) ‘member of a Chamacoco clan’, 
               kutɨmraho (MP), kutɨmrahaˀ / kutɨmrahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF) (also: kutumrehet) 
       ---> kutumrahata (FS.FF) ‘member of aChamacoco clan’, 
               kutumrahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF) / kutumrahaja (FS.BF), kutumrehe (FP) 
       c. kɨnehet (MS.FF) ‘strange, different’, kɨnahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF), kɨnaho / kɨnahu (MP)
       ---> kɨnahata (FS.FF) ‘strange, different’, kɨnehe / kɨnaha (FP), kɨnahaˀ
              ([M/F]S.BF)
       d. ɨmehet (3.MS.FF) ‘enemy’, ɨmaho /  ɨmahatso (3.MP), ɨmahaˀ (3.[M/F]S.BF)
       ---> ɨmahata (FS.FF) ‘enemy’, ɨmehe (FP), ɨmahaˀ (MS/FS.BF)

Masculine  nominals  in  -/ẽt/ correspond  to  feminine  nominals  in 
-/ãta/. In both genders, the root of plural and BF does not correspond to 
the FF  root.  The  morphological  boundaries  are  not easy  to  determine, 
because it is not clear whether the last -/a/ of the feminine BF is part of 
the root  or  is  a BF  suffix.  If it  is  part  of  the root,  the masculine  BF is 
obtained by adding -/k/ to the feminine BF, otherwise -/ak/ is added. In 
both  cases,  whatever  the  morphological  boundaries,  masculine  and 
feminine share the same root in the BF and in  the plural. This confirms 
that  /r/ syncope occurred in the FF  and that /e/ has been overwritten 
by the last  root-vowel /a/ in the feminine.389 As in masculine nominals 
in -/ehet/, which have root in -/ahaˀ/ and correspond to feminine FFs in 
-/ahata/, /a/ turns into /e/ in the masculine FF.390

389 This might suggest that /a/ in this case is part of the root. 
390 One may also surmise that /a/ deletes in the masculine when /r/ syncope occurs, but it is difficult to  

explain why two different morphophonological processes should occur in the same root.
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(69) a. kun̥et (MS.FF), kun̥ero (MP) ‘orphan’, kun̥erak (MS.BF) 
       ---> kun̥ata (FS.FF) ‘orphan’, kun̥ere (FP), kun̥eraˀ (FS.BF)
       b. oj̥ẽːt (MS.FF) ‘dog’, oj̥ẽːro (MP) / oj̥ẽːre ([M/F]P) ojẽːrak (MS.BF) 
        ---> ojḁ̃ːta (FS.FF) ‘dog’, ojẽ̥ːre (FP), ojẽ̥ːra (FP.BF)391

       c. ij ̥ẽt (3.MS.FF), ‘friend, companion’, ij ̥ẽro (3.MP) / ij̥ẽre (3.[M/F]P),
              ij ̥e ̃rak (3.MS.BF)
       --->ij̥ãta (3.FS.FF) ‘friend, companion’, ij ̥ẽr (3.FP) / ij̥ẽre (3.[M/F]P), 
               ije̥r̃a (3.FS.BF)

Masculine  nominals  in  -/it/  correspond  to  feminine  nominals  in 
-/ita/. The root  usually  coincides  with  the  feminine BF.  Sometimes  an 
epicene BF is found. A masculine BF with the suffix -/ak/ can alternate 
with  the  epicene  BF  (70b).  In  (70c)  two  feminine  BFs  alternate,  a  BF 
coinciding with the root and another obtained by the feminine BF suffix 
-/a/ (/j/ is an insertion).

(70) a. dɨʨɨkɨ r̃iːt (MS.FF) ʻtype of bird’, dɨʨɨkɨ r̃iːjo (MP), dɨʨɨkɨ r̃iːjak (MS.BF)
              (Caracara plancus)
       ---> dɨʨɨkɨ r̃iːta (FS.FF) ʻtype of bird’, dɨʨɨkɨ r̃iː / dɨʨɨkɨ r̃iːje (FP),     
              dɨʨɨkɨ r̃iːˀ (FS.BF) (Caracara plancus)
       b. koʨiːt (MS.FF) ‘black howler’, koʨiːjo (MP) / koʨiː ([M/F]P), 
              koʨiːˀ ([M/F]S.BF), koʨiːjak (MS.BF) (Alouatta caraya)
       ---> koʨiːta (FS.FF) ‘black howler’, koʨiː ([M/F]P), koʨiːˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
              (Alouatta caraya)
       c. joniːt (3.MS.FF) ‘ghost, spirit’, joniːjo (3.MP), joniːjak (3.MS.BF)
       ---> joniːta (3.FS.FF) ‘spirit with supernatural power’, joniː / joniːje (3.FP),
              joniːja, joniːˀ (3.FS.BF)

In (71) one finds nominals with root in -/oˀ/. In (71b-c) the epicene 
BF coincides with the root, while in (71a) one finds a difference between 
feminine  BF,  coinciding  with  the  root,  and masculine  BF,  obtained  by 
adding the suffix -/k/ to the feminine BF.

391 Ohyeẽt /oj̥ẽːt/ is an archaic word for ‘dog’, while pohoch /pohoʨ/ (§13.3.2, ex. (86)) is the 
word currently used.
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(71) a. ohot (3.MS.FF) ‘father-in-law’, oho (3.[M/F]P), ohok (3.MS.BF) 
       ---> ohota (3.FS) ‘mother-in-law’, oho (3.[M/F]P), ohoˀ (FS.BF)        
       b. kokot / kokɨt (MS.FF) ‘rooster’, koko (MP), kokoˀ (MS.BF)
       ---> kokota (FS.FF) ‘hen’, koko (FP), kokoˀ (FS.BF)
       c. ɨlpijot (MS.FF) ‘jaguar’, ɨlpijo (MP), ɨlpijoˀ (MS.BF)
       ---> ɨlpijota (FS.FF) ‘jaguar’, ɨlpijo ([M/F]P), ɨlpijoˀ ([M/F]S.BF)

The  same situation  observed  in  (70)  and  (71)  is  to  be  observed in 
nominals with root in -/uˀ/ (72). In  bahlut /balu̥t/  (72a), the masculine 
and the feminine differ in the vowel length, because the root vowel /u/ 
is  short  in  the  masculine  and  is  long  in  the  feminine.  The  same 
difference  between masculine  and feminine  has been  noted  in  polɨt 
‘widower’  (62a). In (72c) too,  /uː/ corresponds to a short vowel in the 
masculine. In the masculine, /u/ has probably reduced to /ɨ/ in the BF 
and FF, as one can see from the fact that /u/ re-emerges in the plural.  

(72) a. bal u̥t (MS.FF) ‘chief; big’, bal u̥wo (MP), balu̥ˀ (MS.BF)
       ---> balu̥ːta (FS.FF) ‘big’, balu̥ː (FP), balu̥ːˀ (FS.BF)
       b. wuput (MS) ‘black vulture’, wupuwo (MP), wupuˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
               (Coragyps atratus)
       ---> wuputa (FS.FF) ‘black vulture’, wupu (FP), wupuˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
               (Coragyps atratus)
       c. mɨn̥ ɨt (MS.FF) ‘bad, evil’, mɨn̥uwo (MP), mɨn̥ ɨk (MP.BF) 
       ---> mɨn̥uːta (FS.FF) ‘bad, evil’, mɨn̥uːˀ (FS.BF), mɨn̥uː (FP.) 

The  following  examples list  nominals  in:  -/nt/  or  -/n̥t/ (73),  -/lt/ 
(74) and -/rʐt/ (75). In  these nominals, a suffix  is  added to the root in 
order  to  form  the  feminine  BF  or  the  epicene  BF  (73b,74a).  The 
masculine BF is  formed by adding -/ak/ to the root  (73a,74a,73d,75a). 
The  presence  of  the  suffix  -/ak/  in  the  masculine  BF  often  correlates 
with  the plural  suffix -/e/  in  the  masculine: such  plural  suffix can  be 
common to both masculine and feminine. In (73a) and (74a) the epicene 
plural in -/e/ alternates with the MP in -/o/. 

(73) a. keʨɨnt (MS.FF) ‘Paraguayan (person)’, keʨɨne ([M/F]P) / keʨɨno (MP),
               keʨɨnak (MS.BF)
       ---> keʨɨnta (FS.FF) ‘Paraguayan’, keʨɨne ([M/F]P), keʨɨnaˀ / keʨɨneˀ (FS.BF)  
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       b. nom̥ɨn̥ t (MS.FF) ‘horse’, nom̥ɨn̥o (MP), nom̥ɨn̥aˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       ---> nom̥ɨn̥ ta (FS.FF) ‘horse’, nom̥ɨn̥e (FP), nom̥ɨn̥aˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       c. pɨkɨn̥ ɨnt (MS.FF) ‘boy, child’, pɨkɨn̥ ɨno (MP) (Spanish: pequeño)
       ---> pɨkɨn̥ ɨnta (FS.FF) ‘girl, child’, pɨkɨn̥ ɨne (FP), pɨkɨn̥ ɨneˀ (FS.BF) 
               (Spanish: pequeña)
       d. jermon̥ t (MS.FF) ‘talkative, charlatan’, jermon̥o (MP), jermon̥ak (MS.BF)  
       ---> jermon̥ ta (FS.FF) ‘talkative, charlatan’, jermon̥e (FP), jermon̥eˀ (FS.BF)

(74) a. ahɨlt / al t̥ (MS.FF) ‘new’, al o̥ (MP), al e̥ ([M/F]P), al e̥ˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       ---> ahɨlta (FS) ‘new’, al e̥ ([M/F]P), al e̥ˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       b. jɨlt (3.MS.FF) ‘slave, servant’, jɨlo (3.MP), jɨlak (3.MS.BF)
       ---> jɨlta (3.FS.FF) ‘slave, servant’, jɨle (3.FP), jɨlaˀ (3.FS.BF)

(75) a. berʐt (MS.FF) ‘high, tall’, berʐo (MP), berʐak (MS.BF) 
       ---> berʐta (FS.FF) ‘high, tall’, berʐe (FP), berʐeˀ (FS.BF)

In (76) one finds nominals with root in -/rˀ/. In this case too, the root 
coincides with the feminine BF. The masculine BF is obtained by adding 
the suffix -/k/ or -/ak/ to the root, an epicene BF in -/r ˀ/ is only  to be 
found  in  (76c).  In  (76),  the  masculine  FF  suffix  -/t/  does  not  always 
correspond to the feminine suffix -/ta/, but may correspond to -/ɻa/.    

(76) a. hutkejkẽrt (MS.FF) ‘manguruju fish’, hutkejkẽro (MP), 
              hutkejkẽrak (MS.BF), hutkejkẽrˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
       ---> hutkejkẽrta / hutkejkẽɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘manguruju fish’, 
              hutkejkẽr / hutkejkẽre (FP), hutkejkẽrˀ ([M/F]S.BF), 
        b. ebɨrt (MS.FF) ‘sterile’, ebɨro (MP), ebɨrak (MS.BF)
       ---> ebɨɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘sterile’, ebɨre / ebɨr (FP), ebɨrˀ (FS.BF), 
       c. kabɨrt (MS) ‘he-goat’, kabɨro (MP), kabɨrˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       ---> kabɨrta ‘goat’, kabɨr / kabɨre (FP), kabɨrˀ ([M/F]S.BF)  
              (non-adapted form: kabra; from Spanish: cabra))        
       d. kepɨrt (MS.FF) ‘wide’, kepɨro (MP), kepɨrak (MS.BF)
       ---> kepɨɻɻa (FS) ‘wide’, kepɨr / kepɨre (FP), kepɨrˀ (FS.BF)
       e. wɨhɨ r̃t (MS.FF) ‘red’, wɨhɨ r̃tso (MP), wɨhɨ r̃k (MS.BF)
       ---> wɨhɨ r̃ta (FS.FF) ‘red’, wɨhɨ r̃ / wɨhɨ r̃e (FP), wɨhɨ r̃ˀ (FS.BF) 

In  (77)  one  can  note root  allomorphy: /s/  in  the  masculine 
corresponds to /t/ in the feminine, as one can note in the numeral ʻtwoʼ  
(77b)  which  shows  gender  distinction.  The  nouns  in  (77c-f)  are  all 
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compounds whose head is  osht  /oɕt/ ‘person’  (77a) and have the same 
suffixation  of  the  head.  In  osht  /oɕt/ the  root  coincides  with  the 
masculine  BF  os. In  the  feminine,  /s/  turns  into  /t/  and  -/oˀ/  is  a BF 
suffix. The nominals in (78) have masculine FF in -/ɕt/ and feminine FF 
in  -/ɕta/.  In  this  case  too,  the  root  coincides  with  the  masculine  BF, 
which  ends  in  -/s/. The  paradigm  is  characterized  by  the  alternation 
between  /s/  in  the  masculine  BF  and  /ɕ/  in  the  other  forms. 392 The 
feminine is obtained by adding a BF suffix to the root.

(77) a. oɕt (MS.FF) ‘person’, os (MS.BF), oso (MP) 
       ---> otɨta (FS.FF) ‘person’, ote (FP), otoˀ (FS.BF) 
       b. osijer (M) ‘two’ ---> otijer (F)
       c. oj̥erptoɕt (MS.FF) ‘soldier’, oj̥erptoso (MP), oj̥erptos (MS.BF)
       ---> oj̥erptotɨta (FS.FF) ‘soldier’, oj̥erptote (FP), oj̥erptotoˀ (FS.BF)
       d. poːɻɻoɕt (MS.FF) ‘God, divinity’, poːɻɻoso (MP) ‘gods’, poːɻɻos (MS.BF)
       ---> põːɻɻotɨta (FS.FF) ‘goddess’, põːɻɻotote (FP), põːɻɻototoˀ (FS.BF)
       e. uhuɻɻoɕt (MS) ‘last’, uhuɻɻoso (MP), uhuɻɻos (MS.BF)
       ---> uhuɻɻotɨta (FS.FF) ‘last’, uhuɻɻote (FP), uhuɻɻotoˀ (FS.BF) 
       f. ɨbɨtoɕt (MS.FF) ‘Chamacoco Ebitoso’, ɨbɨtoso (MP), ɨbɨtos (MS.BF)
       ---> ɨbɨtotɨta (FS.FF) ‘Chamacoco Ebitoso’, ɨbɨtotɨte (FP), ɨbɨtotɨtoˀ (FS.BF) 

(78) kuskuɕt (MS.BF) ‘type of bird’, kuskuɕo (MP), kuskus (MS.BF) 
       ---> kuskuɕta (FS.FF) ‘type of bird’, kuskuɕe (FP), kuskuɕɨˀ (FS.BF)

In (79) one finds some Spanish loanwords. The feminine takes a BF 
suffix and  the  masculine  generally  has  no  BF,  because  it  is  no  longer 
productive  in  the masculine.  The epicene BF is  only to be observed in 
(79c). 

(79) a. boɕeɕt (MS.FF) ‘boy’, boɕeɕo (MP) (Spanish: muchacho)
       --->boɕeɕta (FS.FF) ‘girl’, boɕeɕe (FP), boɕeɕeˀ (FS.BF) (Spanish: muchacha)393 
       b. kerpiɕt (MS.FF) ‘capybara’, kerpiɕo (MP) (Spanish: carpincho)
       ---> kerpiɕta (FS.FF) ‘capybara’, kerpiɕe (FP), kerpiɕɨˀ (FS.BF)  

392 Given the presence of /ɕ/ in the plural, one can think that final /s/ in the masculine BF derives from 
/ɕ/. Note that there are no nominals in -/ɕ/. Probably for this reason /ɕ/ turns into /s/ word-finally in 
the masculine BF.

393 This pair of words has replaced the indigenous words  dɨsɨbich  /dɨsɨbiʨ/ and  dɨsɨbicha  /dɨsɨbiʨa/ 
(82c), which nowadays are considered archaic words.
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       c. mɨɕt (MS.FF) ‘cat’, mɨɕo (pl), mɨɕɨˀ ([M/F]S.BF)                               
       ---> mɨɕta (MP.FF) ‘cat’, mɨɕe (FP), mɨɕɨˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
              (Spanish: micho (MS), micha (FS) ‘kitty, pussycat’)                  

In  the  previous  examples,  one  finds  pairs  of  nominals  where  the 
variation of the grammatical gender reflects the natural gender. In (80) 
one finds two pairs of nominals where the nominal gender is not related 
to  the  natural  gender  and  the  variation  of  the  grammatical  gender 
expresses  a  variation  in  the  referent,  although  the  referent  of  the 
masculine  form  has  a  semantic  relationship  with  the  referent  of  the 
masculine form. In (80a),  kɨskɨrehet and kɨskɨrahata refer to objects with 
metallic  parts  which  do  not  belong  to  the  traditional  CH  culture.  In 
(80b) the masculine  wolt means ‘cap’ and the feminine  wolta  ‘hat’. Both 
nominals have an epicene BF which conveys both meanings. Wolta (80b) 
also has a specific feminine BF wolaˀ. 

(80) a. kɨskɨrehet (MS.FF) ‘knife, machete’, kɨskɨraho (MP), kɨskɨrahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF)  
       ---> kɨskahata / kɨskɨrahata (FS.FF) ‘radio, telephone’, kɨskehe / kɨskɨrehe (FP), 
            kɨskahaˀ (FS.BF) / kɨskɨrahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF)394

       b. wolt (3.MS.FF) ‘cap’, wolo (3.MP), woloˀ (3.[M/F]S.BF)
       --->wolta (3.FS.FF) ‘hat’, wole (3.FP), woloˀ (3.[M/F]S.BF) / wolaˀ (3.FS.BF)395

§13.3.2 Masculine nominals in -/ʨ/ and feminine gender

Masculine  nominals  in  -/ʨ/  are  less  numerous  than  masculine 
nominals  in  -/t/  and  do  not  systematically  correspond  to  feminine 
nominals in -/ʨa/ (81b, 82a, 83, 85-86), but the corresponding feminine 
FF  can  take  the  suffix  -/ta/. As  already  said,  the  masculine  FF  suffix 
-/ʨ/ and the feminine FF suffix -/ʨa/ are no longer productive.  In the 
BF  the  correspondence  between  feminine  and  masculine  follows  the 
same rules already discussed above.
394 The forms kɨskahata, kɨskahaˀ and kɨskehe are reduced forms of kɨskɨrahata.
395 In  pich  /piʨ/ or  pɨch  /pɨʨ/ ‘box’ and  pɨta ‘box’ the gender difference does not seem to reflect a 

change in the meaning. The use of pich or pɨta in compounds is idiosyncratic, but the feminine form 
is  more  frequent.  The paradigms  are  reported  here:  pich  /piʨ/ or  pɨch  /pɨʨ/ (MS.FF)  ‘box, 
container’, po (MP), pɨˀ (MS.BF), pɨta (FS.FF) ‘box’, pɨˀ (FS.BF), pɨ (FP).
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In (81) one finds the alternation between -/ʨ/  or -/t/, and -/ʨa/ or 
-/ta/. The  root  coincides  with  the  feminine,  while  the  masculine  BF 
presents the suffix -/k/.  In (81b) the last  vowel of the feminine root is  
/iː/,  while  the  last  vowel  of  the  masculine  root  is  /ɨ/.  An  alternation 
between /iː/ and /ɨ/ in the root is not surprising, but the difference in 
the  vowel  length  is  more  interesting,  because  the  correspondence 
between  a  long  vowel  in  the  feminine  and  a  short  vowel  in  the 
masculine  were  also  pointed  out  in  (62a)  and  (72a).  In  (82)  the 
nominals  have  epicene  root  in  -/ap/.  In  (82b-c)  the  masculine  suffix 
-/ʨ/ corresponds to the feminine suffix -/ʨa/.

(81) a. debihiʨ / debihit (3.MS.FF) ‘nephew’, debij ̥o (3.MP), debihik (3.MS.BF) 
               (also: debuhuʨa)
       ---> debihita / debuhuʨa (3.FS.FF) ‘niece’, debihi / debuhu (3.FP), 
               debihiˀ / debuhuˀ (3.FS.BF), 
       b. ɨbiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘work / servant, employee’, ɨbijo (3.MP), ɨbɨk (3.MS.BF)396

       ---> ɨbiːta (3.FS.FF) ‘servant, employee’, ɨbiː / ɨbiːje (3.FP), ɨbiːˀ (3FS.BF)

(82) a. an̥ ɨmiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘grandson’, an̥ ɨmo (3.MP), an̥ap (3.MS.BF)
       ---> an̥ ɨmɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘grandson, granddaughter’ an̥ ɨme (3.FP), 
               an̥ap (3.[M/F]S.BF) 
       b. lasɨbiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘nephew’, lasɨbo (3.MP), lasap (3.[M/F]S.BF) 
       ---> lasɨbiʨa (3.FS.FF) ‘niece’, lasɨbe (3.FP), lasap (3.[M/F]S.BF)
       c. dɨsɨbiʨ (MS.FF) ʻboy’, dɨsɨbo (MP), dɨsap ([M/F]S.BF)
       ---> dɨsɨbiʨa (FS.FF) ʻgirl’, dɨsɨbe (MP), dɨsap ([M/F]S.BF)   

In (83) no  masculine BF is reported, but the root coincides with the 
feminine  BF.  The  difference  between  the last  root-vowel /i/  in  the 
masculine  and  /ɨ/  in  the  feminine  is  due  to  the  fact  that  /ɨ/  tends  to 
turn into /i/ before the suffix -/ʨ/.

(83) a. dekiʨ / dekɨʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘grandfather’, deko / dekijo (3.MP)
       ---> dekɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘grandmother’, dekɨte (3.FP), dekɨteˀ (3.FS.BF)
       b. dɨkɨʨɨbiʨ / dɨkɨʨɨbiːʨ (MS.FF) ‘ghost’, dɨkɨʨɨbijo (MP)
       ---> dɨkɨʨɨbita (FS.FF) ‘ghost’, dɨkɨʨɨbiˀ (FS.BF), dɨkɨʨɨbi (FP)

396 Note  that  the  masculine  BF  coincides  with  ɨbɨk  ʻit  rainsʼ  and  it  means  both  ‘work’  and 
‘servant, employee’, while the feminine forms only convey the latter meaning.
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In  (84),  the  masculine  root  is  different  from  the  feminine  one, 
although the masculine and the feminine FF show some similarities.  In 
(85) the adjective  dich  /diʨ/ has no specific BF in either the masculine 
or the feminine. Its MP is also used for the FP, while the MS-FF tends to 
replace  the  FS  form  data. In  pohoch /pohoʨ/ (86)  the  masculine  FF is 
irregular,  while  the  root  in  the  feminine  is  the  same  observed  in  the 
MP.397

(84) dejʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘father’, dejo (3.MP), dej (3.MS.BF) 
       ---> lata (3.FS.FF) ‘mother’, latɨ / late (3.FP), latɨˀ / lateˀ (3.FS.BF) (also: data) 

(85) diʨ / dɨʨ (MS.FF) ‘big, large, great’, dejo (MP)
       ---> data (FS), dejo ([M/F]P)

(86) pohoʨ / pohiʨ (MS.FF) ‘dog’, pojto (MP) 
       ---> pojtiːta (FS.FF) ‘dog’, pojtiː (FP), pojtiːˀ (FS.BF)   

In  (87)  one  finds  nominals  with  root  in  -/r ˀ/. In  this  case,  the 
masculine  FF  suffix  -/ʨ/  corresponds  to  the  feminine  FF  suffix  -/ʨa/, 
which after /r/ is realized as -/ɻa/. The root usually coincides with the 
feminine BF. In the masculine,  the BF suffix -/k/ or -/ak/ is  added.  In 
some nominals an epicene BF coinciding with the root is also observed 
and sometimes can alternate with the masculine BF in -/k/ or -/ak/.

(87) a. asɨpsɨ ̃ rʨ (3.MS) ‘opponent in combat’, asɨpsɨ ̃ rˀ ([M/F]S.BF), 
               asɨpsɨ ̃ ro ([M/F]S.BF) 
       ---> asɨpsɨ ̃ ɻɻa (3.FS) ‘opponent in combat’, asɨpsɨ ̃ rˀ ([M/F]S.BF), 
               asɨpsɨ ̃ r / asɨpsɨ ̃ re (FP)
       b. m̥uxurʨ (MS.FF) ‘Chacoan peccary, tagua’, m̥uxuro (MP), m̥uxurak (MS.BF),
               m̥uxurˀ ([M/F]S.BF) (Catagonus wagneri)
       --->  m̥uxuɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘Chacoan peccary, tagua’, m̥uxur / m̥uxure (FP), 
               m̥uxurˀ ([M/F]S.BF) (Catagonus wagneri)

397 Apparently, a long vowel has been added to form the feminine root. One may also surmise that the 
masculine root ends in a short vowel which has been overwritten by the plural suffix -/o/ (probably 
/ɨ/). This would be another example of nominal where a short vowel in the masculine corresponds to 
a long vowel in the feminine.   
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       c. osɨptijerʨ (MS.FF) ‘type of bird’ (garza blanca), osɨptijero (MP), 
               osɨptijerak (MS.BF), osɨptijerˀ ([M/F]S.FF),  
       ---> osɨptijeɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘type of bird’ (garza blanca), osɨptijerˀ ([M/F]S.FF),  
               osɨptijer / osɨptijere (FP)
       d. posɨ r̃ʨ (FS.FF) ‘predator; hungry’, posɨ r̃o (MP), posɨ r̃k (MS.BF),
               posɨ r̃ˀ ([M/F]S.BF), 
       ---> posɨ ɻ̃ɻa (FS.FF) ‘predator; hungry’, posɨ r̃ / posɨ r̃e (FP), posɨ r̃ˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       e. tatijõrʨ / tatijõrt (MS.FF) ‘ounce’, tatijõro (MP), tatijõrak (MS.BF), 
               tatijõrˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       ---> tatijõɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘ounce’, tatijõr / tatijõre (FP), tatijõrˀ ([M/F]S.BF), 
       f. tɨrmɨrʨ (MS.FF) ‘big caiman’, tɨrmɨro (MP), tɨrmɨrk (MS.BF), 
               tɨrmɨrˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       --->tɨrmɨɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘big caiman’, tɨrmɨr / tɨrmɨre (FP), tɨrmɨrˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
               (also: tɨrmɨrta)
       g. juwɨ r̃ʨ / juwɨ r̃t (MS.FF) ‘killer’, juwɨ r̃o (MP), juwɨ r̃ˀ ([M/F]S.BF) / 
               juwɨ r̃k (MS.BF)
       ---> juwɨɻ̃ɻa (FS.FF) ‘killer’, juwɨ r̃ / juwɨ r̃e / juwɨr̃ɨ (FP), juwɨ r̃ˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
               (also: juwɨ r̃ta) 
       h. wonsɨ r̃ʨ (MS.FF) ‘driver’, wonsɨ r̃o (MP), wonsɨ r̃ˀ([M/F]S.BF), wonsɨ r̃k (MS.BF)  
       ---> wonsɨ ɻ̃ɻa (FS.FF) ‘driver’, wonsɨ r̃ / wonsɨ r̃e (FP), wonsɨ r̃ˀ ([M/F]S.BF), 
       i. ɨɕɨrʨ (MS.FF) ‘indigenous man’, ɨɕɨro (MP), ɨɕɨrˀ ([M/F]S.BF)
       ---> ɨɕɨɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘indigenous woman’, ɨɕɨr / ɨɕɨre (FP), ɨɕɨrˀ ([M/F]S.BF)

In  (88)  the  root  is  ɨlarˀ,  but  there  is  an  epicene  BF  obtained  by 
adding -/oˀ/ to the root.  In (89) masculine nominals in  -/sɨ ̃rʨ/  do not 
show a regular correspondence with the respective feminine forms. The 
FF suffix is -/ʨ/ in the masculine and -/ta/ in the feminine. In (89a) one 
can  observe  the  presence  of  /s/  in  the masculine  root,  which 
corresponds to /t/ in the feminine root.

(88) a. ɨlarʨ (MS.FF) ‘old’, ɨlaro (MP), ɨlaroˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
       ---> ɨlaɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘old’, ɨlar / ɨlare / ɨler / ɨlere (FP), ɨlarˀ (FS.BF) / 
               ɨlaroˀ ([M/F]S.BF)

(89) a. ɨmɨsɨ ̃ rʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘godfather’, ɨmɨsɨ ̃ ro (MP), ɨmɨsɨ ̃ r(a)k / ɨmɨsɨ ̃ r (3.MS.BF)
               (also: ɨmɨsũ rʨ)
       ---> ɨmɨtɨ t̃a (3.MS.FF) ‘godfather’, ɨmɨte (FP), ɨmɨtoˀ (FS.BF) (also: ɨmɨsũ ɻɻa)
       b. jɨnsɨ r̃ʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘master/ owner / employer’, jɨnsɨ r̃o (3.MP), 
               jɨnsɨ r̃k / jɨnsɨ r̃ˀ (3.MS.BF)
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       --->jɨlaːta / jɨlahata (3.FS.FF) ‘mistress’, jɨleːte / jɨlehe (3.FP), jɨlahaˀ (3.FS.BF) 
       c. ɨn̥esɨrʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘widower father’, ɨn̥esɨro (3.MP), ɨn̥esɨrk / ɨn̥esɨrˀ (3.MS.BF)
       ---> ɨnahata (3.FS.FF) ‘widow mother’, ɨnahaˀ (3.FS.BF), ɨnehe (3pf)  

§13.4 Other nominals. 

The  nominals  which  will  be  discussed  in  this  section  are 
characterized  by  peculiarities  which  have  not  been  analysed  in  the 
previous  chapters.  Some CH nominals  have  no  inflection,  such  as:  kɨɨs 
/kɨːs/ ʻcoldʼ,  nihyokot /nij ̥okot/ ʻwaterʼ,398 potɨta ʻinflated, swollenʼ,  shirã  
/ɕirã/ ʻdryʼ, ɨcharãha /iʨarãha/ ʻnewʼ, ɨrhew /ɨr̥ew/ ʻfullʼ.   

As already seen,  some masculine  nominals  have the  FF,  but  no BF.  
The  contrary  can  also  occur,  although  it  is  less  frequent:  there  are 
nominals  having the  BF,  but  whose  FF is  not  to  be  found.  This  means 
that  the  BF  is  also  used  in  typical  FF  contexts.  Aap  /aːp/  (90a) 
‘son/daughter’ is an epicene BF. In the FF, ijɨt  /ixɨt/ (3.MS.FF) ‘son’ and 
ijɨta /ixɨta/  (3.MS.FF)  ʻdaughterʼ  are  used.  These  words  are  loans  from 
Spanish  hijo and  hija  and tend to replace the indigenous term. Also  om 
has an epicene BF (90). In wɨs (90f) the masculine has no FF, but in the 
feminine there is morphological distinction between BF and FF. 

(90) a. aːp (3.[M/F]S.BF) ‘child’, aːbo (3.MP), eːbe (3.FP) 
b. aw̥oˀ (3.MS.BF) ʻmouth’, aw̥o (3.MP)
c. nerˀ (3.MS.BF) ʻbehind’, ner (3.MP)399

d. om ([M/F]S.BF) ʻgood’, omo / oːmo (MP), ome (FP)
e. wos (MS.BF) ʻpoison’, woso (MP) 
f. wɨs (MS.BF) ‘black’, wɨso (MP)
   ---> wɨsta (FS.FF) ‘black’, wɨsɨˀ (FS.BF), wɨsɨ (FP)

The nominals in (91) could be considered  pluralia tantum:  they only 
have plural inflection or they are almost exclusively used in the plural.

398 This is the archaic word for ʻwaterʼ. Nowadays this term tends to be replaced by  awɨt, loanword 
from Spanish agua ʻwaterʼ.

399 Nerˀ is a nominal used as a locative postposition.
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(91) a. akɨlijo / akɨlije (3.MP) ʻsuggestion’400

       b. ejuwo (3.MP) ʻthought’
       c. iɕuwo / ɨɕuwo (3.MP) ʻbelongings, clothing’401

       d. ijuwo (3.MP) ʻhunger’
        e. ukurbo (3.MP) ʻpower, force’402 
       f. ware (3.MP) ʻdirtiness, what is dirt’403

In  (92)  one  finds  nominals  without  distinction  between FF  and  BF 
and characterized by irregular  inflection.  Yet  /jet/ (92a)  means  ‘other’ 
and  can  be  used  both  as  an  adjective  and  as  a  noun.  The  MS  and  FS 
present the endings -/t/  and -/ta/ as  typical  of  the FF.  For this  reason 
they have been glossed with (FF), but in  yet /jet/ there is no BF vs. FF 
opposition.  This  would  not  be  surprising  in  the  masculine,  but  in  the 
feminine this is exceptional. The root /je/ - assimilates to the suffix -/ta/ 
in yata /jata/ and turns into /jẽr/-  in the plural. The plural suffixes -/o/ 
and -/e/ are used for masculine and feminine, respectively. In the plural  
there is /w/ insertion.  Lɨshɨ /lɨɕɨ/ (92b) (literally ‘poor’) is an adjective 
used  to  express  endearment  and  compassion  (typically,  for  someone 
dead). In this case no suffixes expressing gender, number and form can 
be identified.

(92) a. jet (MS.FF), jewo (MP), jata (FS.FF), jẽr / jẽre (FP) ʻother’ 
       b. lɨɕɨ (MS), wɨɕɨ (MP), lateˀ (FS)404, ɨɕɨ (FP) ʻpoor, dear, dead’

Pɨsht /pɨɕt/ (93) is an elative particle which follows nominals (94a-
b) and verbs (94c).  It  can be a phonological  word (94a) or  an enclitic 
400 The singular BF of  akɨliyo /akɨlijo/,  akɨliˀ  is reported, so that this nominal could be considered a 

nominal lacking the singular FF, but its singular BF is usually not used.
401 The singular BF ɨshɨk /ɨɕɨk/ meaning ‘thing, belonging’ is to be observed and morphologically is the 

BF of ɨshuwo /ɨɕuwo/. Probably because ishuwo /iɕuwo/ or ɨshuwo /ɨɕuwo/ is the specialized term 
for  ‘clothing’,  the speakers  do not  connect  ɨshɨk  to  ishuwo, but  consider  it  a  singular  form of 
ɨshujãro /ɨɕuxãro/ (3.MP) ‘thing, belonging’, mainly used in the plural, but  ɨshujãro  has its proper 
singular forms ɨshujãrt /ɨɕuxãrt/ (3.MS.FF) and ɨshujãrak /ɨɕuxãrak/ (3.MS.BF), even though only the 
plural is generally used.

402 A masculine FF ukurbɨt is reported, but this word is usually used in the plural. 
403 In the plural, the variant waro is also found, but ware is far more frequent.
404 The form  lateˀ coincides  with  the  BF  of  mother  lateˀ (3.FS.BF).  The  plural  form  wɨshɨ  

/wɨɕɨ/ is also used with the meaning ‘many’.
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particle (94b-c). Pɨsht /pɨɕt/ has nominal inflection after a nominal (93a-
b). Its inflection is regular. The feminine BF takes the suffix -/ɨˀ/. After a 
verb,  its  root,  to  be  identified  with  the  masculine  BF,  is  used. 
Pɨsht /pɨɕt/ corresponds to the AY elative suffix -/pis/ (cf. §4.8.6)  and to 
A.Z -puz (-/pus/) (Chomé 1958: 134).405   

(93) a. pɨɕt (MS.FF), pɨɕ (MS.BF), pɨɕo (MP) 
          ---> pɨɕta (FS.FF), pɨɕɨˀ (FS.BF), pɨɕɨ/ pɨɕe (FP) (also: piɕt)

(94) a. Sẽhe   d-ɨraha         eyok   ahwos-o    pɨsh-o.
         /tsẽhe  d-ɨraha         ejok   aw̥os-o     pɨɕ-o/   
          VOL   3.IRLS-know  1.PE   3.word.MP  ELAT-MP
          ʻHe wants to know our real words.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
       
       b. Tok-owa  waa       hnekur=pɨsh-ta.
         /Tok-owa  waː        n̥ekur=pɨɕ-ta/
          1S-show    DET.FS  caraguata_plant=ELAT-FS.FF 
          ʻHe wants to know our real words.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)                 
       
       c. Ɨshɨr-rza              s-ahmũr=pɨsh     Bochani.
           /ɨɕɨɻ-ɻa               ts-am̥ũ r=pɨɕ       boʨani/ 
          Chamacoco-FS.FF   3-love=ELAT       Boggiani
          ʻThe Chamacoco woman loved Boggiani very much.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

There are two other elative particles: =/ɕɨp/ and =/pa/:  t-aak=shɨp  
/taːk=ɕɨp/ (3-eat=ELAT)  ‘he  eats  very  much’,  om=pa (good.
[M/F]S.BF=ELAT) ‘very good’. Both are enclitic and have no inflection.  
=/ɕɨp/  possibly derives from the root /pɨɕ/ via  metathesis; it  can only 
be used  in  the  same  contexts  of  =/pɨɕ/.406 =/pa/  can be  used  in  all 
contexts.

In (95) one finds some plant nouns with the respective fruits. There 
is  a  derivational  mechanism to obtain  the name of  the fruit:  the suffix 
-/oˀ/  is  added  to  the  feminine  BF.  The  suffix  -/o ˀ/  overwrites 

405 A.Z -puz  (-/pus/) is the masculine BF, -/e/ is added in the feminine BF, which is -puze  (-/puse/) 
(Chomé 1958: 134). The form added to verbs is -puz, the same used to form the masculine BF. 
The vowel -/e/ added in the feminine probably corresponds to the Chamacoco BF suffix.

406 The only difference is that =/pɨɕ/ is  not  observed after  a  predicate  at  the end of  a  clause, 
while =/ɕɨp/ can also occur in this context.
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preceding /ɨ/ or /e/, while /a/ is preserved (95c). The names for fruits 
take no inflection and when an adjective agrees with one of these names 
it is inflected in masculine: hnɨkaaoˀ osiyer /n̥ɨkaːoˀ osijer/ (fruit two.M) 
‘two fruits of black carob treeʼ.

(95) a. ʨoxɨta (FS.FF) ʻtype of plant’, ʨoxe (FP), ʨoxɨˀ (FS.BF) 
                (local name: poro blanco) ---> ʨoxoˀ ʻfruit of ʨoxɨtaʼ

b. n̥ ɨmɨta (FS.FF) ʻcactus’, n̥ ɨme (FP), n̥ ɨmɨˀ (FS.BF) ---> n̥ ɨmoˀ ʻcactus fruit’407

c. n̥ ɨkaːta (FS.FF) ʻblack carob tree’, n̥ ɨkaː (FP), n̥ ɨkaːˀ (FS.BF) (Prosopis nigra) 
         ---> n̥ ɨkaːoˀ ʻfruit of black carob tree’
d. porosuːta (FS.FF) ʻtype of plant’, porosuː / porosuːwe (FP), 
         porosuːˀ (FS.BF) (also: porosuta) (local name: poro)
         ---> porosu(ː)woˀ ʻfruit of porosuːta’  
e. wopalta (FS.FF) ʻtype of plant’, wopale (FP), wopaleˀ (FS.BF) 
         ---> wopaloˀ ʻfruit of wopalta’ 408

§13.5 The indeterminate-form

In  the  MS-IF  two  suffixes  are  used:  -/tɨk/  and  -/ɨ ̃ rk/,  which 
correspond to the MP suffixes -/tijo/ and -/ɨr̃/,  respectively. Both pairs 
of suffixes can usually be used in the same nominal. However, the most 
frequently  used  suffixes  are  -/tɨk/ and  -/ɨr̃/.  The  FS-IF  suffixes  are 
-/tã(k)/ and -/rã(k)/,  while the plural  -/ɨr̃/  is  epicene.  In the singular, 
the masculine and feminine suffixes are very similar: -/t ɨk/ (MS.IF) and 
-/tã(k)/  (FS.IF)  differ  in  the  vowel  and  the  nasality  of  the  feminine 
suffix.  The other pair  of  singular  suffixes,  -/ɨr̃k/  and -/rã(k)/,  presents 
the  same  vocalic  difference  (/ɨ/  in  the  masculine  and  /a/  in  the 
feminine)  and  differ  with  respect  to  /r/  metathesis. 409 In  feminine, 
final /k/ can drop, while in the masculine it is always preserved. If the 
root ends in -/p/,  it  voices before the IF suffix. The IF suffixes are not 
added exclusively to the root, as the other suffixes discussed so far: they 
407 Note the difference between hnɨmo /n̥ɨmo/ (MP) ʻlandʼ and hnɨmo /n̥ɨmoˀ/ ʻcactus fruitʼ, distinguished 

by the final glottal stop on ʻcactus fruitʼ.
408 ‘Fruta negra del monte’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000b: 45).
409 The  comparison  with  Ancient  Zamuco  and  Ayoreo  suggest  that  /r/  metathesis  occurs  in  the 

masculine.
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can also be added to the FF. Plural IF suffixes can also be added to the 
plural  form.  All  options  are  observed  in  the  following  examples. 
Consequently,  if  this  is  combined  with  the  alternation  between  two 
prefixes, a certain number of possible IFs forms are to be observed. The 
following examples only list the IFs actually observed in the field. Other 
forms might  exist,  although not  reported here.  The fact  that  the  suffix 
can  be  added  to  the  FF  shows  that  CH  morphology  has  undergone  a 
great deal of reinterpretation.

§13.5.1 The masculine indeterminate-form

In  (96)  and (97)  one  finds  masculine  nominals  in  -/t/ 410 and  -/ʨ/, 
respectively. The suffix -/tɨk/ (IF.MS) can be added to the root or to the 
FF.  When the  root  ends  in  -/p/,  such  as  in  (96d,g,p,n)  and  (97e,f),  it 
voices  into  /b/.  This  occurs  with  all  IF  suffixes.411 The  consonantal 
cluster  /bt/  can  simplify,  so  that  /b/  drops,  as  in  leshɨbich  /leɕɨbiʨ/ 
(97e)  and  hnakɨrbich  /n̥akɨrbiʨ/  (97f),  which  have  both 
leshɨbtɨk /leɕɨbtɨk/ and leshtɨk /leɕtɨk/ (97e), and hnakɨrbitɨk /n̥akɨrbitɨk/ 
and hnakɨrtɨk /n̥akɨrtɨk/ (97f). Epenthetic /ɨ/ may show up between the 
root and the suffix -/tɨk/, as in ijaabɨtɨk /ixaːbɨtɨk/ (96d).  When -/tɨk/ is 
added  to  the  FF,  a  consonantal  cluster  /ʨt/  or  a  fake  geminate  /tt/ 412 
originates:  deeychtɨk /deːjʨtɨk/ (97c),  hnɨmichtɨk /n̥ɨmiʨtɨk/  (97g), 
ɨjichtɨk /ɨxiʨtɨk/  (97l),  dihipttɨk /dihipttɨk/  (96c),  loshɨttɨk /loɕɨttɨk/ 
(96j).  The  same  occurs  when  the  suffix  -/tijo/  is  added  to  the  FF: 
laseẽttiyo /lasẽːttijo/  (96i),  ɨjichtiyo /ɨxiʨtijo/ (97l).  -/tijo/  can also  be 
added  to  the  root  and  two  possible  forms  alternate:  hnɨmichtiyo 
/n̥ɨmiʨtijo/, hnɨmitiyo /n̥ɨmitijo/  (97g).  When  a  suffix  beginning  with 
/t/  is  added  to  a  word  ending  in  -/rʨ/,  (/r/  + /ʨ/  ---> /ɻʐ/),  as  in 
uhurztɨk /uhurʐtɨk/ (97j), which can alternate with uhurchtɨk /uhurʨtɨk/ 

410 In (96) there are no masculine nominals in -/ɕt/, because they will be discussed later (see ex. (98)).
411 When an IF suffix is added to a  root in -/p/, it is understood that /p/ not only voices, but it also 

nasalizes if it nasalizes in the FF and in the plural.
412 When /t/ and /t/ are abutting consonants, they generally create a geminate consonant. In some cases, 

however, a very short pause between the two consonants can be perceived.
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(without lenition) or uhurtɨk (97j), this confirms that one can add -/tɨk/ 
to both the root and the FF.  In  owich  /owiʨ/, /i/ turns into /ɨ/ before 
the  suffixes  -/tɨk/  and  -/tijo/.413 Pohoch  /pohoʨ/  (97i)  has  a  different 
root  for  the  FF  and  the  plural:  the  suffix  -/tɨk/  is  added  to  the  FF 
(pohochtɨk  /pohoʨtɨk/); -/tijo/  is  added  to  the  plural.  When  -/tijo/  is 
added,  epenthetic  /ɨ/  before  -/tɨk/ does  not  generally  show  up: cf. 
loshɨpɨtɨk /loɕɨpɨtɨk/ vs.  loshɨptiyo /loɕɨptijo/ (96k).  In  the  plural  IF  of 
ɨmatɨt  ‘old’ (97q), syllable deletion can occur before -/tijo/: cf.  ɨmatɨtiyo  
/ɨmatɨtijo/ vs. ɨmatiyo /ɨmatijo/. This is probably due to the fact that the 
two syllables begin with /t/.414 

When the  suffix -/ɨr̃k/  (MS.IF)  is  added to  a  root  in  -/ɨ/  or  -/i/, 415 
this  vowel  is  overwritten:  ɨbich  /ɨbiʨ/ (3.MS.FF)  --->  ɨbɨ r̃k (3.MS.IF) 
(97k). If the root ends in -/a/ or -/e/, the suffix vowel (/ɨ/̃) deletes and 
the  root  vowel  nasalizes:  bahat (3.MS.FF)  --->  bahãrk (3.MS.IF)  (96b), 
eeych /eːjʨ/ (2.MS.FF) ---> eẽrk /ẽːrk/ (2.MS.IF) (97d). In kɨnehẽt (96f), 
there is alternation between /aha/ and /ehe/. The last sequence is to be 
observed  in  the  IFs  in  (96f),  so  that,  when  -/ɨr̃k/ is  added,  the 
corresponding form will be kɨnehẽrk (96). In (96l), -/ɨr̃k/ is added to the 
BF mɨhnɨk /mɨn̥ɨk/. This is probably due to the fact that, although a FF is 
reported, the BF of this word is far more frequent and is also used when 
the  FF would  be  expected.  When the  root  ends  in  -/r/,  this  consonant  
can  delete  before  -/ɨ r̃k/:  /ɨɕɨr/-  +  -/ɨr̃k/ --->  ɨshɨ ̃ rk  /ɨɕɨr̃k/ (MS.IF) 
(97o); /ɨlar/- + -/ɨr̃k/ ---> ɨlãrk (MS.IF) (97n). 

The suffix -/ɨr̃/ (MP.IF) is the plural counterpart of -/ɨr̃k/ (MS.IF). Since it 
can be added to the root, to the FF or to the plural, more forms can alternate,  

413 As already noted, the epenthetic vowel is usually /i/ before the FF suffix -/ʨ/ and /ɨ/ before -/t/.
414 -/tɨk/ is also to be found in =/petɨk/, which reinforces the negation expressed by ye /je/. The first 

element of =/petɨk/ is the negative particle =/pe/, the second element is the MS-IF suffix -/tɨk/. 

     (i)    Ye      o-l-ɨrmas                      petɨk    nehet     shɨ        o-hnoy.
             /je      o-l-ɨrmas                      petɨk    nehet     ɕɨ         o-n̥oy/
            NEG   P-3.IRLS-make_get_off   at_all    until      DUR    P-3.bring
            ‘They didn’t make him get off the bus at all, until they bring him (by bus).’  
            (Ciucci, field-notes)

415 Here and in the following cases the glottal stop is not taken into account, because it drops when a 
suffix is added.
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such as dihipɨ ̃r and dihiptɨ ̃r (96c), hnɨmɨr̃ /n̥ɨmɨr/ and hnɨmichɨ ̃r /n̥ɨmiʨɨr̃/ (97g) 
and deeyɨ ̃r /deːjɨ ̃r/ and deeychɨ ̃r /deːjʨɨ ̃r/ (97c). When it is added to a root in 
-/ɨ/, as in  loshɨpɨt /loɕɨpɨt/ (96k),  /ɨ/ is overwritten (loshɨpɨr̃  /loɕɨpɨr̃/). Some 
masculine nominals  with root in -V insert /j/ or /w/ before the plural suffix 
-/o/. The same can also occur when the suffix -/ɨr̃k/ is added to the root. There 
is  /j/  insertion  in:  loshɨyɨr̃  /loɕɨjɨr̃/  (96j)  (cf. loshiyo /loɕijo/ (MP)),  abiyɨr̃  
/abijɨr̃/ (97a) (cf. abiyo /abijo/ (3.MP)), (97k) (cf. ɨbiyo /ɨbijo/ (MP)), (97l) (cf. 
ɨjiyo /ɨxijo/ (MP)). In mɨhnuwɨr̃ /mɨn̥uwɨr̃/ (96l) (cf.  mɨhnuwo /mɨn̥uwo/ (MP)) 
there is /w/ insertion. In abich /abiʨ/ (97a) the suffix -/ɨr̃/ can also be added 
to  the  plural  abiyo  /abijo/  with  /r/  insertion,  yielding  abiyorɨ ̃r /abijorɨr̃/ 
(MP.IF). Apparently, only a plural IF suffix can be added to a plural form, but it 
does not occur very frequently. There is /r/ insertion even when the suffix -/ɨr̃/ 
is added to a nominal with root in -V: bahat (MS.FF) ---> baharɨr̃ (MP.IF) (96b); 
laseet̃ /lasẽː t/  (3.MS.FF)  --->  laseer̃ɨr̃  /lasẽːrɨr̃/  (3.MP.IF) (96i).  In 
kɨnehɨr̃ /kɨnehɨr̃/ (MP.IF) (96f) root-final /e/ is overwritten by the first vowel of 
the suffix. Kuchɨt /kuʨɨt/ (96h) presents the irregular forms kucher̃k /kuʨer̃k/ 
(MS.IF) and kucher̃iyo /kuʨer̃ijo/, kucher̃yo /kuʨer̃jo/(MP.IF).

(96)
a. ahɨ r̃t (2.MS.FF) ‘friend, companion’ ---> ahɨ r̃tɨk (2.MS.IF), ahɨrɨ r̃k (2.MS.IF), 
               ahɨ r̃tijo (MP.IF), ahɨ r̃ɨr (MP.IF) 
b. bahat (3.MS.FF) ‘price’ ---> bahatɨk (3.MS.IF), bahãrk (3.MS.IF), bahatijo (3.MP.IF), 
               baharɨ r̃ (3.MP.IF) 
c. dihipɨt (MS.FF) ‘foreigner’ ---> dihipttɨk (MS.IF), dihipɨtɨk (MS.IF),
               dihipɨ r̃k (MS.IF), dihipɨ r̃ (MP.IF), dihiptɨ r̃ (MP.IF), dihipɨttijo (MP.IF), 
               dihiptijo (MP.IF)
d. ixaːbɨt (MS.FF) ʻlittle’, ixaːp (MS.BF) ---> ixaːbtɨk (MS.IF), ixaːbɨtɨk (MS.IF),
               ixaːbtijo (MP.IF) 
e. iːsɨt (3.MS.FF) ‘relative’ ---> iːstɨk (3.MS.IF), iːsɨ r̃k (3.MS.IF), iːsɨ r̃ (3.MP.IF), 
               iːtijo (3.MP.IF) 
f. kɨnehet (MS.FF) ‘strange’ ---> kɨnehetɨk (MS.IF), kɨnehẽrk (MS.IF), kɨnehɨ r̃ (MP.IF), 
                kɨnehetijo (MP.IF) 
g. koɕkaːbɨt (MS.IF) ʻthin’, koɕkaːp (MS.BF) ---> koɕkaːbtɨk (MS.IF), 
                koɕkaːbtijo (MP.IF) 
h. kuʨɨt ʻthing’ ---> kuʨẽrk (MS.IF), kuʨtɨk (MS.IF), kuʨẽrijo (MP.IF), 
                kuʨẽrjo (MP.IF), kuʨtijo (MP.IF)
i. lasẽːt (3.MS.FF) ---> lasẽːttɨk (3.MS.IF), lasẽːrɨ r̃ (3MP.IF), lasẽːttijo (3.MP.IF)
                ‘son-in-law’ 
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j. loɕɨt (MS.FF) ʻfish’ ---> loɕɨttɨk (MS.IF), loɕɨtɨk (MS.IF), loɕtɨk (MS.IF), 
                loɕɨjɨ r̃ (MP.IF), loɕtɨ r̃k (MS.IF), loɕtijo (FP.IF)
k. loɕɨpɨt (MS.FF) ‘animal’ ---> loɕɨpɨtɨk (MS.IF), loɕɨpɨ r̃k (MS.IF), loɕɨptijo (MP.IF),  
                loɕɨpɨ r̃ (MP.IF)
l. mɨñ̥ ɨk (MS.BF), mɨn̥ t (MS.FF) ‘bad, evil’ ---> mɨñ̥ tɨk (MS.IF), mɨn̥ ɨkɨ r̃k (MS.IF),
                mɨn̥ tijo (MP.IF), mɨn̥uwɨr̃ (MP.IF)
n. pɨkaːbɨt (MS.FF) ‘a little’, pɨkaːp (MS.BF) ---> pɨkaːbtɨk (MS.IF), pɨkaːbɨ r̃k (MS.IF), 
                pɨkaːbtijo (MP.IF), pɨkaːbɨ r̃ (MP.IF)
o. topɨt (MS.FF) ‘dead’ ---> topɨtɨk (MS.IF), topɨ r̃k (MS.IF), tobtijo (MP.IF), 
                topɨ r̃ (MP.IF)
p. turkaːbɨt (MS.FF) ‘short’ ---> turkãːbɨttɨk (MS.IF), turkãːbtijo (MP.IF) 
q. ɨmatɨt (MS.FF) ‘old’, ɨmatɨtɨk (MS.IF), ɨmatɨ r̃k (MS.IF), ɨmatɨ r̃ (MP.IF), 
                ɨmatɨtijo (MP.IF), ɨmatijo (MP.IF) 

(97)
a. abiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘husband’ ---> abitɨk (3.MS.IF), abɨ r̃k (MS.IF), abijɨ r̃ (3.MP.IF), 
                abitijo (3.MP.IF), abijorɨ ̃ r (3.MP.IF)     
b. dejʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘father’ ---> lejtɨk (3.MS.IF), dejʨɨ ̃ rk (3.MS.IF), dejʨtɨk (3.MS.IF), 
                dejʨtijo (3.MP.IF), dejɨ r̃ (MP.IF) 
c. deːjʨ (MS.FF) ‘day’ ---> deːjʨtɨk (MS.IF), deːjtijo (MP.IF) / deːjʨɨ ̃ r (MP.IF),
                deːjɨ r̃ (MP.IF) 
d. iːʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘name’ ---> eːjtɨk (2.MS.IF), ẽːrk (2.MS.IF), iːtijo (3.MP.IF),
                i ̃ː r (3.MP.IF), iːtɨk (3.MS.IF), ɨ ̃ː rk (3.MS.IF) 
e. leɕɨbiʨ (MS.FF) ‘brother’ ---> leɕɨbtɨk (3.MS.IF), leɕtɨk (3.MS.IF), leɕɨbɨ r̃k (MS.IF),
                leɕɨbɨ r̃ (MP.IF), leɕɨbtijo (MP.IF) 
f. n̥akɨrbiʨ (MS.FF) ‘man’ ---> n̥akɨrbitɨk (MS.IF), n̥akɨrtɨk (MS.IF), n̥akɨrbɨ r̃k (MS.IF), 
                n̥akɨrbtijo (MP.IF), n̥akɨrbɨ r̃ (MP.IF)
g. n̥ ɨmiʨ (MS.FF) ‘land, country’ ---> n̥ ɨmiʨtɨk (MS.IF), n̥ ɨmitɨk (MS.IF), 
                n̥ ɨmɨ r̃k (MS.IF), n̥ ɨmɨ r̃ (MP.IF), n̥ ɨmiʨɨ ̃ r (MP.IF), n̥ ɨmiʨtijo (MP.IF), 
                n̥ ɨmitijo (MP.IF)
h. owiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘place’ ---> owɨtɨk (3.MS.IF), owiʨtɨk (3.MS.IF), owɨtijo (3.MP.IF), 
                owiʨɨ ̃ rk (3.MP.IF), owilɨ r̃ (3.MP.IF) 
i. pohoʨ (MS.FF), pojto (MP) ʻdogʼ ---> pohoʨtɨk (MS.IF) / pojtotijo (MP.IF)
j. uhurʨ (MS.FF) ‘end’ ---> uhurtɨk (MS.IF), uhurʐtɨk (MS.IF), uhurʨɨ r̃k (MS.IF), 
              uhurʨtɨk (MS.IF), uhurtijo (MP.IF), uhurɨ r̃ (MP.IF) 
k. ɨbiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘work, worker’ ---> ɨbitɨk (3.MS.IF), ɨbitijo (3.MP.IF), 
              ɨbɨjɨ r̃ (3.MP.IF), ɨbɨ r̃k (3.MS.IF)
l. ɨxiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘path’ ---> ɨxiʨtɨk (3.MS.IF), ɨxiʨtijo (3.MP.IF), ɨxijɨ r̃ (MP.IF)
n. ɨlarʨ (MS.FF) ‘old’ ---> ɨlartɨk (MS.IF),  ɨlãrk (MS.IF), ɨlartijo (MP.IF), ɨlarɨ r̃ (FP.IF), 
              ɨlaɻɻɨ r̃ (FP.IF)
o. ɨɕɨrʨ (MS.FF) ‘Chamacoco’ ---> ɨɕɨ r̃k (MS.IF), ɨɕɨ  rtɨk (MS.IF), ɨɕɨrɨ r̃ ([M/F]P.IF), 
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              ɨɕɨ  rtijo (MP.IF)

In (98) one finds nominals in -/ɕt/ with BF coinciding with the root in -/s/ 
which turns into -/ɕ/ in the FF (see §13.1.7). The suffix -/tɨk/ can be added to 
the  root  of  the  FF:  ahwoshtɨk  /aw̥oɕtɨk/  (98a),  Porroshtɨk  /poːɻɻoɕtɨk/ 
(98b), poshtɨk  /poɕtɨk/ (98c),  but  the  root-final  consonant can  delete 
before  -/tɨk/ and -/tijo/:  ahwotɨk /aw̥otɨk/  (98a),  potɨk  (98c),  potiyo 
/potijo/ (98c).416 The presence of forms such as  porrostiyo  /poːɻɻostijo/ 
(98b) and postiyo /postijo/ (98c) suggests that the change of /s/ into /ɕ/ 
in  the  FF  is  not  necessarily  due  to  the  presence  of  /t/  after  /s/.  
Porrosht /poːɻɻoɕt/ (98b) has an irregular form  porroshɨr̃yo /poːɻɻoɕɨ r̃jo/ 
(MP.IF);  one  can  see  the  same  irregularity in  a  plural  IF  of kuchɨt  
/kuʨɨt/, kuchẽr(i)yo /kuʨẽr(i)jo/ (MP.IF) (96h).417 

(98) a. aw̥oɕt (3.MS.FF) ‘word’ ---> aw̥otɨk (3.MS.IF), aw̥oɕtɨk (3.MS.IF),
                aw̥oɕɨ r̃k (3.MS.IF), aw̥otijo (3.MP.IF), aw̥osɨ r̃ (3.MP.IF)
      b. poːɻɻoɕt (MS.FF) ‘God’ ---> poːɻɻoɕtɨk (MS.IF), poːɻɻoɕɨ r̃k (MS.IF), 
                poːɻɻoɕɨ r̃jo (MP.IF), poːɻɻostijo (MP.IF) 
      c. poɕt (3.MP.FF) ‘food’ ---> poso (3.MP), posɨ r̃ (3.MP.IF), potɨk (3.MS.IF),
                poɕtɨk (3.MS.IF), potijo (3.MP.IF), postijo (3.MP.IF)

In (99) the FF is no longer used and the IF suffixes are only added to the 
root  aap  /aːp/.  /p/  voices  into  /b/  (as  in  the  plural  aabo  /aːbo/).  The 
consonant  cluster  /bt/  can  simplify  into  /t/:  cf.  aabtɨk /aːbtɨk/  vs. 
aatɨk /aːtɨk/.

(99) aːp (3.MS) ‘son, children’, aːtɨk (3.MS.IF), aːbtɨk (3.MS.IF), aːbtijo (3.MS.IF),
                aːbɨ r̃ (3.MP.IF)
      
(100) a. awɨt (MS.FF) ‘water’ ---> awɨtɨk (MS.IF), awɨr̃k (MP.IF) (Spanish: agua)

b. ixɨt (3.MS.FF) ‘son’ ---> ixɨttɨk (3.MS.IF), ixtɨk (3.MS.IF), ixɨr̃k (3.MS.IF), 
                  ixɨtijo (3.MP.IF), ixɨr̃ (3.[M/F]P.IF) (Spanish: hijo)

c. pwert / pwertɨt (MS.FF) ‘house’ ---> pwerttɨk (MS.IF), pwertɨk (MS.IF),
                pwertɨ r̃k (MS.IF) / pwertɨ r̃ (MP.IF) / pwertiyo (MP.IF) 
                (Spanish: puerto ‘port’)

416 Since the root-final consonant deletes,  and /s/  and /ɕ/ alternate in the root, it  is not possible to 
establish whether /s/ or /ɕ/ has been deleted.

417 Apparently, -/jo/ has been added to the plural IF suffi x -/ ɨ r̃/.
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The nominals in (101) are only to be observed or mainly used in the 
plural.  In  many  plural  forms in  -/wo/,  /w/  can be  considered  an 
insertion  before  the  plural  suffix  -/o/.  Nominals in  -/wo/  in  example 
(100) present /w/ before the suffix -/ɨr̃/,  but  not  before -/tijo/,  which 
begins with a consonant.418 

(101) a. ejuwo (3.MP) ‘thoughts’ ---> ejuwɨr̃ (3.MP.IF), ejutijo (3.MP.IF)
         b. iɕuwo / ɨɕuwo (3.MP) ‘dress’ ---> iɕuwɨr̃ / ɨɕuwɨr̃ / iɕtijo / iɕutijo (3.MP.IF)
         c. kuɕxãro (GF.MP) ʻthingʼ --->  kuɕxãrɨr (GF.MP.IF) / kuɕxãrtijo (GF.MP)
         d. poruwo (MP.FF) ‘ancestor’ ---> poruwɨr̃ (MP.IF) / porutijo 
         e. ukurbo (3.MP) ‘power, strength’ ---> ukũrbɨr / ukurbɨr̃ / ukurbtijo (3.MP.IF)
         f. uro (MP) ‘wood’ (which has been cut) ---> ũrɨr (MP.IF) / urtijo (MP.IF)
         g. ware (3.P) ‘dirty, what is dirty’ ---> warɨr̃ (3.P.IF)
         h. woso (3.MP) ‘poison’ ---> wosɨr̃ (3.MP.IF), wostijo (3.MP.IF)

While the BF is not usually observed in masculine Spanish loans, the IF is 
still productive. In (102) one finds some Spanish words used by CH speakers. 
Not  all  are  adapted  loans;419 many  terms  have  been  introduces  by  the 
missionaries. The interesting fact is that these words take the IF suffix required 
by the context. 

(102) a. algún (Spanish) ‘some’ ---> algunɨ r̃k ( IF)
b. anxel (MS) ‘angel’ ---> anxeltɨk (MS.IF) (MP: anxele), anxelɨ r̃k (MS.IF), 
             anxelɨ r̃ (MP.IF) / anxeltijo (MP.IF) (Spanish: angel)
d. kresjente ‘flood’ ---> kresjentɨ r̃kɨɕ (IF) (Spanish: creciente ‘growing’) 
e. perdon ‘forgiveness’ ---> perdontɨk (MS.IF) (Spanish: perdón)
f. plata (Spanish) ‘money, silver’ ---> platɨ r̃ (P.IF)
g. premit (MS.FF) ‘prize’ ---> premitɨk 
            (non-adapted form premyo, Spanish: premio)
h. sacerdote (Spanish) ‘priest’ ---> sacerdõtɨr (P.IF)
i. sinagoga (Spanish) ‘synagogue’ ---> sinagogɨ r̃ (P.IF)
j. vidrio (Spanish) ‘glass’ ---> vidrɨr̃ (P.IF)
k. oro (Spanish) (also adapted as: ort (MS.FF)) ---> orɨ r̃ (MP.IF)
l. pan (MS/P)420 ‘bread’ ---> panɨ r̃ (MP.IF) (Spanish: pan) 

418 In ishuwo /iɕuwo/ (101b), /u/ can delete before -/tijo/: cf. ishutiyo /iɕutijo/ vs. ishtiyo /iɕtijo/.
419 In (102), non-adapted loans are reported in Spanish orthography.
420 The plural form panye /panje/ is also observed.
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m. parte (Spanish) ‘part’ ---> partɨ r̃k ( IF)
n. tjempɨt (MS.FF) ‘time’ ---> tjemptɨk / tjempɨr̃k (MS.IF), 
             tyempɨr̃ / tjemptijo (MP.IF) (Spanish: tiempo)

§13.5.2 The feminine indeterminate-form

There  are  two  FS-IF  suffixes:  -/rã(k)/  and  -/tã(k)/.  Final  /k/  can 
drop depending on the context. The plural suffix is -/ɨr̃/, the same suffix 
used for  the masculine.  In  (103)  one finds feminine nominals  in  -/ta/,  
while in (104) one finds feminine nominals in -/ʨa/ .

The  suffix  -/rã(k)/ (FS.IF)  can  be  added  to  the  root  or  to  the  FF. 
When  the  suffix  is  added  to  the  FF,  /a/ in  -/ta/  or  -/ʨa/  normally 
reduces  to  /ɨ/.  The  forms  hnɨkaatarã(k) /n̥ɨkaːtarã(k)/  (103n), 
poytiitarã(k) /pojtiːtarã(k)/ (103q) and ɨrahatarã(k) (103x) do not follow 
the general tendency.421 If the root ends in a consonant422, epenthetic /ɨ/ 
can  show  up,  as  in  poõrrzeebɨrã(k) /põːɻɻeːbɨrã(k)/  (104c)  and 
pohorɨ r̃ã(k) (104b).  When  the  root  ends  in  /r/,  it  can  delete  before 
-/rã(k)/ (104b, d-g). In  yarrza /jaɻɻa/ (103t), not only /ɨ/, but also /a/ 
can  show  up  between root  and suffix:  yarɨrã(k) /jarɨrã(k)/  (FS.IF), 
yararã(k) /jarɨrã(k)/ (103t).

The  suffix  -/tã(k)/ (FS.IF)  is  generally  added  to  the  root.423 It  is 
never added to the FF of nominals in -/ta/, probably to avoid a sequence 
of  two  syllables  only differing with  respect  to  nasality.  Consequently, 
when final /k/ drops, the IF in -/tã(k)/ can be distinguished from the FF 
in -/ta/ by nasality. The suffix -/tã(k)/ is clearly detectable in feminine 
nominals  in  -/ʨa/.  There  are  feminine  nominals  in  -/ʨa/  ending  in 
-/ɻã(k). They exhibit the variant /ɻa/ of the suffix -/ʨa/, in which a FS-
IF suffix (-/rã(k)/ or -/tã(k)/) has been added to the FF in -/ɻa/, but it 
has lost initial /r/ or /t/. It is not possible to determine whether -/rã(k)/ 

421 This could be due to assimilation by /aː/ or /aha/ in the root. In (103x), some forms presenting the 
reduction of /a/ to /ɨ/ are also reported.

422 Excluding, of course, the glottal stop.
423 Theoretically, since its masculine counterpart -/tɨk/ can be added to the FF, this should also be  

possible for the suffix -/tã(k)/, but the latter is not generally found. The only occurrence of 
-/tã(k)/ added to the FF is in (106b).
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or -/tã(k)/ has been added, but -/rã(k)/ seems more plausible,  because 
*/ɻr/ is not to be found in Chamacoco and /r/ deletes after -/ɻɻ/.424

The plural  suffix -/ɨr̃/  is  common to both masculine  and feminine, 
and is the only one to be observed for the feminine. The masculine, by 
contrast,  uses two morphological  devices (-/tijo/ and -/ɨr̃/).  As seen in 
§13.1  and  §13.2,  something  similar  occurs  with  the  masculine  plural, 
which has  several  morphological  devices  (-/o/,  -/e/,  -/lo/  and -/tso/), 
while  the  only  FP  suffix  (-/e/)  can  also  be  used  by  some  masculine 
nominals.  -/ɨr̃/ can  be  added  to  the  root  or  to  the  FF.  When  -/ɨr̃/  is 
added  to  the  FF,  the  last  vowel  of  the  suffixes  -/ta/  and  -/ʨa/  is 
overwritten by the suffix. /aː/ or the sequence /aha/ can turn into /eː/ 
or /ehe/:  ijaabɨta /ixaːbɨta/ ---> ijeebɨ r̃ /ijeːbɨr̃/ (103j), ɨlarrza /ɨlaɻɻa/ 
--->  ɨlerɨ r̃ (104f).  The same occurs in the plural BF/FF when the suffix 
-/e/ is added. /aː/ or /aha/ can also turn into /eː/ and /ehe/ when the 
suffix  -/ɨr̃/ is  added  to  the  FF:  e.g.  ijaabɨta /ixaːbɨta/ --->  ijeebtɨ r̃  
/ijeːbtɨr̃/ (103j), ɨrãh(a)ta ---> ɨrehetɨ r̃  /  ɨrẽhtɨ r̃  /  ɨrãhtɨ r̃  (103x). As one 
can see in the last form, this change is not obligatory. In some nominals 
characterized by the change of  /aha/ or /aː/  into /ehe/ or /eː/  in  the  
plural, the first vowel of the suffix can be overwritten by the root vowel:  
hnɨkaata /n̥ɨkaːta/  --->  hnɨkeẽr  /n̥ɨkẽ ːr/ (103n),  kɨnahata --->  kɨnehẽr 
(103l).  The  contrary  also  occurs,  that  is  the  last  root-vowel  can  be 
overwritten by the suffix:  kɨnahata ---> kɨnehɨr̃ (103l).  This also occurs 
when the root ends in /i/ or /ɨ/:  eyhita /ejhita/ ---> eyhɨr̃  /ejhɨr̃/  (103d), 
hutɨta ---> hutɨ r̃  (103e). As already seen in the masculine, when -/ɨr̃/ is 
added to a root ending in V, /j/ or /w/ can show up between root and 
suffix:  ɨluuta /ɨluːta/ ---> ɨluuwɨr̃  /ɨluːwɨr̃/ (103u),  onoota  /onoːta/ ---> 
onoowɨr̃  /onoːwɨr̃/  (103p), poytiita  /pojtiːta/  --->  poytiiyɨ r̃  /pojtiːjɨ r̃/ 
(103q). This also occurs when FP -/e/ is added, but there are exceptions. 
For instance in mɨhnuuɨr̃  /mɨn̥uːɨr̃/ (FP.IF) (103m) epenthetic /w/ is not 
observed, although it is to be found in the MP mɨhnuuwo /mɨn̥uːwo/ (see 
§13.1,  ex.  (9f)).  In  the  plural  IF  of  eeta /eːta/  (103b)  there  is  /r/ 

424 /ɻɻ/  is a geminate consonant, because it is the result of the merger of /r/ (the root-final consonant)  
and of  /ʨ/  (the first  consonant  of  the prefix).  In  the orthography /ɻɻ/  is  only  represented  as 
<rrz>  to  distinguish  /ɹ/  in  the  root  from  the  suffi x  -/ʨa/.  In  the  other  cases,  it  is  
represented as <rz>.
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insertion before the suffix -/ɨr̃/: eẽrɨr /ẽːrɨr/ or eerɨ r̃ /eːrɨr̃/ (103b). 

(103) 
a. data (3.FS.FF) ‘mother’ ---> latɨrã(k) (3.FS.IF), latã(k) (3.FS.IF), latɨ r̃ (3.FP.IF)
b. eːta (FS.FF) ‘fruit’ ---> ẽːrɨr (FP.IF), eːrɨ r̃ (FP.IF), eːtɨ r̃ (FP.IF), eːtã(k) (FS.IF), 
                eːrã(k) (FS.IF), eːã(k) (FS.IF),425 eːtɨrãk (FS.IF)
c. epɨta (FS.FF) ‘shot’ ---> epɨrã(k) (FS.IF), epɨtã(k) (FS.IF), epɨtɨrã(k) (FS.IF),
                epɨ r̃ (FP.IF), epɨtɨ r̃ (FP.IF)  
d. ejhita (FS.FF) ‘seed’ ---> ejhirã(k) (FS.IF), ejhɨ r̃ (FP.IF), ejhitã(k) (FS.IF),
                ejhitɨrã(k) (FS.IF)
e. hutɨta (FS.FF) ‘book’ ---> hutɨrã(k) (FS.IF), hutɨtã(k) (FS.IF), hutɨtɨrã(k) (FS.IF), 
                hutɨ r̃ (FP.IF)
f. hɨ r̃ta ʻpalmʼ ---> hɨrã(k) (FS.IF), hɨrtɨrã(k) (FS.IF), hɨrɨ r̃ (FP.IF), hɨrtɨ r̃ (FP.IF), 
                hɨrtã(k) (FS.IF)
j. ixaːbɨta (FS.FF) ʻlittle’ ---> ixaːbtɨrã(k) (FS.IF), ixaːbɨrãk (FS.IF), ixeːbɨ r̃ (FP.IF),
                ixeːbtɨ r̃ (FP.IF) 
k. koɕuwaːbɨta (FS.FF) ʻthinʼ ---> koɕuwaːbɨrãk (FS.IF), koɕuwaːbtɨrãk (FS.IF), 
                koɕuweːbɨ r̃ (FP.IF)  
l. kɨnahata (FS.FF) ‘strange, different’ ---> kɨnaharã(k) (FS.IF), kɨnehɨ r̃ (FP.IF),
                kɨnahɨrã(k) (FS.IF), kɨnahatã(k) (FS.IF), kɨnehẽr (FP.IF), 
                kɨnahatɨrã(k) (FS.IF)
m.mɨn̥uːta (FS.FF) ‘bad, evil’ ---> mɨn̥uːtɨrã(k) (FS.IF), mɨn̥uːrã(k) (FS.IF), 
                mɨn̥uːɨ r̃ (FP.IF)
n. n̥ ɨkaːta (FS.FF) ʻblack carob tree’ ---> n̥ ɨkaːtãk (FS.IF), n̥ ɨkaːrãk (FS.IF), 
                n̥ ɨkaːtarãk (FS.IF), n̥ ɨkaːtɨ r̃ (FP.IF), n̥ ɨkẽːr (FP.IF)
o. nerpɨta (3.FS.FF), pijẽrpta (1.FS.FF) ‘shirt’ ---> nerpɨ r̃a(k) (3.FS.IF), 
                nerpɨ r̃ (3.FS.IF), pijerprã(k) (1.FS.IF), pijerpɨ r̃ (1.FP.IF), 
                nerpɨrã(k) (3.FS.IF), nerpɨtã(k) (3.FS.IF), nerptɨrã(k) (3.FS.IF) 
p. onoːta ʻriver’ ---> onoːtɨrã(k) (FS.IF),  onoːrã(k) (FS.IF), onoːtã(k) (FS.IF), 
                onoːtɨ r̃ (FP.IF), onoːwɨr̃ (FP.IF)
q. pojtiːta (FS.FF) ʻdog’ ---> pojtiːrãk (FS.IF), pojtiːtarã(k) (FS.IF), pojtiːjɨ r̃ (FP.IF)
r. turijãːbta (FS.FF) ʻshort’ ---> turijãːbtɨrã(k) (FS.IF), turijãːmɨrãk (FS.IF), 
                turijẽːmɨ r̃ (FP.IF) 
s. urta ʻroot’ ---> urã (FS.IF), urtãk (FS.IF), urɨ r̃ (FS.IF) 
t. jarta / jaɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘sign’ ---> jartã(k) (FS.IF), jartɨrã(k) (FS.IF), jarɨrã(k) (FS.IF), 
               jararã(k) (FS.IF), jarɨ r̃ (FP.IF), jartɨ r̃ (FP.IF), jaɻɻã(k) (FS.IF) 
u. ɨluːta (3.FS.FF) ‘way, meaning’ ---> ɨluːtã(k) (3.FS.IF), ɨluːtɨrã(k) (3.FS.IF), 
               ɨluːrã(k) (3.FS.IF), ɨluːwɨ r̃ (3.FP.IF), ɨluːtɨ r̃ (3.FP.IF)

425 This form is due to the dropping of /r/.
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v. ɨmatɨta (3.FS.FF) ‘old’ ---> ɨmatɨrã(k) (FS.IF), ɨmatɨtɨrã(k) (FS.IF),
               ɨmatɨtã(k) (FS.IF), ɨmatɨ r̃ (FP.IF), ɨmatɨtɨ r̃ (FP.IF)
x. ɨrãhta (3.FS.FF) ‘wife’ ---> ɨrãhtɨra(k) (3.FS.IF), ɨrãhɨra(k) (3.FS.IF),
               ɨrãhta(k) (3.FS.IF), ɨrahatarã(k) (3.FS.IF), ɨrehetɨ r̃ (3.FP.IF), ɨrẽhtɨr (3.FP.IF), 
               ɨrãhtɨ r̃ (3.FP.IF)

(104) 
a. ʨɨpɨrmɨʨa (FS.FF) ‘bird’ ---> ʨɨpɨrmɨrã(k) (FS.IF), ʨɨpɨrmɨtã(k) (FS.IF), 
               ʨɨpɨrmɨʨɨ ̃ rã(k) (FS.IF), ʨɨpɨrmɨʨɨ ̃ r (FP.IF), ʨɨpɨrmɨ r̃ (FP.IF) 
b. pohoɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘tree’ ---> pohorɨ r̃ã(k) (FS.IF), pohoɻɻɨ r̃ã(k) (FS.IF), pohortã(k)
               (FS.IF), pohorã(k) (FS.IF), pohoɻɻã(k) (FS.IF), pohorɨ r̃ (FP.IF), 
               pohɨ r̃ (FP.IF)426 
c. põːɻɻeːbʨa (FS.FF) ‘star’ ---> põːɻɻeːbɨ r̃ (FP.IF), põːɻɻeːbɨrã(k) (FS.IF),
               põːɻɻeːbʨɨrã(k) (FS.IF), põːɻɻeːbtã(k) (FS.IF), põːɻɻeːbʨɨ ̃ r (FP.IF)
d. tɨmʨaɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘woman’ ---> tɨmʨarɨ r̃ (FP.IF), tɨmʨaɻɻɨ r̃ (FP.IF),
               tɨmʨarã(k) (FS.IF), tɨmʨaɻɻɨrã(k) (FS.IF), tɨmʨartã(k) (FS.IF), 
               tɨmʨaɻɻã(k) (FS.IF) 
e. juhũ ɻɻa (3.FS.FF) ‘skin’ ---> juhurã(k) (3.FS.IF), juhuɻɻã(k) (3.FS.IF), 
               juhurtã(k) (3.FS.IF), juhurɨ r̃ (3.FS.FF), juhuɻɻɨ r̃ (3.FS.FF)
f. ɨlaɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘old’ ---> ɨlarã(k) (FS.IF), ɨlartã(k) (FS.IF), ɨlaɻɻã(k) (FS.IF), 
               ɨlerɨ r̃ (FP.IF), ɨlaɻɻɨ r̃ (FP.IF)
g. ɨɕɨɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘indigenous woman’  ---> ɨɕɨrã(k) (FS.IF), ɨɕɨrtã(k) (FS.IF), 
               ɨɕɨrɨ r̃ ([M/F]P.IF)

When nominals have a different root for masculine and feminine, the 
IF suffixes  are only added to the respective masculine or feminine root, 
as  one  can  see  comparing  pairs  of  nominals  such  as  pohoch /pohoʨ/ 
(97i)  and  poyitiita /pojtiːta/  (103q),  koshkaabɨt /koɕkaːbɨt/ (96g)  and 
koshuwaabɨta /koɕuwaːbɨta/ (103k),  and  turkaãbɨt /turkãːbɨt/ (96p) and 
turiyaãbta /turijãːbta/ (103r). In (105) one finds the IFs of two feminine 
Spanish  loanwords:  ijɨta /ixɨta/ (105a) probably  entered  the  language 
long ago, but leyta /lejta/ (106) is a relatively recent loan .

(105) a. ixɨta (3.FS.FF) ʻdaughterʼ ---> ixɨtã(k) (3.FS.IF), ixɨrã(k) (3.FS.IF), 
                ixtɨrã(k) (3.FS.IF) 
        b. lejta (FS.FF) ‘law’ ---> lejtɨrã(k) (FS.IF), lejɨrã(k) (FS.IF), lejtrã(k) (FS.IF), 
                lejɨ r̃ (FP.IF) /  lejtɨ r̃ (FP.IF) (Spanish: ley)  

426 This form is due to the dropping of /r/. /o/ has been overwritten by the suffix.
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In (106), one finds other examples of IF.  Yet /jet/ (106) ‘other’ also 
has  irregular IF inflection. The elative particle =/piɕt/, =/pɨɕt/ (106b) 
has IF inflection. Otɨk only has the IF. It can be used as an interrogative 
or  indefinite  pronoun  to  refer  to  someone  or  something  unknown, 
uncertain  or  unspecified.  As  an  adjective,  it  follows  an  element 
uninflected in IF and has the same function and meaning of an IF suffix,  
although it is less frequently used than the IF itself (see also §14.4.3).

(106) a. jet (MS.FF), jewo (MP), jata (FS.FF), jẽr / jẽre (FP) ʻother’ 
         ---> jetɨk / jẽːk (MS.IF), jer(i)i j̃o (MP.IF), jinak (FS.IF), jeni(i) / jenijẽr (FP.IF) 
        b. piɕt / pɨɕt (ELAT.MS.FF) ---> piɕtɨk (ELAT.MS.IF), piɕɨ r̃ (ELAT.[M/F]P.IF), 
                piɕtijo (ELAT.MP.IF), piɕɨrã(k) (ELAT.FS.IF), piɕɨtã(k) (ELAT.FS.IF) 
        c. otɨk427 (IGNOR.MS), otijo (IGNOR.MP), otɨrãk (IGNOR.FS), otrɨ ̃ / otɨ r̃ (IGNOR.FP) 

§13.6 The diminutive

This  section  discusses  the  diminutive  inflection.  The  diminutive 
typically expresses smallness, but it can also be used in order to express 
endearment  or  politeness.  It  inflects  for  all  morphological  categories 
described  for  nominals.  In  (107)  examples  are  provided .428 The  BF  is 
obtained by adding the suffix -/aːp/ to the nominal’s BF. This is evident 
in  masculine nominals  with  BF in  -/k/: loshɨpɨk  /loɕɨpɨk/ (MS.BF)  ---> 
loshɨpkaap /loɕɨpkaːp/  (107k)  (see  also  (107d,g,j,m,p)).  When no  BF is 
found, the suffix is added to the root (107b,i) or to the FF, whose suffix 
is preserved in (107d-e). 

In  the  feminine,  it  is  not  possible  to  decide  whether  the  suffix  is  
added to the root or to the BF, because they usually coincide. In (107g-
h), however, the FF and the BF have a different root. Apparently, the BF 
root has reduced in the FF. In the masculine nominal ihyẽt /ij ̥ẽt/ (107g), 
the  BF  ihyẽrak /ij ̥ẽrak/ simplifies  in  the  diminutive  ihyãkaraap  
427 In the MS, the form otɨk can alternate with ohoch /ohoʨ/, which is very rare and is morphologically 

a FF.
428 In this case, only the forms which have actually been recorded in the field have been reported, 

although the possible diminutive forms, especially the diminutive IFs, are more.
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/ij ̥ãkaraːp/,  but  it  is  clearly  detectable  by  the  presence  of  the  suffix 
consonant  /k/.  In  its  feminine  counterpart,  ihyaãta /ijḁ̃ːta/ (107h),  the 
suffix -/aːp/ is added to the root with /r/ insertion (ihyaarãap /ijḁːrãːp), rather 
than to the BF root. 

If  the root ends in a vowel,  this  is  generally overwritten by /aː/ in 
the  suffix  (107a,c,q,r).  If  the  root  ends  in  a  long  vowel  (107l,o,h), 
epenthetic  /r/  shows  up  between  root  and  suffix.  In  (107l)  also  the 
deletion  of  the  last  root-vowel  is  observed.  In  (107s)  the  last  root-
vowel /uː/ is preserved in the diminutive, but no /r/ insertion is to be 
observed. The suffix -/aːp/ is common to both genders. 

When a nominal can be inflected in both masculine and feminine and 
these share the same root, the diminutive BF is epicene, as in (107b-c), 
(107n)  and  (107q-r).  In  (107g-h)  the  diminutive  BF  is  not  the  same, 
because the suffix -/aːp/ is added to two forms according to gender. The 
diminutive  FF  and  the  diminutive  plural  are  obtained  by  adding  the 
respective suffixes to the BF: -/t/ (MS.FF), -/ta/ (FS.FF), -/o/ (MP), -/e/ 
(FP). When the suffixes -/t/ and -/ta/ are added to the diminutive BF in 
-/p/,  epenthetic  /ɨ/  precedes  the  suffix.  Root-final  /p/  usually  voices 
into /b/. When the suffix -/e/ (FP) is added, /aː/ turns into /eː/ due to 
assimilation to the suffix. 

The diminutive inflection is  thus the same as that of nominals with 
root  in  -/p/. One  has  to  consider  that  the  vast  majority  of  these 
nominals  have  root  in  -/ap/ or  -/aːp/,  which  in  most  cases  suggests  a  
diminutive origin. The diminutive IF follows the same rules discussed in 
section  (§13.5).  The IF  suffixes  are  added  to  the  diminutive  BF or  FF. 
/aː/  generally  turns  into  /eː/  in  the  FP-IF,  but  is  preserved  in  the 
masculine, even when the same suffix -/ɨr̃/ is used.429

(107)
a. apɨbɨtɨta (FS.FF), apɨbɨta (MS.BF) ‘young woman’
---> apɨbɨtaːp (FS.BF.DIM), apɨbɨtaːbɨta (FS.FF.DIM), apɨbɨteːbe (FP.FF.DIM), 
       apɨbɨtaːbɨtãk (FS.IF.DIM), apɨbɨteːbɨ r̃ (FP.IF.DIM), apɨbɨtaːbɨrãk (FS.IF.DIM), 
       apɨbɨtaːbtɨrãk (FS.IF.DIM)   

429 This  does  not  occur  in  some FP-IFs in (106c),  coinciding with  the respective masculine forms 
(106b). Note that in some forms reported in (106), /aː/ can reduce to a short vowel. 
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b. boɕeɕt (MS.FF) ʻboyʼ  
---> boɕeɕaːp (MS.BF.DIM), boɕeɕaːbɨt (FS.FF.DIM), boɕeɕaːbo (MP.DIM), 
       boɕeɕaːbɨttɨk (MS.IF.DIM), boɕeɕaːbɨ r̃ ([M/F]P.IF.DIM), boɕeɕaːbɨ r̃k (MS.IF.DIM), 
       boɕeɕaːbttijo (MP.IF.DIM), boɕeɕaːbtɨ r̃ ([M/F]P.IF.DIM)

c.  boɕeɕta (FS.FF), boɕeɕeˀ (FS.BF) ʻgirl’ 
---> boɕeɕaːp (FS.BF.DIM), boɕeɕaːbta (MS.FF.DIM), boɕeɕeːbe (FP.DIM), 
       boɕeɕaːbtɨ r̃ãk (FS.IF.DIM), boɕeɕaːbttãk (FS.IF.DIM),430 boɕeɕaːbɨ r̃ak (FS.IF.DIM), 
       boɕeɕeːbɨ r̃ (FP.IF.DIM), boɕeɕaːbɨ r̃ ([M/F]P.IF.DIM), boɕeɕaːbtɨ r̃ ([M/F]P.IF.DIM) 

d. ʨepɨt (MS.FF), ʨepɨk (MS.BF) ‘a little, half’
---> ʨepɨkaːp (MS.BF.DIM), ʨepɨkaːbɨt (MS.FF.DIM), ʨepɨkaːbo (MP.DIM), 
       ʨepɨkaːbttɨk (MS.IF.DIM), ʨepɨkaːbɨ r̃k (MS.IF.DIM), ʨepɨkaːbttijo (MP.IF.DIM), 
       ʨepɨkaːbɨ r̃ (MP.IF.DIM)

e. doɕɨt (MS.FF) ʻfish’ (also: loɕɨt)
---> doɕɨtaːp (MS.BF.DIM), doɕɨtaːbɨt (MS.BF.DIM), doɕɨtaːbo (MP.BF.DIM),        
       doɕɨtaːbɨtɨk (MS.IF.DIM), doɕɨtaːbtijo (MP.IF.DIM), doɕɨtaːbɨ r̃(ɨhɨ) (MP.IF.DIM), 
       doɕɨtaːbɨ r̃k(ɨhɨ) (MP.IF.DIM)

f. eʨɨt (3.MS.FF) ʻpet’ 
---> eʨɨtaːp (3.MS/FS.BF.DIM), eʨɨtaːbɨt (3.MS.FF.DIM), eʨijaːbo (3.MP.DIM), 
       eʨitaːbtɨk (3.MS.IF.DIM), eʨitaːbtijo (3.MP.IF.DIM)

g. ij̥ẽt (3.MS.FF), ij̥e ̃rak (3.MS.BF) ‘friend, companion’
---> ij̥ãkaraːp (3.MS.BF.DIM), ij̥ãkaraːbɨt (3.MS.FF.DIM), ij̥ãkaraːbo (3.MP.FF.DIM), 
        ij ̥ãkaraːbɨtɨk (3.MS.IF.DIM), ij̥ãkaraːbɨtijo (3.MP.IF.DIM)

h. ij̥ãːta (3FS.FF)  ij̥e ̃ra (3.FS.BF) ‘friend, companion’
---> ij̥aːrãːp (FS.BF.DIM), ij̥aːrãːbɨta (FS.FF.DIM), ij̥eːrẽːbe (FP.DIM), 
       ij̥aːrãːbtɨrãk (FS.IF.DIM), ij̥eːrẽːbtɨ r̃ (FP.IF.DIM)

i. kuʨɨt (MS.FF) ‘thing’  
---> kuʨaːp (MS.BF.DIM), kuʨaːbɨt (MS.FF.DIM), kuʨaːbo (MP.DIM), 
       kuʨaːbɨtɨk (MS.IF.DIM), kuʨaːbtijo (MP.IF.DIM), kuʨaːbɨ r̃k (MP.IF.DIM), 
       kuʨaːbɨ r̃ (MP.IF.DIM)    

430 In the form bosheshaabttãk /boɕeɕaːbttãk/ (FS.IF.DIM) the geminate consonant indicates that the 
suffix -/tãk/ (FS.IF) has been added to the FF, which occurs very rarely with -/tãk/ (FS.IF).
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j. xotsɨt (MS.FF), xotsak (MS.BF) ‘well, hole’
---> xotsakaːp (MS.BF.DIM), xotsakaːbɨt (MS.FF.DIM), xotsakaːbo (MP.DIM), 
       xotsakaːbtɨk (MS.IF.DIM), xotsakaːbɨ r̃k (MS.IF.DIM), xotsakaːbtijo (MP.IF.DIM)

k. loɕɨpɨt (FS.FF), loɕɨpɨk (MS.BF) ‘animal’ 
---> loɕɨpkaːp (MS.BF.DIM), loɕɨpkaːbɨt (MP.DIM) loɕɨpkaːbo (MP.DIM), 
       loɕɨpkaːbɨtɨk (MS.IF.DIM), loɕɨpkaːbtijo (MP.IF.DIM)

l. n̥ ɨkaːta (FS.FF), n̥ ɨkaːˀ (FS.BF) ʻblack carob tree’ (Prosopis nigra) 
---> n̥ ɨkaːp / n̥ ɨkaːraːp (FS.BF.DIM), n̥ ɨkaːraːbta (FS.FF.DIM), n̥ ɨkeːbe (FS.BF.DIM),   
       n̥ ɨkaːraːbtɨrãk (FS.IF.DIM), n̥ ɨkeːreːbtɨ r̃(ɨhɨ) (FP.IF.DIM), n̥ ɨkeːreːbɨ r̃ (FP.IF.DIM), 
       n̥ ɨkaːraːbtãk (FS.IF.DIM), n̥ ɨkaːraːbɨrãk (FS.IF.DIM)431

m. obɨtɨt (MS.FF), obɨtak (MS.BF) ‘flute’
---> obɨtakaːp (MS.BF.DIM), obɨtakaːbɨt (MS.FF.DIM), obɨtakaːbo (MP.DIM) 
                                                                                    
n. olt (MS.FF), olta (FS.FF), oloˀ ([M/F]S.BF) ‘thin, underfed’
---> olaːp ([M/F]S.BF.DIM), olaːbɨt (MS.FF.DIM), olaːbo (MP.DIM), olaːbɨta (FS.FF.DIM),
        oleːbe (FP.DIM)
                                          
o. onoːta (FS.FF), onoːˀ (FS.BF) ʻriverʼ  
---> onoːraːp (FS.BF.DIM), onoːraːbta (FS.FF.DIM), onoːreːbe (FP.DIM), 
       onoːraːbtɨrãk (FS.IF.DIM), onoːreːbtɨ r̃(ɨhɨ) (FP.IF.DIM), onoːrabtãk (FS.IF.DIM),
       onoːrabɨ r̃ak (FS.IF.DIM), onoːrebɨ r̃(ɨhɨ) (FP.IF.DIM) 

p. pɨramɨt (MS.FF), pɨramɨk (MS.FF) ʻpot’ 
---> pɨramɨkaːp (MS.BF), pɨramɨkaːbɨt (MS.FF), pɨramɨkaːbɨtɨk (MS.IF), 
        pɨramɨkaːbtijo (MP.IF)

q. ɨlarʨ (MS.FF), ɨlaroˀ ([M/F]S.BF) ‘old’
---> ɨlaraːp (MS.BF.DIM), ɨlaraːbɨt (MS.FF.DIM), ɨlaraːbo (MP.DIM), ɨlaraːbtɨk 
       (MS.IF.DIM), ɨlaraːbɨ r̃k (MS.IF.DIM), ɨlaraːbtijo (MP.IF.DIM)

r. ɨlaɻɻa (FS.FF), ɨlarˀ (FS.BF) / ɨlaroˀ ([M/F]S.BF) ‘old’
---> ɨlaraːp (FS.BF.DIM), ɨlaraːbɨta (FS.FF.DIM), ɨlareːbe (FP.DIM), ɨlaraːbtɨrã  
       (FS.IF.DIM) 
                   

431 These forms are reported, but with plant names the diminutive is not used very frequently. When the 
diminutive suffix is not used, the noun can be followed by the adjectives  ijaabɨt  / ijaːbɨt/ ʻlittleʼ or 
shakɨraabɨt /ɕakɨraːbɨt/ ʻlittleʼ to express the same meaning as the diminutive.
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s. ɨluːta (3.FS.FF), ɨluːˀ (FS.BF) ‘way, meaning’ 
---> ɨluːaːp (3.FS.DIM),  ɨluːaːbta (3.FS.DIM), ɨluːeːbe (3.FP.DIM), 
       ɨluːaːbtɨrãk (3.FS.IF.DIM), ɨluːwɨ r̃ (3.FS.IF.DIM), ɨluːaːbtãk (3.FS.IF.DIM), 
       ɨluːaːbɨrãk (3.FS.IF.DIM), ɨluːeːbtɨ r̃ (3.FP.IF.DIM), ɨluːeːbɨ r̃ (3.FP.IF.DIM)

§13.7  The  morphosyntax  of  base-,  full-  and  indeterminate-form  in 
Chamacoco

This  section discusses  the use of  the BF,  FF and IF in Chamacoco.  The 
morphological and syntactic distinction between different forms is gradually 
disappearing.  This  has  already  occurred  in  the  plural:  Ayoreo  and  Ancient 
Zamuco  show an  opposition  between  plural  BF  and  plural  FF.  Chamacoco 
probably had the same opposition, as suggested by the alternation of plural 
suffixes to be found in some paradigms, but it has lost it (only a few examples 
show  traces  of  such  an  opposition,  see  §13.7.1,  ex  (118-119)).  This 
phenomenon probably has many causes which will not be discussed in detail, 
but  one  of  the  most  conspicuous  is  the  intense  contact  with  Spanish.  The 
difference between BF and FF is addressed in §13.7.1. Section 13.7.2 deals with 
adjectival modifiers. In Chamacoco there is a tendency to reduce or to drop the 
last  phoneme  (or  even  the  last  syllable),  which  is  often  morphologically 
relevant (§13.7.3). Final-syllable reduction is to be found, for instance, in the 
genitival  modifier  (§13.7.4),  which  usually  appears  in  FF.  Compounds  are 
discussed in (§13.7.5). The latter is also used in constructions with the clitic 
=/ɕ/ (§13.7.6). The BF is used in secondary predication, in reduced relative 
clauses (§13.7.7) and after the quotative (§13.7.8). Although the head of an 
argumental  NP  generally  appears  in  FF,  the  BF  is  preferred  before  the 
adjective  /diʨ/  (§13.7.9).  In  some nominals  the  BF  or  the  FF  has  become 
predominant  and thus  tends  to  be used in  contexts  where  a different  form 
would be expected (§13.7.10).  The uses  of  the IF are described in sections 
§13.7.11-§13.7.16.
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§13.7.1 Uses of the base- and full-form

This section will illustrate the uses of BF and FF. I will start analysing NPs 
only consisting of one nominal,432 coinciding with the head noun. In Ayoreo 
and Ancient Zamuco, the BF is used to express the predicative function, while 
the FF and the IF are used in non-predicative positions. This also occurs in 
Chamacoco, with the only difference that the opposition between BF and FF 
has been lost  in the plural433 and the FF may also be used for predication, 
although the BF is the specific (and preferred) choice in such a function. In 
other words, the FF tends to ‘invade’ the context of use of the BF. By contrast,  
in all Zamucoan languages the IF cannot be used to express the predication in 
non-interrogative clauses.

In the following examples one can observe the contrast between the BF, in 
predicative function, and the FF, in its typical non-predicative use: ‘young man’ 
hnakɨrbɨtak /n̥akɨrbɨtak/ (MS.BF)  (108)  vs.  hnakɨrbɨtɨt /n̥akɨrbɨtɨt/  (MS.FF) 
(109);  ‘granddaughter’  ahnap /an̥ap/  (3.[M/F]S.BF)  (110)  vs.  ahnɨmɨta 
/an̥ɨmɨta/ (3.MS.FF) (111); ‘Caraguatá plant’ hnekurˀ /n̥ekurˀ/ (FS.BF) (111) vs. 
hnekurta /n̥ekurta/ (FS.FF) (112); ‘name’ iik /iːk/ (3.MS.BF) (113) vs. iich /iːʨ/ 
(3.MS.FF) (113).

(108) Ye    uhu   kõhor-t         puhro   el-o,  pork    owa  hnakɨrbɨt-ak.
        /je     uhu   kõhor-t         puhro   elo,  pork    owa  n̥akɨrbɨt-ak/      
           NEG  2.do   sleep-MS.FF   break    2S.body   because    2S  young_man-MS.BF  
       ‘Do not make the sleep to break your body [i.e. do not oversleep], because you are 
        a young man.’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

432 I talk about nominals, because the distinction between nouns and adjectives is mainly a semantic 
one.

433 For this reason, while talking about Chamacoco, the term ‘base-form’ (BF) is used to indicate the 
singular BF, and ‘full-form’ (FF) to indicate the singular FF.
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(109) Hnakɨrbɨtɨ-t           yelɨjɨ    l-obɨrho        l-elo         hn       ye      dish          
        /n̥akɨrbɨtɨ-t             jelɨxɨ    l-obɨro̥         l-elo          n̥         je      diɕ/            
         Young_man-MS.FF   never    3.IRLS-break  RFL-body   CONJ   NEG   3.IRLS-meet  

         kõhɨrt          nɨmchaha     d-elo.
        /kõhɨrt          n-ɨmʨaha     d-elo/
         sleep-MS.FF   3.IRLS-put    RFL-body

       ‘A young man never breaks his body and let the sleep go into his body 
         [i.e. never oversleeps].’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(110) Chuebɨch  ich      d-ale   õryoo  onoo-ta,     s-erzɨm   õr,   ehni  ye    ahnap.
        /ʨuebɨʨ    iʨ       d-ale   õrjoː    onoː-ta       ts-erʐɨm  õr    en̥i    je     anḁp/
         Chuebich   EMPH  3-run   1PE      river-FS.FF  3-shoot     3P   SUB  NEG  3.grandchild.MS.BF
       ‘Chuebich runs to our river, he throws rocks to them (lit. shoots up), even when one 
        is not his grandchild.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(111) Naa      ye     hnekur=pe,                p-ahnɨmɨ-ta,                naa        osdiiya,              
       /Naː       je      n̥ekur=pe                   p-anɨ̥mɨ-ta,                  naː        osdiːja,              
        this.FS   NEG   caraguatá.FS.BF=NEG   1- granddaughter-FS.FF   this.FS    osdiita_plant.FS.BF  

        hnekurhla.
        n̥ekur-lḁ/
         caraguatá.FS.BF-fake

       ‘This is not caraguatá, my granddaughter, this is osdiita, it is fake-caraguatá.’ 
        (Ciucci, field-notes)

(112) Esee=kɨ    ich       abuel            late        s-owa    yoo   waa       hnekur-ta=ka.
         /eseː=kɨ    iʨ        abwel           late        ts-owa   joː     waː        n̥ekur-ta=ka/
          DM=PST  CONJ    grandmother   poor.FS    3-show   1S      DET.FS   caraguatá-FS.FF=PST
        ‘Then, the poor grandmother showed me the caraguatá.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(113) Je       wɨch       ɨr   ii-ch              otsɨɨ        Luka?   Wɨch      ɨr    ii-k=pa!
        /xe      wɨʨ        ɨr   iː-ʨ               otsɨː         luka     wɨʨ        ɨr    iː-k=pa/  
         INT     DET.MS  3S  3.name-MS.FF  3P.QUOT  Luca     DET.MS   3S   3.name-MS.BF=ELAT
        ‘Is his name Luca?’ ‘This is his real name!’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

In  the  above  examples  (which  do  not  cover  all possible  cases)  the  FF 
appears  on the subject (hnakɨrbɨtɨt  /n̥akɨrbɨtɨt/ (109),  iich  /iːʨ/ (113)) and on 
the  direct  object,  hnekurta /n̥ekurta/,  (113).  In  (111),  the  FF  pahnɨmɨta 
/pan̥ɨmɨta/ is used in a vocative expression. The BF is instead used  when the 
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nominal predicate is negated  (ye hnekurpe /je n̥ekurpe/) (111). 
In  (114a)  and  (115)  the  FF is  used,  although  the  BF  is  preferred.  By 

contrast, the BF cannot be used in argumental position, hence in (114b) the FF 
cannot be replaced by the BF. Chamacoco lacks a specific copula meaning ‘to 
be’  corresponding  to  AY  u,  although  the  3-pronoun/demonstrative (wɨchɨ  
/wɨʨɨ/  in  (116))  seems to fill this  slot:  in this  case too, the BF is  used in 
Chamacoco.434  

(114) a. Ey-jɨ-ta                 ich        apɨbɨta        /        apɨbɨtɨ-ta.
            /ej-xɨ-ta                iʨ         apɨbɨta                 apɨbɨtɨ-ta/ 
             2S-daughter-FS.FF   EMPH    young_girl.FS.BF     young_girl-FS.FF
           ‘Your daughter is a young woman.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         b. Hm-eychɨm   waa         apɨbɨtɨ-ta     /       * apɨbɨta. 
            /m̥-ejʨɨm       waː         apɨbɨtɨ-ta             * apɨbɨta/
            2S.IMP-look    DET.FS    young_girl-FS.FF      young_girl.FS.BF                           
           ‘Look at the young woman.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(115) Lɨkɨ       uu          jots-ak    /    jotsɨ-t         uje    Ikon   ch-ichew=ni.
        /lɨkɨ        uː           xots-ak        xotsɨ-t        uxe   ikon    ʨ-iʨew=ni/
         This.MS   DET.MS  well-MS.BF   well-MS.FF  SUB  Ikon    3-dig=PST
         ‘This is the well which Ikon has dug.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(116) Mahn   ese            oyayuwat        wɨchɨ       kɨnaha.
        /man̥     ese            ojajuwat          wɨʨɨ        kɨnahaˀ/ 
          but       that.MS.FF   giant_anaconda  DET.MS    different.[M/F]S.BF
        ‘But that giant_anaconda was different.’ (Barbosa 1993:3)

As already noted, in the plural there is no distinction between FF and BF 
(117). Some nominals have two alternating MP suffixes, such as -/o/ and -/lo/. 
These suffixes were probably plural BF  vs. FF suffixes which have lost their 
specific function (see §14.3.4 and §14.3.6). An exception only emerges in some 
nominals presenting the alternation between -/o/ and -/ʨo/ in the plural, such 
as ɨmehet (118) and loshɨpɨt /loɕɨpɨt/ (119). In (118a) and (119a) one finds 
nominal predication and both suffixes can be used, while in (118b) and (119b) 
there  is  no  nominal  predication  and the  forms with  -/ʨo/  are  considered 
ungrammatical.  -/tso/ or -/ʨo/  is  a  very  rare  suffix  in  Chamacoco  and 

434 With copular verbs, such as the locative copula de, the FF is used in Chamacoco. 
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corresponds to A.Z and AY -/ʨo/, used for the MP-BF. Note that both -/o/ and 
-/ʨo/ were originally plural BF suffixes (see §14.3.4 and §14.3.7), but, despite 
its rarity, -/tso/ or -/ʨo/ is the only suffix which, at least in some cases, seems 
to have preserved its original syntactic function.   

(117) a. Naa       ee.
            /naː       eːˀ/
            this.FS    fruit.FS.BF        
           ‘This is a fruit.’435 (Ciucci, field-notes)                                 
        
        b. Hm-eychɨm   ee. 
           /m̥-ejʨɨm       eː/
           2S.IMP-look    fruit.FP
           ‘Look at the fruits.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)       
     
        c. Nehi       ee.
           /nehi       eː/ 
           these.FP    fruit.FP
          ‘These are fruits.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(118) a. Wɨr      Ɨshɨr               ɨmah-o    /  ɨmaha-tso.
           /wɨr      ɨɕɨr                ɨmah-o       ɨmaha-tso/         
             DET.P  Chamacoco.MP  enemy-MP    enemy-MP  
           ‘They are the enemies of the Chamacoco.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

        b. Yok  tɨk-ɨraha   Ɨshɨr               õr    ɨmah-o    /   *ɨmaha-tso. 
           /jok   tɨk-ɨraha   ɨɕɨr                õr    ɨmah-o        ɨmaha-tso/
             1S    1S-know    Chamacoco.MP  3P    enemy-MP     enemy-MP  
           ʻI know the enemies of the Chamacoco.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(119) a. Wɨr      loshɨp-o      /  loshɨp-tso.
          /wɨr     loɕɨp-o        loɕɨp-tso/        
          DET.P   animal-MP    animal-MP      
           ‘They are animals.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

435 The presence of the glottal stop word-finally will only be indicated when it helps to distinguish the 
BF from the plural in a given example.
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         b. Yok   t-aw    loshɨp-o     /  *loshɨp-tso.
          /jok   t-aw   loɕɨp-o        *loɕɨp-tso/
           1S    1S-eat  animal-MP     animal-MP
           ‘I eat animals.’  (Ciucci, field-notes)

§13.7.2 Adjectival modifiers

The NP head has two kinds of modifiers: adjectival and genitival modifiers. 
Adjectival modifiers follow the head noun and are thus postmodifiers.  Very 
often a nominal can syntactically function either as a noun or as an adjective, 
although one function is more frequent than the other. In (120) one finds NPs 
where  two  elements,  semantically to  be  considered  nouns,  are  used  as 
adjectives.  In  (120a-b)  the  word  apɨbɨtɨta ʻyoung  womanʼ  (cf.  (114))  is  an 
adjectival modifier meaning ‘young’.436 In (120c) pich /piʨ/ ‘stick’ / ‘wood’ is a 
noun, while in (120d) it is used as an adjective meaning ‘wooden’.437

(120) a. Tɨmchar-rza     apubitɨ-ta.
           /tɨmʨaɻ-ɻa        apubitɨ-ta/
           woman-FS.FF     young_woman-FS.FF
           ʻYoung woman.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
        
         b. Ɨshɨr-rza                         apɨbɨtɨ-ta.
             /ɨɕɨɻ-ɻa                           apɨbɨtɨ-ta/
                Chamacoco_woman-FS.FF   young_woman.FS.FF
             ʻYoung Chamacoco woman.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
        
         c. Pi-ch            turkaabɨ-t.
            /pi-ʨ             turkaːbɨ-t/
               wood-MS.FF   short-MS.FF
            ʻShort stick.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
        
         d. Moyek̃ɨ-t          pi-ch.
             /mojek̃ɨ-t          pi-ʨ/
                puppet-MS.FF    wood-MS.FF
            ʻWooden puppet.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

436 Apubitɨta and apɨbɨtɨta are two variants of the same word.
437 The word is sometimes transcribed as phich, because the initial consonant is often realized as [pʰ], 

but there is no phonological difference between aspirated and non-aspirated consonants.
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As one can see in the above examples, adjectival modifiers usually agree in 
gender, number and form with the head.438 In (121) and (122) both head and 
modifier are inflected in  BF. In this case, the BF  kɨnahaˀ  is epicene. In (123) 
there in no agreement between  dɨt  (MS.FF) and  kɨnahaˀ  ([M/F]S.BF), because 
they are not part of the same phrase, being dɨt the subject and  kɨnahaˀ the head 
of the nominal predicate. 

(121) Per  ye      tɨmchar          kɨnaha=pe.
        /per  je      tɨmʨarˀ          kɨnaha=pe/
         but  NEG   woman.FS.BF   strange.[M/F]S.BF=NEG
        ʻBut she is not an unknown woman.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1995: 34)

(122) Yok   dihipɨ-k             kɨnaha.
        /jok    dihipɨ-k             kɨnahaˀ/
         1S      foreigner-MS.FF   different.[M/F]S.BF
        ʻI am a foreigner.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1992: 71)

(123) Tɨk-ɨraha  je        dɨkɨ      dɨ-t            kɨnaha.
        /tɨk-ɨraha   xe       dɨkɨ      dɨ-t            kɨnahaˀ/
        1S-know    COMP  this.MS  city-MS.FF   different.[M/F]S.BF
        ʻI know that this city is different.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

The subject and its nominal predicate agree in gender and number, but of 
course not in form. In (124) the subject tɨmcharrza /tɨmʨaɻɻa/ (FS.FF) agrees 
in gender and number with the nominal predicates ɨhɨ r̃ˀ  (FS.BF) and ɨljaabeˀ / 
ɨlxaːbeˀ/ (FS.BF). In this context the corresponding masculine forms cannot be 
used. 

438 Of course, the lack of some forms in a given paradigm makes the complete agreement impossible 
(see ex. (127)).
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(124) Asa        tɨmchar-rza       ich         ɨhɨ r̃          /           *ɨhɨ r̃-t                    hn 
        /asa      tɨmʨaɻ-ɻa       iʨ        ɨh ɨ r̃ˀ                  *ɨhɨ r̃-t                 n̥  
        that.FS   woman-FS.FF   EMPH   beautiful.FS.BF       beautiful-MS.FF   CONJ

       ɨljaabe       /    *ɨljaabɨk.
       ɨlxaːbeˀ          *ɨlxaːbɨk
       evil.FS.BF          evil.MS.BF

       ʻThat woman is beautiful and evil.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1995: 29; Ciucci, field-notes)439

Opɨnta  kɨnahata  (125)  and  jotsɨt  bahlut /xotsɨt  balu̥t/  (126)  are  two 
examples  of  gender,  number  and  form  agreement  in  noun  phrases  in  FF. 
Compare kɨnahata (FS.FF) (125) with kɨnahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF) (121-123, 130) and 
kɨnehet (FS.FF) (128-129). 

In (126) and (127) the FF bahlut /balu̥t/ ‘big’ is the postmodifier of jotsɨt 
/xotsɨt/ (MS.FF) ‘well,  hole’  (126)  and  doshɨt  /doɕɨt/ (127,  first 
occurrence).  By contrast,  its  masculine BF  bahluˀ  /balu̥ˀ/ is reported  in 
the second clause of example (127). Here  bahluˀ /balu̥ˀ/ (MS.BF) is the 
postmodifier  in  a  nominal  predicate  and appears  in BF,  although  the 
head  (doshɨt  /doɕɨt/)  is  morphologically  a  FF.  As  already  seen,  some 
masculine nominals, including doshɨt /doɕɨt/, show no BF, so that the FF 
is  obligatorily  used  for nominal  predication.  As  one  can  see  in  (127), 
this has no consequences for the agreement.

(125) Per   ɨr  ch-iyuhu  wate      asa        opɨn-ta          kɨnaha-ta=ka.
        /per   ɨr  ʨ-ijuhu    wate      asa       opɨn-ta          kɨnaha-ta=ka/
          but   3   3-remove   DET.FS  that.FS   arrow-MS.FF   strange-FS.FF=PST 
        ‘But he removes the arrow of the other [hunter].’ (Balbuena 1993: 3)

(126) Esee=ni    hno    o-ch-ichew   jotsɨ-t          bahlu-t=ni.
         /eseː=ni    n̥o      o-ʨ-iʨew     xotsɨ-t         balu̥-t=ni/
          DM=PST  3.go     P-3-dig          hole-MS.FF   big-MS.FF=PST            
         ‘Then, they went to dig a deep hole.’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

(127) Nos    wɨr   eyok   yesh     y-ɨtɨla        ese         doshɨ-t       bahlu-t       per    ye      
         /nos   wɨr   ejok    jeɕ       j-ɨtɨla         ese         doɕɨ-t         balu̥-t         per    je        
            all    3P     1PI      again     1-be_afraid   that.MS   fish-MS.FF   big-MS.FF    but    NEG      

439 The masculine BF of ɨhɨ r̃t  is not observed. For this reason ɨhɨ r̃t, morphologically a FF, is the only 
masculine form which can be used for nominal predication.
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         doshɨ-t         bahlu=pe.
         doɕɨ-t          balu̥=pe/
          fish-MS.FF    big.MS.BF=NEG

       ‘All of us (lit. ‘they all and we’) feared again that big fish, but it wasn’t a big fish.’ 
        (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990: 48)

§13.7.3 Final-syllable reduction

The morphological analysis of Chamacoco is complicated by the general 
tendency to reduce the last syllable, where relevant morphological information 
is expressed. Such a tendency seems to be stronger when the morphological 
information  expressed  by  the  last  syllable  can  be  understood  due  to  the 
morphosyntactic or pragmatic context, especially in nominals which are not the 
final element of the NP, so that gender, number and form are expressed on the 
last nominal. In (128) one finds the NP dihipɨt kɨnehet̃. In (129) the last syllable 
of  dihipɨt  can  drop.  The  same  occurs  in  example  (130),  where  the  BF  is 
preferred. In both cases dihipɨt and dihipɨk can alternate with the root dihip.440 

(128) Kɨmɨjɨ    o-masaha    dihipɨ-t             kɨnehe-̃t           ɨr   i-hyu-ch           ich
          /kɨmɨxɨ   o-masaha    dihipɨ-t             kɨnehe-̃t           ɨr   i-ju̥-ʨ                  iʨ/
           If           3P-enter       foreigner-MS.FF  different-MS.FF  3S  3-house-MS.FF   CONJ

          o-sh-iyokõri i mɨh̃nɨ-k.
         /o-ɕ-ijokõri i   mɨñɨ̥-k/
             P-3-do             bad.MS.BF

        ʻIf they enter the house of a foreigner, they do something bad.’ 
        (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000a: 466)

(129) A-hakõraha   wɨchɨ      dihipɨ-t       /      dihip      kɨnehe-t            eyok   ahwos-o!
         /a-hakõraha   wɨʨɨ       dihipɨ-t              dihip      kɨnehe-t            ejok   aw̥os-o/
             2S.teach        DET.MS   foreigner-MS.FF  foreigner  different-MS.FF    1.PI     word-MP
         ‘Teach the foreigner our language!’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

440 In this case, for reasons of simplicity, one can say that dihip is the root of the noun, but the whole 
root could be better represented as  dihip(ɨ). It  is not possible to decide whether this last vowel 
belongs to the root or is an epenthetic vowel. 
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(130) Owa   dihip      kɨnaha        /        owa   dihipɨ-k             kɨnaha.
        /owa   dihip       kɨnahaˀ               owa   dihipɨ-k             kɨnahaˀ/
         2S      foreigner   strange.[M/F]S.BF  2S     foreigner-MS.BF   strange.[M/F]S.BF      
        ʻYou are foreigner.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1992a: 49; Ciucci, field-notes)

Consider the NP onoota bahluuta /onoːta balu̥ːta/ ‘big river’. In (131a) 
the  FF  is  required.  In  (131b)  one  finds final-syllable  reduction  on  the 
first element of the NP. In (131b),  final /a/ drops, while in (131c) one 
finds  last  syllable  elision,  so  that  onoota /onoːta/  reduces  to  its  root, 
which coincides with the BF. Not all forms are allowed to appear on the 
first  element  of  the  noun  phrase,  because  the  elision  process  has  
morphological limits: the plural onoo /onoː/ is ungrammatical in (131d), 
even though the plural is phonologically lighter. In (131e) both elements 
agree  in  plural form.  When  the  NP is  plural,  the  BF  (131f)  or  the  FF 
(131g)  cannot  appear  on  the  first  element  (in  this  case, BF and  FF 
cannot  be  the  result  of final-syllable  reduction, because  they  are 
phonologically heavier than the plural). 

(131) a. Tuk-umo    onoo-ta       bahluu-ta.
            /tuk-umo   onoː-ta        bal u̥ː-ta/
            1S-see        river-FS.FF   big-FS.FF
            ‘I see the sea (lit. ‘the big river’).’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

        b. Tuk-umo   onoo-t         bahluu-ta   /   onoo-t          bahluu-t. 
           /tuk-umo   onoː-t          bal u̥ː-ta         onoː-t           balu̥ː-t/
            1S-see       river-FS.FF    big-FS.FF       river-FS.FF     big-FS.FF
            ‘I see the sea (lit. ‘the big river’).’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

        c. Tuk-umo    onooˀ          bahluu-ta. 
            /tuk-umo   onoːˀ           bal u̥ː-ta/
            1-see        river-FS.BF    big-FS.FF
            ‘I see the sea (lit. ‘the big river’).’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

        d. *Tuk-umo   onoo      bahluu-ta.  
             /tuk-umo   onoː       bal u̥ː-ta/
             1S-see        river-FP   big-FS.FF
            [I see the sea (lit. ‘the big river’).] (Ciucci, field-notes)  
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        e. Tuk-umo   onoo       bahluu.
           /tuk-umo   onoː        bal u̥ː/
            1S-see       river-FP   big-FP
           ‘I see the seas (lit. ‘the big rivers’).’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

        f. *Tuk-umo   onooˀ          bahluu.
             /tuk-umo    onoːˀ           bal u̥ː/
            1S-see       river-FS.BF    big-FP
             [I see the seas (lit. ‘the big river’).] (Ciucci, field-notes)  

         g. *Tuk-umo    onoo-ta         bahluu.
             /tuk-umo    onoː-ta        bal u̥ː/
            1S-see        river-FS.FF   big-FP
           [I see the seas (lit. ‘the big river’).] (Ciucci, field-notes) 

The two elements of the predicate NP in (132) agree in BF (132a) and in FF 
(132b). In (132c) the first element appears in FF, while the second appears in 
BF. This means that  onoota /onoːta/ is not part of the predicate NP, but it 
forms a subject NP with the feminine demonstrative naka. Predicate NPs with a 
singular subject cannot appear in plural form (132d).

(132) a. Naka    onooˀ         bahluuˀ. 
            /naka    onoːˀ         balu̥ːˀ/
            this.FS   river-FS.BF   big.FS.BF
           ‘This is the see (lit. ‘the big river’).’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

         b. Naka    onoo-ta         bahluu-ta.
            /naka     onoː-ta         balu̥ː-ta/
          this.FS   river-FS.FF  big-FS.FF
          ‘This is the see (lit. ‘the big river’).’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

        c. Naka    onoo-ta      bahluuˀ. 
           /naka    onoː-ta       balu̥ːˀ/
           this.FS   river-FS.FF  big-FS.BF
           ‘This river is big.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

        d. *Naka    onoo      bahluu.
            /naka     onoː       bal u̥ː/
             this.FS    river-FP  big-FP 
            [These are rivers.] (Ciucci, field-notes)   
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In  (133)  one  finds  the  phrase  Ɨshɨrc  pɨsht /ɨɕɨrʨ pɨɕt/ in  BF  (133a) 
and FF (133b-c). In (133b-c) the first element consists of the root, which 
in this nominal coincides with the BF. The fact that in (131) and (133) 
the first element can consist of  the root (phonologically  coinciding with 
the BF) does not mean that the BF can be used for NPs appearing in  FF. 
Consider for instance the NP pɨramɨt bahlut /pɨramɨt balu̥t/ (134). When 
the BF of the first element is different from the root, for instance when 
it takes the suffix -/k/ (as in pɨramɨk), the first element cannot appear in 
BF (134b), because when final-syllable reduction occurs, the root rather 
than the BF is  involved. In (134d-e) the first  element of  the NP has to 
agree with the plural bahluwo /balu̥wo/.

(133) a. Wɨchɨ      Ɨshɨrˀ                         pɨsh
            /wɨʨɨ       ɨɕɨrˀ                           pɨɕ/
             DET.MS  Chamacoco.[M/F]S.BF    ELAT.MS.BF
            ‘He is a real Chamacoco man.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         b. Wɨchɨ      Ɨshɨrˀ                         pɨsh-t
             /wɨʨɨ      ɨɕɨrˀ                           pɨɕ-t/      
             DET.MS   Chamacoco.[M/F]S.BF   ELAT-MS.FF
             ‘He is a real Chamacoco man.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)  

         c. T-ish         Ɨshɨrˀ                            pɨsh-t.
           /t-iɕ        ɨɕɨrˀ                         pɨɕ-t/        
           1S-meet    Chamacoco.[M/F]S.BF  ELAT.MS.FF
            ‘I meet a real Chamacoco man.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)  

        d. *T-ish   Ɨshɨrˀ                         pɨsh.  
             /tiɕ      ɨɕɨrˀ                          pɨɕ/   
            1S-meet  Chamacoco.[M/F]S.BF   ELAT.MS.BF
            [I meet a real Chamacoco man.] (Ciucci, field-notes)   
  
(134) a. Ãr-lo     e-mchehe-lo   pɨramɨ-t      bahlu-t!
           /ãr-lo      e-mʨehe-lo    pɨramɨ-t      balu̥-t/
           2.cook-P   2-put-P            pot-MS.FF    big-MS.FF
           ‘(You) cook (it) putting (it) in a big pot!’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
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         b. *Ãr-lo      e-mchehe-lo     pɨramɨ-k      bahlu-t!
             /ãr-lo       e-mʨehe-lo      pɨramɨ-k      balu̥-t/
             2.cook-P    2-put-P              pot-MS.BF    big-MS.FF
            [(You) cook (it) putting (it) in a big pot!] (Ciucci, field-notes)

         c. Ãr-lo       e-mchehe-lo     pɨram-o      bahlu-wo!
             /ãr-lo      e-mʨehe-lo      pɨram-o      balu̥-wo/
             2.cook-P   2-put-P              pot-MP        big-MP
            ‘(You) cook (it) putting (it) in big pots!’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         d. *Ãr-lo     e-mchehe-lo    pɨramɨ-t        bahlu-wo!
              /ãr-lo     e-mʨehe-lo     pɨramɨ-t        balu̥-wo/
             2.cook-P   2-put-P             pot-MS.FF      big-MP
         [(You) cook (it) putting (it) in big pots!] (Ciucci, field-notes)
 
        e. *Ãr-lo     e-mchehe-lo  pɨramɨ-k     bahlu-wo!
             /ãr-lo     e-mʨehe-lo   pɨramɨ-k     bal u̥-wo/
            2.cook-P   2-put-P          pot-MS.BF   big-MP
            [(You) cook (it) putting (it) in big pots!] (Ciucci, field-notes)

One  might  wonder  whether  the  cause of  this  process is  phonetic  or 
morphological. Final-syllable  reduction seems  to  be  a  merely  phonetic 
process, but the complete loss of the inflection in the first element of the NP is 
reminiscent of Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco, where only the final element of the 
NP is  morphologically  marked.  The  head  noun and  the  adjectival  modifier 
express number, gender and form. When final-syllable reduction occurs, the NP 
structure is very similar to that of Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco, except that in 
these  languages  the  non-final  elements  are  in  singular  BF,  even  when this 
differs from the root, while in Chamacoco the non-final elements of the NP may 
consist of the mere root, which does not necessarily coincide with the BF. 

§13.7.4 The genitival modifier

The genitival modifier precedes the head noun, which does not agree with 
the NP head, always in FF. This is particularly evident in (135), when the head 
noun  appears  in BF  (aap  /aːp/)  and  the  genitival  modifier  in FF 
(Porrosht /poːɻɻoɕt/). In (136a) too, one finds nominal predication and permich  
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ɨr  /permiʨ  ɨr/ (with  permich /permiʨ/  in FF)  is  the  genitival modifier  of 
hnɨkaaˀ /n̥ɨkaːˀ/ (in BF). Yok /jok/ is in turn the genitival modifier of permich ɨr  
/permiʨ  ɨr/.  In  (136b)  the  BF  permich  /permiʨ/ is  used  for  a  nominal 
predicate,  but  the  use  of  the  same  form  in  the  context  of  (136a)  is  not 
considered  correct (136c).  In  (137),  the  NP  ana  tɨmcharrza  late /ana 
tɨmʨaɻ-ɻa late/ ‘this poor woman’ is the  genitival modifier governed by 
the  plural  noun  ɨjo  /ɨxo/ (3.MP) ‘children’.  The head of  the  embedded 
NP,  tɨmcharrza /tɨmʨaɻɻa/, is  in  FF (the  adjectival  modifier  late  ‘poor’ 
has no BF vs. FF distinction).

(135) Wɨchɨ        Porrosh-t      aap.
         /wɨʨɨ        poːɻɻoɕ-t       aːp/
         DET.MS     God-MS.FF    3.son.MS.BF
        ʻHe is Christian (lit. ‘son of God’).’  (Ciucci, field-notes)

(136) a. Wate     yok   p-erm-ich          ɨr     hnɨkaaˀ.
           /wate      jok   p-erm-iʨ           ɨr     n̥ɨkaːˀ/
            DET.FS  1S     1S-uncle-MS.FF   3S    black_carob_tree.FS.BF
          ‘It is the black carob tree of my uncle.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         b. Wɨchɨ     yok  p-erãp. 
            /wɨʨɨ      jok   p-erãp/
            DET.MS   1S    1S-uncle.MS.BF
            ‘He is my uncle.’  (Ciucci, field-notes)
       
         c. *Wate     yok  p-erãp               ɨr    hnɨkaaˀ.
              /wate     jok   p-erãp               ɨr    nɨ̥kaːˀ/
              DET.FS  1S    1S-uncle.MS.BF    3S   black_carob_tree.FS.BF       
             [It is the black carob tree of my uncle.] (Ciucci, field-notes)

(137) Ana     tɨmchar-rza    late       ij-o             õr   tre=ni       ɨteet̃-o.
        /ana      tɨmʨaɻ-ɻa      late       ix-o           õr   tre=ni       ɨtẽː t-o/  

           this.FS  woman-FS.FF  poor-FS  3.child-MP  3P   three=PST  male-MP
        ‘The children of this poor woman are three boys.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

Most CH locative postpositions are morphologically nominals preceded by 
a genitival modifier. In example (138) the FF jotsɨt /xotsɨt/ is the premodifier of 
the  locative  noun phrase  headed  by  ehet ‘inside’,  while  in  (139)  the  FF 
pɨrãhata ʻwifeʼ precedes pɨt ʻpiece, sideʼ, used as a locative postposition. 
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(138) Weno,  ohwa-lo  ola  pala,  y-iis̃ɨ-l       jotsɨ-t          bahlu-t      par
         /weno  ow̥a-lo    ola  pala   j-i ̃ː sɨ-l        xotsɨ-t         balu̥-t        par/
           good   2.bring-P  2P   blade  1PI-dig-GP  hole-MS.FF   big-MS.FF  SUB

         y-ɨmchaha  asa       kemyon  bahlu-ta     ese       jotsɨ-t          ehe-t.
         /j-ɨmʨaha   asa       kemjon   balu̥-ta      ese       xotsɨ-t          ehe-t/   
          1PI-put        that.FS   truck        big-FS.FF  that.MS  hole- MS.FF   3.inside-MS.FF

        ‘Good, bring your blades, we will dig a big hole in order to put the armored truck 
         in the hole.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(139) Yok   tiyakaha   pɨrãha-ta         pɨt.  
         /jok   tij-akaha   p-ɨrãha-ta        pɨt/         
          1S     1S-sit        1S-wife-FS.FF   beside
         ‘I sit beside my wife.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

Final-syllable reduction  can also occur in the  genitival modifier. In (140) 
the predicate NP is hnɨkaata ukɨta /n̥ɨkaːta ukɨta/ ‘branch of black carob tree’, 
which can occur in both FF (140a) and BF (140b-c). The  genitival modifier 
hnɨkaata /n̥ɨkaːt/ ‘black carob tree’ (Prosopis nigra) is expected to appear in FF, 
but  it  undergoes  final-syllable  reduction  and can  consist  of  the  mere root 
(140c). In this case, only the NP head  preserves all relevant morphosyntactic 
information.

(140) a. Wate      hnɨkaa-t                     ukɨ-ta.
          /wate        n̥ɨkaː-t                        ukɨ-ta/
           DET.FS    black_carob_tree-FS.FF    branch-FS.FF
          ‘It is the branch of black carob tree.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
       
         b. Wate    hnɨkaa-t                     ukɨˀ.
            /wate     n̥ɨkaː-t                       ukɨˀ/    
            DET.FS  black_carob_tree-FS.FF   branch-FS.BF
           ‘It is the branch of black carob tree.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
       
         c. Wate       hnɨkaaˀ                       ukɨˀ. 
            /wate       n̥ɨkaːˀ                         ukɨˀ/
             DET.FS     black_carob_tree-FS.BF   branch-FS.BF
           ‘It is the branch of black carob tree.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
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§13.7.5 Compounds

In compounds, the modifier precedes the head. When the lexemes form a 
single phonological  unit,  the root of the modifier precedes the head, which 
takes  full  inflection:441 dɨchɨpɨta  /dɨʨɨpɨta/  (FS.FF)  ‘toilet,  latrine’  ---> 
dɨchɨ-t /dɨʨɨt/ (GF.MS.FF) ‘dung’ + pɨta (FS.FF) ‘box’. When the lexemes 
do  not  form  a  single  phonological  unit,  the  first  element  of  the 
compound  behaves  as  a  genitival  modifier  in  FF:442 Porrosht 
ahwoso /poːɻɻoɕt aw̥oso/ ‘Bible’ (lit. ‘the words of God’),  webich osht /webiʨ 
oɕt/ ‘first’ (webich /webiʨ/  ‘before’, ‘person’). In example (141)  the nominal 
webich /webiʨ/ is used as a locative postposition, while in (141) it is the first 
element of a  compound and, as expected,  there is  no agreement with  otɨta  
(FS.FF).  

(141) Yok   de         owa    webich.
        /jok   de         owa    webiʨ/
         1S    3.EXIST   2S       before 
        ‘You are before me.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(142) Waa       ijɨ-ta                webich_otɨ-ta  umo   waa       n-anɨmɨ-cha.
        /Waː      ixɨ-ta                webiʨ_otɨ-ta   umo   waː        n-anɨmɨ-ʨa/
         DET.FS  3.daughter-FS.FF  first-FS.FF      3.see   DET.FS   3-sister-FS.FF
        ‘The first daughter sees her own sister.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1992b: 60) 

§13.7.6 Constructions with the clitic =/ɕ/

There are existential constructions in which the predicate consists of the 
enclitic  copula  =/ɕ/. This  copula  has a monoargumental  structure  and the 
clitic  =/ɕ/  is  added  on  the  final  element  of  the  subject  NP,  in  FF.  This 
construction is generally used to express possession, because there is no verb 
meaning ‘to have’. The possessor is expressed by the genitival modifier and/or 
by possessive prefixation (if the head noun is possessable). In (143) and (144) 

441 In this respect there are no fixed rules for compounds.
442 The only distinction between a compound and an NP preceded by a genitival modifier is a  

purely semantic one.
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one finds examples where one can see the use of the FF in the singular (because 
in the plural there is no difference between BF and FF). This only occurs in 
affirmative clauses. About negative clauses, see (§13.7.14).

(143) a. Yok chɨpɨrmɨ-chɨ=sh   /  chɨpɨrmɨ-ta=sh.443

            /jok  ʨɨpɨrmɨ-ʨɨ=ɕ         ʨɨpɨrmɨ-ta=ɕ/               
             1S   bird-FS.FF=EXIST    bird-FS.FF=EXIST
             ʻI have a bird.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)              
       
         b. Yok   chɨpɨrmɨ=sh.       
             /jok   ʨɨpɨrmɨ=ɕ/ 
              1S     bird.FP=EXIST 
             ʻI have some birds.’444 (Ciucci, field-notes)
       
         c. Yok  pohnuu-ta  eyhi-ta=sh.
            /jok   pon̥uː-ta     ejhi-ta=ɕ/       
             1S     gun-FS.FF   seed-FS.FF=EXIST
            ʻI have a bullet (lit. ‘seed of gun’).’ (Ciucci, field-notes)                     
       
         d. Yok  pohnuuˀ     eyhi-ta=sh.
            /jok   pon̥uːˀ        ejhi-ta=ɕ/
             1S     gun-FS.BF   seed-FS.FF=EXIST
            ʻI have a bullet (lit. ‘seed of gun’).’445 (Ciucci, field-notes) 

         e. Yok  pohnuu     eyhi=sh.
            /jok   pon̥uː        ejhi=ɕ/ 
             1S    gun-FP        seed-FP=EXIST
            ʻI have some bullets (lit. ‘seeds of guns’).’446 (Ciucci, field-notes)
                                                              

                                      

443 Both forms are  correct,  but  in this  context  the speaker  prefers  the form  chɨpɨrmɨta  /ʨɨpɨrmɨta/, 
usually less used, because the final syllables of  yok chɨpɨrmɨchɨ=sh  /jok ʨɨpɨrmɨ-ʨɨ=ɕ/ could be 
confused with the verb  chish  /ʨiɕ/  (3)  ‘to  meet’  and there is  the risk that  the addressee could 
understand ‘my bird meets’ (Laura Báez, personal communication).

444 In (143a-b) the suffix -/e/ and the last vowel of the suffix -/ʨa/ reduce to /ɨ/ before the clitic =/ɕ/.
445 In (143d), final-syllable reduction occurs on the first element of the NP, although the non-reduced 

form is preferred.
446 The internal structure of the compound pohnuuta eyhita /pon̥uːta ejhita/ indicates that eyhita ‘seed’ is 

the head and pohnuuta ‘gun’ the modifier. In this case, when the head shows up in the plural, also 
the modifier can appear in plural form.
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(144) a. Yok    poho-ch         poor-c           pɨsh-t-ɨ=sh.
           /jok     poho-ʨ         poːr-ʨ          pɨɕ-t-ɨ=ɕ/
            1S       dog-MS.FF     white-MS.FF  ELAT-MS.FF-EPENT=EXIST
           ʻI have a very white dog.’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 
        
        b. Yok   hutɨ-t           wɨhɨ r̃-ta     pɨsh-ta=sh. 
            /jok   hutɨ-t           wɨhɨ r̃-ta     pɨɕ-ta=ɕ/
             1S     book-FS.FF   red-FS.FF    ELAT-FS.FF=EXIST 
           ʻI have a very red book.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

The copula =/ɕ/ was not discussed in chapter §7, because morphologically 
it  is not a verb. Morphology-wise it is not a verb, for the following reasons. 
First, there is no clitic verb in Chamacoco, secondly, =/ɕ/  is invariable and 
cannot even take the affixes /o/- or -/lo/ which can optionally  be added to 
invariable verbs. The existential/locative copula  de, for instance can take the 
plural prefix /o/-.  De can also be used in this context, although it is mostly 
used to express location. (145a) and (145b) are equivalent according to the 
informants, but (145a) is far more frequent.

(145) a. Yok   hutɨ-t          wɨhɨ r̃-ta=sh.
           /jok    hutɨ-t          wɨhɨ r̃-ta=ɕ/
             1S      book-FS.FF  red-FS.FF=EXIST
          ʻI have a red book.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         b. Yok  hutɨ-t          wɨhɨ r̃-ta    de.   
            /jok   hutɨ-t          wɨhɨ r̃-ta    de/
            1S     book-FS.FF   red-FS.FF   3.EXIST
            ʻI have a red book.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

The copula =/ɕ/ corresponds to the existential copulas  cuse  (/kuse/) in 
Ayoreo and =uz (=/us/) in Ancient Zamuco. Both have no inflection, are used 
to  build  possessive  sentences  and  follow  a FF-marked  NP  in  affirmative 
clauses.447 

447 See Bertinetto (2009: 39, 44) about AY cuse /kuse/ and Chomé (1958: 126) about A.Z =uz (=/us/). 
See Kelm (1964: 798-799) for a comparison between AY cuse and the A.Z =uz.
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§13.7.7 Secondary predication and reduced relatives

The BF can be used for secondary predication, as in (146-148), where the 
nominal predicate does not immediately follow the nominal it refers to. The 
valency of the verb shũrha /ɕũrḁ/, intransitive, clearly indicates that nominals 
following  shũrha  /ɕũrḁ/ in (147) and (148) cannot be  verbal arguments. One 
wonders whether this sequence of predicates could be interpreted as a serial 
construction.  Indeed,  serial constructions such as the one in (149) are to be 
found in Chamacoco.

(146) Pɨkɨhnin-ta    de=kite          kuhner̃.
        /pɨkɨn̥in-ta     de=kite          kun̥er̃ˀ/
          girl-FS.FF     3.EXIST=PST   orphan.FS.BF
        ‘There was a orphan girl.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1995:3)

(147) Ele            pijɨt              shũrha      ɨteet̃-ak.
        /ele            p-ixɨ-t           ɕur̃ḁ          ɨtẽː t-ak/
         this.MS.FF  1S-son-MS.FF  3.be_born    male-FS.BF
        ‘This male child was born.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(148) a. Asa      tɨmchar-rza     ɨr    ijɨ-t             shũrha      ɨteet̃-ak.      
            /asa      tɨmʨaɻ-ɻa       ɨr    ixɨ-t            ɕur̃ḁ         ɨtẽː t-ak/        
             that.FS   woman-FS.FF  3S   3.son-FS.FF   3.be_born   male-FS.FF    
          ‘The son of this woman was born male / and he was born male.’ 
            (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000a: 1104)
         

         b. Hn        wɨchɨ       shur̃ha      hnakɨrap.
                 /n̥         wɨʨɨ        ɕũrḁ         n̥akɨrap/
              CONJ     DET.MS   3.be_born   man.MS.BF
            ‘And he was born man.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000a: 860)

(149) Tɨmcharrza      hno   tɨ r̃        merkado.
         /tɨmʨaɻ-ɻa       n̥o     tɨ r̃       merkado/
          woman-FS.FF    3.go   3.go_to   market
         ‘The woman goes to the market.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

In  (150)  the  nominal  ɨlaraap  /ɨlaraːp/, following  the  head  noun 
hnakɨrbich /n̥akɨrbiʨ/, does not agree with the noun it  refers to,  because it 
appears  in BF, while  the expected form would be  ɨlarabɨt,  as  in (151).  The 
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construction in (150) can be analysed as a reduced relative clause,  where the 
relative complementizer uje /uxe/ has been omitted. 

(150) Hnakɨrb-ich    ɨlar-aap      de           uje    ii-ch               otsɨɨ          Yepeto.
        /n̥akɨrb-iʨ       ɨlar-aːp       de           uxe   iː-ʨ                otsɨː          jepeto/
         man-MS.FF      old-MS.BF   3.EXIST   SUB   3.name.FS.FF   3P.QUOT   Geppetto
       ‘There was an old man, whose name was Geppetto.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1995: 24)

(151) Baa-ch                ɨlar-aab-ɨt         otsɨɨ       Cantero  hn        ihye-̃t              iỹa.
        /baː-ʨ                  ɨlar-aːb-ɨt          otsɨː       kantero   n̥          ije̥-̃t                ij̃a/
         Paraguayan.MS.FF  old-DIM-MS.BF 3P.QUOT Cantero   CONJ    3.friend-MS.FF  3.accompany
        ‘The old Paraguayan man was called Cantero and a friend accompanied him.’ 
        (adapted from: Barbosa 1993: 5)

§13.7.8 The base-form and the quotative

The BF is observed after the quotative  otsɨɨ /otsɨː/ as used to express the 
name  of  someone  or  something.448 The  BF  is  not  very  frequent  in  this 
construction, because it is generally used to introduce proper nouns, which do 
not contrast between BF and FF. However, the BF is used when the quotative 
introduces  a  noun which  opposes  BF  and FF,  e.g.  oyayuwaˀ /ojajuwaˀ/ in 
(152), yɨlicho /jɨliʨo/ in (153) and ahwos /aw̥os/ in (154). Note that in (153) 
yɨlichta /jɨliʨta/ is used in both FF (in an argumental NP) and BF (after the 
quotative). In (154) the first quotative introduces a proper noun (Zoar /ɵoar/), 
where, of course, there is no difference between BF and FF, and the second 
quotative  introduces  the  word  expressing  its  meaning  in  Chamacoco  (ijaap  
/ixaːp/), which appears in BF.

(152) Entons,   esee=kite  hn      ese        loshɨpɨ-t          kɨnehe-t            de=chɨ  
         /entons   eseː=kite   n̥        ese        loɕɨpɨ-t           kɨnehe-t            de=ʨɨ    
          then        DM=PST   CONJ   that.MS  animal-MS.FF   different-MS.FF   3.EXIST=there

448 In (153) and (154) the quotative otsɨɨ /otsɨː/ merges with the preceding relative pronoun uje /uxe/ in 
the word jotsee /xotseː/. About the uses of otsɨɨ, see §8.
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          ese       lugar-t,        uje    ch-ɨpes̃a  õr,  uje     otsɨɨ          oyayuwa.
          /ese      lukar-t         uxe    ʨ-ɨpes̃a  õr   uxe    otsɨː          ojajuwa/
         that.MP   place.MS.FF  SUB   3-grab     3P   SUB   3P.QUOT    anaconda.MS.BF

       ‘Then, in that place there was that strange animal which grabs people, which is called
         oyayuwat.’ (adapted from: Barbosa 1993: 2)

(153) Tew  waa        j=otsee           yɨlicho.             Iin            yɨlich-ta.
        /Tew  waː        x=otseː           jɨliʨ-o               iːn             jɨliʨ-ta/ 
         3-eat  DET.FS   SUB=3.QUOT   spicy_fruit-FS.BF  3.swallow   spicy_fruit-FS.FF 
        ‘He ate a palm. He ate what is called yɨlichta. It swallowed the yɨlichta.’449 

        (Gonzales et al. 1999: 2)

(154) Ii-ch              otsɨɨ         Zoar wɨchɨ      õr   ahwos             j=otsee             ijaap.
        /iː-ʨ               otsɨː         ɵoar  wɨʨɨ       õr   aw̥os              x=otseː             ixaːp/
         3.name-MS.FF  3P.QUOT  Zoar  DET.MS   3P   3-word.MS.BF  SUB=3P.QUOT   little.MS.BF
        ‘Its name Zoar is their word which means “little” (lit. which is “little”).’ 
        (Ulrich & Ulrich 1992a :58) 

The presence of  the  BF after  the  quotative  indicates  that  the  quotative 
alone  does  not  express  the  predicative  function,  which  is  encoded  by  the 
nominal in BF. In §8 morphological evidence was provided to demonstrate that 
the quotative is not a verb. It is rather a sort of parenthetical element, external  
to the predication nucleus. Nevertheless, if it were omitted, the meaning of the 
sentence would change, because it wouldn’t mean that something is called in a 
certain way. Yet, the nominal predication would be syntactically acceptable. 
On the contrary, if a verb is omitted, the proposition is ungrammatical. 
    Indeed,  compare the quotative in (152-154) with the verb ɨtso.450 In (155) 
ɨtso  ‘to  be  like  /  to  look  like’  is  followed  by the  direct  object 
hnakɨrbich /n̥akɨrbiʨ/ in FF. Ɨtso is also an irregular element morphology-wise, 
but  the  presence  of  FF  rather  than BF  after  ɨtso  suggests  that  ɨtso  has  a 
predicative value.

449 Type of fruit. Yɨlichta  /jɨliʨta/ is a spicy fruit according to Gonzales et al. (1999: 19).
450 The irrealis form of ɨtso, ɨlo, can be used as a quotative (§8.4).
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(155) Heke    yok  ɨtso        hnakɨrbich  uje    ɨljaabɨ-k=pa.
        /heke     jok  ɨtso        n̥akɨrb-iʨ    uxe   ɨlxaːbɨ-k=pa/
         For_this  1S    3.be_like  man-MS.FF  SUB   bad-MS.BF=ELAT
        ‘For this I am like a man who is very bad.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000a: 665)

§13.7.9 The use of the base-form before dich /diʨ/

Dich /diʨ/ or dɨch /dɨʨ/ is a nominal element meaning ‘big, great’. Dich is 
morphologically a MS-FF and, as seen in §13.1.11 (ex. (28d)) and §13.3.1 (ex. 
(85)), it lacks the BF. This means that the FF is also used in typical BF contexts, 
as in (156) and (157). Its corresponding FS form  data  is rarely used, so that 
dich is often preferred for the feminine, as in (156). The plural for both genders 
is  deyo  /dejo/ (158).  In  (156-157)  dich is  the  head  noun  of  the  NP  with 
predicative function, while in (158a) it is an adjectival modifier. When instead 
dich  follows a qualifying adjective in the same NP, it has the function of an 
elative marker which modifies the adjective, as in (158b), where it modifies the 
adjective ɨhɨ r̃tso, indicating that the fish are ‘very beautiful’. As one can see in 
(158), the meaning of dich /diʨ/ depends on its position in the NP.

(156)  Yoo  estudi  petɨk=ni.   Depwe  yok   di-ch=ni.
          /joː   estudi  petɨk=ni    depwe   jok   di-ʨ=ni/
           1S    study    at_all=PST   after      1S     big-MS.FF=PST
          ‘I did not study at all. After I grew (I was big).’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(157) Yoo  tɨtew-ta [...]  shɨ    ɨtso        waa       pohor-rza  waa       je    ich      dɨ-ch.
         /joː   tɨtew-ta [...]  ɕɨ      ɨtso        waː       pohoɻ-ɻa    waː       xe    iʨ       dɨ-ʨ/
          1S    heart-MS.FF   DUR  3.be_like  DET.FS  tree-FS.FF  DET.FS SUB  CONJ   big-MS.FF
         ‘My heart is like a tree which is big.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(158) a. Loshi-yo  tre     de-yo     kahr-o       hn        ɨhɨ r̃-tso
           /loɕi-jo      tre     de-jo      kahr-o       n̥         ɨhɨ r̃-tso/
             fish-MP     three   big-MP   yellow-MP  CONJ    beautiful-MP
           ‘Three beautiful, big, yellow fish (lit. ‘big, yellow and beautiful’).’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
       
         b. Loshi-yo  tre     kahr-o       hn        ɨhɨ r̃-tso        de-yo.  
            /loɕi-jo     tre     kahr-o       n̥          ɨhɨ r̃-tso        de-jo/          
              fish-MP     three  yellow-MP  CONJ    beautiful-MP  big-MP
           ‘Three very beautiful, yellow fish.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
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When dich /diʨ/ is used as an elative marker, it has the same value of the 
elative  clitic  =/pa/.  Indeed,  (159a)  and  (159b)  convey the  same meaning 
according to the speakers.451 

(159) a. Yok  tuk-umo    hutɨ-ta         wɨhɨ r̃-ta    di-ch.
            /jok   tuk-umo   hutɨ-ta         wɨhɨ r̃-ta    di-ʨ/
              1S    1S-see        book-FS.FF   red-FS.FF   big-FS.FF
            ‘I see very red book.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
        
         b. Yok  tuk-umo  hutɨ-ta        wɨhɨ r̃=pa. 
            /jok   tuk-umo  hutɨ-ta        wɨhɨ r̃=pa/           
               1S    1S-see      book-FS.FF  red-FS.BF=ELAT
           ‘I see a very red book.’ (lit. ‘a book which is very red’) (Ciucci, field-notes)

In (160) and (161) there are two predicate NPs. In (160)  dich /diʨ/ means 
‘big’, while in (161) it is the elative marker of the adjective ɨlarc /ɨlarʨ/ ‘old’.452

(160) Pokorz-ta        umo   sole:   “Ich      ihyokõr-ak    dɨ-ch,         sham.”
        /pokorʐ-ta        umo   tsole     iʨ       ijo̥kõr-ak      dɨ-ʨ           ɕam/
         monkey-FS.FF   3.see   QUOT   EMPH  noise-FS.BF    big-MS.FF   my_friend
        ‘The monkey said: “It is a big noise, my friend.”’ (Balbuena & Perez 1993: 4)

(161) Õryoo   dekɨ=lɨshɨ                ich       ɨlar=dɨ-ch=ni           
        /õrjoː     dekɨ=lɨɕɨ                  iʨ        ɨlar=dɨ-ʨ=ni/           
          1PE      grandfather=poor.MS   EMPH   old=big-MS.FF=PST  

         je       oshent,    novent     ay-õ        hn       toy. 
         xe      oɕent      nobent     aj-õ         n̥        toj/
          SUB    eighty      ninety       year-MP   CONJ  3.die

         ‘Our poor grandfather was very old, when he was eighty, ninety years old, he died.’ 
          (Ciucci, field-notes)

There is no morphosyntactic difference between the two uses of  dich. In the 
previous examples, the element modified by dich are inflected in the gender, 
the number and the form of the NP it belongs to, as one can also see in (162), 
451 The only difference is that in (159b) the clitic =/pa/ is added to the feminine BF of the adjective 

wɨhɨ r̃t, which is the predicate of a reduced relative clause. 
452 In (161) dich forms a phonological word with the BF ɨlaroˀ, which has lost its final elements owing 

to the process of final-syllable reduction. 
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where both loshɨpɨt /loɕɨpɨt/ and dich /diʨ/ show up in plural inflection. This is 
not surprising in Chamacoco, but, although this configuration is correct, this is 
not the preferred morphosyntactic configuration of the NPs with  dich as final 
element. 

(162) T-itɨm  olak  par    uje    erze     pukuhnin-o   õr   eyucha         neh̃e  ese        
        /t-itɨm   olak  par   uxe    er̥ʐe     pukun̥in-o     õr   ejuʨa          nehe  ese        
          1S-tell   2P    SUB  SUB   that.P    child-MP        3P   3.remember   FUT   that.MS  

          oyayuwa-t                    uje      t-ew    loshɨp-o       de-yo.
          ojajuwa-t                     uxe     t-ew    loɕɨp-o        de-jo/     
           giant_anaconda-MS.FF     SUB    3-eat     animal-MP    big-MP

      ‘I tell you so that these children will remind of this anaconda which eats big animals.’ 
        (Barbosa 1993: 8)

When  dich  is  the  final  element  of  an  NP,  the  element  modified  by  it 
preferentially  appears  in  singular  BF,  regardless  of  the  number  and  form 
required by the NP. In (163), for instance, the phrase  ese ihyokõrak dich  /ese 
ijo̥kõrak diʨ/ ‘this big noise’ requires the FF (singular), but ihyokõrt /ijo̥kõrt/ 
‘noise’ is in singular BF. The FF of ihyokõrak / ijo̥kõrak/ is to be found in (164) 
and this nominal does not represent an exception: in (164), for instance, the BF 
used in the same context is considered ungrammatical by the speakers. In (165) 
too, pɨt shows up in BF before dich in a typical FF context, while in (166) the FF 
is used. 

(163) Ese       ihyokõr-ak    di-ch        masaha  pwert  ehe-t               uje     o-ts-akaha.
        /ese        ijo̥kõr-ak      di-ʨ         masaha  pwert  ehe-t               uxe    o-ts-akaha/
         that.MS   noise-MS.BF  big-MS.FF  3.enter    house   3.inside-MS.FF  SUB    P-3-sit
        ‘That big noise entered the house where they were sitting.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich2000a: 487)

(164) O-ch-unt    kabehe-t        hnɨt-e       ihyokõr-t.
        /o-ʨ-unt     kabehe-t        n̥ɨt-e         ijo̥kõr-t/
          P-3-listen    horse-MS.FF   3.foot-FP    3.noise-MS.FF
         ‘They listen to the noise of the horse’s hooves.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1995: 36)
      
        *O-ch-unt    kabehe-t        hnɨt-e       ihyokõr-ak. 
         /o-ʨ-unt     kabehe-t        nɨ̥t-e         ijo̥kor̃-ak/  
          P-3-listen    horse-MS.FF   3.foot-FP    3.noise-MS.BF
         [They listen to the noise of the horse’s hooves.] (Ciucci, field-notes from)  
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(165) S-ehek   tort     pɨ-k             dɨ-ch.
        /ts-ehek  tort     pɨ-k             dɨ-ʨ/
         3-cut       cake    piece-MS.BF   big-MS.FF
        ‘He cuts a big piece of cake.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990d: 109)

(166) Seh̃e     t-apur   owa   pɨ-t.
        /tseh̃e    t-apur   owa   pɨ-t/
          VOL     1S-ask   2S      piece-MS.FF
        ‘I want to ask you for a piece (of cake).’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990d: 109)

In  (167)  one  finds an  example  with  the  Spanish  loanword  chokolate  
/ʨokolate/ ‘chocolate’,  used  as  an  invariable  masculine  nominal.  In  this 
example  dich does  not  modify  the  head  noun  chokolate,  but  the  adjective 
berzt /berʐt/ ‘long’ in BF, although the NP  is inflected in plural form, which 
appears  on  dich (e.g.  deyo /dejo/).  In  (168)  one  finds two  possible 
configurations  of  the  same  NP  in singular  FF:  the  BF  is  preferred  on  the 
adjective modified by dich (168a), although here the FF is also possible (168b). 

(167) Õr  pwele   o-ho         eladito  shɨ    ɨtso        koja-n            de-yo     hn 
        /õr  pwele   o-ho         eladito  ɕɨ     ɨtso        koxa-n           de-jo      n ̥
          3P  can       3P-drink     ice        DUR  3.be_like  mountain-MP   big-MP   CONJ

        chukulate   berz-ak       le-yo     shɨ      ɨtso       dehe-t
        ʨukulate    berʐ-ak       le-jo      ɕɨ       ɨtso       dehe-t/
         chocolate     big-MS.BF    big-MP  DUR   3.be_like  path-MS.FF
        

        ‘They can drink ice-cream like big mountains and (eat) very long (pieces of) chocolate 
        like a path.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1995: 26)453

(168) a. Yok   t-aw   chokolate  berz-ak       di-ch.
            /jok   t-aw   ʨokolate   berʐ-ak       di-ʨ/
             1S     1S-eat  chocolate   large-MS.BF  big-MS.FF
            ‘I eat a very large (piece of) chocolate.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
     

453 Dich occurs twice in (167). The first occurrence is preceded by the plural of kojãch /koxãʨ/. In this 
context, both the plural and the BF are possible.
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         b. Yok  t-aw   chokolate   berz-t           di-ch. 
            /jok   t-aw   ʨokolate    berʐ-t           di-ʨ/
              1S    1S-eat   chocolate    large-MS.BF  big-MS.FF
            ‘I eat a very large (piece of) chocolate.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

The adjectives dich and bahlut /balu̥t/ convey the same meaning when they 
mean ‘big’. In (169) dich is the elative marker of bahlut in BF. The FF bahlut is 
possible, but the BF is preferred. Since only the element(s) modified by  dich 
appear(s)  in  BF,  the  NP’s  head noun,  hnakɨrbich  /n̥akɨrbiʨ/,  is  in  FF,  even 
though it is followed by bahlut in BF.

(169) a. P-ey-ch             bahluˀ        di-ch. 
            /p-ej-ʨ              balu̥ˀ         di-ʨ/
             1S-father-MS.FF  big.MS.BF   big-MS.FF
           ‘My father is very big.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         b. Yok  tuk-umo    hnakɨrb-ich   bahluˀ        di-ch. 
            /jok   tuk-umo    n̥akɨrb-iʨ      balu̥ˀ          di-ʨ/ 
              1S     1S-see        man-MS.FF    big.MS.BF   big-MS.FF
            ‘I see a very big man.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
                                                                                         

In (170), the NP pɨramɨt dich /pɨramɨt diʨ/ shows up in the plural and the 
head noun pɨramɨt in BF. In (171) and (172), one finds possible and impossible 
configurations of  the NP inflected in FF (171) and in plural  form (172),  as 
compared with configurations of the NP pɨramɨt bahlut  /pɨramɨt balu̥t/, which 
practically conveys the same meaning.  Bahlut is a normal adjectival modifier 
and agrees in gender, number and form with the head noun it refers to. In the 
following examples pɨramɨt can appear in BF before dich (171a) and deyo /dejo/ 
(172b), but not before bahlut (171c) and bahluwo /balu̥wo/ (172f).454

(170) Ãr-lo        e-mchaha-lo  pɨramɨ-k       de-yo.
        /ãr-lo        e-mʨaha-lo   pɨramɨ-k       de-jo/
         2.cook-P  2-put-P        pot-MS.BF   big-MP
        ‘(You) cook (it) putting (it) in big pots!’ (Ulrich & Ulrich, gramm 1990d: 28)

454 Pɨramɨk dich (171a) is preferred to pɨramɨt dich (171b).
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(171) a. Ãr-lo,       emchehe-lo     pɨramɨ-k       di-ch! 
            /ãr-lo        e-mʨehe-lo     pɨramɨ-k       di-ʨ/
          2.cook-P   2-put-P          pot-MS.BF   big-MS.FF
          ‘(You) cook (it) putting (it) in a big pot!’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         b. Ãr-lo,     e-mchehe-lo     pɨramɨ-t        di-ch!
            /ãr-lo      e-mʨehe-lo      pɨramɨ-t        di-ʨ/
          2.cook-P  2-put-P           pot-MS.FF   big-MS.FF
          ‘(You) cook (it) putting (it) in a big pot!’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
         
         c. *Ãr-lo,      e-mchehe-lo   pɨramɨ-k       bahlu-t! 
             /ãr-lo        e-mʨehe-lo    pɨramɨ-k       balu̥-t/
             2.cook-P   2-put-P         pot-MS.BF   big-MS.FF
           [(You) cook (it) putting (it) in a big pot!] (Ciucci, field-notes)

         d. Ãr-lo,       e-mchehe-lo     pɨramɨ-t        bahlu-t!
            /ãr-lo        e-mʨehe-lo      pɨramɨ-t        balu̥-t/
            2.cook-P   2-put-P           pot-MS.FF    big-MS.FF
           ‘(You) cook (it) putting (it) in a big pot!’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
                                                              
(172) a. Ãr-lo,        e-mchaha-lo    pɨram-o     de-yo! 
           /ãr-lo          e-mʨaha-lo     pɨram-o     de-jo/       
            2.cook-P    2-put-P         pot-MP      big-MP
         ‘(You) cook (it) putting (it) in big pots!’ (Ciucci, field-notes)  

        b. Ãr-lo,        e-mchaha-lo   pɨramɨ-k       de-yo!
           /ãr-lo         e-mʨaha-lo    pɨramɨ-k       de-jo/         
            2.cook-P   2-put-P         pot-MS.BF   big-MP
         ‘(You) cook (it) putting (it) in big pots!’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
 
        c. *Ãr-lo,        e-mchaha-lo   pɨramɨ-t        de-yo!
             /ãr-lo         e-mʨaha-lo    pɨramɨ-t        de-jo/        
              2.cook-P   2-put-P         pot-MS.FF   big-MP
          [(You) cook (it) putting (it) in big pots!] (Ciucci, field-notes)  

        d. Ãr-lo,        e-mchehe-lo   pɨram-o     bahlu-wo!
           /ãr-lo        e-mʨehe-lo    pɨram-o     balu̥-wo/        
           2.cook-P   2-put-P         pot-MP     big-MP
          [(You) cook (it) putting (it) in big pots!] (Ciucci, field-notes)  
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        e. *Ãr-lo,      e-mchehe-lo   pɨramɨ-t         bahlu-wo!
             /ãr-lo       e-mʨehe-lo    pɨramɨ-t         balu̥-wo/
           2.cook-P    2-put-P         pot-MS.FF     big-MP
         [(You) cook (it) putting (it) in big pots!] (Ciucci, field-notes)  

        f. *Ãr-lo,       e-mchehe-lo     pɨramɨ-k        bahlu-wo!
            /ãr-lo        e-mʨehe-lo      pɨramɨ-k        balu̥-wo/
           2.cook-P    2-put-P           pot-MS.BF    big-MP
         [(You) cook (it) putting (it) in big pots!] (Ciucci, field-notes) 

The  comparison  with  bahlut /balu̥t/  confirms  that  a  noun  phrase  or  an 
adjectival phrase modified by dich can have a syntactic configuration where the 
modified element is in BF. Especially in the case of NPs modified by dich, this 
could  be  considered  an  archaic  construction, since  in  Ayoreo  (§12.6)  and 
Ancient Zamuco (§14.1) only the last element expresses  the number and the 
form of the whole NP, while the preceding elements are in BF.   

§13.7.10 The base-form vs. full-form predominance in selected nominals

The following paragraphs will focus on some particular uses of BF and FF 
in some nominals. I will present cases where BF and FF are to be observed in 
non-prototypical contexts, showing their mutual interaction when one of the 
two forms predominates. Three high frequency nominals will be examined in 
detail:  dɨhlak /dɨlḁk/  ‘night’,  dɨhɨrbɨt ‘morning’  and  mɨhnɨk  /mɨn̥ɨk/ ‘bald, 
evil’.  The first  two are  often used as  head noun of  a  temporal  phrase. 
Temporal phrases differ syntactically from all other types of phrase, because 
they are not obligatorily preceded by a preposition, even though they are not 
part of the argument structure of the predicate. They can also be used before 
the  sentence  they  refer  to,  which  is  often  introduced  by  a  coordinative 
conjunction.

Dɨhlak  /dɨlḁk/. This  noun  also  has  the  less  frequent  FF  dɨhlich  
/dɨl i̥ʨ/. When a temporal phrase precedes the rest of the sentence, this 
could  be  considered  a  para-hypotactic  construction 455 due  to  the 
coordinative  conjunction  which  introduces  the  main  clause  (173), 

455 About para-hypotactical structures in Chamacoco and Ayoreo, see Bertinetto & Ciucci (2012).
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although the latter can be omitted (174). If so, dɨhlak /dɨlḁk/ necessarily 
has the function of  a  predicate and this  explains  why it  is  inflected in  
BF. 

(173) Dɨhlak          hn       t-ɨker̃a     p-uuru-wo,     pahnɨm-ita.
         /dɨl-̥ak          n̥         t-ɨker̃a     p-uːru-wo       p-anɨ̥m-ita/
         night-MS.BF  CONJ   1S-dream  1S-dream-MP   1S-granddaughter-FS.FF
         ‘At night (lit. it is night and) I dreamed my dreams, my granddaughter.’ 
         (Ciucci, field-notes) 

(174) Dɨhl-ak-e                   tɨk-itker̃   waa        p-ihya-̃ta          Berna.
        /dɨl-̥ak-e                     tɨk-itker̃   waː         p-ijḁ-̃ta             berna/
         night-MS.BF-EPENT     1S-talk      DET.FS   1S-friend-FS.FF   Berna
        ‘At night (lit. it is night) I talked to my friend Berna.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

By contrast, when a temporal phrase is at the end of a clause, it should be 
considered  an  adjunct  and  the  FF  is  expected,  for  it  does  not  express  any 
predicative function. However, the construction in (173) and (174) is preferred 
(at least with dɨhlak) over those in (175) and (176). This may explain why the 
BF (176) tends to be used instead of the FF in this context (175) . 

(175) Hn       Pedro  sh-uu   Cornelio   ɨbi-yo           o-masaha   pwert    ehe-t 
        /n̥         Pedro  ɕ-uː       korneljo   ɨbi-jo           o-masaha   pwert    ehe-t 
         CONJ    Pedro   3-let      Cornelio    3.servant-MP  3P-enter      house     3.inside-MS.FF
      
        par     uje     o-mu=hu=chɨs          ese         dɨhli-ch.
        par     uxe    o-mu=hu=ʨɨs           ese         dɨli̥-ʨ/
         SUB   SUB    3P-sleep=PREP=there  that.MS    night-MS.FF
      
        ‘And peter let Cornelio’s servant enter the house, so that they could sleep there 
        that night.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000a: 537)

(176) Uje    o-t-aach=ɨ̃hɨ       wahacha     ese        dehe-t          pehe-t         hn 
        /uxe   o-t-aːʨ=ɨ̃hɨ         wahaʨa     ese        dehe-t          pehe-t         n/̥
         SUB   P-3-arrive=PREP   there          that.MS   path-MS.FF    half-MS.FF   CONJ

         o-yehe=chɨs   par    o-mu=hu         ese        dɨhl-ak.
        /o-jehe=ʨɨs    par    o-mu=hu         ese        dɨl-̥ak/
         3P-stop=there   SUB  3P-sleep=PREP  that.MS   night-MS.BF

        ‘When they arrived there at half of the street, they stopped in order to sleep there 
          that night.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1992a: 159)
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In  dɨhlak  the replacement of  the FF by the BF is  expected,  because the FF 
contexts  are  relatively  rare  with  this  particular  word.  When it  works  as  a 
genitival modifier, the FF is required. For instance, in (177)  dɨhlich  ‘night’  is 
the  genitival  modifier  of  pehet  ‘middle’  in  dɨhlich  pehet /dɨl i̥ʨ  pehet/ 
‘middle of the night’. The BF of this nominal is never observed in such a 
function. Note that in this context, since the temporal expression follows 
the verb, the nominal head is expected to appear in FF. However, the BF 
is used instead of the FF.  

(177) Ye     e-raha-lo  kɨmɨjɨ    tak-aach=ɨh̃ɨ    dɨhl-ak        o       kɨmɨjɨ     dɨhli-ch 
        /je      e-raha-lo  kɨmɨxɨ   tak-aːʨ=ɨh̃ɨ      dɨl-̥ak          o       kɨmɨxɨ    dɨli̥-ʨ
         NEG   2-know-P  SUB       1-come=PREP   night-MS.BF  DISJ   whether   night-MS.FF

        pehe-t         o       kɨmɨjɨ     d-eey-ch          hu-ta            o       kɨmɨjɨ     dɨhɨrbɨ-t.
        pehe-t         o       kɨmɨxɨ    d-eːj-ʨ             hu-ta            o       kɨmɨxɨ    dɨhɨrbɨ-t/
         half-MS.FF   DISJ   whether   3-father-MS.FF   3.head-FS.FF  DISJ   whether   day-MS.FF

      ‘You don’t know whether I came here at night or in the middle of the night, or at the
       beginning of the day or in the morning.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000a: 204)

Mɨhnɨk /mɨn̥ɨk/ ‘bad, evil’. This nominal, chosen due to its frequency 
of  occurrences  in  the  corpus,  has  the  FF  mɨhnt /mɨn̥t/  and  the  BF 
mɨhnɨk /mɨn̥ɨk/. The latter is more frequent, because it is very often used as a 
nominal predicate (178). The FF mɨhnt is only used as an adjectival modifier to 
agree with the head noun in FF (179). When  ‘bad,  evil’  is  the head of  an 
argumental NP, as in (180), one would expect the FF mɨhnt, yet the BF is 
more frequently used. Apparently, the more frequent form tends to replace the 
less used one. Mɨhnɨk can also be found as adjectival modifier. Note that there 
is no case in which mɨhnt  is used instead of mɨhnɨk. In (181) it could even be 
interpreted as a reduced relative, a typical BF context also in Ayoreo.

(178) P-ij-o        yɨlɨjɨ   o-hn-iyõr        uje       mɨhn-ɨk.
        /p-ix-o       jɨlɨxɨ   o-n-̥ijor̃          uxe      mɨn-̥ɨk/
         1S-son-MP  never   P-3.IRLS-do    COMP   bad-FS.BF
        ‘My sons never do what is bad.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
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(179) Kɨmɨjɨ  om                  uje       ese         kuchɨ-t          mɨh̃n-t          ye      
        /kɨmɨxɨ  om                  uxe      ese         kuʨɨ-t           mɨñ-̥t            je        
        SUB     good.[M/F]BF  COMP that.MS  thing-MS.FF  bad-MS.FF   NEG

        tɨ r̃       yok ich      t-ahmur. 
       /tɨ r̃       jok  iʨ       t-am̥ur/
        3.come  1S    CONJ  1S-want

        ‘If it is good that that bad thing does not come to you, I want it.’  
        (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000a: 209)

(180) Atɨm      Porrosht         uje       a-hakõr   mɨhn-ɨk.
        /a-tɨm      poːɻɻoɕt         uxe       a-hakõr   mɨn̥-ɨk/  
        2S-tell    God-MS.FF   COMP  2S-do     bad-MS.BF 
       ‘Tell God that you did a bad thing.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1998d: 6) 

(181) Yok  t-iyokõr  kuchɨ-t         mɨhn-ɨk
        /jok  t-ijokõr   kuʨɨ-t          mɨn̥-ɨk/ 
         1S    1S-do       thing-MS.FF   bad-MS.BF
        ʻI do something bad.’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

Dɨhɨrbɨt.  In the case of  dɨhɨrbɨt  ‘morning’, the FF predominates over 
the  BF  dɨhɨrbak.  In  (§13.7.1)  it  was  observed  that  the  FF  can  be  used 
instead of the BF in the predication, but the BF continues to be preferred 
in such syntactic function. Thus, the use of dɨhɨrbɨt could represent more 
a general tendency of currently spoken Chamacoco than an exception. As 
seen above (ex. (173-174)), when the temporal expression precedes the 
rest  of  the  sentence,  the  BF  is  used,  as  in  (182).  In  this  particular 
example, the BF is  dɨhɨrba rather than dɨhɨrbak. The FF can also be used 
in  this  context  (183),  but  the  BF  is  definitely  preferred.  Interestingly,  
however, the same speakers who preferred the BF in (183), produced the 
examples in (184), where the FF is used, and in (185), where the BF is 
to be found. When the temporal expression is at the end of the sentence,  
only  the  FF  is  possible  according  to  some  informants  (cf.  (185)  with 
(186)).456

 

456 In  meyo dɨhɨrbɨt  (185), meyo  /mejo/  comes  from Spanish  medio  ‘middle’.  The  irregular 
syntactic  use of  meyo  depends on the fact  that  it  is  a Spanish loan.  However,  this  does 
not interfere with the choice of the form dɨhɨrbɨt.
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(182) Yehe  dɨhɨrb-a               ich         de=chɨ              pwert   ebich.
         /jehe   dɨhɨrb-a               iʨ          de=ʨɨ               pwert   ebiʨ/
         still   morning-MS.BF   CONJ     3.EXIST=there  house   in_front_of
        ‘It still morning and he is in front of the house.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(183) a. Dɨhɨrb-ak         hn        t-ish        owa. 
           /dɨhɨrb-ak          n̥         t-iɕ         owa/ 
            morning-MS-BF   CONJ   1S-meet    2S
          ‘It is morning and I meet you.’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

        b. Dɨhɨrbɨ-t             hn          t-ish      owa.
           /dɨhɨrbɨ-t             n̥            t-iɕ       owa/ 
            morning-MS-BF   CONJ       1S-meet  2S
         ‘It is morning and I meet you.’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

(184) Dɨhɨrbɨ-t=ke                 ch-ɨmchehe  ɨr;     yehe  dɨhl-ak            ich        nɨhɨ, 
         /dɨhɨrbɨ-t=ke                ʨ-ɨmʨehe    ɨr      jehe   dɨl-̥ak              iʨ        nɨhɨ 
         morning-MS-BF=PST  3-prepare     3S    still   night-MS.BF   CONJ   3.wake_up

        nɨshii       ɨr,   ch-ɨmchehe  uu         ɨre     polash-o.
        nɨɕiː        ɨr    ʨ-ɨmʨehe    uː         ɨre     polaɕ-o/
        3.prepare  3S    3-prepare      DET.P    3S      rattle-MP

        ‘On the morning he prepared for the day; it is still night and he wakes up, he prepares
         (lit. he puts himself in order), he prepares his rattles.’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

(185) Dɨhɨrb-ak=pa,   e-rẽt=ɨhɨ         meyo    dɨhɨrbɨ-t.
        /dɨhɨrb-ak=pa   e-rẽt=ɨhɨ         mejo     dɨhɨrbɨ-t/
         morning-MS.BF   2S-come=PREP middle   morning-MS.FF 
        ‘It is very early in the morning, come here in the middle of the morning.’ 
          (Ciucci, field-notes) 

(186) *Dɨhɨrb-ak=pa,              e-rẽt=ɨhɨ          meyo   dɨhɨrb-ak.
         /dɨhɨrb-ak=pa              e-rẽt=ɨhɨ          mejo    dɨhɨrb-ak/
          morning-MS.BF=ELAT    2S-come=PREP  middle  morning-MS.BF
         [It is very early in the morning, come here in the middle of the morning.] 
           (Ciucci, fieln-notes)
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§13.7.11 Uses of the indeterminate-form

From a syntactic point of view, the IF is used in non-predicative contexts, 
that is in the same contexts where also the FF is typically used in all Zamucoan 
languages. The FF tends to replace the BF in the predicative function, but this 
is not a typical FF context; in such position, the BF is still preferred. The IF is 
never found  predicatively  in  positive  or  negative  clauses.  From a  semantic 
point of view, the IF is used when there is a non-specific referent. Three cases 
can be distinguished: (1) The referent exists, or is considered to exist, but is 
unknown or simply not specified (§13.7.12); (2) There is uncertainty about the 
existence  of  the  referent  (§13.7.13);  (3)  There  is  no referent  (§13.7.14). 
Exceptions to the use of the IF are due to contact with Spanish (§13.7.15). 
Finally, section §13.7.15 deals with the agreement of nominals in IF-marked 
NPs.

§13.7.12 Existing referents and the indeterminate-form

In (187) the speaker is talking about his grandfather who didn’t want the 
children to play in the river, because there are dangerous animals. The referent 
of the noun in IF exists, but it is not specified, because there are many animals 
that could bite or grab people in the river.

(187)  Ye     n-ahmuru     yeek̃,      teehe,     hmarta,   loshɨp-tɨk        t-ehe=chɨs
          /je     n-am̥uru       jẽː k        teːhe       m̥arta      loɕɨp-tɨk         t-ehe=ʨɨs
          NEG  3.IRLS-want   someone  INTERJ    drown      animal-MS.IF    3-bite=there

          awɨ-t             uu-t,                uu           loshɨ-tɨk          ch-ichew.
         /awɨ-t             uː-t                 uː            loɕɨ-tɨk           ʨ-iʨew/
           water-MS.FF   3.under-MS.FF   DET.MP   animal-MP.IF   3-grab 

          ‘He doesn’t want that someone drowns, that an animal bites (someone) under 
           the water, that an animal grabs (someone).’ (Ciucci, field-notes)457

In (188-190) the referent of the IF is still unknown at the time of the speech.  
One could argue that a referent could not even exist in the real world, but the 

457 Compare this sentence with ex. (152), in which the animal type is identified and called by its name.
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point is that the referent exists in the perception of the speaker: in (188) and 
(189) it is considered inevitable that the subject will find a husband (188) or a 
wife  (189),  although  his/her  identity  is  still  unknown  and  then  remains 
unspecified.  In  (190)  the  addressee  is  a  young  woman who does  not  have 
children yet, but who will probably have children. In this case, the IF rather 
than the FF is used before the clitic copula =/ɕ/.

(188) Deey-ch      ye-t            nehe  nɨsh   d-ish   l-abi-tɨk                  uje    ɨtso      wɨchɨ.
        /deːj-ʨ         je-t             nehe  nɨɕ    d-iɕ     l-abi-tɨk                  uxe   ɨtso       wɨʨɨ/
        day-MS.FF   other-MS.FF  FUT  EPST  3-meet   RFL-husband-MS.IF  SUB  3.be_like  DET.MS
        ‘Someday she will meet a husband who will be like him.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(189) Deey-ch    ye-t                nehe   nɨsh    t-ish     p-ɨrahata-rãk  uje     ɨtso        wate.
         /deːj-ʨ      je-t                 nehe   nɨɕ     t-iɕ       p-ɨrahata-rãk  uxe    ɨtso        wate/
            day-MS.IF  another-MS.FF  FUT    EPST  1S-meet 1S-wife-FS.IF   SUB   3.be_like  DET.FS
        ‘Someday I will meet a wife who will be like her.’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

(190) Uje   eyj-ɨr̃-ɨ=sh,                            uje    õr   o-l-ish       da-bɨ-lo,           ich          
        /uxe   e-jx-ɨr̃-ɨ=ɕ                              uxe   õr   o-l-iɕ        da-bɨ-lo            iʨ           
         SUB   2S-son-MP.IF-EPENT=EXIST    SUB   3P   P-3-meet    RFL-illness-MP  CONJ   
                  

         a-sɨm     õr   o-mshi-yo            uu        erhe    pohɨr.
         a-sɨm     õr   o-mɕi-jo              uː         er ̥ ̥ʐe    pohɨr/
         2S-give    3P   GF-medicine-MP   DET.P    that.P   plant.FP

         ‘When you have children, when they are ill, give them these plants as medicine.’ 
         (Ciucci, field-notes)

The IF is also used in direct or indirect interrogative clauses for questions 
concerning the identity of someone or something, or to ask about  something. 
The nominal is in  IF  followed by the enclitic  =/ɨhɨ/.  The predication is 
expressed by the nominal in IF.  This  is  the only case where the  IF has 
predicative value.458 (191-192) feature direct questions, while (193-194) 
feature indirect questions.  

(191) a. Ɨji-ch-tɨk=ɨhɨ?
           /ɨxi-ʨ-tɨk=ɨhɨ/  
           3.path-MS.MS-FF.IF=INT
           ‘What/which is the path? / What kind of path?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

458 The same occurs in Ayoreo.
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        b. Iitɨkɨhɨ?         /        Ɨɨ r̃kɨhɨ? 
           /iː-tɨk=ɨhɨ               ɨ ̃ː rk=ɨhɨ/     
           3.name-MS.IF=INT    3.name.MS.IF=INT       
           ‘What is his/her name?’  (Ciucci, field-notes)

(192) ‘¿Ee-ytɨk=ɨhɨ?’      ‘¿Latɨkpo?’ ‘¡Eeych!’            
         /eː-j-tɨk=ɨhɨ             latɨkpo      eː-j-ʨ                
           2S-name-MS.IF=INT   what          2S-name-MS.IF      

         ‘Wɨchɨ     iich                  otsɨɨ        Luka.’
          wɨʨɨ       iːʨ                   otsɨː         luka/
           DET.MS   3S.name-MS.FF   3P.QUOT   Luca                      

         ‘What’s your name?’ ‘What?’ ‘Your name!’ ‘His name is Luca’ 
           (Ciucci, field-notes)
 

(193) Entons   erze      Mar-o              ye       o-d-ɨraha=pe           
        /entons   er ̥ʐe      Mar-o              je       o-d-ɨraha=pe           
         then        that.P     Paraguayan.MP   NEG    P-3.IRLS-know=NEG  
         

          keshɨ    loshɨp-tɨk=ɨhɨ.
         keɕɨ      loɕɨp-tɨk=ɨhɨ/
         INT       animal-MS.IF=INT

        ‘Then the Paraguayan people did not understand what kind of animal it was.’ 
         (Barboza 1993: 2)

(194) Sehe    d-ɨraha         keshɨ   loshɨpɨ-tɨk=ɨhɨ.
        /tsehe   d-ɨraha         keɕɨ    loɕɨpɨ-tɨk=ɨhɨ/
           VOL   3.IRLS-know   INT      animal-MS.IF-INT
        ‘He wants to know which kind of animal it is. ’ (Balbuena 1993: 15)

There is another way to  use  the  IF  in  questions  about  the  referent’s 
identity.  The  predicate  nominal  is  in  IF  followed  by  the  interrogative 
enclitic =/po/ rather than =/ɨhɨ/. The construction with =/po/ is less 
frequent than the construction with =/ɨhɨ/. In (195) one finds  examples 
of direct questions. In (195b-e) both ɨmatak and ɨlarc /ɨlarʨ/ mean ‘old’, 
the latter being far more frequent.
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(195) a. Ee-y-tɨk-ɨ=po?
           /eː-j-tɨk-ɨ=po/
            2S.name-MS.IF-EPENT-INT  
           ‘What’s your name?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

        b. ¿Dɨk    ɨlar-tɨk-ɨ=po?       /       ¿Nak     ɨla-rã(k-a)=po? 
           /dɨk     ɨlar-tɨk-ɨ=po                  nak      ɨla-rã(k-a)=po/ 
                this.MS   old-MS.IF-EPENT=INT         this.FS    old-FS.IF-EPENT=INT
          ‘Who is this old man ?’ ‘Who is this old woman ?’  (Ciucci, field-notes)       

        c. Nahu   ɨlar-tijo=po? (MP)    /      Nehi      ɨlẽrɨ=po? (FP)
          /nahu    ɨlar-tijo=po                    nehi      ɨlẽrɨ=po/ 
           this.MP  old-MP.IF=INT                 this.MP   old-MP.IF=INT
         ‘Who are these old guys (men)?’  ‘Who are these old guys (women)?’
          (Ciucci, field-notes)      

        d. Wɨchɨ    ɨmatɨ-tɨk-ɨ=po? (MS)   /     Wate      ɨmatɨ-rã(k-a)=po? (FS)
           /wɨʨɨ     ɨmatɨ-tɨk-ɨ=po                  wate      ɨmatɨ-rã(k-a)=po/
           DET.MS  old-MS.IF-EPENT=INT         DET.FS   old-FS.IF-EPENT=INT
         ‘Who is this old guys (man)?’  ‘Who is this old guy (woman)?’
          (Ciucci, field-notes)                 

        e. Wɨr     ɨmatɨ-tiyo=po? (MP)       /    Wɨr      ɨmat-ɨ r̃=po? (FP)
           /wɨr     ɨmatɨ-tijo=po                      wɨr      ɨmat-ɨ r̃=po/ 
            DET.P   old-MP.IF=INT                     DET.P   old-FP.IF=INT
           ‘Who are these old guys? (men)’     ‘Who are these old guys? (women)’ 
           (Ciucci, field-notes)

In  (196)  and  (197)  one  finds  examples  of  indirect  interrogative 
clauses  with  IF  and  =/po/.  In  (197)  the  interrogative  pronoun  otɨk  is 
used with =/ɨhɨ/ (ye tɨkɨraha otɨkɨhɨchɨs /je tɨkɨraha otɨkɨhɨʨɨs/) and the 
singular IF loshɨpɨtɨk /loɕɨpɨtɨk/ is followed by both  =/ɨhɨ/ and =/po/. 

(196) Sehe   d-ɨraha         yeẽk=po            ɨhɨ        awɨ-t.
        /tsehe  d-ɨraha         jẽːk=po             ɨhɨ        awɨ-t/
        VOL   3.IRLS-know   other.MS.IF=INT  3.drink   water-MS.IF
        ‘He wants to know who drinks the water.’ (Balbuena 1993: 13) 

(197) “Kuch-ẽrk        yehe    tɨrẽt.       Ich         ye       tɨk-ɨraha     otɨkɨhɨchɨs. 
         /kuʨ-ẽrk      jehe    tɨrẽt      iʨ         je      tɨk-ɨraha   otɨk=ɨhɨ=ʨɨs 
          thing-MS.IF   now     3.come   CONJ    NEG   1S-know    IGNOR.MS=PREP=there 
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         Nos   wɨr     loshɨp-o     nos  tɨk-ɨraha.”  Sole:     “Hn        lɨkɨ 
         /nos   wɨr     loɕɨp-o      nos  tɨk-ɨraha     tsole       n̥           lɨkɨ   
          all     DET.P  animal-MP  all   1S-know       QUOT      CONJ     this.MS

         nohmɨra        shɨ    ye    tɨk-ɨraha   petɨk   keshɨ     loshɨpɨ-tɨk-ɨhɨ=po.”
         /nom̥ɨra         ɕɨ     je     tɨk-ɨraha   petɨk   keɕɨ      loɕɨpɨ-tɨk-ɨhɨ=po/
          one.[M/F].BF  only  NEG  1S-know    at_all    INT       animal-MS.IF-INT=INT

      ‘“Something is going here. I don’t know what kind of thing it is there. 
       I know all animals” He said: “I don’t know at all what kind af animal 
       this one is.”’ (Balbuena 1993: 15)

§13.7.13 Uncertainty about the existence of a referent
  

The  IF  can  be  used  for  questions  concerning  the  existence  of  a  given 
referent. The nominal inflected in IF is the subject of the verbal copula  chɨhɨ  
/ʨɨhɨ/ (the irrealis of de). The same construction has an existential meaning as 
well as a possessive meaning when the possessor is expressed (198a-c). 

(198) a. ¿L-atɨ-rak̃        chɨhɨ?  
             /l-atɨ-rak̃         ʨɨhɨ/       
             3-mother-FS.IF   3.EXIST.IRLS          
            ‘Is there his/her mother?’ ‘Does he/she have a mother?’  (Ciucci, field-notes)

         b. ¿L-ey-tɨk         chɨhɨ?
             /l-ej-tɨk           ʨɨhɨ/ 
              3-father-FS.IF    3.EXIST.IRLS
            ‘Is there his/her father?’ ‘Does he/she have a father?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         c. Abi-tɨk               chɨhɨ?
            /abi-tɨk               ʨɨhɨ/
             3.husband-MS.IF   3.EXIST.IRLS
            ‘Is there your/her husband?’ ‘Do you have a husband?’ (Ciucci, field notes) 

         d. Je       o-bɨ-tɨk           chɨhɨ?
            /xe      o-bɨ-tɨk           ʨɨhɨ/
               INT     GF-job-MS.IF    3.EXIST.IRLS
           ‘Is there a job?’  (Ciucci, field-notes)

Sometimes the FF is also to be found in this context (199), although the IF 
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is  more frequent.  In (200) both FF and IF can be used,  although the IF is 
preferred. In (200b,c) de is used instead of chɨhɨ /ʨɨhɨ/. In some cases the realis 
de is used instead of its irrealis counterpart, but not vice versa. However, chɨhɨ  
/ʨɨhɨ/ is preferred over de in this context. 

(199) a. Je      pohnuu  eyhi      chɨhɨ               ɨre?
            /xe     pon̥uː     ejhi      ʨɨhɨ                ɨre/
             INT     gun.FP   seed.FP  3.EXIST.IRLS   3S 
           ‘Are there bullets (lit. seeds of gun) inside his body?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

        b. Je     hutɨ-ta         ya-ta     chɨhɨ              par    t-eẽt      ɨshɨr                  ahwos-o?
            /xe    hutɨ-ta        ja-ta      ʨɨhɨ               par    t-ẽː t       ɨɕɨr                   aw̥os-o/
             INT   book-FS.FF  other.FS  3.EXIST.IRLS  SUB  1S-copy   Chamacoco.MP    3.word-MP
         ‘Is there another (exercise) book to write (lit. copy) in Chamacoco?’ 
          (Ciucci, field-notes) 
        
(200) a. Je      kuch-er̃k     chɨhɨ                poõrc?
            /xe     kuʨ-er̃k      ʨɨhɨ                põːrʨ/
            INT    thing-MS.IF  3.EXIST.IRLS    above      
           ‘Is there anything above?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
        
         b. Je       kuch-er̃k     de           poõrc?  
            /xe      kuʨ-er̃k      de           põːrʨ/        
             INT     thing-MS.IF  3.EXIST   above      
           ‘Is there anything above?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         c. Je       kuchɨ-t        chɨhɨ               poõrc?
            /xe      kuʨɨ-t         ʨɨhɨ                põːrʨ/
             INT    thing-MS.IF   3.EXIST.IRLS   above      
           ‘Is there anything above?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         d. Je     kuchɨ-t        de           poõrc?
           /xe     kuʨɨ-t         de           põːrʨ/      
           INT    thing-MS.IF   3.EXIST    above      
          ‘Is there anything above?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
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§13.7.14 Lack of referent

The IF is also used to state that a given referent does not exist. It is usually 
preceded by the negation and followed by the enclitic copula =/ɕ/. This is the 
negation  of  the  existential/possessive  construction  seen  above.  Note  that 
nominals followed by =/ɕ/ appear in FF in affirmative and in IF in negative 
clauses, as one can see in the following examples.

(201) Yok    p-iyer̃p-ta=sh.                     Ye      p-iyer̃p-ra=̃sh.              
         /jok    p-ijer̃p-ta=ɕ                         je       p-ijer̃p-ra=̃ɕ/              
          1S      1S-shirt-FS.FF=EXIST              NEG   1S-shirt-FS.IF=EXIST
        ‘There is my shirt / I have a shirt.’ ‘There is no my shirt / I do not have any/my shirt.’ 
        (Ciucci, field-notes) 

(202) Ehnɨ   ye     p-ijɨr̃=sh,                 ich        t-ishew  wɨr     uu       mam        akɨli-ye.
         /en̥ɨ    je      p-ix-ɨr̃=ɕ                 iʨ         t-iɕew    wɨr     uː        mam        akɨli-je/
          SUB   NEG  1S-son-MP.IF=EXIST  CONJ    1S-grab   DET.P DET.P  1S.mother  3.advice-MP
         ‘When I didn’t have children, I paid attention to my mother’s advice.’ 
         (Ciucci, field-notes)

(203) Ye       eyuw-ɨr̃=sh                  heke      a-pook.
         /je       ejuw-ɨr̃=ɕ                    heke      a-poːk/
          NEG    3.thought-MP.IF=EXIST  for_this    2S-be_ashamed
         ‘You don’t think (lit. you do not have thoughts), for this you are ashamed.’ 
         (Ciucci, field-notes)

(204) Umo   wate      mɨntan-(ta),       uje    ye       vidrɨr-ɨr̃=sh.               
        /umo   wate      mɨntan-(ta)        uxe    je       bidrɨr-ɨr̃=ɕ/
            3.see   DET.FS  window(-FS.FF)  SUB   NEG     glas-MP.IF=EXIST
        ‘He saw that window, which was without glass.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
    

When the existential copula =/ɕ/  is used in an interrogative clause, the 
subject NP generally appears in FF rather than in IF, as one can see in (205a), 
where the plural (common to BF and FF) is used. The use of the IF in the same 
context is not accepted (205b). The IF is only used with the clitic =/ɕ/ under 
negation: a negative question, for instance, requires the IF (205c).
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(205) a. Owa,   je       aab-o=sh?              Yok    p-aab-o=sh.
            /owa    xe      aːb-o=ɕ                  jok     p-aːb-o=ɕ/   
             2S        INT     2S.child-MP=EXIST  1S      1S-child-MP=EXIST
           ‘Do you have children? I have children.’  (Ciucci, field-notes)
    
         b. *¿Owa,  je      aab-ɨ ̃r=sh?
               /owa   xe      aːb-ɨ ̃r=ɕ/
                  2S     INT     2S.child-MP.IF=EXIST
             [Do you have children?] (Ciucci, field-notes)    

         c. ¿Je      ye       aab-ɨ r̃=sh?   
             /xe      je        aːb-ɨ ̃r=ɕ/         
              INT     NEG     2S.child-MP.IF=EXIST
            ‘Do you have children?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

§13.7.15 Exceptions in the use of the indeterminate-form 

Although  the  use  of  the  IF  usually  follows  the  above described  rules, 
sometimes it doesn’t occur where expected. This has mostly been noted in the 
plural and in cases where the IF is not semantically indispensable.  One may 
wonder whether it depends on final-syllable reduction or on linguistic contact 
with Spanish. In this respect, example (206), from spontaneous speech text, is 
particularly  interesting:  the  last  three  nominals  (oposo, nihyokot  /nijo̥kot/, 
yukɨch  /jukɨʨ/) do not appear in IF, even though it is a typical “IF context”. 
Here the negation is not ye, but the Spanish loan naa /naː/ (from Spanish no) 
and the negative  coordinator is  hnii /n̥iː/  (from Spanish  ni).  Note also that 
yukɨch /jukɨʨ/ appears in FF at the end of the sentence, but at the beginning it 
is  in  plural  IF.  However,  despite  these  examples,  the  IF  is  still  vital  and 
generally used in its typical contexts of use.

(206) Ye      d-oho           yuk-ɨr̃=pe,                        ye      t-aak=po=pe.       Nih̃yok 
         /je      d-oho           juk-ɨr̃=pe                          je      t-aːk=po=pe         nij̃o̥k 
         NEG    3.IRLS-drink  alcoholic_drink-MP.IF=NEG   NEG  3-eat=again=NEG   NEG.EXIST
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         naa     o-pos-o,        hnii               nihyokot,   hnii              yukɨ-ch.
         naː      o-pos-o         ni̥ː                 nijo̥kot      ni̥ː                jukɨ-ʨ/
         NEG     GF-food-MP   CONJ.NEG      water          CONJ.NEG    alcoholic_drink-MS.FF

        ‘He does not drink alcoholic drinks, he does not eat; there is neither food, nor water, 
         nor alcohol’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

§13.7.16 Noun phrase marking: agreement with the indeterminate-form 

In  the  previous  examples  the  IF  appears  in  noun  phrases  without 
postmodifiers.  As  seen in  §13.7.2,  in  the case of  BF and FF,  the adjectival 
modifier usually agrees in form with the head noun. With the IF, things tend to 
be different, because only the last nominal of the NP generally appears in IF. In 
(207-208) there are examples of NP in masculine and feminine IF, respectively. 
The  IF  is  usually  only  marked  on  the  last  nominal  of  the  NP,  while  the 
preceding elements appear in FF. Two other examples are in (209-210). Note 
that the head noun and the postmodifier(s) agree in gender and number, even 
though they do not agree in form.

(207) a. Ye   hnakɨrb-ich   pɨsh-tɨk-ɨ=sh.
            /je    n̥akɨrb-iʨ     pɨɕ-tɨk-ɨ=ɕ/
            NEG  man-MS.FF   ELAT-MS.IF-EPENT=EXIST      
           ‘There are no real men.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         b. Ye     hnakɨrb-o   pɨsh-ɨ r̃=sh. 
            /je      n̥akɨrb-o     pɨɕ-ɨ r̃=ɕ/
             NEG   man-MP       ELAT.MP.IF=EXIST
           ‘There are no real men.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(208) a. Ye     tɨmchar-rza    pɨsh-ɨ-rã=sh.                      
            /je      tɨmʨaɻ-ɻa      pɨɕ-ɨ-rã=ɕ                           
             NEG   woman-FS.FF  ELAT-EPENT-FS.IF=EXIST
           ‘There is no real woman.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         b. Ye     tɨmchar-rza     pɨsh-ɨ-rãk-a=sh.                   
             /je     tɨmʨaɻ-ɻa       pɨɕ-ɨ-rãk-a=ɕ/                             
            NEG   woman-FS.FF   ELAT-EPENT-FS.IF-EPENT=EXIST
           ‘There is no real woman.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
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         c. Ye     tɨmchar-rza          pɨshɨtãk-a=sh.
            /je      tɨmʨaɻ-ɻa            pɨɕ-ɨ-tãk-a=ɕ/  
            NEG   woman-FS.FF        ELAT-EPENT-FS.IF-EPENT=EXIST
           ‘There is no real woman.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         d. Ye     tɨmcher      pɨsh-ɨ r̃=sh. 
            /je      tɨmʨer      pɨɕ-ɨ r̃=ɕ/
             NEG   woman.FP  ELAT-MP.IF=EXIST
           ‘There are no real women.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(209) Shɨ    o-ts-akaha   wahacha   pork      ye      owi-ch            ye-tɨk-ɨ=sh.
        /ɕɨ      o-ts-akaha   wahaʨa   pork      je      owi-ʨ             je-tɨk-ɨ=ɕ/
         DUR   P-3-remain    there        because  NEG   3.place-MS.FF   other-MS.IF-EPENT=EXIST
        ‘They remained there, because there was not another place.’ 
        (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000a: 232)

(210) Nih̃yok          ye       owi-ch            kɨnehe-̃tɨk-ɨ=sh.
         /nij̃o̥k            je       owi-ʨ             kɨnehe-̃tɨk-ɨ=ɕ/ 
         NEG.EXIST    NEG    3.place-MS.FF   different-MS.IF-EPENT=EXIST
         ‘There is not a different place.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000a: 842)

In (211) the final element of the NP obligatorily appears in IF, while the 
first, which in this case is the head noun, can appear  in FF (211a) or in  IF 
(211b).  The latter  possibility is accepted, but the FF is preferred on the non-
final elements of the NP, as one can see in (212a) and (212b), where there is a 
variant of the NP  owich kɨnehet̃ɨk  /owiʨ kɨnehet̃ɨk/ shown in example (210). 
The  same  alternation  is  to  be  observed  in  (213),  where  the  head  noun  is 
feminine.  In  (213a) hutɨta  yinak /hutɨta yinak/ appears to be  the  preferred 
configuration, but (213b) is also possible. The final element of the phrase must 
appear in IF. The head noun cannot appear in IF if the final element of the NP 
does not appear in IF too (213c).

(211) a. Deeych       yeek̃            hn        tak-ãha. 
            /deːj-ʨ         jẽː k             n ̥        tak-ãha/     
             day.MS.FF    other.MS.IF   CONJ    1S-go         
           ‘I will go another day.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
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         b. Deey-ch-tɨk         yeek̃           hn        takãha. 
             /deːj-ʨ-tɨk           jẽː k             n ̥        tak-ãha/ 
              day.MS.MS-FF.IF  other.MS.IF   CONJ   1S-go
           ‘I will go another day.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(212) a. Owɨ-ch-tɨk               ye-tɨk-ɨ=sh. 
            /owɨ-ʨ-tɨk                je-tɨk-ɨ=ɕ  
            3.place-MS.MS-FF.IF   other-MS.IF-EPENT=EXIST                   
           ‘Another place.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
       
         b. Owɨ-tɨk            ye-tɨk-ɨ=sh.        
             /owɨ-tɨk            je.tɨk-ɨ=ɕ/
             3.place-MS.IF    other-MS.IF-EPENT=EXIST
            ‘Another place.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         c. Owɨ-tɨk           kɨhnehe-̃tɨk-ɨ=sh. 
            /owɨ-tɨk           kɨn̥ehe-̃tɨk-ɨ=ɕ/
            3.place-MS.IF    different-MS.IF-EPENT=EXIST                           
            ‘Another place.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(213) a. Je   hutɨ-ta         yinak         chɨhɨ              par    t-eẽt      ɨshɨr                 ahwos-o?
           /xe   hutɨ-ta         jinak         ʨɨhɨ               par    t-ẽː t       ɨɕɨr                  aw̥os-o/
           INT  book-FS.FF   other.FS.IF  3.EXIST.IRLS   SUB  1S-copy  Chamacoco.MP  3.word-MP
            ‘Is there an (exercise) book to write in Chamacoco?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         b. Je    hutɨ-rãk      yinak         chɨhɨ             par   t-eẽt      ɨshɨr                ahwos-o?
            /xe   hutɨ-rãk      jinak          ʨɨhɨ              par   t-ẽː t       ɨɕɨr                 aw̥os-o/
            INT   book-FS.IF  other.FS.IF   3.EXIST.IRLS SUB 1S-copy  Chamacoco.MP  3.word-MP 
           ‘Is there an (exercise) book to write in Chamacoco?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         c. *Je      hutɨ-rãk      ya-ta          chɨhɨ              par   t-eẽt     ɨshɨr                ahwos-o?
              /xe     hutɨ-rãk      ja-ta           ʨɨhɨ               par   t-ẽː t      ɨɕɨr                 aw̥os-o/
             INT     book-FS.IF   other.FS.FF  3.EXIST.IRLS  SUB 1S-copy  Chamacoco.MP 3.word-MP 
             [Is there an (exercise) book to write in Chamacoco?] (Ciucci, field-notes) 

Final-syllable reduction can occur on the NP in IF (214). In (215) the head 
noun of the phrase  ɨluuta kɨhnahɨrãk  /ɨluːta kɨn̥ahɨrãk/ consists of  the root. In 
(216) one finds all possible configurations of the phrase inflected in singular IF. 
The first  element consists  of  the  root  (216c),  but cannot  coincide with  the 
plural (216d).
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(214) Ye      yok  hutɨ-t          wɨhɨ-rã=sh.
        /je       jok   hutɨ-t          wɨhɨ-rã=ɕ/
         NEG    1S    book-FS.FF   red-FS.IF=EXIST
        ‘I do not have any red book.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(215) ¿Je     ɨluu   kɨnahɨ-rak̃       chɨhɨ             par   ɨshɨ    yok  hnɨtew=ɨhɨ      Porrosh-t?
            /xe     ɨluːˀ   kɨnahɨ-rak̃       ʨɨhɨ              par   ɨɕɨ      jok  nɨ̥tew=ɨhɨ        poːɻɻoɕ-t/
          INT    3.way different-FS.IF  3.EXIST.IRLS  SUB 3.pay   1S    debt.FP=PREP  God-MS.FF
        ‘Is there another way to pay my debts with God?’ 
         (adapted from: Ulrich & Ulrich 1998d: 3)

(216) a. Ɨluu-ta          kɨhnahɨ-rãk.
           /ɨluː-ta           kɨn̥ahɨ-rãk/
            3.way-FS.FF    different-FS.IF    
           ‘Different way.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         b. Ɨluu-rãk         kɨhnahɨ-rãk.
            /ɨluː-rãk          kɨn̥ahɨ-rãk/
            3.way-FS.IF      different-FS.IF    
           ‘Different way.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)  
        
         c. Ɨluuˀ             kɨhnahɨ-rãk.
            /ɨluːˀ              kɨn̥ahɨ-rãk/
            3.way-FS.BF    different-FS.IF    
            ‘Different way.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)       

         d. *Ɨluu        kɨhnahɨ-rãk.
              /ɨluː        kɨn̥ahɨ-rãk/  
              3.way-FP   different-FS.IF    
            [Different way.] (Ciucci, field-notes)

In (216) the root of ɨluuta /ɨluːta/ coincides with the BF, but this does not mean 
that  the  BF  can  appear  on  the  head  noun when the  adjectival  modifier is 
inflected in IF. In (217) one finds possible and impossible configurations of the 
phrase loshɨpɨt yetɨk /loɕɨpɨt jetɨk/ in the clause ‘there is no other animal to eat’. 
In this context the IF is obligatory and has to be marked on the last element, 
otherwise  the  clause  is  ungrammatical,  as  in  (217d-e).  The head noun can 
consist  of  the  root,  but  cannot  appear  in BF  (217f),  which  in  this  case  is 
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different from the root.

(217) a. Ye   loshɨpɨ-t        ye-tɨk-ɨ=sh                         par    y-ahu.
           /je    loɕɨpɨ-t          je-tɨk-ɨ=ɕ                           par    j-ahu/
            NEG animal-MS.FF  other-MS.IF-EPENT=EXIST   SUB   1PI-eat
           ‘There is no other animal to eat.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         b. Ye     loshɨp-tɨk       ye-tɨk-ɨ=sh                          par   y-ahu.
            /je      loɕɨp-tɨk         je-tɨk-ɨ=ɕ                            par   j-ahu/ 
              NEG   animal-MS.FF  other-MS.IF-EPENT=EXIST    SUB 1PI-eat
           ‘There is no other animal to eat.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         c. Ye    loshɨp    yetɨk-ɨ=sh                            par     y-ahu.
            /je     loɕɨp      je-tɨk-ɨ=ɕ                             par     j-ahu/
            NEG   animal     other-MS.IF-EPENT=EXIST    SUB   1PI-eat
           ‘There is no other animal to eat.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         d. *Ye      loshɨp-tɨk      yet              par     y-ahu.
               /je      loɕɨp-tɨk        jet              par     j-ahu/ 
               NEG   animal-MS.IF  other-MS.FF  SUB   1PI-eat
               [There is no other animal to eat.] (Ciucci, field-notes)    

         e. *Ye     loshɨpɨ-t          yet-ɨ=sh                             par   y-ahu.
              /je      loɕɨpɨ-t           jet-ɨ=ɕ                                par   j-ahu/        
              NEG   animal-MS.FF   other-MS.IF-EPENT=EXIST    SUB  1PI-eat
             [There is no other animal to eat.] (Ciucci, field-notes)

         f. *Ye     loshɨpɨ-k          ye-tɨk-ɨ=sh                           par     y-ahu.         
              /je      loɕɨpɨ-k            je-tɨk-ɨ=ɕ                            par     j-ahu/         
              NEG    animal-MS.BF   other-MS.IF-EPENT=EXIST     SUB   1PI-eat
             [There is no other animal to eat.] (Ciucci, field-notes) 

In some cases the adjectival modifier cannot be inflected or cannot inflect 
for IF. The irregular nominal yet /jet/ ‘other’, for instance, can only appear in 
IF  if  the  noun  it  refers  to  is  animate.  The  use  of  yet /jet/  in IF  after  an 
inanimate entity is not considered correct by the speakers (218a). In this case, 
the preceding element of the phrase appears in IF and yet /jet/ is inflected in 
FF (218b,d). Note that in this context the IF is not obligatory (218c). 
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(218) a. * Je        o-pos-tiyo          yer̃iyo          chɨhɨ? 
              /xe       o-pos-tijo           jer̃ijo            ʨɨhɨ/
               INT       GF-food-MP.IF     other.MP.IF    3.EXIST.IRLS
             [Is there other food?] (Ciucci, field-notes)

         b. Je      opos-tiyo     /    o-pos-ɨ r̃            ye-wo     chɨhɨ? 
            /xe     o-pos-tijo          o-pos-ɨ r̃            je-wo      ʨɨhɨ/  
            INT    GF-food-MP.IF    GF-food-MP.IF    other-MP  3.EXIST.IRLS
            ‘Is there other food?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         c. Je      o-pos-o      /      o-pos-ɨ r̃           ye-wo     chɨhɨ?
            /xe     o-pos-o             o-pos-ɨ r̃           je-wo      ʨɨhɨ/
            INT    GF-food-MP.IF   GF-food-MP.IF    other-MP  3.EXIST.IRLS
            ‘Is there other food?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

         d. Je      hut-ɨ r̃         yer̃e      chɨhɨ              par     t-eẽt       ɨshɨr               ahwos-o?
            /xe     hut-ɨ r̃         jer̃e       ʨɨhɨ               par    t-ẽː t        ɨɕɨr                 aw̥os-o/
            INT    book-FS.IF    other.FP 3.EXIST.IRLS  SUB   1S-copy   Chamacoco.MP  3.word-MP 
           ‘Is there an (exercise) book to write in Chamacoco?’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

Otɨk  is a pronoun or adjectival modifier with only IF  inflection.  When it 
behaves as an adjectival modifier,  its function and meaning are equivalent to 
that of an IF suffix, although it is syntactically the last nominal of the NP, so 
that the head noun generally appears in FF (219-221).

(219) Yok   abuel             n-ahmur       Baa-ch                 otɨk            ich=ni  
         /jok   abwel            n-am̥ur        Baː-ʨ                   otɨk            iʨ=ni/   
          1S      grandmother    3.IRLS-love   Paraguayan.MS.FF  IGNOR.MS   CONJ=PST

          entonse     papa        t-ar̃a
         /entonse    papa        t-ar̃a/
          then          1S.father   3-come

        ‘My grandmother fell in love with an unknown Paraguayan, and then my father was 
         born.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(220) Entons   esee=kite  ye     oy-ɨraha=pe        ese        loshɨpɨ-t          otɨk 
         /entons  eseː=kite   je      oj-ɨraha=pe        ese        loɕɨpɨ-t           otɨk 
          then       DM=PST   NEG   1PE-know=NEG   that.MS  animal-MS.FF   IGNOR.MS
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         je         s-eem         ɨre     ich          hno     yaka.
         xe        ts-eːm         ɨre     iʨ           no̥      jaka/
          COMP  3-move_up    3S      CONJ       3.go     3.sink

         ‘And then we didn’t know what was this animal (lit. this unknown animal) that 
          moved up and down (through the water).’ (Barbosa 1993: 2)

(221) a. Ye     tɨk-ɨraha  hutɨ-ta       ot ɨ r̃ak.   
            /je     tɨk-ɨraha  hutɨ-ta       ot ɨ -̃rak/
             NEG  1S-know   book-FS.FF  IGNOR.FS
            ‘I do not know what book.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

        b. Ye      tɨk-ɨraha   hutɨ -̃rak.           
            /je      tɨk-ɨraha   hutɨ -̃rak/  
            NEG    1S-know    book-FS.IF  
           ‘I do not know what book.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

The preferred structure of the IF-marked NP in Chamacoco reminds that of 
Ayoreo  (see  §12.6)  and  Ancient  Zamuco  (see  §14.1),  where  only  the  final 
element of the NP carries the morphological information concerning number 
and form, while all preceding elements appear in singular BF. In Chamacoco, 
when the NP appears in IF, all elements agree in gender and number, but in the 
preferred  configuration  only  the  last  element  carries  the  relevant 
morphological information concerning the form (cf. §13.7.9). Thus, only the 
last element marks the IF, while all preceding ones appear in FF.  

§13.8 The inflection of the possessive classifier uhut

As noted in (§10.9), the possessive classifier uhut agrees in gender, number 
and form with the possessee. The inflection follows the same rules described in 
(§13.1).

(222)    uhut (3.MS.FF)         uho (3.MP) / uhu (3.[M/F]P)
            uhuˀ (3.[M/F]S.BF)

            uhuta (3.FS.FF)        uhu (3.[M/F]P)
            uhuˀ (3.[M/F]S.BF)
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The singular BF is epicene. The singular FF takes the masculine suffix -/t/ in 
the masculine and the feminine -/ta/. The plural uhu, which differs from the BF 
due to the lack of final glottal stop, is epicene. The masculine also presents the 
alternative plural uho, where the suffix -/o/ overwrites /u/ (/uhu/- + -/o/ = 
uho).

In (223)  uhut agrees with the possessee in BF. In (224) and (225), both 
uhut and the possessee are in FF, while in the subsequent examples uhut is used 
in MP (225-226) and FP (227).

(223) P-uhuˀ                     hnakɨrap    /   uhuˀ                          hnakɨrap.
        /p-uhuˀ                     n̥akɨrap         uhuˀ                          nḁkɨrap/
        1S-PCL_fellow-MS.BF  man.MS.BF     2S.PCL_fellow-MS.BF    man.MS.BF
        ʻHe is my companion / you are my companion (male).’ (Ciucci, field-notes)           

(224) Yok  tuk-umo   p-uhu-t                    ɨlar-c.
        /jok   tuk-umo   p-uhu-t                    ɨlar-ʨ/
        1S     1S-see       1S-PCL_fellow-MS.FF  old-MS.FF
        ʻI see my old companion.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(225) Yok  tuk-umo   p-uhu-t                     hnakɨrb-ich  /  p-uho              hnakɨrb-o.
        /jok   tuk-umo   p-uhu-t                     nḁkɨrb-iʨ        p-uho              n̥akɨrb-o/       
         1S    1S-see       1S-PCL_fellow-MS.FF   man-MS.FF      1S-PCL_fellow    man-MP
         ʻI see my companion / my companions (male).’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(226) Yok  tak-aha  t-ɨtɨ r̃       kwela   hõr   p-uhu                  hnakɨrb-o.  
         /jok  tak-aha  t-ɨtɨ r̃       kwela   hõr   p-uhu                  n̥akɨrb-o/     
           1S   1S-go     1S-go_to   school   with   1S-PCL_fellow.MP  man-MP
         ʻI go to the school with my companions (male).’ (Ciucci, field-notes)  

(227) Owa   bu       e-tɨ r̃       kwela   hõr   uhu                    tɨmcher. 
        /owa   bu       e-tɨ r̃       kwela   hõr   uhu                    tɨmʨer/
         2S      2S.go    2S.go_to  school    with  2S.PCL_fellow-FP  woman.FP    
         ʻYou go to the school with your companions (female).’ (Ciucci, field-notes)
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§13.9 Chamacoco numerals

This  section  describes  the  Chamacoco  numeral  system.  Section 
§13.9.1 deals with the use of  numerals in distributive expressions.  The 
number ‘one’  nohmɨra /nom̥ɨra/ has a rich inflection, whose FF, BF and 
IF are addressed in §13.9.2. Section §13.9.3 deals with the diminutive of 
nohmɨra /nom̥ɨra/, which also has some inflected forms not to be found 
in  the  other  nominals  (§13.9.4).  Finally,  Chamacoco  numerals  are 
compared with AY and A.Z numerals (§13.9.5).

The  CH numerals  are  morphology-wise  nominals which  follow  the 
noun  they  refer  to  (229).  The  original  CH  numeral  system  is  now 
reduced  to  the  number  ‘one’  (sohmɨra  /tsom̥ɨra/ or  nohmɨra  /nom̥ɨra/) 
and ‘two’ (osiyer /osijer/). Only these numbers have inflection; the forms 
above are the unmarked ones used to count.

(228) Nohmɨra           hn         nohmɨra            ich      osiyer.
         /nom̥ɨra            n̥           nom̥ɨra             iʨ       osijer/
          one.[M/F]S.BF   CONJ      one.[M/F]S.BF    EMPH  two.M
         ‘One and one is two.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990c: 110)

Nowadays,  CH  speakers  only  use  Spanish  numbers  for  every  number 
higher than two.

(229) O-shɨm    õryok   o-terp-e        sey.
        /o-ɕɨm     õrjok    o-terp-e        sej/
         3P-give    1PE       GF-pant-MP   six
        ‘They gave us six pairs of pants.’ (adapted from: Balbuena 1991: 12)

(230) Simon   d-eshɨb-o       o-de         õr   sinko   hn         n-anɨm-e    õr   tre.
        /simon   d-eɕɨb-o        o-de         õr   sinko   n ̥          n-anɨm-e    õr   tre/
         Simon    3-brother-MP   3P-EXIST  3P    five     CONJ     3-sister-FP    3P  three
        ‘Simon has five brothers and three sisters.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1991: 88)

Only  old  people  remember  the  original  numeral  system,  which  is  very 
similar  to  the  one  reported  in  Baldus  (1932:  394).459 Apart  from  the  still 
surviving sohmɨra /tsom̥ɨra/ and osiyer /osijer/, numbers higher than two were 
459 Unfortunately Baldus only offers complete data for Tumarãho.
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formed by the combination of three possible elements:  toho ‘one’,  arĩ  ‘two’ or 
sharĩ /ɕarĩ/ ‘two’. The numeral system was thus based on the addition of ‘two’ 
and ‘one’. For instance, ‘three’ was arĩ toho (literally ‘two-one’);  ‘four’ was arĩ  
sharĩ /arĩ  ɕarĩ/  (literally  ‘two-two’).  The latter  elements  presuppose  a  rigid 
order:  arĩ  ‘two’ is only used at the beginning of the series,  in all other cases 
sharĩ  /ɕarĩ/ is used. If the number is odd, the last element is obligatorily toho 
‘one’. In (231) the original numeral system is reported. (232) is an example 
from an elderly speaker.

(231) tsom̥ɨra / nom̥ɨra ‘one’
osijer ‘two’ 
arĩ toho ‘three’
arĩ ɕarĩ ‘four’
arĩ ɕarĩ toho ‘five’ 
arĩ ɕarĩ ɕarĩ  ‘six’ 
arĩ ɕarĩ ɕarĩ toho ‘seven’ 
arĩ ɕarĩ ɕarĩ ɕarĩ  ‘eight’
arĩ ɕarĩ ɕarĩ ɕarĩ toho ‘nine’

(232) Oshaa=kɨ      arĩ,   sharĩ,   toho   kotsɨrbo=ko      ich         too:       “Ẽhe,    nɨsht!”.
         /o-ɕaː=kɨ       arĩ    ɕarĩ     toho   kotsɨrbo=ko      iʨ          toː           eh̃e     nɨɕt/
          3P-give=PST  two   two       one     3.bag-MP=PST   CONJ      1S.QUOT  yes       enough 
         ‘They give me five (lit. two, two, one) bags and I say: “Ok, that’s enough!”. ’ 
         (Gonzales et al. 1999: 13)

§13.9.1 Distributive expressions

Numerals  and adjectives  can be duplicated in  order  to indicate  the 
distribution  of  a  certain  quantity  in  equivalent  sets:  nohmɨr 
nohmɨr /nom̥ɨr/ ‘one by one’  (233),  osiyer osiyer /osijer osijer/ ‘two by 
two’  (234).  In  this  context,  for  ‘one’  and  ‘two’  only  the  forms  nohmɨr  
/nom̥ɨr/  (or  sohmɨr  /tsom̥ɨr/)  and  osiyer  /osijer/  are  to  be  found. 
Nohmɨr /nom̥ɨr/  is  supposedly the  pure  root  or  a  reduced  form  of 
nohmɨra /nom̥ɨra/.
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(233) Ese      ɨr    ɨbi-ch            nos   t-ɨbii   nohmɨr  nohmɨr   erze      uje      õr 
        /ese      ɨr    ɨbi-ʨ             nos   t-ɨbiː   nom̥ɨr    nom̥ɨr    e r̥ʐe      uxe     õr 
          that.MS   3P    3.servant-MS.FF  all      3-call     one          one          that.P       SUB      3P

          hnɨtew    de         ɨr    y-ɨnsɨr-c.
        n̥ ɨtew     de         ɨr    j-ɨnsɨr-ʨ/
          debt.MP    3.EXIST   3S    3-employer-MS.FF

         ‘This servant called one by one all those who had debts with his employer.’ 
          (Ulrich & Ulrich 2000a: 323) 

(234) Erze    loshɨp-o    uje      masaha   ehe-t               shɨ     ɨteẽt-ak 
        /er ̥ʐe   loɕɨp-o      uxe    masaha   ehe-t               ɕɨ       ɨtẽːt-ak 
         that.P   animal-MP  SUB   3.enter     3.inside-MS.FF  DUR    male-MS.BF
 

         hn         tɨmchar          osiyer     osiyer.
         n̥           tɨmʨarˀ          osijer     osijer/
         CONJ     woman.FS.BF   two.M     two.M

        ‘These animals that entered inside [the boat] were male and female, two 
         by two.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1992a: 20)

§13.9.2 Nohmɨra /nom̥ɨra/

Nohmɨra  /nom̥ɨra/  (or sohmɨra  /tsom̥ɨra/) ‘one’  has a  rich  paradigm, 
including some derived forms.  Both sohmɨra  and nohmɨra are equivalent: they 
only differ in the first consonant. The alternation between /ts/ and /n/ is free 
in this context (Ulrich and Ulrich 2000b: 11). The same is true for any  form 
related to sohmɨra / nohmɨra.460 The inflection of nohmɨra and its derived forms 
is provided in (235).461

(235) a. nom̥ɨra ([M/F]S.BF), nom̥et (MS.FF), nom̥ata (FS.FF) ‘one; only one, alone’ 
460 In  my  corpus,  the  forms  beginning  with  /n/  have  more  occurrences.  For  this  reason,  in  the 

prosecution of this paragraph I will indicate the forms beginning with /n/-, also referring to the 
forms beginning with /ts/-.

461 Ulrich & Ulrich (1990d: 59-63) collected many examples on the use of these forms, in order to 
begin a systematic analysis of them. Nevertheless, they did not complete their grammatical studies 
and  only  listed  these  forms  in  a  table  in  Ulrich  &  Ulrich  (2000b:  11)  without  any  further 
systematization.
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b. tsom̥ɨro (MP), som̥ɨre ([M/F]P) ‘some’
c. nom̥ɨraːp ([M/F]S.BF.DIM), nom̥ɨraːmɨt (MS.FF.DIM), nom̥ɨraːmɨta (FS.FF.DIM) ‘one’
d. nom̥ɨraːmo (MP.DIM), nom̥ɨreːme (FP.DIM) ‘some’
e. nom̥ɨrɕɨro (MP), nom̥ɨrɕɨre ([M/F]P) ‘only a few’
f. nom̥ɨrɕɨraːmo (MP.DIM), nom̥ɨrɕɨreːme (MP.DIM) ‘only a few’

There  is  a  distinction between BF and FF.  Nohmɨra  is  epicene: the  FFs are 
nohmet  /nom̥et/ (236)  for masculine  and  nohmata /nom̥ata/ for feminine 
(235a).  Nohmɨra is also used to mean the ‘only one’ or ‘alone’,  as in (237), 
where the BF is used for secondary predication (i.e. small clauses).

(236) ‘Sẽhe    tapuru    owa   jamun,  nam.’     ‘Ẽhe,   tok-osɨm   nohme-t     par  owa.’
         /tsẽhe   t-apuru   owa   xamun  nam         ẽhe    tok-osɨm   nom̥e-t       par  owa/
          VOL     1S           2S      soap      my_sister   yes     1S-give       one.MS.FF   for   2S
         ‘I want ask you the soap, my sister.’ ‘Yes, I’ll give you one for you.’ 
         (Ciucci, field-notes)

(237) Ye      n-ahmũru    l-akahachɨs      shɨ      sohmɨra=pe.
         /je      n-am̥ũru      l-akahaʨɨs       ɕɨ       som̥ɨra=pe/
          NEG   3.IRLS-love   3.IRLS-remain  DUR    one.[M/F]S.BF=NEG
         ‘He didn’t like to remain there alone.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1995: 24)

   Nohmɨra also  has  two  plural  forms  referring  to  few  elements:  sohmɨro  
/tsom̥ɨro/  ‘some’ (MP) (238) or  sohmɨre  /tsom̥ɨre/  ‘some’ ([M/F]P) (239). 
The latter is epicene. In the plural, there is no contrast between BF and FF.

(238) Õr  ihyu-wo      nom̥ɨr-o   de          wahacha.
        /õr   iju̥-wo        nom̥ɨr-o   de          wahaʨa/
         3P   3.house-MP   one-MP    3.EXIST  there
         ‘There are some houses there.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990c: 60)

(239) Pop-ɨ             nohmɨr-e    de           wahacha.
        /pop-ɨ             nom̥ɨr-e      de           wahaʨa/
         surubí_fish-FP   one-FP       3.EXIST    there
        ‘Some female of surubí fish are there.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990c: 60)

For nohmɨra and its derived forms the IF is also available (240).462 In this 
example, the speaker uses the singular IF to underline the impossibility that 

462 For reasons of simplicity, the IFs have not been indicated in (235).
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any of them could eat anything dangerous.

(240) Kẽhe   eyok   nohme-tɨk   t-ew,   ich         nos    y-ahu,   per   y-ɨtɨl-lo.
         /kẽhe   ejok   nom̥e-tɨk     t-ew    iʨ          nos    j-ahu     per   j-ɨtɨl-lo/
          SUB    1PI      one-MS.FF   3-eat    CONJ      all      1PI-eat   but    1PI-be_afraid-GP
         ‘If one of us ate (it), we all would eat (it) but we are afraid.’ 
         (adapted from: Ulrich & Ulrich 1990c: 62)

§13.9.3 Diminutive forms of nohmɨra 

Diminutive  forms  are  obtained  by  adding  the  suffix  -/aːp/  to  nohmɨra  
/nom̥ɨra/. The use of such forms is related to the pragmatic context and can 
indicate endearment (241-243) or attenuation (17).  

(241) Sehe    t-uu       e-ychɨm  p-ijɨ-t.            Shɨ   nohmɨr-aap.
        /tsehe   t-uː        e-jʨɨm    p-ixɨ-t            ɕɨ     nom̥ɨr-aːp/
          VOL    1S-make  2S-see     1S-son-MS.FF  only   one-DIM.[M/F]S.BF
        ‘I want you to see my son. He is the only one.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990c: 282)
        
(242) Hnoy    sh-uu    Prinsesa_Blanka   t-ekɨr=ɨhɨ      hmont     ehe-t 
        /n̥oj       ɕ-uː       prinsesa_blanka   t-ekɨr=ɨhɨ      m̥ont      ehe-t 
         3.bring   3-make   Snow_White          3.walk=PREP  wood       3.inside-MS.FF
 

         hn         iim=ɨhɨ=chɨs.         Wate     shɨ    nohmɨr-aap.
         n̥           iːm=ɨhɨ=ʨɨs           wate      ɕɨ     nom̥ɨr-aːp./
          CONJ     3.leave=PREP=there  DET.FS  only   one-DIM.[M/F]S.BF

         ‘He brought (Snow White) and make (Snow White) walk into the wood and he 
          abandoned her there. She remained alone.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1995: 31)

(243) Ye   arhãk     wɨch=pe      ese         e-yjɨ-t             nohmɨr-aam-ɨt.
        /je    arḁ̃k       wɨʨ=pe      ese         e-jxɨ-t             nom̥ɨr-aːm-ɨt/
         NEG 2S.spare  DET=NEG    that.MS   2S-son-MS.FF    one-DIM-MS.FF
        ‘You didn’t spare your only son.’  (Ulrich & Ulrich 1992a: 68)

(244) Lɨka  õr   ihyu-wo       nohmɨr-aam-o.
        /lɨka   õr   iju̥-wo         nom̥ɨr-aːm-o/
          here   3P   3.house-MP   one-DIM-MP 
        ‘There are some houses here.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990c: 100)
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§13.9.4 Other derived forms of nohmɨra

The  plurals  of  nohmɨra /nom̥ɨra/ yield  other  derived  forms,  used  to 
indicate  that  there  are  only  a  few entities,  usually  less  than  the  speaker’s 
expectation  (245-247).  These  forms  probably  resulted  from fusion  with  the 
adverb shɨ  /ɕɨ/ ‘only’. As in nohmɨro /nom̥ɨro/ and nohmɨre /nom̥ɨre/ ‘some’ 
the MP is  nohmɨrshɨro  /nom̥ɨrɕɨro/, while  nohmɨrshɨre /nom̥ɨrɕɨre/ is epicene. 
These forms also have a diminutive (nohmɨrshɨraamo /nom̥ɨrɕɨraːmo/ (MP) and 
nohmɨrshɨreeme /nom̥ɨrɕɨreːme/ (FP)) with the same uses as the diminutive of 
nohmɨra /nom̥ɨra/ (248-249). These forms are not to be observed in the other 
Zamucoan  languages  and  are  semantically  reminiscent  of  the  grammatical 
category  of  frustrative,  widespread  in  Tupí-Guaraní  languages  and  other 
Amazonian languages (see Dietrich 2006). 

(245) E-yuhu      o-pos-o        nohmɨrshɨr-o.
        /e-juhu       o-pos-o        nom̥ɨrɕɨr-o/
         2S-remove   GF-food-MP  only_one-MP
       ‘Remove only a bit of food.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990c: 61)

(246) Juan     sh-iyeru   kabater-o       shɨ    s-huu    nohmɨrshɨr-o.
         /xwan   ɕ-ijeru     kabater-o       ɕɨ      ɕ-uː      nom̥ɨrɕɨr-o/
          John      3-catch     pacu-fish-MO   only   3-make  only_one-MP
         ‘John caught pacu fish but only a few.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990c: 62) 

(247) Wɨchɨ     ch-iyuhu  mantij-o       nohmɨrshɨr-e.
         /wɨʨɨ      ʨ-ijuhu   mantix-o      nom̥ɨrɕɨr-e/
         DET.MS   3-take       manioc-MP   only_one-[M/F]P
        ‘He took manioc but only a few.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990c: 61)

(248) Juan   sh-iyeru   popɨ                   shɨ   sh-uu    nohmɨrshɨr-eem-e.
        /xuan  ɕ-ijeru     popɨ                   ɕɨ    ɕ-uː       nom̥ɨrɕɨr-eːm-e/
         John    3-catch     surubí_fish.FS.FF   only  3-make  only_one-DIM-[M/F]P
        ‘John caught surubí fish but only a few.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990c: 61)

(249) Juan    sh-iyeru  kabater-o      shɨ   sh-uu     nohmɨrshɨr-aam-o.
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         /xuan  ɕ-ijeru     kabater-o      ɕɨ     ɕ-uː       nom̥ɨrɕɨr-aːm-o/
          John    3-catch     pacu_fish-MP  only  3-make   only_one-DIM-MP
        ‘John caught pacu fish but only a few.’ (Ulrich & Ulrich 1990c: 62)

Osiyer  /osijer/ ‘two’ agrees in gender with the noun it refers to.  Osiyer  is 
the masculine form (250). It is also the unmarked form used to count and to 
refer to entities of unspecified gender.  The feminine form is  otiyer  /otijer/ 
(251). In  osiyer,  needless  to  say,  the  BF  vs.  FF  distinction  is  not 
morphologically  expressed,  since  in  Chamacoco  such  a  distinction  is  only 
observed in the singular.

(250) Shɨ    porpah-o   uu-lo      osiyer    de-yo     de=chɨ              pwert    ehe-t.
        /ɕɨ      porpah-o   uː-lo       osijer    de-jo      de=ʨɨ               pwert    ehe-t/
        only   wasp-MP  nest-MP two.M   big-MP  3.EXIST=there  house    3.inside-MS.FF
       ‘There are two big wasp nests there in the house.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(251) Hn        wahacha  shakɨr-rza      ehe-t               pish-t             pohɨr    de         otiyer.
         /n̥         wahaʨa   ɕakɨɻ-ɻa        ehe-t               piɕ-t              pohɨr    de         otijer/
         CONJ      there        garden-FS.FF  3.inside-MS.FF  ELAT-MS.FF   tree.FP  3.EXIST  two.M
         ‘And there, at the very centre of the garden there were two trees.’ 
          (Ulrich & Ulrich 1992a: 5)

§13.9.5 Ancient Zamuco, Ayoreo and Chamacoco numerals

Examples  (252-253) report  the  AY  and  A.Z  numerals  up  to  ‘five’.  CH 
sohmɨra  /ʨom̥ɨra/ ‘one’  corresponds  to AY  chojmara /ʨom̥ara/ ‘one’ and 
A.Z  chomarâ ‘one’.  In  all Zamucoan  languages  the  number  one  has 
nominal inflection (254).  As observed in (§13.9.2), /n/ or /ts/ are free 
variants  in  Chamacoco.  According  to  Chomé  (1958:  136),  in  Ancient 
Zamuco the number one begins with /ʨ/- in the BF and with /n/- in the 
FF  (254).  In other  words,  /ʨ/-  and  /n/- were  considered 
morphologically relevant in Ancient Zamuco.463    

    

463 For a detailed comparison of AY and A.Z numerals, see Kelm (1964: 512-515).
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(252) Ayoreo (Bertinetto 2009: 16)
ʨom̥ara ‘one’ 
gare ‘two’ 
gadiok ‘three’
gagan̥i ‘four’
ʨen̥a ñimanaj ‘five’ 

(253) Ancient Zamuco (Chomé 1958: 136)
chomarâ ‘one’
gar ‘two’
gadioc ‘three’
gahagani ‘four’
chuena yimanaitie ‘five’

(254) Ay. ʨojmaraj (MS.FF), ʨojmara (MS.BF) ‘one’
        Ch. nom̥et (MS.FF), nom̥ɨra (MS.BF), nom̥ɨre / nom̥ɨro (MP) ‘one’        
        A.Z. nomarãtie (MS.FF), chomarã (MS.BF) ‘one’

AY  gare  and A.Z gar ‘two’ correspond to CH  arĩ  ‘two’ and indirectly 
to  sharĩ  /ɕarĩ/  ‘two’,  which  derives  from  arĩ. In  Ayoreo  and Ancient 
Zamuco the numbers up to ‘four’ have regular nominal inflection 464 and 
express  the  distinction  between BF  and FF,  while  no  inflection  is 
observed in the CH numbers  arĩ  ‘two’  sharĩ  /ɕarĩ/ ‘two’  and  toho ‘one’. 
This is due to the fact that these numerals are no longer known  by all 
speakers, but also to the fact that the distinction BF vs. FF has been lost 
in Chamacoco. In osiyer /osijer/ ‘two’, only gender is expressed.

§13.10 Conclusions 

This  chapter  has  analysed  the  nominal  suffixation  of  Chamacoco.  In 
Chamacoco the BF vs. FF opposition is only to be found in the singular (with 
few exceptions, see §13.7.1, ex. (118-119)). In the masculine, two suffixes are 
used to form the singular FF: -/t/ and -/ʨ/, corresponding to the feminine FF 

464 They only lack the singular FF, because they refer to more than one entity, but have the singular BF, 
which is the form used to count and is provided in examples (252) and (253).
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suffixes -/ta/ and -/ʨa/. The suffixes -/ta/ and -/ʨa/ are still productive. The 
IF shows considerable variability, because there are alternating suffixes which 
can be added to different forms of the word. This suggests that the system of 
the  IF  is  collapsing.  The  diminutive  suffix -/aːp/  corresponds  to  the  suffix 
-/ap/, to be found in Ayoreo. As in Ayoreo, the diminutive suffix is added to 
the singular BF. The uses of BF, FF and IF are very similar to those of the forms 
in Ayoreo, but there are two remarkable differences: (1) In Chamacoco one can 
often  observe  final-syllable  reduction,  which  makes  the  forms 
indistinguishable. (2) In Ayoreo, when the NP head is followed by adjectival 
modifiers, number and form are only marked on the final element of the NP, 
while the previous nominals appear in singular BF. By contrast, in Chamacoco 
the NP head and the adjectival modifiers agree in number and form. However, 
in  Chamacoco  the  singular  BF is  preferred before  the  adjective  dich /diʨ/. 
When the  NP is  inflected  in  IF  and  the  head  is  followed  by one  or  more 
adjectival modifiers, the last nominal of the NP is in IF, while the singular FF is 
preferred in the other nominals.  The comparison with Ayoreo suggests that 
these are archaic structures and that the agreement between the head and the 
adjectival modifiers is a CH innovation. Finally the numbers ‘one’ and ‘two’ 
show some similarities in the Zamucoan languages, but in Chamacoco there are 
three words for ‘two’:  ari ̃, corresponding to AY gare  and A.Z  gar, shari ̃ /ɕari/̃ 
(derived from the former) and osiyer /osijer/, which is a CH innovation.  
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§14 Nominal suffixation in the Zamucoan languages: a comparison

This chapter compares the nominal suffixation of Ayoreo, Chamacoco and 
Ancient  Zamuco,  showing  that  all  Zamucoan  languages  share  the  same 
morphological  categories  and  use  similar  suffixes.  Section  §14.1  briefly 
describes the morphology and the uses of BF, FF and IF in Ancient Zamuco. 
Although Ayoreo presents a noteworthy innovation in the singular FF, it is very 
close to Ancient Zamuco. For this reason, their BF and FFs are compared in 
§14.2. Then, the BF and FF of Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco are compared with 
those of Chamacoco in §14.3. Section §14.4 deals with the morphology of the 
IF. Finally, I discuss the non-numeric quantifier ‘all’ in the Zamucoan languages 
§14.5. 

§14.1 Reinterpreting  Chomé’s grammar:  base-, full- and indeterminate-
forms in Ancient Zamuco

The aim of this section is to demonstrate that in Ancient Zamuco there is a 
distinction between BF, FF and IF. In order to do that, one has to reinterpret 
Chomé’s  grammatical  description,  based  on Latin  grammars.465 In  Ancient 
Zamuco there is no morphological distinction between nouns and adjectives: 
“Todos los nombres, aora sean substantiuos, aora adjectiuos, se declinan del 
modo dicho”  (Chomé 1958: 124). The classical  definition of  nomen is  quite 
appropriate. Nominals are described as having six cases, like Latin. There is a 
masculine (1) and a feminine (2) declension (Chomé 1958: 123-124). 

(1)         
              Masculine singular Masculine plural                           desi ‘boy’
NOM.    Desi Desio
GEN.     Desitie Desioddoe                  [regime case]
DAT.     Omedesitie Ome desioddoe
ACC.     Desitie Desioddoe                             [regime case]
VOC.     Desia                       Desiacha
ABL.      ihi desitie ihi desioddoe
              ahã desitie               ahã desioddoe

465 A first attempt to interpret Chomé’s data on nominal suffixation and a very detailed comparison with 
Ayoreo can be found in (Kelm 1964: 469-488).
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(2)
             Feminine singular Feminine plural                           cheque ‘woman’
NOM.    Cheque Chequei
GEN.     Chequetae Chequeyie                                  [regime case]
DAT.     Omechequetae Ome chequeyie
ACC.     Chequetae            Chequeyie                                  [regime case]
VOC.     Chequea Chequeacha
ABL.     Ihi chequetae            ihi chequeyie
             ahã chequetae ahã chequeyie

Ome in the dative and ihi  or ahã  in the ablative are adpositions.466 In the 
vocative, -a and -acha (-/aʨa/) are epistemicity markers (the former one still to 
be  observed  in  Ayoreo).  This  implies  that  no  specific  dative,  vocative  or 
ablative form actually existed in Ancient Zamuco. Since the genitive is always 
identical to the accusative, one can reduce the “case” declension to two forms: 
nominative  vs.  genitive/accusative.  For  reasons  which  will  soon  become 
obvious, the latter will be referred to as “regime” case. In the second chapter of 
the grammar, Chomé introduces a new case, the regime, which corresponds to 
all (direct and indirect) arguments of the verb (Chomé 1958: 125). The regime 
has three tenses according to Chomé (1958: 125). As one can see, the “past” 
corresponds to the regime of the nominal declension in (1-2). 

(3)
Masculine singular Masculine plural

Past -tie            -ddoe, -nnoe
Present -rê, -dde -ao, -iao
Future -ric, -tic, -nic -igo             [that is: -rigo, -tigo, -nigo]

Feminine Singular Feminine Plural
Past -tae            -yiè, -ñie
Present -ac            -ai
Future -rac            -rigui

The opposition nominative vs. genitive/accusative turns into a nominative vs. 
regime opposition,  the latter  allegedly  presenting nominal  tense  declension. 
The  regime  “present”  has  no  corresponding  forms  in  the currently spoken 
Zamucoan languages:  it  was probably rarely  used already in  Chomé’s  time, 
466 About the corresponding Ayoreo elements, see Bertinetto (2009: 45).
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because this form seldom occurs in Chomé’s grammar and the author himself 
writes: “La terminacion de preterito muchas vezes la usan por la de présente, y 
diran,  yacotetae no,  por  yacoteac no. se  fue mi  muger:  pero la  de futuro la 
suelen  usar,  sin  confundirla”  (Chomé  1958:  125).  Apparently,  the  regime 
“present” has been replaced by the regime “past” (corresponding to the FF). 
Chomé specifies that the regime “past” is properly a “past perfect”, because the 
“past imperfect” also exists (Chomé 1958: 125), but, like the regime “present” 
it has few occurrences in the grammar and does not correspond to any form in 
Ayoreo and Chamacoco. Both regime “present” and “past imperfect” occur in 
the same context where the FF would be expected.467

By contrast, the regime “future” was vital:  “la [terminación] de futuro la 
suelen  usar,  sin  confundirla”  (Chomé  1958:  126).  The  regime  “future”  is 
actually the Ayoreo IF, as one can see in (3) (for more details, see Chomé 1958: 
127-128  and §14.4.1).  The  use  is  exactly  the  same  as  the  Ayoreo  and 
Chamacoco IFs. In (4) there is no specific referent, while in (5) and (6) the 
referent does not even exist. Note that the existential construction with =uz  
(=/us/)  in  (5-6)  is  very  similar  to  the  AY  and  CH  ones  (see  §13.7.6, 
§13.7.14).468

(4)  Agu     cucha-tic.
      1S-eat   thing-MS.IF
      ‘I eat something.’ (unspecified) (Chomé 1958: 132)

(5) Ca       y-a-tic              uz.          
     NEG    1S-child-MS.IF    EXIST     
     ‘I don’t have any son.’ (Chomé 1958: 164)

(6) Ca     yo-tic            uz. 
     NEG   water-MS.IF   EXIST
     ‘There is no water.’ (Chomé 1958: 164)

467 In this work the regime present and the past imperfect will be considered full-form present (FFP) 
and full-form imperfect (FFI), respectively, while the regime past of Chomé will be glossed as full-
form (FF).

468 A.Z =uz (=/us/) is generally represented as an enclitic copula, but in examples (5-6) =uz has been 
separated from the nominal it refers to. 
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In  chapter  §1.4  Chomé  describes  the  use  of  the  regime  case.469 The 
difficulty in understanding Chomé’s pages depends on the fact that his use of 
the  grammatical  terminology turns  out  to  be  ambiguous.  On one  hand,  he 
describes  the use of  the regime,  by making an implicit  distinction between 
regime vs. non-regime. On the other hand, he uses terms such as nominative, 
genitive, etc., which in this context do not refer to a specific morphological 
form, but to its syntactic function in the sentence. Chomé is conditioned by the 
linguistic  framework of  his  time.  The same applies  to the realis  vs.  irrealis 
distinction in verb morphology, described as a future vs. non-future distinction. 

In  the  following  paragraphs  Chomé’s  data  on  Ancient  Zamuco  will  be 
reanalysed  in  order  to  show  that  the  distinction  non-regime  vs.  regime  is 
actually a BF vs. non-BF distinction (that is, FF and IF). Leaving aside the IF, 
which should be considered the “marked” counterpart of the FF, I will focus on 
the contrast between BF and FF. It is important to keep in mind that the shape 
of the Ancient Zamuco plural FF cannot be analysed in all its aspects, because 
two fundamental pages of Chomé’s manuscript are lost (the pages 9-10, see 
Chomé 1958: 127). 

The Ancient Zamuco BF (called nominative by Chomé) is used to mark the 
NP which has the function of predicate, such as  uomio (/womio/) in (7) and 
uomipuz (/womipuz/)  in  (8).  The  subjects  of  (7)  and  (8)  appear  in  FF 
(corresponding to the regime); an NP in FF has never predicative function in 
Ancient  Zamuco,  and  the  fundamental  difference  between  predication 
(expressed  by  the  BF)  and  non-predication,  common  to  all  Zamucoan 
languages, is thus confirmed. 

(7) Nani-onnoe                  uom-io.
     indigenous_man-MP.FF     good-MP.BF 
     ‘The indigenous people are good.’ (Chomé 1958: 128)

(8) Tupade   uom-i-puz                          nari,   ch-iachêre   ñoc. 
      God        good-EPENT-ELAT.MS.BF    SUB    3-punish      1P
     ‘God punishes us, because he is so good.’ (Chomé 1958: 129)

In examples (9-10), the FF is used for argumental NPs, featuring subject (9), 
direct  object  (10)  or  adjunct  (such  as  the  temporal  adjunct  guetosi-tie  nez 
469 Chomé (1958: 128-129).
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/getosi-tie  nes/ in (11)).  In the last  case,  nez  /nes/ ‘all’  is  an uninflectable 
element and consequently guetositie /getosidie/ is the only inflected element of 
the NP.

(9) Desi-oddoe  dac.
     boy-MP.FF    3.come 
     ‘The boys come.’ (Chomé 1958: 128)

(10) Toria    gueda-ddoe.
       3.steal   corn-MP.FF
       ‘They steal corn.’ (Chomé 1958: 128)

(11) A-irauz     guetosi-tie       nez.
       1S-weed   month-MS.FF  all 
      ‘I have weeded all month.’ (Chomé 1958: 129)

As  anticipated  in  the  previous  chapters,  when  there  are  two  or  more 
inflected elements in an NP, gender, number and form are only marked on the 
last one. The previous elements appear in singular BF, whatever the form and 
number required by the NP. For instance, if the nominals of example (7), nani 
‘indigenous man’ and  uom  /wom/ ‘good’, belong to one and the same NP in 
predicative function, thus requiring the MP-BF, only  uom inflects for plural, 
while  nani  appears in singular BF (12). As  Chomé himself indicates, number 
agreement with the  latter element is ungrammatical (13). As in Ayoreo and 
Chamacoco, the adjectival modifiers follow the NP head.

(12) Nani                          uom-io.                     
       indigenous_man.MS.BF   good-MP.BF
       ‘Good indigenous people.’ (Chomé 1958: 129)

(13) *Nani-o                       uom-io.
        indigenous_man-MP.BF   good-MP.BF
        [Good indigenous people.] (Chomé 1958: 129)

The NP dire garocioddoe (/dire garosiodoe/) ‘a few days’ (14) requires the 
(masculine) plural FF, which only appears on the latter element,  garododdoe  
(/garodoe/), while dire is in singular BF. The same occurs in (15), where desi  
yidai ogazoriao (/desi jidaj ogasoriao/) ‘the boys of my village’ is the subject of 
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the  nominal  predicate  and  appears  in  FF  “present”,  while  all  preceding 
elements  are  in  singular  BF  (in  this  example  yidai /jidaj/  and  ogazoriao 
/ogasoriao/ form a compound). The same occurs in (16), where the NP head is 
a feminine nominal and garihi appears in FP-FF. Numerals behave as nominals. 
As in (11), in (17) the final element of the NP, the determiner  udda (/uda/),  
does not inflect for BF and FF, so that the FF is marked on the NP head.

(14) A-igusi    ide     dire            garoci-oddoe.
       1S-stay     here    day.MS.BF   few-MP.FF
       ‘I’ve been here since a few days.’ (Chomé 1958: 129)

(15) Desi             y-idai                  ogazori-ao,                 udazu-cho         nari.
       Boy.MS.BF    1S- village.MS.BF   person_living-MP.FFP     coward -MP.BF   COP
       ‘The boys living in my village are cowards.’ (Chomé 1958: 129)      

(16) A-roc      cheque            gar-ihi-yie.
       2.IRLS-s   woman.FS.BF    two-five-FP.FF
      ‘Send seven women!’ (Chomé 1958: 136)

(17) A-rahu       pori-tae     udda.
       2.IRLS-cut   tree-FS.FF  DET.FS 
       ‘Cut this tree!’ (Chomé 1958: 140)

An embedded NP, generally expressing the possessor, appears in FF when 
the main NP is inflected in BF (18-20). A dependent NP may appear in FF even 
if the main NP is in FF (21-22), but in this case the BF is also possible and even 
preferred according to  Chomé (23).  In  this  case,  one wonders  whether  the 
subordinate NP has been incorporated into the main NP.  

(18) Chuguper-i-tie        unnoc.
       bird-EPENT-MS.FF   wing.MS.BF
       ‘Bird’s wing.’  (Chomé 1958: 128)

(19) Nai-tie                       azore.
       indigenous_man-MS.FF   lance.FS.BF                                 
       ‘Indigenous man’s lance.’  (Chomé 1958: 128)
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(20) Y-ai-tie               igueda.
       1S-father-MS.FF    3.house.MS.BF                             
       ‘My father’s house.’  (Chomé 1958: 128)

(21) Eram-i-tie                  yu-tie.
       wood-EPENT -MS.FF    toward-MS.FF                                                   
       ‘Toward the wood.’ (Chomé 1958: 129)

(22) Ahu     chuguper-i-tie         unno-tie. 
       1S.peel  bird-EPENT-MS.FF   wing-MS.FF
       ‘I peel a bird’s wing.’ (Chomé 1958: 128)

(23) Ahu    chugupêre    unno-tie.
      1S.peel  bird.MS.BF   wing-MS.FF
       ‘I peel a bird’s wing.’ (Chomé 1958: 128)

In conclusion, A.Z nominal suffixation can be reinterpreted according to 
the scheme provided by Chomé at the beginning of his grammar (Chomé 1958: 
123), needless to say, according to grammatical categories not used by him: 

(24)  desi ‘boy’ (MS.BF)                          desi-o ‘boy’ (MP.BF)
        desi-tie ‘boy (MS.FF)                       desi-oddoe ‘boy’ (MP.FF)

        cheque ‘woman’ (FS.BF)                  cheque-i ‘woman’ (FP.BF)               
        cheque-tae ‘woman’ (FS.FF)             cheque-yie ‘woman’ (FP.FF)

The  singular  BF  is  the  base of  nominal inflection.  In  all  Zamucoan 
languages it  tends to be the lighter form phonologically  speaking. The MS-FF 
suffix -/tie/ is  reminiscent of  the Chamacoco FF suffixes -/t/ and -/ʨ/, while 
the feminine  -/tae/ is  reminiscent  of  the  Chamacoco  FF  suffixes  -/ta/  and 
-/ʨa/. The MP-BF suffix -/o/ corresponds to the Chamacoco MP. Ayoreo shows 
no direct correspondence with the Chamacoco and Zamuco singular FF suffixes, 
but the plural suffixes are very similar. Compare the following AY suffixes with 
the A.Z  ones  in (24): -/o/ or  -/jo/ (MP.BF), -/i/  (FP.BF), -/ode/  (MP.FF), -/
(i)die/ (FP.FF). The IF will be discussed in (§14.4). 
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§14.2 Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco: a comparison470

At  the  morphological  level,  one  can  note  that  the  A.Z  nominative 
corresponds  to  the  Ayoreo  BF.  In  (25-43),  a  comparison  between  Chomé’s 
examples  (Chomé  1958:  124-125)  and  the  corresponding  AY  nominals  is 
provided. When no corresponding AY example is reported, a morphologically 
similar case is  shown, whenever possible. The singular BF usually coincides 
with the root. The shape of the plural is almost identical in both languages. As 
one can see, the plural BF suffixes are generally -/o/ or -/jo/ for the masculine 
and -/i/  for  the feminine in  both languages.  In both languages,  the MP-BF 
suffix -/o/  is  applied  to  roots  ending  in  a  vowel,  while  /-jo/  (or  -/io/)  is 
applied to roots in consonants. The morphophonological processes are more or 
less the same as those already described for Ayoreo, with a few differences: for 
instance, the Ayoreo MP-BF suffix -/o/ deletes if it is preceded by /a/, while it 
is preserved in Ancient Zamuco (25). When the root ends in -/k/ (26), -/t/ (27-
28) or -/r/ (29, 31-32), these consonants are palatalized by the MP-BF suffix 
-/jo/. AY masculine nominals with root in -/r/ always show plural BF in -/ɲo/, 
regardless of nasal harmony, while A.Z nominals in -/r/ exhibit plural BF in -yo 
(-/jo/) or in -ño (-/ɲo/), depending on lack vs. presence of nasalization (31-32). 
Root-final /r/ in AY feminine nominals is always preserved, while in Ancient 
Zamuco it undergoes palatalization before the FP-BF suffix -/i/ (42-43). Note 
that in A.Z nacar (31), /k/ blocks the spread of nasalization. The same applies 
in (43). Apparently, the FS-BF is characterized by more variability in Ancient 
Zamuco than in Ayoreo (37, 38, 41).     

(25) Ay. gigin̥a (GF.MS.BF), gigin̥a (GF.MP.BF) ‘house’ 
       A.Z. guigueda (GF.MS.BF), guiguedao (GF.MP.BF) ‘house’

(26) Ay. Ø
       A.Z. daparebec (MS.BF), daparebecho (MP.BF) ‘beggar’ 
       cf. Ay. gipek (3.MS.BF), gipeʨo (3.MP.BF) ‘bag’

(27) Ay. pit (MS.BF), piʨo (MP.BF) ‘stick’
       A.Z. pit (MS.BF), picho (MP.BF) ‘stick’ 
     
470 Kelm  (1964:  469-488)  provides  a  very  detailed  comparison  between  AY  and  A.Z  nominal 

suffixation.
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(28) Ay. ipesut (3.MS.BF), ipesuʨo (3.MP.BF) ‘what is done’ 
       A.Z. pipiazup (MS.BF), pipiazubio (MP.BF) ‘work’   

(29) Ay. imeserãsõr (3.MS.BF), imeserãsoɲo (3.MP.BF) ‘one who prefers’
       A.Z. pimecêrazore (GF.MS.BF), pimecerazoño (GF.MP.BF) ‘one who loves’ 
     
(30) Ay. erãp (MS.BF), eramio (MP.BF) ‘worl, wood’
       A.Z. erãp (MS.BF), eramio (MP.BF) ‘wood’ 

(31) Ay. n̥akar (MS.BF), n̥akaɲo (MP.BF) ‘young man’
       A.Z. nacar (MS.BF), nacayo (MP.BF) ‘young man’ 
     
(32) Ay. n̥ar (MS.BF), n̥aɲo (MP.BF) ‘flea’
       A.Z. unnãr (MS.BF), unnaño (MP.BF) ‘flea’ 
     
(33) Ay. wom (MS.BF), omio (MP.BF) ‘good’471

       A.Z. uom (MS.BF), uomio (MP.BF) ‘good’ 
     
(34) Ay. Ø
       A.Z. ducau (MS.BF), ducaddo / ducauo (MP.BF) ‘interval’ 
       cf. Ay. uru (3.MS.BF), uruo (3.MP.BF) ‘word’ 

(35) Ay. abere (MS.BF), aberej (MS.BF) ‘sterile’
       A.Z. abera (FS.BF), aberai (FP.BF) ‘sterile’ 
       
(36) Ay. gapu (MS.BF), gapuj (MP.BF) ‘girl’
       A.Z. gapu (FS.BF), gapui (FP.BF) ‘girl’ 
       
(37) Ay. Ø
       A.Z. uraramiecoda (FS.BF), uraramiecodai (FP.BF) ‘talker’ 

(38) Ay. Ø
       A.Z. guiorac (FS.BF), guiorachi (FP.BF)  ‘little rabbit of the wood’ 
       

471 This nominal  is irregular in Ayoreo, because in the MS-BF, its root  om  turns into /wom/-:  omi  
(MS.FF),  uom  /wom/ (MS.BF),  omío  (MP.BF),  omone  (MP.FF) (Higham  et al. 2000: 626). The 
comparison with Ancient Zamuco suggests that this exception is a preservation of the original root. 
Kelm (1964: 473) reports the forms ũõm /wom/ (MS.BF) and ũõmíõ /womio/ (MP.BF) in Ayoreo. 
The corresponding CH nominal (om) is irregular and has the forms omo or oomo /oːmo/ in the MP. 
/oː/ in the plural corresponds to /wo/- in Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco.
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(39) Ay. Ø
       A.Z. tugut (FS.BF), tuguchi (FP.BF) ‘horn’ 
       cf. Ay. kikuhat (FS.BF), kikuhaʨi (FP.FF) ‘ancestor’  

(40) Ay. disap (DIM.FS.BF), disabi (DIM.FP.BF) ‘little girl’ 
       A.Z. desap (DIM.FS.BF), desabi (DIM.FP.BF) ‘little girl’ 
       
(41) Ay. Ø
       A.Z. caz (FS.BF), cazi (FP.BF) ‘clod’ 
       
(42) Ay. por (FS.BF), pori (FP.BF) ‘tree’ 
       A.Z. pore (FS.BF), poyi (FP.BF) ‘tree’ 
       
(43) Ay. asõre (3.FS.BF), asõrej (3.FP.BF) ‘lance’
       A.Z. azore (FS.BF), azoñi (FP.BF) ‘lance’ 
       

In  the  MP-FF  there  is  correspondence  between  the  A.Z  suffixes  -oddoe 
(-/odoe/) or -onnoe -(/onoe/) and AY -/ode/ or -/one/. Note that according to 
Chomé the suffixes are -ddoe (-/doe/) and -nnoe (-/noe/), as added to the plural 
BF (Chomé 1958: 126-127).  However, as one can see, especially in examples 
(44-45),  in  Ancient  Zamuco  (as  in  Ayoreo)  the  plural  FF  derives  from the 
singular, rather than from the plural BF. Note that AY /o/ deletes after /a/. 
This occurs when the suffix -/o/ or -/ode/ is added to a root ending in -/a/ 
(45). In Ancient Zamuco this is not always the case, because the first /o/ of 
-oddoe (-/odoe/)  drops  (guiguedaddoe  /gigedadoe/),  while  it  is  preserved 
when /o/ is the MP-BF suffix (guiguedao /gigedao/). 

(44) Ay. erãp (MS.BF), eramio (MP.BF), eramone (MP.FF) ‘world, wood’
       A.Z. erãp (MS.BF), eramio (MP.BF), eramonnoe (MP.FF) ‘wood’ 
       
(45) Ay. gigin̥a (GF.MS.BF), gigin̥a (GF.MP.BF), gigin̥ane (GF.MP.FF) ‘house’ 
       A.Z. guigueda (GF.MS.BF), guiguedao (GF.MP.BF), guiguedaddoe (GF.MP.FF) ‘house’ 
       
(46) Ay. ipesut (3.MS.BF), ipesuʨo (3.MP.BF), ipesudode (3.MP.FF) ‘what is done’  
      A.Z. pipiazup (GF.MS.BF), pipiazubio (GF.MP.BF), pipiazutoddoe, pipiazuboddoe (GF.MP.FF) 
                 ‘work’      
       
(47) Ay. disi (MS.BF), disio (MP.BF), disiode (MP.FF) ‘boy’
       A.Z. desi (MS.BF), desio (MP.BF), desioddoe (MP.FF) ‘boy’ 
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(48) Ay. Ø
       A.Z. unnotac (MS.BF), unnotacho (MP.BF), unnotaddoe (MP.FF) ‘ bird’; 
       
(49) Ay. tarek (MS.BF), tareʨo (MP.BF), taregode (MP.FF) ‘lazy person’ 
       A.Z. tarec (MS.BF), tarecho (MP.BF), taregoddoe (MP.FF) ‘useless’ 
       
(50) Ay. dahek (GF.MS.BF), daheʨo (GF.MP.BF), daheode (GF.MP.FF) ‘path’ 
       A.Z. dahec (GF.MS.BF), dahecho (GF.MP.BF), daheddoe (GF.MP.FF) ‘path’ 
       
(51) Ay. arek (3.MS.BF), areʨo (3.MP.BF), areode (3.MP.FF) ‘tongue’ 
       A.Z. arêc (MS.BF), arêcho (MP.BF), arennoe (MP.FF) ‘tongue’ 
       
(52) Ay. pit (MS.BF), piʨo (MP.BF), pidode (MP.FF) ‘stick’
       A.Z. pit (MS.BF), picho (MP.BF), pidoddoe (MP.FF)  ‘stick’ 

The Ancient Zamuco FP-FF suffixes -yie (-/jie/) or  -ñie (-/ɲie/) correspond 
to the AY suffixes -/die/ or -/nie/ (depending on nasalization). In the latter 
language, the FP-FF has probably assimilated to the masculine. The formation 
of  the  Ayoreo  FP-FF  is  less  complex  than  the  masculine  one  (53). 
Unfortunately, the pages by Chomé containing the feminine examples of the 
singular FF have been lost.

(53) Ay. gapu (FS.BF), gapu (FS.FF), gapuj (FP.BF), gapudie (FP.FF) ‘girl’
       A.Z. gapu (FS.BF), gaputae (FS.FF), gapui (FP.BF), gapuyie (FP.FF) ‘girl’ 

§14.3 Base vs. full-form in the Zamucoan languages

The previous section has demonstrated that in Ancient Zamuco there was a 
distinction  between  BF,  FF  and  IF  and  that  there  is  a  syntactic  and 
morphological  correspondence  between  these  forms  in  Ayoreo  and  Ancient 
Zamuco. Table 14.1 sums up the suffixes expressing BF, FF, IF and diminutive 
form in the Zamucoan languages. Note that in Chamacoco the MS.BF suffixes 
-/k/ and -/ak/, the MP suffix -/e/ and some FS-BF suffixes derive from the 
reinterpretation of the original root (see §14.3.1 and §13.3.9).
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Ancient Zamuco Ayoreo Chamacoco
MS.BF Ø Ø -/k/, -/ak/ 
MS.FF -/tie/ -/i/ -/t/, -/ʨ/
MP.BF -/o/, -yo (-/jo/) -/o/, -/jo/ -/o/, -/e/, -/tso/, -/lo/
MP.FF -oddoe (-/odoe/) -/ode/
FS.BF Ø Ø, -/e/    Ø, -/a(ˀ)/, -/eˀ/,

      -/oˀ/, -/ɨˀ/472

FS.FF -/tae/ Ø, -/e/, -/a/, -/ia/ -/ta/, -/ʨa/, -/ɻa/
FP.BF -/i/ -/i/ -/e/
FP.FF -yie (-/jie/) -/die/, -/idie/
DIM.BF -/ap/ -/ap/ -/aːp/

Table 14.1. Nominal suffixes in the Zamucoan languages

The following sections will  compare Ayoreo (and Ancient Zamuco) with 
Chamacoco  (§14.3.1).  The  diminutive  will  not  be  discussed,  because  its 
morphology  follows  the  same  rules  as  nominals  with  root  in  -/p/.  In  the 
Zamucoan languages the diminutive suffix is attached to the singular BF and 
derives from the Proto-Zamuco word for ‘child’: cf. AY ab (3.MS.BF) ‘child’, CH 
aap /aːp/  (3.MS.BF)  ‘child’  and  A.Z yap /jap/  (1S.MS.BF)  ‘child’.473 The 
Ayoreo singular FF suffix is innovative (§14.3.2). Some Chamacoco FFs are the 
result of reinterpretation of the root, because they correspond to Ayoreo BFs 
(§14.3.3). The Chamacoco MP suffix /o/ was originally a MP-BF suffix, as one 
can see in Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco (§14.3.4). The comparison between CH 
plurals in -/jo/ and -/wo/ with Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco shows that these 
pre-final semiconsonants are often part of the original root, while in other cases 
are insertions (§14.3.5). The origin of the CH plural suffix -/lo/ is discussed in 
(§14.3.6). The rare CH plural suffix -/tso/ corresponds to the AY plural ending 
in -/ʨo/ (§14.3.7). Section §14.3.8 deals with CH nominals in -/ehet/. Section 
§14.3.9  demonstrates  that  the  Chamacoco  MP  suffix -/e/  derives  from the 
reinterpretation of the last root-vowel, because CH -/e/ corresponds to /a/ in 

472 -/a(ˀ)/, -/eˀ/, -/oˀ/ and -/ɨˀ/ are also used as epicene BF suffixes.
473 See also §13.3.4, ex. (110).
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the root of the cognate AY nominals (§14.3.9). The plural of some CH nominals 
present  intervocalic  /r/,  not  to  be  found  in  the  rest  of  the  paradigm,  but 
present  in  the  cognate  AY  nominals  (§14.3.10).  Chamacoco  BFs  in  -/s/ 
correspond to Ayoreo BFs in -/s/ (§14.3.11). Section §14.3.12 deals with some 
traces of introflexional morphology to be found in Ayoreo and Chamacoco. The 
irregular CH adjective  dich /diʨ/ is compared with its AY and A.Z cognates. 
Finally, section §14.3.13 shows that the Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco 2P-suffix, 
and  the  MP-BF  suffix  have  the  same  suffix  and  go  together  with  similar 
morphophonological processes.

§14.3.1 The BF and the FF in Ayoreo and Chamacoco

This  section compares  the Ayoreo BFs and FFs with  Chamacoco.474 The 
discussion will be limited to the singular, since in Chamacoco there is no such 
contrast in the plural. The Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco MS-BF coincide with 
the  root,  while  the  final  consonant  of  the  Chamacoco  MS-BF  has  been 
reinterpreted as a suffix or part of it.

In examples (54-64) masculine nominals with BF in -/k/ are compared. The 
Ayoreo and Chamacoco singular BF are identical and there is correspondence 
between  the  Ayoreo  and  Chamacoco  singular  BFs  in  -/ak/  (54-64). 
Synchronically, CH /a/ should be analysed as part of the BF suffix, because it is 
not preserved in either the singular or plural FF. In Ayoreo, /a/ is present in 
both singular  BF and singular  FF.  The comparison shows that  CH /a/ is  a 
conservative  element  stemming  from  the  original  root,  which  has  been 
simplified or deleted in the singular FF. In the following examples, one can see 
that the Ayoreo and Chamacoco BFs are closer to each other than the FFs. This  
is  especially true of the morphological  devices used, since in the masculine 
there is no direct correspondence between the Ayoreo singular FF suffix -/i/ 
and the Chamacoco FF suffixes -/t/ and -/ʨ/. In (58) the Chamacoco FF has 

474 It is difficult to compare directly CH and A.Z nominals, because there are few data available for the 
latter language. Moreover, A.Z data are often incomplete and there is a low percentage of lexical 
similarity between the two languages, in spite of remarkable morphological similarities. However,  
given  the  similarities  between  Ayoreo  and  Chamacoco,  the  comparison  between  AY and  CH 
nominals may be seen as an indirect comparison between Ancient Zamuco and Chamacoco with 
regard to the BF.
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probably undergone changes, but the original structure emerges in the singular 
BF.

(54) Ay. aberaj (MS.FF), aberak (MS.BF) ‘sterile’ 
       Ch. ebɨrt (MS.FF), ebɨrak (MS.BF) ‘sterile’ (cf. A.Z. abera ‘sterile’ (FS.BF))

(55) Ay. hokarãj (MS.FF), hokarãk (MS.BF) ‘noise’
       Ch. ijo̥kõrt (3.MS.FF), ijo̥kõrak (3.MS.BF) ‘noise’

(56) Ay. uʨaj (3.MS.FF), uʨak (3.MS.BF)  ‘dung’
       Ch. ɨʨɨt (3.MS.FF),  ɨʨak (3.MS.BF) ‘dung’

(57) Ay. dehaj (MS.FF), dehak (MS.BF) ‘night’
       Ch. dɨli̥ʨ (MS.FF), dɨlḁk (MS.BF) ‘night’ 
       A.Z. dehac / dehaque ‘night’ (MS.BF)
      
(58) Ay. nasaraj (3.MS.FF), nasarak (3.MS.BF) ‘son-in-law’ 
       Ch. lasẽːt (3.MS.FF), lasɨrã(k) (3.MS.BF) ‘son-in-law’

Examples (59-64) provide other nominals whose BF is marked by a velar 
element. /k/ is the Chamacoco MS-BF suffix, corresponding to the AY root-final 
consonant. In Chamacoco, the preceding vowel /ɨ/ (often an epenthetic vowel 
or the result of vowel reduction, as in (59-61)) corresponds to AY /e/ (59-61). 
The  Chamacoco  BF  tok (62)  is  an  exception,  because  final  /k/  should  be 
considered part of the root, reinterpreted as /w/ in the rest of the paradigm 
(see §13.1, ex. (9k-l)).

(59) Ay. aharamej (MS.FF), aharamek (MS.BF) ‘armadillo’ 
       Ch. am̥urmɨt (MS.FF), am̥urmɨk (MS.BF) ‘armadillo’  

(60) Ay. dosipej (MS.FF), dosipek (MS.BF) ‘animal’ (edible from the wood)
       Ch. l-/doɕɨpɨt (MS.FF), l-/doɕɨpɨk (MS.BF) ‘animal’

(61) Ay. pej (MS.FF), pek (MS.BF) ‘piece’
       Ch. pɨt (MS.FF), pɨk (MS.BF) ‘piece’

(62) Ay. tarej (MS.FF), tarek (MS.BF) ‘lazy
       Ch. towɨt (MS.FF), tok / toːk (MS.BF) ‘lazy’
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(63) Ay. uri (3.MS.FF), urik (3.MS.BF) ‘dream’
       Ch. uːrʨ (3.MS.FF), uːrk (3.MS.BF) ‘dream’

(64) Ay. toj (MS.FF), tok (MS.BF) ‘dead’
       Ch. topɨt (MS.FF), topɨk (MS.BF) ‘dead’

In both Ayoreo and Chamacoco there is a group of nominals with singular 
BF in -/s/ (65).  The BF coincides with the root  in both languages and the 
comparison shows that /s/ usually turned into /ɕ/ in the Chamacoco FF.

(65) Ay. gosi (MS.FF), gos (MS.BF) ‘someone, anyone’
       Ch. oɕt (MS.FF), os (MS.BF) ‘person’

Another,  and  larger,  group of  nominals  sharing  common morphological 
properties consists of nominals with singular BF ending in -/p/ (66) (as for 
Ancient Zamuco, see example (44)). In all Zamucoan languages,  diminutives 
have singular BF in -/p/, which voices word-internally (and nasalizes in nasal-
harmony contexts). In (67) ijaabɨt /ixaːbɨt/ and ajámi /ahami/ are probably not 
cognates, because the first is originally a diminutive of the Spanish loan  hijo  
(ijit /ixit/ in Chamacoco),  while the second is an indigenous word. However, 
their morphological behaviour is the same as in (66).

(66) Ay. an̥ami (3.MS.FF), an̥ap (3.MS.BF) ‘grandson’
       Ch. anɨ̥miʨ (3.MS.FF), an̥ap (3.MS.BF) ‘grandson’

(67) Ay. ahami (MS.FF), ahamia (FS.FF), ahãp ([M/F]S.BF) ‘little’
         Ch. ixaːbɨt (MS.FF), ixaːpta / ixaːbɨta (FS.FF), ixaːp ([M/F]S.BF) ‘little’

Sometimes, the Chamacoco BF ends in a vowel. This is generally due to 
dropping of final -/k/, but not always, as in (68). 

(68) Ay. keden̥aj (MS.FF), keden̥a ([M/F]S.BF) ‘strange, different’
       Ch. kɨnehet (MS.FF), kɨnahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF) ‘strange, different’

While in Chamacoco the most prototypical singular BF usually takes the 
suffix -/k/, the morphology of the Ayoreo BF exhibits more variability. In (69-
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70) Ayoreo singular BFs ending in a vowel correspond to Chamacoco MS-BFs in 
-/k/ or -/ak/. (69) is another example in which the CH suffix -/ak/ preserves 
the last vowel of the original Zamucoan root, as shown by its AY counterpart. 

(69) Ay. kirakiraj (MS.FF), kirakira (MS.BF) ‘type of bird’ (Caracara plancus)
       Ch. dɨʨɨkjẽrɨt (MS.FF), dɨʨɨkjẽrak (MS.BF) ‘type of bird’  (Caracara plancus)

(70) Ay. i (3.MS.FF), i (3.MS.BF) ‘name’
       Ch. iːʨ (3.MS.FF), iːk (3.MS.BF) ‘name’

In Ayoreo a BF coinciding with the nominal root may end in -/t/, while this 
is not possible in Chamacoco, where such BFs have been reinterpreted as FFs 
and a new BF was created (more on this in §14.3.2). 

(71) Ay. otadi (MS.FF), otat (MS.BF) ‘liquid’
       Ch. otiʨ (MS.FF), otɨk (MS.BF) ‘liquid’

In (72-73) one finds examples of cognates with different inflection in the 
BF.  This  could  be  due  to  the  fact  that  in  Chamacoco  a  diminutive  suffix 
indicating  endearment  has  probably  been  added  to  the  root,  although 
nowadays these words are no longer analysable as diminutives.

(72) Ay. dahate / dahaj (3.MS.FF), dahat (3.MS.BF) ‘brother (of a woman)’
       Ch. dehebiʨ (3.MS.FF), dahap (3.MS.BF) ‘brother (of a woman)’

(73) Ay. desaj (3.MS.BF), desak (3.MS.BF) ‘brother (younger of a man)’
       Ch. leɕɨbiʨ (3.MS.FF), leɕap (3.MS.BF) ‘brother (of a man)’

(74) Ay. neri  (3.MS.FF), nerat (3.MS.BF) ‘uncle’ (mother’s brother)
       Ch. nermiʨ (3.MS.FF), nerap (3.MS.BF) ‘uncle’

In AY feminine nominals, the singular BF and the singular FF coincide. The 
Ayoreo  FS-FF  does  not  have  (at  least  no  longer,  see  §14.3.2)  suffixes 
comparable to CH -/ta/ or -/ʨa/ (75-76).  The Ayoreo FS-BF thus coincides 
with the root (77-78).475 The glottal stop is only indicated in Chamacoco when 
it is morphologically relevant, i.e. when it helps to distinguish the FS-BF from 
475 Unless it is derived from a MS-BF by attaching the suffix -/e/ (§12.4).
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the plural,  as in (75-76) and (78-80). The FP suffix -/e/ corresponds to the 
Ayoreo  and  Ancient  Zamuco  FP  suffix  -/i/,  used  to  form  the  plural  BF. 
Apparently,  the  Chamacoco  FP  derives  from  a  plural  BF  in  the  proto-
language.476

(75) Ay. abere (FS.FF), abere (FS.BF) ‘sterile’
       Ch. ebɨɻɻa (FS.FF), ebɨrˀ (FS.BF), ebɨr /  ebɨre (FP) ‘sterile’ 

(76) Ay. pare (FS.FF), pare (FS.BF) ‘closed, stopped up’
       Ch. paɻɻa (FS.FF), para / pareˀ (FS.BF), parˀ ([M/F]S.BF) ‘virgin’, cf. pare (FP) 

(77) Ay. gapupita (FS.FF), gapupita (FS.BF) ‘young teenager’
       Ch. apɨbitɨta (FS.FF), apɨbita (FS.BF) ‘young teenager’

(78) Ay. keden̥a (FS.FF), keden̥a ([M/F]S.BF) ‘different, strange’
       Ch. kɨnahata (FS.FF), kɨnehe / kɨnaha (FP), kɨnahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF) ‘different, strange’

(79) Ay. toge (FS.FF), toge (FS.BF) ‘dead’
      Ch. topɨta (FS.FF), topɨˀ (FS.BF) ‘dead’ cf. topɨ / tope (FP)

(80) Ay. tarege (FS.FF), tarege (FS.BF) ‘lazy’
       Ch. towɨta (FS.FF), towɨˀ / toweˀ (FS.BF) ‘lazy’ cf. towɨ / towe (FP)

The nominals in (81) are derived by means of the same irregular process in 
both languages. /s/ in the masculine turns into /t/ in the feminine. In (82) 
both AY ijaroi /iharoj/ and CH ɨlarc /ɨlarʨ/ present epicene BF with /o/ as last 
vowel. The BF of ijaroi /iharoj/ is regular, but final -/oˀ/ in  ɨlaroˀ /ɨlaroˀ/ is 
unexpected  given  the  FFs  ɨlarc  /ɨlarʨ/ and  ɨlarrza  /ɨlaɻɻa/. 
Synchronically it  should  be  considered  a FS-BF  suffix,  but  the 
comparison with Ayoreo shows that originally it was part of the root and 
deleted in the Chamacoco FF.  In (83) the words clearly  have the same 
root,  but  the  comparison  with  Ayoreo  shows  that  in  Chamacoco  a 
diminutive suffix has been incorporated into the word.

476 As will be shown in (§14.3.4), also the vast majority of Chamacoco MPs was originally a plural BF 
in the proto-language.
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(81) Ay. goto (FS.FF), goto (FS.BF) ‘someone, anyone’; cf. gosi (MS.FF) 
       Ch. otɨta (FS.FF), oto (FS.BF) ‘person’ ; cf. oɕt (MS.FF)

(82) Ay. iharoj (MS.FF), iharo (FS.FF) ---> iharo ([M/F]S.BF) ‘old’
         Ch. ɨlarʨ (MS.FF), ɨlaɻɻa (FS.FF) ---> ɨlaroˀ ([M/F]S.BF) ‘old’ 

(83) Ay. nena (3.FS.FF), nena (3.FS.BF) ‘sister’ (of a brother)
       Ch. nanɨmɨʨa (3.FS.FF), nanap (3.FS.BF) ‘sister’ (cf. other kinship nouns)

§14.3.2 The Ayoreo full-form suffix -/i/: a possible explanation

Given the current Ayoreo and Chamacoco FFs, it would be impossible to 
identify  a  morphological  connection  between  them  if  data  from  Ancient 
Zamuco  were  not  available.  The  comparison  between Ancient  Zamuco  and 
Chamacoco shows that  Ayoreo is  innovative with regard to the singular  FF 
suffix -/i/. This paragraph will try to explain the Ayoreo state of affairs.

A.Z nominals with singular BF ending in a vowel add the suffix -/tie/ to 
obtain the singular FF (84). Nominals in -/k/ (85) lose this consonant in the 
singular FF, as in (86), an exception according to Chomé (1958: 126). The root-
final  consonant  also  drops  in  the  singular  FF  of  nominals  in  -/t/  (87-88) 
(excepted -/Vit/, see ex. (94-95)). In this case, there is /i/ insertion before the 
FF suffix, which is not needed if the singular BF ends in -/it/. In this case, /i/ 
corresponds  to  CH  epenthetic  /ɨ/  or  /i/,  because  it  precedes  -/tie/, 
corresponding to the Chamacoco FF suffixes -/t/ or -/ʨ/. Therefore, Ancient 
Zamuco presented not only a FF suffix corresponding to the CH ones, but even 
the same epenthetic vowel. In (89), by contrast, there is no need for epenthesis.

(84) Ay. putuguto (MS.BF), putugutoj (MS.FF) ‘jaguar’ 
       A.Z. putugutto (MS.BF), putuguttotie (MS.FF) ‘jaguar’ 
     
(85) Ay. Ø
       A.Z. gadubec (MS.BF), gadubetie (MS.FF) ‘baton’ 
     
(86) Ay. garajap (DIM.MS.BF), garajabi (DIM.MS.BF) ‘little field’
       A.Z. ugarap (DIM.MS.BF), ugaratie (DIM.MS.BF) ‘little field’477 

477 On the diminutive, see §14.3.
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(87) Ay. jot (MS.BF), jodi (MS.FF) ‘water’ 
       A.Z. yot (MS.BF), yoitie (MS.FF) ‘water’ 
     
(88) Ay. Ø
       A.Z. pagarãt (MS.BF), pagaraitie (MS.FF) ‘captain’ 
     
(89) Ay. Ø
       A.Z. pibidit (MS.BF), pibiditie (MS.FF) ‘host’
     

The  epenthetic  vowel  is  also  to  be  found  in  other  nominals  (90-91), 
especially in A.Z nominals with singular BF ending in -/p/ (92-93) or -/Vit/ 
(94-95). In examples (92-95) the last radical consonant voices (/p/ > /b/, /t/ 
> /d/) and possibly nasalizes  (/b/ > /m/, /d/ > /n/), as in Ayoreo. 

As one can see in examples (90-95), when the comparison is possible, A.Z 
epenthetic /i/ is also present in Ayoreo, where the singular FF corresponds to 
the Ancient Zamuco FF minus -/tie/. There is, however, a notable difference. In 
Ayoreo, /i/ is no longer an epenthetic vowel, but rather the singular FF suffix. 
In other words, a suffix corresponding to A.Z -/tie/ has dropped in Ayoreo and 
the  epenthetic  vowel  has  been  reinterpreted  as  a  MS-FF  suffix.  The  newly 
created suffix /i/ was then extended to all masculine nominals, so that now it is 
also present in AY words whose A.Z cognates present no epenthesis, as in (84). 
This process extended to all  AY words.  In examples (86) and (87),  the last 
consonant of the Ancient Zamuco singular BF drops in the singular FF, while in 
the AY counterparts the last consonant simply voices (86) and, when required, 
nasalizes (87).

(90) Ay. ep̃ (MS.BF), emi (MS.FF) ‘wind’
       A.Z. em (MS.BF), emitie (MS.FF) ‘wind’ 
     
(91) Ay. juŋor (3.MS.BF), juŋori (3.MS.FF) ‘killer’
       A.Z. chugore (MS.BF), chugoritie (MS.FF) ‘killer’ 
     
(92) Ay. erãp (MS.BF), erami (MS.FF) ‘wood’
       A.Z. erãp (MS.BF), eramitie (MS.FF) ‘wood’ 
     
(93) Ay. ipesut (3.MS.BF), ipesudi (3.MS.FF) ‘what is done’
       A.Z. pipiazup (MS.BF), pipiazubitie / pipiazutitie (MS.BF) ‘work’ 
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(94) Ay. gait (3.MS.BF), gaidi (3.MS.FF) ‘purpose, intention’  
       A.Z. gait (MS.BF), gaiditie (MS.FF) ‘end of the round’ 
       
(95) Ay. itihabait (3.MS.BF), itihabaidi (3.MS.FF) ‘cause of amazement’ 
       A.Z. pinãrait (MS.BF), pinãrãinitie (MS.FF) ‘amazing’ 

In  conclusion,  the  data  from Ancient  Zamuco shade new light  into the 
origin  of  the  Ayoreo  MS-FF  suffix  and  also  show  an  unexpected  indirect 
connection between the Ayoreo MS-FF suffix and the CH epenthetic vowel (/i/ 
or /ɨ/) in masculine nominals.

The hypothesis that this AY innovation is due to the loss of the A.Z suffix 
-/tie/ (or equivalent) is confirmed by feminine nominals. If one assumes that 
the original nominal inflection of Ayoreo was similar to the A.Z one, then also 
a suffix corresponding to Ancient Zamuco -/tae/ and CH -/ta/ or -/ʨa/ must 
have disappeared in the FS-FF. However, while the original Ayoreo singular FF 
suffixes have been lost and a new suffix has originated in the MS-FF, nothing of 
the sort  occurred in the FS-FF, which, differently from the other Zamucoan 
languages, in many cases does not have any specific morphological marker.478 
Interestingly,  the  original  singular  FF  suffixes  are  to  be  found  in  Ancient 
Zamuco and Chamacoco, with a low percentage of lexical similarity, whereas 
this  is  not  the  case  in  Ayoreo,  despite  its  remarkable  similarity  to  Ancient 
Zamuco.  

§14.3.3 The Chamacoco full-form and the Ayoreo base-form

The Chamacoco MS-FF takes the suffix -/t/ or -/ʨ/. The FF in -/t/ of 
some CH nominals  may  coincide  with  the  BF  of  the  corresponding  AY 
nominals, as in (96-99). Note that for the CH nominals in (97-99) no BF 
is  observed.  This suggests that the FF was originally a BF.479 In (99) the 
478 The  Ancient  Zamuco  and  Chamacoco  FS-FF  suffixes  (-/tae/  and  -/ta/,  -/ʨa/) differ  from  their 

masculine counterparts (-/tie/ and -/t/, -/ʨ/) in final or pre-final /a/, which in Ancient Zamuco is 
opposed to /i/ in the masculine. In the IF suffixes of all Zamucoan languages, /i/ (or /ɨ/) is associated  
to the masculine, and /a/ to the feminine (see §14.4.1-§14.4.2). The Ayoreo FS-FF morpheme /a/  
clearly derives from this element.  

479 If this is so, the BF of aat /aːt/ could be a newly created form.
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CH plural  ɨhɨ r̃tso corresponds to the AY plural in -/ʨo/  (on this plural, 
see §14.3.7). 

(96) Ay. adi (3.MS.FF), at (3.MS.BF), aʨo (3.MP.BF) adode (3.MP.FF) ‘body’
       Ch. aːt (3.MS.FF), aːˀ (3.MS.BF), aːlo (3.MP) ‘smell; body’ 
     
(97) Ay. gaʨidi (3.MS.FF), gaʨit (3.MS.BF), gaʨiʨo (3.MP.BF), gaʨidode (3.MP.FF) 
              ‘pet, domesticated animal; vehicle’ 
       Ch. eʨɨt (3.MS), eʨijo (3.MP), eʨo (3.MP) ‘pet, domesticated animal’  
     
(98) Ay. udi (3.MS.FF), ut (3.MS.BF), uʨo (3.MP.BF), udode (3.MP.FF) 
              ‘under, below, underneath’
       Ch. uːt (3.MS.FF), uːlo (3.MP) ‘under, below, underneath’ 
       A.Z. uitie (MS.FF), uddi (MS.BF), uddio (MP.BF), udoddoe (MP.FF) 
               ‘below, behind’

(99) Ay. weradi (MS.FF), werat (MS.BF), weraʨo (MP.BF), weradode (MP.FF)
              ‘pretty, nice’
       Ch. ɨhɨr̃t (MS.FF), ɨhɨr̃tso (MP) ‘handsome’

The  same  occurs  when  the  Chamacoco  FF  ends  in  -/ʨ/, which 
corresponds  to  the  Ayoreo  BF  in  -/t/.  In  some  cases,  a  variant  of  the 
Chamacoco FF in -/t/ is also observed, although less used than the -/ʨ/ 
variant.

AY  nominals  with  singular  BF  in  -/ʨ/  or  -/t/  have  plural  BF  in 
-/ʨo/. The same also occurs in Ancient Zamuco (see pitie  (103)).480 This 
alternation  between  /t/  and  /ʨ/  in  the  AY  root  reminds  of  the 
alternation between the Chamacoco FF suffixes -/t/ and -/ʨ/.  One can 
wonder  whether  the  presence  of  two  FF  suffixes,  -/t/  and  -/ʨ/  in 
Chamacoco  depends  on  the  same  phenomenon  which  caused  the 
alternation between /t/ and /ʨ/ in the root of AY and A.Z nominals. The 
correspondence between Chamacoco FF and Ayoreo BF suggests that in 
some cases the former probably derives from an original BF and that the  
morphological  boundary  was  probably  reanalysed.  If  this  is  so,  the 
original  Chamacoco  FF  has  been  lost.  This  explains  why  in  several 

480 “Todos  los  terminados  en  с, о  en  t, hazen  cho. Daparebec...  pedigueno,  Daparebecho... 
pedigueños. pit... palo. picho...palos” (Chomé 1958: 124).
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nominals no BF is  reported.  In the following examples there are no CH 
plurals  corresponding  to  the  AY plurals  in  -/ʨo/.  In  (103-105)  -/o/  is  
probably added after the reanalysis of the morphological boundaries and 
the  disappearance  of  the  suffix  *-/jo/  in  Chamacoco  (see  §14.3.7), 
otherwise the plural would end in -/tso/ as in (99), while in (100-102) 
and  (106)  the  CH plural  does  not  correspond  to  the  Ayoreo  plural  BF 
(see §14.3.6).  

(100) Ay. kukarani (MS.FF), kukarãt (MS.BF), kukarãʨo (MP.BF), kukaranone (MP.FF)
               ‘mountain, hill’
        Ch. kojãʨ / kojãt (MS.FF), kojano (MP) ‘mountain, stone’ 
        AZ. cucaraitie (MS.FF) ‘stone’

(101) Ay. otadi (MS.FF), otat (MS.BF), otaʨo (MP.BF), otadode (MP.FF) 
               ‘juice, broth, liquid’
        Ch. otiʨ / otɨt (MS.FF), otɨk (MS.BF), otɨlo (MP) ‘liquid, juice’       
    
(102) Ay. hogadi (3.MS.FF), hogat (3.MS.BF), hogaʨo (3.MP.BF), hogadode (3.MP.FF)
               ‘place, location’
        Ch. owiʨ / owɨt (3.MS), owɨlo (3.MP) ‘place’    
     
(103) Ay. pidi (MS.FF), pit (MS.BF), piʨo (MP.BF), pidode (MP.FF) 
               ‘stick, firewood (in the plural)’
        Ch. piʨ (MS.FF), pijo (MP) ‘stick, firewood, wood’    
        A.Z. pitie (MS.FF), pit (MP.BF), picho (MS.BF), pidoddoe (MP.FF) ‘stick, wood’

(104) Ay. purudi (GF.MS.FF), purut (GF.MS.BF), puruʨo (GF.MP.BF), 
               purudode (GF.MP.FF) ‘shade’
        Ch. puːrʨ (MS.FF), puːrk (MS.BF), puːruwo / puruwo (MP) ‘shade, shadow’       

(105) Ay. etarudi (3.MS.FF), etarut (3.MS.BF), etarúʨo (3.MP.BF), etarúdode (3.MP.FF)  
               ‘thigh, part of the leg between hip and thigh’  
        Ch. ɨterʨ (3.MS.FF), ɨterk (3.MS.BF), ɨtero (3.MS) ‘thigh’
                   
(106) Ay. ugutadi (3.MS.FF), ugutat (3.MS.BF), ugutaʨo (3.MP.BF), 
               ugutadode (3.MP.FF) ‘pillow, cushion’
        Ch. ɨtiʨ (3.MS), ɨtilo (3.MP) ‘pillow’
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§14.3.4 Chamacoco nominals with plural in -/o/

In Chamacoco there is no difference between BF and FF in the plural, 
although  the  proto-language  probably  presented  two plural  forms. 
Actually,  the  few CH plurals  in  -/tso/ seem to be  used  in BF contexts 
(see §13.7.1,  ex.  (118-119)),  while the standard MP suffix is  -/o/.  The 
latter suffix is used in Ancient Zamuco and Ayoreo as MP-BF (107-109). 
Ayoreo  and  Ancient  Zamuco present the  MP-FF  suffixes -/ode/  and 
-oddoe  (-/odoe/), respectively.  Note  the  correspondence  between  the 
Chamacoco and Ayoreo BF. 

(107) Ay. usuguruj (3.MS.FF), usuguru (3.MS.BF), usuguruo (3.MS.BF), 
               usuguruode (3.MP.FF) ‘fingernail, claw, hoof’
        Ch. duɕurʨ (3.MS.FF), duɕurk / duɕurˀ (MS.BF), duɕuro (3.MP) ‘nail, claw, hoof’ 
     
(108) Ay. igiosi (3.MS), igios (3.MP), igioso (3.MP.BF), igiosode (3.MP.FF) ‘relatives’ 
        Ch. iːsɨt (3.MS.FF), iːs (3.MS.BF), iːso (3.MP) ‘relative’ 
     
(109) Ay. iharoj (MS.FF), iharo ([M/F]S.BF), iharo (MP.BF), iharode (MP) ‘old’
        Ch. ɨlarʨ (MS.FF), ɨlaroˀ ([M/F]S.BF), ɨlaro (MP) ‘old’

In examples  (107-109)  the  correspondence  between the  CH plural  and 
the Ayoreo plural BF in -/o/ is evident, but the AY or A.Z plural BF does 
not  always correspond  exactly  to the  CH  plural,  because  AY  and  A.Z 
nominals with consonant-ending root show the plural BF suffix -/jo/ (or 
-/io/),  as  in  (110-114).481 In  this  case,  one  wonders whether  such  CH 
plurals correspond to Ayoreo or Ancient Zamuco plural BFs in -/io/ or to 
plural  FFs  with  dropping of  the  last  syllable  -/de/.  The answer  is  that 
the CH plurals in (110-114) were originally plural BFs, since AY and A.Z 
-/jo/ (or -/io/) and -/o/ are allomorphs.

(110) Ay. abi (3.MS.FF), ap (3.MS.BF), abio (3.MP.BF), abode (3.MP.FF) ‘child’ 
        Ch. aːp (3.[M/F]S.BF), aːbo (3.MP) ‘child’ 
        A.Z. yabitie (1.MS.FF), yap (1.MS.BF), yaboddoe (1.MP.FF) ‘child’
     

481 For similar A.Z examples, see §14.2, ex. (30) and (33).
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(111) Ay. an̥ami (3.MS.FF), an̥ap (3.MS.BF), an̥amio (3.MP.BF), an̥amone (3.MP.FF)
               ‘grandson’ 
        Ch. an̥ɨmiʨ (3.MS.FF), an̥ap (3.[M/F]S.BF), an̥ɨmo (3.MP) ‘grandson’ 

 
(112) Ay. kuʨabi (GF.MS.FF), kuʨap (GF.MS.BF), kuʨabio (GF.MP.BF), 
               kuʨabode (GF.MP.FF) ‘little thing’
        Ch. kuʨabɨt (MS.FF), kuʨaːp (MS.BF), kuʨaːbo (MP) ‘little thing’
     
(113) Ay. n̥umi (MS.FF), n̥up (MS.BF), n̥umio (MP.BF), n̥umone (MP.FF) 
               ‘earth; ground; floor; dust’
        Ch. nɨ̥miʨ (MS), n̥ɨmo (MP) ‘land, ground’ 
     
(114) Ay. erubi (3.MS.FF), erup (3.MS.BF), erubio (3.MP.BF), erubode (3.MP.FF) ‘urine’ 
       Ch. ɨhɨrbiʨ (3.MS.FF), ɨhɨrap (3.MS.BF), ɨhɨrbo (3.MP) ‘urine’ 
     

Some  morphophonological  processes  take  place  in  the  AY  and  A.Z 
plurals when /jo/ is  added. For instance,  in (115-120) -/jo/ palatalizes 
the  root-final  consonant,  yielding  -/ɲo/.482 This  does  not  occur  in 
Chamacoco,  where  -/o/  is  used.  In  (115-120)  there  is  a  general  
correspondence  between  the  Ayoreo  and  Chamacoco  singular  BFs, 
although in Chamacoco there is  a tendency to regularize the masculine 
BF by adding the suffix -/k/.

(115) Ay. ikasisõri (3.MS.FF), ikasisõr (3.MS.BF), ikasisoɲo (3.MP.BF), 
                ikasisorone (3.MP.FF) ‘opponent who is not afraid; challenger in a battle’   

         Ch. asɨpsɨ r̃ʨ (3.MS.FF), asɨpsɨ ̃rˀ (3.[M/F]S.BF), asɨpsɨ r̃o (3.MP) 
                ‘opponent in combat’ 

(116) Ay. uɲ̥ari (3.MS.FF), uɲ̥ar (3.MS.BF), uɲ̥aɲo (3.MP.BF), uɲ̥ariŋone (3.MP.FF)
                ‘breath,  respiration’
        Ch. ije̥rʨ (3.MS), ije̥ro (3.MP) ‘breath, breathing’, 
      
(117) Ay. osõrasõri (3.MS.FF), osõrasõr (3.MS.BF), osõrasõɲo (3.MP.BF), 
                osõrasõrone (3.MP.FF) ‘one who is merciful, compassionate’
        Ch. josɨr̃sɨr̃ʨ (MS.FF), josɨr̃sɨr̃k / josɨr̃sɨr̃ˀ (MS.BF), josɨr̃sɨr̃o (MP) 
                ‘liberator, merciful person’

482 For similar A.Z. examples, see §14.2, ex. (29), (31) and (32).
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(118) Ay. juŋori (3.MS.FF), juŋor (3.MS.BF), juŋorone (3.MP.FF), juŋoɲo (3.MP.BF) 
                ‘killer; winner in a game’
        Ch. juwɨr̃ʨ / juwɨr̃t (MS.FF), juwɨr̃ˀ ([M/F]S.BF) / juwɨr̃k (MS.BF), juwɨr̃o (MP)
                ‘killer’
      
(119) Ay. gan̥esõri (3.MS.FF), gan̥esõr (3.MS.BF), gan̥esoɲo (3.MP.BF), 
               gan̥esõrone (3.MP.FF) ‘owner, master, possessor’
        Ch. jɨnsɨr̃ʨ (3.MS.FF), jɨnsɨr̃k / jɨnsɨr̃ˀ (3.MS.BF), jɨnsɨr̃o (3.MP) 
               ‘master / owner / employer’  
       
(120) Ay. jusõri (3.MS.FF), jusõr (3.MS.BF), jusõɲo (3.MP.BF), jusõrone (3.MP.FF) 
               ‘killer; winner in a game’ 
        Ch. ɨrsɨr̃ʨ (3.MS.FF), ɨrsɨr̃ˀ / ɨrsɨr̃k (3.MS.BF), ɨrsɨr̃o (3.MP) ‘winner’

Examples (121-125) feature AY nominals with MP-BF in -/ʨo/ which 
correspond to CH nominals with the MP suffix -/o/. Ayoreo and Ancient  
Zamuco MP-BFs in -/ʨo/ are yielded by palatalization of  root-final  /t/ 
and /k/ before the MP-BF suffix -/jo/. This mechanism is no longer to be 
found  in  Chamacoco,  where  the  ending  -/tso/,  rarely  preserved,  was 
reinterpreted as a MP suffix (see §14.3.7) and most nominals present the 
MP suffix -/o/. However, the presence of plurals in -/tso/ suggests that 
*-/jo/  was  also  present  in  Chamacoco.  The  AY  nominals  in  (121-125) 
show  singular  BF  in  -/k/,  also  to  be  observed  in  Chamacoco,  where 
final /k/ was reinterpreted as a singular BF suffix and, consequently, is  
not preserved in the MP.

(121) Ay. arej (3.MS.FF), arek (3.MS.BF), areʨo (3.MP.BF), areode (3.MP.FF) ‘tongue’ 
           Ch. ahãrʨ (3.MS.FF), ahãrk (3.MS.BF), ahãro (3.MP) ‘tongue’ 

(122) Ay. aharamej (MS.FF), aharamec (MS.BF), aharameʨo (MP.BF), 
              aharameone (MP.FF) ‘armadillo’
        Ch. am̥urmɨt (MS.FF), am̥urmɨk (MS.BF), am̥urmo (MP) ‘armadillo’
       
(123) Ay. un̥oj (3.MS.FF), un̥ok (3.MS.BF), un̥oʨo (3.MP.BF), un̥oŋone (3.MP.FF) 
              ‘wing of bird’ 
           Ch. ihĩt (3.MS), ijõ̥ (3.MP), ij̥ãk (3.MS.BF) ‘wing; leaf’ (variant: ij ̥ɨt̃)
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(124) Ay. pej (MS.FF), pek (MS.BF), peʨo (MP.BF), peode (MP.FF) ‘piece’ 
        Ch. pɨt (MS.FF), pɨk (MS.BF), po (MP) ‘piece’
       
(125) Ay. eroj (3.MS.FF), erok (3.MS.BF), eroʨo (3.MP.BF), erogode (3.MP.FF) 
               ‘firewood’
        Ch. urʨ (3.MS.FF), uro (3.MP), urk (3.MS.BF) ‘piece of wood’

§14.3.5 Nominals with plural in -/jo/ or -/wo/

CH nominals  exhibit  plural  in  -/jo/  when  the  root  ends  in  -/j/  or 
-/i/.483 In the former case the corresponding AY nominals also have root 
in -/j/ and both languages show the plural suffix -/o/ (126-128). In the 
latter case, /j/ of -/jo/ is an insertion in Chamacoco (129-131). In these  
examples, CH root-final /i/ is also to be observed in the AY root, but not 
necessarily in root-final position.484

(126) Ay. abaj (3.MS.FF), abaj (3.MS.BF), abajo (3.MP.BF), abajode (3.MP.FF)
                ‘husband’
         Ch. abiʨ (3.MS), abej (3.MS.BF), abijo (3.MP) ‘husband’

(127) Ay. daj / dajé (3.MS.FF), daj (3.MS.BF), dajo (3.MP.BF), dajode (3.MP.FF) ‘father’ 
            Ch. dejʨ (3.MS), dej (3.MS.BF), dejo (3.MP) ‘father’ 
     
(128) Ay. gaj (3.MS.FF), gaj (3.MS.BF), gajo (3.MP.BF), gajode (3.MP.FF) ‘over’
            Ch. eːjʨ (3.MS), eːjo (3.MP) ‘on, over; surface, roof’ 

(129) Ay. orotabidi (3.MS.FF), orotabit (3.MS.BF), orotabiʨo (3.MP.FF), 
               orotabidode (3.MP.FF) ‘rib’ 
         Ch. aɻɻibiʨ (3.MS.FF), aɻɻibijo (3.MP) ‘rib’
     
(130) Ay. pidi (MS.FF), pit (MS.BF) piʨo (MP.BF), pidode (MP.FF) 
              ‘stick, firewood (in the plural)’
         Ch. piʨ (MS.FF), pijo (MP) ‘stick, firewood, wood’
         A.Z. pitie (MS.FF), pit (MP.BF), picho (MS.BF), pidoddoe (MP.FF) ‘stick, wood’

483 Leaving aside the final glottal stop.
484 On the reinterpretation of the root in Chamacoco, see §14.3.9.
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(131) Ay. abuhi (3.MS.FF), abuhi (3.MS.BF), abuhio (3.MP.BF), abuhiode (3.MP.FF)
              ‘nephew, woman’s brother’s son’  
         Ch. debihit / debihiʨ (3.MS), debijo̥ (3.MP), debihik (3.MS.BF) ‘nephew’
              (also: debuhuʨ (3.MS.FF))

This  does  not  imply  that  all AY cognates in  (126-131)  have  their 
plural  BF in -/jo/ or  -/io/. Plurals in -/ʨo/ are also to be found (129-
130),  but  this  kind  of  plural  is  rarely observed  in  Chamacoco  (see 
§14.3.7)  where the suffix -/o/ is generally used. However, in (129-130) 
a  CH plural  in  -/jo/  corresponds  to  an  AY plural  with  the  suffix -/jo/ 
but,  CH /j/  is  an insertion.  The same applies  to  (133).  In  (132)  /i/  is 
obviously part of the root. In (133) no trace of /i/ is  to be found in the 
FF ɨmɨsht /ɨmɨɕt/, but it emerges in the plural ɨmɨshiyo /ɨmɨɕijo/ and this 
is confirmed by the comparison with AY bisit. The same can be observed 
in (134), where /r/ is absent in the FF aach /aːʨ/, although it belongs to 
the root of its AY cognate and re-emerges in the CH plural aaryo /aːrjo/. 
In  (135) epenthetic  /j/  shows  up  in  the  plural  owing  to  phonotactic 
reasons, that is in order to avoid the sequence */io/, which is illegal in 
Chamacoco.  Note  that  in  the  BF  /dɨʨɨkɨr̃iːjak/,  /a/  of  the  suffix 
originally belonged to the root, as one can see in the corresponding AY 
nominal.

(132) Ay. i (3.MS.FF), i (3.MS.BF), io (3.MP.BF), iode (3.MP.FF) ‘name’ 
         Ch. iːʨ (3.MS), iːjo (3.MP), iːk (3.MS.BF) ‘name’
     
(133) Ay. bisidi (MS.FF), bisit (MS.BF), bisiʨo (MP.BF), bisidode (MP.FF) ‘medicine’
         Ch. ɨmɨɕt (3.MS.FF), ɨmɨɕijo (3.MP) ‘medicine’
     
(134) Ay. garaj (MS.FF), garaj (MS.BF), garajo (MP.BF), garane (MP.FF) 
             ‘open space in village or woods; field’
        Ch. aːʨ (MS.FF), aːrjo (MP) ‘field’    
    
(135) Ay. kirakiraj (MS.FF), kirakira (MS.BF), kirakira (MP.BF), kirakirade (MP.FF) 
              ‘type of bird’ (Caracara plancus)
        Ch. dɨʨɨkɨr̃iːt (MS.FF), dɨʨɨkɨr̃iːjak (MS.BF), dɨʨɨkɨr̃iːjo (MP) 
              ʻtype of bird’ (Caracara plancus)
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CH /i/ may correspond to AY /u/, as in (136). By contrast,  CH /u/ 

(or /ɨ/) corresponds to AY /i/ in (137-138), where both vowels belong 
to  the  root.  CH /w/ is  an insertion  before  the  plural  suffix -/o/ when 
/u/ is part of the plural root (138). In (139) /u/ is the root-final vowel  
in both languages, at least in the plural. In (138) and (139) the CH root 
vowel /u/ only emerges in the plural. 

(136) Ay. uguhi (3.MS.FF), uguk (3.MS.BF), uguʨo (3.MP.BF), ugugode (3.MP.FF)
                ‘path’ 
         Ch. ɨxiʨ (3.MS.FF), ɨxɨk (MS.BF), ɨxijo (3.MP) ‘path’
 
(137) Ay. idaj (3.MS.FF), idaj (3.MS.BF), idajo (3.MP.BF), idajode (MP.FF) 
                ‘village; town’  
         Ch. dɨt / dut (MS), duwo (MP) ‘village’ 
      
(138) Ay. uri (n.3MS), urik (3.MS.BF), uriʨo (3.MP.BF), urigode (3.MP.FF) ‘dream’485

         Ch. uːrʨ (3.MS), uːrk (3MS.BF), uːruwo (3MP) ‘dream’ 
 
(139) Ay. purudi (GF.MS.FF), purut (GF.MS.BF), puruʨo (GF.MP.BF), 
               purudode (GF.MP.FF) ‘shade’ 
          Ch. puːrʨ (MS.FF), puːrk (MS.BF), puːruwo / puruwo (MP) ‘shade, shadow’ 
    

Occasionally, CH /w/ (or /w̥/) corresponds to AY /r/, as in (140-142). In 
(142) the CH plural presents the alternation of /r/ and /w/ in the root.

(140) Ay. orerãj (MS.FF), orerãk (MS.BF), orerãʨo (MP.BF), orerãne (MP.FF) 
                ‘valuable, precious’ 
         Ch. oruhut (MS.FF), oruw̥o (MP) ‘precious’   

(141) Ay. tarej (MS.FF), tarek (MS.BF), tareʨo (MP.BF), taregode (MP.FF) ‘lazy person’
           Ch. towɨt (MS.FF), tok (MS.BF), towo (MP.BF) ‘lazy, idle’  
      
(142) Ay. ũriaroj (3.MS.FF), ũriaro (3.MS.BF), ũriaro (3.MS.FF), ũriarone (3.MP.FF)
                ‘molar; hinge of jawbone’

485 “Usually used in the plural urigode” (Higham et al. 2000: 840).
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         Ch. ɨrũrt / ɨrur̃ʨ (MS), ɨrũrk (MS.BF), ɨrũwo (MP) ‘tooth’486 (also: urũrʨ)
     

Apparently, in  Chamacoco  there  is  a  tendency  to  regularize the 
plurals in -/jo/, which turn into plurals in -/o/. In (143), the AY root is 
-/aʨit/.  Accordingly, in its  CH cognate  echɨt  /eʨɨt/,  /ɨ/  or  /i/  is 
expected to be part of  the root  and indeed  the plural  echiyo /eʨijo/ is 
observed.  However, the more “regular”  plural  echo /eʨo/ is  also to  be 
found, since  most  CH nominals in -/ɨt/  take -/o/ in the plural  without 
glide  insertion. In  (144-145),  the  comparison  with  AY  nominals  with 
root  in  -/i/  shows  that  CH  /ɨ/  or  /i/  was  originally  a  root  vowel, 
although it is not preserved in the plural. 

(143) Ay. gaʨidi (3.MS.FF), gaʨit (3.MS.BF), gaʨiʨo (3.MP.BF), gaʨidode (3.MP.FF) 
                 ‘pet, domesticated animal; vehicle’ 
        Ch. eʨɨt (3.MS), eʨijo (3.MP), eʨo (3.MP) 
                 ‘pet, domesticated animal’  
 
(144) Ay. dakide (3.MS), daki (3.MS.BF), dakio (3.MP.BF), dakiode (3.MP.FF) 
                 ‘grand-father’ 
        Ch. dekiʨ (3.MS), deko (3.MP) ‘grand-father’ 
       
(145) Ay. orieʨoki (MS.FF), orieʨoki (MS.BF), orieʨokio (MP.BF), 
                 orieʨokiode (MP.FF) ‘robber’
        Ch. eʨɨkɨt (MS.FF), eʨɨko (MP), eʨɨkɨˀ ([M/F]S.BF) ‘thief’

In most case, however, when Ayoreo or Ancient Zamuco present the 
MP-BF  /io/,  the  CH  plural  forms  do  not  end  in  -/jo/,  but  in  -/o/,  
because /i/ is not part of the root. 

(146) Ay. n̥umi (MS.FF), n̥up (MS.BF), n̥umio (MP.BF), n̥umone (MP.FF) 
                 ‘earth; ground; floor; dust’ 
         Ch. nɨ̥miʨ (MS), n̥ɨmo (MP) ‘land, ground’ 

(147) Ay. erubi (3.MS.FF), erup (3.MS.BF), erubio (3.MP.BF), erubode (3.MP.FF) ‘urine’ 
        Ch. ɨhɨrbiʨ (3.MS.FF), ɨhɨrap (3.MS.BF), ɨhɨrbo (3.MP) ‘urine’ 

486 A plural form ɨrũ ro is also found, but is not accepted by all speakers.
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§14.3.6 The Chamacoco plural suffix -/lo/

Some CH nominals  take the plural  suffix -/lo/ or -/no/. This is  the 
case in  (148-153);  the corresponding  AY nominals present  root in -/t/. 
By  contrast,  in (154-156)  one finds  CH nominals with plural in -/lo/ or 
-/no/ with no such correspondence in Ayoreo. 

Let  us  begin by analysing the nominals  in  (148-153).  AY root-final 
/t/ voices into  /d/  when  the  plural  FF  suffix  -/ode/  is  added, 
corresponding to  A.Z  -(o)ddoe  /odoe/.487 Unfortunately,  the  very  page 
where Chomé described the plural  FF of nominals with root in -/t/ has 
been  lost. Nevertheless, some  paradigms,  such  as  piperocaiditie 
/piperokaiditie/  (150)  and  pitie (157),  can  be extracted  from  Chomé’s 
grammar.  In  (150)  and  (157), the Ancient  Zamuco  plural  FF  is  very 
similar to the AY one: /t/ voices into /d/ and the suffix -oddoe (-/odoe/) 
is  added.  In examples  (148-153),  the  CH  plurals  in  -/lo/ or  -/no/ 
correspond to  Ayoreo and Ancient  Zamuco plural  FFs  via  loss  of  -/de/ 
and  -ddoe (-/doe/)  respectively. In  this  connection,  three  hypotheses 
suggest themselves.

The first hypothesis, based on examples (148-153), claims that, from 
a  proto-language  more  similar  to  Ancient  Zamuco  than  to  Ayoreo  or 
Chamacoco, a suffix reduction process consisting in the loss of -/de/  or 
-ddoe (-/doe/)  took  place:  A.Z  d-oddoe /d-odoe/  ---> AY /d-ode/  ---> 
CH *-/d-o/ > -/lo/. Then, the original Proto-Zamuco suffix would have 
reduced  to  -/o/  in  Chamacoco,  where  the  morpheme  boundary  was 
reanalysed,  giving  rise  to  the  new  morpheme  -/lo/,  with  /l/  coming 
from  /d/.  /l/  and  /d/  are  indeed  related  to  each  other,  for  in  word-
initial  position  they  are  free-variant  allophones.  Moreover,  /l/  has  no 
phonematic  status  in  Ayoreo and in Ancient  Zamuco.  In (149) -/no/ is 
the nasalized counterpart of -/lo/; this is a rare trace of the nasalization 
process widely observed in Ancient Zamuco and Ayoreo plural FFs.

487 Here A.Z data are reported in Chomé’s orthography, where the double consonant <dd> does not 
seem to correspond to a geminated consonant [dd], but it was probably used to indicate that the 
preceding vowel was a short one (Kelm 1964: 462).
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(148) Ay. adi (3.MS.FF), at (3.MS.BF), aʨo (3.MP.BF), adode (3.MP.FF) ‘body’
         Ch. aːt (3.MS.FF), aːˀ (3.MS.BF), aːlo (3.MP) ‘smell; body’ 

(149) Ay. kukarãni (MS.FF), kukarãt (MS.BF), kukarãʨo (MP.BF), kukarãnone (MP.FF) 
               ‘mountain, hill’
        Ch. koxãʨ / koxãt (MS.FF), koxãno (MP) ‘mountain, stone’ 
        A.Z. cucaraitie (MS.FF) ‘stone’

(150) Ay. hogadi (3.MS.FF), hogat (3.MS.BF), hogaʨo (3.MP.BF), hogadode (3.MP.FF)
               ‘place, location’
        Ch. owiʨ / owɨt (3.MS), owɨlo (3.MP) ‘place’  
        cf. A.Z. piperocaiditie (MS.FF), piperocait (MS.BF), piperocacho (MP.BF), 
               piperocaidoddoe (MP.FF) ‘place where you go for something’

(151) Ay. otadi (MS.FF), otat (MS.BF), otaʨo (MP.BF), otadode (MP.FF)
               ‘juice, broth, liquid’
        Ch. otiʨ / otɨt (MS.FF), otɨk (MS.BF), otɨlo (MP) ‘liquid, juice’ 

(152) Ay. udi (3.MS.FF), ut (3.MS.BF), uʨo (3.MP.BF), udode (3.MP.FF) 
               ‘under, below, underneath’
        Ch. uːt (3.MS.FF), uːlo (3.MP) ‘under, below, underneath’ 
        A.Z. uitie (MS.FF), uddi (MS.BF), uddio (MP.BF), udoddoe (MP.FF) 
               ‘below, behind’

(153) Ay. ugutadi (3.MS.FF), ugutat (3.MS.BF), ugutaʨo (3.MP.BF), 
               ugutadode (3.MP.FF) ‘pillow, cushion’
        Ch. ɨtiʨ (3.MS) ‘pillow’, ɨtilo (3.MP)

(154) Ay. diri (MS.FF), dir (MS.BF), diɲo (MP.BF), dirode (MP.BF) ‘day’  
        Ch. deːjʨ (MS.FF), daːlo (MP) ‘day’
        A.Z. diritie (MS.FF) dire (MS.BF), diyo (MP.BF) ‘day’

(155) Ay. erami (MS.FF), erãp (MS.BF), eramio (MP.BF), eramone (MP.FF)
              ‘earth, world, woods, land’
        Ch. ormɨt (MS.FF) ‘wood, woods’, ormo / ormɨlo (MP), ormɨk (MS.BF)    
        Ch. ɨrmɨt (MS.FF) ‘edge’, ɨrmɨno (MP) ‘edge’, ɨrmo (MP) ‘world’, 
              ɨrmɨk (MS.BF)488 

488 The AY word erámi ‘woods, world’ corresponds to two CH words ormɨt ‘woods’ and ɨrmɨt, 
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(156) Ay. poti (3.MS.FF), pos (3.MS.BF), poso (3.MP.BF), posode (3.MP.FF) ‘food’  
        Ch. poɕt (3.MS), pos (3.MS.BF), poso / posɨlo (rare) (3.MP) ‘food’ 
        A.Z. yibosoddoe (1.MP.FF) ‘food’ 

(157) Ay. pidi (MS.FF), pit (MS.BF) piʨo (MP.BF), pidode (MP.FF) 
               ‘stick, firewood (in the plural)’
        Ch. piʨ (MS.FF), pijo (MP) ‘stick, firewood, wood’
        AZ. pitie (MS.FF), pit (MP.BF), picho (MS.BF), pidoddoe (MP.FF) ‘stick, wood’

The fact that, by hypothesis, the original FF suffix reduced to -/o/ in 
Chamacoco made it coincide with the original plural BF suffix -/o/. This 
could explain the loss of the BF vs. FF contrast in the plural. 
   The  first  hypothesis,  however,  does  not  take  into  account  nominals  
such as those in (154-156),  which present the suffix -/no/ or -/lo/ not 
deriving  from  the  root,  because  the  latter  does  not  end  in  -/t/  here. 
There is an alternative hypothesis concerning the origin of CH plurals in 
-/lo/ or -/no/. The suffixes -/lo/ or -/no/ might result from the suffix -
(o)ddoe (-/(o)doe/), rather than from the final part of the root. One can 
surmise  that  in  the  nominals  in  (148-153),  the  original  root-final 
consonant (/t/) had already been reinterpreted, so that voicing into /d/ 
was  no  longer  possible.  In  (158)  the  possible  evolution  of  the  CH 
suffixes  corresponding  to  A.Z  -/tae/  and  -(o)ddoe (-/(o)doe/)  is 
proposed. A.Z final /e/ is not preserved in Chamacoco, as one can see in 
the  feminine  FF  suffix  (158).  The  same  could  have  occurred  with  the 
final /e/ of (o)ddoe  -/(o)doe/. The CH suffix -/lo/ or -/no/ would thus 
correspond to the A.Z suffix -(o)ddoe (-/(o)doe/), just as the AY suffix -/
(o)de/.

(158) -tae (A.Z) ---> -ta (Ch)
        -(o)ddoe (-/odoe/) (A.Z) ---> *-do > -lo (Ch)
        -(o)ddoe (-/odoe/) (A.Z) ---> -(o)de (Ay) 489  

whose plural  ɨrmo  means  ‘world’.  Both  erámi  and its  CH counterparts,  ormɨt  and  ɨrmɨt, 
have no possessive inflection.

489 In (158), I do not mean that the AY and CH suffixes -/(o)de/ and -/lo/ or -/no/ derive from the A.Z 
ones, but that in this case the A.Z suffix -(o)ddoe (-/(o)doe/) is probably the most similar to the MP-
FF suffix in the Proto-Zamuco. 
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An alternative hypothesis is that -/lo/ has originated from the MP-BF 
suffix  -/jo/,  in  analogy  with  verbs  showing  alternation  between  /l/ 
and  /j/  root-initially  (§5.4.9),  but  the  fact  that  /l/  in  most  cases 
corresponds  to  AY  and  A.Z.  /d/  (for  instance  in  the  3-irrealis  prefix) 
suggests that -/lo/ was originally a plural FF suffix.

According  to  the  first  hypothesis,  the  last  part  of  the  original  root 
has  been preserved and reanalysed in  Chamacoco,  while  in  the  second 
one  the  root  underwent  simplification.  The  second  hypothesis  is  to  be 
preferred, because the CH suffix -/lo/ or -/no/ does not only emerge in 
nominals  whose  original  BF  ended  in  -/t/  (see  §14.3.3).  In  the  CH 
plurals  corresponding  to  the  AY  and  A.Z  plurals  in  -/ʨo/,  the  last 
consonant  of  the  original  BF  is  not  preserved  in  most  cases:  only  the 
suffix  -/o/  is  added.  This  is  indirect  confirmation  of  the  second 
hypothesis.  If  this  is  correct,  one  may  also  surmise  that  in  the  CH 
nominals  with  an  original  BF  in  -/t/  haplology  occurred:  */dodoe/  > 
/dodo/ > /do/ > /lo/ . 

In  conclusion,  the  CH suffix -/lo/  or  -/no/ directly  corresponds to 
the  A.Z  suffix  -(o)ddoe (-/(o)doe/)  and  to  the  AY  suffix  -/(o)de/. 
Although the difference between BF and FF has been lost in Chamacoco 
and  the  original  BF  suffix  is unconditionally  used to  form  the  plural, 
some plural forms definitely derive from an original plural FF. These are 
probably traces of the existence of the plural BF vs. plural FF contrast in 
an earlier phase of the language.

The  suffix  -/lo/ is  also used  as plural  or  greater  plural marker  in 
personal  pronouns  and  in  verb  morphology.  In  the other  Zamucoan 
languages, no  plural  suffix  used  in  personal  pronouns  or  in verb 
morphology shows  similarities  with  any  FF  affix.  On the  contrary, the 
2P-person suffixes used for  plural persons of A.Z and AY verb inflection 
possibly derive from plural BF suffixes (see §14.3.14).   

§14.3.7 Plurals  in -/ʨo/ and -/tso/

In most cases,  Chamacoco MPs take the suffix -/o/, stemming from  the 
Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco MP-BF suffix -/o/. The exceptions are the plurals 
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in  -/lo/ or  -/no/.  Ayoreo  and  Ancient  Zamuco often  present  plural  BFs in 
-/ʨo/. The corresponding CH plural has  usually  regularized into an ordinary 
plural in -/o/.  Nevertheless,  a few CH plurals in -/tso/ (or -/ʨo/) are  to be 
observed. In (159) only -/tso/ is reported, while in (160) -/tso/ is rare and -/o/ 
is preferred (about these plurals, see also §13.7.1, ex. (118-119) and §14.3.7). 
Since AY and A.Z -/ʨo/ is yielded by the root-final consonant /t/ or /k/ which 
palatalizes before the plural suffix -/jo/, the presence of CH plural in -/tso/ 
suggests that the same also occurred in Chamacoco. Here the original root-final 
consonant  has  been  reinterpreted  as  a  FF  suffix (159)490 or  as  a  BF  suffix 
(160)491 and the plural suffix *-/jo/ has disappeared.

(159) Ay. weradi (MS.FF), werat (MS.BF), weraʨo (MP.BF), weradode (MP.FF) 
                ‘pretty, nice, beautiful’
        Ch. ɨhɨr̃t (MS.FF), ɨhɨr̃tso (MP) ‘beautiful, handsome’
   
(160) Ay. dosipej (MS.FF), dosipek (MS.BF), dosipeʨo (MS), dosipeode (MP.FF) ‘animal’
         Ch. loɕɨpɨt (MS.FF), loɕɨpɨk (MS.BF), loɕɨpo / loɕɨptso (MP) ‘animal’

The correspondence between AY, A.Z /ʨ/ and CH /ts/ is also witnessed by 
verb  inflection  (161).  Indeed,  the  CH  prefixes  /ʨ/-  and  /ts/-  occasionally 
alternate in the same verb (see §5.4.13).

(161) Ay. ʨ-i-meser̃e (3) ‘to want, to prefer’492

         Ch. ts-a-m̥ur (3) ‘to love, to like’
            A.Z. ch-i-mecêre (3) ‘to love’ 

§14.3.8 Nominals in -/ehet/

CH masculine nominals in -/ehet/ alternate /e/ in the FF with /a/ in the 
BF and in the plural. The comparison with Ayoreo shows in which CH form(s) 
the  change  has  taken  place.  -/ehet/ corresponds  to  AY  -/ahej/ (162-163): 
originally the first /e/ was /a/, which re-emerges in CH plurals in -/aho/. In 

490 See §14.3.3.
491 See §14.3.1.
492 Cf. also AY. chijnóra /ʨin̥ora/ ‘love, to prefer’.
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(164) both CH /e/ correspond to AY /a/ (-/ehet/ vs. -/ahãj/): here too, /a/ 
is still to be found in the Chamacoco BF and in the plural. 

(162) Ay. dahej (GF.MS.FF), dahek (GF.MS.BF), daheode (GF.MP.FF), 
              daheʨo (GF.MP.BF) ‘path’  
         Ch. dehet (MS.FF), dehek (MS.BF), daho (MP) ‘path’ 
         A.Z. dahec (GF.MS.BF), dahecho (GF.MP.BF), daheddoe (GF.MP.FF) ‘path’
     
(163) Ay. ahej (3.MS.FF), ahe (3.MS.BF), aheode (3.MP.FF), aheo (3.MP.BF) ‘inside’
         Ch. ehet (3.MS.FF), aho (3.MP) ‘inside’  
     
(164) Ay. kutamurahãj (MS.FF), kutamurahã (MS.BF), kutamurahã (MP.BF), 
               kutamurahane (MP.FF) ‘Ayoreo clan name’
         Ch. kutɨmrehet (MS.FF), kutɨmraho (MP), kutɨmrahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF) 
               ‘Chamacoco clan name’ (variant: kutumrehet) 
     

The last  syllable  of  kɨnehet (-/het/)  should  be  compared  with  AY 
-/n̥aj/  (165):  again,  CH /e/  in  the  FF  corresponds  to  AY  /a/  and  this 
vowel  is preserved  in  the  Chamacoco  BF.  However,  and  exceptionally, 
the first /e/ in the Chamacoco FF corresponds to AY /e/. The  CH word 
laseẽt  /lasẽːt/ (166) does  not  include the  termination  -/ehet/, yet  it  is 
one more example of a  nominal where /a/ turned into /e/ in the FF, as 
the comparison with AY indicates.  The same alternation between /e/ (in 
the  FF)  and  /a/  (in  the  BF  and  in the  plural)  is reported  in  the  CH 
nominals  in  (167) and (168),  which unfortunately  cannot  be compared 
with  their  AY  cognates  in  this  respect,  because  these  words  have  a 
different  ending.  Nevertheless,  the  AY  nominal  umajósõri /umahosõri/ 
can  be  segmented  into  umajó /umaho/  and  -/sõri/  (the  masculine 
animate agentive suffix), so that one can compare AY /umaho/- with CH 
ɨmaho (3.MP), with /a/ in both Ayoreo and Chamacoco (168).  

(165) Ay. keden̥ai (MS.FF), keden̥a ([M/F]S.BF), keden̥a (MP.BF), keden̥ane (MP.FF)
                 ‘strange, foreign’
        Ch. kɨnehet (MS.FF), kɨnahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF), kɨnaho / kɨnahu (MP) ‘different’
     
(166) Ay. nasaraj (3.MS.FF), nasarak (3.MS.BF), nasarane (3.MP.FF), nasaraʨo (3.MS.BF) 
                 ‘son-in-law’
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        Ch. lasẽt / dasẽt (3.MS.FF), laser̃ak / lasɨr̃ak (3.MS.BF), lasɨr̃e / dasẽre (3.MP) 
                 ‘son-in-law’ (also: lasẽːt)

(167) Ay. kesej (MS.FF), kese (MS.BF), keseo (MP.BF), keseode (MP.FF) ‘knife, sword’ 
        Ch. kɨskɨrehet (MS.FF), kɨskɨrahaˀ ([M/F]S.BF), kɨskɨraho (MP) ‘knife, machete’
     
(168) Ay. umahosõri (3.MS.BF) ‘enemy’ 
        Ch. ɨmehet (3.MS.FF), ɨmahaˀ (3.[M/F]S.BF), ɨmaho / ɨmahatso (3.MP) ‘enemy’ 

In  conclusion,  the  comparison  between  Ayoreo  and  Chamacoco 
shows that  a  synchronically  subregular  plural  formation  in  Chamacoco 
has  a  diachronic  explanation.  Although  there  are  relatively  few 
comparable examples, it appears that in CH nominals in -/ehet/, /a/ in 
the plural and in the BF is a conservative element (162-164), while /e/ 
in the singular is a CH innovation.

§14.3.9 The masculine plural suffix -/e/

The standard Chamacoco  MP suffix is -/o/, but sometimes -/e/ is  to 
be  observed,  which  in  some  cases alternates  with  -/o/. The  following 
examples  list CH  masculine  nominals with  the  plural  suffix  -/e/,  as 
compared with their AY counterparts. Most nominals in  -/e/ have BF in 
-/ak/ and, importantly, all  CH nominals  in  (169-177) correspond to AY 
nominals  with  root  in  -/a/. The latter  present  plural  BF in  -/a/  rather 
than  in  -/o/,  because  the  BF-MP suffix -/o/  is  overwritten  by  the last 
root-vowel. Something similar has probably occurred also in Chamacoco, 
where  the  original  MP  suffix  -/o/  has  been  lost.  This  correlation 
between the Chamacoco MP suffix -/e/ and the AY nominals with root in 
-/a/  suggests that  -/e/  was  originally  part  of  the root  and has  been 
reanalysed as a suffix. The FP suffix -/e/ (which has a different origin) 
has probably  exerted an influence  on this process. Also the CH number 
‘one’ (177) has the  plural form meaning ‘some, few’ which can take the 
suffix  -/e/.  Although  this  possibility  is  not  observed  for  its  AY 
counterpart, the latter has root in -/a/. 
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(169) Ay. dehaj (MS.FF), dehak (MS.BF), dehade (MP.FF), dehaʨo (MP.BF) ‘night’
        Ch. dɨli̥ʨ (MS.FF), dɨlḁk (MS.BF), dɨle̥ (MP) ‘night’
     
(170) Ay. n̥akaripitaj (MS.FF), n̥akaripita (MS.BF), n̥akaripita (MP.BF), 
               n̥akaripitade (MP.BF) ‘young teenaged man’
        Ch. n̥akɨrbitɨt (MS.FF), n̥akɨrbitak (MS.BF), n̥akɨrbito / n̥akɨrbite (MP) 
               ‘young man’
     
(171) Ay. hõraj (3.MS.FF), hõra (3.MS.BF), hõra (3.MP.BF), hõrane (3.MP.FF) ‘friend’
        Ch. ijẽ̥t (3.MS.FF), ije̥r̃ak (3.MS.BF), ijẽ̥re (3.[M/F]P)/ ijẽ̥ro (3.MP)
               ‘friend, companion’
     
(172) Ay. kuʨaj (GF.MS.FF), kuʨa (GF.MS.BF), kuʨa (GF.MP.BF), kuʨade (GF.MP.FF) ‘thing’
        Ch. kuʨɨt (MS), kuʨe (MP) ‘thing’
     
(173) Ay. nasaraj (3.MS.FF), nasarak (3.MS.BF), nasarane (3.MP.FF), 
              nasaraʨo (3.MS.BF) ‘son-in-law’
        Ch. lasẽt / dasẽt (3.MS.FF), laser̃ak / lasɨr̃ak (3.MS.BF), lasɨr̃e / dasẽre (3.MP) 
              ‘son-in-law’ (also: lasẽːt)
     
(174) Ay. pãtaraj (3.MS.FF), pãtarak (3.MS.BF), pãtarane (3.MP.FF), pãtaraʨo (3.MP.BF)
               ‘tooth’
        Ch. potẽt / potẽːt (3.MS.FF), potẽrak (3.MS.BF), potẽro / potẽre (3.MP) ‘tooth’  
    
(175) Ay. uʨaj (3.MS.FF), uʨak (3.MS.BF), uʨaʨo (3.MP.BF), uʨade (3.MP.FF) 
               ‘excrement, feces, dung’
        Ch. ɨʨɨt (3.MS.FF), ɨʨak (3.MS.BF), ɨʨe / ɨʨo (3.MP) ‘dung’
     
(176) Ay. iɲi̥ekade (3.MP) ‘songs, chants, vocal music’
        Ch. ɨn̥ẽːt (3.MS.FF) ‘song’, ɨn̥ẽːrak (3.MS.BF), ɨn̥ẽːro / ɨnẽːre (3.MP)

(177) Ay. ʨom̥araj (MS.FF), ʨom̥ara (MS.BF) ‘one’
        Ch. nom̥et (MS.FF), nom̥ɨra (MS.BF), nom̥ɨre / nom̥ɨro (MP) ‘one’ 
        A.Z. nomarâtie (MS.FF), chomarâ (MS.BF) ‘one’

Not all masculine AY nominals with root-final /a/ correspond to CH 
masculine  nominals  with  plural  in  -/e/  (see  ex.  (178-181)).  In  (179),  
both the Ayoreo singular  and plural  BF end in -/a/,  and  the CH plural 
ends  in  -/aːˀ/  too. If  one  assumes  that  AY  casecai /kasekaj/  is  more 
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conservative,  in  CH  kasaat /kasaːt/  the  long  vowel  possibly  originated 
via /k/ deletion.  In (180) the MP takes the suffix -/o/,  while  in (181) 
one finds alternation between -/e/ and -/o/.   

(178) Ay. m̥anekaj (3.MS.FF), m̥aneka (3.MS.BF), m̥aneka (3.MP.BF),
              m̥anekade (3.MP.FF) ‘arm, wrist to elbow, forearm’ 
         Ch. m̥ejkɨt (3.MS.FF), m̥ejkɨˀ (3.MS.BF), m̥ejko (3.MP) ‘arm’
     
(179) Ay. kasekaj (MS.FF), kaseka (MS.BF), kaseka (MP.BF), kasekade (MP.FF) ‘ant’
         Ch. kasaːt (MS.FF), kasaːˀ / kasaːk (MS.BF), kasaː (MP) ‘ant’  
     
(180) Ay. aberaj (MS.FF), aberak (MS.BF), aberade (MP.FF), aberaʨo (MP.FF) ‘sterile’ 
         Ch. ebɨrt (MS), ebɨro (MP), ebɨrak (MS.BF) ‘sterile’ 
          
(181) Ay. hokarãj (MS.FF), hokarãk (MS.BF), hokarãʨo (MP.BF), hokarãne (MP.FF) 
              ‘noise’
         Ch. ijo̥kõrt (3.MS.FF), ijo̥korãk (3.MS.BF), ijo̥kõro / ijo̥kõre (3.MP) ‘noise’
     

§14.3.10 The dropping of word-internal /r/

AY intervocalic /r/ tends to drop. In some CH nominals /r/ emerges 
in  the  plural  and  in  the  BF,  but  it  is  not  to  be  found  in  the  FF.  The 
comparison shows that /r/ is to be observed in the whole AY paradigm 
(182-187). There is thus a diachronic motivation for the presence of /r/ 
in some Chamacoco BFs and plurals, while the lack of /r/ in the singular 
FF is a CH innovation. Note that in currently spoken Chamacoco there is 
no tendency to drop etymological  /r/,  as  is  often the case in currently  
spoken Ayoreo.

(182) Ay. garaj (MS.FF), garaj (MS.BF), garajo (MP.BF), garane (MP.FF) 
                 ‘open space in village or woods; field’
         Ch. aːʨ (MS.FF), aːrjo (MP) ‘field’    
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(183) Ay. daterama (3.FS.FF), daterama (3.FS.BF), dateramaj (3.FP.BF), dateramanie (3.FP.FF)
                 ‘aunt, mother’s sister’ (also: daterã, dateramia) 
         Ch. d-/latermɨʨa (3.FS.FF) ‘aunt’, latɨrme (3.FP), latɨrmeˀ (3.FS.BF) 
                 (also: d-/lateːmʨa (3.FS))

(184) Ay. hõraj (3.MS.FF), hõra (3.MS.BF), hõra (3.MP.BF), hõrane (3.MP.FF) ‘friend’
         Ch. ijẽ̥t (3.MS.FF), ije̥r̃ak (3.MS.BF), ijẽ̥re (3.[M/F]P), ijẽ̥ro (3.MP)
               ‘friend, companion’
      
(185) Ay. nasaraj (3.MS.FF), nasarak (3.MS.BF), nasarane (3.MP.FF), 
               nasaraʨo (3.MS.BF) ‘son-in-law’
         Ch. lasẽt / dasẽt (3.MS.FF), laser̃ak / lasɨr̃ak (3.MS.BF), lasɨr̃e / dasẽre (3.MP)
               ‘son-in-law’ (also: lasẽːt)
      
(186) Ay. ʨom̥araj (MS.FF), ʨom̥ara (MS.BF) ‘one’
         Ch. nom̥et (MS.FF), nom̥ɨra (MS.BF), nom̥ɨre / nom̥ɨro (MP) ‘one’ 
         A.Z. nomarâtie (MS.FF), chomarâ (MS.BF) ‘one’

(187) Ay. pãtaraj (3.MS.FF), pãtarak (3.MS.BF), pãtarane (3.MP.FF), pãtaraʨo (3.MP.BF) 
               ‘tooth’
        Ch. potẽt / potẽːt (3.MS.FF), potẽrak (3.MS.BF), potẽro / potẽre (3.MP) ‘tooth’  
      

§14.3.11 Nominals in -/s/

Some CH nominals present a root alternation /s/ vs. /ɕ/ between BF 
and plural, and FF. /s/ appears in the BF coinciding with the root and in 
the plural. The corresponding AY and A.Z nominals have /s/ in both BF 
and FF (/ɕ/ does not exist in these languages). This suggests that CH /ɕ/ 
in the FF is an innovation (/s/+/t/ > /ɕt/). 

AY poti is a rare case of root allomorphy. It presents root-final /t/ in 
the MS-FF and root-final /s/ in the rest of the paradigm. The comparison 
with CH posht /poɕt/, showing the FF suffix -/t/,  suggests the following 
scenario: in AY poti, /t/ might be the ancient MS-FF suffix, reinterpreted 
as  a  part  of  the  root  replacing  the  original  /s/  which  underwent 
phonetic erosion.
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(188) Ay. gosi (MS.FF), gos (MS.BF),  goso (MP.BF), gosode (MP.FF) ‘anyone, someone’
  Ch. oɕt (MS.FF), os (MS.BF), oso (MP) ‘person’ 

(189) Ay. poti (3.MS.FF), pos (3.MS.BF), poso (3.MP.BF), posode (3.MP.FF) ‘food’  
         Ch. poɕt (3.MS), pos (3.MS.BF), poso / posɨlo (rare) (3.MP) ‘food’ 
         A.Z. yibosoddoe (1.MP.FF) ‘food’ 

(190) Ay. utasi (3.MS.FF), utas (3.MS.BF), utaso (3.MP.BF), utasode (3.MP.FF) ‘vein, artery’
   Ay. etasi (3.MS.FF), etas (3.MS.BF), etaso (3.MP.BF), etasode (3.MP.FF) ‘root’
    Ch. utuɕt (3.MS.FF), utus (3.MS.BF), utuso (3.MP) ‘root; vein’ (also: ɨtɨɕt) 

§14.3.12 Traces  of  nonconcatenative morphology in the Zamucoan 
languages?

Consider the following pairs of AY (191) and CH (192) nouns. In daquerã  
/dakerã/  or  daterã (191a)  and  osiyer  /osijer/  or  otiyer /otijer/  (192a)  the 
gender difference is not expressed by a morpheme, but through the change of a 
consonant word-internally. Daquerã /dakerã/ ‘uncle’ (191a) has an irregular FF 
which does not take the suffix -/i/, so that it is only distinguished from its  
feminine counterpart by root allomorphy. The following contrasts emerge: /s/ 
vs. /t/ in (191b-c, 192a) and /k/ vs. /t/ in (191a). In (191b-c) and (192b), 
gender is identifiable through the morphemes, but one can observe the same 
consonantal contrast in (192b): /s/ (or /ɕ/)493 in the masculine  vs. /t/ in the 
feminine.  In all  examples  below,  /t/ is  used word-internally  to  express  the 
feminine,  generally  in  contrast  with  /s/,  and in  one case  with  /k/ (191a). 
(191b) is an example of word derived by means of the suffixes -/sõri/ (MS.FF), 
-/to/ (FS.FF). This pair of suffixes is very frequent in AY morphology and the 
masculine vs. feminine contrast is associated with the contrast between /s/ and 
/t/ word-internally.

(191)  Ayoreo
         a. dakerã (3.MS.FF) ‘uncle’, daterã (3.MS.FF) ‘aunt’
         b. gan̥esõri (3.MS.FF) ‘owner, master’, gan̥eto (3.FS.FF) ‘owner, mistress’ 
         c. gosi (MS.FF) ‘anyone, someone’, goto (FS.FF) ‘anyone, someone’

493 About the alternation between /ɕ/ and /s/ in Chamacoco, see (§13.1.7).
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(192)  Chamacoco 
         a.  osijer (M) ‘two’, otijer (F) ‘two’ 
         b. oɕt (MS.FF), os (MS.BF), oso (MP) ‘person’
         ---> otɨta (FS.FF), otoˀ (FS.BF) ‘person’, ote (FP)

This might  be  interpreted  as  a  mechanism  of  nonconcatenative 
morphology,  no  longer  productive  and  of  obscure  origin.  In  Chamacoco,  a 
similar case can be found for  the realis vs. irrealis distinction in the verb ɨtso  
(193a) and the related adverb ɨtsorz /ɨtorʐ/ (193b).  Word-internal /ts/ vs. /l/ 
expresses realis  vs.  irrealis.  /ts/- and /l/-  are  prefixes  widely  used in  verb 
morphology (§5) for the realis vs. irrealis distinction. These nonconcatenative 
mechanisms probably have different origins.

(193) a. ɨtso (rls) ‘to seem, to be like’ , vs. ɨlo (IRLS) ‘to seem, to be like’
        b. ɨtsorʐ (rls) ‘so this way’ vs. ɨlorʐ (IRLS) ‘so this way’

§14.3.13 Dich /diʨ/

The CH adjective dich /diʨ/ has an irregular plural, with alternation 
between /i/  and /e/ opposing the singular  to the plural.  No BF vs.  FF 
contrast  is  observed.  One  can  compare  these  forms  with  the 
corresponding  AY forms  and with  A.Z  dieda (FS.BF),  unfortunately  the 
only form of this adjective reported by Chomé. The CH forms dich /diʨ/ 
and data, which should now be considered FFs, were probably BFs at an 
earlier stage and were reinterpreted as FFs. In the feminine, Ayoreo and 
Chamacoco  are  closer  to  each  other  than  to  Ancient  Zamuco.  In  the 
plural, CH /e/ corresponds to AY /a/ (as it often occurs). The CH plural 
probably  originated  by  analogical  levelling  caused  by  the 
reinterpretation  of  dich /diʨ/  and  data as  FFs  and  the  subsequent 
reanalysis  of  the  morphological  boundaries  in  the  singular.  In  the  CH 
plural, /j/ is an insertion.
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(194) Ay. datej (MS.FF), date (FS.FF), date (MS/F.BF), dateo (MP.BF), dateode (MP.FF) 
                ‘big, large, great’
        Ch. diʨ / dɨʨ (MS), dejo ([M/F]P), data (FS) ‘big, large, great’ 
        A.Z. dieda (FS.BF)
      

§14.3.14 The plural base-form suffix and the second person plural suffix 

In  the Zamucoan languages,  the  2S-prefix and the  2P-prefix tend to be 
identical. A suffix is added in the 2P-person in order to distinguish the two 
forms, the exception being the Ayoreo 2P-realis - but not the irrealis ˗ which 
presents the prefix  /wak/˗, resulting  from the incorporation of the personal 
pronoun  uac  /wak/ (2P).  In all  Zamucoan languages  there  is  a remarkable 
correspondence between the plural suffixes used in nominal morphology and 
those used to form the 2P-person in verb morphology. The same element tends 
to be used in both cases. In Ancient Zamuco and Ayoreo, the 2P-suffix in verb 
morphology was originally a generic plural suffix, while the 1P-suffix is specific 
for verb morphology.494

In Chamacoco, the 2P-suffix -/lo/ is properly a plural suffix. It is also used 
for  the greater plural  of the 1PI-person (that is  the ʻpluralʼ  of  the inclusive 
person), for the plural of free pronouns and occasionally for the MP in nominal 
morphology.

In  A.Z and AY verb morphology  the  situation is  more complex,  due to 
greater  variability of  suffixes  and  morphophonological  processes. In  both 
languages  the  2P-suffix  corresponds  to  the  MP-BF  suffix  in  nominal 
morphology and the morphophonological processes are the same. In (195) A.Z 
data concerning the MP-BF are reported (Chomé 1958: 124).495

(195) a. guigueda (GF.MS.BF) ---> guiguedao (GF.MP.BF) ‘house’
b. daparebec (MS.BF) ---> daparebecho (MP.BF) ‘beggar’
c. pit (MS.BF) ---> picho (MP.BF) ‘stick’
d. erâp (MS.BF) ---> eramio (MP.BF) ‘mount’
e. pipiazup (GF.MS.BF) ---> pipiazubio (GF.MP.BF) ‘work’
f. uom (MS.BF) ---> uomio (MP.BF) ‘good’ 
g. nacar (GF.MS.BF) ---> nacayo (GF.MP.BF) ‘young man’

494 In Chamacoco the 1P-person has a specific prefix and no suffix.
495 These nominals have been compared with Ayoreo in §14.2.
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h. unnâr (MS.BF) ---> unnaño (MP.BF) ‘flea’
i. pimecêrazore (GF.MS.BF) --->  pimecerazoño (GF.MP.BF) ‘one who loves’

The formation of the Ancient Zamuco MP-BF is summarized in Table 14.2, 
along with the formation rules of the 2P-person in verb morphology (see data 
in §6.1). Table 14.2 features the final elements of the nominal/verb root which 
are substituted or undergo a morphophonological change in the plural.496 The 
symbol  Ø indicates  that  no final  element is  modified and the root  remains 
unchanged. The plural termination of the nominal/verb is provided after the 
arrow. The suffixes used for the Ancient Zamuco MP-BF are -/o/ (after vowel) 
and -/jo/ (after consonant). In verb morphology, the suffix /o/ is used for the 
2P-person  when  no  substitution  occurs,  while  the  suffixes appearing  with 
mobile syllables stem from the suffix -/jo/, to be found when the root ends in 
-/r/ or -/re/. In nominal and verb morphology, -/jo/ can nasalize into /ɲo/. 
Not all terminations are observed in nominal and verb morphology. However, 
when  the  nominal/verb root  ends  in  -/k/,  the  same  morphophonological 
changes occur: namely, when -/jo/ is added, /k/ palatalizes into /ʨ/. The same 
process has probably yielded -/ʨo/ in verb morphology.  

Ancient Zamuco
Nominal morphology Verb morphology

masculine singular base-form ---> masculine 
plural base-form

verb root ---> second person plural suffix 

Ø ---> -o (prototypical suffix) Ø ---> -o  (prototypical suffix) 
-re / -r ---> -yo / -ño -re / -r ---> -yo / -ño
/ -z, -zu, -zi ---> -zo
-p ---> -bio / -mio /
-/t/ ---> -cho /497

-c ---> -cho -c ---> -cho

Table 14.2

496 It depends on how the process is interpreted.
497 In Chomé’s grammar there is no indication about the plural forms of verbs ending in -/t/ (or -/te/, 

considering that euphonic /e/ can be added). By contrast, verbs ending in -/p/ are not to be found in 
either Ancient Zamuco or Ayoreo.
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The AY suffix -/jo/ is the standard suffix used for the 2P-person when the 
root does not end in a mobile syllable. This directly corresponds to the MP-BF 
suffix  -/jo/  used  with  nominals ending in a  consonant.  Not all  cases  of AY 
mobile syllables are reported in Table 14.3. In AY nominal morphology, when 
a  root  in -/t/ or -/k/ takes the MP-BF suffix -/jo/,  -/t/ and -/k/ palatalize 
into  /ʨ/, yielding /ʨo/.  The  same  process  probably occurred  in  AY verbs 
ending  in  -/t/  or  -/k/,  where  the  last  consonant  is  replaced  by -/ʨo/, 
supposedly  yielded  by  palatalization before  -/jo/.  However,  in  Ayoreo  the 
correspondence  between  the  2P-person  and  the  MP-BF  is  weaker  than  in 
Ancient Zamuco.  In AY verb morphology, the suffix -/ʨo/ is  not only used 
when /t/ or /k/ are in final position (or followed by the euphonic vocoid /e/), 
but also with the syllables -/da/, -/di/, -/ga/, -/go/, -/gu/, -/gi/, -/ŋa/, -/ŋo/ 
and  -/ŋu/,  namely  with  all  mobile  syllables,  excluding  -/sa/,  -/se/,  -/si/, 
-/so/ and -/su/.498 For instance in AY verb morphology, -/re/ is not replaced by 
-/ɲo/, just as in AY and A.Z nominal morphology, but by -/ʨo/. This indicates 
that  -/ʨo/,  has  been  reinterpreted  as  an  independent  suffix  in  AY  verb 
morphology.

In AY  nominals in  -/s/,  the  MP-BF  suffix -/jo/  is  added,  but  final  /s/ 
overwrites /j/, yielding the MP-BF in -/so/. The same probably occurred in A.Z 
and AY verb morphology, where however -/so/ should be considered a suffix 
on its own. In AY and A.Z verb morphology not only final -/s/499 in the singular 
corresponds to /so/ in the plural, but also the AY mobile syllables -/sa/, -/so/, 
-/si/ and -/su/ and A.Z -/si/ (<zi>) and -/su/ (<zu>) are replaced by -/so/ 
(<zo>). 

498 For an inventory of the mobile syllables, see §4.8.1.
499 Here the vocoid /e/ can be added to re-create the syllabic structure CV.
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Ayoreo
Nominal morphology Verb morphology

masculine singular base-form 
---> masculine plural base-form

verb root ---> second person plural suffix 

Ø ---> -o (prototypical suffix) Ø ---> -jo (prototypical suffix) 
-re ---> -ɲo -re ---> -ʨo
-s ---> -so -s ---> -so500

-p ---> -bio /
-t ---> -ʨo -t ---> -ʨo
-k ---> -ʨo -k ----> -ʨo

Table 14.3

In conclusion, one can observe remarkable correspondences between verb 
and nominal suffixation. In Ayoreo and Chamacoco, the suffix originally used 
for the 2P-person coincides with one of the  MP-BF suffixes used in nominal 
morphology. The original suffixes used for the 2P-person in verb morphology 
were -/o/ and -/jo/ in Ancient Zamuco and -/jo/ in Ayoreo. The suffix -/jo/ is 
to be found in Ancient Zamuco when the verb ends in -/r/ or -/re/, while in 
the other cases AY and A.Z -/jo/ yielded the suffixes -/ʨo/ and -/so/ used for 
the 2P-person in AY and A.Z verb morphology.

§14.4 The indeterminate-form in the Zamucoan languages: a comparison

The following sections deal with the IF in the Zamucoan languages. After a 
short introduction on the Ancient Zamuco IF, the following section compares 
the masculine IF suffixes (§14.4.1). The IF of feminine nominals are addressed 
in §14.4.2. Section §14.4.3 compares two Ayoreo and Chamacoco IFs which 
have been reanalysed as interrogative or indefinite pronouns. 

500 Although /s/ is preserved in the 2P-person, this case has been inserted in the table, because the full 
substitution of -/s(V)/ is to be observed in the 1P-person.
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§14.4.1 The masculine indeterminate-form in the Zamucoan languages

In Ancient Zamuco, despite the scarcity of paradigms, one can have a clear 
idea of the IF morphology, which is almost identical to that of Ayoreo, as one 
can see in Chomé’s grammar.501

Masculine indeterminate-form: “Todos los acabados en m R Re cuya e no se pronuncia como son 
todos los participios activos, se mudan en  nic y para el plural en  nigo.  pahirizore. El que mira... 
pahirizonic... el que ha de mirar. pahirizonigo... los que han &c. nacar... mozo. nacanic... El que ha 
de ser  mozo.  nacanigo los  que  &c.  Êm...  viento.  ca Enicuz...  no ay viento.  v  supra.  todos  los 
acabados En C, p, t, y, z, la mudan en tic, y en el plural en tigo. canirac... diligente, caniratic... el que 
ha de ser &c. caniratigo...Los que han &c. carup. soga. carutic... la que ha &c. pit. palo. pit[i]c el 
que ha &c... noz cuña... notic... la que ha de ser. todos los en vocal házen Ric. Añadido a la vocal, y 
rigo, en el plural. Excipe:  dai... padre, que haze  nanic, y todos los demas acabados en  ai.  manai. 
mano mananic. idai. pueblo. Inanic.” (Chomé 1958: 128)

Feminine indeterminate-form:  “Se haze con Anadir Rac, a la ultima del nombre, y Rigui, para el 
plural. Acote. Esposa. Acoterac... la que ha de ser. &c. Acoterigui. las que han &c. si se acabaren en t, 
Antes la muden en de; si en c, la mudan en Gue, y si en z se mudan en ze. Azore, lanza. haze Azonac. 
como tambien los de essa terminacion.” (Chomé 1958: 128)

Ayoreo  and  Ancient  Zamuco  have  three  series  of  masculine  IF  suffixes 
(Table  14.4).  In  Chamacoco there are only two series of suffixes, with  a few 
exceptions to analyse below.  

Ayoreo
-tik (MS.IF), -tigo (MP.IF) -tak (FS.IF), -tigi (FP.IF)   [rare]

-rik (MS.IF), -rigo / -riŋo (MP.IF)  -rak (FS.IF), -rigi / -riŋi (FP.IF)

-nik (MS.IF), -niŋo (MP.IF)  -nak (FS.IF), -niŋi (FP.IF)  [rare]

Chamacoco
-t kɨ  (MS.IF), -tijo (MP.IF) -tã(k) (FS.IF), -ɨ r̃ (FP.IF) 

-ɨ r̃k (MS.IF), - ɨ r̃ (MP.IF) -rã(k) (FS.IF), -ɨ r̃ (FP.IF)

Ancient Zamuco
-tic (MS.IF), -tigo (MP.IF)  Ø

-ric (MS.IF), -rigo (MP.IF)    -rac (FS.IF), -rigui (FP.IF)
-nic (MS.IF), -nigo (MP.IF) -nac (FS.IF) [rare]

        Table 14.4. Indeterminate-form suffixes
501 Of course, Chomé does not use the term indeterminate-form, but calls it “future of the regime case”. 

For a detailed comparison between the Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco IFs, see (Kelm 1964: 483-486). 
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The CH series -/tɨk/,  -/tijo/  corresponds  to  -/tik/,  -/tigo/  in  Ayoreo 
and Ancient  Zamuco,  while  -/ɨr̃k/  and -/ɨr̃/ correspond to  AY and A.Z 
-/rik/ and -/rigo/ (or -/riŋo/). In the latter series of suffixes, consonant-
vowel  metathesis  has  occurred  in  Chamacoco,  as  one  can  see  by 
comparing -/ɨr̃k/ and -/ɨr̃/ with its feminine singular counterpart -rã(k). 
CH -/ɨ r̃/ is epicene and also corresponds to -/rigi/ or -/riŋi/ (FP.IF). The 
latter  only  differ  from  -/rigo/ or -/riŋo/ (MP.IF)  in  the  last  vowel, 
which  helps  to  distinguish  gender  and  number:  /o/  and  /i/  coincide 
with the MP-BF suffix -/o/ and the FP-BF suffix -/i/, respectively .502 The 
CH suffix has  lost  the  final  syllable  *-/kV/,  so  that  the  MP- and FP-IF 
suffixes  have  merged.  Chamacoco  does  not  show  any  suffix 
corresponding  to  AY  and  A.Z  -/nik/,  -/nigo/  (or  -/niŋo/).  The  main 
difference  is  the  following:  in  Ancient  Zamuco  and  Ayoreo  a  nominal  
usually  only  takes  one  series  of  suffixes,  depending  on  the  BF 
morphology,  in  Chamacoco  by  contrast  both  series  of  suffixes  can 
alternate in the same nominal. So that, as one can see in the following  
examples,  there  is  no  direct  correlation  between  the  suffixes  used  in 
Ayoreo503 and those used in Chamacoco. 

Another  difference  between  Chamacoco  and  the  other  Zamucoan 
languages is the formation of the IF. The Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco IF 
suffix is always added to the BF, while in Chamacoco it can be added to 
the root or the BF, and the plural IF can also be added to the plural. In  
Chamacoco the rules are less rigid than in Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco.

In  (196-205)  one finds AY nominals with  -/tik/  and -/tigo/,  which 
appear  in masculine  nominals  with  singular BF ending  in a  consonant 
(excepted /r/), namely -/k/, -/p/, -/s/ or -/t/. The MS-IF suffixes -/tɨk/ 
(CH)  and  -/tik/  (AY,  A.Z) only differ  in vowel  quality.  The  plural 
suffixes -/tijo/ (CH) and -/tigo/ (AY, A.Z) show trace of agglutination in 
final /o/, which in all Zamucoan languages identifies a MP suffix.  From 
a phonological point of view, AY and A.Z /g/ corresponds to CH /j/, for 

502 As already noted, this hints at a previous agglutinative stage of the language.
503 The same also applies to Ancient Zamuco, although there are no Ancient Zamuco nominals in the 

following examples.
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/g/ does not exist in Chamacoco.504 When the suffixes -/tik/, -/tigo/ and 
-/tɨk/, -/tijo/ are added to a form ending in a consonant,  a consonantal 
cluster originates in Chamacoco, whereas in Ayoreo consonantal clusters 
always simplify.  Simplification  can  optionally  occur  in  Chamacoco. 
Compare,  for  instance,  AY.  atic  /atik/  (from:  ap ‘son’  + /tik/;  see  ex. 
(196))  with  CH.  aatɨk /aːtɨk/  or  aabtɨk  /aːbtɨk/  (from:  aap /aːp/  ‘son’ 
+ /tɨk/; see ex. (196)).

(196) Ay. abi (3.MS.FF), ap (3.MS.BF), atik (3.MS.IF), atigo (3.MP.IF) ‘son, children’
        Ch. aːp (3.MS) ‘son, children’ ---> aːtɨk (3.MS.IF), aːbtɨk (3.MS.IF), aːbtijo (3.MP.IF), 
                 aːbɨr̃ (3.MP.IF)     

(197) Ay. desaj (3.FS.FF), desatik (3.FS.IF), desatigo (3.FP.IF) 
                 ‘brother, younger of a man or boy’, cf. desak (3.MS.BF)
        Ch. leɕɨbiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘brother’ ---> leɕɨbtɨk (3.MS.IF), leɕtɨk (3.MS.IF), 
                 leɕɨbɨr̃k (3.MS.IF), leɕɨbɨr̃ (3.MP.IF), leɕɨbtijo (3.MP.IF), cf. leɕap (3.MS.BF)

(198) Ay. dosipej (MS.FF), dosipetik (MS.IF), dosipetigo (MP.IF) ‘animal’ cf. dosipek (MS.BF) 
         Ch. loɕɨpɨt (MS.FF) ‘animal’ ---> loɕɨpɨtɨk (MS.IF), loɕɨpɨr̃k (MS.IF),  
                  loɕɨptijo (MP.IF), loɕɨpɨr̃ (MP.IF), cf. loɕɨpɨk (MS.BF)

(199) Ay. igiosi (3.MS.FF), igios (3.MS.BF), igiotik (3.MS.IF),  igiotigo (3.MP.IF) ‘relative’
         Ch. iːsɨt (3.MS.FF) ‘relative’ ---> iːsɨr̃k (3.MS.IF), iːstɨk (3.MS.IF), iːsɨr̃ (3.MP.IF), 
                  iːtijo (3.MP.IF), cf. iːs (3.MS.BF)  

(200) Ay. hogadi (3.MS.FF), hogatik (3.MS.IF), hogatigo (3.MP.IF) ‘place, location’
                  cf. jogat (3.MS.BF) 
         Ch. owiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘place’ ---> owɨtɨk (3.MS.IF), owiʨtɨk (3.MS.IF), owɨtijo (MP.IF), 
                  owiʨɨ ̃rk (3.MP.IF), owilɨr̃ (3.MP.IF)     

(201) Ay. nasaraj (3.MS.FF), nasaratik (3.MS.IF), nasaratigo (3.MP.IF) ‘son-in-law’
                  cf. nasarak (3.MS.BF)
         Ch. lasẽːt (3.MS.FF) ---> lasẽːttɨk (3.MS.IF), lasẽː rɨr̃ (3.MP.IF), lasẽː ttijo (3.MP.IF) 
                  ‘son-in-law’ 

504 In Chamacoco [g] is not a phoneme, but only a possible realization of /k/ in an intervocalic context.  
The AY and A.Z phoneme /g/ does not usually correspond to CH /k/. 
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(202) Ay. n̥umi (MS.FF), n̥utik (MS.IF), n̥utigo (MP.IF) ‘land, country’, cf. n̥up (MS.BF)
         Ch. n̥ɨmiʨ (MS.FF) ‘land, country’ ---> n̥ɨmiʨtɨk (MS.IF), n̥ɨmitɨk (MS.IF), 
                  n̥ɨmɨr̃k (MS.IF), n̥ɨmɨr̃ (MP.IF), nɨ̥miʨɨ ̃r (MP.IF), n̥ɨmiʨtijo (MP.IF),
                  n̥ɨmitijo (MP.IF)

(203) Ay. poti (3.MS.FF) ‘food’, potik (3.MS.IF), potigo (3.MP.IF)
         Ch. poɕt (3.MP.FF) ‘food’, poso (3.MP)  ---> potɨk (3.MS.IF), poɕtɨk (3.MS.IF), 
                  posɨr̃ (3.MP.IF), potijo (3.MP.IF), postijo (3.MP.IF)

(204) Ay. toj (MS.FF), totik (MS.IF), totigo (MP.IF) ‘dead’, cf. tok (MS.BF)
         Ch. topɨt (MS.FF) ‘dead’ ---> topɨtɨk (MS.IF), topɨr̃k (MS.IF), tobtijo (MP.IF), 
                  topɨr̃ (MP.IF)

(205) Ay. uguhi (3.MS), ugutik (3.MS.IF), ugutigo (3.MS.IF) ‘path’, cf. uguk (MS.BF)
         Ch. ɨxiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘path’ ---> ɨxiʨtɨk (3.MS.IF), ɨxiʨtijo (3.MP.IF), ɨxijɨr̃ (3.MP.IF)

Except for special cases, from now on only AY and A.Z examples will be 
discussed, for CH does not show any morphological peculiarity in the case of 
the IF.  In (206)  one finds diminutive forms  in Ayoreo and Chamacoco. With 
regard to the IF, AY diminutive forms behave like nominals with singular BF in 
-/p/ and take the IF suffixes -/tik/ or -/tigo/.505

(206) Ay. kuʨabi (GF.DIM.MS.FF), kuʨatik (GF.DIM.MS.IF), kuʨatigo (GF.DIM.MS.IF)
                ‘little thing’ cf. kuʨap (GF.DIM.MS.BF)
         Ch. kuʨaːbɨt (DIM.MS.FF) ‘little thing’ ---> kuʨaːbɨtɨk (DIM.MS.IF), 
                kuʨaːbtijo (DIM.MP.IF), kuʨaːbɨr̃k (DIM.MS.IF), kuʨaːbɨr̃ (DIM.MP.IF), 
                cf. kuʨaːp (DIM.MS.BF)

In (207-211) the AY nominals with  -/rik/ and -/rigo/ or -/riŋo/ are 
compared with their CH cognates.

(207) Ay. n̥ani (MS.FF), n̥anirik (MS.IF), n̥aniriŋo (MP.IF) ‘man’ cf. n̥ani (MS.BF)
          Ch. n̥akɨrbiʨ (MS.FF) ‘man’ ---> n̥akɨrbitɨk / n̥akɨrtɨk (MS.IF), n̥akɨrbɨr̃k (MS.IF), 
               n̥akɨrbtijo (MP.IF), n̥akɨrbɨr̃ (MP.IF), cf. n̥akɨrap (MS.BF)

505 On the diminutive, see §14.3.
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(208) Ay. i (3.MS.FF), irik (3.MS.IF), irigo (3.MP.IF) ‘name’ cf. i (3.MS.BF)
         Ch. iːʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘name’ ---> iːtɨk (3.MS.IF), ɨ ̃ː rk (3.MS.IF), eːjtɨk (2.MS.IF), ẽː rk (2.MS.IF), 
               iːtijo (3.MP.IF), i ̃ː r (3.MP.IF)

(209) Ay. iharoj (MS.FF), iharorik (MS.IF), iharorigo (MP.IF) ‘old’
         Ch. ɨlarʨ (MS.FF) ‘old’ ---> ɨlartɨk (MS.IF), ɨlãrk (MS.IF), ɨlartijo (MP.IF), ɨlarɨr̃ (FP.IF),   
               ɨlaɻɻɨr̃ (FP.IF)

(210) Ay. keden̥aj (MS.FF), keden̥arik (MS.IF), keden̥ariŋo (MP.IF) ‘different, strange’  
         Ch. kɨnehẽt (MS.FF) ‘different, strange’ ---> kɨnehẽtɨk (MS.IF), kɨneher̃k (MS.IF), 
               kɨnehɨr̃ (MP.IF), kɨnehetijo (MP.IF)        

The CH word kuchɨt /kuʨɨt/ ‘thing’ (211) has some irregular forms which 
can  be  explained  by the  comparison  with  AY  cuchai /kuʨaj/  ‘thing’.  In 
kuchẽrk  /kuʨẽrk/, kuchẽriyo  /kuʨẽrijo/  and  kuchẽryo  /kuʨẽrjo/  there 
is /e/ (rather than /ɨ/, as expected) at the root-suffix boundary. This is  
probably due to the fact that in the IF the original vowel of the root has 
been preserved. Indeed,  the AY root-final vowel is /a/, which regularly 
corresponds  to  CH  /a/  or  /e/.  The  forms kuchẽriyo /kuʨẽrijo/  and 
kuchẽryo  /kuʨẽrjo/ show  that  this  is  indeed  the  case  (compare CH 
kuchẽriyo /kuʨẽrijo/ with  AY cuchárigo  /kuʨarigo/).  Since  the 
Chamacoco  plural  IF  suffix  has  lost  its  final  part,  a  form  such  as 
kuchẽriyo /kuʨẽrijo/ shows  preservation  of  the  original  MP-IF  suffix. 
The original suffix is also preserved in a few other forms, such as yẽriyo  
/jẽrijo/,  the  irregular  MP-IF  of  yet /jet/  ‘other’,  and  porroshɨr̃yo 
/poːɻɻoɕɨr̃jo/ (MP.IF) ‘God’.

(211) Ay. kuʨaj (GF.MS.FF), kuʨarik (GF.MS.IF), kuʨarigo (GF.MP.IF) ‘thing’ 
                 cf. kuʨa (GF.MS.BF)
         Ch. kuʨɨt  ʻthingʼ ---> kuʨer̃k (MS.IF), kuʨtɨk (MS.IF), kuʨer̃ijo (MP.IF),  
                 kuʨer̃jo (MP.IF), kuʨtijo (MP.IF)

The following pair of nominals are cognates (212-215), but their respective 
IF suffixes differ, because AY nominals take the suffixes -/nik/ and -/niŋo/, not 
to be found in Chamacoco. 
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(212) Ay. abaj (3.MS.FF), amanik (3.MS.FF), amaniŋo (3.MS.FF) ‘husband’, cf. abaj (3.MS.BF)
         Ch. abiʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘husband’ ---> abitɨk (3.MS.IF), abɨr̃k (3.MS.IF), abijɨr̃ (3.MP.IF), 
                abitijo (3.MP.IF), abijorɨr̃ (3.MP.IF)     

(213) Ay. daje (3.MS.FF), danik (3.MS.IF), daniŋo (3.MP.IF) ‘father’ cf. daj (3.MS.BF)
         Ch. dejʨ (3.MS.FF) ‘father’ ---> lejtɨk (3.MS.IF) / dejʨɨ ̃rk (3.MS.IF), 
                dejʨtɨk (3.MS.IF), dejʨtijo (3.MP.IF), dejɨr̃ (3.MP.IF) 

(214) Ay. diri (MS.FF), dinik (MS.IF), diniŋo (MP.IF) ‘day’ cf. dir (MS.BF)
         Ch. deːjʨ (MS.FF) ‘day’ ---> deːjʨtɨk (MS.IF), deːjtijo (MP.IF), deːjʨɨ ̃r (MP.IF), 
                deːjɨr̃ (MP.IF) 

(215) Ay. eruej (3.MS.IF), eruenik (3.MS.IF), erueniŋo (3.MS.IF) ‘end’, cf. erue (3.MS.BF)
        Ch. uhurʨ (MS.FF) ‘end’ ---> uhurtɨk (MS.IF), uhurʐtɨk (MS.IF), uhurʨɨr̃k (MS.IF), 
               uhurʨtɨk (MS.IF), uhurtijo (MP.IF), uhurɨr̃ (MP.IF) 

§14.4.2 The feminine indeterminate-form in the Zamucoan languages

Table  14.5  shows  the  correspondences  between  the  feminine  IF 
suffixes used in the Zamucoan languages.506

Ayoreo Chamacoco Ancient Zamuco
-tak (FS.IF)                   [rare]
-tigi (FP.IF)                   [rare]

-tã(k) (FS.IF)
-ɨ r̃ (FP.IF) 

Ø
Ø

-rak (FS.IF)
-rigi / -riŋi (FP.IF)

-rã(k) (FS.IF)
-ɨ r̃ (FP.IF)

-rac (FS.IF)
-rigui (FP.IF)

-nak (FS.IF)                  [rare] 
-niŋi (FP.IF)                  [rare]

Ø
Ø

-nac (FS.IF)               [rare]
Ø

Table 14.5. Feminine IF suffixes in the Zamucoan languages

AY feminine nominals generally take the IF suffixes -/rak/ (singular) 
and -/rigi/ or -/riŋi/ (plural). Two other series of suffixes corresponding 
to  the  masculine  -/tik/  (MS.IF),  -/tigo/  (MP.IF)  and  -/rik/  (MS.IF),  

506 Masculine and feminine IF suffixes are compared in Table 14.4.
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-/riŋo/  (MP.IF) are  used:  -/tak/ (FS.IF), -/tigi/  (FS.IF) and  -/nak/ 
(FS.IF), -/niŋi/.  AY -/tak/ (FS.IF) and -/nak/ (FS.IF) are to be observed 
in a few exceptions, so that one can generalize by saying that the only  
productive series  is  -/rak/ (FS.IF),  -/rigi/ or -/riŋi/ (FP.IF).  In Ancient 
Zamuco -rac  (-/rak/) (FS.IF) and -rigui  (-/rigi/) or  ringui (/riŋi/) (FS.IF) 
are reported. A.Z -/nak/ (FS.IF) is also reported, but it is rarely used. 507 
Chamacoco  shows  two  singular  suffixes,  -/rã(k)/  (FS.IF)  and  -/tã(k)/ 
(FS.IF),  while  in the plural  only the epicene suffix -/ɨr̃/ ([M/F]P.IF)  is 
used. If  compared  with  the  masculine,  the  feminine  presents  less 
variation.  The CH suffix -/tã(k)/ (FS.IF)  does not  have a proper plural 
counterpart,  because  -/ɨ r̃/ was  originally  the  plural  of  -/rã(k)/  (or 
-/ɨ r̃k/,  §13.5). AY -/tak/ and -/tigi/ and CH  -/tã(k)/ belong to a series 
which is  disappearing in the Zamucoan languages,  because CH  -/tã(k)/ 
has  lost  its  plural  counterpart,  -/tak/  and  -/tigi/  are  rarely  used  in 
Ayoreo  and  no  corresponding  suffix  is  to  be  observed  in  Ancient 
Zamuco. This means that Ancient Zamuco had lost these suffixes in the 
18th century  or  that  they  were  extremely  rare.  If  this  is  so,  Ayoreo, 
although  generally  more  innovative,  would  prove  to  be  more 
conservative  than  Ancient  Zamuco  with  regard  to  the  IF  suffixes. 
Chamacoco  lacks  IF  suffixes  corresponding  to  AY  -/nak/,  -/nigi/  or 
-/niŋi/.

Some Ayoreo and Chamacoco feminine IFs can be compared in (216-
220). Since the AY series -/rak/, -/rigo/ (or /riŋo/) is the most frequently 
used, the feminine IF suffixes usually correspond to the CH ones (216-219), the 
only exception being CH -/tã(k)/ (FS.IF) which alternates with -/rã(k)/ and is 
far  more frequent  than AY -/tak/ (FS.IF),  not to be found in the following 
examples. In (220) the AY and CH suffixes do not correspond to each other.

(216) Ay. date (3.FS.FF), daterak (3.FS.IF), daterigi (3.FP.IF) ‘mother’   
        Ch. data (3.FS.FF) ‘mother’ ---> latɨrã(k) (3.FS.IF), latã(k) (3.FS.IF), latɨr̃ (3.FP.IF)

(217) Ay. aɲ̥ua (FS.FF), aɲ̥urak (FS.IF), aɲ̥uriŋi (FS.IF) ‘seed’
         Ch. ejhita (FS.FF) ‘seed’ ---> ejhirã(k) (FS.IF), ejhɨr̃ (FP.IF), ejhitã(k) (FS.IF), 
              ejhitɨrã(k) (FS.IF)

507 Its plural counterpart, however, is not reported by Chomé.
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(218) Ay. iharo (FS.FF), iharorak (FS.IF), iharorigi (FP.IF) ‘old’ 
         Ch. ɨlaɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘old’ ---> ɨlarã(k) (FS.IF), ɨlartã(k) (FS.IF), ɨlaɻɻã(k) (FS.IF), 
              ɨlerɨr̃ (FP.IF), ɨlaɻɻɨr̃ (FP.IF)    

(219) Ay. keden̥a (FS.FF), keden̥arak (FS.IF), keden̥ariŋi (FP.IF) ‘different, strange’ 
         Ch. kɨnahata (FS.FF) ‘strange, different’ ---> kɨnaharã(k) (FS.IF), kɨnehɨr̃ (FP.IF), 
              kɨnahɨrã(k) (FS.IF), kɨnahatã(k) (FS.IF), kɨneher̃ (FP.IF), kɨnahatɨrã(k) (FS.IF)     
  
(220) Ay. poria (FS.FF), pon̥ak (FS.IF), pon̥iŋi (FP.IF) ‘tree’ 
         Ch. pohoɻɻa (FS.FF) ‘tree’ ---> pohorɨr̃ã(k) (FS.IF), pohoɻɻɨr̃ã(k) (FS.IF), 
               pohortã(k) (FS.IF), pohorã(k) (FS.IF), pohoɻɻã(k) (FS.IF), pohorɨr̃ (FP.IF), pohɨr̃ (FP.IF) 

§14.4.3 Gotic /gotik/ and otɨk 

AY Gotic  /gotik/ (or  gotique  /gotike/)508 is morphologically the MS-IF of 
gosi ‘anyone, someone’, the cognate of CH osht /oɕt/ ‘person’ (see §14.3.11, ex. 
(188)). It is used in wh- questions in the sense of ‘why’ (221) and ‘what’ (222) 
(Bertinetto  2009:  38).  Gotic /gotik/  is  also  used  at  the  end  of  a  negative 
sentence to express referential indetermination (223).  

(221) ¿Je      gotique   uje       don   Felipe   todo   a?
           /he    gotike    uhe      don   felipe    todo   a/
          MOD  IGNOR   COMP   don   Felipe    3.fear  MOD 
          ‘Why was don Felipe afraid / what was don Felipe afraid of?’ 
          (QCCB, cit. in Bertinetto 2009: 38)

(222) ¿Ore   imó-rique                 gotique  e?
          /ore   imo-rike                  gotike    e/ 
             3P    3.what_is_seen-MS.IF  IGNOR   MOD
          ‘What did they see?’ (QCCB, cit. in Bertinetto 2009: 38)

(223) ¡Que   ch-imo   umuñura-i   gotique!
          /ke     ʨ-imo   umuɲura-j    gotike/
           NEG    3-see     bull-MS.FF   IGNOR
         ‘He didn’t see any bull!’ (QCCB I: 19)

508 Here too, final /e/ is a euphonic vowel.
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AY  gotic  /gotik/ is  diachronically  related  to  the  interrogative  or  indefinite 
pronoun otɨk,  which morphologically should be considered the MS-IF of 
osht /oɕt/ ‘person’  (MS.FF),  although it  has  taken on a  meaning and a 
function  completely  different  from  that  of  osht  /oɕt/ (MS.FF)  and  for 
this reason it was considered an independent element, only presenting IF 
inflection (§13.5.1, ex. (106c)). The FS of  otɨk  (MS.IF),  otɨrãk  (FS.IF), is 
related to AY gotórac /gotorak/, which is morphologically the feminine form of 
gotic  /gotik/,  but  it  does  not  share  the  same  range  of  uses  of  the  latter. 
Although  gotic  and  otɨk  do  not  have  the  same  uses  (cf.  §13.7.16,  ex. 
(219-221)), in some cases they have similar functions:  otɨk  for instance 
can  be  used  as  an  interrogative  adjective  (224)  or  as  an  interrogative 
pronoun (225) (cf. (221) and (223)).509

(224) Wɨchɨ     otɨk            t-ãacha?
       /wɨʨɨ      otɨk            t-ãːʨa/
        DET.MS  IGNOR.MS   3-come 
       ‘Who is coming?’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

(225) Ye    tɨk-ɨraha   otɨk.
        /je     tɨk-ɨraha   otɨk/
        NEG   1S-know    IGNOR.MS
        ‘I do not know what it is.’ (Balbuena et al., 1993: 16)

§14.5 Nos, jnese /n̥ese/ and nez (/nes/)

In  all  Zamucoan  languages  the  word  for  ‘all’  is  uninflectable.  In 
Ayoreo  and  Ancient  Zamuco  it  behaves  syntactically  as  an  adjective, 
following  the  nominal(s)  which it  modifies.  As  explained in  §12.6  and 
§14.1, in both Ancient Zamuco and Ayoreo, when an adjectival modifier 
is the final element of the NP, it takes number and form as required by 
the  NP,  while  all  preceding  elements  appear  in  singular  BF.  This  does 

509 Note that otɨk is not very frequently used in Chamacoco. The wh- word for ‘who’ is generally yeẽk  
/jẽːk/ (the IF of yet  /jet/ ‘other’) and the wh- word for ‘what’ is usually  latɨk, which was 
probably an old IF, as one can see in the word ending, but it is not possible to say from 
which word it derives.
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not  occur  with  nez (/nes/) and  jnese  /n̥ese/,  which  are  uninflectable. 
This is  why in (226) and (227) the element preceding  jnese /n̥ese/ and 
nez (/nes/) appears in FF.

(226) Jogasui              jnese   ore  nina_re               uje    ore  t-agu   tache-i.
       /hogasu-j            n̥ese   ore  nina_re               uhe   ore  t-agu   taʨe-j/
        GF.family.MS.FF   all      3P   3.be_happy_3.RFL   SUB  3P   3-eat    agouti-MS.FF  
         ‘The whole family is with them when they eat the agouti.’  (Ayoreo. QCCB: II,30)

(227) A-irauz   guetosi-tie     nez.
        1S-weed   month-MS.FF  all 
       ‘I have weeded all month.’ (Ancient Zamuco. Chomé 1958: 129)510

CH  nos  is also  uninflectable.  Generally  CH  adjectival  modifiers 
follow the noun they refer to, which independently has full inflection for 
gender,  number  and  form  (228).  Thus,  nos does  not  interfere  with  the 
inflection  of  the  rest  of  the  NP  it  belongs  to.  CH  nos has  a  further 
peculiarity:  it can  freely  move  to the  left  periphery  of  the  clause.  In 
(229) nos refers to pohor ‘plants’ and is the first element of the clause, as 
in (230), where it refers to the object iiyo /iːjo/.511

(228) Je     ɨnaapo ese      pwert  ehe-t?           Yehe wɨr      asujãr-o      nos  de.
       /xe    ɨnaːpo  ese      pwert  ehe-t             jehe  wɨr     a-suxãr-o    nos  de/
        INT   how     that.MS house  3.inside-MS.FF  still  DET.P  2S-thing-MP all   3.EXIST
       ‘How is the house inside? There are still all your things.’ (Ciucci, field-notes) 

(229) Nos   t-ormɨhɨ   ɨre  wɨr  pohor     ĩhy-o. 
        /nos  t-ormɨhɨ   ɨre  wɨr  pohor     ĩj ̥-o/ 
          all    3-cover     3S   3P   plant.FP   leave-MP 
       ‘He covered himself with the leaves lf all plants.’ (Balbuena 1993: 14)

(230) T-ish     todo  loshɨp-o.     Nos    tɨk-ɨraha   ii-yo.
        /t-iɕ      todo  loɕɨp-o        nos    tɨk-ɨraha   iː-jo/
        1S-meet  all      animal-MP   all      1S-know    3-name-MP
       ‘I have met all animals. I know all their names.’ (Balbuena 1993: 16)

510 Nez follows a noun in FF also in the texts published by Hervás (1787b: 101-102, 229-230).
511 In (230), todo ‘all’ is a Spanish loanword. In currently spoken Chamacoco, it can alternate with nos.
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Nos can also be the head of an NP, as in (231), where it is the subject. 

(231)  Esee=kɨ   nos  o-ym:     Emiyõr-rza                     iim-ɨ=ke, 
        /eseː=kɨ   nos  o-jm       emijõɻ-ɻa                        iːm-ɨ=ke 
         DM=PST  all    3P-leave   Paraguayan_woman-FS.FF    3.leave=PST

         chofer   iim-ɨ=ke,                 komisari     iim.
         ʨofer    iːm-ɨ=ke                  komisari     iːm/
          driver    3.leave-EPENT=PST    commissary  3.leave

       ‘Then everyone left: the Paraguayan woman left, the driver left, the commissary 
         left.’ (Ciucci, field-notes)

§14.6 Conclusions

This chapter has compared the nominal suffixation of the Zamucoan 
languages, which have similar morphological devices to express gender, 
number  and  form.  Ayoreo  and  Ancient  Zamuco are  very  close  to  each 
other, but Ancient Zamuco and Chamacoco share similar features not to 
be found in Ayoreo. For instance, the original Proto-Zamuco singular FF 
suffixes  are  preserved  in  Ancient  Zamuco  and  Chamacoco,  while 
alternative morphological devices for the singular FF have originated in 
Ayoreo. With few exceptions, CH has lost the difference between BF and 
FF in  the  plural.  Chamacoco  masculine  nominals  take  the  plural  suffix 
-/o/,  which  was  originally  a  MP-BF  suffix,  but  it  may  alternate  with 
relics such as -/lo/, originally a MP-FF suffix, and -/tso/, which in some 
cases  cannot  be  used  in  FF  contexts.  The  comparison  between  Ayoreo 
and  Chamacoco  permits  to  explain  some  Chamacoco  subregularities, 
such as  the presence of  /r/ in some plurals  (§14.3.10),  the alternation 
between /a/ and /e/ in plurals  in -/ehet/ (§14.3.8),  the MP suffix /e/
(§14.3.9), and the alternation between /s/ and /ɕ/ in nominals in -/ɕt/
(§14.3.11). Finally, the Zamucoan languages have more series of suffixes 
to express the IF (depending on the language). In this case too, one can 
observe significant correspondences between the IF suffixes.
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§15 General conclusions

The present investigation has described and compared the three areas of 
inflectional morphology in the Zamucoan languages:  verb inflection (§4-§8), 
possessive inflection (§9-§11) and nominal suffixation (§12-§14). 

Although Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco have a relatively low (but far from 
marginal)  percentage  of  lexical  similarity  with  Chamacoco,  the  Zamucoan 
languages  present  similar  morphological  categories,  expressed  by  similar 
morphological devices (cf. §7, §11 and §14). The genetic relationship among 
the Zamucoan languages has thus been demonstrated. All Zamucoan languages 
derive from  a common ancestor, Proto-Zamuco. Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco 
are very close to each other, but the comparison with Chamacoco reveals a 
number  of  surprises,  because  Ancient  Zamuco  and  Chamacoco  share  some 
peculiarities  which have been lost  in  Ayoreo,  such as  the  realis  vs.  irrealis 
opposition in the 3-person. Moreover, the groups of verbs which do not present 
realis  vs.  irrealis  opposition  in  the  3-person  are  the  same in  both  Ancient 
Zamuco and Chamacoco (/t/- verbs and radical verbs). An analogous case is 
represented by the A.Z. singular FF suffixes -/tie/ (M) and -/tae/ (F), which can 
be compared with CH -/t/ (MS-FF) and -/ta/ (FS-FF). This shows that Ancient 
Zamuco and Chamacoco preserve the original  singular FF suffix,  which has 
disappeared  in  Ayoreo. By  contrast,  there  are  many  peculiarities  in  which 
Chamacoco differs from Ayoreo and Ancient Zamuco: for instance, Chamacoco 
has lost the full distinction between plural BF and plural FF. 

This study is the first  scientifically-grounded analysis  on the inflectional 
morphology of the Zamucoan languages. The results of the present work allow 
one to start thinking about the possible diachronic evolution of the Zamucoan 
languages, in order to reconstruct Proto-Zamuco. In some cases, it is possible to 
hypothesize features which characterized a very early stage of the Zamucoan 
family.  For  instance,  Proto-Zamuco  had  probably  the  same  verb  groups 
nowadays observed in the Zamucoan languages, but the large variability in the 
3-person  suggests  that  at  some  point  Proto-Zamuco  has  developed 
morphological devices to express the originally prefixless 3-person. In nominal 
morphology, the structure of some suffixes indicates that at a very early stage 
Proto-Zamuco must have been an agglutinative language. The morphological 
comparison  shown  in  this  study  should  be  integrated  with  a  systematic 
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comparison of verb roots, nominal roots and other parts of the lexicon, in order 
to establish regular phonetic correspondences among the Zamucoan languages. 
This will be the object of future research.

Finally, the relationship with the surrounding languages is another topic 
for further investigation. In the course of this study, some points of contact 
with other indigenous languages have been indicated (see also Appendix A). It 
would  be  desirable to  make  a  systematic  comparison  with  other  linguistic 
families to find further traces of contact and typological  similarities.  In this 
respect, the main problem is represented by the scarcity of data  available for 
many  South  American  languages,  but  new studies  will  presumably  provide 
interesting material for the comparison. The same applies to the possibility to 
find genetic relationships between the Zamucoan family and other languages, 
although – at least for the time being  – linguistic and genetic studies suggest 
that the Zamucoan languages form an isolated family.
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Appendix A. The Swadesh List of 207 words
                                        

Ancient Zamuco Ayoreo Chamacoco

1 I (u)yu (u)ju jok
2 you (S) (u)gua uwa / ua owa
3 he güite / udde (M)

guate / udda (F)
ude ʻthis’ (M)
udak ʻthis’ (F)
ute ʻthat’ (M)
wate ʻthat’ (F)

wɨʨɨ (M)
wate (F)
ɨre

4 we (u)yoc (u)jok ejok (inclusive)
õrjok (exclusive)

5 you (P) (u)guac uwak / wak olak
6 they ore

uddao / uddoe (M)
uddai / uyie (F)

ore
udoho ʻthese’ (M)
udahi ʻthese’ (F)
udore ʻthose’ (M)
udire ʻthose’ (F)

õr
wɨr
õr ɨre

7 this güite / udde (M)
guate / udda (F)

ude  (M)
udak (F)

ele (M) 
dɨkɨ/dɨka (M)
ana (F) 
na(k)a (F)

8 that Ø ute ʻthat’ (M)
wate ʻthat’ (F)

ese (M)
asa (F)

9 here ide de/ne lɨka
10 there ite sona

waite
wahaʨa

11 who guioitie (M)
guiotàe (F)

gosi (M)
goti (F)

jẽː k / jẽː kpo

12 what irige gotik(e) / (ʨo) rike latɨk
13 where irige rike ɨrãːpo
14 when irique (ʨo) rike latɨk
15 how quitie (ʨo) rike ɨnaːpo
16 not ca ka (IRLS)

ke (RLS)
je

17 all nez n̥ese nos
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18 many Ø dipesej (MS.FF)
pien̥a
wasen̥ane (MP)

kɨn̥ija

19 some uyego (MP)
uñanigui (FP)

uɲane (MP.FF)
uɲanie (FP.FF)

tsom̥ɨro (MP) 
tsom̥ɨre  ([M/F]P)

20 few garocioddoe (MP.FF) garosiode (MP.FF)
garosidie (MP.FF)

arḁːbo (M)
are̥ːbe (F)

21 other Ø uɲaj (MS.FF)) jet (MS.FF)
22 one chomarâ ([M/F]S.BF) ʨom̥ara (MS.BF) tsom̥ɨra ([M/F]S.BF)
23 two gar (MS.BF) gare (MS.BF) osijer (M)

otijer (F)
24 three gadioc (MS.BF) gadiok (MS.BF) arĩ toho 
25 four gahagani (MS.BF) gagan̥i (MS.BF) arĩ ɕarĩ 
26 five chuena yimanaitie ʨen̥a jim̥anaj arĩ ɕarĩ toho 
27 big dieda (FS.BF) kuʨabi (MS.FF)

datej (MS.FF)
keruj (MS.FF)
ekan̥ai (MS.FF)

diʨ (MS.FF)
balu̥t (MS.FF)

28 long Ø jorikoj (MS.FF) berʐt (MS.FF)
29 wide Ø en̥umej (MS.FF) ehet diʨ (MS.FF)
30 thick urôtie (MS.FF) 

urônac (MS.BF)
naɲoraj (MS.FF)
uron̥aj (MS.FF) ‘fat’

tsolḁ

31 heavy Ø imenun̥aj (MS.FF) ɨne̥
32 small Ø ahami (MS.FF)

atiami (MS.FF)
urigabi (MS.FF)

ijaːbɨt (MS.FF)

33 short Ø katadej (MS.FF)
utugudej (MS.FF)

turkãːbɨt (MS.FF)

34 narrow Ø ahami (MS.FF)
urigabi (MS.FF)

ehet ixaːbɨt (MS.FF)

35 thin Ø atiami (MS.FF)
godoj (MS.FF)

koɕkaːbɨt (MS.FF), 
olo

36 woman chequetae (FS.FF), 
cheque (FS.BF)

ʨeke (FS.FF) tɨmʨaɻɻa (FS.FF)
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37 man nani (MS.BF) n̥ani (MS.FF) n̥akɨrbiʨ (MS.FF)
38 person Ø ajorej (MS.FF) oɕt (MS.FF)
39 child abitie (3.MS.FF) 

ap (3.MS.BF) 
abi (3.MS.FF)
disi (MS.FF)

aːp (3.MS.BF), 
ixɨt (3.MS.FF)

40 wife acotetae (3.FS.FF)
acote (3.FS.BF)

acote (3.FS.FF) ɨrãhata (3.FS.FF)

41 husband Ø abaj (3.MS.FF) abiʨ (3.MS.FF)
42 mother512 date (3.FS.BF) date (3.FS.FF) data (3.FS.FF)
43 father daitie (3.MS.FF)

dai (3.MS.BF)
daj / daje (3.MS.FF) dejʨ (3.MS)

44 animal Ø dosipej (MS.FF) doɕɨpɨt (MS.FF)
45 fish Ø ojidi (MS.FF) doɕɨt (MS.FF)
46 bird chuguperitie (MS.FF)

chugupêre (MS.BF)
ʨuŋuper̃i / 
ʨuguper̃i (MS.FF) 

ʨɨpɨrmiʨa (FS.FF)

47 dog potitie (MS.FF)
potit (MS.BF)

tamokoj (MS.FF) pohoʨ (MS.FF)

48 louse Ø n̥ari (MS.FF) n̥atsɨkɨta (FS.FF)
49 snake Ø ugaj (MS.FF) eʨẽː t (MS.FF)
50 worm Ø hupuʨaj (MS.FF)

uhũri (MS.FF)
dɨʨaɕɨ r̃ʨ (MS.FF)

51 tree poritae (FS.FF) poria (FS.FF) pohoɻɻa (FS.FF)
52 forest Ø ugin̥amuj (MS.FF) m̥ont

ormɨt (MS.FF)
53 stick pitie (MS.FF)

pit (MS.BF)
pidi (MS.FF) piʨ (MS.FF)

54 fruit Ø a (FS.FF) eːta (FS.FF)
55 seed chotie (MS.FF)

chococ (MS.BF)
aɲ̥ua (FS.FF) ejhita (FS.FF)

56 leaf Ø akãraj (3.MS.FF) ihit̃ (3.MS.FF)513

57 root eros (MS.BF) (‘kind or etasi (MS.FF) utuɕt (3.MS.FF)

512 Compare the Pilagá word -at’e ‘mother’, with the possessive prefix l- in the 3-person (Vidal 2001: 
79-80).

513 Ihit̃ means both ‘leaf’ and ‘wing’: cf. AY. ujnoi /un̥oj/ (3.MS.FF) ‘wing’ and A.Z. unnotie (/unotie/) 
(MS.FF) ‘wing’.
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root’) taposi (MS.FF) oɻɻa (FS.FF)
58 bark (of a tree) Ø gatodaoj (MS.FF) juhũɻɻa (FS.FF)
59 flower Ø asige (FS.FF)

pon̥aŋe (FS.FF)
plorta (FS.FF)

60 grass Ø n̥akaraj (MS.FF) jerbɨta (MS.FF)
61 rope carubitie (MS.FF)

carup (MS.BF)
enuej (3.MS.FF) dukwer̃ʨ (MS.FF)

62 skin yahotie (1.MS.FF) aoj (3.MS.FF) yuhũɻɻa (3.FS.FF)
63 meat Ø ãri (3.MS.FF) er̃o (3.MP)

sot (MS.FF)514

64 blood Ø ijoj (3.MS.FF) armɨsta (3.MS.FF)
ɨkɨrmɨsta (3.MS.FF)

65 bone Ø an̥okej (3.MS.FF) debiʨ (MS.FF)
lotɨbiʨ (MS.FF)

66 fat (n) Ø i (MS.FF) n̥eʨɨt
krast

67 egg curec (MS.BF) kurej̃ (MS.FF) m̥art (MS.FF)
webɨt (MS.FF)

68 horn tugut (MS.BF) ubuʨuj (3.MS.FF)
ue (3.FS.FF)

waːpɨta (FS.FF)
uːta (FS.FF)

69 tail Ø kari (MS.FF) kolta (FS.FF)
70 feather Ø arama (FS.FF)

ojoj (3.MS.FF)
ihit̃ (3.MS.FF)

71 hair Ø acãrai (3.MS.FF) akɨ r̃t (3.MS.FF)
72 head (phys.) yatoitae (1.FS.FF) gatoj (3.FS.FF) huta (3.FS.FF) 
73 ear agoroitae (3.FS.FF) aŋorone (3.FS.FF) ãɻɻa (3.FS.FF)
74 eye eddo (3.FS.BF) edo (3.FS.FF) onta (3.FS.FF)
75 nose Ø kõraʨuj (3.MS.FF) dɨxer̃pɨta (3.FS.FF) 
76 mouth Ø pin̥ani (3.MS.FF) aw̥oˀ (3.MS.BF)
77 tooth Ø pãtaraj (3.MS.FF) potẽː t (3.MS.FF)

ɨrũrʨ (3.MS.FF)
78 tongue arecho (MP.BF) arej (3.MS.FF) ahãrʨ (3.MS.FF)

514 Sot ‘meat’ is probably a loan from the Guaraní so’o.
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79 fingernail Ø usuguruj (3.MS.FF) duɕurʨ (3.MS.FF)
80 foot Ø gidaj (3.MS.FF)

jirídaj (1.MS.FF)
n̥ɨtɨta (3.FS.FF)
pɨɻɻa (1.FS.FF)

81 leg Ø etarudi (3.MS.FF)515

gidogoropote
(3.FS.FF)

dɨlt (3.MS.FF)

82 knee Ø ikatade (3.FS.FF)
katade (GF.FS.FF)

ketɨta (3.FS.FF)

83 hand manai (3.MS.BF) m̥anaj (3.FS.FF) m̥ata (3.FS.FF)
84 wing unnotie (MS.FF)

unnoc (MS.BF)
un̥oj (3.MS.FF) ihit̃ (3.MS.FF)

85 belly Ø ika (3.FS.FF) ɨjɨta (3.FS.FF)
86 guts ahetie (3.MS.FF) uʨaj (3.MS.FF) iʨɨt (3.FS.FF)
87 neck Ø etabi (3.MS.FF) etɨbiʨ (3.MS.FF)
88 back Ø gidoboj (3.MS.FF) nerˀ (3.MS.BF)
89 breast Ø inḁ (3.FS.FF) oxõɻɻa (3.FS.FF)
90 heart Ø ijobie (3.FS.FF) tɨtewta (3.FS.FF)
91 liver Ø abito (3.FS.FF) iːbɨta (3.FS.FF)
92 to drink Ø ʨohi (3) ɨhɨ (3)
93 to eat tac (3) (INTRANS)

tagu (3) (TRANS)
tak (3) (INTRANS)
tagu (3) (TRANS)

taːk (3) (INTRANS)
tew (3) (TRANS)

94 to bite Ø ʨigas (3) ʨeːs / tseːs (3)
95 to suck Ø ʨuku (3) ʨuku (3)
96 to spit Ø ʨutir̃e (3) tsɨtser̃ dalo̥ (3)  
97 to vomit Ø pogaj (3) pwey (3)
98 to blow Ø ʨubuʨu (3) tsobɨta / ʨobɨta (3)
99 to breathe Ø ʨini̥me daɲ̥ari (3) tsɨtser̃ deje̥rʨ (3)  
100 to laugh Ø kana (3) jana (3)
101 to see aimo (1S) ʨimo (3) umo (3)
102 to hear chidut (1S.IRLS) ʨudute (3) ʨunt (3)
103 to know chiraha (3) ʨiraha (3) ʨɨraha (3)

515 According  to  Higham  et  al.  (2000),  etarúdi ‘part  of  the  leg  between  the  hip  and  the  knee’; 
guídogoropoté /gidogoropote/ ‘part of the leg between the ankle and the knee’.
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104 to think Ø ajipie doj (3)
ajipie ʨise (3)
[ajipie 
‘thoughts’ (3.FS.FF)]

ejuwo tɨser̃ / tɨsɨ r̃ (3)
ejuwo uːɕɨ (3)
[ejuwo 
‘thoughts’ (3.MP)]

105 to smell Ø ʨohare (3) ʨowɨr (3)
106 to fear Ø todo (3) tola (3)
107 to sleep aimo (1S) mo (3) umo (3)
108 to live Ø eka (3) debuhu (3)
109 to die toi (3) toj (3) toj (3)
110 to kill chuhe (3) ʨuhe (3) ɕuː (3)
111 to fight Ø doj pokaniŋaj (3) tsatsɨ r̃ (3)
112 to hunt Ø doj dosipeode (3)

doj kuʨisode (3)
tejãha aːʨ (3)

113 to hit chuhe (3) ʨuhe (3) ɕuː (3)
114 to cut airahu (1S) ʨakesu (3) ʨekɕehe (3), ijo̥ (3)
115 to split Ø ʨahuke (3) tsehek (3)
116 to stab Ø ʨiʨagu (3) ʨiʨew (3)
117 to scratch Ø ʨibika (3) tej̃hi (3)
118 to dig Ø ʨihoʨa (3) ʨiʨew (3)
119 to swim aiyazâr (1S) doj n̥akoj iji  jodi gaj 

(3)
tsan̥ nãɻɻa (3)

120 to fly aiyo (1S) ʨo (3)
jijo (1S)

ijo (3)516

121 to walk Ø dik (3) dɨrk (3)
122 to come dac (3) di (3) tɨret̃ (3)
123 to lie Ø teret̃a (3) 

‘to lie down’
tɨnɨm (3) 
‘to lie down’
tsejne n̥ɨmiʨ (3) 
‘to lie on the chest’

124 to sit aiyakarihi (1S) ʨakare (3) tsakɨr (3)
125 to stand iyague (3) ʨage (3)

jijage (1)
ijehet (3)

516 Cf. the Mocoví intransitive verb ayo ‘to fly’ (Grondona 1998: 270).
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126 to turn choquiyigui (3) ʨaparu dabaj (3) tejʨ dele (3)
127 to fall baz (3) base (3) beɕɨ (3)

kaj
128 to give osi (1S), asi (2) ʨisi (3) ɨɕɨm (3)
129 to hold Ø ʨisa (3) ʨiɕew (3)
130 to squeeze Ø ʨihose (3)

ʨipatigase (3)
sejkeh̃e n̥ɨmiʨ (3)

131 to rub Ø ʨaŋuɲera gaj (3)
ʨaguɲera gaj (3)
ʨuŋuɲera gaj (3)

ʨukwer ̥(3)

132 to wash Ø ʨuru ʨurũ̥ (3)
133 to wipe Ø ʨaŋuɲera gaj (3)

ʨaguɲera gaj (3)
ʨuŋuɲera gaj (3)

ʨurũ̥ (3)

134 to pull Ø ʨurugus (3) ʨurʐ (3)
135 to push Ø ʨurugus (3) ʨukus (3)
136 to throw aoz (1S) ʨiŋira (3)

tõraha (3) 
‘to throw into’

tãra (3)

137 to tie agayo (2P) ʨigaru (3) ɕijeru (3)
138 to sew chichichêre (1S.IRLS)

achichêre (2S.IRLS)
ʨuga (3) ʨiʨew (3)

139 to count acecaru (2S.IRLS) ʨisekãru (3) tɨskɨ r̃ (3)
140 to say tata (3)

choniga (3)
ʨatata (3)
ʨon̥iŋa (3)

tata (3)

141 to sing Ø ʨirate (3)
ʨiɲ̥ekare (3)

teːjʨɨ (3) 

142 to play Ø kanare (3) lota (3)
143 to float Ø digihi jodi gaj (3) dohɨr eːjʨ (3)
144 to flow Ø Ø uːɕɨ (3) ‘run’
145 to freeze Ø ten̥uj (MS.FF) ‘cold’ kɨːs ‘cold’
146 to swell Ø põ ‘to be swallen’

gen̥aj (MS.FF) 
‘swollen’

potɨta ‘swollen’
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147 sun guiedetie (MS.FF)
guiede (MS.BF)

gede (MS) deːjʨ (MS.FF)

148 moon Ø gedoside (MS.FF) ɕekurkɨt (MS.FF)
149 star gueddo (FS.BF) gedo (FS.FF) põːɻɻeːbʨa (FS.FF)
150 water yoitie (MS.FF)

yot (MS.BF)
jodi (MS.FF) nijo̥kot517

awɨt (MS.FF)
151 rain bec ‘it rains’ gej (MS.FF)

beke ‘it rains’
ɨbɨk ‘it rains’
juwebɨt (MS.FF)
osãsɨro (archaic)

152 river Ø tie (FS.FF) onoːta (FS.FF)
153 lake Ø gaɲ̥o (FS.FF) Ø
154 sea Ø tie kuʨabi (MS.FF)

(lit. ‘big river’)
jote keden̥aj (MS.FF)

onoːt(a) balu̥ːta 
(FS.FF) 
(lit. ‘big river’)

155 salt echotie (MS.FF) eʨoj (MS.FF) jokɨʨ
156 stone cucaraitie (MS.FF) kukarané (FS.FF) kojãʨ (MS.FF)518

157 sand uddapie un̥a (FS.FF)
ari ̃(MS.FF)

erent (MS.FF)

158 dust numitie (MS.FF)
numi (MS.BF)

n̥umi (MS.FF)
uruj (MS.FF)

ukult (MS.FF)

159 earth numitie (MS.FF)
numi (MS.BF)

n̥umi (MS.FF)
erami (MS.FF)

nɨ̥miʨ (MS.FF)
ɨrmo (MP) ‘world’

160 cloud gueoddo[e] (MP.FF) ge abuha (FS.FF)
ge ikagoj (MS.FF)

ukuhuɻɻa (FS.FF)

161 fog Ø hesi (FS.FF) ɨɕɨbɨlt̥ (MS.FF)
162 sky idaitie (MS.FF) gate (MS.FF)

gatan̥okej (MS.FF)
põːrʨ (MS.FF)

163 wind emitie (MS.FF) emi (MS.FF) mjenta (FS.FF)

517 This word is probably a loan from Kadiwéu ninyoɢodi ‘water’ (Kadiwéu data from Griffiths 2002: 
140, 174). Nowadays this word is often replaced by awɨt, stemming from Spanish agua ‘water’.

518 The  CH  word  kojãch  /kojãʨ/  basically  conveys  two  meanings:  ‘stone’  and  ‘mountain’ 
(see  above).  In  the  first  meaning  it  should  be  compared  with  AY  cucarané  /kukarane/ 
(FS.FF)  ‘rock,  stone,  gem’.  In  the  second  meaning  it  should  be  com pared  with  the 
corresponding  masculine  form  of  cucarané,  that  is  cucarani  /kukarani/ ‘mountain,  hill’; 
cucarané is probably derived from the latter word.
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em (MS.BF)
164 snow Ø Ø Ø
165 ice Ø Ø koxãʨ pɨt 

‘piece of ice’ 
(lit. ‘piece of stone’)

166 smoke piotoddoe (MP.FF)
pioboddoe (MP.FF)
piobio (MP.BF)

ujun̥a (FS.FF) iːbiʨ (3.MS.FF)

167 fire pio[t] (MS.BF) pioj (MS.FF) uru̥ːta (FS.FF)
xwekɨta (FS.FF)

168 ash Ø puʨukuruj (MS.FF) piːtsɨt (MS.FF)
169 to burn iddu tagu (gaj) (3)

ʨãru (gaj) (3)
dulu̥

170 road urahec (3.MS.BF)
dahec (GF.MS.BF)

dajej (GF.MS.FF)
ũrajej (3.MS.FF)

dehet (MS.FF)

171 mountain Ø kukarani (MS.FF) koxãʨ (MS.FF)
172 red pisap (MS.BF) karataj (MS.FF)

ʨaruman̥aj (MS.FF)
gati (MS.FF)

wɨhɨ r̃t (MS.FF) 

173 green Ø perupi (MS.FF)
sarej (MS.FF)

bertɨt (MS.FF)

174 yellow cagôra kaŋuraj (MS.FF)
perupi (MS.FF)
sarej (MS.FF)

kahɨ r̃t (MS.FF)

175 white chopo (3) 
‘to be white’

kobi (MS.FF)
hutuj (MS.FF)
pororoj (MS.FF)

poːrʨ (MS.FF)

176 black chotoc (3) 
‘to be black’

utataj (MS.FF) wɨs (MS.BF)

177 night dehac (MS.BF) dehaj (MS.FF) dɨlḁk (MS.BF)
dɨlt̥ (MS.FF)

178 day diritie (MS.FF)
dire (MS.BF)

diri (MS.FF) deːjʨ (MS.FF)

179 year zequere sikere / sekere (FS.FF) tarokot (MS.FF)
180 warm aiyotare (1S) pioke ‘to be warm’ dulu̥
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aiyotâco (1P)
dayotaño (2P) 
‘to be warm’

181 cold areritie (MS.FF) areredatej (MS.FF)
ten̥uj (MS.FF)

kɨːs

182 full cho chic chic (3) 
‘to be full’

iraguhi (MS.FF) ɨre̥w

183 new Ø ehoj (MS.FF)
iʨaj (MS.FF)

ɨʨarãha
alt̥ (MS.FF)

184 old choquidatie (MS.FF)
choquida (MS.BF)

arimej (MS.FF)
iharoj (MS.FF)

ɨlarʨ (MS.FF)

185 good uomitie (MS.FF)
uom (MS.BF)

omi (MS.FF) om (MS.BF)

186 bad uzodatie (MS.FF)
uzoda (MS.BF)

gan̥arej (MS.FF)
sin̥aj (MS.FF)

ɨlxaːbɨt (MS.FF)
mɨn̥t (MS.FF)

187 rotten cho rârac / cho râratie 
(3) ‘to be rotten’

tarataj (MS.FF) topɨt  (MS.FF)  (also 
‘dead’)

188 dirty Ø gekorisej (MS.FF)
igirikon̥aj (MS.FF)
huduj (MS.FF)
opoj (MS.FF)
topiej (MS.FF)

wareɕ

189 straight Ø kaputaj (MS.FF) dereɕt (MS.FF)
190 round ucozitie (MS.FF)

ucoz (MS.BF)
aparugaitaj (MS.FF) ɨrnonto

191 sharp Ø asikoj (MS.FF) weɕtiɕ
192 dull Ø derokoj (MS.FF)

pacaj (MS.FF)
pako

193 smooth Ø karun̥aj (MS.FF) kututa ([M/F]S.BF)
194 wet panota tetaj (MS.FF)

arupaʨej (MS.FF);
pakata 
‘to be very wet’

panta

195 dry canore
cho can(n)ac

kan̥ori (MS.FF) ɕɨrã
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196 correct Ø kaputapis ihi n̥umi 
‘to be correct’

om (MS.BF)

197 near upuzu  ite  ‘there 
close’

ehoj (3.MS.FF)
idogosi (MS.FF)

ahɨr (3)

198 far dit idahaj (MS.FF)
n̥aropiej 
n̥oropiej 

dukulḁ ([M/F]S.BF)

199 right Ø ãraʨua (3) wãːʨta (3.FS.FF)
200 left Ø arase (3) wãːʨxãɻɻa (3.FS.FF)
201 at (i)hi, aha ihi, tihi, aha =ɨhɨ, 
202 in (i)hi, aha ihi, tihi, aha =ɨhɨ, 

ehet (3) ‘inside’
203 with ega, uddi ome, tome (h)õr, ahɨr (3)
204 and apo (e)ŋa n̥, iʨ
205 if =ga uhetiga uxe,  kɨmɨxɨ,  kɨreh̃e, 

keh̃e
206 because Ø uhe pork, jexɨ (archaic)
207 name Ø i (3.MS.FF) iːʨ (3.MS.FF)
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Appendix  B.  Paradigms  of  Ancient  Zamuco  possessable  nouns  in 
Chomé’s grammar

Nouns

(1) y-i-pahe (1S), a-pahe (2S), a-pahe (3), Ø-Ø-pahe (GF) ‘belt’
(2) y-a-ho (1S), a-ho (2S), a-ho (3), p-a-ho (GF) ‘leather’
(3) ote (1S), d-a-te (3), az-ote (1P), ay-a-te (2P) ‘mother’
(4) y-e-ddo (1S), e-ddo (2S), e-ddo (3), p-e-ddo (GF) ‘eye’
(5) y-u-ague (1S), a-gue (2S), g-ü-ague (3/GF) ‘family’
(6) y-i-baya (1S), a-baya (2S), i-baya (3), p-i-baya (GF) ‘excuse’
(7) y-i-gueda (1S), a-i-gueda (2S), i-gueda (3), da-i-gueda (RFL), gu-i-gueda (GF),
                ay-i-gueda (1P/2P) ‘house’
(8) y-i-guioz (1S), a-guioz (2S), i-guioz (3), Ø-Ø-guioz (GF) ‘relative’
(9) y-i-podduo (1S), a-podduo (2S), i-podduo (3), Ø-Ø-podduo (GF) ‘lungs’
(10) y-i-raogenna (1S), a-raogenna (2S), i-raogenna (3), Ø-Ø-daoguenna (GF) ‘mortar’
(11) y-i-terepec (1S), a-terepec (2S), i-terepec (3), pepec (GF) ‘tissue’
(12) y-u-cau (1S), a-cau (2S), u-cau (3), p-u-cau (GF) ‘elbow’
(13) y-u-hoz (1S), a-hoz (2S), u-hoz (3), d-u-coz (GF) ‘disease’
(14) y-u-rahec (1S), a-rahec (2S), u-rahec (3), Ø-Ø-dahec (GF) ‘path’
(15) ch-o-rotat (1S), ay-o-rotat (1P/2P) ‘shoulder’

Verbal nouns

(1) ch-a-cac (1S), a-cac (2S), a-cac (3), p-a-cac (GF) ‘what is planted’
(2) ch-e-câric (1S), e-caric (2S), e-caric (3), p-e-caric (GF) ‘what is followed’ 
(3) ch-i-mecêrac (1S), a-mecêrac (2S), i-mecêrac (3), p-i-mecêrac (GF) ‘what is loved’ 
(4) y-i-yauc (1S), a-yauc (2S), i-yauc (3), p-i-yauc (GF) ‘what is leaved’
                from: i-yau (3) ‘to quit; to stop’
(5) ch-o-irac (1S), o-irac (2S), o-irac (3), p-o-irac (GF) ‘what is added’
(6) ch-o-it (1S), o-it (2S), o-it (3), p-o-it (GF) ‘who/what is brought’
                from: t-o-râ (3) ‘to bring’519

(7) y-i-noriga (1S), a-noriga (2S), Ø-Ø-noriga (3), p-i-noriga (GF) ‘way’,
                from: no (3) ‘to go’
(8) y-i-bidit (1S), a-bidit (2S), Ø-Ø-pidit (3), p-i-bidit (GF) ‘who/what is called’
                from: t-i-bidi (3) ‘to call’
(9) ch-u-manic (1S), a-manic (2S), u-manic (3), p-u-manic (GF) ‘what is finished’
(10) ch-a-cac (1S), ay-a-cac (1P/2P) ‘what has been planted’

519 Here the derivational process is not clear.
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(11) ch-a-gari (1S) ‘what is believed’ from: t-a-gari (3) ‘to believe’520 

520 Here the translation is not provided by Chomé and the paradigm is not complete.


